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CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING

Quebec, March 1st, 2nd, & 3rd, 1911.

The Thirteenth Annual General Meeting of the Institute was

held at the Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, on Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday, March 1st, 2nd and 3rd, 1911, the President, Dr.

Frank D. Adams, in the chair. The attendance was in the neigh-

bourhood of a hundred and twenty and included the following

guests:—Dr. James Douglas and Dr. A. R. Ledoux, representing

the American Institute of Mining Engineers; Mr. F. L. (Jarrison,

representing the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy; Mr. \\'. R.

Ingalls and Dr. J. F. Kemp, representing the Mining and Metallur-

gical Society of America; Dr. D. T. Day, representing the Unit-ed

States Geological Survey; Mr. G. S. Rice, representing the U. S.

Bureau of Mines; Prof. C. H. Richardson, of Syracuse University,

Syracuse, N.Y.; Dr. H. Ries, of Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.;

Dr. A. C. Lane, of Tufts College, Mass.; and Mr. F. L. Nason, of

West Haven, Conn.

Wednesday Mornixc Session.

The members assembled in the Octagon Room of the Chateau

Frontenac, at 10.30 a.m., and were welcomed by the Hon. C. R.

Devlin, Minister of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries for the Pro-

vince of Quelx^c, who, in the course of an interesting address, ex-

pressed the Prime Minister's regrets that he was unable, by reason

of pressing Parliamentary duties, to be present, and in that gentle-

man's name and his own bade the Institute welcome to the capital.

Mr. Devlin stated that he himself had travelled several hundred

miles in order to be in atten< lance at the annual meeting of the

Institute, in whose work he took a warm interest. In fact, he

was under deep obligation to the Institute in that its Council had,

after its advice had been solicited, recommended the appointment
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of Mr. T. Denis, to the Supcrintcnclentship of Mines for the Pro-

vince, and to whose worth and ability he was pleased to testify.

Mr. Devlin added: "I have, I think, already demonstrated,

by practical means, my appreciation of the services and sympathy

with the aims of the Canadian Mining Institute. When, how-

ever, I am in a position to increase the amount of the present

annual grant made by the Quebec Government to the Institute, it

will afford me very great pleasure to do so. It must be recognized,

however, that the development of the Province's mineral resources

has so far been limited, and that our revenue from mines at present

is not great as compared with that of other Provinces of the Dom-
inion. But I am firmly convinced of the advisability of stimula-

ting mineral development and if our present revenue from the

mining industry is inadequate, then we should devote, I believe,

revenues from other sources towards the encouragement of ex-

ploitation and de\'elopment of our mineral resources. On this

conviction, I induced our government to provide for the expedition

to the Chibougamon region and for other expeditions last summer.

The information secured as a result of these expeditions will un-

doubtedly prove of the greatest value. The same policy will be

followed this year. Three expeditions under the direction of

highly qualified mining geologists will be sent into promising, if

little explored, areas to report for the benefit of the prospector and

the miner; and thus we hope in due course to see established in

the Province of Quebec a mining industry no less important and

no less flouri.shing than that of which the sister Province of On-
tario has such good cause to be proud.

"

The President in responding to the address of welcome said:—" I am sure we all feel very grateful to Mr. Devlin for his presence

here to-day. I personally can testify that no Minister of the Crown
in Canada takes a keener interest than he in the work of the Cana-
dian Mining Institute. The grant which by his recommendation
has Vx'f-n made to the Institute, has been given without any pro-

vincial H'strictions as to its expenditure, but has been granted to

aid in the furtherance of the In.stitute's work in the interests of

mining in the Dominion as a whole. I believe I voice the senti-

ments of this meeting in expressing grateful acknowledgments to

Mr. Devlin for an intereat in the Institute both sincere and cordial."
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The President then delivered the following address:—

Presidential Address.

"It affords me great pleasure to welcome the members and

guests of the Canadian Mining Institute to the ancient city of

Quebec, on the occasion of this our thirteenth Annual Meeting.

It was in the Province of Quebec, it i§ interesting to recall, that

the first step was taken towards the establishment of a mining

society in this country. I refer to the organization of the Quebec

General Mining Association in the year 1S90. From this begin-

ning, in reality, sprang the present Canadian Mining Institute;

for, following the example set by Quebec, organization on similar

lines was inaugurated in the Provinces of Nova Scotia and Ontario,

and four years later, in 1891, the associations then in existence,

combiniuiz;, for a specific purpose, constituted themselves as the

Federated Canadian Mining Institute. The restricted aim of the

new association which continued to maintain provincial distinctions

was, however, ere long recognized, and so in 1898 a determination

to re-organize on broad, national lines was carried into effect and

the Institute whose object is the promotion of the interests of the

mining industries of Canada, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and

whose present membership is upwards of a thousand, was duly

formed.

" But realizing the vast territory over which this membership

is scattered, the consequent difficulty of frequent representative

gatherings at any one centre and the desirability of maintaining

interest in the work of the society in localities remote from head-

quarters, a policy of establishing local branches in outlying sec-

tions and di.stricts was proposed and adopted in the year 1902. Tiiis

policy has proved most effective in widening the scope of the

Institute's infiuence and usefulness, while at the same time the

integrity of the organization as a national iu.stitution continues to

be maintained. The present active branches of the Institute are

those at Sherbrooke, Montreal, Kingston, Toronto, Cobalt and a

west<?rn branch or section, whose membership includes memlx?rs

of the Institute resident in British Columl)ia and Allx»rta. The
establishment of a branch at the new mining camp of Porcupine,

Ontario, is also cont<?mplated.
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"While bninches thus serve a useful purpose, the Council now

considers, in view of the very considerable increase of membership

in Western Canada of late years, that further steps should be

taken in the interests of members residing in the Pacific provinces

of Alberta and British Columbia who, for obvious reasons, can onlj-

on rare occasions att^^nd the Annual Meetings of the Institute in

Eastern Canada. It is, therefore, proposed, to provide in future

for occasional or regular semi-annual general meetings of the

Institute, in the summer or early autumn months, at some cen-

trally situated point in the West; and it is hoped that these sum-

mer meetings will be attended not only by Western members but

also by a very considerable number of members resident in Eastern

Canada.

" Possibly in no direction have the activities of the Institute

been engaged to better purpose than in publicly voicing the

opinions of the mining communities with a view to influencing

legislation. Thus in recent years representations have been re-

peatedly and successfully made to both the Federal and Provincial

Governments on questions affecting or likely to afTect the industry;

and special reference may be here appropriately made to a very

important work of this nature undertaken during the past year

by the legislative Committee of the Institute. It has long been a

matter of just complaint that the conditions in respect of the

granting of title to mining lands subject to Federal control were

aggravating and unsatisfactory, since they were fixed not by
Statute but by Order in Council, and consequently unstable and
uncertain. Acting then, under the direction of the Council, the

Ix'jri.'-lative Committee interviewed the Prime Minister and the

Mini.stcr of Mines in April last and represented to those gentlemen

the importance of placing a mining law on the Statutes of the

Dominion regulating the issue of title to mineral lands. The
question was also debated by the Committee before the Select

Standing Committee on Mines and MiiK^rals of the House of

Conimon.s and the Government having consented to introduce a

bill, invited the Institute to suggest the principles on which it

nhould b(; formulated. Certain recommendations were in conse-

quence made by the Institute's committee and being approved
by the Council were duly fiubmitted to the authorities; whereupon
the MiniHt<.T of Mine.s appoinU'd Mr. J. M. Clark, K.C., of Toronto,
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to draft a bill for early submission to Parliament on the lines sug-

gested. I may, therefore, l)e permitted to express the opinion

that the Institute is deeply indebted to the committee in charge

of this undertaking and to its chairman, Mr. G. G. S. Lindsey in

particular, for the very valuable service they have rendered the

mining industry by their successful endeavours in this direction.

" Before leaving the subject of the Institute's efficiency I

should like to call attention for a moment to the present value of

the society's publications. It is not, in fact, too much to say that

the Institute's Transactions compare favourable with those oi any

similar organization in the world; and this is the more a matter

for congratulation when it is remembered that relatively speakmg
our membership is small. The Transactions, moreover, now
constitute one of the chief and best channels by which information

concerning the mineral resources of the Dominion is made known
to the public both at home and abroad. Again, it must have been

apparent to members, thiat the standard of excellence attained in

recent issues of the Annual Volume or Journal is a very high one,

and not only has there been a very noticeable increase in bulk, but

the papers now published are generally of a distinctly higher

character than those of former years.

" Finally, it is gratifying to direct attention to the very

cordial and friendly relation existing between the Canadian Mining

Institute and the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy. This

was further marked last year (1910) by the appointment, for the

first time, of a student member of the Institute to one of the post-

graduate courses of study recently established by the Institution

of Mining and Metallurgy.

"In this regard it is to be noted that nomination for the dis-

tinction was delegated to the Council of the Institute, who greatly

appreciate this evidence of interest and goodwill on the part of

the Institution.

Canadian Mining Progress.

"Turning now to the main events of the year in connection

with mining developments in the Dominion, it is gratifying to

not-e a further considerable increa.st^ in mineral production, the

returns for 1910 showing a value of output of $105,000,000—the

largest production -in the history of the industry in Canada. In
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reference to the subject of mineral statistics, attention may well

be called to an interesting departure on the part of the Department

of Mines of British Columbia, in publishing in January of this year

a preliminary review and estimate of the mineral production of

that province in advance of the full report, which is usually pub-

lished about the month of June. In general, conditions during

1910 appear to have been satisfactory ; and, as the returns indicate,

fair progress in most branches of industry has taken place. Among

the Diineral-producing Provinces, Ontario now occupies the

premier position as regards value of annual output, attributable

chiefly, of course, to the silver yield from Cobalt, which is at the

present time the greatest individual silver producing area in the

world—a fact that may be properly a matter of pride to Canadians.

"The year was likewise notable for the commencement of

actual development in two new areas, the Porcupine district in

Ontario and the Portland Canal District in British Columbia.

The reports originally circulated concerning the extraordinary

richness of the latter area appear, however, to have been unduly

optimistic. It would nevertheless seem that there are in the

vicinity of Stewart a number of promising prospects, which may
presently become productive. On the other hand, the develop-

ments in Porcupine have in several instances proved eminently

encouraging and much capital from abroad has already been

invested in this district. An unfavourable factor, to be noted,

has been the absurdly inflated, often quite prohibitive, prices

demanded for undeveloped prospects; but this, of course, is a mere

phase common enough in new fields.

" In the West, the rapid progress of the coal mining industry

and the general extension of actual colliery as well as develop-

ment operations arc of particular interest.

"In the Province of Quebec, asbestos mining continues to

rank first among local mining industries, production during 1910

attaining to a new high level, which in view of the constantly

incrthi: 'np xiaca for asbestos, will doubtless be maintained.

"LDfi ftsiilt of an increase of population in Canada, now
taking |,lace so rapidly, will be the utilization of resources here-

tofore in a lafRe mea.sure neglocttMl. These resources include clay

and building stone.s and it is, therefore, gratifying to note that a

careful preliminary' study of the clays of the Dominion, under the
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direction of the Geological Survey, is being made with a view to a

determination of the value of these minerals for the several pur-

poses to which they may be applied in the arts and manufactures;

while a similar investigation in respect of building stones is being

carried on by the Mines Branch of the Federal Department of

Mines.

"Of the many valuable contributions made by Sir William

Logan to our knowledge of the Dominion, one in particular was

his recognition of the great system of rocks, which he named the

Huronian System, from their extensive development along the

north shore of Lake Huron. Recognising and indicating this

great belt of Huronian rocks as a promising area for the discovery

of valuable minerals, he traced the belt in question north-east-

ward through what were, at that time, the primaeval forests of the

Dominion. In the geological map of Canada, published in 1882

this belt is shown extending to Lake Abitibi and there forking,

one arm branching to the north of Lake Superior and a much
longer arm continuing over into the Province of Quebec and reach-

ing north-eastward to the south of Lake Mistassini. Logan's

opinion concerning the highly promising character of this belt of

rocks has been amply borne out by subsequent exploration, for on

it is situated not only the old Wallace mine (in which nickel was

first discovered in this portion of the Dominion) and the Bruce

mine (from which so much copper was taken during Logan's life-

time), but also the great nickel deposits which were subsequently

discovered at Sudbury, the silver camp at Cobalt and the deposits

at Larder Lake, Gowganda and Porcupine. That portion of this

great belt in the Province of Quebec has not as yet yielded de-

posits of such value as those mentioned in Ontario; but indications

of the presence of valuable minerals have already been discovered

at a number of points, including reported discoveries in the Chibou-

gamau District. In order to determine the real value of these

discoveries in that region, the Quebec Government last summer
adopted the very commendable st^p of appointing a commi.ssion

of geologists and mining engineers of ability and reputation, under

the leadership of Dr. A. E. B.\RLOw,to proceed to the Chibougamau

District and make a thorough and detailed examination of that

area. The report of the commission was to the effect that the

occurrences hitherto discovered and described from this Dart of the
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Dominion do not warrant the expenditure of the large sum of

money requisite to build a railway to that somewhat remote

region, has saved the Quebec Government a very large expenditure

that might otherwise have been made, and may now be devoted to

the very much better purpose of carrying on additional examina-

tions of other tracts of this promising country, under the leader-

ship of properly qualified geologists and mining engineers. It is

understood that the Government of the Province of Quebec con-

template commissioning several such parties during the coming

summerand there is every reason to believe, as time goes on and the

country becomes thoroughly prospected, camps similar to Sud-

bury, Cobalt or Porcupine will be developed in the Huronian belt

of the Province of Quebec; although, unfortunately, a not incon-

siderable portion of this area is deeply covered with clay which

while it may be of value to the agriculturist, greatly restricts the

possibility of prospecting the districts where it occurs.

"There is every reason to believe that when the nepheline-

syenite deposits, holding, as has been proved, such abundant

supplies of corundum in the Craigmont district of Eastern Ontario,

are traced across into the Province of Quebec—into which pro-

vince they can undoubtedly be followed—they will there be found

to contain additional deposits of this valuable abrasive. May I

add that the Government of the Province of Quebec is to be con-

gratulated on having appointed so excellent an officer as Mr.

Th^ophile Denis, M.Sc, to assume, in the capacity of Superinten-

dent of Mines, general direction of these investigations; while

the Province is no less fortunate in a Minister of Mines possessing

the Hon. Mr. Devlin's acumen and enlightenment.

"The position of Canada as one of the great mineral-produc-

ing countries of the world has also, during the past year, been

recognised by the International Congress of Geologists in their

deci.sion to hold the next meeting of this Congress in Canada.

This will take place in August, 1913. The Congress meets in

Canada at the joint invitation of the Government of Canada
and of the Canadian Mining Institute, and it is anticipated

that there will be an attendance of geologists and mining engineers

from all parts of the world, to the number of about one thousand.
The committee in charge of the arrangements for the Congress is

dependent on the support, and co-operation of the members of the
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Institute in carrying out the plans now being considered for the en-

tertainment of the visitors and to afford them the opportunity of

surveying the mineral resources of the Dominion from the Atlantic

to the Pacific.

"In conclusion, I may be permitted to voice the views of the

Institute in the expression of our high appreciation of the efforts

that the Government of the Dominion, through the agency of the

Commission of Conservation, is making for the thorough investi-

gation of the various p;'oblems in relation to the conservation of

the various natural resources of the country. With the increased

drain year by year on our natural resources the public now clearly

appreciate the necessity of conserving and, so far as possible, per-

petuating the natural resources by the adoption of reasonable

means to prevent waste and to encourage development along

rational lines. This movement, therefore, should have the sup-

port of every citizen of the Dominion."

National Commission on Conservation.

Adverting to the remarks of the President touching the

work of the National Commission on Conservation, Mr. A. M. Hay
moved the following resolution:

—

Resolved: that the Canadian Mining Institute in Annual

Meeting assembled desires to express its appreciation of the work
of the Commission of Conservation. As, with the increased drain

which is being made year by year on the natural resources of

Canada, the Institute appreciates the necessity of conserving and,

as far as possible perpetuating, the country's natural resources by
the adoption of reasonable means to prevent waste and to encour-

age development along rational lines.

"And be it further resolved that a copy of this resolution be

forwarded to the Hon. Clifford Sifton, Chairman of the Com-
mission of Conservation at Ottawa."

The resolution, which was adopted unanimously, was se-

conded by Mr. J.B.Tyrrell who in speaking to the motion said:

"There can he no question that the task assumed by this Commis-
sion of educating the public to the necessity of conserving the

natural resources of the country is a most important one and its

propaganda should have a most far-reaching and beneficial effect
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I am certain that the Hon. Clifford Sifton, Chairman of the Com-

mission, and his able lieutenant Mr. James White, who occupies

the post of Secretary on the Board, have the interests of Canada

very much at heart ; and it is fitting and proper, therefore, that the

Canadian Mining Institute should take cognizance of their efforts."

The resolution was adopted unanimously.

Report of Council, 1910.

The Report of the Council and Financial Statement for the

year ending Decemljer 31st. 1910, as follows, was adopted:

In reviewing the activities of the Institute for the year ending

December 31st, 1910, the Council takes the opportunity of con-

gratulating the members on the present satisfactory condition

of the affairs of the Society; on the expansion of its scope of

influence and usefulness; the w^ell maintained increase in its

membership, and the manifest improvement in the value of its

publications. The interest displayed in the meetings is strongly

evinced by the statement that the registration at the Annual

General Meeting in Toronto in March showed an attendance of

over two hundred and thirty members and guests; or a representa-

tion of about thirty per cent of the total membership. Consider-

ing the vast area over which the membership is scattered, so

considerable an attendance is remarkable and in the highest

dejrree gratifying. The meeting of the Western Branch in Van-

couver in February last was also well attended, and the papers

read stimulated discussions of ^n exceptionally valuable character.

A largely attended meeting of the Cobalt Branch was held in July,

at which Prof. Robt. H. Richards, the distinguished authority

on ore-dre.s.sing, delivered a lecture on this subject, having special

reference to the conditions obtaining in the Cobalt District.

The Special contributors to the Transactions this year, and

to whom thanks are due, include Prof. Richards, for his com-
prehensive paper on the "Development of Hindered Settling

Apparatus"; Dr. F. L. Ransome, Mr. B. ii. Lawrence, Dr. James
Douglas, and Dr. Heinrich Rios. It should also be noted that

Dr. J. D, Irving delivered an exhaustive address on the subject

of " lU'placement Deposits", at the Annual Mooting; but by
reaaon of other pn^Hsing duties has not found leisure in the in-
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terim to transcribe his notes for publication. It is hoped, how-

ever, that this contribution in printed form will be available

to members in the near future.

In view of the considerable augumented cost of publishing

the Transactions, partly ascribable to the increased bulk of the

annual volume of Transactions, to the publication of a quarterly

bulletin, and also to the general advance in prices charged for

printing, the Council, recognizing that retrenchment in some

direction was necessary, decided to discontinue the practice of

binding the annual volume of Transactions in half-leather. In

future, therefore, the volumes will be issued in paper covers.

Provision is made, however, that members desiring it shall receive

the volume in half-leather binding upon payment of one dollar

per annum in addition to the regular membership subscription.

Unquestionably the most important work undertaken by

the Institute during the year has been the endeavour to induce

the Dominion Government to act on the recommendation.s of the

Select Standing Committee of the House of Commons on Mines

and Mining. These recommendations were (1) that there be

assigned to the Mining Department the administration of mines,

including the issue of title thereto, and of all Mining Laws; and

(2) that an Act be passed consolidating all the laws relating to

mines under P'ederal control.

Immediately after the Annual Meeting the Council appointed

a committee under the Chairmanship of Mr. G. G. S. Lindsey, to

represent the Institute, and to take such steps as might be ex-

pedient to properly impress on the Government the need for early

and prompt action along the lines indicated. The Committee,

therefore, proceeded to Ottawa, on Monday, March 21st and

waited on the Premier, to whom the issues were fully submitted,

special stress being laid on the importance of providing that

prevision of issue of title to mining lands controlled by the Feileral

Government, be fixed by Statute enactment, instead of by regula-

tions subject to arbitrary and frequent change by orders in

council. The Committee also pointed out that the present

opportunity was favourable to the framing of a mining law for the

Dominion that would bo so just and right in principle as to rc»com-

mend itself for universal adoption in Canada, and exprtv^^sinl the

hope that the introduction of such a bill would be the first step
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towards the accomplishment of this uniformity, which was very

much desired by those interested in the development of our mining

resources. The Premier's reception of the Committee's views was

entirely courteous antl friendly, and before the close of the con-

ference gave a definite assurance that a transference of the ad-

ministration of mining lands from the Department of the Interior

to the Department of Mines would be made, and added the sugges-

tion that the Canadian Mining Institute undertake the drafting

of a mining law which could be introduced to and considered

by Parliament at the next session. The Committee consulted

with the Hon. Win. Templeman, Minister of Mines, and with

members of the Parliamentary Committee on mines on this point.

No definite action was taken by the Government until Wednesday

December 14th, when the Committee having drafted certain

recommendations embodying what in their judgment should be

adopted as the basis of a mining law, again went before the

Parliamentary Committee to urge immediate action. These

recommendations which had previously been endorsed by the

Council of the Institute are as follows:

"(1) That the title to be required should be a lease for

ninety-nine years for all purposes.

**(2) That the rental should be based upon the acreage and

paid in advance at the rate of one dollar per acre per annum.

Work done on any claim to the extent of the rental, but only

where work alone amounts to at least $200.00 in any one year,

is to be received in lieu of rental for that year.

''(3) That, in addition, royalties at the rates at present pro-

vided, be paid, (it to be made clear what the general clause in

regard to royalties in the existing statute means)

.

**In the case of coal the present royalty, five cents per ton

(2000 lbs) should prevail up to the year 1930 (this date is given

because the existing 21 years' leases based on the five cent royalty

expire at that lime), and after 1930, and up to the end of the

present century the royalty should be ten cents per ton.

Note:—Existing lessees should be permitted to exchange

for leases under the new statute.

"(4). The prospector shall not be obliged to make discovery

of mineral in place to the satisfaction of anyone, but having made
what by him is believed to be a discovery of mineral in place, he
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is to be permitted to stake out a claim and then record it in the

Government recording office at a nominal fee, on doing which a

lease is to be issued to him, which lease is to be perfectly free

from any condition dependent on the opinion or reports of officials.

"(5). A license fee shall be required of persons applying for

the lease of mining lands from the Crown, and a prospector must

either obtain a license to prospect before going into the field, or

qualify in this respect before recording a claim."

The argument in favour of the adoption of the leasehold

system of mining land tenure was strongly presented to the

Parliamentary Committee by Mr. Lindsey, and this as well

as the other recommendations put forward were approved. The

Minister of Mines having pointed out that under existing con-

ditions the question arose whether the Minister of the Interior

or of Mines should be responsible for the preparation of the Bill,

the point at issue was referred to the Premier who decided that

the responsibility rested with the Minister of Mines. In conse-

quence Mr. Tomplenian immediately instructed Mr. J. M. Clark,

K.C., of Toronto, to draft a Bill oiv the lines suggested by Mr.

Lindsey's committee.

The Council consider that the Committee is to be heartily

congratulated on its success in advancing the business with which

it was entrust-ed to the pre.sent stage, and confidently anticii)ate

that as a direct result of the committee's exertion, a mining law

which will be highly acceptable to the mining community, will,

in the near future be placed on the statutes of the Dominion.

It is also satisfactory to record that two resolutions adopted

by the Western Branch, one advocating the removal of Customs

duty from rescue apparatus for u.se in coal mines, and the other

the establishment of telegraphic communication with the Port-

land Canal district, have been acted on by the Federal Govern-

ment.

Two important international meetings took place during the

year in Europe, namely, that of the International Geological

Congress in Sweden, and the International Mining Congress at

Diisseldorf, Germany. The Institute was represented at the

former by the President, Dr. Frank D. Adams of Montr:?al, who

was appointed one of the vice-presidents at the Congress, and

contributed several valuable papers, dealing with Canadian
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geological conditions, to the proceedings. The President, on

behalf of the Institute, also invited the Congress to hold their

next meeting in Canada, and this invitation which was made

conjointly by the Dominion Government and the Canadian Mining

Institute, having been accepted, the Meeting will be held in

Canada during the summer of 1913. The Council takes this

opportunity of bespeaking the interest and co-operation of the

membership in the organization arrangements which have been

already initiated.

The meeting of the Congress in Canada which will be attended

by probably a thousand of the most eminent geologists from all

parts of the world, will be an event of first rate importance.

Highly beneficial results of both a scientific and practical character

may be confidently looked for, and the council is most desirous

thaii the Institute should not fail to do full justice to the occasion.

The meeting of the International Mining Congress was held

at Diisseldorf, Germany, during the last week in June. The

Institute was officially represented by the Secretary, who presented

a paper on ''The Mineral Resources and Industries of Canada,"

which has been widely circulated. The Secretary also delivered

an address illustrated by lantern slides, on the same subject

in England, and several interviews with him were published in

the London papers. As a result of a suggestion made to the

Chief Clerk in the office of the High Commissioner for Canada,

persons applying to that official for specific information respecting

mines and mining in this country, have been advised to communi-
cate with the Institute, and during the part few months numerous
enquiries have been received and replies duly sent.

The effect of the by-law adopted at the last Annual Meeting,

providing for the admission of members of the Institution of Mining

and Metallurgy to the Institute at a reduced annual subscription,

ha.s been to further strengthen the relationship between the two

organizations ; and at a Banquet tendered by the Council of the

InHtitution to members of Council and officials of the Institute in

Ix)ndon in July last, reported in Quarterly Bulletin, C.M.I. No.

12, page 3, appreciative reference is made by the President of

the In.stitution to this action on the part of the Institute. The
desire of the Institution to promote close and friendly relations.

Lb also evinced by the extension of the post-graduate courses
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under the auspices of the Institution, to Canada, and on the recom-

mendation of a committee of the Council, Mr. G. J. McKay,

a graduate of the School of Mining, Kingston, was awarded one

of the Institution's Scholarships last spring, and has since left

to follow the prescribed course in South Africa. A proposal to

hold a joint meeting of the Institution and the Institute in Canada

during the winter of 1911-12 is meanwhile under discussion, and

it is hoped that arrangements to that end would shortly be com-

pleted.

Meetings.

The Twelfth General Annual Meeting of the Institute was

held at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on March 2nd, 3rd,

and 4th, 1910. As already mentioned, the attendance was the

largest yet recorded since the inception of the Institute. Other

meetings held during the year were at Vancouver, B.C., on Febru-

ary 25th, at Grand Forks, B.C., on May 26th, at Sherbrooke,

Que., on May 27th, at Cobalt, Ont., on July 6th, at Montreal on

November 4th, and at Toronto on December 2nd. Five regular

and two special meetings of Council have been held during the

year.

Publications.

The papers presented at the Annual Meeting, together with

tho.se read at the Branch Meetings, and also others transmitted

direct to the Secretary, in all 41 papers, two of which were con-

tributed by non-members upon the invitation of the Council,

two contributed by corresponding members, thirty-three by

members, and four by student members, together with the dis-

cussions thereon, are published in Vol. XIII. of the Journal of

the Institute, which has been distributed to members in good

standing. Four Bulletins, representing 796 pages of printed

matter, have also been published and distributed during the year.

Branches.

The meetings at Vancouver and Grand Forks, B.C. held

under the auspices of the Western Branch, were well attended,

and interest in this Branch is well maintained. At the Meeting
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of the Cobalt Branch in July an attendance of upwards of one

hundred members and guests is reported. The feature of the

Toronto Branch meetings is a fortnightly luncheon, after which

matters of general interest as affecting either the mmmg mdustry

or the Institute are frequently discussed. The Toronto Branch

has also on several occasions entertained distinguished engineers

from abroad at their periodical gatherings. The reorganization

of the Sherbrooke Branch established in 1900, is a further matter

for congratulation, and has resulted in a considerable mcrease

of membership from the Eastern Townships of the Provmce of

Quebec.
Library.

A special effort has been made to increase the efficiency

of the library, and a considerable appropriation was devoted this

year to the purchase of new books, bookcases and to binding.

Sets of reports, society transactions, or reference works, from

which early numbers were found to be missing, have been com-

pleted as far as possible, and in all some 300 volumes have been

added to the shelves. An abridged catalogue of the books m

the library has been- printed in No. 12 of the Bulletin, and members

have been advised on what terms they may borrow books, and

informed that the Secretary will undertake to make searches,

prepare bibliographies and abstract information on special subjects

upon request. Advantage has already been taken of these pro-

vision.s. Use, to a considerable extent, has also been made of

the library and reading room by visitors from abroad.

Secretary's Office.

The following returns are taken from the Secretary's records

for the year ending December 31st. 1910:

Letters received ^'^^^

I>etterH .sent, notices, etc 5,477

Circulars i.s.sued
7,600

Publications i.s.sued
6,o25

Students' Competition and Awards.

Eight papers were submitted this year by student members

in competition for the Institute's annual awards. After receiving
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the report of the judges namely, Dr. A. E. Barlow, Mr. J. C.

Murray and the Secretary, the Council awarded the President's

Gold Medal to Mr. G. L. Burland, of McGill University, Montreal,

for his paper entitled " Longwall Mining and Emery Pit, Dominion

No. 10, Reserve C.E. "; while a cash prize of S50, was equally

divided between Mr. A. M. Bateman of the School of Mining,

Kingtson, Mr. J. J. McEachern of the School of Mining, Kingston,

and Mr. A. G. Haultain of McGill University, Montreal. The
prize winning papers (with the exception of that by Mr. Burland,

which is withheld for the present) as well as a paper contributed

by Mr. G. A. Gillies, of McGill University, have been published

in Vol. XIII of the Tran.sactions.

Commans-Frecheville-Marriott Prize.

The prize of two hundred and fifty dollars offered by Messrs

R. E. Commans, William Frecheville, and H. F. Marriott of

London, England, for the best paper dealing with mining or

metallurgical progress in Canada between October 190S and

October 1909, contributed to the Transactions of the Institute

prior to January l.st. 1910, was divided equally between Mr. H.

H. Yuill. for his paper on "The Hosmer Mines, B.C.," and Mr.

Frank B. Lathe, for his paper on "The Granby Smelter.
"

Membership.

The membership now numbers, inclusive of all classes, nine

hundred and seventy four members.

The accessions during the year were as follow:

Honorary members . . 1

Corresponding members . .
'2

Ex-officio members 5

Life members 3

Members 71

Associates 22

Students 5

100
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Deaths.

The Council records with profound regret the deaths during

the year of the following members:

Members.
Grundy. Frank, Sherbrooke, Que.

Hardy, G. D., Cobalt. Ont.

Reed, Dr. James, Reedsdale, Que.

Wiley, H. A., Toronto, Ont.

The resignations of the following members and associates

have been accepted

:

Members.

Anderson, W., Rossland, B.C.

Farquhar, J. B., Vancouver, B.C.

Gamey, R. R., Toronto, Ont.

Hardinge, H. W., New York City, U.S.A.

Harris, J. M., Sandom, B.C.

Kaye, Alex., Vancouver, B.C.

Miller, Spencer, New York City, U.S.A.

Mills, S. D., Toronto, Ont.

Parkhurst, F. S., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Powell, J. \V., Coleman, Alta.

Sands, J. M., Rossland, B.C.

Sharp, B. N., Orient, Wash., U.S.A.

Sproule, G., Montreal, Que.

Sleek, H. H., Swanton, Pa., U.S.A.

Associates.

Bowers, A. E., Northport, W'ash., U.S.A.

MacKenzie, A. B., Rossland, B.C. i

Morri.son, G. F., Toronto, Ont.

Pringle, Clive, Ottawa, Ont.

Rugh, W. S., Ro.ssland, B.C.

Stude.vts.

Carr-Harri.s, A., Mexico.

(Signed) H. Mortimer-Lamb,
Secretary
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Financial Statement.

Disbursements During Year Ended Dec. 31st, 1910.

Publications—
Printing & Binding Trans., Vol. XII.

(Part) S1,641.S4

Packing, Postage & Express 75.00

Printing, & Binding Trans., Vol. XIII.

(Part) 2,283.64

Packing, Po.stage and Express . 61.24

Editor's salary 1,600.00

Prizes to students 75 . 00

§5.736.72

Meetings—
Annual 962.86

Council 22.00

Office & Library— 984.86

Salaries to Secretary, Trias-

urer & Stenographer . $ 3,118.92

Less, charged to Publica-

tions. . S 1,600.00 1,518.92

Rent 750.00

Telephone rent 55.00

Telegrams & Long Distance Tsbphone 40.82

Postage 69 . 55

Printing & Stationery 237 . 14

Travelling Expenses, ordinary 189. 10

Travelling Expenses, S3cretary's visit

to International Mining Congress,

Germany 450.00

Bank charges . 20.68

Auditing & Special A.ssistance. . 55.00

Sectional bookcases for Library. 318.25

Books 169.03

Binding, Etc 185.54

Insurance (Library & Fur-

niture) $ 2,000.00 41 .00

Advertising 50 . 00

Prize, remitted to Institute in \\H)\) by
Messrs Commans, Frecheville ct

Marriott. . 250.00
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Miscellaneous $19.60

$4,419.63

Branches—
Western 164.00

. 164.00

(This Branch also received

a grant of $1,000.00

from the B.C. Govern- $11,305.21

ment.)

Audited and verified

:

P. S. Ross & Sons, W. S. Lecky,

Chartered Accountants. Treasurer.

Montreal, Feb. 14th, 1911.

Auditors' Report.

Montreal, Jan. 13th, 1911.

To the President and Members

of the Canadian Mining Institute, Montreal.

Gentlemen:—We beg to report having completed the audit

of the Financial Books of your Institute for the year ended 31st,

December, 1910.

The monies received on account of the Institute have been

verified by checking the stubs of the Receipt Books to the Cash

Book. The amounts received have been regularly deposited

in the Bank Accounts and the disbursements have been made
by cheque and are covered by duly approved vouchers.

The additions of the subsidiary books and the posting of

the entries therein to the various Ledger Accounts have been

checked in detail and we have seen that they were correctly

incorporated in the Financial Statements for the year.

The balances in the Bank Accounts at the close of the year

have been verified and further substantiated by certificate from

the Bank.

We have certified the Annual Statements as correctly showing
the financial tran.sactions of the Institute during the year, and
the true position of it at the close thereof as shown by the Books
and liecord.s.

Respectfully submitted,

P. S. Ross & Sons,

Chartered Accountants.
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Election of Officers and Council, 1910.

The Secretary announced that only sufficient nominations

had been received to fill offices falling vacant on the Council for the

ensuing term, and the following gentlemen were therefore elected

by acclamation:

—

President:

Dr. Frank D. Adams, Montreal, Que.

Vice Presidents:

Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal, Que.

Mr. T. Cantley, New Glasgow, X.S.

Councillors:

Dr. J. Austen Bancroft, Montreal, Que.

Mr. R. W. Brock, Ottawa, Ont.

Mr. A. A. Cole, Cobalt, Ont.

Mr. E. T. CoRKiLL, Toronto, Ont.

Mr. Th6o. Denis, Quebec, Que.

Mr. John Donnelly, Kingston, Ont.

Mr. E. Dulieux, Montreal, Que.

Mr. F. W. Gray, Glace Bay, X.S.

Mr. G. F. Silvester, Copper ClifT, Ont.

Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, Toronto, Ont.

Statistics of Mineral Production.

Mr. J. McLeish, Chief of the Division of Mineral Resources

and Statistics, of the Department of Mines, Ottawa, in pre-

senting a statement of the mineral production of Canaila for

the year 1910, said:

The Mineral Production of Canada in 1910.

"The total value of the mineral production of Canada, during

the calendar year 1910. according to the Preliminary Report on
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the Mineral Production of Canada 1910, ' just issued by the Mines

Branch of the Department of Mines, exceeded the sum of $105,-

000,000. The statistics would seem to show that the year 1910

was one of exceptional activity in the successful exploitation of

Canada's mineral resources. The production is made up from

such a ureat variety of well established mining industries that the

record should be particularly gratifying not only to those who are

directly interested in the development of the mineral resources

of the country-, but also to the public at large who indirectly profit

thereby.

" Not only is the increase over the production of the previous

year a large one, having amounted to $13,209,517, or over 14 per

cent., but an examination of the details of production shows that

the increase has been fairly well distributed amongst the more

important ores and minerals produced in Canada.

"The production of the more important metals and minerals

is shown in the following tabulated statement in which the figures

are given for the two years 1909 and 1910, in comparative form,

and the increase or decrease in value shown.

" It will be observed that an increase is shown in copper pro-

duction of 4,104,211 pounds, or about 7.8 per cent.; in gold pro-

duction of $842,680, or 9 per cent.; in pig iron of 43,635 tons, or

nearly 9 per cent. ; in nickel of 10,988,042 pounds, or 41 . 8per cent.

;

and in .silver of 4,453,855 ounces, or 16 per cent. In the case of

lead there is shown a decrease of 12,869,916 pounds, or 28 per cent.

" All of the metals, with the exception of gold and lead, show

higher production than recorded in any previous year.

"Amongst the non-metallic products there is an increased

production of asbestos (excluding asbestic) of 12,329 tons, or 19

per cent.; an increase in coal of 2,295,037 tons, or 22 percent.;

JJi gypsum of 92,184 tons, or 21 per cent.; in cement of 686,266

barrels, or 16.8 per cent. There is also an increased production

in the value of natural gas of $105,585, or 8.7 per cent.; in value

of clay products of $1,149,190, or 17.8 per cent.; in value of stone

of S372,6.'J7, or 12 per rent. On the other hand we are compelled

to note a decreased production of petroleum of 104,860 barrels, or

25 per cent.
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The subdivision of the mineral production in 1909 and 1910

bv provinces Wiis approximately as follows:

—

1909

ProN-ince

Value
Per cent,

of total

Nova Scotia. . . .

New Bnln?^^'ick.

Quei < •.
.

(.>ntar;o

Manitoba
• "hewan. ..

iiriUili Columbia.
Yukon

12,504,810
657,035

7,086,265:
37,374,577|

l,193,377i
456,246!

6,047,447
22,479,006!

4,032,67Si

13.62
0.71
7.72

40.70
1.30
0.50
6.58

24.48
4.39

1910

Value

I Per cent,

of total

14,054,534
585,891

8,193,275
43,017,026
1,470,776
557,806

7,876,458
24,547,817
4,737,375

91,831,4411 100.00 105,040,958

13.38
0.56
7.80

40.95
1.40
0..53

7.50
23.37
4.51

100.00

" It will be observed that there has been an increased produc-

tion in nearly every province, the only falling off being shown by

New Brunswick, in which the gypsum production, and some of the

structural products, showed a slight decrease.

" In Nova Scotia there was a largely increased production of

coal and gypsum. In Quebec the principal increases were in

cement and asbestos. Ontario's increases are principally in the

metaLs copper, nickel and silver.

" Manitoba shows an increased production of gypsum and

clay products; while in Alberta clay products, cement, and par-

ticularly coal, contribute the chief gains. In British Columbia the

increase is mainly due to the coal industry, while the Yukon not

only shows a gratifying gain in gold production but a growing

shipment of copper and silver ores.

"Of the total production in 1910, $49,169,826, or 46.8 per

ccnt.ifl credited to the metals, and S55,871,132, or 53.2 per cent.to

the non-metallic products. Amongst the individual products,

coal still contributes the greatest value, constituting 28.4 per cent.

of the total. Silver is next with about 16.3 per cent.; nickel

third with 10.6 per cent.; gold, 9.7 per cent.; clay products, 7.2
per cent.; copper, 0.8 per cent., and cement, 6.1 per cent.
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Product Quantity

Metallic
value at 12 . 738 cents per poundCopper, Lbs.

Pig iron and Canadian ore Tons
Iron ore (exports "

Lead, value at 3.75 cents per pound Lbs.
Nickel, value at 30 cents per pound "

Silver, value at 53.486 cents per oz Ozs.

Zinc ore and other products

Total.

Non-Metaluc
Arsenic, white Tons.
Asbestos "

Asbestic "

Coal
Corundum "

Feldspar "

Fluorspar "

Graphite "

Grindstones "

Gypsum "

Magnesite (railwav shipments) "

Mica * "

Ochres
Mineral water
Natural gas
Peat Tons
Petroleum, value at $1.23 per barrel Brls.

Phosphate Tons
Pyrites "

Quartz "

Salt "

Talc "

Tripolite "

Total

56,598,074

104,906
114,449

32 , 987 , 508
37,271,033
31,983,328

Value

7,209,463
10,224,910
1,651,321
324,186

1,237,032
11, LSI, 310
17,106,604

235,000

Structural Materials and Clay Products
Cement, Portland . . Brls.

Clay products

—

Brick
Sewer pipe, fireclay, drain tile, pottery, etc.

Lime Bush
Sand and gravel (exports) Tons
Sand lime orick

Slate

Stone-
Granite
Limestone
Marble
Sandstone

1,502
75, 678

j

24,707;
12,796,5121

1,870
15,719i

2'

1,243
3, 847

1

513,313!
328'

4,813

771
315,895

1,319
55,925
88,205
84,092
7,112

22

49,169,826

75,328
2,458,929

17,629
29,811,750

198,680
47,867

15
59,087
43,936
939,838

2,493
143,409
33,185
175.173

1,312,614
1,735

388,550
11,780

192,263
91,951

409,624
22,308

134

36,438,278

4,753,975 6,414,315

Total structural materials and clay products
All other non-metallic. .

Total value, metallic. . .

Total value, 1910.

5,930,630
1,669.370
1,131.407
407,974
360,894
18,492

634,783
2 , 303 , S04

1SS,779
402,406

19,432.854
36. 43S, 278
49,169,J>26

105.040,958
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" In valuing the metallic production, the same general practice

has been followed as in past years, with one or two slight modifica-

tions. Instead of valuing lead at the New York price, the average

price at Toronto has been used. This is somewhat lower than the

New York price, but higher than that in London.

" Nickel has been valued at an average price of 30 cents per

pound, although the minimum quotation for the metal in large

lots was 40 cents. Considerable quantities of monel metal are

now made, the production of which does not require the separation

of the nickel metal, and the price of 30 cents is equivalent to

valuing two-thirds of the production at 37J cents, and one-third

at 15 cents.

"Complete returns of smelter production during 1910 have

not yet been received ; but the quantities of ore charged to the

furnaces or smelter during each of the past three years is shown as

under:

1908 1909 1910

Nickel-copper ores. .

Silver-cobalt-nickel-arsenic ores. .

.

Lead and other ores treated in lead

furnaces
Copper-gold-silver ores

360,180
7,182

53,545
1,797,488

462,336
8,384

53,006
1,850,889

628,947
9,466

57 , 547
*2, 000, 000

Total. 2,218,395 2..S74.fil5 2,695,960

^Returns incomplete; but tonnage probably exceeded the figure given.

*'Gold.—While statistics of gold production are as yet incom-

plete, a preliminary estimate shows a production of approximately

$10,224,910, an increase of about 9 per cent, over the 1909 pro-

duction. The production of the Yukon is valued at $4,550,000,

the total export.s on which royalty was paid during the calendar

year according to the records of the Interior Department, being

275,472.51 ounces. The Yukon production in 1909 was $3,900,-

000, the exports being 239,700.35 ounces. The British Columbia
production in 1909 wa.s placer gold $477,000; bullion from free

milling ores $329,655; emelter recoveries $4,307,924. In 1910

the placer production is estimated by the Provincial Mineralogist

as $^IS2,000. An estimate of free milling bullion shipments and
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smelter recoveries is made of $4,950,000, or a total production for

the province of 85,432,000. The Nova Scotia production shows a

falling off of about 820,000, while Ontario will probably show a

slight increase on account of the gold recovered in development

work at Porcupine, of which a record has not yet been received.

"Silver.—The silver production of Canada in 1909 showed an

increa.se of 24.5 per cent, over that of 190S, following a series of

large increases during the three preceding years. It is very

satisfactory therefore to be able to report a further increase in

1910 of about 16 per cent. The total production last year, includ-

ing that produced as bullion and the metal estimated as recovered

from ores sent to smelters or otherwise treated, was approximately

31,983,328 ounces, as compared with a production of 27,529,473

oimces in 1909.

"The increase is again chiefly credited to Cobalt and adjacent

mining districts of Ontario,

"There was a slight falling off in the silver production of

British Columbia as a result of the decreased production from the

silver-lead ores of the province.

"For the Province of Ontario, complete returns have been

received from all the larger operators, while estimates based on

railway shipments have been made for two or three of the smaller

mines. The net production of recoverable silver is estimated at

29,375,000 ounces, that is after deducting 5 per cent, from the

settlement assays of ores sent to smelters to allow for smelting

losses. At the average price of silver for the year this has a value

of 815,711,513.

"The production similarly estimated for 1909 was 24,822,099

ounces, thus showing an increase in 1910 of about 4,552,901 ounces,

or over 18 per cent.

"The total shipments of ore and concentrates were about

34,580 tons, containing approximately 29,931,078 ounces of silver,

in addition to which somewhat over 940,000 ounces were shipped

as bullion. The average silver content of ore and concentrates

shipped was thus about 8G5.57 ounces, or $462.90 per ton, as com-

pared with an average of 840 ounces in 1909.

"The shipments during 1909 were 27,835 tons of ore, contain-

ing 22,349,717 ounces of silver, or an average of S03 ounces per

ton; 3,059 tons of concentrates containing 3,627,819 ounces, or
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an average of 1,1SG ounces per ton, and bullion containing 143,440

fine ounces.

"The exports of silver in ore, etc., as reported by the Customs

Department were 30,699,770 ounces, valued at $15,649,537.

"The price of refined silver in New York varied between a

minimum of 50i cents per ounce on March 2nd and a maximum

of oOi cents on October 19th, the average monthly price being

53.4S6, as compared with an average monthly price of 51.503

cents in 1909.

" Copper.—No refined copper is produced in Canada, but the

copper ores are mostly reduced to a matte or blister copper carry-

ing values in the precious metals. In Quebec where the copper

is recovered subsequently to the extraction of the sulphur from

pyritic ores, there w^as increased activity during the year. A small

quantity of ore was exported from British Columbia coast mines

and the Yukon to United States smelters for treatment. In

Ontario, where the copper is chiefly recovered from the nickel-

copper ores of the Sudbury district, there is a very large increase

in production. In British Columbia the most important events

during the year were the acquisition of a controlling interest in the

Dominion Copper Company by the British Columbia Copper

Company, with the subsequent re-opening of several of the pro-

perties, and the destruction by fire of part of the head works of the

Granby Mines at Phoenix, B.C., which noticeably affected the out-

put, although the Boundary district as a whole shows an increased

production.

" Statistics are not available at the present time to show the

total quantity of copper contained in ores shipped from the mines.

The total production of copper, however, contained in blister and

matte produced and estimated as recoverable from ores exported

was in 1910 approximately 56,598,074 pounds. In 1909 the pro-

duction of copper estimated on the same basis was 52,493,863

pound.s, an increased production of about 7.8 per cent., being

therefore shown in 1910.

"Of the production in 1910, Quebec is credited with 957,178

pound.s; the production in Ontario was 19,259,016 pounds; and

in Briti-sh Columbia the production is estimated at about 36,000,-

000 pounds. Ontario shows an increased production of about

3,512,317 pounds, or 22.3 per cent., while British Columbia shows
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a slight increase, the production in 1909 being estimated at

35,658,952 pounds.

"The New York price of electrolj'tic copper during the year

varied between the limits of 12 cents and 13^ cents per pound, the

average being 12.738, as compared with an average of 12.982

cents in 1909.

"The total exports of copper contained in ore, matte and

blister according to Customs Department returns were 56,964,127

pounds, valued at S5,S40,553. It will be not^d that the exports

agree very closely in number of pounds with the record of the pro-

duction, which would be expected since practically all the copper

is exported.

"Lead.—The total production in 1910 of pig and manufac-

tured lead was 32,987,508 pounds, valued at the average price of

refined lead in Toronto at 81,237,032.

"The production of refined lead and lead contained in base

bullion exported in 1909 was 45,857,424 pounds. A decreased

production in 1910 is therefore shown of 12,869,916 pounds.

"The production of both years was entirely from British

Columbia. The falling off in the output of that province is due

largely to the curtailment of production by several of the important

Slocan mines, consequent to the destruction of railway facilities

and of several mines buildings by forest fires.

"The Blue Bell Mine also, one of the leading shippers of lead

in 1909, suspended operations early in 1910. Against these de-

creases may be placed the advent of the Sullivan mine, East Koot-

enay, into the list of shippers.

"The exports of lead in ore during the year were 23 tons, and
of pig lead 3,856 tons, or a total of 3,879.

"About 12,614 tons of domestic production were, therefore,

available for home consumption.

"The imports of lead in 1910 were 8,305 tons, valued at

S525,265, in addition to which were manufactures valued at $107,-

688, and litharge, white and red lead, etc., $200,790, or a total

value of $833,743.

"The price of lead in Toronto during 1910 averaged about

3.750 cents per pound, in New York 4.446 cents per pound and in

London €12.920 per long ton.
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'•The amount of bounty paid during the twelve months end-

ing December 31, 1910, on account of lead production was $318,-

30S.2S, as compared with a payment of $346,527.98 in 1909.

** Nickel.—There has been a very large increase in the pro-

duction of nickel-copper ores in Ontario during the past two years,

and it is perhaps not generally realized that the production of

nickel in this province is now almost as large, pound for pound,

as the production of copper in British Columbia, while the market

price of the metal is from two to three times that of copper. A
portion of the production is, however, now recovered with copper

as monel metal and sold at a much lower price than fine nickel.

Active operations are being carried on by the same companies as

formerly, viz.: the Mond Nickel Company, at Victoria Mines, and

the Canadian Copper Company, at Copper ClifT.

" The ore is first roasted and then smelted and converted to a

Bessemer matte containing from 77 to 82 per cent, of the combined

metals, copper and nickel; the matte being shipped to the United

States and Great Britain for refining.

"The total production of matte in 1910 was 35,033 tons,

valued at the furnace at $5,380,064, an increase of 9,188 tons, or

31.0 per cent, over the production of 1909. The metallic contents

were copper, 19,259,016 pounds, and nickel, 37,271,033 pounds.

"The aggregate results of the operations on the Sudbury
District nickel-copper ores during the past four years were as

follows in tons of 2,000 pounds:

—

1907 1908 1909 1910

Ore mined.
"n- smeltod
Bessemer matte pro-

duced
BeMsmer matte

ihiprM <!

351,916
359,076

22,041

22,025

0,996

10,595

409,551
360,180

21,197

21,210

7,503

9,572

451,892
462,336

25,845

652,392
628,947

35,033

Copper of
ma' <'d..

Nickel of
matf<- -iin»ped..

7,873

13,141

9,630

18,625

Spot of matte

Men cmpJo>'ed

$3,289,382 $2,930,989
$1,278,694 $1,286,265

1,660. 1.690

$3,913,017
$1,234,904

1,735

$5,380,064
$1,748,153
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"Exports of nickel contained in ore, matte, &c., as compiled

from Customs reports have been, for the twelve months ending

December 31, as follows:

—

1906 1907

Pounds Pounds

1908

Pounds

1909

Pounds

1910

Pounds

To Great Britain 2,716,892 2,518,33Sl 2,554,486' 3,843,763 5,335,331
ToUnitedStates. 17,936,953 16,857,997 16,865,407 21,772,635 30,679,451

20, 053, 845 19, 376, 335|l9, 419, 893:25, 616, 398|36, 014, 782

"The price of refmed nickel in New York remained practically

constant throughout the year—the quotation being "large lots,

contract business, 40 to 45 cents per pound. Retail spot from 50

cents for 500 pound lots up to 55 cents for 200 pound lots. The

price for electrolytic is 5 cents higher.
"

Iron.

"Iron Ore.—Excluding Quebec, for which complete returns

have not been received, the production of iron ore in 1910 was

251,915 short tons, valued at $560,109. The shipments may be

classified as magnetite, 124,535 tons, hematite, 130,3S0 tons. In

1909 the total shipments were 268,043 tons, valued at S659,316,

and comprised magnetite, 74,240 tons, hematite, 190,473 tons,

and bog ore, 3,330 tons.

"Exports of iron ore from Canada during 1910 are recorded

by the Customs Department as 114,499 tons, valued at $324,186.

This is chiefly from Moo.se Mountain mine, Ontario, Torbrook,

N.S., and Bathunst, N.B.

"Although not a Canadian production, it may be of interest

to state that the two Canadian companies operating the Wabana
mines, .shipped during the year 1,259,626 short tons of which

808,762 tons were shipped to Sydney and 450,864 tons to the

United States and Europe.

"Pig Iron.—An increase of 5.58 per cent, is shown in the

proihiction of pig iron in Canada in 1910 as compared with 1909.

The total production in 1910 was 800,797 short tons, valued at
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$11,245,630, as compared with 757,162 tons, valued at $9,581,864

in 1909. These figures do not inchide the output from electric

furnaces making ferro-products, which are situated at Welland

and Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and Buckingham, Que. Of the total

output of pig iron during 1910, 17,104 tons valued at $333,956, or

S19.78 per short ton were made with charcoal as fuel, and 783,633

tons valued at $10,911,674, or $13,92 per ton with coke. The

amount of charcoal iron made in 1909 was 17,003 tons, and iron

made with coke was 740,159 tons. The classification of the pro-

duction of 1910, according to the purpose for which it was intended

was as follows:—Bessemer 219,492 tons, basic, 425,400 tons,

foundry, including miscellaneous, 138,741 tons.

"The amount of Canadian ore used during 1910 was 160,290

tons; imported ore 1,406,668 tons; mill cinder, &c., 22,671 tons.

"The amount of coke used during the year was 993,037 tons,

comprising 499,717 tons from Canadian coal and 493,320 tons im-

ported coke or coke made from imported coal.

"The consumption of charcoal was 1,615,919 bushels.

" Limestone flux was used to the extent of 569,355 tons.

"In connection with blast furnace operations there were

employed, 1,403 men and $1,006,727 was paid in wages.

"The total daily capacity of 16 completed furnaces was, accord-

ing to returns received, 2,880 tons.

"The number of furnaces in blast December 31, 1910, was 11.

"The production of pig iron by provinces in 1909 and 1910

was as follows:

—

1909 1910

Pro\ince
Tons Value Per ton Tons Value Per ton

Kova Scotia. ..

Q^«»^>cc

Ontario

345,380
4,770

407,012

$

3,453,800
125,623

6,002,441

$ cts.

10 00
26 34
14 75

300,287
3,237

447,296

$

4,203,444
85,256

6,956,930

$ cts.

12 00
26 34
15 56

Total. . . . 757,162 9,581,864 12 65 800,797 11,245,630 14 04

"The expoilfi of pig iron during the year are reported as

9,703 tons, valued at S29(i,310. Probably the greater part of this
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is ferro-silicon and ferro-phosphorus, produced at Welland and

Buckingham, respectively.

"There were imported during the year 227,753 tons of pig

iron, valued at S3, 122,695; 16,106 tons of charcoal pig valued at

$242,152, and 18,900 tons of ferro-manganese, valued at $464,741.

^' Steel.—The total production of ingots and castings in 1910

was approximately 822,281 short tons, of which 803,600 tons were

ingots, and 18,681 tons were castings. The figures have been

partially estimated, the records of the Ontario Iron and Steel

Company having been unfortunately destroyed by fire. The

production in 1909 was reported as 754,719 short tons, made up of

739,703 tons of ingots and 15,016 tons of castings.

" Returns from seven of the principal rolling mills report the

production in 1910 of st^el in the following shapes: blooms and

billets 635,500 short tons; rails 399,761 tons; rods and bars

214,233 tons; miscellaneous rolled products, 23,167 tons.

"Statistics showing the open hearth and Bessemer steel pro-

duction for four years are as follows:

—

1907 1908 1909 1910

Ingots—Open hearth (basic) .

Bessemer (acid)

Tous

459,240
225, 9S9
20,002
1,151

Tons

443,442
135,557
9,051

713

Tons

535,9SS
203,715
14,013
1,003

Tons

580,932
22 , 0G8

Castings—(J{)on hearth
Other steels

18,0S3
598

Total 706,982 588,763 754,719 822,281

''Iron and Steel Bounties.—Following is a statement of the

bounties paid on iron and steel during the calendar years 1909

and 1910 as kindly furnished by the Trade and Commerce Depart-

ment. As no bounty is paid on iron made from mill cinder or

ingredients other than ore, the figures do not show the total outi)ut

of the furnaces but only those quantities on wliich bounty was paid.
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1909 1910

Quantity on
which
Bounty
was paid

Bounty

Quantity on
which
Bounty
Avas paid

Bounty

Pig iron made from
Canadian ore. . .

Pig iron made from
imported ore. .

.

Tons

126,297.55

605,718.09

$ cts.

214,705 80

425,402 64

Tons

84,758.70

695,891.23

$ cts.

76,282 83

278,356 52

Total pig iron. . 734,015.64 640,108 44 780,649.93 354,639 35

Steel ingots

Steel wire rods
729,189.37
81,405.42

766,470 41
488,432 70

767,379 39
88,179.58

460,427 64
529,077 60

Total bounty paid
on iron and steel 1,895,011 55 1,344,144 59

"Zinc.—The total zinc ore shipments in 1910 are reported as

r),0G3 tons, of which 4,487 tons were from British Cohmibia, and

576 from Ontario. The total zinc contents of ore shipment is

reported as 4,361,712 pounds (2,181 tons).

"The value of the ore shipment was approximately $120,000.

"The imports of these ores into the United States from

Canada as published in a recent pamphlet of the United States

Geological Survey, were for the calendar year 1910, 4,749 tons

(2,000 lbs.) containing 1,922 tons of metallic zinc. Similar im-

ports during 1909 were reported as 10,024 tons, and during 1908,

7,406 tons.

"The shipments of zinc ore from nn'nes in Canada in 1909,

including British Columbia shipments for 1908, were reported as

18.371 tons containing approximately 8,234 tons of metallic zinc.

'' A.shestos.—The total shipments of asbestos in 1910 with one

firm still to hear from, are reported as 75,678 tons, vahied at

$2,4.58,029, as compared with 63,349 tons, valued at $2,284,587 in

1909, an increa.se of about 19 per cent, in tonnage and 7 . 6 per cent.

in total value.

"The number of men employed in mines and mills is reported

as 3,443, at a wage cost of $1,393,856. While the shipments are
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reported as above, the actual production was returned as 4,815

tons of crude and 91,353 tons of mill stock produced from 1,474,527

tons of asbestos rock, or a total production of 96,168 tons; stock

on hand at the end of the year totalled 39,310 tons, as compared

with 20,921 tons on hand at December 31, 1909.

"The following tabulated statement shows the production

and shipments during 1910 and the stock on hand at the end of

the year:

—

Pro-
duction

Shipments Stock on hand
Dec. 31

*

Tons Tons Value Per ton Tons Value

Crude No. 1 . .

" 2
Mill Stock No.

1

Mill Stock No.
2

Mill Stock No.
3

1,971
2,844

16,026

56,321

19,006

1,688
1,732

12,830

42,612

16,816

$

445,130
171,684

701,681

997,987

142,447

$

263.70
99.12

54.69

23.42

8.47

1,605
2,842

69,933

24,541

3,389

$

426,782
405,419

718,765
•

591,752

29,988

Total asbestos.

Asbestic
96,168 75,678 2,458,929

24,707, 17,629
1 '

32.49
0.71

39,310 2,172,706

"In the absence of a uniform classification of asbestos of

different grades, the above subdivisions have been adopted purely

on a valuation basis. Crude No. 1 comprising material valued at

$200 and upwards and Crude No. 2 under S200. Mill Stock No. 1

includes stock valued at from S45 to SlOO; No. 2 from $20 to $40;

No. 3 under $20.

"The shipments of asbestos in 1900 wore in detail as follows:

—

Crude No. 1, 912 tons, value $2 lG,()o5, or $270.37 ]H'r ton;

Crude No. 2, 2,162 tons, value $:^28,S55, or $lo2.11 per

ton;

Mill stock No. 1, 14,776 tons, value $785,731, or $53.18

per ton

;

Mill stock No. 2, 32,417 tons, value $800,728, or $24.70

per ton;
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Mill stock No. 3, 13,082 tons, value $122,618, or $9.37

per ton;

Total, 63,349 tons, value $2,284,587, or $36.06 per ton;

asbestic, 23,951 tons, value $17,188.

"The exports of asbestos during the twelve months ending

December, 1910, are reported by the Customs Department as

71,485 tons, valued at $2,108,632, comprising 57,939 tons, valued

at SI.505.477 to the United States; 6,700 tons, value $280,452 to

Great Britain; 440 tons, value $15,925 to German}^; 2,187 tons,

value $94,619 to France, and 1,242 tons value $43,948 to other

countries.

"The imports of manufactures of asbestos during the same

period are reported as valued at $230,489.

"Corundum.—There was an increased production of corun-

dum in 1910. The quantity of corundum ore treated during the

year was 37,183 tons, from which was produced 1,686 tons of grain

corundum. The shipments were 106 tons sold in Canada and

1,774 tons sold in other countries, a total of 1,870 tons, valued at

$198,680.

"Coal and Coke.—The total coal production in Canada in

1910, comprising sales and shipments, collier}^ consumption and

coal used in making coke, is estimated at 12,796,512 short tons,

valued at $29,811,750. This is an increase of 2,295,037 tons, or

nearly 22 per cent, over the production of 1909, and is the largest

production of coal yet recorded for Canada.
" There has been an increased production from practically all

the larger collieries, while in the Province of Alberta many new
mines are being opened up and developed. The largest increases

have been in the west—Alberta showing an increase of nearly 42

per cent, and British Columbia over 27 per cent., while Nova
Scotia shows an increase of a little over 13 per cent. The total

production is almost equally divided this year between the eastern

and western coal fields, while Alberta contributes about 22 per

cent, of the whole as compared with 10 per cent, in 1905 and 5 per

cent, in 1900.

"The prorluction by provinces was approximately as follows,

the figures for 1908 and 1909 being also given. With respect to

Alberta, while the table below shows a production in 1910 of
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2,824,929 tons, the Provincial Mine Inspector estimates the output

at over 3,000,000 tons.

1908 1909 1910

Province 1

Tons Value Tona Value Tons Value

Nova Scotia

British Columbia .

Alberta

$

6.652.539 13.364.476

2.333.708 7.292.838

1.685.661 4.127.311

$

5.652.089 11.354.643

2.606.127 8.144.147
1 9Q4.741 4 R.'iS lOQ

6.407.091

3.319.368
*> 8'>4 929

$

12.871.388

10.373.024

6.161.055

Saskatchewan. . . .

New Brunswick.. .

Yukon Territory. .

Totals

150.556 253.790 192.125 296.339 190.484

60.000 135.000] 49.029 98.496| 53.455

3.847 21.158 7.364 49.502 1.185
1

293.448

106.910

5.925

10.886.31125.194.573 10.501.475 24. 781. 236! 12. 796, 512
1 1 1

29.811.750

" The exports of coal are reported by the Customs Department

as 2,377,049 tons, valued at S6,077,350, as compared with exports

of 1,588,099 tons in 1909, valued at $4,456,342.

" Imports of coal during the year include bituminous 5,966,406

tons, valued at $11,919,341; slack, 1,365,281 tons, valued at

$1,795,598, and anthracite 3,266,235 tons, valued at $14,735,062,

or a total of 10,597,982 tons, valued at $28,450,001.

"There was a greater importation of each class of coal than in

1909, when the total imports were 9,872,724 tons.

"Coke.—The total production of oven coke in 1910 was about

897,273 short tons, as compared with a production of 862,011 tons in

1909. The total quantity of coal charged to ovens was 1,373,793

short tons. By provinces the production was: Nova Scotia,

507,996 tons; Ontario, 25,959 tons; Alberta, 121,578 tons, and

British Columbia, 241,740 tons. The coke is all made from Cana-

dian coal with the exception of that made by the Atikokan Iron

Company at Port Arthur, Ontario. All of the coke produced was

used in Canada with the exception of 50,922 tons sold for export

to the United States, chiefly from Alberta. The quantity sold for

export in 1909 was 77,407 tons.
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"The quantity of coke imported during the calendar year was

367,0SS tons, valued at SI,90S,725, as compared with imports of

761,425 tons, valued at $1,508,627 in 1909.

''Chromite.—No returns of production of chromite have been

received; but 619 tons are reported as having been shipped by rail

from Coleraine and Black Lake. An export of 15 tons valued at

$150 is also reported by the Customs Department.

''Petroleum and Natural Gas.—The production of crude petro-

leum shows another large falling off in 1910, the production being

only 315,895 barrels, or 11,050,337 gallons, valued at $388,550, as

compared with 420,755 barrels, or 14,726,433 gallons, valued at

$559,604 in 1909. The average price per barrel was also less, being

about S1.23 in 1910, as compared with $1.33 in 1909.

"The above statistics of production have been kindly fur-

nished by the Trade and Commerce Department, and represent

the quantities of oil on which bounty was paid, the total bounty

payments being $165,845.06 in 1910 and $220,896.50 in 1909.

"The production in Ontario by districts as furnished by the

Supervisor of Petroleum Bounties, was, in 1910, as follows, in

barrels:—Lambton, 205,456; Tilbury and Romney, 63,058; Both-

well, 36,998: Leamington, 141; Dutton, 7,752, and Onondaga

(Brant county) 1,005.

"The production in New Brunswick was 1,485 barrels.

" In 1909 the production by districts was as follows, in barrels:

—Lambton, 243,123; Tilbury and Romney, 124,003; Bothwell,

38,092; Leamington, 5,929, and Dutton, 9,513. New Brunswick

produced 95 barrels.

"While the production has been decreasing, the imports as

might be expected have been increasing. The total imports of

petroleum oils, crude and refined, in 1910 were 67,949,643 gallons,

valued at $3,133,449, in addition to 1,362,235 pounds of wax and

candles, valued at S80,106. The oil imports included, crude oil,

53,601,053 jrallons; refmed and illuminating oils, 7,656,727 gal-

lon.s; lubricating oils, 3,071,257 gallons; other petroleum pro-

ducts, 2,607,606 gallons.

"The production of natural gas was valued at $1,312,614,

being $68,568 for the Province of Alberta and $1,244,046 for

Ontario. Thefie values represent as closely as can be ascertained
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the value received by the o\sTiers of the wells for gas produced

and sold or used and do not necessarily represent what the con-

sumers have to pay for the gas, since in a number of instances the

gas is re-sold once or twice by pipe line companies before reaching

the consumer. In Alberta, also, some gas is being used by brick

manufacturers for which no estimate has been obtained as to

quantity or value. The total quantity of gas used in Ontario

exceeded 7,03G million feet, and in .Vlberta over 450 million feet.

A considerable flow of gas is reported from the new wells of the

Maritime Oil Co., Ltd., in Albert county, New Brunswick, which it

is proposed to pipe to Moncton.

"Salt.—Complete returns of salt production show total sales

of 84,092 tons, valued at $409,024 for the salt alone. Packages
used were valued at SI 73,440. Stock on hand at the end of the

year was reported as 2,474 tons. Two hundred and eight men
were employed and $112,909 paid in wages. The production was
about the same as in 1909.

"Imports of salt during the calendar year were:—salt in bulk

and bags dutiable, 20,174 tons, valued at $97,320, and salt free of

duty 108,794 tons, valued at $304,735.

"Cement.—Complete statistics have been received from the

manufacturers of cement, covering their production and shipments

during the year 1910. These returns show that the total quantity

of cement made during the year, including both Portland and slag

cement, was 4,390,282 barrels, as compared with 4,140,708 barrels

in 1909, an increase of 249,574 barrels, or 6 per cent.

"The total quantity of Canadian Portland cement sold during

the year was 4,753,975 barrels as compared with 4,007,709 barrels

in 1909, an increase of 080,200 barrels, or 10.87 per cent. The
total consumption of Portland cement in 1910, including Cana«lian

and imported cement, and neglecting an export of Canadian

cement valued at $12,914, was 5,103,285 barrels, as compared
with 4,209,903 barrels in 1909, or an increase of 893,382 barrels,

or 21 .22 per cent.

"Detailed statistics of production during the past four years

are shown as follows:

—
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1907 1908 1909 1910

Portland cement sold

manufactured. .

Stock on hand January 1 . . . .

Stock on hand December 31 . .

Barrels

2,436,093
2,491,513

299,015
354,435

Barrels

2,665,289
3,495,961

383,349
1,214,021

Barrels

4,067,709
4,146,708
1,098,239
1,177,238

Barrels

4,753,976
4,396,282
1,180,231
822,538

Value of cement sold

Wop^os naid
$3 , 777 , 328 $3 , 709 , 063 $5 , 345 , 802

$956 , 080 $1 , 275 , 638 SI , 266 , 128
$6,414,315
$1,323,264

Mpn pmnloved 1,786! 3.029! 2.498 2,085
1

"The average price per barrel at the works in 1910 was $1.34;

as compared with an average price of S1.31 reported for 1909, and

$1.39 in 190S.

"The imports of Portland cement into Canada during the

twelve months ending December 31, 1910, were 1,222,586 cwt.,

valued at $468,046. This is equivalent to 349,310 barrels of 350

pounds at an average price per barrel of $1.34. The imports in

1909 were 142,194 barrels, valued at $166,669, or an average price

per barrel of SI. 17.

"The imports from Great Britain during 1910 were 123,880

barrels, valued at $130,951; from the United States, 168,972

barrels, valued at $253,463; from Belgium 19,027 barrels, valued

at $20,618; and from other countries 37,431 barrels, valued at

$63,014.
" Following is an estimate of the Canadian consumption of

Portland cement for the past six years :

—

Calendar Years Canadian

1905.
1906.

1907.
1906.
1909.
1910.

Barrels Per cent.

1,346,548
2,119,764
2,430,093
2,065,289
4,007,709
4,733,975,

59
76
78
85
97
93

Imported

Barrels Per cent.

918,7011
665,845
672,630
469,049
142,194
349,310,

41
24
22
15
3
7

Total

Barrels

2,285,249
2,785,609
3,108,723
3,134,338
4,209,903
5,103,285
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Mr. Hiram Donkin. Deputy Commissioner of Public Works,

of Xova Scotia, transmitted the following report, which was sum-

marized by the Secretary:

—

Nova Scotia Mining Industry in 1910.

"Coal.—The output was in round figures 5,477,000, an im-

provement on last year. The outlook for this year is encouraging

as the labour difficulties at the colleries, with the exception of

Springhill, have been overcome.

It is confidently expected the output for this year will be the

largest in the history of the industry.

"Gold.—The production of 10,675 ounces from 59,058 tons

of quartz crushed shows a slight decrease in comparison with the

production of last year. The industry at the present time is

about holding its own. Operations are being carried on in about

fifteen of the gold districts of the Province and between 400 and 500

men are daily employed.

"Iron.—The only ore mined in the Province is that recovered

at Torbrook by the Canada Iron Corporation. During the past

two years extensive underground development work and surface

construction work have been engaged in, and this company is now
in a position to mine and ship greatly increased quantities of ore.

Extensive prospecting work was carried on at Arisaig, result-

ing in the opening up at a number of places of several veins of

hematite ore.

"Gypsum.—The gypsum quarried and shipped from the

Province during the year shows a substantial increase over the

number of tons quarried and shipped during the previous year,

and the future of this industry is very encouraging.

" Tungsten.—During the year 75 tons of Scheelite (ore of

tungsten) were recovered by the Nova Scotia Tungsten Company
from their property at Moose River, Halifax County. This ore

was won from the development excavations. A number of

shafts have been sunk on this property ranging in cU^pth from 20

to 120 feet, and exploring some six scheelite-bearing veins. While

Bufhcient work has not as vet been done to warrant definite con-
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elusions as to the extent or value of the ore, enough has been done
to show that the deposit is a most important one.

"Other minerals.—The antimony recovered was in the form
of concentrates made by The West Gore Antimony Company from
their dump accumulation. No ore has been mined during the
year. Twenty-five tons of manganese ore was recovered by The
New Ross Manganese Company at New Ross. This ore is of a
particularly high grade, and in demand by glass manufacturers.
The ore recovered came from prospect workings.

^

"The building stone quarried shows a large decrease in com-
parison with the previous year. This may be accounted for by
the more general use of cement.

''The limestone quarried for fluxing purposes at the steel
plants shows a substantial increase over the year 1909.

"The coke made shows a slight decrease.

"Generally speaking the mineral production of Nova Scotia
during the past year shows a substantial increase over the pro-
duction of the previous year and indications at the present time
point to a further increase during the year 1911. "

New Brunswick Mineral Production 1910.

The following report of operations in this Province for the
year 1910 was kindly supplied by the Hon. W. C. H. Grimmer,
Sur\'eyor General:

The mineral output of New Brunswick is confined practically
to coal, ^'ypsum and iron. Natural gas, also, if it may be called
a product of the mine, together with a small quantity of mineral
oil, IS bcmg produced in the County of Westmorland.

Coal has been mined to a certain extent for many years in
•what 1.S called the Grand Lake region situate in the Counties of
Queen.s and Sunbury. It is found in comparatively thin seams
or bed.s not far from the surface of the ground and when properly
mmed furnishes a good quality of bituminous coal. During the
fiscal year ending October 31st, 1910, there were mined and
shipped by rail from this district 41,079 tons of coal. Of the
coal shippcMl by water there is no record kept as on this there is
no royalty impo.sed. During the same period 5993 tons of coal
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were mined in the vicinity of Beersville, County of Kent. These

are the only localities in Xew Brunswick where coal is mined

commercially.

One of the most stable of the mining industries of the Province

is that of gypsum production, the bulk of which comes from the

mines of the Albert Manufacturing Company of Hillsborough,

although it has been mined to a certain extent at Plaster Rock

on the Tobique. This Company employs an average of 350

men and boys throughout the year and during the last year

quarried on four of their leases (Xos. 3, 4, 5 and G) 93,499 tons

of crude gypsum. Meanwhile, development work is proceeding

on their other leased property. Most of their quarrying opera-

tions are in open cuts except in cases where there is a considerable

depth of clay, when tunnelling is resorted to: but this is not done

to any great extent. Their exports of crude gypsum (shipped

just as quarried in lump form principally by steamers) will this

year amount to between 55,000 and 60,000 tons; but a considerable

portion of the product is reduced at the Hillsborough works and

shipped in manufactured form to various points through Canada,

also to the United States and even to Australia, shipments to the

last being made direct by steamer from St. John and Montreal.

The shipment of plaster this year to Canadian points will amount

to about 110,000 barrels and to the United States about 18,000

barrels. A barrel usually contains 300 pounds; but in a few

special shipments the weight is 250 pounds per barrel. The

manufactured product is principally plaster of paris and hard

wall plaster, although a certain amount is put up for land plaster

or fertilizer.

For a year or more past the Drummond Mines, Ltd., have

been preparing to develop their iron mines in the County of

Gloucester. They built a branch line of railway 17 miles long

to connect with the Intercolonial Railway near Gloucester

Junction in order to afford facilities for shipping their product

from the port of Newcastle. Previous to November 1st there

had been mined 15,640 tons of ore of which 12,224 tons had been

conveyed to the dock ready for transportation to the smelter.

This Company has in.stalled a modern drilling and crushing phmt

at their mines, with shops, compressor plant, ore pocket, loco-

motive shed station, and buildings for employees.
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In April of the year 1909 the Maritime Oilfields, Limited, who

had previously obtained rights under the lease to the New Bruns-

wick Petroleum Company, commenced drilling for oil and natural

gas at a point about 3 miles east of the City of Moncton. Nothing

of value having been found after going to a depth of 1,220 feet,

a new hole was started at a point 11 miles south east of Moncton,

When a depth of 2,400 feet had been reached the drilling apparatus

was destroyed by fire and although every efTort was made to

recover the drilling tools which had dropped to the bottom of

the hole as a result of the fire, it was found impossible to do so

and the hole was abandoned. Drilling was then, in the month

of July, 1909, commenced at Stoney Creek about 10 miles south

of Moncton; and between that time and the end of October, 1910,

1.') holes having an average depth of 1,G30 feet have been drilled.

Of these one is not yet completed and three produced nothing;

but from the remaining 11 there has been an abundant supply

of natural gas averaging 3,173,000 cubic feet per day with a range

from 20,000 cubic feet minimum to 10,000,000 cubic feet of a

maximum discharge. The pressure of gas at the well's mouth

runs from about 100 pounds per square inch up to 610 pounds

per square inch. Oil said to hi of excellent quality was found

in these wells; but owing to the strong flow of gas it was not

practicable to torpedo the oil sands and the output of oil is con-

.«equently small, being in all about 50,000 gallons to the end of

October. The Company has provided a Power House and pump-

ing plant and has erected six tanks having a total capacity of 1,450

gallons to provide for the oil that is produced. Their total

expenditure to the 30th of September, 1910, amounts to $92,929

exclusive of $25,000 the purchase price of the plant, etc., taken

over from the New Brunswick Petroleum Company.

Quebec Mineral Production, 1910.

Mr. T. Denis, Superintendent of Mines for the Province of

Quebec, pre.sented a statement of mineral production for the

year 1910. The following are the returns as finally revised:

—
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1 Bog Iron Ore Tons
2 Ochres "

3 Chromite "

4 Copper and sulphur ore "

5 Asbestos "

6 Asbestic "

7 Mica Lbs.
8 Phosphate Tons
9 (Jraphite

10 Mineral Waters Galls.

11 Titaniferous Iron ore Tons
12 Slate Squares'
13 Cement. Bbls.l

14 Magnesite Tons
15 Marble

|

16 Flagstone
17 Granite
18 Lime

;

19 Limestone
20 Bricks. . . M
21 Sewer pipes, tiles and Pottery
22 Quartz Tons

Totals

1207
4812'

299 i

24,052
80,005
24,716

251,419

309,400
216,000

3,568
3,959

1,563,716
322

128,951

805

4
33
3

145
2,667

17

51
3

15
68
5

18
1,954

2
151

291
279
503
906
107

2

406
185
734
165
829
612
901
182
896
155
292
492
646
160
103
890
240
306
173
375
.)26

013

4

28
26

215
2,296

20
27
4
10
17

24
1,314

2
130

8
149
105
457
584
125

668
093
604
580
584
468
034
800
339
246

000
.'351

508
000
500
064
488
143
371
000

7,323,281 5,552,062

"The above table presents the figure.s of the mineral pro-

duction of the Province of Queboc, a.s compiled from the returns

received from the producers, for the year ending December 3Lst,

1010. The total will bo seen to be S7,323,2S1, an increa.se of

$1,771,31!) over the total of the revised production for the pre-

ceding year 1909, which is given in the adjoining column.
" At first sight the increase may appear very large; but it must

be said that to a certain extent it is more apparent than real, and
is in a measure due to a more thorough collecting of data of such

products as structural materials, mineral wat<^rs, etc. Neverthe-

less a comparison of the various individual items for 1910, with

those for 1909, will show substantial increases in almost every cnne

indicating on the whole a very gratifying state of the mineral

industry in the Province.

"The following table gives the annual value of the mineral

production of the Province for the last decade

:
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Year Value

1901 $2,997,731

1902 2,985,463

1903 2,772,762

1904 3,023,568

1905 3,750,300

1900 5,019,932

1907 5,391,368

190S 5,458,998

1909 5,552,062

1910 7,323,281

" Asbestos—The asbestos and asbestic sold and shipped during

the year amounted to 105,321 tons, representing a value of

$2,685,441, as follows:—

Tons Value

Crude Asbestos

No. 1, Xo. 2 and No. 3. . .

.

3,429 $ 668,031

Mill Stock 77,176 1,999,798

80,605 2,667,829

Asbestic 24,711 17,612

105,316 $2,685,441

This is a substantial increase over the preceding yea.v, but is

slightly below the value of the asbestos and asbestic produced in

the banner year 1908, when it reached $2,577,302.

"The asbestos industry in 1910 was very active; much more

80 than the figures given above seem to indicate, for at the close of

the year considerable stocks remained on hand. There was in

fact, an over-production and the market could not absorb all the

output of the mills. From this cause the asbestos industry is at

present undergoing a slight crisis; but everything points to this as

bfiing only a U'mporary embarrassment, and there is no doubt that

within a .short time there will be a re-adjustment between con-

sumption and production.

"The mines them.selves and the mills are in excellent con-

dition. At the depths reached, over 200 feet in some cases, there

is no apparent decrease in the contents of asbestos of the rock.
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" Iron—The returns received from pig iron producers

give a quantity of 1,207 tons of bog iron ore, to which they assign

a much higher value per ton than in past years. This is perhaps

due to the fact that formerly the iron producers worked some iron

deposits themselves, and their returns properly gave the actual

cost of mining. Whereas at present the bog iron ore used in the

furnaces is obtained from numerous small producers, and the

price assigned to the ore represents its value delivered at the

furnace.

" We do not include in the total production, the value of the

pig iron made. There was in 1910 a quantity of 2,890 torts, valued

at S91,000. This is high grade wood-charcoal pig iron, which

brings a high price in the market.

"The titaniferous iron ore was mined from the St. Urbain

deposits. Part of it was used in the manufacture of steel, and the

rest in the manufacture of a certain grade of electrodes. All was

exported.

"Mica and PhospJiate.—Substantial increases in sales and

output are shown in these products. A large proportion of these

were made from stocks carried over from the previous year,

and the actual mining of these substances was not very active

throughout the year. The market is, however, markedly improv-

ing and ever3i:hing points to greater activity during the coming

year. The greater part of the phosphate was used in the manu-

facture of phosphorus.

"Copper and Iron Pyrites.—The largest producer is still the

Eustis Mining Company; but a new mine operated by the East<»ni

Canada Smelter Company at Weedon, has also made substantial

shipments.

"Cement.—The products of this industry in the Province

show an increase in value of $610,09.3, wiiich is a proportionate

increa.se of 48% over the value of the production of the preceding

year. Such increases are significant and indicate the prepondera-

ting part which cemont is taking among the building materials.

It is sufficient to recall that in 1901 the total production of CL^mcnt

in the Province was slightly over $50,000, while two years later it

was 1025,000. It is now nearly $2,000,000.
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" All of the other building materials show very large increases

as compared with the previous years. Part of these increases, as

was mentioned before, is undoubtedly due to a more thorough

collecting of figures; but, nevertheless, there has been a much

greater building activit}^ throughout the Province than ever before.

Ontario Mineral Returns.

Mr. Thomas W. Gibson, Deputy Minister of Mines of Ontario,

in submitting the returns of that Province for the past year said:

—

" As I have remarked on previous occasions it is highly desir-

able that an agreement should be reached between the Dominion

Department of Mines and those of the several Provinces for the

standardization of methods for computing mineral statistics and

returns with a view to uniformity of presentment. The present

diversity of methods is disconcerting to the inquirer desiring

information for comparative purposes.

"Thus the basis adopted by the Ontario Bureau in com-

piling statistics is the value of the several products in the form

produced, and at the point of production. Hence, nickel and

copper are appraised as constituents of matte at the smelting works

of Sudbury. Were the values of nickel and copper taken at the

price of the refined metals, in conformity, for example, with the

methods of the Dominion and British Columbia Departments of

Mines, and the total output of silver computed at the average price

for the year in New York, the value of the mineral production of

Ontario would appear to be some fourteen millions of dollars

above the present returns, or a total of over forty-two and a-

half million dollars,—more than 40 per cent, of the total value of

the mineral production of the whole of Canada for the year 1910.

" The returns for the year are as follows:

—
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Mineral Production of Ontario, 1910.
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Product

METALLIC

oz.Gold
Silver

"

Cobalt Tons
Nickel

"

Copper "

Iron ()rc
"

Pig Iron
"

Zinc Ore "

Less Ontario iron ore (143,284 tons) smelted
into pig iron

Net metallic production

Non-Metallic.

Actinolite Tons
Arsenic (refined)

Arsenic (crude) "

Brick, common No.
Tile, drain "

Brick, pressed "

Brick, pavincj "

Building and crushed stone
Calcium carl)idc Tons
Cement, Portland Bbls.

Corundum Tons
Feld-spar "

Fluorspar
"

Graphite "

Gypsum "

Iron Pyrites.

Liiime. . Bush,
TonsMica

Natural gas
Peat Tons
Petroleum Imp. gal.

Pottery
Quartz Tons
Salt.... "

Sewer pipe
Talc Tons

Add metallic production.

Total production. . .

Quantity Value

3,619
30,651,417

i.nas
19,140
9,630

230, <).'>(;

447,351
576

32
1,524
3..373

304,988,000
21,028,000
44,204,295
3,799,025

3,072
2,471,8371

1,870
16,374

2
992'

10,043J
33,812,

2,889,235:
513

851
11,004,357

90,685
84,071

5,824

68,498
15,481,322

54,699
4,005,961
1,374,103

513,721
6,975,418

5,760

28,479,482

317,804

28,161,r,7S

320
70,709

2,374
318
458
70

761
184

3,144
171
47

55
17
98

474
85

1,491
1

368
51
87

414
357
46

11,152
28,161

287
456
596
648
126
323
343
994
518
15

637
825
353
531
294
239
284
153
485
424
978
a87
592

217
678

39,313,895
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"Gold.—The production, SOS.40S is double in value that of

1909. More than half the yield came from the new camp at

Porcupine, where active developments are in progress, and where

large stamp mills are being erected at the Hollinger and Dome
mines. A branch of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario

Railway—the Ontario Government line—is being built into Por-

cupine from the main line at Mileage 224, near Kelso. At Long
lake, on the Sault branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, gold is

being obtained by the Canadian Exploration Compan}^ from an

arsenical ore. The old Mikado mine at Shoal lake, Lake of the

Woods, and the Havilah, formerly the Ophir, in the township of

Galbraith, have been re-opened. In Hastings county the Cordova

or Belmont mine, long idle, has recently changed hands, and it

i.s understood will soon be again operated.

"Silver.—The entire production, with a trifling exception,

comes from the mines of Cobalt, including in that term not only

Cobalt proper, but Gowganda and South Lorrain. Shipments
comprised 27,485 tons of ore and 6,874 tons of concentrates, in all

34,359 tons, bringing the total shipments from the camp since the

beginning up to 113,008 tons, of which 10,930 tons were concen-

trates. The total silver contents of the shipments for 1910 were

30,05 1
,4 17 ounces, or an average of 803 • 5 ounces per ton, taking ore

and concentrates together. For the whole period since the mines
were opened Cobalt has produced 94,064,189 ounces of silver,

which brought the mine-owners the sum of $48,368,333. The
average tenor of the shipments fell from 1,309 ounces per ton in

1904 to 677 ounces per ton in 1907, in which year low-grade ores

began to be shipped in considerable quantity, before concentration

plants were introduced. In 1908 the effect of concentration

now a well-developed feature of the camp, began to be noticeable,

and the average contents per ton rose to 758 ounces, in 1909 to

844 ounces, and in 1 910 to 863 • 5 ounces. The improvement would
have lx?en still greater were it not for the large quantities of low-

grade ore or rock which have been shipped to Denver and other

smelting points for use largely as flux, nmch of it containing less

than 60 ounces silver per ton.

"The extension of concentration processes—there being now
14 concentrating mills at work—the shipment of bar silver from
several propeities, and the introduction and universal adoption
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of hydraulically developed electrical power, were noticeable

features of the Cobalt camp in 1910, The power transmitted

from the falls on the Montreal and Matabitchewan rivers has

materially reduced the cost of operations, the price being lowered

from about $150 per horse power when using steam to S50.

"The principal producers at Cobalt were Xipissing, which

led with a production of 5,590.0s0 ounces, Ln Rose 3,4S4,754

ounces, Crown Reserve 3,2')5,5G7 ounces, Kerr Lake 2,877,299

ounces, Coniagas 2,G21,6S1 ounces, McKinley-Darragh-Savage

2,600,^91 ounces, Temiskaming 1,994,226 ounces and Buffalo

1,G29,32S ounces; others with large outputs were O'Brien,

Hudson Bay, Trethewey, Right of Way, etc.

" In the newer fields of Gowganda and South Lorrain, six mines

in the former shipped 480 tons of ore, containing 481,523 ounces

of silver, and two in the latter 233 tons, containing 221,233 ounces.

" Much the greater proportion of the high-grade ore from

Cobalt is now treated by refineries in Ontario. These are three in

number, at Copper Cliff, Deloro and Thorold. All produce mer-

chantable bars for the London market. The quantity of silver

recovered at these plants during the year was 14,574,837 ounces.

''It may be pointed out that Ontario now ranks third among
the silver-producing communities of the world, being surpassed

only by Mexico and the United States. In 1910 her output was

only one and a half million ounces short of the combined production

of Montana, Utah and Nevada, the three largest silver States of

the Union.

"That silver-mining at Cobalt as a whole is a profitable under-

taking may be deduced from the fact that the dividends declared

in 1910 amount<?d to $7,275,240, or nearly one-half the total

returns from the silver produced. Up to the end of the year the

total dividends distributed amounted to $21,802,180, not includ-

ing the profits made by two or three mines, either individually

owned or close corporations.

"Cobalt.- The quantity of cobalt shown in the table is only

that part of the- output for which the mining companies were paitl

by purchasers of ore. A much larger quantity was shipped out,

but for the most part brought no returns. No assays of it arc

made or records kept, consequently no exact data are available.

The price of cobalt oxide has fallen to 75 or 80 cents per pound,
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ami funher reductions seem inevitable, if the law of supply and

demand is allowed to have its natural effect.

''Nickel.—The nickel-copper mines of the Sudbury region,

now the most important source of nickel not only in America but

in the world, were operated vigorously in 1910, and the output of

nickel— 1S,630 tons—exceeds that of 1909, previously the largest

on record, by 5,495 tons. The matte product of the Bessemer
furnaces was 35,033 tons, and the value of the nickel contents was
returned at $4,005,961, or 10.7 cents per pound. Valued at 40

cents, the price quoted for refined nickel in New York, the output

of nickel was worth S14,908,800, but credit it taken herein at the

smaller figure only, which represents, or is supposed to represent,

the value of the nickel in the matte, when it leaves the smelters

for the United States or Wales, where the final separation and
refinement take place.

" There are two companies mining and producing nickel, the

Canadian Copper Company, whose works are at Copper Cliff, and
the Mond Nickel Company at Victoria Mines. Both operate well-

equipped plants, first smelting the ore and then converting it into

a Bessemer matte containing approximately 80 per cent, of nickel

and copper. The Canadian Copper Company draws its supplies

of ore principally from the Creighton and Crean Hill mines, the
former being richer in nickel than in copper, and the latter vice

versa. Hitherto the Victoria Mines have been the chief sources
of supply for the Mond Company, but latterly the Garson mine
has been largely drawn upon, and the company has under consider-

ation the removal of its furnaces to a point east of Sudbury and
nearer the Garson ore body. Both companies operate their mines
and work.s by electrical power, the Copper Company utilizing falls

on the Spanish river, and the Mond Company falls on the Ver-
milion. The Dominion Nickel-Copper Company, formed to work
large deposits of ore on the northern range, has not yet reached
the stage of production.

"The nickel contents of the silver-cobalt ores, which yield
nothing to the mine owners, bring the total output of nickel up to
10,140 ton.M.

" Copper.—Most of the copper produced in Ontario is found
accompanying the nickel in the ores of Sudbury, consequently the
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yield rises or falls with that of the principal metal. The copper

contents of the matte produced in 1910 amounted to 9,630 tons,

valued at 81,374,103, or at the rate of 7.1 cents per pound. If

reckoned at the average value of electrol^^tic copper in New York

for 1910, viz.: 12.73 cents per pound, the value would be 52,451,-

798. A small part of the copper is to be credited to Bruce Mines,

from which a quantity of silicious ore was shipped to Victoria

Mines and used for converter linings.

'^ Iron Ore and Pig Iron.—Four iron mines were in operation

in 1910, producing 230,050 tons of ore, which is a falling-off as

compared with 1909, when the output was 203,777 tons. Of the

ore 119,207 tons was magnetite from Moose Mountain, Atik-okan

and Bessemer; 112,246 tons was hematite from Helen mine.

The ore was returned as worth 8513,721, or 82.22 per ton. The

Lake Superior Corporation have been developing an iron prospect

called the Ma<i;pie mine in Michipicoten district, and have ascer-

tained by borings that it contain.^ a large body. The ore is sidcritic

;

but preliminary roasting will reduce the sulphur contents and

raise the percentage of metallic iron. At Moose Mountain it is

proposed to increase the facilities for concentrating the ore.

"There were eight blast furnaces at work producing pig iron

last year, the total yield being 447,351 tons. The total quantity

of ore charged into the furnaces was 822,174 tons, of which

143,284 tons was of domestic and 678,890 tons of foreign origin.

The value of the pig product was 86,975,418. Steel produced

amounted to 331,321 tons, valued at 87,855,407.

Non-Metals.

*^ Building materials.—The raw materials for building pur-

poses are plentiful in Ontario, including clay for making brick,

etc., limestone for lime and construction work, sandstone and

granite, Portland cement, etc. Building operations were brisk

and calle(l for an increased production of brick and lime as com-

pared with 1909. The Portland cement industry is steadily

growing, the production being 2,471,837 bbls. as compared with

2,303,263 l)l>ls. in 1909. The aggregate value of products which

may l)e classed as construction materials, including brick and

other clay products, stone, Portland cement and lime, was $7,959,-
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074. Part of the stone, however, was for use as flux in blast

furnaces and road-making.

"Petroleum.—Of late years the production of petroleum has

been declining. In 1910 the yield amounted to only 11,004,357

Imi)erial gallons, which is about one-third the production of 20

years ago. The diminution is most marked in the newer field of

Tilbury, but is also going on in the older districts of Petrolea and

Oil Springs. The average production per well is now very small,

averaging only a few gallons daily. A new oil pool was located

during the year in Onondaga township, but the production has

not yet been important.

"Natural Gas.—On the other hand, the flow of natural gas is

increasing year by year, in 1910 amounting in value to $1,491,239,

at a low rate per thousand cubic feet, as compared with $1,188,179

in 1909. The gas fields are confined to the Lake Erie counties,

but the gas finds a ready market not only in the localities in which

it is produced, but also in the cities, towns and villages of south-

western Ontario. Several wells have been drilled in the shallow

water along the shore of the lake, and a new field is being exploited

in the township of Bayham, Elgin County.

"Minor Products.—The list of Ontario minerals is long and

varied, and a number of other substances in the table of production

constitute the basis of industries of considerable importance.

Among these are salt, corundum, iron pyrites, feldspar, quartz,

graphite, talc, gypsum, arsenic, etc. It is not, however, necessary

in a summary statement of this kind to refer to these at length.

"

Mr. Gibson added: " I would direct attention in particular

to the decrease in petroleum output. If this continues, and

in the ab.sence of the development of new fields, we shall soon be

within measurable distance of the suspension of oil production in

Ontario. As to natural gas it is my opinion that its use for

indu.strial purposes should be discontinued and that instead it be

utilized exclusively for domestic purposes. It is an admirable

dome.stic fuel.

"

Saskatchewan.

The following returns of coal production for the year ending

Feb. 2Hth, 1910 are kindly supplied by the Coal Mines liranch,

Dcpart-ment of Public Works, Rcgina:
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Number of Mines in operation February 1910 30

Number of tons produced in 12 months 208,902

Number of persons employed, inside mines 287

Number of persons employed, outside mines .... 89

Number of accidents, fatal 1

Number of accidents (reported) non-fatal 5

Co.vL Production, Aluerta, 1910.

The following returns wore kindly furnished by Mr. John F.

Sterling, Provincial In.s|x^ctor of Mines:

—

"The total output of coal from the Province of Alberta for

the year 1910 was approximately 3,020,000 tons.

The following table indicates how the Bituminous Coal and

Coke outputs of the Province were disposed of:

—

Tons of 2,000 lbs.

Crow's Nest
Pass District

Calgary
District

Coal Coke Coal Coke

Sold for consumption in Alberta. . . .

Sold for consumption in other
provinces

1,017.969

124.274
215.976

136

70.297
51.144

273.752

Sold for export to the United States .

.

Total sales 1,358.219 121.575 273 . 752

Used in making Coke 190.219
53.737Used under Collierv' Hollers 9.940

Total for Colliery use 249.986 9.940

The following table indicates how the Anthracite Coal an^

Briquette outputs of the Province were disposed of

—

Ton.s of 2,000 lbs.

Calgarj' District

Coal Bricjuettes

Sold for consumption in .Mbcrta
Sold for con.suinption in other provinces. .

Sold for export to the United States

40.091
43,110

758

89 , 3.S3

19,387
44

Total sales

Used under Colliery Boilers,

83,959
I
108,814

I
38,848 182
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Tons

Output of Bituminous Coal (total for Pro-

vince) 1,896,757

Output of Anthracite Coal (total for Province) 261,785

Output of Lignite Coal (total for Province)

(approx.) 861,458

Approx. total 3,020,000

Mineral Production of British Columbia, 1910.*

It is of interest to note that this Province continues to main-

tain its average proportion of the mineral production of that of

the whole of Canada. Placing the aggregate value of the produc-

tion of the Dominion for the twenty-five years 1886-1910, included

in the published official records, at $1,120,000,000 (which allows

about 895,000,000 for 1910), it would appear that British Columbia

may fairly claim to have produced between 27 and 28 per cent.

of this large sum. The aggregate value of the mineral production

of this Province for all years to 1910, inclusive, is nearly $374,000,-

000. Deducting the total value of the minerals—chiefly for

coal and placer gold—produced prior to 1886, which was nearly

864,000,000, British Columbia's approximate aggregate for

the twenty-five years is left at $310,000,000, which is between

27 and 28 per cent, of that of the whole of Canada. It is a striking

fact, as indicating the substantial increase in the value of the

mineral production of the Province in recent years as compared

with that prior to 1906, that fully 40 per cent, of this large value

is the production of the last five years, 1906-1910, while more than

half—53.7 per cent.—is that of seven years, 1904-1910.

The following table shows in detail the quantities and the

value of the various mineral products for the years 1909 and

1910. The returns in respect of building-stone, Hme, bricks, tiles,

etc., are an estimation:

—

• C'ompilocJ from "a Preliminary Review and Estimate of Mineral Pro-
duction for the year 1910," by \V. ileet Robertson, Provincial Mineralogist
and Report of the MiniHter of Mines (iiritish Columbia) 1910.
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Customan'
Mea.sure

Pound>

Gold,
I

placer. .Ounces
Gold, lode

Silver. .. .

Lead. . . .

Cop{)er. . .

Zinc
Coal
Coke. . . .

Other
materials

Tons, 2,2401b

1909 1910

(Quantity

238,224
2,532,742

44,396.340
45,597,245

2,006,476
258,703

Value Quantity Value

477.000 !? 540.0(KJ

4,924,090 267.701 5,533.3S0
1,239,270 2.450.2411 1,245.016
1,709,259 34,658,746! 1.3S().350

5,918.522, 38.243.9341 4.871,512
400.000 4,184.192 192.473

7,022.666: 2.800.046 9.S00.161
l,552,21cs| 218,029 1,308,174

I

1,200,000 .. 1.500.000

^24. 4 4 3.025 $26,377,066

The tonnage of ore mined in the lode mines of the Province

during the year was 2,216,428 tons, an increase over the preceding

year of 7.7%.
This total tonnage was produced by the varipus districts in

the following proportions: Boundary, 7(j . 759c J
Kossland, 1 1 .Siy^

;

Fort Steele, 5.227o; Coast District, 1.90%; all other districts,

4.7%.
The number of mines from wliich shii)ments were made in

1010 was S3, and of these only 50 shipped more than 100 tons each

during the year, while but 32 shipped in excess of 1,000 tons each.

Of these latter, S were in the Nelson Mining Division, S in tlip

Boundary Di.^^trict, 3 in the Ainsworth Division, 4 in the Slocan

District, 3 in the Coa.st District, 3 in the Trail Creek (Ro.s<land)

Division, 2 in the Fort Steele Division, and 1 in the Trout Lake

Division.

Taking the Province as a whole, there were 713 tons of ore

mined a year for each man employed about the mines. In this

resjx'Ct, however, the districts vary very nuUerially, sinc(\ in the

Slocan, the figures show 14S tons mined to the man in a year; in

the Nelson District, 142 tons; in Trail Creek District, 395 tons;

and in the Boundary, 1,472 tons mined to the man employed.

Kk.\din<j Axn Discission of Papkh.s.

The following papers were then read and discusstnl:
—

** Mi.v-

ING Rights in Skigniohies in thk Pkovinck of Qlkhec, " by

Mr. T. C. Denis, of Quebec; "Silver and Gold Deposits on the
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West Fork of Kettle River, B.C. " by Mr. L. Reinecke, of the

Geological Survey, Ottawa; and "Photography for Mining

Engineers and Geologists," by Mr. H. Mortimer-Lamb, of

Montreal.

Excursion to Montmorency Falls.

A considerable number of members and guests availed them-

selves of the opportunity, for which arrangements had been made,

to visit Montmorency Falls. The party left the hotel at 2.30 p.m.,

under the guidance of Mr. T. Denis, and spent a very pleasant

afternoon, notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather which

made tobogganing-one of the principal attractions of Montmorenc}'

in the winter season—impracticable. It should here be noted

that the Quebec Electric Railway Compan)^ generously placed a

large car at the disposal of the Institute for the occasion.

Wednesday Evening Session.

Upon re-assembling at 8.30 p.m., an instructive illustrated

lecture, was delivered by Prof. J. F. Kemp, of Columbia

University on "The Engineering Problems of a Geological
Nature Afforded by the New Catskill Aqueduct of New
York City."

Dr. Kemp was followed by Dr. A. E. Barlow, who showed
upwards of a hundred slides illustrative of the Chibougamau region

in Northern Quebec, which by direction of the Provincial Govern-

ment was investigated last summer by a commission of which the

lecturer was chairman.

Thursday, March 2nd.

Two sessions, one in the morning and the other in the after-

noon, were held during the day. At the morning session the

following papers were read and discussed:

—

"The Types and
Modes of Occurrence of Asbp:stos in the United States,"
by Dr. J. S. Diller, of the U. S. Geological Survey, Washington,
read, in the ab.sence of the author, by Mr. J. A. Dresser; "As-
bestos Deposits of the New England States," by Prof.
C. H. Richardson, of Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y.; "The
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Breaking of Asbestos-Bearing Rock," by Mr. Edward Torrey
of Black Lake, Que.; and at the afternoon session "The Copper
Deposits of the Keeweenaw Peninsula, Compared with
Similar Canadian Deposits," by Dr. A. C. Lane, of Tuft's

College, Massachusetts; "Recent Developments in Petro-

leum IN the United States," by Dr. D. T. Day, of the U. S.

Geological Survey, Washington; "The Geology of Petroleum,"
by Mr. Eugene Coste, of Toronto; "The Undeveloped Coal
Resources of Canada," by Mr. D. B. Dowling, of the Geological

Survey of Canada; "Tellurium Ores of Canada," by Dr. D. D.

Cairns, of the Geological Survey of Canada; and "Notes on a
Discovery of Telluride Gold Ores at Opastica, and their

Probable Relations to the Gold Ores of Porcupine," by Mr.

RoBT. Harvie, read in the absence of the author by Mr. T. Denis.

Mr. A. G. Burrows presented an interebting .<;umniar}' of his

report to the Ontario Bureau of Mines on The Porcupine Gold
Area.*

Smoking Concert.

Under the direction of Mr. 0. E. I^ Roy and Mr. W. H. Boyd,

of the Geological Survey of Canada, a capital programme was

arranged for the Smoking Concert, which was held in the spacious

tea-room of the Chateau on Thursday evening. Among the con-

tributions more especially enjoyed was a lecture by Dr. Kemp
illustrated by slides, describing his prodigious achievements as a

mountaineer, and his miraculous escape from a disastrous end

from a fall of apparently several thousand feet. The realistic

rendering of the Institute's anthom "Drill, ye Tarriers, Drill," by

Messrs. Brock, Lo Roy and Boyd was also tlioroughly enjoyed.

The great event of the evening, however, was the trial for " Breach

of Promise," of a distinguished ex-President, who, despite the

misguided cITorts of his counsel. Dr. Ledoux, was adjudged guilty

and heavily fined. Mr. J. J. Penhale made an admirable Judge,

while Mr. lioyd as the j)laintirf was most chic and charming. Mr.

Ia) Roy, as coun.sel for the plaintiff displayed great forensic ability,

and the principal witnesses. Dr. Kemp (who, by-the-way, gave his

name as Cook) and Dr. Adams also distinguished themselves.

The lemon, produced in Court, was the determining factor.

Ilcport XX, Ontario Bureau of Mines, Part. 2. 1911.
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Friday, March 3rd.

The reading and discussion of papers were resumed at 10 a.m.,

as follows:

—

"Recent Underground Development Work at

Cobalt, " by Mr. C. W. Knight, of Toronto (illustrated by lantern

slides from photographs taken by Mr. Arthur A. Cole);" The
Iron Ore Resources of the World," by Dr. F. D. Adams, of

Montreal; "The Iron Ores of the Mettagami River," by

Prof. M. B. Baker, of Kingston; "Some Suggestive Phases

of the Iron Mining Industry of Eastern North America,"

by Mr. Frank L. Xason, of West Haven, Conn.; "Earthquakes
and Mines," by Dr. James Douglas, of New York; "The Clays

of Western Canada," by Dr. Heinrich Ries, of Cornell Univer-

sity, Ithaca, N.Y.; "The Slate Industry in the Province of

Quebec," by Mr. J. A. Dresser, of Ottawa; "Zinc, and the
Treatment of Difficult Ores," by Mr. W. R. Ingalls, Editor

of the Engineering and Mining Journal, of New York; and an

address on the subject of the "United States Testing Plant
FOR Explosives, " by Mr. G. S. Rice, a member of the staff of the

United States Bureau of Mines. Mr. Rice said:

—

"It is suggested that I briefly outline the organization and

work of the United States Bureau of Mines, information concern-

ing which may be of use to Canadians. I became associated with

the department some two years ago when investigation and
affairs connected with the practical operation of mines were en-

trusted to the technological branch of the U.S. Geological Survey.

Our first task, initiated at the St. Louis Exhibition under the

direction of Dr. Holmes, Mr. Parker and other members of the

Geological Survey, was the testing of fuels with a view particu-

larly to ascertaining and demonstrating the possibility of the

further utilisation of low grade materials for fuel purposes. The
plant established at St. Louis was subsequently moved to the

Jamestown Exhibition, and later again to Pittsburg.

"The year 1907 witnessed the continuation of a long series of

coal mine disasters in the United States that had awaked anxiety

among operators, more especially as a large percentage of the ex-

plosioas had occurred in highly developed mines. During one
month in that year some six hundred men were fatally injured.

Congress was petitioned to take cocrnizance of conditions and voted
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money for an investigation, which was undertaken by the Techno-

logical Branch of the Geological Survey, under the direction of

Dr. Holmes. After a study of the protection and preventive

methods in force in Europe by myself and others, it was decided

to establish a testing plant at Pittsburg, as being the centre of

the greatest coal producing area of the country and also by reason

of the fact that it is within easy reach of Washington, the

administrative headquarters. Actual testing operations were

inaugurated on January 1st, 1909, and manufacturers of explosives

were invited to send their products for test, the passing of which

would entitle such an explosive to a place on the permissible list.

This term was employed since there was no legal obligation on

manufacturers to respond to the invitation and the Department

could not restrict the use of explosives to such as had satisfac-

torily passed the test; but it was believed that the creation of

such a classification would have a moral effect and this has proved

to be the case.

'' It may not. be generally known that explosions in coal

mines have in a great majority of instances resulted from the use

of long flame explosives and more especially black powder. Our
aim, therefore, has been to bring about the general employment
of short flame explosives, which will not ignite coal-dust or fire-

damp. "

Mr. Rice further remarked that in point of fact explosions in

coal mines were not responsible by any means for the larger per-

centage of fatalities, a greater number of lives being lost annually

as a result of falls off roofs and machinery accidents. In 1907, for

example, the year of great colliery disasters in the United States,

the actual number of deaths directly attributable to explosions

was 1,100, whereas ovTr 2,000 deaths were reported from other

mentioned cau.ses. It is, meanwhile, interesting to learn that the

death rate from mine accidents in the United States showed a

decrease in 1908, and again in 1909.

Tlie United States Bureau of Mines has at present a fuel

division and a mines' accident division. A metallurgical division

has not as yet been organized, but arrangements will probably be

made to engage the services of eminent practising metallurgists

from time to time to undertake special work or inve.stigations.
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Mr. Jamcs McEvoy having first referred appreciatively to

Mr. Rice's interesting account of the work of the United States

Bureau of Mines, said: " Mr. Rice has alluded to certain coal mine

practices whicli he very properly points out should not be per-

mitted. For example, the shooting of the 'soHd,' and the use of

electricity for power should be absolutely prohibited in gaseous

mines.

"The questions with which this Bureau must necessarily deal

are most serious and important. In the United States (and this is

also the case in some parts of Canada) mine organization as re-

gards efficienc}' of production is very thorough; but decidedly lax

in the insistence of attention to rules and regulations, and in the

provision of precautionary measures designed to minimize danger

to life and property.

"Much, however, may be accomplished by more thorough

laws, and by insisting on their observation to the letter. It must

not be forgotten that in some quarters, unfortunately, there is a

tendency to evade the laws.

"It has always seemed to me that undue prominence is

given to coal dust in connection with explosions. Dust will of

course play a contributory part in an explosion; but the real

danger is gas. If therefore more attention were devoted to the

question of ventilation, and provision for the circulation of the

proper quantity of air, through, not only the main air ways, but at

every working face, the likelihood of explosions would be reduced

to a minimum. To provide for the safety of a coal mine, adequate

ventilation is the indispensable condition."

General Business—The Western Branch.

The President invited the attention of members to a question

that had arisen during the past year in connection with the finances

of the Western Branch. He pointed out "that some two years

ago, it was decided to rescind Rule 7 of the 'Regulations for the

Govcmmont of Branches, ' providing for the granting of financial

aid to Branches. An exception, however, was made by the

Council, on the recommendation of the Finance Committee, in the

case of the Western Branch, which continued therefore to receive

aasifjtance equivalent to 25% of the annual subscriptions to the
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Institut'C received from Western members; and as a matter of

fact the amount was exceeded. In October, 1909, representations

were made that the assistance thus granted was inadequate. To
this notification the Council replied that the appropriation could

not be increased, but that if additional funds, over and above the

2.5% remission were required 'the Branch would be expected to

arrange its own finances. ' It may here be interpolated that at

an earlier date the Branch had been urged by the Council to

secure, if possible, a grant for the Institute from the British

Columbia Government, which, it was mentioned, would enable

the Council to provide more generously for the maintenance of a

Western Branch. But the suggestion that the Branch should

arrange its own finances was interpreted as an authorization from

the Council to the Branch to secure for its own purposes financial

assistance from any source, including the Provincial Government,

and application was accordingly made to the latter for a grant.

This application was successful and a grant was obtained payable

directly to the Branch instead of to the Institute. Although con-

trary to a principle previously enunciated by Council, the Branch

was permitted to retain the Provincial grant; but in making this

concession the Council took the view that the original understand-

ing as they conceived it, governed the case and therefore discon-

tinued the remittances on the membership basis. This arrange-

ment, however, failed to satisfy the Branch, who contended that

the monthly remittances should not be discontinued without

ample formal notice that such was the Council's intention. A
lengthy correspondence has resulted. The Council has meanwhile

conscientiously endeavoured to bring the matter to a conclusion

satisfactory to the Western Branch and at the same time fair to

the membership in general. With this aim in view a telegram

was despatched to the Chairman a day or so ago inviting him to

offer any suggestions likely to bring about an amicable settlement

of the dispute, and the following reply was received from him

yesterday:

—

"'The We.steni Branch requests annual meeting to authorize

committee of throe, one appointed by council, one by branch, the

two to select third member to settle qu(\stion. Committee's

decision to be final. Terms of government grant to Branch not

to l)e open to arbitration.

'

6
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*The Council assembled to consider this proposal, but it did

not commend itself to the members present, for they unanimously

adopted two resolutions which I am desired to submit for your'

endorsation or otherwise:

—

" (1). That in future no annual grant be made by the Institute

to any of its Branches.

'

"(2). 'That in view of the present misunderstanding in regard

to the financial assistance that the Western Branch should receive

from the Institute, and in order to effect a final settlement of the

matter, be it resolved that the Branch be paid, in addition to the

grant received by them from the British Columbia Government,

the balance of a sum equivalent to 25% of the fees received from

Western members during the year 1910, and proportionately to

March 1st, 1911.'

"In other words, the Council here intimated that if an error

was made in not notifying the Branch in advance that the remit-

tance from the Institute would be discontinued, any cause for

grievance or complaint on this score will now be removed by re-

funding the amount claimed for the year 1910 to date.

"

On motion of Mr. James White, seconded by Mr. J. W.
Evans the action of the Council was approved and confirmed.

Mr. Coste then moved the following resolution, which was

seconded by Mr. W. J. Dick and carried unanimously:

—

"Resolved:—That in view of the passage of the above reso-

lutions by the Council, this meeting deems the appointment of a

Board of Arbitration unnecessary."

Mr. Coste then explained that he had been largely respon-

sible for the introduction and adoption of the policy of establishing

Branches of the Institute throughout the country. But it was

never contemplated to permit of the organization of Provincial

sections, which would simply mean a reversion to the old order of

affairs of provincial organizations and would tend to the ultimate

di.sruption of the Institute. Branches in local centres where there

is any considerable membership, such for example, as Sherbrooke,

Montreal, Toronto or Cobalt serve a most useful purpose. The
members meet at periodical intervals for either social or business

purposes, and each contributes his share towards the local ex-
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penses. Such organizations are no charge on the Institute; but,

on the other hand, are of assistance,- since they serv^e to conserve

and promote interest and are largely instrumental in introducing

new members. Mr. Coste considered that the council should

notify the Westerh members to this effect, and arrange for the

establishment of several branches at important centres such as

Nelson, Rossland and Vancouver.

Mr. James White expressed the opinion that any such action

at the present time would not be politic.

Mr. McEvoY agreed that to pass a resolution in line with Mr.

Coste's views would be inopportune; but considered that a sug-

gestion from the meeting to the Council to discuss with the Western
Branch its re-organization in keeping with the constitution of the

Institute would be of value.

The President remarked that the Council had already ex-

pressed the hope that by holding semi-annual meetings of the

Institute in the West, all present difficulties would be speedily

dissipated and differences of outlook reconciled. It was, he

added, directly attributable to the fact that Western members
were unable to attend the annual meetings that any difficulties

or misunderstandings had arisen.

On motion, votes of thanks were tendered to the President,

Dr. F. D. Adams, "for the able, efficient and courteous manner in

which he had conducted the meeting; to Dr. J. B. Porter for the

loan and operation of the lantern throughout the sessions; to the

members, Messrs. J. J. Penhale and T. Denis, of the local organiza-

tion committee; to Messrs. Boyd and I^ Roy of the entertainment

committee; to Col. TurnbuU and Mr. J. G. Scott for the entertain-

ment of members at the Garrison Club; and to the Quebec Street

Railway Company for generously providing members with free

transportation over its system during the three days of the meet-

ing.

Annual Dinner.

The Annual Dinner was served in tlie Tea Room of the

Chateau, which was handsomely decorated for the occasion.

Covers were laid for a hundred in tlie main hall; while in an ad-

joining small room provision was made for a number of ladies, the
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wives of members in attendance, who were entertained by Mr. T.

Denis. The menus were printed on asbestos shingles, presented

by the Asbestos Manufacturing Company, of Montreal.

After the formal toast, ''The King," had been duly honoured,

the toastmaster, Mr. J. J. Penhale, read the following telegram,

addressed to the Secretary and signed by Mr. E. Jacobs:

—

"Western Branch sends cordial greetings to parent Institute

and its hearty good wishes for successful annual meeting. Branch

council regrets it has not been practicable to send to Quebec re-

presentative. Please present our compliments to United States

visitors, in welcoming whom we desire to join.

"

Letters and telegrams expressing regret at inability to be

present were also read from His Excellency, the Governor General,

Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the Hon. R. L. Borden, the Hon. W. S. Field-

ing, the Hon. Wm. Templeman, the Hon. Senator Bostock, the

Hon. James Whitney, Mr. J. Parke Channing, Mr. John Taylor,

President of the Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Mr. D. W.
Brunton, Dr. H. E. Gregory, Mr. Wm. Frecheville, Prof. R. H.

Richards, Mr. B. B. Lawrence, Major R. G. Leckie and others.

The principal speakers of the evening were Mr. F. T. Congdon,

M.P., who eloquently responded to the toast "The Dominion

Government"; the Hon. C. R. Devlin, Dr. James Douglas, Mr.

John E. Hardman, Dr. W. G. Miller, Dr. J. F. Kemp, Dr. A. C.

Lane, Mr. F. L. Garrison, Mr. A. M. Hay, Mr. Eugene B. Wilson

and Mr. J. C. Murray.
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WESTERN BRANCH.

Nanaimo, B. C. Feb. 17th and 18th, 1911.

A meeting of the Western Branch, the ninth of the series,

was held at Xanaimo, B.C., on February 17th. The members
were welcomed by Mr. Alderman Shaw, who represented the City

in the absence of the Mayor.

Mr. E. B. McKay also addressed the meeting, giving some
interesting information concerning the early history of mining

in the vicinity.

The following papers were read: "First Aid; its Relation to

Coal Mining", by Mr. Chas. Graham, Superintendent of the Nicola

Valley Coal & Coke Co., Middlesboro, B.C.; "Coal Mining in

British Columbia", by Mr. C. F. J. Galloway, of Vancouver; "The
Beginning of Coal Mining in British Columbia", by Mr. W. Fleet

Robertson, of Victoria, B.C.; and "Earthquake Strains and
Stresses in Relation to Coal Mining Explosions", by Mr. F. Napier

Denison, of Victoria, B.C.

Upon the invitation of Mr. Thos. Graham, Superintendent of

the Western Fuel Company's collieries, the members visited, on

the second day of the meeting, that company's plant, and wit-

nessed a demonstration with the Draeger apparatus.

The Chairman, Mr. Robertson, announced that the Depart-

ment of Mines of the United States Government had granted

certificates to the following mine inspectors in British Columbia,

who had taken a course in the United States Government's life

saving station at Seattle: Messrs. J. Newton, W. Evans, J.

Strachan, McTiskie and T. Morgan.

The Secretary, Mr. Jacob.s, called attention to the heroic

action of the late Fred Alderson, a Ilosmer miner, who lost his life

in endeavouring to rescue the victims of the Bellevue explosion.

On moiion of Mr. Thos. Graham, a vote of thanks was tendered

the Provincial Government for having contributed the sum of

five hundred dollars ($500.00) towards a memorial fund.

Before the close of the meeting the Chairman reported that a

grant to the Branch of one thou.sand dollars ($1,000.00) had Ijeen

included in the Provincial Government's estirnarrs for the current

year.
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Trail, B. C, May 18th and 19th.

A meeting of the Western Branch, the tenth of the series, was

held at Trail on May ISth, Mr. W. Fleet Robertson, Chairman

of the Branch, presided.

The following papers were presented :
" The Bums Anthracite

Coal Property, Alberta," by Alexander Sharp; "Costs of Opera-

tions at the Blue Bell Mine, Kootenay Lake, B.C.," by S. S.

Fowler; ''Notes on Property of the Le Roi No. 2, Limited, at

Rossland, B.C., " by Ernest Levy; ''The Standard Mine, Silverton,

B.C.," by John Valance; and (by title only) "Notes on the Lucky
Jim Zinc Mine, Slocan, B.C.," by A. J. Becker; "The Van-Roi

Mining Company's Concentrating Mill, Four-mile Creek, Slocan,

"

and a description of the copper smelting side of the Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Company's smeltry at Trail.

Mr. H. Mortimer-Lamb, Secretary of the Institute, who was

present, explained the suggestion of the Council that arrangements

in future should be made for holding a regular semi-Annual Meeting

of the Institute in the West. This meeting, it was proposed,

would probably be held in October of each year. On motion of

Mr. Robertson, seconded by Mr. Keffer, the suggestion of the

Council was endorsed.

The result of the ballot for Chairman and members of the

Branch Council for the ensuing year was as follows: Chairman,

Robt. R. Hedley; Secretary, E. Jacobs; Councillors, W. H. Arm-
strong, S. G. Blaylock, S. S. Fowler, Norman Eraser, Thos.Graham,
J. Cleveland Haas, John Hopp, W. H. Trewartha-Jones, Frederic

Keffer, Thos. Kiddie, F. C. Merry, M. E. Purcell, W. F. Robertson,

Lewis Stockett, O. E. S. Whiteside, and W. E. Zwicky. Mr.

Hedley presided during the latter part of the evening session.

On Friday morning. May 19th, some of the visitors were

shown through the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company's
copper and load smelting works and electrolytic lead refinery at

Trail, and in the afternoon spent several hours in the Company's
Centre Star Mines, at Rossland.

New Denver, B. C, Sept. 13th and 14th.

A most succfssful and largely attended autumn meeting of

this Branch was held on the above date.
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EASTERN TOWNSHIPS BRANCH.

Sherbrooke, Que., May r2th, 1911.

A meeting of the Eastern Townships Branch was held at

Sherbrooke on May 12th. Mr. J. J. Penhale, Chairman of the

Branch, presided. Several papers were presented, and were pro-

ductive of interesting discussions.

McGILL MINING SOCIETY.

(Reported by W. W. Boyd, Secretary).

During the past college year meetings of this society have

not been so numerous as in previous years. SLx meetings were,

however, held, at four of which papers were read, these being :
" The

Conservation of the Resources of Canada", by Dr. James Douglas;

"Photography for Mining Engineers and Geologists", by H.

Mortimer-Lamb, Esq. ;
" The Examination of Undeveloped Mining

Properties", by W. Dixon Craig, Esq., and "The Ore Deposits of

Sweden", by Dean Adams. The membership this year is not

80 large as that of 1909-1910 there being only 4G compared to 53

members. This may be accounted for by the fact that neither

the 3rd nor 4th year is as large this year as last year.

On the whole, the Society is in a very healthy condition.

Three of our members attended the Convention of the Cana-

dian Mining Institute at Quebec this .'^pring.

The officers for the year 1911-1912, were elected on March
17th, at the last regular meeting. They are:

—

Hon. President.—Dr. J. B. Porter.

President.—A. E. W. Hannington.

Vice-President.—Lawrence Gass.

Scc.-Treas.—Clarence McEvcnue.
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EARTHQUAKES IX MIXES.

By James Douglas, Xew York.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911.)

Here in Quebec we are meeting at what is almost a focus of

earthquake activity, and where earthquakes have been events of

some historical importance. The seismic area extends from

})oyond the St. Lawrence valley to the Atlantic coast, and

therefore these startling visitations, in the colonial days of X'ew

France and Xew England, surprised the English as well as

the Canadians, and were by both supposed to be either the

messengers of providence sent to convey a divine warning, or

else the work of the devil—an easier way of explaining their

origin than some of our modern theories. Winthrop in his

journal records a violent shock in April, 1G3S, and another in

May, 1G42. Bradford tells of an earthquake in 1640 which

had the effect of deciding certain dissatisfied Pilgrims not to

break up the community. He says: "It so fell oute yt at ye

same time diverse of ye cheefe of this towne were mette

together at one house, conferring with some of their friends that

were upon their removall from ye place (as if ye Lord would herby

shew ye signes of his displeasure, in thus a peeces and removails

one from another)."

At the same time Bradford was looking for "some natural

cause for the occurrence. He ob.serves: "Ye somers, for divers

years togeather after this earthquake were not so hotte and sea-

sonable for ye ripening of corne and other fruits as formerly;

but more could and moyst, and subjecte to erly and untimly

frosts, by which many times much Indian corne came not to

maturitie; but whether this was any cause, I leave it to naturalists

to judge."
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In Canada, the Jesuit Relations and the Jesuits' Journal

mention at least six distinct earthquakes in the seventeenth

century. The most sensational was that of 1G63. Quebec was

startled by an earthquake at Easter-time of that year, just when

Bishop Laval and his clergy were fighting for the cause of tem-

perance. The Bishop was a Montmorency and, like his forbears,

enjoyed a fight. He had excommunicated all who were engaged

in the liquor traffic and had sailed for France to lay before the

King a formal complaint against the Governor, and defend his

own position. During his absence the Jesuits did their best to

carry out his policy. But while the good fathers were willing to

use all the powers of the church and of the state to check the

demoralization of their converts through the use of ardent spirits,

they were by no means total abstainers themselves, or advocates

of it. Just then, indeed, a little occurrence within their own
doors showed what embarrassing accidents may happen in the

best regulated communities. It was their custom to give their

choristers beer, and at Christmas time they supplemented it with

a flask of wine. That might not have done much harm; but the

chief warden, without their knowledge, duplicated the dose, which

proved too much for the youngsters. That such a catastrophe,

which it was impossible to conceal, should have happened at a

moment when they were thundering excommunications against

all persons, high or low, guilty of selling drink to the savages,

was, to say the least, annoying, and must have exposed the

reverend gentlemen to not a little irreverent chaff.

Unfortunately crime was rife. La Badande's house was

rifled by thieves, and then burnt to conceal the robbery; but the

criminal, one Larose, was speedily apprehended and hanged.

Other thieves were caught, but so lax had become the standard

of civil authority, or so antagonistic the attitude of the civil

officials towards the reverend conservators of public morals, that

no conviction could be secured. The fathers were in despair,

when the whole country was suddenly frightened into a sense of

its wickedness by the most violent earthquake on record in

Canada. The focus of greatest disturbance was then, as subse-

quently, at or near Baie St. Paul, some sixty miles below Quebec,

where a little hill is described as toppling into the river, and then

through the elevation of the land, reappearing as an island.
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Quebec, near the centre of the movement, felt the shocks acutely.

Father Lalemant described the movement as less violent in ele-

vated localities than in low-lying ones; it is probable, therefore,

that the shores of the St. Lawrence and the lower town were more

violently shaken than the upper town.

There had been premonitions for months previously of an

impending convulsion, aerial voices, fiery serpents flying through

the air, magnificent double suns, and a solar eclipse with other

natural and some abnormal phenomena—all interpreted after-

wards as supernatural warnings. All passed unheeded, however,

until half-past five on Shrove Monday, 1063, when the people

were preparing for the feasting and revelry of Shrove Tuesday.

Suddenly there was a noise as of a furious conflagration, followed

by a rocking motion, which overturned household articles, cracked

walls from cellar to roof, threw down chimneys, crushed the ice

on the river, shivering it into splinters, and terrified the whole

population into such an access of piety that "Shrove Tuesday

was happily converted into Good Friday," to use the Jesuit

description, and the rush to the confessionals kept the priests

busy all night. But the reformation was short lived, as Father

Lalemant is willing to confess in his letter to the General of the

Order, which was not intended for publication. "The whole

region," he says, "was shaken at one and the same time by a

violent earthquake on the 5th day of February. It was not

continuous, but intermittent—now more, now less violent. There

was a wonderful commotion of men's minds at the start, producing

conversions, both among the French and the natives; but these

were so transitory that an increase, rather than a decrease, of

the scourge was deserved by many. However, no notable loss

was felt, if you except the loss of some chimneys, which immunity

is rightly attributed to the special favour of God. These things

seem proper to be written to you fraternally in this my private

letter. I send another—a public one—with matters more fully

considered as regards our plans about combatting future wants."*

Physical fear was intensified by superstitious terror and belief

in the interference of supernatural and malevolent agencies.

M(Te Marie de I'lncarnation, the Superior of the Ursuline convent,

expressed the current opinion when she tells us that "the devils

^hewaite'fl JcBuit RelutiooB 47, page 255.
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undoubtedly mix themselves up with natural occurrences." As

always happens, the further removed the phenomena were from

the actual observation of the narrators, the more extraordinary

they were described as being. At Three Rivers, when the rocks

were cracking and actually disappearing, a horrid, shapeless and

monstrous spectre was seen crossing from east to west along the

edge of the moat constructed for the military defence of the town.

At Montreal the terror was less, because, as the Church declared,

the consciences of the pious people were not disturbed on account

of their sins—more probably because, owing to the greater dis-

tance from the centre of disturbance, the shocks were less violent.

The Assuring of the rocks was probably as true as the appear-

ance of the horrid and monstrous spectre. Nevertheless, Les

Eboulements, a prominent rock escarpment on the lower St.

Lawrence, derived its name from a landslide occasioned by the

great earthquake of 1663.

My object in referring to this earthquake is not to direct

attention to an interesting local tradition, but to ask for co-oper-

ation of members, as mining engineers, in making a comparison

between the seismic phenomena at surface and seismic phenom-

ena below the surface. The velocity and amplitude of the waves

may be influenced by the relations between the strike and dip of

the rocks and the direction along which the shock is proceeding

through them; and comparative observations in the same mine

might throw some light on the effect which depth and therefore

pressure exert both on the velocity and amplitude of the waves.

I have referred to the historic earthquakes in this region.

They continue to affect it. While I was interested in the working

of the Harvey Hill mine in this province, there was an earthquake,

violent enough to crack thick stone walls, in the valley of the

St. Lawrence. My recollection is that the movement was very

perceptible at the surface of the mine, but not noticeable enough

underground to excite observation. Shortly after that I spent

nearly a year on the west coast of South America, and visited

most of the large copper properties of Chili, then at the period

of their greatest activity and productivity. Slight vibrations and

rumblings were almost of daily occurrence along the west coast,

but I did not happen to experience a destructive earthquake.

One had, however, occurred the previous year, and in passing
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Arica I saw nothing but the sit« of a once prosperous town, the

ruins of which, occasioned by the earthquake, had l)een almost

completely swept away by the wave, which followed the shock

half an hour later and which carried the American gunboat

"Wateree" and the Peruvian frigate "America" half a mile

inshore. The damage done was to buildings on alluvial soil,

for the town was built in a valley at the base of a high cliff.

To it the people had fled for safety from the earthquake Ix^fore

the wave oven\hclmed the town.

In Chili I made inquiry at every mine I visited as to the

damage done underground by earthquakes; and I could not learn

that in a single instance even a stick of timber had been dis-

lodged or a shaft put out of plumb.

Subsequently, in May, 1887, northern Sonora and southern

Arizona were violently shaken by a series of earthquake shocks.

The focus of the disturbance was near Bavispe, a small tow n. in

the valley of the Bavispe river, on the west slope of the Sierra

Madre. It was completely wrecked. And as the first shock

occurred in the afternoon, when the people were taking their

siesta, the mortality was high. Out of a population of about

seven hundred, one hundred and sixty-nine were buried under a

hundred and fifty fallen buildings, and there were forty-si.x

fatalities,

Bisbee and the Copper Queen mines and works are about a

hundred miles to the north-west of Bavispe. There the first shock

occurred shortly after it had destroyed Bavispe; but no obser-

vations were taken at either place to determine the direction or

velocity of the earth waves. In Bisbee the shock was violent enough

to dislodge loose rock from the waste heaps, to crack a slag dump
resting on alluvial soil, to injure a recently built foundation of

a Corliss engine, and to rupture adobe walls. But no hou.se was

thrown down. In the Copper Queen mine the shock was felt

and great alarm created, but no rocks or timbers were di.slodged.

The shocks continued for over a month with tlecreasing intensity.

Several days after the first shock I was underground with a

foreman of the mine, exploring one of the narrow caves in the

limestone rocks, which there generally indicate the proximity of

an ore body, when a shock of very considerable violence occurri'd.

The sensation was as though the wall of the cave were approach-
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ing and would completely crush us. As a matter of fact, however,

not a particle of rock was dislodged and, after the event, we

wondered whether our imagination had not played us false.

In the region of the mine there certainly was no fissuring of

the rocks. But in the Sulphur Spring valley long fissures were

cleft in the soil and small craterettes produced, from which water

was ejected in large quantities. This valley lies between moun-

tain ranges for a hundred miles, and has a width of nearly twenty

miles. It is filled with detritus from the adjacent ranges to a

very great depth, bore holes of over 900 feet depth not having

reached rock. But though the surface is dry, except during floods,

water can be tapped in large quantities at a depth of not over

thirty feet. In Sonora, craterettes and fissures were formed in

the Fronteras valley, while on the west flank of the San Bernardino

range and along a broad alluvial basin, there was a rupture in the

alluvial deposit which extended in a general north and south

direction for many miles, and could be distinctly seen from a

distance of eight or ten miles. I sent a competent person to

examine it; but so far as observation could determine, there was

no evidence of actual rock fissuring. In fact, I believe authorities

attribute 90% to 98% of earthquakes to the elastic movement

of the earth's crust, and this proportion is probably too low;

for immediately after an earthquake the men are seldom calm

enough to observe accurately. In the San Pedro valley to the

west of Bisbee, where the soil was deep and saturated with water,

the motion was sufficiently violent to throw down buildings and

to produce a distinct sense of nausea. Dr. Goodfellow, a com-

petent recorder, was in Tombstone, 30 miles north-west of Bisbee.

He reported that " men working at a depth of 600 feet felt the

vibrations severely. Men working at 150 feet, did not notice it

so much. One crew of men at that depth did not know of it at

all till they came up out of the mine.'' The earthquake was felt

distinctly down the San Pedro valley to its junction with the Gila,

a distance of about one hundred miles, to the north-west of Bisbee,

Here the waves were evidently so interrupted by the Pinal moun-
tains that the shock was not perceptible beyond the range at

Globe, twenty miles farther north.

The earthquake occurred during the driest season, when the

grass on the mountain ranges was thoroughly parched. On the
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evening of the earthquake every mountain range within sight of

Bisbee was on fire, and the prevalent opinion was that craters

had broken out on all sides and that masses of lava were issuing

from them. This opinion is still held. In fact, there were no

ruptures anywhere, so far as observations went, of the rock

surfaces. The fires were j)ro])ably ignited by stones rolling down
the hillside, striking sparks and igniting the dry grass and leaves.

Every destructive earthquake has wrought most damage on

alluvial soil, especially if it be moist. That was notably the case

in the Charleston and San Francisco earthquakes. If one adopts

the commonly accepted figures for the rapidity with which earth-

waves are propagated, namely, 5,000 to 6,000 feet per second

through solid rock, 1,000 to SOO feet per second in gravel and

sand very much less when the soil is saturated by water, one

can easily appreciate how the passage from one class of material, or

from dry material through moist material, must aggravate the

effects of the disturbance. Moreover, the velocity, as well as

the amplitude of the waves, must be influenced largely by the

character of the rock, and by the obstruction offered by rocks

whose strike is at a more or less acute angle to the direction of

the shocks.

Questions of this kind can be studied most satisfactorily by

seismic observations in our mines. A series of seismographs

from surface downwards in the deep shafts of the Tamarack and

the Calumet and Ilecla mines might give very interesting com-

parative figures. The mines with which I am connected do not,

I am happy to say, penetrate so far into the earth's crust; but

in the most important of them, being in limestone which has been

naturally and artificially fissured, a seismograph record might

afford some interesting data as to the effect of such obstructions

on earth movements. At any rate, I intend to instal such instru-

ments, and should others do likewise, the facts that we ol)S(>rve

and record may help to give some stability to the very unstable

science of seismography.

Discussion.

Dr. Douglas (Communication to the Secretary.)—Since the

Quel>ec Meeting an intcrcsting pajxjr by Prof. J. W. (Iregory on

7
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the Glasoow Earthquake (of Dec. 4th, 1910) in rehitioii to Mining,

has been pubhshetl in the Transactions of the Institution of

Mining Engineers. Prof. Gregory's opening paragraph emphasizes

what I learned to be the case in Chih. He says:

—

"Earthquake phenomena present several problems of special

intei-est to miners, although the actual shocks may be less felt

underground 'than on the surface. Thus it has often happened

that an earthquake which has done serious damage has not been

felt by men at work underground. For example, the disastrous

earthquake in Northern India of June 12th, 1897 passed unnoticed

in some Bengal coal-mines. Nevertheless, earthquakes may
produce several important mining effects. They may lead to

slight dislocations which may cause falls of roof; or they may
produce strains which are relieved by sudden rock explosions

or '' air-blasts, " such as have long been known in Cornwall, and

are especially frequent and fatal in the Kolar gold-field in Mysore,

where they have been carefully investigated by Dr. Smeeth.

"

The author is inclined to attribute the dangerous escape of

gases in coal mines to earth movements, sensible or insensible.

The use of the seismograph underground might afford proof,

instead of speculation, on some points, and if those proofs were

obtained, might be an instrument of protection.

The article is interesting as referring to a larger mass of

literature upon the subject than I knew to exist.

Mr. Coste:—I have been very much interested in the state-

ments in Dr. Douglas' paper and, in this connection of earth-

quake activity along the St. Lawrence valley, between Montreal

and Quebec, I would like to call attention to an old report of

the Jesuit fathers in which they state that at one time after

most pronounced earthquake shocks, the surface of the water in

the St. Lawrence river was found to be so covered with petroleum

that the water was not drinkable. There are many other in-

stances on record to show that after earthquake shocks enormous
quantities of natural gas and petroleum have come to the surface

in maoy parts of the world, and it is no doubt due not only to

the fi.s.suring induced in the strata, by dynamic disturbances

and earthquake shocks, but also to the fact that in many in-

stances faulting and fissuring of tlie strata during such disturb-

ances extend to great depths from which hydrocarbon volcanic
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emanations ascend to the surface or towards the surface them-

selves in the porous strata encountered on the way up. For

instance, as cited by Mr. A. Beeby Thompson in his recent book

on" Petroleum Mining," on the 21st of December, 1S97, a disturb-

ance, occasioned by an earthquake, led to the formation of a

mud volcano beneath the sea off the southern point of the Klias

peninsula of Borneo, when sufficient argillaceous material was

ejected to form a new island several hundred feet long, several

hundred feet wide and twenty feet above the sea level. Large

quantities of inflammable gases and vapours of petroleum were

constantly ejected from the crater of the mud volcano.

A similar mud volcano, of very large extent, was formed off

the Burma Coast, on the loth December, 1907, when sufficient

material was also ejected to form a large new island upon which

a landing was effected by the officers of a British marine survey

ship shortly after the eruption, when the mud still indicated a

temperature of 148° F., a few feet below the surface. A very

renowned chain of mud volcanoes exists in the Arakan Islands

off the coast of Burma and they often display unusual activity

during earthquake disturl^ances.

In the Poota and Binagadi districts near Baku (Russia)

there are a number of mounds which display violent activities

occasionally and the gas then bursts forth in immense volumes

through numerous rents blown in the sides, and the heat emitted

by the burning gas, which ignites spontaneously, is intense; the

glare is distinctly visible from Baku, ten to twelve miles away.

Many other similar examj)les connecting jx*troleum with

volcanic activity and dynamic disturbances couM be cited

from many other parts of the world notably Alaska, Japan,

Borneo, Java, Trinidad, etc.
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EARTHQUAKES, STRAINS AND STRESSES IN

RELATION TO MINE EXPLOSIONS.

By F. Napier Denison, F.R. Met. Soc.

Meteorological Office, Victoria, B.C.

(Western Branch Meeting, Nanaimo, February, 1911.)

During the last few j^ears we have been deeply impressed

by the unusual number of coal mine explosions which have oc-

curred throughout the world; and, in the hope that certain studies

carried on by the writer during the last twelve years might aid

in determining the causes of these disasters, a short account of

this work is presented.

In the autumn of 1898 a Milne Seismograph, or horizontal

pendulum, was installed at Victoria in connection with the

meteorological office established here. It forms one of many
throughout the world whose records oft^ quakes furnish valuable

information for the Seismological Committee of the British

A.ssociation for the Advancement of Science.

In order to fully understand much that will follow, it is

necessary to give a brief description of Prof. Milne's seismograph.

The instrument consists of a metal upright and base with three

levelling screws, placed upon a concrete pillar. A few inches

from the lower end of the upright is a fine steel point, upon which

rests one end of a boom which is one metre in length. This boom
is very light, being made of aluminium; it is supported by a fine

wire attached a short distance from its pivot end. This wire

rises to the top of the metal upright, where it is connected to an

adjusting screw. A balance weight attached to the boom between

the point of suspension and pivot reduces the friction at the

pivot-point to a minimum. By adjusting the levelling screws
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in the base of the instrument the upright is made perpendicular,

and the free end of the boom or horizontal pendulum comes to

rest.

When the waves from a distant quake reach the station,

they tend to rock the concrete pier; this throws the metal upright

out of perpendicular, and the movenient, though too small for

one to notice, causes the boom to swing.

To record these movements, a small plate is attached to the

free end of the boom, and under this is a fine slit in a case con-

taining a roll of photographic paper, which, by clockwork, passes

continuously the slit in the top of the case.

By means of a mirror, a constant ray of light is reflected on

to the floating plate and that portion of the slit not covered by
the plate. When the boom is st<?ady, a dark straight band is

photographed on the moving paper below; but when the plate

is swinging across the slit, a wavy line is recorded, called a

seismogram.

This instrument is so sensitive that when the boom is at rest

the slight pressure of a finger on its concrete pier will start it

swinging slightly. The time of vibration of this instrument is

15 seconds, being the standard ado})ted at most stations where

Milne seismographs are in operation.

The waves set up by a distant earthquake are of various

forms. The first to reach a station take the shortest course

through the earth, and are called longitudinal waves. Then
follow transverse ones, while the largest waves travel along the

earth's surface. The latter affect the instrument most noticeably,

as they pass under the station; and when the quake has occurred

nearby, these surface waves are the destructive ones.

A study of the Seismological Chart of the World recently

published by Prof. Milne, as Secretary of the B. A. A. S. Com-
mittee, illustrates where all the great earthquakes have occurred

during 1909. It gives the names of the stations where Milne

seismographs are in operation and, it may here be not<?d in pass-

ing, that there are now sixty Milne seismographs in operation

in the world.

On this chart the zones of earthquake intensity are shown.

The region where the greatest number of quakes occurred during

the past two years lies beneath the ocean, extending from Java
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and the Philippine Islands in an E.S.E. direction towards the

middle of the Pacific.

Prof. Milne suggests this points to a continent in the making.

Another seismic zone extends northward along the eastern

coasts of Formosa and Japan, thence through the Aleutian

Islands to the mainland of Alaska, thence southward along the

coasts of both North and South America.

Another zone girdles the earth, and includes the West Indies,

the Azores, the Mediterranean, Asia Minor and India. These

zones are located along lines of weakness in the earth's crust,

and usually where there are great ocean depths and high con-

tinental ranges.

The chart giving the distribution of active volcanoes shows

these to be also mostly in the vicinity of the same lines of weak-

ness.

Turning our attention to the North and South American

earthquake zone, it is interesting to note the evidences of periodic

earth stresses along this line. In 1906, when in conversation

with Dr. Omori, of Tokio, who visited Victoria on his way to

study the San Francisco quake, the latter stated that the great

Alaskan quakes of September 4 and 11, 1899, and October 9,

1900, had partly relieved this strain; then followed the great

quakes of April and September, 1902, which strongly shook

Mexico and Central America. Finally, on January 31, 1906,

Panama and the coasts of Columbia and Equador were badly

shaken. He pointed out that the San Francisco quake com-

pleted the chain of seismic activity and removed a state of great

un.stability in the earth's crust along the North American coast,

and that this district would be free from great shocks for a

period ranging from 20 to 30 years.

He also stated that the next seismic disturbance was likely

to occur on the coasts of Peru or Chile. This actually occurred

on the 17th August, 1900, when awful destruction befell Valparaiso.

The great San Francisco quake demonstrated the value of

reinforced concrete as a building material to withstand severe

shocks.

A copy of the Victoria record of this great disturbance shows

first a small vibration, followed in a little over a minute by violent

OBcillation.s, causing the boom to swing completely across the
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paper. The first tremor came directly through the earth to

Victoria, while the commencement of the great swing indicates

the arrival of the surface waves on their journey around the world.

Therefore, the nearer the station is to the place where the quake

occurs, the closer will the first tremor and the surface wave be

on the record. To illustrate this: The record of the small quake

felt here on Januar}^ 11, 1909, showed an almost instantaneous

large swing without any preliminary tremor. This indicated that

the point of origin was comparatively near and probably was in

that portion of the line of weakness lying under the ocean off

the coast of Vancouver Island.

It is known that all quakes have their origin between the

surface and a depth of thirty miles. The rate of travel of earth

waves through this portion slowly increases as they descend,

until they reach the depth of thirty miles; then a sudden increase

occurs, which becomes a little greater as the earth's centre is

approached. In an illustration, the outer ring, is more properly

called the '' Rock Mantle." Beneath this a far denser material

exists, which extends to the earth's centre, called the '* Metal

Core."

Between the rock mantle and the metal core there are

thought to be areas composed of a molten or plastic substance,

and that volcanoes may be their vents during periods of abnormal

earth strains. The density of the entire earth is five and a half

times that of water, and as the surface rocks are only 2i to 3i
times denser than water, the metal core is more rigid than steel

and is now thought to be composed of iron.

Dr. Hecker, of Berlin, has discovered that the earth's surface

rises and falls several inches twice a day, caused by lunar and

solar attraction.

The subject of slow movements of the pendulum in relation

to certain phenomena will now be briefly discussed:

Apart from the rapid swingings of the pendulum here during

the passage of earth waves, the writer has studieil the long

period swings almost constantly noticeable upon our Victoria

instrument. After obtaining a continuous record of these daily

changes for the years 1899 and 1900, the results were taken to

Cambridge and laid before Sir George Darwin. He was surprised

at the great movements shown and the small effect due to the
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loading action of the tide on the coast. Sir George suggested

the recording of observations of a further period of years, and

the instaUation of another penduhim to swing north and south.

This has been done, and several papers bearing on the subject

have been published.

The final results have recently been studied by Sir George

Darwin, and recently a detailed criticism upon this work has

been received from him. He suggests certain changes, and sends

special mathematical formulae for assisting the work, and expresses

the hope that these studies will be continued.

The chief feature of this study, which has been completed

to December, 1910, was the construction of a curve deduced

from the monthly mean position of the East and West horizontal

pendulum from January, 1899, to the present time. Under this

curve was placed another, giving the number of earthquakes

recorded monthly at Victoria during the same period.

The pendulum curve showed a well-defined easterly swing

during summer, and a westerly movement in the autumn and

winter. Apart from this, a longer period was noticeable through-

out the pendulum curve.

From January, 1899, to November, 1900, a steady westerly

movement is observed ; thiswas succeeded by an easterlymovement,

until the summer of 1906, when another, less marked westerly

movement occurred, lasting till the winter of 1908, when the pen-

dulum again steadilv travelled towards the east to the close of

1910.

By studying the earthquake frequency curve, in conjunction

with the pendulum movements, it was found the greatest number

of quakes in each year occurred during the westerly pendulum

movement. Comparing the two curves from a yearly point of

view, we find that a maximum number of quakes occurred in

1899 and 1900, or about the time of the extreme westerly pen-

dulum niovement, another maximum of quake frequently oc-

curred in 1900, agreeing with the maximum easterly pendulum
swing of that year. The next maximum of annual number of

quakes was 1910, also the year of another marked easterly swing

of the pendulum.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Thos. R. Stockott, manager,

ancl Mr. Thon. Graham, superintendent, of the Western Fuel Co.,
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Nanaimo, B.C., two horizontal pendulums have been in.stalled

at that Company's mine, one on the surface, the other nearly

1,000 feet below. These are read twice a day, gratuitously, and

although it is advisable to obtain further observations from them,

it may be stated that the results have proved very valuable,

especially when studied with the records made by the Victoria

instruments.

Thinking there might be some connection between coal mine

explosions and earthquakes, or the long period movements of

the pendulum, the writer has, through the kind assi.stance of

Mr. Harold T. Nation, of the British Columbia Department of

Mines, obtained a list of coal mine explosions that have occurred

in America and Europe from 1900 to the present year. This list

includes only explosions when five or more human lives were lost.

This li.st of North America, though probably incomplete,

gives a total of 114 explosions and a loss of human life of 3,850

since 1900.

When these were studied month by month with the pendulum

movements, it was found they were grouped into almost regular

periods, and that in each year the greatest number occurred

during the months when the pendulum had reached its extreme

NUMBER OF COAL MINE EXPLOSIONS IN NORTH AMERICA,
1900 TO 1910, IN WHICH 5 OR MORE LIVES WERE LOST.

1
1

1
I

1

1

No.
of

Jan. Feb Mar. Apr. Ma. Jn. .Jly. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov Dec .Yr. lives

lost

1900 1 1 2 4 206
1901 1 1 2 1 1

o
(J 8 163

1902 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 10 505
1903 (J 1 2 1 1 1 6 218
1904 2 1 1 4 210
1905 3 2 4 2 1

•)
1 15 282

19(K) 2 3 1 1 (1 3 10 194
1907 3 1 1 1 1

') 12 888
190S 1 1 1 1 1 5 281

1909 3 1 2 3 1 1 4 1 3 19 295
1910

12

4 3 2 1
1

1 1 6 4 21 548

Total 15 13
1

11 7
;

5 5 1 3 11 14 1
16 114 3850

t321% 11 13 11 111' 6
1

4 4 ^

1

'

3 10 12
1

14 •9.5

* Average yearly number of explosions,

t Average yearly number of lives lost.
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westerly swing. These periods are also the times of greatest

seismic frequency.

The foregoing table shows that during the past eleven years

the greatest number of explosions (16) occurred in the month of

December, while the least number (1) was reported in August.

f8S9 ti IJiO.

/ * /fffanTosititn oft-W Hemtnthf Tendufum.

3 , A^umier of QuakfS T*t9r<i'eJ a/' \//e/iriaJ^. C.
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In the above diagram the mean annual position of the E-W
horizontal pendulum is given from 1899 to 1910, and under this

is the annual coal mine curve taken from the above table. Beneath

this is the annual number of quakes recorded at Victoria.

In comparing these curves it is interesting to note that the

year of the fewest mine explo.sions, viz., 1904, is also the year

of the smallest number of quakes; while in 1906, the year of one

maxinmm ca.sterly swing of the pendulum, is also the central

year of three of an abnormal number of mine explosions. A
marked maximum in the quake frequency also occurs in 1906.
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Another year of few mine explosions, viz. 190S, is also one

of few quakes, and corresponds with the time of a maximum
westerly swing of the pendulum. During the years 1909 and

1910 the pendulum steadily moved eastward, and by the close

of the latter it had exceeded its position in 190G. Both the mine

explosions and quake curves for these years also indicate a re-

markable increase.

Before attempting an explanation of these apparent cor-

respondences, the writer desires to state that he has compared

the dates of the 114 explosions under discussion with the dates

of all quakes recorded here, and has obtained the following

results:

—

Twenty-two per cent, occurred upon the day of a quake,

18% upon the day after a quake, and S% upon the day before

a quake. That is, 48% of these mine explosions occurred either

on the day or within 24 hours before or after a quake.

Nine European and South American mine explosions were

compared in the same manner. The results were: 33% occurred

upon the day of a quake, 22% on the day after a quake, and 22%
upon the day preceding a quake.

These results, viz. 77%, give an even larger number of

explosions occurring either on the day or within 24 hours before

or after a quake.

In attempting an explanation of the foregoing correspond-

ences, it is necessary to throw as much light as possible upon

the true meaning of the monthly and annual pendulum move-

ments already referred to.

These horizontal pendulums are to a certain extent affected

by changes of atmospheric pressure upon the earth's surface,

loading of the coast by the ocean tides, and probably by local

and more general temperature conditions. A])art from these

and doubtless other influences, these pendulums aj)pear to

respond to some great and mystorious forces ever active on or

within the earth.

The marked relationship between the periods of maximum
seismic frequency and the extreme movements of the pendulum

suggests the earth is then undergoing abnormal strains and quakes

occurring along the lines of weakness in the earth's rock mantle.

In respect to the agreement between the times of mine

explosions and quakes, it is suggested that tho former .iro the
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result of a combination of two or more forces. One of these

may be an abnormal escapement of gas into a mine caused by

a movement of the rock strata during the passage of earth waves

from a severe and comparatively local quake.

Another form of gas dislodgment may occur during those

periods of great earth strains, even before a quake or fracture

has occurred perhaps in some remote portion of the world; for

the surface waves from these quakes do not extend to any great

depth, while the longitudinal waves that pass through the denser

portion of the interior are small. Another cause of gas escape-

ment, particularly during the winter months, is the rapid move-

ments of our great cyclonic areas of low barometric pressure

across the various mining centres. Much valuable information

has been given to the mining world upon this subject; but attention

is directed to the fact that apart from the gas escapement due

to the sudden decrease of air pressure in the mines, there is an

enormous load of air removed from the surface, which, when

abnormal earth strains prevail, may cause a slight movement

of certain rock strata, and even the dislodgment of gas.

The above suggestions refer to abnormal escapements of

gas into mines. As regards the actual forms of ignition that

cause these explosions, it may be that apart from the various

sources of danger so ably discussed by numerous authorities,

many of these disasters, which occur particularly during the

winter months, are caused by certain electrical conditions pre-

vailing in the mines and rock strata.

We are aware from time to time of "earth currents," so

strong indeed as to interfere with our telegraphic systems. The

aurora and magnetic storms are also evidences of this great force.

It is possible these conditions may reach a maximum of

intensity during certain periods of great terrestrial unrest, when

(as for in.stance) a fall of rock or coal oppositely charged from

what it strikes, might cause sufficient spark to bring about an

explosion.

In conclusion it is urged that this subject be further in-

vestigated upon V^road and comprehensive lines, and later it may
be possible to determine when abnormal and dangerous conditions

might prevail in certain districts.
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THE TYPES AND MODES OF OCCURREXCE OF ASBESTOS

IX THE UNITED STATES.'

By J. S. Diller, U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.

(Annual Meeting;. Quebec, 1911.)

Introduction.

The United States has for many years led all other countries

in the manufacture of merchantabb products into which asbestos

largely enters, but in the mining of asbestos it has not until

recently attained any importance, and even now produces only

about one-twentieth the yield of Canada; but Canada's production

constitutes so large a part of the world's total annual output

that even a five per cent, contribution from another country is

well worthy of mention.

The mining of asbestos in the United States is reported as

early as ISSO. This asbestos of the amphibole variety and its

mining, with a variable annual production, has since continued.

With the production of chrysotile, a year ago, a more important

phase of the industry was however initiated. The production has

been increased to over 3,000 tons, and the outlook for the future

is promising.

As at present known there are in the United States six

asbestos localities of more or less interest either to the asbestos

industry or to science. These are in the vicinity of Lowell,

Vermont; Casper, Wyoming; Grand Canyon, Arizona; Sail Mount-

ain, Georgia; Kamiah, Idaho; and Bedford, Virginia. At the

localities in respectively Vermont, Wyoming, and Arizona, the

'Published by permission of the Director of the United States Geological

Survey.
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asbestos is chrysotile, and at the remaining three, in Georgia,

Idaho and Virginia, it is amphibole.^ Practicall}^ all the asbestos

produced in the United States in 1909 came from Vermont and

Georgia.

The writer has visited all the above mentioned localities

for the special purpose of noting production, but the stay of only

a few hours or days at each locality gave no opportunity for

detailed study. However, the great interest in asbestos is a

sufficient apology it is hoped for the submission of a general

survey of the field, noting specially asbestos types and modes

of occurrence in the United States.

Types of Asbestos.

There are three types of asbestos fibre; cross fibre, slip fibr3,

and mass fibrB. Cross fibre asbestos occurs in veins, and the

fibres if not disturbed lie transversely from wall to wall. Slip

fibre occurs in slipping planes, and the direction of the parallel

fibres in the plane indicates the direction of the slipping. It is

often associated with slickensides, and may be widely distributed

throughout the rock in the planes of readjustment to changing

stress. Occasionally, the slipping is extensive and the shear

zone or fault plane has a mass of slip fibre a foot or more in thick-

ness and many feet in length and breadth, forming a definite vein

deposit of considerable size. Mass fibre occurs in fibrous bundles

or groups and the fibre may be parallel or divergent, often radial.

It is strongly contrasted with the cross fibre and the slip fibre

types in that it does not occur in veins but forms the whole mass

of the rock in which it is diveloped.

Asbestos of the cross fibre type is almost always chrysotile,

but rarely it is anthophyllite. Asbestos of the slip fibre type

is sometimes chrysotile, but more commonly amphibole. Asbestos

of the mass fibre type, as far as known, is always anthophyllite.

Modes of Occurrence.

By modes of occurrence is meant the environment of the

asbestos deposit, referring especially to its relation to the rocks

with which it is genetically associated.

'The term amphibole is used in its broad sense to include anthophyllite.
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There are four modes of occurrence of asbestos in the United

States.

The first mode is as cross fibre veins of chrysotile in serpentine

derived from peridotite, a deep-seated igneous rock, as near

Lowell, Vermont, and Casper, Wyoming. As far as known it is

much the most important mode of occurrence and is well illustrated

at the Thotford Mines in Canada.

A second mode is as cross fibre veins of chrysotile with

serpentine in limestone. Its most important illustration is in

the Grand Canyon of the Colorado in Arizona.

The third mode is its occurrence as mass fibre amphibole

(anthophyllite) composing stocks and dykes of fibrous amphibolite.

and is well illustrated in the deposits worked for many years

at Sail Mountain, Georgia. Asbestos of this mode has recently

been opened up and attained some importance at Kamiah, Idaho.

It is of interest to note also a closely related mode of mass

fibre amphibole (tremolite-asbestos) which in the form of schist

is interbedded with limestone in the vicinity of Gouverneur, N.Y.

Much of the fibrous amphibole has been altered to talc and is

the material so extensively mined as talc in that region.

The fourth mode is as slip fibre veins in rocks which for the

most part belong to cortlandite and pyroxenite which locally

pass into peridotite, as at Bedford and Rocky Mount, Virginia.

An example of each of these modes of occurrence in the United

States will be briefly described.

Commercial asbestos has been found in the first and third

modes of occurrence only. Attempts have been made, although

not yet successful, in mining asbestos of the second and fourth

modes of occurrence.

First Mode of Occurrence—Asbestos of C.\sper Region.

Wyoming.

Distribution.—In the front range of the Rocky Mountain*?

near Casper, Wyoming, there are two distinct localities of asbestos

one on Casper Mountain, S miles directly south of Cas|x»r, and

the other On Smith Creek about 20 miles southeast of Cas|x?r.

The Casper Mountain area embraces approximately 4J square

miles and the Smith Creek area nearly 7 square miles. Both
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areas have their greatest extent in a line running a few degrees

nonh of east, and are characterized by the same rocks among

which serpentine, diorite, and granite are perhaps the most

important.

Structure.—The rocks of the asbestos areas, as far as observed,

are wholly igneous. They lie unconformably beneath the Cam-

brian sandstone and belong to the Archean. The Smith Creek

and Casper Mountain areas are due to anticlines which bring the

deep-seated altered rocks to the surface. The two areas are

separated by a broad syncline which contains a great thickness

of Pala?ozoic and Mesozoic sediments. These sediments have all

been deposited since the asbestos was formed. The general

geologic features of the region have been worked out and published^

by X. H. Darton, of the U.S. Geological Survey.

Rocks of the asbestos areas.—The rocks of the asbestos areas

are hornblende schist, diorite, granite and serpentine. The

black hornblende schist is a well defined medium-grained schist

in which hornblende is somewhat more abundant than the altered

feldspar and quartz. The diorite differs from the hornblende

schist generally in being finer grained and without definite schistose

structure. It is often compact with the habit of greenstone.

Granite is perhaps the most distinctive rock of the areas.

It is medium to coarse-grained and generally red owing to the

colour of th3 abundant feldspar. Much of it is composed of

quartz and feldspar with only a trace of hornblende or other

ferromagnesian silicates. The structure though generally even

granular is often graphic and the rock passes into pegmatite

and appears in the form of more or less distinct dykes. The

granite is generally regarded as the principal rock in the great

Archean mass of the Laramie Range and older than the diorite

and serpentine. This may well be for the main body, but in the

asbestos areas, especially in the divide between Smith Creek and

Deer Creek, the granite locally appears as large dykes and sends

tongues into the adjacent serpentine.

Serpentine being the source of the asbestos is by far the

most important rock of the area. It occurs in belts which, at

lea.st in the Smith Creek area where their distribution has been

noted mo.st fully, extend northwest and southeast. This is true

»U.S.Geoloj^cal Survey, Prof. Paper No. 32, PI. XXXV.
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both of the mass which is now being worked at the west end of

the area as well as the one farther east extending through the

property of the International Asbestos Mills and Power Company.

The western belt is about 1500 feet long and from 150 to 300 feet

wide. In general the trend of these belts is toward the asbestos

area of Casper Mountain, and suggests the connection of the

two areas beneath the syncline of sedimentary rocks that lies

between them.

The most common type of serpentine is bluish and impure,

but the more typical form is that which is associated with asbestos.

It is generally very much crushed and sheared. The serpentine

where examined contained no remnants of the original rock from

which it was derived. Its microscopical structura, however,

clearly indicates that the original rock was composed almost

wholly of olivine. It was not only a peridotite but practically

a dunite.

The rocks of the asbestos areas, ranging from granite to

peridotite with a number of intermediate forms, resulted apparently

from the differentiation of a single magma of which the asbestos

is one of the final products.

Asbestos.—Cross fibre veins.—The asbestos of the Casper

Mountain region is almost wholly chrysotile. In colour it varies

from pale green to colourless on the one hand and to yellowish

bronze on the other, and occurs in the form of cross fibre veins

in serpentine. Veins were observed at a number of places with

fibre over an inch in length. In the same vicinity there are usually

found great numbers of small parallel cross fibre veins ranging in

thickness from that of paper up to three-fourths of an inch. Veins

from one-fourth to one-eighth of an inch in thickness are most

common. Some of the veins cut others, indicating that all of the

veins of chrysotile were not formed at the same time. In these

parallel groups, the larger the veins the greater the distance

between them. The waxy lustred serpentine between the veins

varies in colour from greenish yellow to gray. Grains of magnetite

are common in the serpentine, and occasionally with a little

asbe.stos it forms dark lustrous veins up to one-fourth of an inch

in thickness; but in general the asbestos veins of the Casix'r region

are free from magnetite and in that nvspect appear to have an

advantage over the asbestos veins of Vermont and Canada. The
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belts of such parallel vBins may be from 4 to 10 feet wide. A

number of such belts, rich in asbestos veins, occur within the

serpentine. Between these belts the serpentine is either barren

or contains only a few small veins of asbestos.

As in other asbestos fields, the veins of cross fibre are traversed

by parallel partings, which cut the fibre to shorter lengths and

greatly reduce its grade ; but such partings are not more abundant

in the cross fibre veins of the Casper region than elsewhere.

Slip fibre.—There is much slip fibre in the sheared portions

of serpentine, and although some of it is brittle and lacks tensile

strength, most of it is of good quality. The asbestos veins in

places are not only puckered and crumpled but crushed and sheared

so that the cross fibre appears to pass into slip fibre as at East

Broughton, Canada. These rocks evidently have been much

disturbed and sheared since some of the earlier asbestos veins

were formed. Much of the slip fibre may be younger than the

cross fibre.

Relation of asbestos to granite.—Although tha cross fibre

veins of chrysotile are always in serpentine the localities in which

they are most abundant are generally near the contact between

serpentine and granite. This is especially true at the McConnel

shaft and the Rainbow in the Casper Mountain area, as well as

at several points in the International and the Wyoming Con-

solidated properties on Smith Creek, and the larger veins are for

the most part approximately parallel to the contact as though

the granite were a factor in their development.

Second Mode of Occurrence—Asbestos of the Grand

Canyon, Arizona.

Preface.—The asbestos of the Grand Canyon of Arizona

illustrates the second mode of occurrence of asbestos, that is, its

occurrence with serpentine in limestone.^ The serpentine, like

the limestone in which it occurs, is derived from material of sedi-

mentary origin, and as to its original source is therefore in strong

contra.st with the serpentine derived from pcridotite.

'A somewhat similar rase is described bv Morrill as occurring at Montville,

N.J- Proc. U..S. National Museum, 1888, p'. 105.
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Distribution.—The asbestos belt of Arizona is a long narrow

strip, a definite geological horizon among the Algonkian strata

in the depths of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, about 4,000

feet below its rim and in places over a thousand feet above the

river. It has been studied at two localities in the canyon; one

beneath Grand View,^ where the serpentine-asbestos belt is exposed

for nearly 2 miles with a width of only a few feet, and the other

locality 30 miles farther west in the canyon beneath Bass' camp,-

where the same belt has a length of about three-fourths of a mile.

According to Mr. Noble the same asbestos horizon outcrops for

several miles in the canyon west of Powells Plateau; but owing

to its inaccessibility the locality has not yet been examined.

Structure.—The structure of the asbestos belt is monoclinal.

The .strata in it are part of a thick series of Algonkian ^^trata

which generally dip to the north or northeast from 10 to 20 degrees

and are traversed by occasional normal faults, generally of small

displacement. These rocks form part of the north wall of the

great gorge of the Colorado, where they are separated from both

the ovcrlyinp: Cambrian and the underlying Archean by conspic-

uous unconformities. The strata although deep-seated and of

great age are as a body not crushed, fractured or metamorphosed

as are those in which asbestos of the first mode occurs, and this

has an important significance concerning the origin of the asbestos

veins.

Rocks and their relations.—The rocks with which the asbestos

is associated are given in the following section^ below the great

sill of diabase in A.sbestos (Hakataia) Canyon.

Diabase.

Layer of green serpentine 2 ft.

Pure, white, crystalline limestone 1 ft. in.

White, crystalline limestone with bands and nodules of

serpentine 2 f t

.

Serpentinous, nodular and banded layer carrying veins

of asbestos . . 1 f t

.

'J. Hvdc Pnitt, U.S. Geol. Survcv Mineral Resources, 1904, p. 17.

'L. F! Nohlc. Am. Jour, of Sri., vol. XXIV, June, 1910, pp. 520-522. and
personal letter «l:ilcd June '21, 1010.

•Noble, in Am. Jour. Sci., vol. XXXIX, p. 520.
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Banded, crystalline limestone with bands and nodules

of serpentine 10 ft.

Xodular cherty limestone 4 ft.

Soft blue slate 5 ft.

The asbestos horizon below the diabase is not absolutely

constant but may lie, according to Noble, anywhere from 3 to

15 feet below the contact.

Above the upper contact of the diabase the limestone con-

tains some serpentine and small veins of asbestos rather widely

distributed; but on the whole it appears to be much less abundant

and persistent than that below the diabasa.

''The serpentine^ and asbestos occur in the limestones only

where these strata are invaded by the diabase sill; where the diabase

lies between shales there is no development of these minerals

within the invaded strata. In no place in the area are they

developed within the diabase itself. It is therefore clear that

they are a contact metamorphic phenomenon conditioned by
the invasion of the limestones by the diabase. It seems probable,

as suggested by Diller (a, p. 72), that the serpentine which enclosed

the veins of asbestos is derived from some mineral in the limestones

and not from the diabase. The limestones themselves are mag-
nesian, and locally siliceous in the form of chert bands and nodules.

In another part of the area the conversion of the shales to jaspers

where they are in contact with the diabase is evidence that the

fumarolic action accompanying the injection of diabasic magma
was manifested by aqueous and probably siliceous emanations

and was fairly intense. It seems possible that the operation of

the fumarolic action upon the elements already present in the

magne.sian limestones might have been sufficient to convert the

more siliceous portions into serpentine. The occurrence of the

asbestos in veins that cut both the nodules of serpentine and
the limestones is evidence that the formation of the cross fibre

asbestos was itself a somewhat later phenomenon. "

Asbestos.—The serjjentinous layer that carries tha asbestos

is usually from 12 to 14 inches in thickness and the general trend

of the a.sbestos veins within it is parallel to the bedding of the

limestone. Locally the asbestos fibre is 4 inches in length from
side to side of the vein, but generally the veins do not exceed

'Noble, in Am. Jour. Sci., vol. XXXIX, pp. 521-522.
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2J inches and frequently appear as a series of small parallel veins.

The larger veins are remarkable for their continuity. According

to Pratt,' under Grand View, where the outcrop of the serpentine-

asbestos layer is sometimes as much as IS and often 24 inches in

thickness, there may be in it 2 or 3 large parallel veins of asbestos

that continue for 150 feet. Within this thin layer containing

the asbestos, cross fibre veins over an inch in width are common.

The width of the veins within this horizon at some localities

varies greatly from place to place, so that a 3-inch vein in one

locality may be represented by a zone of innumerable small veins

in another, but the actual continuity of the zone that carries

the asbestos, according to Xoble, is rarely broken.

The asbestos veins have but few partings, and they are gener-

ally of chalcedonic quartz with rough borders instead of the

smooth sharp lines like those which generally mark the sides of

the vein. Very little if any magnetite is present in the veins.

The asbestos is generally a beautiful golden yellow though some-

times shading to pale green. It is finely fibrous, smooth, silky,

and of great tensile strength, so that it compares favourably

with the crude asbestos from any other country.

Locally as much as 40 per cent of the r2-inch layer may be

No. 1 and 2 crude with 10 per cent of lower grades; but in general

the thin layer would probably not average more than 15 per cent

of all grades.

The eastern area under Grand View has been most extensively

prospected. A few years ago the Hance Asbestos Company
opened a number of cuts along the outcrops and ran tunnels

down the dip to the e.xtent, in some cases, of 75 feet.

The large proportion of crude to other grades in this Grand
Canyon deposit is remarkable. Ordinarily such a deposit could

be profitably mined; but considering the narrow limits of the

asbestos horizon taken in connection with its attitude ami the

difficulties of transportation in getting the asbestos across the

river and out of the canyon to the railway appear to render success-

ful mining very problematical, excepting in a small way using

donkeys for transportation. In any case it would have to be on

a limited scale only and for high-grade material.

'U.S. Cieol. Survey Mineral Resources, 1904, Asbestos, p. 18.
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Whatever part the asbestos of the Grand Canyon may play

in the asbestos industry, it will ever be recognized as one of the

most exceptional and interesting deposits of asbestos yet dis-

covered.

The entire absence of rock crushing and the remarkable

continuity of the asbestos veins approximately in the plane of

stratification clearly indicate that the veins of asbestos were not

deposited in open fissures but by replacement of serpentine in

plane of least strength somewhat later than the development

of the serpentine itself.

Here, too, we have convincing evidence of the development

of asbestos by igneous intrusion. We may therefore the more

readily accord to the granite dykes in Canada and elsewhere

a decided influence in the formation of the asbestos near their

contacts.

Third Mode of Occurrence—Asbestos of Kamiah, Idaho.

Preface.—The third mode of occurrence of asbestos is as

mass fibre in dykes or lenticular bodies of amphibolite, and

good examples of this mode occur near Kamiah, Idaho, and Sail

Mountain, Georgia.

The Idaho locality is about 14 miles southeast of Kamiah,

where the amphibolite forms about half a dozen ledges within

a few square miles. The largest of these ledges having a lenticular

shape is about 200 feet in length, 40 feet in width, and 35 feet in

eight above the ground. The ledges are apparently intruded in

mica schist, but deep prospecting has discovered the bottom

of some of these masses and they must not be expected to extend

down great distances. They will in some cases at least probably

pinch out before reaching a depth as great as the length of the

outcrop on the surface. But as there are a number of openings

and probably other masses not yet discovered a large quantity

of material is available. The term " mass fibre " is used to indicate

that the whole mass is fibrous and that the fibre is neither cross

fibre nor slip fibre, both of which are essentially vein deposits.

The fibrous mineral, according to Merrill^ who studied the Sail

*A brief account including chemical analyses of the asbestos of Sail

Mountain and other localities in Georgia was published by George P. Merrill,

in the Proceeding.'i of the U.S. National Museum, Vol. XVIII, 1895, pp. 282-

291.
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Mountain rocks, is anthophyllite. The fibres are arranged in

small bundles } to J of an inch in length. The bundles generally

lie in all directions through the rock but are often arranged in

radial groups so as to form rosettes on cross fractures. The

rosettes are sometimes 4 inches in diameter with radial fibres of

dull to vitreous lustre and many cross fractures. The fibres are

brittle and readily break into short lengths and split into fine

threads that are polygonal in cross section. None of the material

is of spinning grade, and its short mill fibre of low tensile strength

renders it much less valuable than all but the lowest grades of

chrysotile.

At present all the rock quarried is hauled in waggons to

Kamiah and transported by rail to Spokane, where the Spokane

Asbestos Firebrick Company saws and grinds it for various pur-

pos3s. As already stated, asbestos of the mass fibre and amphi-

bole type has been mined more or liss successfully for a number
of years at Sail Mountain, Georgia.

Fourth Mode of Occurrence—Asbestos of Bedford,

Virginia.

The fourth mode of occurrence of asbestos is as slip fibre

veins in rocks of variable composition, though perhaps generally

homblendic. The best illustration yet observed by the writer

of this mode in the United States is 12 miles south of Bedford

City, Virginia, where there are two outcrops of a few acres each.

The a.sbestos is of the amphibole variety. The prevailing rock

of the area is composed of hornblende and olivine. In some cases

it is pyroxene and olivine, and in other cases almost wholly olivine.

For the most part the rock is closely related to cortlandite ; but

in some places it is peridotite and locally may be pyroxenite.

These different rocks all appear to be differentiation products

from one magma. In nearly all cases the rock has numerous

acicular crystals and fibrous bundles of anthophyllite. The

same mineral rarely forms cross fibre veins.

This rock complex is cut by occasional j)lanes of .shearing

along which there has been developed vein-like mas.ses of slip

6brc that lie in the plane parallel to the direction of slipping.
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These masses of slip fibre attracted the attention of prospectors

for asbestos and are the parts that have been mined out. The

veins of which there are several in the same vicinity strike approxi-

mately X.W. and S.E. with dip to the S.W. A vein 18 inches in

thickness has been followed along the strike for 30 feet, and down
the dip by 2 inclines for perhaps 50 feat. These masses of slip

fibre are verv irresiular, and as far as known are of so small extent

as to furnish a very unreliable basis for mining operations such

as were inaugurated a few 3'cars ago and failed, not only on ac-

count of the low grade of the fibre but on account of the limited

quantity available.

Summary.

Aside from the various minerals serpentine, amphibole,

anthophyllite and crocidolite, all of w^hich have asbestiform

varieties, there are three types of asbestos fibres distinguished

by the manner of grouping as cross fibre, slip fibre and mass

fibre, and all are of commercial importance but of different degrees

decreasing in the order named.

Cross fibre forms veins, and the fibres though parallel to one

another are perpendicular to the plane of the vein and directly

traverse it from wall to wall. Chrysotile generally appears in

this type and anthophyllite rarely.

Slip fibre forms veins on slip planes and the fibres are parallel

not only to one another but to the direction of slipping. Chryso-

tile, amphibole and anthophyllite appear to be of this type.

Mass fibre is strongly contrasted with cross fibre and slip

fibre in that it is not a vein formation but constitutes large bodies

of rocks. The fibres are grouped in bundles or bunches and

may be parallel or divergent. The groups of fibres lay in all

directions in the rock ; but in some cases they are arranged parallel

by earth movements and the rock becomes schistose. Antho-

phyllite only is known in this type, and although of much lower

grade than chrysotile the yield is large, for ordinarily 90 per cent

of all that is removed from the quarry is bagged in tha mill.

Using the phrase " mode of occurrence " to refer especially

to the genetic relation of the deposit to its environment, there

are four modes of occurrence of asbestos in the United States.
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The first mode is as cross fibre veins in serpentine derived from

peridotite. It is the mode of the deposits near Lowell, Vt., and

Casper, Wyoming, as well as in the productive mines at Thetford,

Canada.

The serpentine of the Casper Mountain region where purest

is clearly derived from olivine, and the asbestos where most

abundant is associated with the purest serpentine.

Asbestos veins are in general most abundant in the vicinity

of masses of granite, suggesting that the intrusion of the granite

was a factor in the development of the asbestos.

The second mode of occurrence of asbestos is as cross fibre

veins developed in limestone by the contact metamorphism of an

adjacent intrusive rock. A striking example of this mode is

exposed in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado wherever a certain

magnesian limestone of Algonkian age comes in contact with a

thick sill of diabase. Certain portions of the limestone were

converted into serpentine, and somewhat later the serpentine

became traversed by veins of asbestos approximately parallel

to the bedding of the limestone. Although the asbestos belt is

very narrow the quantitative proportion of Nos. 1 and 2 crude

asbestos of excellent quality to that of the lower grades is very

large. Nevertheless, the serpentine-asbestos belt is so narrow,

and in the Canyon the difficulties of deep mining and transporta-

tion are so great, that the successful exploitation of this asbestos

is very problematical unless it be in a small way by the removal

of the high-grade material from along the outcrops.

The third mode of occurrence is as lenticular masses or dykes

of mass fibre araphibolite, such as has been mined for a number
of years at Sail Mountain, Georgia, and has lately been opened

up at Kamiah, Idaho. This material, especially when weathered,

is easily mined and pulverized. Being brittle it breaks into short

lengths and yields but one grade. However, so large a proportion

of the whole ma.ss (90 per cent.) turns out as fibre that though

of low grade (piality mining operations have continued for years.

The fourth mode of occurrence of asbestos is in veins of slip

fibn^ traversing rocks closely related to cortlandite, pyroxenite

and peridotite and is illustrated by deposits near Bedford, Va.

Thc^ rocks are much sheared and are locally converted into am-

phibolite schist. The asbestos is developed most prominently
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on the fault planes where masses of amphibole slip fibre of con-

siderable size have attractetl the attention of miners but have

not yet yiehled profitable mines.

Some slip fibre is found in nearly all masses of serpentine.

Locally it is soft and strong and appears to be chrysotile, but

much of it being amphibole is harsh and brittle and of much

lower grade than chrysotile.
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THE ASBESTOS DEPOSITS OF THE NEW ENGLAND
STATES.

By C. H. Richardson, Syracuse University, Syracuse,N.Y.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911.)

Dr. F. W. Clarke^ in his data of Geochemistry says that

the mineral serpentine is optically monoclinic and that no true

crystals are known.

In composition it is a hydrous silicate of magnesium. In

formula, 2H2O, 3MgO, 2Si02. The various wet leactions by

which hydrous aluminum silicates are prepared in the chemical

laboratory throw but little, if any, light on the interpretation

of serpentine.

The mineral appears to be in nature only of secondary origin.

It is derived from the ferro-magnesian minerals olivine and

chondrodite, the amphiboles hornblende and actinolite, the pyrox-

enes enstatite, bronzite and diopside, and possibly from other

magnesian minerals.

According to L. Finckh^ large masses of gabbro may be

transformed into serpentine. According to G. H. Williams',

peridotite undergoes this metamorphism. According to J. B.

Jaquet"*, amphibolite may undergo the same change. G. F.

Becker^ in a monograph of the United States Geological Survey

and J. H. Teall^ in his works on British Petrography have ably

' F. W. Clarke, Data of Geochemistry, p. 34S. 190S.

» L. Finckh, Zeitcshr. Deutsch. Geol. Gessell, Vol. 50, p. 108. 1898.

• G. H. Williams, Am. Jour. Sci., 3rd Ser., Vol. 34, p. 137. 1887.

« J. B. Jaquet, Rec. Geol. Survey, N. S. W., Vol. 5, p. 18. 1905.

• G. F. Bockor. .Mon. U. S. G. S.. Vol. 13, p. 108.

• J. H. Teall, British Petrography.
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discussed the origin of large masses of serpentine derived from

the metamorphism of the ultra-basic rocks rich in olivine.

F. W. Clarke/ again, says that when distinctively magnesian

minerals undergo metamorphism, which happens chiefly in the

belt of weathering, the product is likely to be either talc or ser-

pentine. A tj'pical production of serpentine is from rocks con-

taining olivine. The reaction may be expressed as follows:

2Mg,. SiO, + 2H3O + CO2 = 2H2O, 3MgO, 2Si02 + MgCO,.

The ratio of the magnesium to the iron varies from 16 : 1

to 2 : 1. With the larger iron content the carbonate of mag-

nesium and iron may form. Such a ferruginous magnesite, often

rich in silica, is found at the Red Rocks, in Troy. The red

colouration, due to the oxidation of the iron, appears very

nounced upon the surface.

F. W. Clarke also gives, on the same page as cited above,

the following equation for serpentine derived fiom the pyroxene

diopside:

SMgCaSiA + 3COo + 2H2O == Mg3H,SiA + 3CaC.03 + 4Si02.

The silicious magnesite between the village of North Troy

and the Red Rocks appears to have been formed through the

hydrous metamorphism of pyroxene, rather than peridotite.

^

ci. L C C <z

a—Schists, b—Pyroxenite. c—Peridolitc. Troy, Vt.

B. K. Emerson^ ascribes the origin of the serpentines of

Massachu.setts to the hydrous metamorphism of amphibolites.

The terpentines in limestones and dolomites, as in Westchester

and Warren counties, N.Y., result, not from the metamorphism
of batholiths of peridotite or pyroxenite, but from the secondary

chan^e.s in the metamorphic magnesian silicates in those limestones

and dolomites.

• F. W. Clarko, Data of Geochemistry, p. 519. 190J
' P. K Emerson, Mon. U. S. G. S., Vol. 29, p. 114, 1898.
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The Vermont serpentines could not have been formed from

this type of rocks, for limestones and dolomites are nowhere

associated with the peridotite in the eastern half of the State.

The nearest approach to such carbonates is manifested in the

ferruginous and silicious magnesite mentioned above.

Pi of. V. F. Marsters^ in his Vermont Reports, discusses

the Amphibolites of Belvidere Mt. They are practically confined

to the uppermost 1,000 feet of the mountain and extend as far

north as Hazen's Notch. He also cites two small exposures of

the same rock at the lower edge of the serpentine, now worked by

the Lowell Lumber and Asbestos Co., at Chrysotile.

The Amphibolites of Marsters seem to be largely confined

to the periphery of the serpentine. They are the rocks that

flank the serpentine on the southwest and northeast sides of

Belvidere Mt. These rocks consist essentialh' of dark green

hornblende, which at the contact zone of the serpentine is highly

garnetiferous. His discussion of the serpentine is practically

confined to the single area of Belvidere Mt.

According to Prof. J. F. Kemp-, the serpentine forms at

Belvidere Mt. A projecting buttress, and the mountain crest

rise 2,000 feet above the serpentine. To the north of the ser-

pentine there is a precipitous wall of hornblende schist, which

a fault, strike X. 15 W.. brings abruptly against the serpentine.

Marsters also states that no sharp and well defined contact

can be observed between the amphibolite borders and the ser-

pentine. This view is confirmed by the careful examination of

many thin sections. Samples taken by Marsters within a few

feet of the amphibolite showed amphibolite surrounded by a

felty ma.ss of serpentine. He therefore concludes that the am-

phibolites have slowly altered to serpentine.

Mr. J. A. Dresser^, of the Canadian Geological Survey, has

assigned a different origin to the serpentines of Quebec, viz.,

the hydrous metamorphism of the ultra-basic rock peridotite

rich in olivine.

' V. F. .Marstors, Bulletin of the Ccol. Soc, Vol. 10, pp. 117-4M, and
4th Uep. Vermont Geologist, pp. SG-102.

' J. F. Kemp, Min. Resources U. 8., 1900, pp. G-12

'J. .\. Dresser. Min. Res. of the Seri3cntine Belt oi ."southern i^U(i>or,

Journal Can. .Min. Inst.. Vol. V.l, 1909.

Annual Rep. Can. (Jeol. Survey, 1909.
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In arriving at my own conclusions, as published in the 7th

annual report of the Vermont State Geologist/ I am greatly in-

debted to Mr. Dresser, and thus to the Canadian Geological

Survey, for his companionship and timely suggestions, both in

northern Vermont and in the province of Quebec.

Geology.

The serpentine belt, in its southern extension into Vermont,

comprises two long and narrow bands flanking the broad U-

shaped Missisquoi valley, both upon the east and the west. In

Some instances, as at Lowell, Vermont, the bed of the river is

in the serpentine.

The terranes cut by the ultra-basic peridotite are highly

folded and faulted gneisses, schists, slates and sandstones, in

part pre-Cambrian and in part Cambrian. The intrusives are

peridotite, pyroxenite, gabbro, gabbro-diorite, diabase and por-

phyrite.

The term peridotite, as here applied, embraces a series of

rocks sometimes granitoid in texture, occasionally porphyritic,

but always dark, heavy and basic. The area extends some 30

miles south of the International boundary up the Missisquoi

valley into Eden. There are two distinct belts of the serpentine,

probably of different periods of intrusion, but possibly of contem-

poraneous origin and connected with each other at lower depths

than the erosion has been effected in the valley. The first may
be catalogued the Belvidere area; the second, the Lowell area.

The former is in general on the west side of the valley and the

latter on the east.

The Belvidere seems fairly continuous to Round Mountain area

in Lowell. The eastern belt reaches its maximum development

in Lowell. It is fairly continuous to the Canadian border. The

margins of the belts are often steatite with serpentine "mashed"

and .sheared forming the centre. The whole is cut by a diabase

of later origin. This phenomena can be observed at North Troy

in the western belt, near the village and in the eastern belt about

one mile east of the same village.

The order of solidification from a basic magma in decreasing

basicity would be:

• C. H. Richardson, Rep. Vt. State Geol., pp. Slo-.iM). 100;)-10.
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1

1. Chromite and magnetite. 2. Peridotite. 3. Pyroxenite.

4. Diabase.

The granites and aplites, the more acidic rocks, are not found

in Vermont in association with the peridotites.

Serpentine.—The peridotite is the parent source of the ser-

pentine. Serpent inization must take place before crystals of

chrysotile can appear. The presence of serpentine does not

imply that commercial asbestos is obtainable. The peridotite is

not everywhere equally pure; but where it is richest in olivine

there the purest serpentine is found.

The pure peridotite in the process of crystallization may
lose its iron and a pait of its silica. Olivine is an anhydrous

mineral. The serpentine is hydrous. In the process of serpen-

tinization the new mineral or rock mass has taken up water to

the amount of 12 to 14%. The resulting serpentine is softer

than the parent rock. It can easily be distinguished from the

fresh peridotite. In many localities the alteration is incomplete,

and therefore all stages of transition exist between the holo-

crystalline peridotite and the pure massive serpentine. Even
in the same mine there are hard masses of rock essentially olivine,

and in close proximity to these masses, areas of complete serpen-

tinization. For the former rock the author, with some hesitancy,

would propose the name olivinite.

In the process of alteration, fracturing is necessary. This

process is not confined to one cause alone.

1st. In the cooling of the original peridotite magma, the

normal shrinkage of volume would necessitate fracturing. , Along

these planes .serpentinization proceeds into the wall ruck.

2nd. Fractures are produced by the necessary expansion due

to serpentinization. The greater the mashing, shearing, fissuring

and fracturing, the more complete the serpentinization seems to

be.

3rd. The dynamic force, as manifested in mountain building,

is sufficient to induce fractures. It is most apparent where the

intrusives are in contact with sediments, for here would ho natural

planes of yielding.

4th. The casting off of concentric shells from the more or

less rectangular blocks formed in the cooling of the magma favour

serpentinization.
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Fracturing, therefore, by whatever force, plays the role of

both cause and effect.

Water of Crystallization.

In the process of transition from peridotite to serpentine,

water is essential. Its source may not be definitely known.

There are two sources that appear to play some part in the process.

1st. The meteoiic waters that circulate so freely amongst the

rocks. Where springs and brooklets appear in the serpentine,

there serpentinization is the greatest. Some of the longest

asbestos fibres have been found in these channels.

2nd. The introduction of either acid or basic intrusives would

bring in magmatic waters. There are at least two periods of

intrusion: 1st, the peridotite itself; 2nd, the later introduction

of the diabase.

The pyroxenites in the Vermont belt metamorphose into

talc and steatite. They form the higher and the marginal por-

tions of the belt. The peridotite forms the central and lower

portions, and are best observed where erosion has reached its

maximum.

Asbestos.

Mineralogically asbestos is a general term. Pliny used the

term for the fibrous members of the amphibole family, as tre-

molite, actinolite and crocidolite. Dana uses the term also for

the delicately fibrous and silky chrysotile.

Commercially asbestos includes both the fibrous amphiboles

and serpentines. The asbestos of Mt. Holly, Vt., is delicately

fibrous, white to greenish white tremolite. The asbestos of Eden
and Lowell is mostly chrysotile. A little actinolite is found at

the New England mine on the south side of Belvidere Mt., but

the asbestos of the Lowell Lumber and Asbestos Co. at Chrysotile,

Vt., is chr>'.sotile. The amphibole varieties cany from 1 to 2%
of water, while the latter carries from 12 to 14% of the water of

cr^'.stallization. The true asbestos—serpentine, variety chryso-

tile— is silky or silky-metallic in lu.stre. In colour it ranges through

greenish white, green, olive green to brown. In texture it is

delicately fibrous, flexible and tough.



(^iiarryiii^ at tlie Chrysutile Aabostos Mint's. Chrysotilf \'<rinonf I' S \

Asliostris I'ilxTizinf; Tlau. .\<>. 1. at tin- Plant of tin- l.nwi'Il LuinUT and
A^Im'hIoh Conipany. ('hryHotilc. N'rrniont I'.S.A.
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Varieties oj Fibre.— 1st. The cross-fibre, which is of the

greatest commercial importance, occurs in distinct veins and

extends from wall to wall of the serpentine. The centre of the

fibre is marked by a film of magnetite or chromite, from which

the chrysotile grows exogenously into the walls of the serpentine.

Tape measurements have proven in several cases two-thirds

serpentine and one-third fibre. These fibres vary from a fraction

of an inch to two inches in length.

2nd. The Slip-fibre. This occurs parallel with the fracture

planes produced by the crushing and shearing of the rocks in

the process of mountain building. Such sheared or shaley ser-

pentine often cairies more fibre than the cross-fibre rock; but it

is not not of so great commercial significance.

3rd. Mass-fibre. As the name implies it does not occur in

veins, but in masses, with the absence, or rare presence, of other

forms of fibre in the rock.

4th. Shear-fibre. The rocks have been sheared after the cross-

fibre was formed. It lies parallel with the fracture planes, but orient-

ation occurred after the development of the fibre. Such shear-

fibre is of equal strength, fineness and flexibility with the best

cross-fibre. The author has found at Chrysotile samples of this

fibre six inches in length.

Origin.

Chrysotile represents the molecular rearrangement or crystal-

lization of the serpentine in forms most delicately fibrous. The

fracturing of the original peridotite by cooling, by expansion due

to serpentinization, by the process of mountain building, by

throwing off economic shells from rectangular blocks, or by

whatsoever cause the parent rock may be broken, is necessary

that serpentinization may ensue. The crystallization of the

serpentine in delicately silky fibres gives rise to chrysotile. It is

the amoq:)hous scrj)entine of the side walls that suffers this change.

The presence of the film of magnetite now marks the line of frac-

ture. The growth is outward from this band of magnetite or

chromite into the walls of the serpentine. Its growth is exogenous

(outward) rather than endogenous (inward), as is manifested by

the filling of a fissure from the walls inward. The author of this
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paper, together with Mr. Dresser, saw at the property of the

Lowell Lumber and Asbestos Co., in 1909, the film of magnetite

in the centre of the asbestos vein, the asbestos vein J-inch in

width, the seipentine band IJ inches wide on either side of the

asbestos vein, and beyond these bands of serpentine, the peridotite,

essentially olivine.

The crystallization is always proportionate to the serpentin-

ization. A well serpentinized rock should yield 15% of asbestos

fibre. The process of crystallization demands: 1st, moisture,

derived either from meteoric or magmatic waters, or both; 2nd,

heat, from overlying sedimentaries, regional disturbance or the

introduction of intrusives.

Conclusions Based upon the Study of the Geological

Formations at Chrysotile, Vermont.

1st. The quantity of merchantable asbestos available de-

pends upon several factors:

a. The percentage of olivine in the original peridotite, as

determined by the degree of differentiation in cooling as influenced

by basicity and gravity.

6. The amount of fracturing that has taken place under the

contraction of the cooling magma, producing joint planes, regional

compression in mountain building, the throwing off of concentric

shells from jointed blocks, expansion due to serpentinization and

possibly to flow structure in the periphery of batholitic intrusions.

c. The presence of intrusives. These, wherever present, aid

in the fracturing of the original peridotite, thereby producing

both a cause and an effect ot serpentinization. They also intro-

duce magmatic waters that aid in serpentinization and possibly

in crystallization.

2nd. The most favourable localities to exploit for asbestos

are:

a. On the north or northeast sides of serpentine-bearing

hills. Here the erosion has been deeper, and therefore productive

zones are more likely to be encountered.

If the structure be a sill, the asbestos is more likely to appear

at its base; if a batholith, at or near its centre.

b. In the immediate vicinity of faults or near the upper or

lower contacts of the serpentine with intrusives.
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3rd. a. Olivine magmas serpentinize and crystalize as

chrysotile.

b. Olivine and p}Toxene magmas give rise to serpentine and

steatite, or chrysotile and talc.

c. Pyroxene magmas metamorphose into massive talc and

steatite.

4th. A residual product, through chemical changes, is a

silicious magnesite, as found at the Red Rocks, in Troy.

Uses.

According to J. S. Diller', of the United States Geological

Survey, the fundamental property upon which the use of aslx'stos

depends is its flexible, fibrous structure, coupled with which are

the scarcely less important qualities of incombustibility and slow

conduction of heat and electricity when the mass is fiberized and

porous, which makes it valuable, not only for fire-proofing, but

for insulating against heat and electricity.

Asbestos was first used for spinning and weaving to make
incombustible thread, rope and cloth. Its value for these pur-

poses was known by the ancient Greeks and Romans.

While asbestos is called the "coming material" and already

enters largely into the economy of the world, it is, practically

speaking, only at the beginning of its usefulness.

Hardly a month passes without some new use being discovered

for asbestos; some application for which it is especially fitted

and superior to anything else.

The principal application of asbestos is that pertaining to

the manufacture of mill-board, paper covering, shingles and

allied articles. About G5% of the mill fibre is absorbed in the

manufacture of these products alone.

In the mechanical arts its value is indispensable. Some of

the uses may be mentioned, as follows:

—

Cloth.—Asbestos thread made from the highest quality of

crude, is woven into many kinds of cloth and fabric from tlie

lighter curtains of filmy lace to the heavy drop curtains of the

theatres, amu.sement halls and the like and for the fire-proofing

• J. S. Dillcr, Min. Resources U. S., 1907, pp. 7G6-7S1; lOaS, pp. 097-706.
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of the thousands of moving-picture shows now being introduced

throughout all civilized countries. Asbestos cloth is also used

for clothing of firemen and employees of smelting, glass, iron and

acid works. Every automobile, whether gasoline or steam, uses

asbestos packing. There is no other material so practical for

the safety of life and property as asbestos.

Insulation.
—"Where perfect insulation is required, as in the

handling of heavy electrical currents in the construction of

modem buildings, no other material is so well adapted as asbestos

when manufactured into insulators, switch-boxes and kindred

articles. Asbestos is immune to most chemical agents that at-

tack insulations. It makes the best covering for piping in con-

nection with refrigerating plants, or for steam pipes, boilers and

other places where a prevention of radiation or cooling is required,

being used in this case as a binder for magnesia coverings.

Paijits.—Under the name of ''Asbestine,'^ it is now used in

the manufacture of certain paints, the fibrous structure having

the property of holding up the heavier pigments in the paint.

When used with paint containing lead and zinc, it adds certain

properties which no other pigments can give.

Paper.—Over 30,000 tons of asbestos paper were used last

year in building construction. This paper is damp-proof, as well

as fire-proof, and its use is highly recommended by insurance

companies.

Plaster.—Asbestic, or refuse, when mixed with caustic lime,

produces a perfect fire-proof wall plaster for either inside or

outside work, and its cheapness will make its use more general

as the economic qualities become l3etter known.

Fire-Proof Brick.—Composed of hydraulic lime, sand and

asbestos. These bricks are now used where high temperatures

are required, as lining furnaces, fire-boxes, etc. No other material

will resist extreme heat so well.

Conveyor Belts.—Owing to their fire-proof and wearing qual-

ities, and theii recognized superiority to rubber, leather or canvas,

asbestos conve3'or belts are used where hot clinkers and other

substances have to be disposed of. The durability of these belts

al.so commends them in all cases where crushed rock, copper or

other ores have to be handled in ])ulk.
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Flooring.—Asbestos tiles and boards are used for floorings.

They are impervious to heat or water, and their elasticity is as

high as wood. They have the hardness of cement, greater dura-

bility than asphalt, are light in weight, will not crack, and are

non-conductors of sound.

Household Goods.—Asbestos felting is made into many articles

for the house, such as table covers, mats, nigs, gas-logs, fibiv for

grates, etc.

Asbestos Lumber.—This is an artificial wood made from

asbestos fibre, which possesses all the qualities of the natural

product, being susceptible of manipulation for building purposes

with ordinary wood-working tools, and, in addition, has many
qualities not possessed by the natural product. This asbestos

wood is non-shrinkable, is fire-proof, does not deteriorate, and

can be treated with ordinary oil paints, thus producing colour effects

similar to those presented by the natural wood. Its value has

been recognized by firms and individuals engaged in constructive

work, and it has been adapted by some of the most prominent

firms in the world; notably the builders of the large trans-Atlantic

liner " Kaiser Wilhelm," whose interior is finished throughout

with this very superior material. Factories have now been erected

in Continental Europe for the manufacture of this product, and

its use is being daily extended. With the extensive use of power-

ful currents of electricity in our modern homes, apartment houses,

etc., many a catastrophe has had its inception from the simple

contact of some heavily charged wire with a portion of the wooden

rafters or lathing. This could have easily been obviated by using

asbestos lumber and asbestos plaster-l)oard.

The author could mention brake-linings, filters, protected

metal, fire-proof linings for stoves and automobile tires; but, as

every day develops some new use for this wonderful material,

suffice it to say that asbestos has become an absolute necessity

in our modern dailv life; a universal article of commorco.

Discussion.

.Mh. Cirkel:—A few words may not l)e ami.ss regardinjr the

discovery of asl)ostos deposits in otlior countries, esj)ecially in

the Island of Cyprus, in Siberia, and in Western AustraUa.
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The asbestos deposits in Cyprus are in a highly decomposed

condition near the surface. This is emphasized by the fact that

so far the use of explosives has not been necessary. As a general

rule these beds are worked on no definite plan; no depth is at-

tained, and as soon as hard rock is encountered, work in that

spot is discontinued and operations started elsewhere in soft

ground. The asbestos is a "chrysotile," and resembles in some

respects the Canadian variet}^ The size of the veins varies from

Jth to IJ inches, and the analyses of some specimens brought

to my notice are encouraging. The peculiar reddish colour of

the asbestos is attributable to the presence of a large percentage

of iron. While the high-grade Thetford asbestos contains only

from 2.5% to 2.8% iron oxide, the C3q)rus variety contains

4.8% to 5%; the water content is the same, namely,

between 1.3% and 1.4%; while the silica and magnesia remain

within the permissible Hmit. The deposits are continuously

worked throughout the year, and the number of persons employed

in the industry range between eighty and five hundred, according

to season. About three thousand tons of asbestos per year is

produced, necessitating the handling of thirty thousand tons of

asbestos rock.

In reference to the new Siberian deposits, I have received

from a gentleman in Paris interested in those deposits, a number

of samples, and also a private report by an engineer. According

to this report, these deposits occur in the district of Tenissei, on

the right bank of the Kamy.shto River, a branch of the River

Teni.ssei. Their distance, in a straight line from the latter, is

fifty-two miles.

The a.sbestos formation takes in the foothills of Psajansk

Mountains, in the vicinity of the Kamyshto River. The country

formation is a crystalline limestone intersected by bedded masses

of serpentine. From the description afforded me, it appears that

these deposits occur in the Laurentian, and may be compared

^ith those found in the Ottawa country, in the exploitation of

which I was engaged for a number of years. All the Siberian

deposits, it appears, are of limited extent; the veins occur within

parallel 8(3ri:>cntine layers, from six to eight feet wide, and from

/nformation received, have been exploited to some extent Ijy

«hafts and drifts. The crude asbestos has a rough touch, is yellow
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in appearance, but the fibre when worked up is rather dehcate,

though also to some extent fluffy. The nearest shipping point

is Krasnojarsk, and the total shipping costs to London are, it

is estimated, from S35.00 to S40.00 per ton.

Asbestos deposits have been also discovered in the Pilbarra

District, Western Australia. Mr. Soanes, a geologist of Perth,

who has made a study of these deposits, speaks of them as being

similar to the Canadian occurrences. Shafts to a depth of 140

feet have been sunk in a serpentine lode eight to ten feet wide,

and the asbestos produced seemed to be a chrysotile, the crys-

tallization in all the samples submitted to the writer for examina-

tion having developed vertically to the walls. The fibre in

situ exhibited a brilliant wavy lustre, rarely found in the Canadian,

except in the Laurentian or Templeton asbestos. However,

some of the fibre does not possess the tensile strength required,

and I believe that a quantity of the asbestos sent to Europe will

not stand the tests for manufacturing purposes.

Another sample forwarded by Mr. Soanes, of Perth, represents

vein-asbestos fragment embedded in a pale greenish serpentine,

similar in appearance to raisins in a pudcUng. It is to be noted

that all the fibres appear in their original crystallization; they

are not distorted or twisted or broken in the sections of veins

exhibited. This goes to show that the solidification of the serpen-

tine took place after the formation of the fibre, because if this

were not the case, the fibre would be crushed or torn to fragments.

Now, as to the origin of asbestos, some assert that the forma-

tion of asbestos pre-supposes the existence of fissures; others

affirm that the asbestos fibre has been formed through the action

of magmatic waters. From evidence which I sliall presently

produce, I am inclined to believe that fissures were formed

previous to the crystallization of the asbestos fibre. We all

know that certain gold cjuaitz or other metalliferous lodes have

been formed through the successive deposition of mineral matter

within a fissure from the walls inwards. Take the case of a zinc-

blende lode, of which I show you here a section. This zinc-

blende lotle, which is a tx'pical deposition of metalliferous ores

in a gangiie, consists of the following layers, commencing from

one wall of the fissure (Fig. I): blende, quartz, fluorspar, blende,
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Fig. 1.

ZiNX Blende Lode—Showing successive deposition of ore from the walls

of fissure inwards, through lateral secretion of zinc blende and quartz. B.B.
Fluorspar. C.C. Zinc blende. D.D, Fluorspar. E.E. Calcite.

barite, fluorspar, calcite. If you compare this half with the

ore deposition of the other half of the lode, you will perceive at

once that the arrangement of the single mineral streaks or layers

is perfectly symmetrical. Now compare this section with the

one illustrated in Fig. II. This illustration is a reproduction of

F i: J) C£ABC Jf U F Gi j^'

y y y^

^ vv

c/t^sr

Fig. 2.

Chrome Iron Vein.—H.H. Peridotite. G.G. Serpentine. F.F. Dark
green serpentine with chrome iron. E.E. Yellowish asbestiform material

with fibrous structure vertical to walls. D.D. Pale green or opaline ser-

pentine with abundance of chromic iron. B.B. Asbestos vein, fibre vertical

to walls. A. A. Serpentine and streaks of chrome iron.

a sample of asbestos serpentine which I found several years ago.

It will be at once noticed in this sample an analogous deposition

of mineral matter indicated by the streaky appearance; there

are two sharp demarcation lines indicating the walls; proceeding

from these inwards, we find the following perfect symmetrical

arrangements:

U\l peridotite.

GG Serpentine.

FF dark green serpentine with chromic iron.
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EE yellowish asbestiform matter '^nth fibrous structure

vertical to walls.

DD pale green or opaline serpentine.

CC dark green serpentine with abundance of chromic iron.

BB asbestos veins, fibre vertical to walls.

AA serpentine and sti*eaks of chromic iron.

It is not necessary for me to demonstrate the formation of

these veins through successive deposition of the mineral matter

from the walls of a fissure, which is so well indicated by these

demarcations. This seems to clearly point to the fact that

fissures must have been in existence throughout the serpentine

mass before the solidification of the mineral matter therein;

but it may be that these fissures may have been widened through

the circulation of subterranean waters.

Another misconception which has been brought forward in

recent treatises, is the crystallization of the asbestos fibre. It

has been affirmed, and this with a great deal of emphasis, that

the crystallization of asbestos fibre has taken place along a line,

and that the formation of the fibre has started from this line out-

wards. I have here samples which disprove this theory. In

a sample of asbestos from Black Lake the fibre is two inches wide,

but we find nowhere a line or a break within the vein; thei*e is

absolTitely nothing to indicate that the crystallization took place

from a line between the two walls. Another sample shows in

the middle a very irregular zigzag break in the fibres; now it is

hardly conceivable that a crystallization took place from such

a zigzag line outwards; it is far more reasonable to suppose that

the fibres grew from wall to wall, and that these irregular break

lines, similar to the teeth in a saw, formed the terminus of the

crystallization from either wall.

Another sample in my posses.sion comes from Western

Australia. There is a break of the fibi*e in the middle pait which

is made up of ser]K'ntine. This break terminates abruptly; no

trace of any kind is found on either side in the direction of this

middle ])arting, bue we find a long silky fibre instead, vertical to

both walls, no disarrangement can be found anywhere.

I would like also to direct attention to a |>cculiar occurrence

of asbestos, which at one time wius the subject of discussion at

several meetings held by the Quel>ec Mining Association early
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in the 'nineties'—that is the Templeton (twenty miles nortli of

Ottawa) occurrence. I was identified with the mining of this

asbestos some twenty years ago; but before -commencing actual

operations, I made a study of the asbestos deposits of the Eastern

Townships of Quebec, and found that there was absolutely no

similarity between the two whatever. In the Thetford Black Lake

district, I found a whole mass of serpentine extending over several

miles, with an accumulation of asbestos veins through certain

parts of it;—in the Templeton there was no such mass of serpentine

:

instead of this I found a mass of crystaUine limestone, highly

pyroxenic in character (Fig. III). The asbestos veins were confined

to isolated patches and ellipsoid bodies with ringlike sections, having

in the middle a core or kernel of a hard flinty pyroxenite. These

bodies had a diameter of from 3 to o feet mostly, though one of

them was mined which measured 60 feet in the longer axis.

Fig. 3.

Section- Through Templeton Laurextian Asbestos Deposits.—A.
Cn'stalline limestone, pyroxenic. B. Serpentine with asbestos veins con-
centrically arranged.

The illustration (Fig. Ill) shows a section through the crys-

talline limestone formation. It will be noticed that all the

sections of these deposits are in the form of rings, entirely separated

and i.solated from each other. The asbestos veins are indicated

by the black lines in the diagram. They vary in width from

1/16 to 1 inch, are concentrically arranged, that is parallel with

the walls of the serpentine, and hold an excellent product. I

may, pf^rhaps add that I extracted two carloads of crude asbestos

which sold at the high price of S300.00 per ton,—an acknowledg-

ment of the high quality of the material.
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My object in calling attention to this mode of occurrence of

asbestos-serpentine is to correct certain, "very grave misconcep-

tions." I refer to the statement that magmatic waters are respon-

sible for the production of asbestos fibre. We speak of magmatic

waters only in connection with igneous rock, be they intrusive or

volcanic (effusive). The crystaUine limestone which contains these

isolated bodies of serpentine, is a constituent member of the Lau-

rent ian formation, and is regarded strictly as a highly altered sedi-

mentary rock. If the magmatic waters, according to Dr. Barlow

and Dr. Richardson, are responsible for the production of the fibre,

where then are these magmatic waters coming from in the case

of the Laurentian asbestos deposits within the (sedimentary)

crystalline limestone ?

The question of the origin of asbestos, as may be readily

perceived, is a very intricate one; but in my belief the fissure

theory, according to tangii)le evidence to be found in the various

pits both in the Eastern Townships and in the Templeton districts,

seems to me the only rational one; it may be possible, however,

that in the Thetford Black Lake deposits the fissures may have

been widened through the circulation of subterranean waters.

Dr. Barlow:—I have listened with a great deal of interest

to Dr. Richardson's paper, and was glad to notice the emphasis

he placed on the role played by magmatic waters in the production

of asbestos, because I am of opinion that the prevailing excellence

of the Quebec asbestos is largely owing to the presence and

sufficiency of such heated waters, both accompanying and im-

mediately following the intrusion and differentiation of the

eruptives with which the mineral is associated.

At the last Annual Meeting I directed the attention of the

members of this Institute to what seemed to me to Ik? some very

serious misconceptions that had arisen in the minds of many
regartling tlie origin of asbestos, some of which hatl been occasioned

by reading certain official, and what should have been authorita-

tive, statements in regard to this subject.* Consonant with the

views then expres.sed, I feel myself iu disagi-eement in almost

every particular with Mr. Cirkel's opinions, to which he has given

expression in the address just delivered. Mr. Cirkel maintains

that pre-existing fi.ssures, presumal)ly of megascopic dimensions

Journal Canadian Mining In.stituto, Vol. XIII, 1010, pp. 438-443.
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in the tlunite or resulting serpentine, are essential to the formation

of asbestos, at the same time illustrating his remarks in this

connection by an exhibition of diagrams and specimens of veins (?)

of asbestos. He gave especial emphasis to his conviction that

asbestos veins are analogous in every respect to ordinary fissure

veins. At the same time he infers that th€ material (Chrysotile

asbestos) occupying these fissures has been brought from some

distance, and that the veins have growm from the sides towards

the centre. In these circumstances I would like to make it quite

plain that in my opinion there is no necessity of a fissure as

ordinarily defined and understood, the minute structural planes

of the whole rock mass and its component minerals being all that

is essential. These minute lines of fracture may be and usually

are in the initial stages of the development of the asbestos of

only microscopic dimensions, barely sufficient to act as planes of

solution to cany the magmatic waters for the hydration and

serpentinization of the dunite in their immediate vicinity. It is

in this particular that the word ''line" is used in its almost geo-

metrical strictness. The evidence of the original presence of these

planes of solution is usually disguised by the development of the

asbestos fibres. The truth, however, of its existence is abundantly

attested by the examination of the thin sections under the micro-

scope. A photomicrograph of a thin section by N. B. Carmichael,

M.A., of the School of Mining, Kingston, accompanying a paper

by W. J. Woolsey, well illustrates this phenomenon.* A micro-

scopic thin section illustrates exactly what is seen on a large

scale in the working face of an asbestos quarry; while at the same

time it enables one to study the manner of the formation of the

a.sbestos to better advantage. The asbestos fibres (as very well

shown in Mr. Carmichael's photomicrograph) l)egin to develop

along a line extending outwards from this as a centre. The
g^o^^'th of the chrysotile is, therefore, outward, and not inward

as stated by Mr. Cirkel. The asbestos has not been transported

from a distance, and has, therefore, in this respect no relationship

with the filling of ordinary fissure veins. While, however, denying

the necessity of pre-existing fissures, it is obvious that there are

certain larger fractures than those already mentioned, often of

considerable dimensions, formed bv the differential stresses set

Canadian Mining Institute Journal, Vol. XIII, 1910, p. 415.
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up in the rock mass during!; the processes of intrusion, chfTerentia-

tion and hydration. The presence of asbestos in such a situation

is directly attributable to the alteration of the rock in the immedi-

ate vicinity. There was very httle immigration of waters holding

chrvsotile in solution from any distant source. The so-called

veins of asbestos are really made up of material developed in situ,

and growing in direct proportion to the amount of magmatic
waters supplied. They owe their presence in such purity and

abundance in the Quebec occurrences because (a) of the great

purity of the original rock mass, for, as shown in Mr. Dresser's

lantern slides, the dunite often consists of 90% of olivine, and

because (b) the magmatic waters have acted in such a way that

a maximum of chrvsotile has been formed with a corresponding

minimum of the less valuable and massive serpentine.

In the Quebec occurrences as a rule a larger proportion of

the rock is still unaltered and recognizable as dunite, except in

the vicinity of the asbestos, so that there has been in this way a

minimum of displacement and re-adjustment produced by the

change in bulk of the resultant rock mass. This may account for

the excellence of the Thetford and Black Lake chrysotile, while

at the same time the complete alteration of the East Broughton

outcrops would explain the destruction of what was originally

good asbestos, and the product of a more than the normal amount
of slip and mass fibre and picrolite, for the latter mineral is both

under-developed and over-developed asbestos.

Mr. Dresser:—Speaking in a general way, the impression

grows strongly upon one in following out the serpentine and

allied rocks that the borders of the original joint planes have been

the first parts of the peridotite to become serpentinized, since the

largest and most persistent veins of asbestos generally occur along

the joint planes. In such cases the action of magmatic waters

has probably lx»en the principal cause of the serpentinization.

In other cases the aslx^stos veins are developed along fractures

evidently due to regional com])ression, which took place after

the rock had became solid and hence probably well c()()le<l. In

this case it is difficult to account for the presence of magmatic

waters and the 8er|)entinization seems much more likely due to

meteoric waters, especially where no granite or later intrusions

are known. So far I have not observed anv fractures of im-
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portance in the peridotite which do not show some serpentinization

of the side walls. Consequently while a large proportion of the

asbestos may be due to the action of magmatic waters, I think

that meteoric waters have caused a portion of the serpentine at

least and probably also of the asbestos as well.

Dr. Barlow:—I am sorry that in previous remarks I seem

to have created the impression that there were no fractures of

megascopic dimensions along which the magmatic waters travelled,

and thus assisted in the production of the asbestos. I wished to

make plain, however, my opinion that such fissures are by no means

absolutely necessary, and many of the present veins of asbestos

may and doubtless have in many cases resulted from the widening

and extending of originally microscopic veins. In addition,

moreover, while I do not deny that meteoric waters have con-

tributed in some degree to the formation of asbestos, such action

has been extremely limited and is therefore unimportant from

an economic point of view.

Serpentinization is, in my opinion, a deep-seated process,

and one that can only take place below the influence of active

weathering. It is quite distinct from weathering, as shown by

the subjoined chemical analyses. With such an hypothesis, it

is conceivable that serpentine can only exist at or near the present

surface after the removal of a considerable amount of the over-

King rock, as is evidenced by the Quebec occurrences. Serpentine,

and especially asbestos, are much more stable and resistant

products to ordinary atmospheric decay than the originpJ dunite

from which it has been derived. Weathering, or the action of

meteoric waters, tends simply to the mechanical disintegration

of the dunite, and the subsequent formation of a considerable

amount of magnesium carbonates, of magnesium and nickel,

silicates, hydrous iron oxides and chalcedonic silica. The car-

bonates of magnesium and probably very small quantities of

carbonate of iron, as well as the silicates of magnesium and nickel,

are sometimes deposited in veins or irregular masses; immediately

below the heavier products of weathering, but they are usually

almost completely removed by the infiltrating meteoric waters

leaving a heavy soil or mantle of pisolitic iron ore (limonite and
goethite) with occasional large fragments of so-called " chert " or

chalcedonic quartz scattered about. The ore deposits resulting
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from the weathering of dunite and alHed peridotit-e rocks consist

of residual deposits of iron, nickel and magnesite. The nickel

deposits of Xew Caledonia, Webster, Xorth Carolina and Riddles

Oregon, and the iron ores of Cuba are well known examples of

residual deposits resulting from the action of meteoric waters on

peridotite. The weathering of peridotite or dunite tends, there-

fore, to the formation of the simpler mineral substances already

mentioned, rather than to the development of the more complex

hydrous orthosilicate serpentine. The following analyses of

dunite from Corundum Hill, Xorth Carolina, show the chemical

changes occurring in the first stages of its decomposition by

weathering the result of long continued action of meteoric waters.

I

1

II III IV

SiO,.

AljOj
40-11
0-88

18
1-20
6-09

48-58
2-74
0-50

40-25
0-90

'2-71

5-97
47 • 70
1-54

40-18 40-04
1-35 3 17

Cr,0, 1-41
10-97

43-84
2-01

Fe,03 12-15
FeO
MpO
H,()

42 - 97
2-14

Chromite ...17

100-34 99. 19 99-76 100-64

I. Dunite, crystalline granular, apparently least altered; sul>

strious greyish green to oil greon in colour.

II. Altered dunite, granular, dull; colour, pale yellowish brown;

from interior of altered nodule.

III. Altered dunite, granular, pulverulent; browni.sh yellow col-

our; from outside portions of altered nodule, harder part.

I\'. Altered dunite, softer and more easily pulverized part separ-

ated from III by crushing without grinding and softening

through a fine sieve.

The gradual decrease in magnesia, with a corresponding

increase in iron and alumina, is very apj)arent. The water is

practically the same throughout. In I it is evidently due almost

wholly to serpentine and to limonite, or goethite, and kaolin in

the last.

The analysis given under IV belongs to a rock made up ap-
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proximately of the following composition: Olivine, 85%; Goethite,

7%; and Kaolin, S%^
On the other hand, the following analyses will serve to show

the change in chemical composition in the alteration of olivine

and dunite to serpentine and chrysotile (asbestos). As dunite is

a rock made up essentially and almost wholly of olivine (see

analyses below), the alteration is precisely similar. Under I, is

an analysis of olivine (chrysotile) from the Corundum Hill mine,

Macon County, North Carolina.^ II, dunite from same locality.^

Ill, massive serpentine from the same locality.'^ IV, Chrysotile

(asbestos), Broughton, Quebec.^ V, Chrysotile (asbestos), Tem-

pleton, Quebec.^ VI, Chrysotile (asbestos). Petite Nation, Que-

bec' VII, Picrolite, Bolton, Quebec.^

I II III IV V VI VII

SiO 41.58 40-11 41-90 40-87 40-52 43-65 43-70

AUO3. ... 0-14 0.88 0-71 0-90 2-10
FcOj. . . . 1-20 091
CrA- ... 0-18
FeO 7-49 6-09 2-81 1.97 1-46 3. si

XiO 0-34 0.10
MffO 49.28 48.58 40.16 41-50 42.05 4i-57 .

40.68
CaO Oil
H2O 172 2. 74 ie.ie 13-55 13.47 13-48 i2.45
Chromite 056

100.66 100-34 99.94 99-63 100.10 100-16 100-34

As shown by the above analyses, the decomposition or alter-

ation of dunite or olivine into serpentine involves a considerable

loss of magnesia and a large proportion of the iron. This is made

up by a corresponding increase in the amount of water. The

water is all chemically combined in the form of hydroxyl and not

as wat^jr 0/ crystallization.

(' and 2) Pratt and Lewis, "Corundum and the Peridotites of Western
North CaroHna, " 1905, p. 116. Also Chatard Bulletin U.S. Geological Survey,
No. 42, 1887, pp. 55-56.

(*) T. M. Chatard, Am. Phil. Soc., Vol. XIII, 1873, p. 362; also Bulletin

U.S. Geol. Survev, No. 42, p. 55..

(•) K. A. Schneider, Am. .Journal Sc., 3rd series, Vol. XL, 1890, p. 308.

(•and ') J. T. Donald, Trans. Gen. Mining Assoc, Quebec, 1801, p. 27.

C) T. S. Hunt, Annual Report Geol. Survey, Can., 1866, p. 205.

(') T. S. Hunt, "Geology of Canada," 1863, p. 472.
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The chemical reaction which takes place in the development

of serpentine from olivine (dunite) may be expressed by the

following equation.*

2(MgFe)2:SiO,: — (Fe Mg)0 + 2Ho:0 = H.iMg^iSi^iO,:

olivine iron and water serpentine

magnesia

It is, perhaps, worthy of remark, in this connection, that the

best examples of serpentine and chrysotile asbestos are in the

Province of Quebec, where most of the products of weathering

have been removed by profound glaciation. It is, on the other

hand, significant that practically unaltered and fresh types of

dunite may be secured in the near vicinity of the surface on the

hillsides of North Carolina, which is unglaciated, and where

weathering processes or the action of meteoric water has been

operative for untold centuries.

Mr. Dhesser:— I did not intentionally use the word fissure.

A fracture would be quite sufficient to admit the waters whatever

their source and so ultimately to give rise to an a.sbestos vein.

Mr. F. L. X.\son:—These discussions .seem to me to be con-

fined to commercial deposits and attempted explanations of the

origin of chrysotile in dunite and oliv^enite. I wish to call atten-

tion to the fact that chrysotile is not confined exclusively to the

above occurrences, but appears as an accessory constituent of

many crystalline limestones.

I refer, for example, to the serpentine found in the white

limestones at Montville, X.J. In these serpentines are found

chrysotile veinlets, as iji the serpentines of the Eastern Town-

.ships and \'ermont. Hoth chrysotile and .serpentine here are

probably derived from amphibole.

At Tilly Foster iron mines, serpentine .seems to lie derived

from chondrodite and some chrysotile is found at this mine.

On the shore of Xotre Dame bay, in Xewfoundland, are a series

of l)eds (?) of serpentine, seemingly of metainorphic origin. At

least there is a stratigraphic .secjuence for 1,000 feet or more.

The l)ase is a coarser conglomerate consi.sting of rounded boulders

of gneiss, quartzite, etc. This is succeeded by beds of coarse

(1) Pratt tV: L«'\vi-!, "Coniiuliim and IVriiiotitfs of WVsltTn .\t)rth

Carolina," p. 119.

10
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sandstone; these grade into fine sandstones; and are succeeded

by beds of jasp?r alternatinsi; with fine-grained sandstones and

finally pass into beds or strata of a talcose nature, tlien strata of

serpentine 200 feet or more.

In these I noticed some fibrous mineral, which I assumc^d to

be chrysotile.

The point of these references lies in this: The Quebec chryso-

tile seems to occur in eruptive rocks of which olivine is a prom-

inent constituent. But th3 crystalline limestones of New Jersey

and Tilly Foster, Xew York, and the serpantines of Newfoundland

appear to be of unquestionable sedimentary origin.

Mr. Mortimer-Lamb:—In referring to the occurrences of

asbestos in the Pilbarra district, in Western Australia, Mr.

Cirkel stated he was given to understand on the authority of a

geologist that these were comparable to our Canadian areas.

This information, however, I conceive to be incorrect, since

within the last few weeks I have received intelligence from a

gentleman directly interested in the development of the field,

to the effect that after expending a considerable sum of money
in exploitation, it has now been decided to definitely abandon

operations in view of the fact that the character of the product and

the unfavourable conditions in respect of labour and market

did not warrant further expenditure.

Mr. Cirkel:—I have here a sample of Japanese asbestos.

This asbestos has a beautiful white appearance; the fibre is

delicate, silky and fluffy; but it is also rather harsh to the touch,

attributable, perhaps, to the presence of silica or calcite. In

another sample from Japan, the asbestos resembles the Italian

product, but it is at once perceived that the fibre is harsh, rough,

and lacks the silkiness of the other sample. It more closely

resemh)les the picrolite of the Eastern Townships.

I now take the opportunity to refer to a misconception common
in foreign countries upon the discovery of an asbestos deposit.

Thus it is thought that a serpentine lode from G to 8 feet wide,

having several stringers af asbestos parallel to the walls, con-

stitutes a valuable discovery of asbestos. Operations are com-

menced by .shaft sinking and drifting, in ignorance of the fact that

in the majority of cases this method of attack is too costly. Under-
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ground work has been successfully introduced at one mine in the

Province of Quebec. At this property a stretch of ground, 400 x

800 feet square, has been explored and developed to valuable

effect ; but not every mine can safely indulge in the luxury of

underground working. A^^^estos rock is a low grade ore, and it

is clear that such small lodes, as are from time to time discovered

in foreign countries, cannot be profitably mined by this means.

Even in the Canadian asbestos field, mining and milling per ton

of rock costs between SI. 10 to SI.20, excluding administration

expenses; the returns being about SI.90 or S2.00 per ton, leaving

but a small margin of profit.

Mh. J. J. Penhale:— I am glad that Mr. Cirkel has at la.st

brought this discussion within range of my understanding. Xow
that it has narrowed down to a basis of dollars and cents, I cau

follow it with some degree of intelligence. I am one of a few here

present, whose work begins where that of the geologist apparencly

leaves off. I am not vitally interested in how asbestos occurred

or was deposited in the rock but I am interested in how to get it

out of the rock and into the bags.

The proceedings this morning have dealt entirely with asbestos

deposits outside of the Province of Quebec and it may now be per-

missil)le to discuss here their commercial aspect and the possible

effect their development is likely to have on the a.sbestos business

generally and on the Quebec mines in particular.

Reference has been made to the deposits of Sail Mountain,

Georgia. These have been known and exploited for a number
of years; but as it is a different variety to the Canadian and not

at all suitable for the uses to which the Canadian is j)ut, it may
be dismissed without further consideration.

In the Grand Canyon, Arizona, there is a depo.sit—and very

excellent fibre it is, too, the best I have ever seen outside of

Quebec. This is confined to one or two veins, lying nearly

horizontal in the serpentine overlying the granite. There is only

about four thousand feet of limestone and sandstone on top of it.

A carload of nice crude was mined there but when I tell you

that we packed this out on l^urros and it took them seven hours

to climb out of the Canyon with two GO pound bags, that we

then had to haul it eighteen miles to the railroad, you will under-

stand that I have no neetl to say an\'thing moix^ about that

particular deposit.
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Coming to the deposits in the northern part of Vermont,

while they may be interesting to the geologist, they have, so far,

shown Httle if any vahie as a source of supply, although they

have been given more or less attention for the last ten or twelve

yeai-s.

The most important deposit so far discovered in the United

States is that in Wyoming. These have a potential value, but

at present they can scarcely be considered as a factor in the

business. I spent a little time in the Caspar district, something

over a year ago, and I saw some interesting outcrops of asbestos

there. I will say in all frankness, that if some of the rock I saw

there was on a corner of our property, I should not allow it to

remain there undisturbed. There were several places where some

work had been done, all of them from eight to twenty five miles

from the railroad. The cost of haulage from these points to the

railroad was given as $12.00 per ton. I am very sure that this

was not overestimated, but even at that figure and the added

freight rate to the Eastern Cities and the seaports, would be

enough to make it impossible to deliver their product, their low

grades especially, in the markets in competition with the mines

of Quebec. The latter can dehver their product from the mines

to English and Continental ports for $5.00 to $8.00 per ton.

Prof. Dresser has read us a description of the Russian mines

and has given the figures of last year's production, as prepared

by Mr. Anrep.

The product of these mines is practically the only serious

competition we have to-day. Russian fibre has been known in

the market for the past twenty years. This fibre is not so well

adapted for manufacturing as the Canadian.

Last September I had an opportunity of seeing how it was

u.scd in a factory on the Continent. First they spread a layer of

Canadian fibre, then a layer of Russian and so on until they have

a mixture of about two-thirds Canadian and one-third Russian.

In this way they work it up, using it as a ''dope" for our good

Canadian sUjck.

With this, again the cost of transportation is a serious factor.

The production of the Russian mines for last year is given as 10,000

ton.s and the numl^er of men employed is given as 15,000. Even

though labour may be cheap there, if it requires one man and a
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half, per ton of production, per annum, as these figures inchoate,

it would appear that there is not much to be feared from that

quarter.

I do not think we have anx'thing to fear in the way of serious

competition from any of these districts for a long time to come.

Xone of them can challenge the position we hold of V>eing able

to supply the bulk of the world's consumption of this particular

mineral; and this is due to the many natural advantages such as

convenient transportation facilities under which we operate.

The chief advantage of all is that of being able to produce asbestos

of a quality that, so far, is unequalled in all the world.

If the uses to which a.sbestos is put and the consumption

continues to increase, as it has done in the past few years, while

we shall still hold the superior jwsition, due to the many advant-

ages we have, there will still be room for the product of new

districts.

Mr. Cirkel raised the point of the impossibility of doing

underground mining at a profit. The deposits of the Grand

Canyon can only ))e mined in that way, because of the overlying

rock. Sixteen years ago I did some underground work in going

after a very fine vein of asbestos, and I produced fibre from these

underground workings at a very low cost, a cost that would

compare very favourably with the cost of production to-day.

The pnncipal trouble I found to be the restricted area over which

we could work. Mr. W. II. Smith of Thetford has carried out

the most extensive scheme of underground workings that has

yet been attempted in asbestos mining and from what I have

seen pei*sonally, I have no reason to doul)t Mr. Smith's veracity

when he says it is carried on at a profit.

Mr. W. II, Smith:—There is nothing in the world which

would have cau.sed me to talk to the scientific gentlemen as.seml)led

here, except to contradict a statement. It has been said that

it was impossible to adopt regular underground methods of mining

aslx^stos. I speak, however, from the standpoint of a man who has

certain demonstrated facts behind him. I have to-tlay in the Hell

asbestos mines four-and-a-half miles of underground work. We
display a sign a!)ove our office in whicli the statement appears

that we have the mo.st productive mine in the world ami that

statement has not Ijcen challenged. Our material mined
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from underground workings is passed through the mill without

requiring to be dried. That is a great advantage in severe weather.

From a point of view of dollars and cents, I will admit that it

costs more per ton to excavate the rocks in headings and stopes

than it does in the open pits, but we reap the benefit to a greater

extent in the milling. We do not follow the veins, as a matter of

fact the ore does not exist in regular veins; the rock is full of it;

there is nothing but asbestos in sight.

Mr. Cirkel:—When I referred to underground mining I

did not wish to convey the impression that this method is not

economical in the Eastern Townships; I am far from venturing

on such a statement. What I desired to emphasize was that the

discoverers of a small serpentine lode with a few stringers of

asbestos, not famihar with the vagaries of asbestos mining, have

a very wrong idea as to the profits of such an undertaking.

I would not for one moment criticise methods of asbestos mining

in this country. If other mines in the district do not emulate

the example set them by th» company to which reference has just

been made, that is their own business.

Mr. Ferrier.—I have been away from my native land so

long that I am just beginning to reahze how many things I have

forgotten. My memory has been refreshed, however, in one par-

ticular by Mr. Xason's remarks with regard to the Montville, N. J.,

ehrysotile. He and I were colleagues at one time on the Geo-

logical Survey of New Jersey, and I am familiar with the Montville

locality and also with that at Templeton, Que. I do not think

the former represents a unique occurrence, in fact, there are

many points of resemblance between the two occurrences. At
one time, in New Jersey, I got samples from both places mixed

up and could not tell them apart, so I gave them away to friends!

If my memory serves me rightly, I think that some of Dr.

Adams' work bears on the point that Mr. Nason made regarding

the formation of ehrysotile veins in dunite and peridotite. I

cannot agree with Mr. Xason altogether, because I think that they

can also be produced from the pyroxenes. Our president has

done a lot of work along these lines and, personally, I would like

to hear a few words from him on the subject.

Dr. Adams:—The asbestos in the Laurentian District of

Canada occurs, as Mr. Cirkel has said, in quite a different manner
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from the asbestos deposits of the Eastern Townships. It is

found in connection with masses of serpentine embedded in the

hmestone of the Grenville series, and in this respect resembles

the New Jersey deposits. Many years ago Professor Merrill

found that the larger nodules of serpentine, which occur in the

white crystaline limestones of New Jersey, when broken across

transversely displayed cores of white pyroxene.

When working about Rawdon, on the geological survey of

the Laurentian District, to the north of the Island of Montreal,

which I carried out some years ago for the Geological Survey

of Canada, I found that the Grenville limestone in that district

was in many places filled with rounded grains or lumps of ser-

pentine, and that when the larger of these lumps were ])roken

across they displayed cores of white pyroxene like those found

by Professor Merrill in New Jersey. This pyroxene may possibly

have resulted from the alteration of impurities in the original

limestones during the process of intense metamorphism which

the limestones subsequently underwent, but it is more likely that

the gro^^'th of the pyroxene was induced in the limestones through

the influence of the adjacent intrusions of granite.

The asbestos in this Laurentian region is merely a fibrous

form of this serpentine thus produced by the alteration of these

pyroxene masses in the limestone.

The origin and mode of occurrence arc thus quite dilTerent

from that of the great deposits at Thetford and elsewhere in the

Eastern Townships, where there is an entire absence of limestone,

and the asbestos occurs in serpentine derived from the alteration

of great intru.sions of peridotite.

Pkof. J. F. Kemi':—There is an old idea that was widely

current in its day, that serix^ntine is the product of surface

weathering. We have been tentling, in late years, however, to

the Ix'lief that the formation of serpentine is a deep-seated process.

Surface weathering fields carbonates, jasj^ers, iron ores, such as

limonite and certain disintegrated residuals. The carbonates run

away in solution and the iron ores may remain behind in a givatly

concentrated condition, as we find them to-day in north-ciustem

Cuba. Since the serpentine itself yields to these changes and has

already been formed from olivine and magnesian pyroxenes, we
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cannot avoid the conclusion that different conditions are de-

manded for its production, i.e., deep-seated ones.

On the other hand, in the dunites of North Carohna we see

an ahnost \mvQ ohvine rock, much crushed and granuhited, out-

cro}>ping at the surface, and yet composed of perfectly fresh

oHvines. If surface weathering produces serpentine, one would

think that in the dunite areas, everything were favourable to its

production, and yet it fails. Some support is therefore afforded

to the view that the chrvsotile is due either to mai2:matic waters

or to atmospheric ones, which had percolated downward to

regions of heat and pressure.

I am reminded of a third form of asbestos, not of any com-

mercial value, but perhaps worth mention. The northern end

of Manhattan Island, in New York City, consists of dolomitic

marble, now regarded as Pre-Cambrian. When quarried for a

ship canal some years ago the marble revealed a few vugs or

cavities lined with quartz crystals, over which was spread a delicate

web of asbestos, like lace-work. The asbestos had surely crys-

tallized from solution and had come to rest supported by the

points of the crystals.

Mr. McEvoy:—I do not look at this question through a

microscope, but rather take a common-sense view of it. While

it is possible that some of the smaller veinlets may have been

formed in the manner at present favoured by the majority; in

the case of the larger veins there are two arguments strongly

against that theory. One is the even and clearly defined walls

of the veins, and the other is the purity of the fibre contents.

If the veins were formed by crystallization, in place growing

from a centre plane of fracture to each side, it would be only

natural to expect to find veins which were irregular with uneven

walls, in fact, veins which did not show the characteristics of true

fi.ssure veins. It would also naturally follow that the impurities

of the country rock would be found more frequently in the fibre.

Perhaps the fact that these veins are in a rock of such simihir

composition to the veins themselves has had an undue influence

on the minds of those studying the question. In this respect,

would it be sound reasoning to conclude that because a quartz

vein is found in a massive bed of quartzite, it must therefore be
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the result of the best attempt of the quartzite to crystallize under

the action of magmatic waters?

The fact that the serpentine rock on each side of the vein

is altered to more or less pure serpentine is quite as much in keep-

ing with the true fissure vein theory as with the other, as it is

usual to find the wall rock in the former case altered to some
extent and even impregnated with vein matter.
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THE BREAKING OF ASBESTOS-BEARING ROCK.

By Edward Torrey, Blake Lake, Que.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911.)

In asbestos milling, the rock breaking may be considered

as having two objects: first, the parting or separating of the

asbestos veins from the containing rock; and second, that which

must be included with this operation while air separation is used,

the "opening" of the fibre to such an extent that it may be

picked up by a current of air of moderate velocit}^ The air

velocity must be kept moderate so that it will refuse all but the

smaller pieces of rock, so small that they may be classed as sand

or dust.

Breaking or crushing to an unnecessary fineness is to be

avoided, as it not only means a decided waste of power, but also

introduces a very troublesome element, sand or dust, into the

remainder of the process. The ''opening" must not be carried

too far, for this will destroy the " life " of the fibre, and the product

will become " clammy." Nor must the delicate crystals be broken

so a.s to shorten their length. Either of these occurrences will

.seriously lower the value of the product. Moreover, it is more

difficult to clean the sand or dust from fibre that has become

"clammy." It may be noted here that either of these con-

siderations militates against the use of any breaking machine

in which attrition appears as the whole or any part of its action.

For it .seems evident to a degree requiring no proof or illustration

that attrition, meaning the destructive rubbing together of the

particle.s of rock under treatment, must injure any fibre which

is mixed with it.
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The rock-breaking machines now in use in asbestos milling

may be broadly divided into two classes: those which break by

crushing the rock between two unyielding and advancing surfaces

and those which break by impact of the rock at very high velocity

against an. unyielding surface. In the ciaishing class may be

included jaw cioishers, gyratories and rolls; while the impact

class is represented by machines of the cyclone type.

As rock comes to the mill, measuring over two feet, the crush-

ing, of course, proceeds in stages; and a discussion of the relative

workings of the two classes of breaking machines mentioned

is concerned only with the sizes adaptable to impact breaking,

which practice seems to limit to a maximum diameter of from

H" to 3".

The old cvclone, which has been used for so manv vears in

asbestos milling, consists of two propeller-shaped beaters of the

same hand, mounted overhung, on separate shafts on the same

centre line. The beaters facing one another with small clearance

between, are driven in such opposite directions that they throw

toward their common centre, and are surrounded by a bowl built

close to them, except at the top, where it extends some distance

upward in box form with covered top. The feed is through a

hole in the bowl Ijehind the beaters, and the exit is through a

hole in the side of the box-shaped part at the top. The action

is very indeterminate; but we are sure that most of the rock

breaking is done by a sharp blow or impact between the rock

and a resisting surface. Whether the velocity of impact is pos-

.sessed by either or both matters not at all, since motion is relative.

As a matter of fact, all three phases occur in this machine; but

that its action is not by impact alone, and therefore that it is

not a true impact machine is evident when its construction is

nalysed. The rock must crowd between the beaters, and be-

tween the beaters and bowl, and thus suffer attrition to the

detriment of the fibre and the machine, even with a strong air

current to aid the exit of the fibre.

Besides the injurious action on the fibre, the nuichine has

mechanical defects which have always been a source of annoyance

and heavy expense, as represented l)y frequent Ijreakdowns, con-

tinual replacement of wearing parts, sliort life of belts and ex-

travagant use of oil. A fre(iucnt cau.se of breakage is the lodg-
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ment of a piece of steel or very hard rock between the beaters.

Notwithstanding its objectionable features, the machine has re-

mained in use, and there can be no doubt that this preference

may be attributable to its one good feature, namely, the main

principle of its action—breaking by impact. At first thought

it might seem that if the rock be broken, it matters little whether

this is accomplished by impact or otherwise. There is, however,

a considerable difference in result.

If it were possible to follow with any degree of refinement

the breaking down of the stinicture of individual pieces of rock

in their passage through the two types of machines, it would be

easy to observe the difference in the two ways of breaking. This

is hardly possible in crushing machines and decidedly impossible

in impact machines. The action may, however, be followed

analytically in an illustrative w^ay; illustrative, because it w^ould

be fruitless to attempt any refinement in the mechanics of the

problem, like the use of the calculus for example, when the factors

entering into it are considered. Tension, compression, shearing,

elasticity, plasticit)^ and, in impact breaking, the limited time

allotted to the action leading to the consideration of waves of

compression, together make a rather formidable array.

In order to avoid following an almost infinite variety of shapes

it is advisable to assume an average. A properly made composite

photograph of a large number of rock pieces of the same weight

would show" a sphere with a solid centre merging into a hazy

exteiior, which will probably answer as well as any for an average

sample, the haziness to be represented by a very rough hewn
surface. If now the jaws of a vice are gradually brought together

on the sample, the first effect will be to break the rough points

and edges in contact with the jaws, into dust, which will "flow"

into the hollows, forming areas of resistance against the advance-

ment of the jaws, between which areas will be included a column

of resistance. The remainder of the sphere forms an envelope

or container for the column, and herein differs from the usual

cuVjical test piece. When the resistance to the further formation

of resisting areas becomes greater than the resistance to compres-

sion, there results a breaking down of the structure in the column

of resistance, and a splitting of the envelope, probably by the

action of wedge-shaped pieces being forced through the body of
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the sample, on the surfaces of which is a very fine breakin*:: clown

of the structure. Certainly comminution is very noticeable

throughout the column of resistance. Dr. Kalb found by ex-

perimenting with glass spheres passed through a set of rolls, a

reduction to fines of over 59c- Asbestos-bearing rock, with its

different physical structure, will form larger areas of resistance,

and will probably show a greater reduction to fines. After the

breaking down of the column, .some of the pieces of the now

broken envelope may fall from between the jaws; but the tendency

is for them to hang, and the action in the original piece to repeat

itself in them, the number of repetitions depending on the degree

the jaws are closed. It sould be noted that as the jaws are more

and more closed, they are no longer acting on an isolated piece,

but on a crowded group, among which there is found to be an

amount of attrition which increases with the further closing of

the jaws. While the first closing of the jaws exemplifies the

action of the crusher class under free feed, their further closing

parallels the action of choke fed machines with incident attrition,

and also shows how a free feed may develop into a choke feed

by too great a reduction at any one stage.

In breaking by impact, the application is entirely different.

It now exists in the rock itself, by virtue of its ma.ss and velocity,

and moreover in every particle of it; so that when the spherical

sample is hurled against a resi.sting surface, the first action is to

build up a resisting* area, as in the ca.se of jaw crushing, with its

incident du.st, but only one surface instead of two. Assuming a

plane through the point of contact of the sphere and the resi.sting

surface, and normal to the latter, dividing the sphere in halves,

the resultant of the forces by which each particle of each half

is advancing toward the resi.sting surface will pass through the

centre of gravity of each half. These ix'sultants, together with

the parallel resi.sting forces pa.ssing through the point of contact,

form a couple in each half, tending to open the sphere on the

assumed plane, hingeing about the point of contact. It might

seem that the tendency would be to open like an orange; but it

is more probable that the break would follow the path of least

resistance, which would be on the assumed plane. Tor, as shown

by Hittinger, the amount of work done in actual cru.^hing is mea-

sured by the increase in superficial area, and splitting on the
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centre plane would add the least area and therefore offer the

least resistance to breaking. The half spheres are not suggested

as an end product, but as the first effect of breaking. There

probably follows a certain amount of slivering, the building up

of more resisting areas, and a similar breaking up of the smaller

pieces until the stored work is exhausted. That the tendency

is to break as suggested, seems to be borne out by the fact that

billiard balls break in this way, and especially by the appearance

of a 1" nut of coarse grained iron which was broken in two

by impact, as nearly like half-spheres as its original form would

permit. The grain at the break indicated very clearly that the

halves had been pulled apart and not sheared. It appears from

this that impact breaking is clean cut, and is less given to the

production of fine sand or dust, which we have seen is troublesome

and is, moreover, a great waste of power. For, to emphasize a

well known fact, it is apparent that, weight for w^eight, its prod-

duct ion means a relatively great increase of superficial area over

the production of sizes slightly above it, and therefore represents

a relatively greater use of power.

It should be noted that, while a crushing machine may be

set with a definite discharge opening, limiting the product at

least in one dimension to a definite maximum size, the impact

breaker imparts to each piece of rock a definite amount of stored

work in porportion to its weight, and when this has been used

in breaking or otherwise wasted, there is a » stop to all further

breaking. Therefore the impact breaker cannot be set to give

a product of limited size, but acts merely as a reducer of the

size or, rather, sizes of the feed.

One condition, and a very important one, peculiar to impact

breaking, is the extreme suddenness of the applied force and the

almost infinitesimal amount of time allotted to the completion

of any one stage of breaking. An effect of this may be well

illustrated by two balls of viscous tar, one hurled against a re-

si.sting surface, and the other pressed slowly in the jaws of a vice.

While the former will be shattered, the latter will not be broken,

but will be flattened, absorbing a considerable amount of energy.

It ha.s undergone plastic deformation. Now all rock is plastic

to some extent, and while its slight plasticity compared to that

of viscous coal tar does not really appeal to the senses, yet, when
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we consider that the velocity of impact in ordinary practice runs

as high as 15,000 feet per minute, it is not difficult to conceive

that there is a considerable difference in breaking; by impact and

crushing, due to viscosity of the rock. It is known that the

rock, broken in the crusher type of machine, undergoes plastic

deformation, and this is an admitted waste of power of no small

proportion in this form of machine, which cannot be charged

against the impact type, at least not to the same extent. There-

fore again in this particular the impact wastes less power than

the crusher t}'pe of machine.

Another point in connection with impact breaking may be

well brought out by example. Remembering that the work

stored in a moving body varies directly as the mass or weight

when the velocity remains constant, if a 2" spher* be impacted

with just sufficient velocity to break it in halves, its superficial

area will be increased by the area of a 2" circle. If now eight

Y spheres are impacted at the same velocity, to break them in

halves would require an increase in their total superficial area

equal to the area of eight \" circles, which increase is twice the

area of the previous 2" circle. But together they store only the

same amount of energy as the 2" sphere, since their total weight

is the same, which is therefore insufficient to break them. The
energy put into them is lost; but it is only half the energy that

would have been required to break them. It, therefore, appears

that theoretically each speed of impact has a limiting size, below

which it cannot break, and that in this particular, impact machines

again show less tendency toward comminution and, further, a

saving in power. Small particles have a greater resistance to

motion in air than large ones in proportion to their weight, and

this tends to further lower their spe^d of impact, as they are sure

to meet adverse currents or eddies, even though the air may
follow them in general direction. It should be noted that in

the case of impact of "opened " fibre, both of these considerations

indicate that it would be vary slightly injured, if at all, by any

speed of impact which is used for the breaking of rock.

So far the particular action of breaking on the fibre itself

has not Ix'en given any particular attention. The problem may,

perhaps, be best consitlered in a general way.
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At the staiio of rock broakin<;- with which wc are interested

we find a mixture of the following: plain rock of various sizes;

rock with contained fibre; unopened fibre, generally in solid pencil

form, too heavy to be picked up by the air current; and ''un-

opened" fibre. The last may be w^ithdraw^n by air suction; but

it must still be consitlered, as the first part of any further treat-

ment of the mixture may cause its reappearance.

To treat this mixture by machines of the crushing class,

remembering the objects to be attained, as outlined, the first

necessity for further crushing is a release of the contained fibre.

Assuming that this has been completed, there still remains the

fibre in pencil form to be opened. To get at this it is necessary

to crush further and to a fineness that will reach the fibre in

pencil form, and much of the longest mill fibre may appear in this

form even less than Y' in diameter and still too heavy for the

air suction. All of this must be accomplished with the least

possible amonnt of comminution and, more particularly, without

injury to the fibre, which, judging from the action of the crushing

class of machines, is rather difficult of accomplishment, even in

feeding free. For the wear of the crushing surfac3s makes slight

reduction per stage difficult to maintain with the smaller sizes

of feed, and a heavy reduction is injurious as tending toward

attrition, as has been shown. Even with slight reduction per

stage, it is difficult to keep the feed from bunching, w^hich con-

stitutes the occurrence of choke feed in patches over the crushing

surfaces.

On the other hand, let us follow this mixture through a true

impact machine that impacts each piece of rock separately at

each stage. The contained fibre, it would seem, should be more

effectively opened by repeated impact than by repeated crushing

between jaws, when the effects peculiar to impact breaking are

taken into consideration, as previously outlined. If this be true,

and practice seems to verify it, it is important in that it is a release

from the necessity of carrying the breaking as far as jaw crushing

would require, for the purpose in hand.

The fibre in pencil form requires a speed of machine suf-

ficiently high to insure that it V^e opened. Although it occurs

in small sizes, on which it has been .seen the action of impact

is comparatively slight, it must be remembered that when not
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reinforced by including rock, the tensile strength across the fibres

is very low, so that an excessive speed of impact is not necessary

for proper opening.

"Opened" fibre, as has been noted, can scarcely suffer

injury.

If it is admitted that the preceding suggestions on the effects

of impact breaking are essentially correct, then it seems safe to

conclude that breaking machines, acting purely by impact,

should be particularly well adapted to the milling of asbestos

rock, and this leads to the consideration of a machine which shall

be as nearly as possible a true impact breaker, and the following

is suggested as essential to the design of such a machine.

In order to avoid impacting a piece of rock on one just

preceding it, it is neces.sary to u.se a very large impacting surface

and to make the rock feed, or rather stream, intermittent. The

large impact surface b3ing unwieldy should be made stationary.

This necessitates imparting the velocity of impact entirely to

the rock. The danger of breakage may be avoided by allowing

ample space between the moving parts and the impact surface.

There will be considerable wear and serious loss of power by fric-

tion of the rock on the moving parts in bringing it up to velocity,

which latter may be more than offset by the economy in power

due to breaking purely by impact. The wear on moving parts

and on the impacting surface should be handled by proper facing

or wearing pieces. The amount of metal discarded by renewals

to be kept low by shaping the wearing pieces as nearly as possible

like the volume lost by wear, or e.g. by making these parts as

light as practicable to give the necessary amount of wear. Mul-

tiple impacts to be secured in the same machine by successive

mountings on the same shaft. Belts to be made of ample width

and proper s|x»ed and to run over pulleys of fair size. Pre.ssure

on unit area of bearing surfaces to be low in order to avoid exces-

sive u.se of oil. Accessibility to be as far as possible secured,

ami, what is probably the dominating requirement in a machine

of this kind, it must be made as nearly as possible "fool proof."

Sometime since the writer attempted the design of a ma-

chine on these lines, and regrets the absence of exhaustive data

for comparison with the preceding suggestions, although twelve

machines have been installed, of which six have been in operation

11
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for eighteen months. While only general conclusions can be

given, as drawn from observation, these may prove of interest.

It may be said, meanwhile, that the results obtained have fulfilled

expectations.

The danger from breakage by pieces of steel passing through

the machine is practically nil. For example, a 2\" nut weighing

3} lbs. accidentally passed through two machines in succession

while these were in operation, without causing the slightest

damage to either machine.

The wear amounts to about 20 lbs. of manganese steel per

1,000 tons of rock, and the discard to abou 65 lbs. per 1,000 tons.

The wearing pieces are large enough to last for two weeks and

over, during which time the machine requires no other attention

than the usual oiling.

Three of the machines now in operation, when under a feed

of ten tons per hour, show a consumption at the motor of 20 h.p.

as nearly as can be estimated. This is about 17 h.p. at the ma-

chine, or 1 .7 h.p. per ton per hour. These figures refer to

machines whose feed will pass a 2" ring, breaking in two stages

per machine. The rock passes once through and shows a dump
very clean from ''unopened" fibre.

The only reliable power data at hand on the old type of

cyclone are from a test made two years ago on machines fed at

ten tons per hour or less, and showing a consumption of over

80 h.p., per machine, or 8.0 h.p. per ton per hour. As this is

a very heavy feed for this machine, the figures may not constitute

a fair comparison.

The production of dust is very noticeably less, judging from

the appearance of the fan discharge.

A group of these machines in concurrent operation with a

group of the old form of cyclone on the same kind of rock have

shown a decided difference in the fibre product. A very conser-

vative estimate showed an increase in the value of the product

of 33% due to a greater percentage of the better grades in the

product, indicating a lesser breaking of the fibre crystals. The

amount of fibre per ton of rock was increased by 3%, probably

due to a bettor opening of the fibre; but this cannot be stated

pcsitively unless it is confirmed by the appearance of the tailings.

The fibre also showed far more "life" and the mill tailings less
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unopened fibre, as well as a more uniform breakage; that is,

less fines and fewer large pieces. Remembering the results to

be obtained, however, even breakage, or fine breakage, is an item

of no value as a test of efficiency in a breaking machine; for the

true test of efficiency is the absence of "unopened" fibre with

the minimum breakage.

One interesting and very noticeable feature is the difference

in the appearance of the rock pieces in the tailings. Those from

the new machine have very sharp edges, while those from the

old Cyclone show dull edges. The latter are probably indicative

of attrition.

Discussion.

.Mr. Dknis:— I have seen Mr. Torrey's maclnne in operation

and I would like to hear from the users of the old type of cyclones

what the advantages of the old cyclones are over Mr. Torrey's.

His machine struck me as being very much superior to the older

type.

Mil. \V. J. Woolsey:—I have already held several dis-

cussions with Mr. Torrey concerning the principle of operation

of his machine, and concerning its applicability to the crushing

of asbestos rock, and I cannot doubt that the principle, namely,

breaking by impact, is the correct one in practice. Breaking by

this method, although with some slight modification or variation,

has been tested by Mr. Pharo, who has had a very extensive

experience in the milling of lusbestos. He has arriveil at the

conclusion that the attrition cyclone injures the fibre, is wasteful

of power, and costly in the matter of repairs. My own c<mvicti»)n,

agreeing with this, is that in the crushing of lu^bestos rock, le.ss tluty

should devolve on the cyclone, the process l)eing carried Jis far

forward as possii)le by the employment of standard jaw crushers

and rolls. As a final process, however, for the recovery of short

fibre in the rock, the cyclone has demonstrated its worth, and will

not l)e di.scarded until ()|>erators have satisfied themselves that a

device desiiriif^d to i*eplace it offers very sujH^rior ad vjint aires.

.Meanwldle, Mr. Torrey's breaker i-eprcsents u new and sound idea.
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Mh. Torrky:—There are a few points I should like to

emphasize. The appearance of '^ opened" fibre in the mill tailings

is not due to defects in the breakinii; machine. It must be charged

to the separating tie vice. Nor is fineness of breaking an indication

of efficiency, but decidedly the opposite. For reasons noted, the

coarser the mill tailings, the better—provided there is a minimum
of unopened fibre showing. But coarse tailings indicate a machine

which can open the "pencil" fibre without the necessity of fine

crushins:.
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OX THE SLATE IXDUSTRY IX SOUTHERX QUEBEC*

By John A. Dresser, Ottawa.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

The slate deposits of commercial importance in southern

Quebec as far as known are all of sedimentary origin. The black

slates are of Ordovician, and the coloured of Cambrian age. In a

number of places quarries were opened between thirty and fifty

years ago; but most of them were soon closed from one cause or

another, principally, it would appear, from an insufficient market

at the time they were worked. At present the market conditions

have apparently changed greatly for the better and the slate

deposits might properly receive renewed attention.

General Geology.

Three anticlinal ridges of crystalline rocks, probably of Pre-

Cambrian age and mainly of volcanic origin, extend in a north-

easterly direction through southern Quebec, and form the Sutton

mountain, Stoke mountain and Lake Megantic hills. The basins

between these ranges of hills, are each al)()ut 2.3 miles in width

and are in general underlain by rocks of Cambrian age around their

borders, while Ordovician strata occupy the central ami givater

part of the Ixjarings. On the east side of the Sutton range a belt of

serpentine and related intrusive rocks occur along or near the con-

tact of the Cambrian and Ordovician sediments. In the Ordo-

vician, near the contact with the .serpentine, st^veral of the most

important slate deposits of the district are found. There are other

deposits in the Ordovician and in the Cambrian th:it aro not

Published l)y permission of the Diroctor of the Cicoio^^icii .^urwy of

Canada.
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situated near intrusive rocks; but hitherto all the production of

commercial importance has been from those deposits near the

serpentine.

Black Slates—Ordovician.—The ''black" slates are all of

Ordovician age, being the argillaceous part of the lower Trenton

(Famham) formation. They are of dark or bluish grey colour

and generally have an excellent cleavage which dips nearly ver-

tically and maybe at any angle to the bedding planes. In general

character and geological position they correspond to the slates of

Montpelier and Xorthfield in Vermont. They have hitherto been

the principal source of production in Canada, and are the only

slates quarried in Quebec for several years past.

Details of some Deposits.—Four of the best known deposits

of slates of this tj^^e occur near the contact with serpentine in the

county of Richmond. These are the New Rockland quarry in

Melbourne, range IV, lot 23, the Melbourne or Walton quarry,

Melbourne, range VI, lot 22, the Steele or Bedard quarry in Cleve-

land, range XV, lot 6, and the Danville quarry in Shipton, range

IV, lot 7. The distance between New Rockland and Danville

(the extreme points) is about fifteen miles, but the slate-bearing

formation continues for a much greater distance.

These quarries were most actively operated in 1889, in which

year they were described by Dr. R. W. Ells,* as follows:
—"The

largest slate quarry at present in operation in Quebec is that of

the New Rockland company. This was first opened in 1868 and

has been worked almost continuously ever since. It is situated on

a rise with an elevation of about 500 feet above the St. Francis

river, which is four miles distant to the north, and has at present a

working bench 200 feet deep. The slate cleaves readily, is very

free from pyrites, impervious to water and equal in every respect

to the celebrated Welsh slates To the northeast of this is

situated the old Melbourne or Walton quarry, on lot 22, range VI,

Melbourne, about two miles distant from the St. Francis river.

This quarry was opened by the late Mr. Walton in 1860 and was

worked for about eighteen years when it was closed. A very large

quantity of slate was extracted of a quality similar to that of the

New Rockland quarry and the workings were of very considerable

An. Kept. Geo!. Survey of Canada, 1889. Part K, pp, 129, et seq.
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SKEr< n OF TMi: Southwk.st wall of thk Danville Slate (Quarry.

The cleavage is nearly vertical; while the original bedding j)lanes can be seen

dipping in folds towards tlie Southeast.
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size, being stated, in the catalogue of the Paris Exhibition to be

IgO feet deep, 300 feet long and 100 feet broad.
'' The failure of the industry at this place was to a large extent

dus to the depression of the market at that time and a lack of

capital necessary to carry out the work with modem equipment.

Both these quarries are in contact on the west side with large

masses of serpentine. The slates here found are continuous

across the river St. Francis into Cleveland and Shipton. The

oldest quarry in this belt is that on lot 6, range XV (Cleveland)

formerly knowTi as the Steele quarry, which was opened in 1854.

Xo retuiTis are to hand from this quarry under its new manage-

ment, but the quality of the slate extracted is excellent in so far as

yet tested. The output of the Danville quarry is as yet almost

entirely confined to school slates, for which a ready market is

obtained.
'' Of all these slates it may be generally said that their quahty

is unsurpassed. Their chemical composition is very similar to

that of the slates from Angers in France which have been in use

in Ijuildinj^s in Montreal for con.siderably more than one hundred

years.

"

The Xtw Rockland, Melbourne and Steele quarries are so

close to the contact of the serpentine intrusion that the slate is

probably affected in some measure thereby. (Fig. 2) The Dan-

ville quarry, wnich appears to be in slate of the same original com-

position, is sufiiciently distant from the contact to be probably

unaffected by tne intmsion.

The slate of Danville, judging from evidences now availalile,

is softer and not ao strong as that from the other quarries. The

original bedding p'^ines may be detected (Fig. 3) in places and in

trimming the slate often "scallops" along them. On the other

hand it seems to be i.n excellent material for school slates and other

manufactures on account of its greater softness. Also the quarry

itself is freer from fjuirtz veins, which latter in the other (juarries

are more numerous neir the contact with the serpentine than ;it n

short distance from it.

Nearness to the contact is thus both a favourable and an

unfavourable feature. Dykes and quartz veins are more numerous

near it and where the alteration has been too great, the slate be-

comes "sharp" or is nearly a homstone. On the other hand
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slates beyond the effects of the contact have less hardness and

strength. The most favourable location for slate seems to be in

the outer part of the contact zone, near enough the intrusion to

secure strong slate and far enough away from it that the spaces

between the "flints" are sufficiently large to be advantageously

worked.

The Melbourne, New Rockland and Danville quarries have

been importantly productive; but the New Rockland only has

been in operation during the past fifteen years. The major part of

the production quoted on a subsequent page is to be credited to

this quarry which has been in operation since 1868.

The production at present is wholly confined to thin roofing

slate. The quality is well proven by its satisfactory use for the

past forty years.

The following chemical analyses give a comparative view of

the composition of several roofing slates of this series and one from

Germany. The analyses are quoted from various reports of the

Geological Survey:

—

New
Rockland

Melbourne Danville West bury Lche.ston.

Cicrmany

SiO,

A\A
FeO
MnO
CaO
MgO
K,0
Na,0
H.O

65.39
15.97
4.60
.39

.67
2.99
3.60
3.33

. 3.26

64.20
16.80
4.23

'.'73

3.94
3.26
3.07
3.40

61.80
13.48
10.10

.74

1.00
4.52
1.71
1.46
4.86

65.85
16.65
5.31

".'59

2.95
3 . 74
1.31
3.10

67.57
17.30
7.46

'i.'if)

2 . 60
1.99

4.62

100 20 99 . 03 99 50 99 70

Slate has been worked unsuccessfully in Orford, range V, lot

2, in the county of Sherbrooke, where the slate appears to be very

similar to that at Danville. The cause of the closing of the quarry

some forty years ago has not been learned; but at that time the

market demand was doubtless insufhcient. As has been pointed

out by Sir W. E. Logan, in a report of the Geological Survey on

this district, published in 1863, a similar slate is well exposed in

Brompton range V, lot 29, near the village of Bromptonville.
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Both of these properties, though containing a soft slate, probably

warrant investigation at the present time.

Other localities in which slates of this character occur are

reported in range I, lot 14, the township of Halifax, county of

Megantic, in Westbury, near the St. Francis river, and near St.

Victor de Tring, in the county of Beauce.

On the south side of Long lake in the county of Temiscouata*,

slate was exposed by a cutting on the National Transcontinental

railway which promises to be of excellent quality and in ample

quantity. Holdings have been purchased in the locaHty by

Messrs. Frazer and Davies, the operators of the New Rockland

slate quarry, and development operations, it is expected, will be

inaugurated early during the present year. This locality is about

200 miles east northeast of the Danville slate quarry. It is not

certainly knowTi whether this slate is of Ordovician or of Silurian

age.

Coloured Slates—Cambrian.—The slates usually referred to

as "coloured" are red, green, mottled or purple, and are prevail-

ingly coarser in texture and do not split as finely as the black slates.

Coloured slates have never been extensively quarried in Canada;

but in the United States a considerable production is maintained.

Almost the entire production of the State of Vermont at the pre-

sent time is obtained from the coloured slates of Cambrian age.

Details of Some Deposits.—Coloured slates are known to occur

in several localities in the Province of Quebec and between twenty-

five and fifty years ago, some of these quarries were productive to

a small extent.

In Kingsey, range I, lot 4, county of Drummond, a quarry

was opened in 1857 and closed two years later. The slate is

principally purple although some green and mottled varieties

appear. The colour is well preserved on slates split at about that

time showing that they belong to the "unfading" class. The

deposit is large and apparently the working conditions are favour-

able. A railway has been graded to the Grand Trunk railway at a

point two miles from Richmond station, and four miles from the

quarry.

Summary Report of the Geological Survey, 1908, p.
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The following analysis of slate from this locality was made by

T. Sterrv Hunt in 1S.j2 and the accompanying analysis of the

Peach Bottom roofing slate of Pennsylvania, is added for com-

parison. These analyses are quoted from Kemp's "Handbook
of Rocks."

Peach Bottom,
Penn.

SiO,.

AlA
FeO.
CaO.
MpO.
KjO.
Xa.O
H,6.

54.80
23.15
9.58
1.06
2.16
3.37
2.22
3.90

100.24

55.88
21.85
9.03
.16

1.49
3.64
.46

3.39

On lot 20, range V, in the to\Miship of Acton, county of Bagot,

the Rankin quarry was operated in 1875-6 and produced some

quantity of red and green slate.

Coloured slates have also been opened on lot IS, range X, of

Brompton and on the l\t\\ ningo of Molbourne about half a mile,

southeast of the Xew Rockland fjuarry in the county of Richmond,

on the 2nd lot of the Xth nin<;e of Brampton in the county of

Dorchester, on the XVth range of Garthby, lots 8 and 9, county

of Wolfe, at Mawcook, near Granby, in Shefford county and at

other places in the Cambrian rocks.

Quarrying .vnd Dressing.

The rock is quarried and cut down in l)C'nches in o|x^n pits, and

after being as.sorted in the pit, material suitable for splitting

is hoisted and sent to the splitting sheds. Here it is cut, split and
trimmed to the sizes required or to which it is best adapted.

Slate is bought and sold by the "square," that is in <|uantity

suffificnt to cover KM) scjuare feet after allowance hiu^ been made
for all ()V('rlai)ping. The usual thickness in (Jueljec is 3/1(5 inch.

The sizes vary from 12"x24"*to (J"\12".

In the coloured slate quarries of Vermont much of the roofing

slate is split to a greater thickness—from J inch to 1 J inches. The
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price varies with the thickness, an increase of about $2.00 per

square bein"; allowed for each additional i inch. Thus slates J

inch thick might be sold for $6.00 per square, whereas

one inch slate would be worth as much as $12.00 per

square. These thicker slates must be bored and counter-

sunk to carry nails or bolts, while thin slates merely require

to be punched.

Quarr^-ing and dressing of slate involve handling a large

percentage of rock waste. Even in the best deposits only slate

that will split in a definite direction and may be cut to definite

sizes can be utihzed. In addition to the loss in trimming and

splitting, breakage from the blasting of rock, which falls from the

high benches to lower levels, must also be considered.

Again, slate once frozen, if not split while frozen, is valueless

and necessitates the removal of a covering of sap rock every spring.

The waste from these sources added to the large quantity of de-

fective rock remaining to be removed reduces the percentage of

slate recovered of the total rock handled to a very small proportion

—probably between 5% and 10%.

Review of the Industry.

Canada.—The only slate produced in Canada for some years

has been obtained from the Eastern Townships of Quebec, where

it has been continuously quarried since 18G0. Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Ontario have yielded slate at different times and

promising developments are reported from British Columbia; but

as far as can be learned there is no production from these provinces

at the present time.

The following statements of the values of the production and

imports of slate into Canada during the past twenty-one years are

obtained from the annual reports on the Mineral Production of

Canada by Mr. John McLeish, Chief of the Division of Mineral

Re.source.s and Statistics, Department of Mines, Ottawa.
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Year

1890.
1891.

1892.
1893.
1894.
1895
1896.
1897.
1S9S.

1899.
1900.
1901.
1902.
1903.
1904.
1905.
1906
1907.
1908.
\9()9.

Production Imports

S119,161 $41,370
100,250 22,871
65,000 46,104
69,070 50,441
90.825 51,179
75,550 29,267
58,900 19,471
53.370 24,176
42.800 21,615
40,791 24.907
33,406 33,101
12,100 53,707
9,980 72,187
19.200 72,601
22.040 84,437
23.247 86.057
21,568 93.228
24.446 112.941
20.056 —9 months 95,520
13,496 131.069
19.000 135.221

Some slate has been exported during the above period; but

the amounts have been comparatively small and so irregular that

they may be neglected in considering the industry as a whole.

The year 1889 shows the greatest production and also the

largest consumption in the history of the slate industry in Canada.

The exports of that year amounted to S3,303 in value. In 1909, a

year of small production the imports reached the highest, and the

consumption the second highest place. The value of exports in

that year was $G12.

Broadly speaking production declined from 1889 to 1901,

followed by a small and somewhat irregular advance. The imports

decreased somewhat irregularly from 1SS9 to 1S9.5, and since that

date have steadily increased to the highest figures yet reached.

At present, therefore, the production is scarcely more than 14%
of the consumption.

Concerning the supply and demand Mr. Melx»ish remarks*

"That there is a more extensive market in Canada than is supplied

by slate from Canadian sources is .shown by the following statistics

of imports. The total value of the imports of slate in 1909 was

$135,221 of which S71,914 was roofing slate and S34,0i>5 school

Op. cit.
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writing slate. The imports of roofing slate, school writing slates,

and manufactures of slate are chiefly from the United States.

Some roofing slate is also imported from Great Britain, while slate

pencils come principally from Germany and the United States.

"

During the past twenty years the prices of slate have ad-

vanced about in proportion to the increased cost of labour.

The duty on slate entering Canada is: 25% on roofing slate

—

not to exceed 75 cents per square; and 30% on manufactured

slate.

In the schedule of the proposed Reciprocity Agreement, the

duty on roofing slate is oo cents per square.

All the Canadian output at present is used for roofing pur-

poses.

The United States.—In the United States official returns for

the year 190S show a production valued at $6,316,817. Of this

value §5,186,167 is in roofing slate and $1,130,650 in mill stock for

various manufactures. Of this amount Pennsylvania produced

nearly 62% or a value of $3,902,958; Vermont, 27%, or $1,710,491;

Maine 3J% or $213,707. Almost the entire production comes

from the eastern or Atlantic States. Vermont and Maine are the

States most .suitably comparable to Quebec in their geological

conditions; and slate producing formations of both extend into

Canada.

Uses of Slate.

The principal uses of slate are for roof covering, writing slates,

floors, electric switch-boards, billiard tables, blackboards, mantels,

wainscotting, laboratory tables, lavatories, sinks and similar pur-

pose.=3. All the Canadian output and about 80% of the production

of the United States are used for roofing. Slate was formerly

manufactured for other purposes than roofing in Canada at the

quarries of New Rockland and Danville; but this was discontinued

some fifteen years ago. The consumption in Canada for 1909 was
appro.\imately as follows:

—

Roofing slate. $ 90,914

School .slatr 34,085

Slate pencil- 6,154

Manufactures 23,068

$154,221
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Qualities of Slate.

In a recent and exhaustive report on the slate deposits and

industry of the United States, T. Xelson Dale ^ gives the following

classification of slates:

—

Classification of Slate.

I. Aqueous sedimentary.

(a). Clay slates; matrix without any or with but faint

aggregate polarization.

(6). Mica slates: matrix with marked aggregate polariza-

tion.

(I). Fading: with sufficient Fe Co, to discolour.

(a). Carbonaceous or Graphitic.

(6). Chloritic (greenish).

(c). Hematitic and Chloritic (purplish).

(2). Unfading: without sufficient Fe CO3 to produce any but

very slight discolouration on prolonged exposure.

(a). Graphitic.

(6). Hematitic (reddish).

(c). Chloritic (greenish).

(d). Hematitic and chloritic (purplish).

II. Igneous.

(a). Ash slates.

(6). Dyke slates.

The slates of southern Quebec as far as known belong to the

following divisions of the classification given above:

I. Aqueous sedimentary.

(6). Mica slates.

(2). Unfading (a) Graphitic—black—Ordovician.

{b). Hematitic—red—Cambrian

(c). Chloritic—green—Cambrian.

(d) Hematic & Chloritic—purple—Cambrian.

The black slates are strictly speaking phyllites, that is clay

slates with a small percentage of mica. But as the strength of the

Dale, T. Nelson and others.—"Slate deposits and slate indiwtry of the

United States;" Hull. U.S. (n'olonii-il Survev, No. 273. 1UIK3. pp. 5-C; abo
Annual Report U.S. G.S., Vol. XIX, 1S97-8.

'
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slate depends lari2;ely on the amount present, those slates which

are strong enough to be useful are conveniently classed as mica

slates, to distinguish them commercially from those so poor in

mica as to be of Httle or no value.

The mica in these slates is not an original mineral but is

developed chiefly from feldspar by alteration due to pressure per-

haps accompanied by heat. It is in very minute scales, only a few

thousandths of an inch in thickness; but the overlapping of these

scales of mica is supposed to give to slates the elasticity that enable

them to be spht.

The above classification is based on certain general properties

that affect the commercial value of slate; but it does not take into

account all the features that determine its value. A degree of

cleavage such that slate may be easily split to the required thin-

ness, strength, freedom from injurious constituents and from

excessive jointing are also important features.

Good cleavage is the first essential. Not only must there be

a cleavage that will enable the slate to be readily split, but there

must be an absence of cross or obHque cleavage generally called

"slant" by the quarrymen, which not only interferes with the

sphtting, but still more lessens the strength of the slate.

Strength depends primarily on the degree of compression in a

single direction with uniformity of composition and texture and

in some cases on metamorphism by igneous contact. Recrystalh-

zation, especially the development of secondary mica, induced by
pressure and heat, characterizes the strongest slates. Where the

alteration has been insufficient, the slate trims unevenly or "scal-

lops " often by breaking along original bedding planes.

Amongst injurious constituents carbonate of iron or carbonate

of iron, magnesium and lime, cause discolouration when slates are

expo.sed to the weather and so produce the "fading" slates. Iron

pyrites rusts, causing spots and holes in slate. Magnetite makes
slate less useful or even unsuitable for electric switchboards.

Quartz veins have a similar effect even when small enough to not

lessen the strength of the slate. Quartz veins, "flints" are a very

common cause of poor quaUty in slate, and in any considerable

quantity render it u.scless. Slates that are too siliceous (as from

extreme metamorphism) even where no quartz veins are formed,

become brittle and impossible to use. They are then known as

"sharp" slates.
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Porous slates of open texture, are unsuitable for uses that

expose them to moisture, such as in making lavatories. They also

shatter more readily if exposed to frost.

General Considerations and Conclusions.

Deposits of slate that may be profitably worked are com-

paratively few and small. The overburden of ''sap" rock which

must be removed before uncovering slate of real splitting qualities

and strength is generally deep—fifteen to twenty feet, at least, and

in places much more. Great care must, therefore, be taken in

selecting a location for a quarry and a considerable outlay of

capital is necessary to develop such a property. Transportation

is also a very important factor to be considered in the establishment

and operation of a slate quarry.

Nevertheless the extension of roads and railways, the in-

creasing cost of lumber, the introduction of the modem class of

large steel-frame fireproof buildings in cities and the consequent

use of thick slates—conditions that even twenty years ago were

not obtaining—afford commercial advantages to the slate industry

to-day that it did not previously enjoy.

Hence, speaking generally, the steadily growing market and

the successful development of a large industry in similar geological

formations in the neighbouring States of Vermont and Maine seem

to warrant investigation by investors of the slate deposits of eastern

Canada and especially those of southern Quebec.

Discussion.

Mr. Ferrier:—I have listened with peculiar interest to Mr.

Dresser's interesting paper, and it has recalled many things I had

almost forgotten since I wivs sent to make an examination of the

New Rockland Slate Quarry in 18S0. I notice that Mr. Drv^sser

was exceedingly careful in his description of the peculiar terms

employed by the quarrymen. I found that some of the terms used

by the Wel.sh quarrymen were much more shocking.

I recognized after I had made my examination that much of

the troul)le in connection with themarkettingof slate was due to a

1-'
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disregartl to proper sorting, in consequence of which the material

shipped was not always of tin uniform and high grade character.

I thoroughly agree that the zone from which the first-class material

can be produced is a comparatively narrow one.

There is another feature to which Mr. Dresser did not especially

direct attention, and a matter responsible for much trouble in the

employment of slate for roofing. After purchasing slate for roofing

purposes, one is at the mercy of the roofer. A careless workman

may be the means of causing even the finest slate to show a bad

record. With a shingle roof a defect is easily remedied; but this

is not the case with slate.

I fully agree with Mr. Dresser's view that a great deal can and

will be done to develop the slate industry in Canada, and bring

about the more general utilization of slate as a roofing material.

Dr. Porter:—There was one point in Mr. Dresser's paper

which seemed to be rather significant and that was the compara-

tively small size of the quarry which he described and apparently

of the other quarries. Anyone who has visited the quarries in

Wales or France, and some in Pennsylvania, will have noticed the

enormous size of the workable areas, which eventually permit of

installation and operation of large works. It would be interesting

if Mr. Dresser could indicate whether in any parts of the Eastern

Town.ships, there have been discovered slates of presumably good

quahty in such large masses to warrant the establishment of big

enterprises.

Mh. Duesser:—The coloured slates occur in bodies great

enough for large scale operations. The black slates of the best

quahty, however, are not as yet known in larger masses than those

already worked.

Mr. Ferrier:—As Mr. Dresser is much more conversant than

myself with recent developments, I would ask him if he could

bring out the point which I know was a serious one when I was

connected with that investigation, namely, the difficulty experi-

enced by local enterprises of competing with the cheaper grades

of slate from some of the larger quarries abroad?

Mr. Dre.sser:—I could not say what grades of slate are being

imported in competition. They seem to find, however, a very
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ready market and the work here is carried on ai present in a rather

small way. Meanwhile, the present duty on slate is 25 per cent.,

but not to exceed 75 cents per square. In the proposed Recipro-

city agreement, this is amended to a flat rate of 'yo cents per square.

The importation comes largely from the United States, with the

exception of a comparatively small quantity, valued at about

$6,000, of slate for pencils, imported, I understand, from Germany.

Our people, I believe, at present are unable to meet our own
market requirements.
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NOTES OX A DISCOVERY OF A TELLURIDE GOLD ORE
AT OPASATICA AND ITS PROBABLE RELATIONS

TO THE GOLD ORES OF THE PORCUPINE
AND NEIGHBOURING DISTRICTS.*

By Robert Harvie, Jr., Montreal.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

In the course of a short examination of the geological condi-

tions obtaining in the Opasatica district, undertaken by direction

of the Quebec Department of Mines, the writer observed certain

new points of interest which it has seemed well to present in cor-

relation with information obtained in the not far distant and evi-

dently similar districts of Ontario, namely Larder Lake, Porcupine

and Abitibi.

Relative Positions of The Districts.

The Opasatica district is in Quebec, on the height of land

around the north end of Lake Opasatica, or about forty miles in

a direction slightly east of north from the north end of Lake
Temiscaming. From Opasatica, the Larder Lake district lies in

Ontario about fifteen miles to the southwest, the Porcupine

di.strict is about 100 miles a little north of west, Abitibi is about

fifty miles to the northwest. The relative positions are well

shown in the accompanying plan.

As the general geology will not be discussed, this may be

dismi.s.sed with the statement that the succession of Keewatin,

Laurentian and Huronian is similar to that so frequently described

for Cobalt and the other areas in this Temiscaming district.

By permi.ssioD of the Superintendent of Mines of Quebec.
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Opasatica.—The gold is associated with quartz-ankerite fis-

sure veins, although in one instance the ore body is a rusty weather-

ing dike of a dioritic rock cut across by very numerous small

quartz veins which carry the values. The country rocks are of

Keewatin or Huronian age. The largest vein observed averaged

about two and a half feet wide in an exposure of one chain in length,

and it may be said that all of those examined hold their width

well. The gangue is quartz, partly massive, partly in free crystals,

in both cases being commonly banded with ferruginous dolomite

or ankerite and carrying sericite. In varying amounts pyrite,

chalcopyrite, petzite and free gold also occur. In some instances

chalcopyrite forms a large proportion of the vein matter, and the

wall rock on either side is also heavily charged with sulphides,

probably chiefly iron pyrite.

The values are obtained both from free gold and from the

telluride petzite,^ in which mineral there is about 25% of gold

and 40% silver. The petzite was introduced later than the

quartz and ankerite, being found in fractures in these minerals.

The gold is chiefly in seams in the petzite. Petzite has a

high metallic lustre of a steel grey colour, is heavy, has a low

hardness, and altogether closely resembles galena, except that

it lacks cleavage, and hence does not break into the cubes so

characteristic of the latter. Owing to the small amount of work

done so far, it is impossible to state what may be the relative

importance of this telluride.

An assay of the pure chalcopyrite showed only half an ounce

of silver and a trace of gold per ton; pyrite from the wall rock,

gave only 40 cents gold per ton. Apparently then, both these

sulphides are unimportant as carriers of values.

Larder Lake-.—The gold is associated with irregular small

quartz, or quartz and ankerite veins. The country rock is a

rusty weathering rock consisting of ferruginous dolomite or anker-

ite, cut in a most complex manner by the gold bearing veins

mentioned above. In most localities it contains a large amount

of chrome mica or fuchsite, from which the rock derives its char-

acteri.stic green colour.

•In his Trfliminary Notos on Opasatica", Quebec Dopt. of Mines, 1910,

the writer referred to thC pftzitc as sylvanite. This detennination has since

been revi-sed.

' See M. E. Wilson: Summary Reports Geol. Survey of Canada, 1908 and
1909. Alflo R. W. Brock, Kept, of the Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1907.
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Porcupine.—The writer has not yet had an opportunity of

visiting the Porcupine district, but the recent articles by R. E.

Hore* seem to give an excellent account of the conditions and his

descriptions have been freely used for the present purposes.

The deposits at Porcupine are of various forms : single fissure

veins, vein systems, large masses of irregular form,—locally called

'* domes," and bands of carbonate rock so closely intersected by

a multitude of small veins that the whole mass has to be mined

together.
'

The country rock is usually either pyritic grey schist or rusty

weathering mixed carbonates, belonging to the Keewatin. Less

often it is a Huronian conglomerate. Serpentines also occur in

the district.

The rusty weathering carbonate rocks are similar to those

occurring at Larder Lake and contain the same green mica. The
gangue is chiefly quartz and ankerite. In general the quartz is

milky white and vitreous, but where it has been exposed to the

weather it is coated with iron oxides. For a few feet from the

surface, streaks and patches of this secondary material are found

filling small cavities and crevices, evidently left by the weathering

out of the ferfodolomite or ankerite. Pyrite is rather generally

distributed through the quartz, but not in any great quantity.

Copper pyrite is also found in small amount and occasionally

galena and zinc blende. The gold occurs chiefly free, not only in

minute fractures in the quartz, but more especially in the rusty

cavities. It remains to be seen whether this seeming abundance

in the cavities is actual, or only due to an apparent concentration

as a residual after the weathering away of the ankerite.

Though no actual results have been published it seems to

be generally accepted that while 50% to 65% of the gold is

free milling the remainder is held by the sulphides. On the other

hand mention is also made that "good assays have in several

instances been obtained from very unlikely looking "bull"

quartz." No report 1ms yet been made of the presence of t<.'llu-

rides and it is quite possible, even probable, that having been

overlooked they will account for the presence of at least part

of the gold in these veins.

R. E. Hore, Can. Min. Jour.; Oct., Nov., Dec. 1910; Jan. 1911; ate
also Note.s on the "Map of the Porcupine Gold Area," by Ont. Bur.
Mioes, 1910.
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Ahitibi.—In the Abitibi district, in addition to other types

of deposits, the rusty weathering carbonate rocks containing

chrome mica, are typically developed, although on a small scale.

The occurrence is quite close to a chromiferous peridotite.^

Significant Features.

Enough has probably been said in the above brief descrip-

tions to show certain resemblances between the deposits of these

four districts. More particularly, free gold is found in quartz

ankerite veins in or near occurrences of a rusty weathering car-

bonate rock characterised by containing a bright green mica, and

while although so far tellurides have only been reported from

Opasatica, still it seems probable that on closer examination they

will be found in the other districts also. It is still more note-

worthy that on these very same points an equally close parallel

can be drawn with the deposits of the famous Mother Lode district

of California. This will be done while considering a few special

features in more detail.

Green Mica.—The beautiful bright green colour which the

rusty weathering carbonate rock shows in so many places is due

to a chrome bearing mica, fuchsite or mariposite. These minerals

both contain chromium but in addition, mariposite also bears

lithium. Mariposite is a very common mineral of the gold veins

of the Mother Lode district in California.^ Tests for chromium

and lithium are readily obtained from the Canadian material and

a rough comparison by the flame colouration test of the Larder

Lake and Mother Lode materials shows the amounts of lithium

to be comparable.

The Carbonate Rock.—The rusty weathering carbonate rock

has been given various names according to the origin to which

it has been ascribed. In the Mother Lode district where similar

masses of carbonate are found, it is now generally accepted that

they are due to the carbonation of a serpentine or peridotite,

intrusioas of which are found in the district. Peridotite hydrated

and oxidi.sed gives a serpentine; serpentine carbonated gives

magnesite, siderite and quartz. This origin would seem to best

» Ont. Bur. of Minr^s, 16th An. Ropt., Ft. I, p. 219; also 18th, pt. I, p. 270.
' F. L, Ransome, folio 63, U. S. Geological Survey.
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explain the Canadian occurrences. Serpentines and peridotites

are found at Porcupine and Abitibi, and are known to be widely

distributed in the north country. Chromium as is well known
is generally associated with peridotites so that the presence of

the chromium bearing mariposite is explained and supports this

view of the origin of the carbonate rock.

Ferruginous dolomites containing a chrome mica have been

reported from Aird Island near the Spanish River in Lake Huron.

This is suggestive of a wide distribution of these unusual rocks.*

Telluride Ores and Their Significance.

Among the minerals found in the Mother Lode ore are numer-

ous varieties of tellurides. Although by far the greater propor-

tion of gold won has been obtained free, yet in a few mines the

tellurides have yielded very important amounts. This fact

affords another interesting point for correlation, since, as was

mentioned above, petzite a gold-silver telluride is found asso-

ciated with the gold at Opasatica.

At Opasatica the free gold is found chiefly in fractures in the

petzite, so that apparently here also, as has proved to be the

case in other deposits of telluride ores, the telluride has precipi-

tated the gold, but the evidence yet obtained is too scanty to

warrant assertion as to whether or not this has given a secondary

enriched zone. At Cripple Creek, Colorado, in the zone of oxi-

dation above the level of the ground water, the gold occurs free,

having been largely left behind during the leaching of the t^lhi-

rides. Below ground water level, the tellurides have not been

leached, and not only do they still contain their oriirinal gold con-

tent, but in addition they have caught and retaini'd any free gold

passing tlown in solutions from the zone of oxidation, thus causing

an important secontlary enrichment. The presence of the tellu-

rides at the surface at Lake Opasatica, indicates that the zone of

oxidation has been removed by the heavy glaciation to which the

district has been subjected. The present surface mu.st therefore

come cither at the level of the zone of enrichment or below, but

in either case, from this ar«:ument. it seems unwarrantable to

* Am. Journal Science, XXXIII. p. 284, 1887.
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expect any great increase in values with depth, such as is regularly

found to be the case in the mines of the Western States.

Telluritles have not been reported as yet from the other dis-

tricts, but it has been reported from Porcupine that some appar-

ently unpromising veins have yielded good assay values, which

values may well be due to the presence of tellurides. In other

veins the free gold at the surface has been found to continue in

slightly increasing quantity down to a depth of two hundred feet.

It is quite impossible that in this instance the zone of oxidation

has not been completely removed, in which case an enriched zone

may be encountered beneath.

It may be mentioned that this is not the first discovery of a

telluride in Eastern Canada. Sylvanite has been reported as

occurring associated with argentite, galena, chalcopyrite and

quartz in the gold ore of the " Huronian Mine," near Lake Sheban-

dowan in Western Ontario.*

While it has not been decided what is the source of the gold, and

since moreover, in the Mother Lode district, it is found that in

general the serpentine or its product the carbonate rock is un-

favourable to values, it seems remarkable that although some at

least of the veins are of Post-Huronian age, still the gold seems

to be most typically associated with Keewatin carbonate rocks.

No explanation has been suggested for this.

Assaying and Milling.—The presence of tellurides complicates

both the testing and the treatment of the ores. The full value of

the gold present cannot be judged from inspection or even by

panning, because the amount contained in combination in the

petzite is not shown by either of these processes. For this

reason it is very essential that ores should always be tested by

fire as.say. Similarly when planning a mill, it must be kept in mind

that simple amalgamation or cyandition will not recover the gold

and silver values of the tellurides. The ore requires to be tho-

roughly roa.sted before employing these processes.

Geol. Survey of Canada, New Series, Vol. Ill, p. 13,H .; Vol. IV., p. 61 T.;

Vol. X. P. 59, h:
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OX THE NATURE OF SOME PORCUPINE GOLD QUARTZ
DEPOSITS.

By Reginald E. Hore, Michigan Colloge of Mines,

Houghton, Mich.

(.\nnual Meeting. Quebec, 1911).

During 1909 several discoveries of gold in quartz were made
in the vicinity of Porcupine Lake, Ontario, and subsequent

development of the deposits has proved eminently encouraging.

The possibilities of the region were clearly pointed out by Mr.

E. M. Burwash and Dr. W. A. Parks in official reports published

by the Ontario Bureau of Mines in 1896, 1899 and 1900. The
more immediate factors leading to the exploration of the area,

were the building of the T. and N. 0. Ry., and the impetus given

to prospecting by the discovery of silver at Cobalt.

The first official report on the gold discoveries is the report*

of J. W. Bartlett, who visited the field in October 1909, for the

Bureau of Mines. In March, 1910, E. T. Corkill of the same
department visited the camp and made a brief reportf of the

work done. During the past summer. Dr. W. (I. Miller, Mr. C.

W. Knight and Mr. A. G. Burrows prepared a preliminary geo-

logical map of the. area. This map, which was ready for distri-

bution in August, besides showing the areal distribution of the

chief types of rocks recognized, has useful marginal notes on the

geological features. Two areas are described in some detail, some
of the Timmins' properties by Mr. Knight, and the Dome and
Foster claims by Mr. Burrows. Mr. N. L. Turner publishes the

result of chemical analyses of some of the rocks, and Mr. Knight,

notes on the microscopic character of some specimens. During

the summer, Mr. R. W. lirock, the Director of the Geological

B. of NT. Ontario. Vol. XIX. 1010. pp. 11-12.

t b. of M. Ontario, Vol. XIX, 1910, pp. 120-123.
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Survey, made a visit to the camp and has since pubHshed some

notes on his observations. Mr. A. G. Burrows is now preparing

a report* for the Bureau of Mines.

Several unofficial descriptions of the gold fields have appeared

during the past year. In the Canadian Mining Journal may be

found articles by Messrs. A. M. Hay, W. H. Spencer, H. B. Hatch,

W. E. H. Carter, H. E. T. Haultain and others. In the Mining

World and the Mining Journal are several articles by Mr. Alex.

Gray. In the December number of the Mining Magazine, Dr.

A. L. Simon has described some of the properties, and gives

some general impressions. In the Engineering and Mining Journal

Mr. P. B. ^McDonald has described the ore body at the Dome
Mine.

The Bureau of Mines has published in recent years a number

of separate reports on neighbouring districts, of value and interest

in this connection. In the 13th and 14th annual reports, Mr.

G. F. Kay and Mr. J. G. McMillan give general descriptions of the

Abitibi country. In the loth, Mr. H. L. Kerr describes the

Mattagami River Valley. In the 16th annual report, Mr. R. W.
Brock describes the Larder Lake district. Dr. Miller the Abitibi

Lakes, and Mr. A. A. Cole notes on gold deposits of Night Hawk
Lake. In the 18th report, Prof. M. B. Baker describes the Abitibi

area, and in the same report Prof. A. P. Coleman discusses the

glacial Lake Ojibway.

The geological succession at Porcupine as observed by Messrs.

Miller, Knight and Burrows is as follows:

—

1.—Glacial and Recent. Boulder and bedded clays, sand

and gravel.

2.—Pre-Cambrian.

—

a. Olivine diabase, intrusive into Huronian.

b. Huronian, conglomerate, greywacke and slate.

c. Lnurentian, a medium grained biotite granite, intrudes

Keewatin, but relation to Huronian unknown.

d. Keewatin, amygdaloidal basalts, quartz porphyries, felsites

and serpentines, largely altered to green and grey schists. Also

areas of jasper iron formation, which contain a considerable

quantity of carbonate.

A. (t. Burrows' npr.rf u;.. published in July, 1911.
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From this statement it ^^'ill be evident that the geological

features of the Porcupine area have much in common with the

majority of other pre-Cambrian areas in Ontario and the Lake

Superior States. Of nearby districts, the Larder Lake presents

more analoguos features than does the vicinity of Cobalt.

Recently* the present writer has described some of the ore

deposits in Tisdale towTiship, and proposes here to present some

observations on the general geology, and the microscopic charac-

ters of some of the ores and their wall rocks. The specimens

examined microscopically are mostly from the Dome, Hollinger

and Rea Mines.

General Geology.

The gold deposits at Porcupine are in what are beheved to

be pre-Cambrian rocks. The rocks in many respects resemble

those at Lake Temagami and Larder Lake in Xipissing

district, which have been more or less definitely correlated

with similar formations around Lake Superior. On lithological

grounds, therefore, and with no good evidence to the contrary,

it is reasonable to assume that the Porcupine rocks are pre-Cam-

brian. Two formations may be distinguished—an older which

is chiefly igneous, and a younger which is chiefly sedimentary.

These two series are classed, by the writers quoted above, as

Keewatin and Huronian. Most of the gold deposits are in rocks

grouped above as Keewatin, or in the conglomerate which is

grouped with the Huronian.

The chief properties in Tisdale towTiship show gold quartz

veins in the highly metamorphosed schistose rocks and not in the

less metamorphosed greywackes.

Keew.vhn Rocks.

The rocks which are classed as Keewatin include numerous

types of igneous and sedimentary rocks, all of which have been

much metamorphosed, and most of which are schistose. The
greater vohiine is mado up of igneous rocks and most of these

* Can.'ulian Miiiiiip Journal, Oct. 1'). ami Nov. 1. HMO. I!iiniiu'<riij>: and
Mining Journal, Dec. 24, lUlO. .Mining and Scientific Press. April 2*.» l''ll
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appear to be of volcanic rather than phitonic types. Varied colours

including black, greenish, dark grey, light grey and yellowish

grey are indicative of compositions ranging from basic to acid.

Some of the dark coloured rocks appear to be altered basalts,

and others are chloritic derivatives of andesites and porphyrites.

The light coloured rocks are commonly sericitic products of acid

volcanics, such as quartz porphyry. A remarkable feature of

the wall rock of the gold quartz veins is the abundance of car-

bonates and sericite. At the Holhnger Mine many specimens

are one half made up of carbonates. Part of the wall rock at the

Dome mine is of similar type. At the Rea (Connell) Mine the

north wall is almost completely composed of rusty weathering

carbonates. The grey schist enclosing the Foster lode also con-

tains much carbonate. These carbonate schists are mentioned

here with the Keewatin volcanics, because it is quite possible that

they may have been formed from igneous rocks by alteration of

the constituent minerals and replacement of some of the products

of alteration by extraneous material. That these carbonate rocks

and some associated schists may be of sedimentary origin must

also be considered. South of Tisdale there are outcrops of banded

cherts and iron oxides characteristic of the Keewatin iron ranges.

Such jaspihtes are everywhere beUeved to be sedimentary, and

^sith them are frequently found such ferruginous carbonates as

tho.se of the Porcupine gold deposits. There are no jaspihtes,

however, with the ferrodolomites in Tisdale township, and the

carbonate outcrops appear as narrow bands enclosed in igneous

rocks, in a manner which suggests that they have originated by

replacement of such rocks. The Keewatin series then, while

largely igneous, includes some undoubted sedimentary rocks

—

the iron formation—and some carbonates, which may be sedi-

ments. The carbonate wall rocks of the gold quartz veins, how-

ever, are probably replacement deposits.

Ferrodolomite.—These typically light coloured massive or

schLstose rocks are largely made up of carbonates, sericite and

quartz. The carbonates contain variable percentages of calcium,

iron and magnesium and weather rusty. The amount of iron is

usually less than in normal ankerite. Some darker coloured

associated rocks contain an abundance of chlorite and magnetite

and are conveniently referred to as chlorite-ferrodolomite rocks.
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It is possible that some of the greenish material in these rocks may
be mariposite, but of the specimens examined by the writer, the

pale green flakes appear to be sericite and the dark green ones a

variety of chlorite. Some similar rocks at Larder Lake contain

an apple green micaceous mineral, which more nearly resembles

mariposite.

The ferrodolomites are commonly light grey, white or yellow-

ish in colour, and weather red brown. In some cases they are

disintegrated for a few feet from the surface and the red oxide

leads to their easy recognition. Some outcrops, however, show

little rust stain, and there are dark gre}' massive tyj^es that are

likely to be confu.sed with other rocks.

The analyses made Ijy Mr. X. L. Turner show the carbonates

to have a composition similar to those in the Keewatin formation

in other localities. Li various official reports, rocks of this

type are called ankerite, ferruginous dolomite, dolomite and

ferrodolomite. The latter term is to be preferred though the

term ankerite is much in use in the district, and has been use<l for

similar rocks a.s-sociated with gold in CaUfornia. Mr. W. H.

Storms has recently* pointed out that most of the Californian

''ankerites" should also be called ferrodolomites.

Cldoritc-ferrodoloinite rock.—Rocks of this type occur clo.se to

the main gold (juartz vein at the Rea (Connell) Mine of the Consoli-

dated Goldfields Co. Some specimens (see microphotos Xos. 1 and

2,) are almost entirely composed of chlorite and ferrodolomite, the

latter mineral being in light coloured rhombohedra scattered through

the dark green chlorite. In subordinate quantity are grains of quartz,

minute .scales of .sericite and grains of black iron ores. The car-

bonate weathei-s rutsv, and some of the green chlorite rock near

the vein is spotted with red bro\Mi altered ferrodolomite crystals.

Other specimens show in addition to the above minerals, numerous

remnants of altered feldspars, many of which show characteristic

plagiocla.se twinning, while others show some orthoclase partially

altered to sericite. The extensive alteration leaves the determina-

tion of the plagioclases somewhat in tloubt. Apj)arently they

range from oligocla.se to andesine. Abundant chlorite ami grains

of magnetite indicate that the rock contained a considerable

*Mining W'orU. Feb. 2.3, 11)11. p. US.
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percentage of ferro-magnesian silicates; but the specimens do not

show the original mineral—probably hornblende or biotite or

both. One specimen shows pyrite surrounded by grains of ferro-

dolomite. .\nother, in which there is but little magnetite, shows

several spots of semi-opaque aggregates which are probably altered

titanite. There is no residual glass in the rock. Some of the

chlorite patches may have been derived from rock glass; but more
likely the rock was holocrystalline.

This chlorite-ferrodolomite rock is therefore probably an

altered fine grained feldspathic igneous rock, most hkely an acidic

andesite or porphyrite which has been permeated with and altered

by solutions containing alkaline carbonates.

A few paces north of the Rea vein are rocks which are

more highly feldspathic than that just described; but the alter-

ation products are of similar character. The original ferro-magne-

sian minerals are not seen in the sections.

Sericite-ferrodolomite rock.—The wall rock of the main vein

on the Hollinger (see microphotos Xos. 8, 9, 10 and 11) is for

the most part a finely crystalline grey coloured schistose rock

composed largely of sericite, carbonates and quartz. In one

section, scattered through the fine grained ground of sericite

and carbonates, are numerous larger, clear, ragged grains of

quartz, occasionally in groups, but usually in isolated particles.

The quartz grains are comparatively free of inclusions and
show slight effects of strain. Some of the quartz, like the

sericite and carbonates, is probably secondary; but these

larger ragged grains at least, are probably the remnants of pheno-

cr>'sts in the original igneous rock. The quartz has characters

which are more common in volcanic than in plutonic rocks. There

are aLso some patches of brownish white opaque substance, similar

to that which results from decomposition of titanite. Pyrite is

a characteristic constituent, often occurring in well formed crystals.

Another specimen has its quartz chiefly in the form of very

minute particles. Among these quartz grains are numerous flakes

of sericite arranged with their longer dimensions parallel and
giving the rock its schistose character. Irregularly distributed

through the fine grained quartz and sericite, arc much larger par-

ticles of a carbonate. Pyrite and small particles of a light coloured

opaque .substance are abundant.
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One specimen (see microphotos Xos. 11 and 12) shows bands

of coarsely crystalline carbonate and quartz in fine grained

quartz and sericite. The coarse quartz, which is remarkably

clear and free from strain effects, fills spaces between earlier

formed crystals of carbonates. This quartz is evidently secondary

and yqunger than the carbonates. Another specimen similar to

the last has a band of remarkably fine grained semi-opaque car-

bonates separating the fine and coarse grained portions. (See

microphotos Nos. 13 and 14.)

The sericite schist at the Hollinger is made up (with the

exception of part of the quartz), entirely of secondary minerals.

What the original rock was is not sho^^Tl by the specimens exam-

ined. Probably, as Mr. Ivnight has suggested, it was quartz

porphyry. Whatever its nature, it was evidently leached by

carbonate solutions. The resulting rock differs from that at the

Rea mine chiefly in lower content, and in some cases entire

absence of chlorite and magnetite. Such a difference would be

the natural result if the rock replaced were a quartz porphyry

instead of a rock containing a considerable percentage of ferro-

magnesian minerals.

It seems probable, therefore, that the wall rocks of these two

deposits have been produced, as Lindgren* remarks of the wall

rocks of what he calls the " Pacific-coast type " of gold quartz

veins, by the replacement action of waters distinguished by an

abundance of carbonates.

HuRONiAN Rocks.—The rocks grouped above as Huronian

include some very common sedimentary t\'pes, and one con-

glomerate that is partly made up of what is probably volcanic

materials. The .sediments are chiefly gi*ey quartzite, greywacke

and micaceous schists. They commonly show distinct bedding

and arc highly inclined. Such rocks arc quite common in the

Huronian in other prc-Cambrian arcas, and these may con-

veniently be classed as Huronian sediments until the structural

rclations have been more definitely determined. It might be

remarked, however, that there are localities in which sedimentary

rocks such as these arc found in the Keewatin series.

Dome Conglomerate.—The conglomerate is unusual in compo-

sition. It contains no appreciable amounts of distinctly grained

rocks such as constitute many of the {x'bbles of most Huronian

1.1 Trans. \iu. Inst. .Min. Kmr., Vol. \X\I1I, pp. 7»J7, 1903.
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conglomerates. The pebbles vary considerably; but are for the

most part rather light in colour, grey and pink tones being com-

mon, and either wholly dense or else porphyritic with a dense

ground mass. They appear on field examination to be of volcanic

t}'pes ranging in composition from intermediate to highly siliceous.

The pebbles are arranged in definite directions with their longer

dimensions parallel, thus giving a decided schistose appearance.

Only one well exposed contact of the conglomerate and sericitic

schists was seen by the writer, and that showed no erosion uncon-

formity. It is possible that the conglomerate belongs to the

Keewatin series rather than to the Huronian. It seems,

however, to overlie the Keewatin schists, and may have been

formed early in Huronian times. A thin section of the grey

coloured matrix shows scattered crushed grains of quartz and

feldspar in a darker coloured matrix of quartz, sericite, ferrodolo-

mite and magnetite. The carbonate is scattered irregularly

through the rock, and in weathered specimens shows a red oxide

border. The original character of the conglomerate is obscured,

as in the case of the wall rocks at the Rea and Hollinger mines,

by the replacement of original constituents by carbonates and

sericite. It was probably originally a pyroclastic rock having a

composition near that of quartz porphyry.

Characteristics of the Gold Bearing Quartz.

Like most occurrences of gold bearing quartz, the Porcupine

ore is characterized by an abundance of pyrite. This mineral

is commonly scattered through the white quartz, occasionally

in isolated crystals, . but more frequently accompanied by other

minerals. Such aggregates commonly show numerous striated

crystals of pyrite, a greenish sericite, a darker coloured chlorite

and frequently grey ferruginous dolomite or other carbonate.

In .some cases there are brownish aggregates of small tourmaline

crj'stals. In the country rock there is usually a greater abundance

of pyrite than in the quartz.

The quartz is characterized by very numerous fluid inclusions.

The original grains, u.sually 0.0.'> mm. to 1.0 imii. in diameter,

almost invariably show strain shadows and many have been

granulated. Evidently the quartz was subjected to very severe

mechanical deformation.
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Characters of auriferous quartz at Dome Mine.—Gold is

most frequently seen in parts of the quartz near wall rock or pieces

of enclosed rock. It occurs sometimes in isolated grains in clear

quartz, but is usually with other minerals in minute crevices in

the quartz. It is always in some way associated with pyrite,

but the grains are not always in contact with the pyrite and in

the sections examined only a comparatively small amount is

intergrown with it.

The quartz is not uniform in grain and one may distinguish

readily between part that is coarse and part that is fine. The

coarser grains are commonly 0.5 mm. to 1.0 mm. in diameter, while

the finer are about 0.05 mm. The coarse has numerous small

cavities partially filled with liquid inclusions, and shows marked

strain shadows; the fine has fewer inclusions and strain effects are

not so marked. Fine grained quartz forms streaks running

through the coarse grained. In some cases two coarse grains are

separated by a row of fine grains, which have apparently been

derived from the former by crushing. In one specimen an area,

1.0 mm. in diameter, of fine grained quartz encloses an isolated

coarse grain 0.2 x 0.4 mm. in diameter. The finely crystalline

has apparently been formed largely by granulation of the larger

grains. The small particles are firmly cemented together and

there was evidently some solution and recrystallization though

the cement is not distinguishable under the microscope.

In the fine grained portions there is a notable absence of

large fiuid inclusions and evidently some such fluid was able to

move among the fine quartz particles. The presence of fluid

inclusions in the quartz indicates that it was hot when solidifying.

The granulation of the (juartz indicates that it was comparatively

cold when crushed.

Modes of Occurrenxe of Gold i\ Dome Mine Ql'.\htz.

1. Gold completely enclosed in one grain of coarsely crystalline

quartz, e.g. One grain of quartz 0.5 x O.S mm. in the plane of the

section completely encloses three isolated grains of gold. The small

size of these gold grains makes it ap])ear unlikely that they were

not completely enveloped in the cpiartz, though there is a possi-

bility that they were not. Another (juartz grain 1.0 mm. in
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diam. encloses three ragged grains of gold about 0.04 mm. in

diam. and several gold particles 0.01 mm. or less in diam.

2. Gold in spaces between grains of coarsely crystalline quartz,

e.g. One U shaped area of gold 2 mm. long and . 02 to . 06 mm.
wide forms a ragged band between coarse quartz grains. It forms

a border for two-thirds the periphery of one quartz grain—hence

the shape. In several sections there is gold showing similar

relation to coarse quartz grains.

3. Gold in crystals and grains ofpyrite. e.g. One area of pyrite

0.5 mm. X 1.0 mm. encloses several irregular patches of gold,

most of which are less than . 1 mm. in diameter. Four of these

gold grains are completely within the pyrite, while a much greater

number are partially enclosed by the pyrite and partially by
quartz. A second and rectangular area of pyrite 0.5 mm. x 0.1

mm. has along its middle portion five areas of gold. The string

of gold particles continues from either end of the pyrite into

clear quartz. Another specimen shows an area of gold 0.6

X 0. 1 mm., which is four-fifths enclosed by pyrite, while the end

projects into colourless minerals. The part of the gold not en-

closed by pyrite is on one side in contact with calcite and on the

other with a grain of quartz.

4. Gold grains in calcite, completely or partially enclosed.—
A twinned individual of calcite 1 mm. x 0.5 mm. is enclosed

chiefly by fine grained quartz, and one end is in contact with an

area of pyrite 1 mm. in diameter. Around the edge of the calcite,

and in immediate contact with it are nine distinct particles of

gold. Within the calcite, and arranged in a string roughly fol-

lowing a cleavage direction are six grains of gold 0.02 to 0.03 mm.
in diameter.

A second specimen shows an area of calcite . 1 mm. x 1 . mm.
enclosing a number of small gold grains. This calcite is partially

enclo.sed in fine quartz, but also fills a fracture in one large quartz

grain. This same .specimen shows gold in quartz with no calcite

in contact.

Another specimen shows a grain of calcite 0.5 mm. in dia-

meter, which wholly or partially enclo.ses twenty ragged grains

of gold. The gold is irregularly scattered through the calcite,

but is mostly at the edges. The calcite is surrounded l)y fine

quartz 0.05 mm. in diameter.
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5. Gold among grains of finely crystalline quartz, e.g. One very

irregular area of gold, 1 mm. long and varying in width from 0.02

to 0. 1 mm., is almost completely enclosed by fine grained quartz,

whose particles average 0.03 to 0.03 m.m. in diameter. That

part of the gold not enclosed by quartz is in contact \\\\.\i calcite.

It is noteworthy that most sections showing gold show also fine

(probably granulated), quartz, and small amounts of calcite.

Wall rocks of Dome quartz.—The immediate wall rocks of

the quartz specimens showing these modes of occurence of gold

is a dark grey schist spotted with light coloured patches of quartz

and with pyrite crystals. Under the microscope it shows a faintly

pleochroic browTiLsh aggregate, the constituents of which are

not determinable, Hght coloured patches of sericite, quartz and

ferrodolomite, and dark coloured areas of granular magnetite

and well formed crystals of pyrite. Chlorite of the variety having

characteristic Berlin blue interference colours occurs at the edge

of light coloured areas.

Other specimens of wall rock include grey massive ferro-

dolomites and the conglomerate described above. The various

specimens, while evidently originally different rocks, have in

common a high content of sericite and carbonates. In this respect

they are like the wall rocks at the Hollinger, Rea and Foster.

Ch.\r.\cters of Auriferous Quartz from Rea Mine.

(Connell Claim).

The main vein at the Rea Mine is of milky white quartz and

shows free gold with patches of pyrite and in minute dark coloured

streaks traversing the quartz. A thin section of the quartz is

chiefly made up of coarse grains—0.3 to 1.0 mm. in diameter.

One patch of carbonate 0.3 mm. in diameter occurs enclosed in

the quartz, and there are a number of smaller carbonate grains.

The quartz shows very distinct strain shadows. Another .speci-

men shows numerous grains of rusty weathered carbonate scat-

tered between the quartz grains. A third section, and the only

one showing gold, has much finely crystalline quartz in addition

to the coarse grains. There arc numerous greenish brown patches

of finely crystalline aggrcgates of tourmaline. (Juartz tills ii!'"'-

stices l^tween the better formed crystals in ihe.'^e aggif^;. •
-
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One grain of gold, 0.07 mm. by 0.15 mm. and a second 0.03 in

diameter occur at the edge of one coarse grain of quartz. The

gold particles project into finer quartz, in which are reddish stains

of iron oxide, apparently formed from alteration of pyrite. A
third grain of gold 0.04 mm. in diameter, in another part of the

section, is also at the edge of a grain of coarse quartz. None of

the gold grains are in contact with pyrite, but are closely associated

with it. None are in contact with the patches of tourmaline.

Origin of the Deposits.

It has been pointed out above that the character of the wall

rocks suggests that they have been largely formed by replacement

of older igneous rocks. It would appear that the solutions which

acted on the rocks were characterized by alkaline carbonates. The

association of gold quartz veins with such rocks suggests a common
origin for the solutions which altered the rocks and those which

filled the fissures with gold bearing quartz. Solutions of such a

character may have come from magmas intruded near the surface,

and giving off highly heated constituents which penetrated still

nearer to though not reaching the surface. It would be of interest,

therefore, to discover such masses of igneous rock as might have

been formed from that magma.

Dr. W. G. Miller states that there are large masses of granite

not far from Tisdale township, which intrude the Huroni'an, and

beheves the gold deposit to be genetically connected with them,

and Mr. C. W. Knight in the same official report calls- attention

to the resemblance between the quartz veins and granite or peg-

matite dykes. It is not unlikely that these gold deposits originated,

as mo.st others are generally believed to have originated, in the

solutions given off when a molten magma was solidifying. As

far as the writer is aware, however, there are not in the immediate

vicinity of the deposits above described, any outcrops of intrusive

igneous rocks which are likely to have been formed from the

same magma as the gold-quartz veins.

From the character of the quartz with its abundant fluid

inclu.sions, there can be little doubt that it was hot when first

deposited in the fi.s.sures. Quartz with such inclusions is very

oharacteristic of plutonic rocks, the inclusion of hquid (generally
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water or carbon dioxide) being evidently of common occurrence

when solidification takes place at some depth. It has been pointed

out by Judd and later by Van Hise, that there are cases in which

the inclusion of water in cavities in quartz may be undoubtedly a

secondary rather than a primary feature. This is not thought to be

the case in the Porcupine gold quartz veins, however, as there is a

marked difference in size and number of fluid containing cavities

in the coarse and in the fine grains. Evidently the fluid was in

the quartz grains before the deformation took place, and it was

doubtless enclosed in the quartz grains when they crystallized

at a comparatively high temperature and pressure. There are

some cases, however, in which rows of inclusions are continuous

through coarse and fine grains alike. Such inclusions may be

of more recent origin.

It has been shown above that some gold is enclosed in indi-

vidual grains of such primary quartz, while more fills interstices

between quartz grains. There is little reason to doubt, therefore,

that some gold was deposited simultaneously with the original

quartz of the veins. The frequent association of gold particles

with granulated quartz makes it appear not unlikely that the

crushed zones in the vein afforded new channels for the movement
of gold bearing solutions.

The pyritc, in part at least, appears to have been deposited

from the same hot solution as the quartz and gold. It is note-

worthy, however, that while the latter minerals are confined to

definite limits, pyrite occurs scattered through the wall rocks

more abundantly than in the quartz veins.

The relation of the carbonates to the quartz is not always

evident. The ferrodolomite of the wall rocks is evidently older;

but there are patches of carbonates in the quartz veins which

may be younger.

The sericite of the wall rocks was evidently formed at ilie

same time as the ferrodolomite. Undoubtedly much of it origin-

ated from potash feldspars in the igneous rocks; but its constant

occurrence with the carbonates in the more basic rocks as well,

indicates that the solutions emanating from the fissui*es contained

considerable potassium in some form, as well as carbon dioxide

and sulphides. It is remarkal)le that while these constituents

found their way readily through the wall rocks, the silica was
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very definitely confined to the fissures, and did not play an import-

ant part in the meta somatic process.

In conclusion, the writer wishes to draw attention to the

fact that the Porcupine gold quartz deposits are in many ways

remarkably similar to the chief type of gold quartz deposit of

CalifoiTiia. Most of Lindgren's^ arguments concerning the origin

of the latter have almost equal force when applied to the chief

deposits in Tisdale to^vnship. Naturally, therefore, in giving

the above suggestions concerning the origin of the deposits in

the new goldfield, the writer has been much influenced by the

views of Dr. Lindgren. That a theory of origin worked out after

many years' experience in one district should be found so readily

applicable in another cannot but strengthen the behef that the

theory will prove tenable.

Quite recently- Mr. John Stansfield has pubHshed de-

scriptions of microscopic characters of ore and wall rocks from

the Vipond Mine. He points out the abundance of fluid in-

clusions and the granulation of the quartz, and remarks on the

presence of carbonates and sericite in the wall rocks, some

of which are apparently altered basalts. He deduces that the

quartz was deposited from a hot solution and was subsequently

granulated. The Vipond deposits, therefore, are of the same

character as those described above. At Larder Lake -the wall

rocks of the gold deposits show similar features to those at Porcu-

pine, as also do those of gold deposits in the Opasatica district

recently described by Mr. R. Harvie.^

More recently^ Mr. W. H. Storms has described the case of

auriferous ferrodolomites of California, and discusses their simi-

larity to those of Porcupine.

' Characteristic features of California gold quartz veins. Bull. Geol.

Soc. Am., 1S95; pp. 221.

'Canadian Mining Journal, Feb. 15, 1911

Queljec Mines Branch, Dec. 1910.

* Canadian Mining Journal, Sept. 1. 1911.
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CANADIAN TELLUPJUM-CONTAINING ORES.

D. D. Cairnes, Ph.D., Ottawa, Ont.*

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

During the past few summers the writer, while employed in

northern British Columbia and southern Yukon, has had occasion

to examine a number of quartz veins that contain rich gold ores

in which various tellurides occur; and since tellurium-containing

minerals seem to be particularly attractive to the prospector

and are of somewhat rare occurrence, it is thought that, possibly,

a brief description of these veins together with a compilation of

some of the main, available facts concerning other known Canadian

ore-deposits in which telluride minerals occur, may be of interest

to members of the Canadian Mining Institute. Tellurium

occurs as native and in composition with sulphur, selenium, bis-

muth, gold, lead, mercury, nickel and silver, yet the tellurides are

the only mineral-compounds of gold that are known.

Minerals.

The following tellurium minerals have been found and identi-

fied in Canada:

—

Sylvanite, (Au, Ag) Te.

Hessite, Agg Te.

Petzite, (Ag, Au)o Te.

Calaverite, Au Teg.

Nagyagite, a sulpho-telluride of lead and gold, containing

about 7 p.c. of antimony.

* By pomiission of tlie Director, Geological Survey, l>i|';imiMM uf

Mine><, Canada.
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Altaite, Pb Te.

Tetradymite, approximately Bio (Te, 8)3.

Tellurite, (Telluric ochre), Te Oo.

In addition, a mineral, thought by Dr. Hoffman* to be native

tellurium, was found at Long Lake, Greenwood mining division,

British Columbia.

Oxidation.

All these tellurides oxidize readily and give rise mainly to

telluric oxide, tellurites or tellurates with bismuth, iron, and

probably mercury, and native gold, silver, also, rarely, bismuth;

the telluric oxide, also known as tellurite and telluric ochre, in its

pure state is a soft (H. 2) white to yellowish mineral, but generally

occurs mixed with other oxides, frequently those of iron, when a

yellowish to reddish powder or coating results.

Mineral Associations.

With the exception of tetradymite, these minerals occur in

Canada only in veins which may have been produced either by

fissure filling or by metasomatic replacement or may owe their

existence in a large degree to both agencies. The veins are found

in a great variety of formations including various schistose rocks,

granite, granodiorite, diorite, andesite, volcanic breccias, quartzite,

slate, shale, and arkose; but with but one known possible excep-

tion they are all either in, or in the vicinity of, igneous rocks. In

all cases, .so far discovered, the veins consist predominately of

quartz, but calcite and, rarely, ankerite and sericite occur as gangue

minerals. Several varieties of tellurides are in many cases inti-

mately as.sociated in the same deposit and wherever one or more of

these occur, native gold, silver and in places bismuth and copper

are characteri.stic accompanying minerals, in addition to which,

pyrite, chalcopyrite,and galena are present in many of the veins,

and pyrrhotite, chalcocite, siderite, and zinc blende are found in

some of them.

Sylvanite, hessite, petzite, calavcrite, nagyagite and altaite

Hoffman, G. C.,—Annual Rep. Geol. Surv. of Can., Vol. VIII, p. lOR.—
12R, 180.S-06.
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are, in all the deposits so far discovered, minerals of primary depo-

sition, so that their presence indicates a zone of unoxidized or at

least incompletely oxidized material. The native gold, so com-

monly found associated with the tellurides, has in many cases been

derived from these minerals by oxidation, when it is generally

spong>' and frequently has a brownish colour; where this origin for

the gold can be proved, the zone in which it and the telluride occur

together lies above that of the primary sulphides, and consequently

(as the zone below ground-water level is reached i.e., below the oxi-

dized zone and the zone of secondary enrichment), the gold may be

expected to cease to be free and to occur instead combined with

tellurium.

Tetradymite is known to have been discovered at but two

points in Canada viz:—at the Nickel Plate mine, Osoyoos mining

division, and on the Roderick Dhu claim. Greenwood mining

division, both in British Columbia. At the Roderick Dhu claim

tetradymite occurs in a quartz vein like the other tellurides; but

at the Nickel Plate mine it is found in contact-metamorphic rocks,

and is probably also a primary constituent of the ore, although Mr.

CamsoU* who has described the occurrence, considers that possibly

this mineral may be the result of secondary surface alteration.

Uses and Value.

Tellurium as j'et has practically no technical use: conse-

quently there is very little if any demand for the metal it.self except

for experimental purposes. A number of uses to which this metal

may be put have recently been proposed, however, and con-

cerning it, Edisont says:
—"I have worked it to a considerable

extent and I pronounce it a marvellous substance; I could use it

in lar«^e quantities if it were cheaply produced.

"

Potassium tellurate is employed to a limited extent, however,

in therapeutics, being used for night sweat of phthisis.

The.\t.ment and Assay.

To enter into a detailed discussion concerning the assaying and

treatment of tellurium-containing ores, would be beyond the scope

Cnmsoll, C,—"The geoloKj' and ore-deposits of the Hedley Mining
district. B.C.;" Memoir, No. 2. (icol. Surv.. I)i'i)t. of .Mines. Can.. IIUO. p. 138

t Edison. T. A..— Tnms. Amur. lust. Min. linR., \'ol. Will, p. 442.
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of this short paper; but a few lines on this topic may not be entirely

amiss, since a study of the literature dealing with these ores cannot

fail to impress one with the fact that tellurium has a much more

general distribution and is more commonly associated with gold

than has been commonly supposed.

Treatment.—Ores in which tellurium occurs associated to any

considerable extent with the precious metals have been a source of

perplexity to many mill-men and metallurgists, particularly in

American practice; in many of these cases, possibly in the majority

of them, the tellurium has not been detected or if it has been

discovered, its presence has been ignored with disastrous conse-

quences. In milling processes, it is found that ores in which com-

pounds of tellurium are prominent, are not susceptible to amalga-

mation or to the ordinary methods of hydraulic concentration.

Concerning smelting operations Kustel* states that '' not all tellu-

rium combinations with gold, lose gold to a notable extent while

roasting; but some do, and that up to a considerable amount, 20

per cent, perhaps even more." He also adds: ''The loss is no

mechanical one, occasioned by draft of the furnace, but principally

by volatilization. " The result of the various investigations from

those of Plattner to the present, seems to be that in all ordinary

oxidizing roasting of gold ores containing no tellurium that there

is no loss of gold other than a mechanical one; but where ores are

involved in which there is any appreciable amount of tellurium,

there appears to be always a loss of gold by volatilization, in any

operation involving the roasting of the ores or any of their products

from which neither the gold nor the tellurium has been separated.

Mr. F. C. Smith has made a careful investigation of such ores and

in an excellent articlef concerning them writes:

—

"Careful experiment with such ores, especially where con-

ducted at a reduction works handling large quantities of them,

should not only finally avoid embarrassment from the presence

of the tellurium, but even turn it to a profit. " This indicates that

the only objectionable influence tellurium in ores possesses is likely

to be overcome; when this is established the discovery of this

metal in an ore-deposit will be cause for unalloyed gratitude on

* Roasting of Gold and Silver ores," p. 57.

t "The occurrence and behavior of telluriurn in gold-ores, more particu-

arly with reference to the Potsdam ores, in the Jilack Hills, South Dakota:"
Tran . Amer. Inst. Min. Eng.. 1890, Vol. XXVI. pp. 4S.j-r)ir).
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the part of the owner, as tellurium is almost invariably an indica-

tion of the occurrence of gold.

Assay.—On the subject of the assayinc: of ores containing

tellurium, Mr. Chas. A. Fulton, has published a very carefully

prepared article* and according to him scorification of any kind

is a very bad, and the crucible assay is the best method. The fire

should be moderately hot, a large excess of litharge should be used,

and a button of 20 to 28 grains should be obtained, which can be

cupelled directly.

Identification.

The presence of tellurium is frequently overlooked partly

because, in many cases, it occurs in very small amounts, and also

because its determination is a somewhat difficult and laborious

proce.ss in comparison with that of gold and silver. A small frac-

tion of an ounce of gold to the ton of ore may be easily and accu-

rately determined by dry assay; but a similar amount of tellurium,

or other metal to be found by wet methods, calls for a refined

analysis. A refractory character in ores, or even the recognition

in the gold carried by them of the brown spongy appearance

characteristic of gold derived from the alteration of tellurides, is

sufficient to arou.se su.spicion as to the presence of tellurium. A
further significant fact concerning ores containing this metal is

that even when very rich, they often fail to show colours in panning

Localities.

Ores containing tellurides have been found in the following

Canadian localities which are named in order commencing at the

northwest and proceeding towards the southeast. On the accom-

panying map of Canada the positions of these localities are indi-

cated by encircled numbers which correspond with tho.^e in the

list given below.

Yukon Territory.

1 . Wheaton River district, Conrad mining division, on

—

(a). The (iold Reef claim on (lold Hill.

(b). The Buffalo Hump group on Mt. Stevens.

" The aasav of tclluricic ores; " Jour, of .\mer. Cheni. Soc., 1898, p. 586-
597.
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British Columbia.

2. The Engineer Mines and vicinity, on the east side of Taku
Arm, above Golden Gate, Atlin mining division.

3. Valdez island, Nanaimo mining division.

4. The Xickel Plate mine, Osoyoos mining division.

5. Xear Osoyoos lake, Osoyoos mining division at the follow-

ing points:

—

(a) Northern end of Osoyoos lake (reported occurrence)

.

(6) On Kruger Mt., on western side of Osoyoos lake.

6. Olds Mt., Arrow Lake mining division, (reported occur-

rence) .

7. Burton camp, Arrow Lake mining division (reported

occurrence).

8. Long Lake camp. Greenwood mining division, on the

following properties :

—

(a) Jewel mine.

(6) Lakeview claims on the north side of Long lake.

(c) North Star claim, on the south side of Long lake.

(d) Enterprise claim, on the south side of Long lake.

(e) Roderick Dhu claim.

9. Olive Mable claim, Gainor creek. Trout Lake mining

division.

10. 6 miles north of Liddle creek, Kaslo river, West Koote-

nay di.strict (reported occurrence).

11. Pay Roll mine, ten miles southwest of Cranbrook, Fort

Steele mining division.

Ontario.

12. Gold creek. Pine Portage bay. Lake of the Woods district.

13. The Huronian mine, near Jackfish lake, Moss township.

14. The Sudbury mining division, 2 miles south of the south-

east comer of Musgrove township (reported occurrence).

Quebec .*•

lb. The Opasatica district, Pontiac county.

Tellurium is reported to occur also in Newfoundland.

* Tellurides also probably occur in the Porcupine area.
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Descriptions of Occurrences.*

In the following paragraphs, brief synopses are given of the

available information concerning the tellurium-containing ores

of the above mentioned localities, together with references to

published descriptions of these deposits. An attempt has been

made that the list of occurrences and references shall be as com-

plete as possible, and it is hoped that members of the Canadian

Mining Institute will kindly supply any omissions that occur.

la. Gold Reef Claim. t

The Gold Reef claim was staked in 1906, and was the first

location made on Gold Hill in the Wheaton River district, Yukon
Territory, situated midway between the Watson and Wheaton
rivers and twenty miles in a westerly direction from Robinson on

the White Pass and Yukon railway.

The ore on the Gold Reef property occurs in a vein in green-

stone schists in the vicinity of intrusive grano-dioritos, and is

traceable for upwards of 1,000 feet, throughout which distance

the vein has an average thickness of possibly four to five feet.

The strike of the vein, in a general, way, coincides with that of the

formation in which it occurs, so that the greater part of the quartz

has been deposited along the foliation planes of the rock, and lies

conformable to the enclosing lamina?; in places, however, the

deposit cuts across the ]ilanes of schistosity for considerable dis-

tances.

The vein-filling consists })redominantly of quartz which

presents a dense, massive, appearance, and with the exception of

occasional particles of pyrite, contains, in most places, practically

* For an excellent general article on tcUuride gold ores the reader is re-

rerred to:

—

Kemp, P. L..
—

"(lofjlogjcnl orciirronce and associates of the telluride gold
ores:" Mineral Industry, ls«JS, Vol. VI, pp. 21)5-321.

t Cairnes, D. D..—vSum. Rep. Geo. Surv. of Can., 1906, p. 27.
" Hoport on a portion of Conrad and Whitehorse Mining district, Yukon";

Geol. Survey, Dopt. of Mine.s, 1<H)S, pp. is-ll).
" Recent developments in southern Yukon:" Trans, Can. Min. Inst.. 19(>7,

Vol. X. p. 213-214.
"The Wheaton River district, Yukon." (Jeol. Surv., Dept. of Mines,

Canada. In press.
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no metalliferous minerals. A few widely separated pockets of

rich ore, however, have been found, ranging in weight from five

or ten pounds each to one of about six hundred pounds; this ore

contains free-gold, sylvanite, hessite, petzite, and telluric ochre,

the values usually representing hundreds of dollars to the ton;

but so far the mineral has not been found in nearly sufficient

quantity to pay for the development work undertaken on the vein.

16. Buffalo Hump Group.*

The Buffalo Hump group consists of three claims located in

190G, and situated on Mt. Stevens in the Big Bend of the Wheaton
river, Conrad mining division, Yukon Territory. On the Golden

Slipper claim several tons of quartz were discovered, which was

at first thought to form part of a vein in situ, but subsequent

development proved it to be drift; the material, however, occurs

near the summit of the mountain and appears to have been

derived from the hill on which it is found.

The quartz, in addition to a small amount of disseminated

galena, contains some native gold and sylvanite.

On the Surprise claim a quartz vein also occurs, which is as

much as seven feet in thickness at one point and contains promising

amounts of gold and silver, but in it no tellurides have been

detected.

2. Engineer MiNEsf and Vicinity.

The Engineer Mines are situated on the east side of Taku Arm,

ten miles above Golden Gate, Atlin mining division, British Col-

umbia. This property was first located in 1899, and although rich

* Caimes, D. D.,
—"Report on a portion of Conrad and Whitehorse

Mining: districts, Yukon": Geol. Survey, Dept. of Mines, Can., 1908, p. 19.

"The Wheaton River district, Yukon": Geol. Survey, Dept. of Mines
Can. In press.

t Gwillim, J. C,—"Report on the Atlin Mining district, British Colum-
bia." Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. of Can., 1899, Vol. XII, p. 4oB.

"Atlin District": Ann. Rep. Surv. of Can., 1900, Vol. XIII, p. 55A.
Report of the Minister of Mines of British Columbia, 1900, pp. 760, 761

778; 1904, pp. 8(>-81.

British Columbia Bureau of Mines, Bulletin No. 1, 1910, pp. 5-6: Herbert
Carmichacl, Provincial Assayer.

Caimes, D. D.,—Sum. Rep. Geol. Surv., Dept. of Mines, Can., 1910. In
press.
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gold-bearing quartz was found at various times in the early work-

ings the, operations during the season of 1910, have resulted in the

discovery of the rich ore in considerably greater amount than in

previous years. The recent workings consist mainly of a few open-

cuts, several hundred feet of trenching, and about fifty feet of tun-

nelling. A Joshua Hendr>' 2-stamp mill has been installed and

was in operation during part of the season of 1910.

The ore occurs in veins in Upper Jurassic or lower Cretaceous

shales, slates, and related clastic rocks in the vicinity of granitic

and andesitic intrusives. The veins consist maiijly of quartz

associated with some calcite and varying amounts of intercalated

and brecciated wall-rock, and contain as ore-mineral free-gold, a

brass-yellow telluride (apparently calaverite), native bismuth, and

pyrite.

Two deposits of quartz and brecciated and intercalated slate

occur on this property, having exposed widths of 270 and 200 feet

respectively, and exposed lengths but little in excess of these

figures; but on account of the thick covering of superficial materials,

neither their entire widths nor their lengths could be ascertained.

Joining these two central masses from various directions, two

sets of three and six veins respectively, have been discovered,

which range in thickness from 2 to 40 feet. In addition, ten other

veins from 1 to 50 feet thick were noted, which have not been

traced into any central mass.

The larger veins and tleposits are generally to some extent

brecciated and contain considerable intercalated slate and other

wall-rock; these all carry gold to some extent at least, as small

particles were frequently found in them. The amount per ton of

the gold, however, has not been definitely determined; but is

known to be low in most cases, and the few assays that have been

made have generally given results ranging from traces to about

ten dollars per ton.

In four or five of the smaller, more thoroughly prospected

veins, pockets or shoots of very rich ore have been found. 'rhe.>^

veins are composed almost entirely of quartz with .some calcite,

are from 6 in. to 4 ft. in thickness, and can he traced on the surface

from 100 to l.OOO; feet but even these have been but slightly ex-

plored. The pockets appear to occur prevailingly at points where

tho veins are intersected by cross-fi.ssurc\s; they vary considerably

14
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in size, some containing but a few pounds while others contain

several hundred pounds, and the greater part of the ore has a value

of from SI.00 to $5.00 per pound. It was ascertained during the

summer of 1910, that much of the quartz in the veins between the

high grade pockets, will pay to mill. The only body of rich ore of

sufficient size to be termed a chute, so far explored, is in vein No. 1

;

this has an average thickness of from 1 to 2 feet, is at least 20 to 30

feet in length, measured along the strike of the vein, and has been

followed downwards for thirty feet without any apparent depre-

ciation in values. This chute might perhaps be better described

as a portion of the vein in which pockets are more than usually

present ; but practically all the material so far obtained from it has

been pay-ore.

The first 800 pounds of selected ore from this property that

was milled during the summer of 1910, yielded 20 pounds 3 ozs.

(Troy) of gold, the next 1,000 pounds, gave 21 pounds 8 ozs.

(Avoirdupois), and it is claimed that the tailings in each case

contain approximately 30 per cent to 40 per cent, of the original

gold-contents; but the truth of this claim was not investigated.

The ore taken from the various workings during the summer
previous to September 1st., was valued at about $25,000 and from

the part milled, $8,000 worth of gold bullion was obtained.

Tellurides are reported to have been found on other claims

near Engineer Mines; but no specimens could be found by the

writer when these properties were visited.

3. Valdez Island.

Mr. H. Carmichael, Provincial assayer, Victoria, B.C., writes*:
—

" From Valdez island, B. C, we have news of a recent strike of

copper ore carrying associated gold tellurides running half an ounce

of gold per ton.
"

4. Nickel Plate Mine.

"Tetradymite is found sparingly in the upper part of the

Carmichael, II.—Journal Can. Min. Instit., 1909, p. 452.
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Nickel Plate mine'** which is situated in Hedley mining district,

Osoyoos mining division, British Columbia. This mineral there
" occurs in massive altered limestone which consists of garnet and
epidote with much arsenopyrite, " and is often found in association

with free gold. " Specimens of the ores from the Nickel Plate mine

show crystals of tetradymite enclosing small particles of native

gold."* This telluride ''has apparently no connection with fis-

sures " and as mentioned above, is most probably a primarj' mineral

here as it is in the various veins in other places, but Mr. Camsell*

also considers the possibility of the occurrence being the result

of secondary surface alteration.

oa. Osoyoos Lake.!

Narrow quartz veins containing tellurides of gold and silver

were reported to Dr. K. A. Dalyt to occur in the diorite found at

the northwestern comer of Osoyoos lake, Osoyoos mining division,

British Columbia.

56. Krugeh .Mt.

Me.ssrs 11. A. and G. A. GuessJ observed hessilo occurring

with petzite, native gold, etc., in a vein composed of quartz and

coarsely crystalline siderite, and the Calumet claim, Kruger

Mountain, on the western shore of Osoyoos lake, in Osoyoos mining

division, B.C.

G. Olds Mountai.v.

Tellurides have been reported to occur on Olds mountain

which forms the divide between the headwaters of Kettle river

and Eight Mile creek which drains into Fire Valley. The deposits

in this locality were examined in 1901, by the Provincial Mineral-

* Cam.sell, C,—"The geologj' and ore depMisits of Hedlcv Mining di.strict,

British Columbia": Memoir No. 2, Cieol. Surv., Dept. of Mines, Can., 1910,

p. 13.S.

t Daly, R. \.,—"GeoloRV of the we.stern part of the international bonnii.

ar>- (lOtliparalleH "; .\nnual RVp.(;e()l. Surv. of Can.. HK)2-():i. Vol XV.p. WAX
X HofTman, G. C.,—Ann. Kcp. Cieol. Surv. of Can.. lS«)5-«(), Vol. VIII,

p. 12K.
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ogist of British Columbia* who, however, w^iis unable to find any

of these minerals.

7. Burton Camp.

Mr. R. W. Brockt reports that some tellurides are stated to

occur in Burton Camp which is situated at the east side of the

lower end of the narrows between Upper and Lower Kootenay

lakes, Arrow Lake mining division, B.C.

Sa. Jewel Mine. J

The Jewel mine is situated in Long Lake camp, Greenwood

mining division, Boundary Creek district, B.C. The ore on this

property is described by Mr. R. W. BrockJ as occurring in veins

of from two to twelve feet wide, mainly at the contact between

grey biotite-hornblende granodiorite and a green schist, but

entirely in one or other of these formations. In the production

of these veins both replacement and fissure-fiUing processes have

been active. The ore consists of quartz cariying galena, pyrite,

and chalcopyrite, and in the upper portions of the veins, some

free gold, and "rich tellurides" are found.

86. Lakeview Claim.

Messrs. H. A. and G. A. Guess, indentified altaite ''associated

with hessite, fine to coarse native gold, thin plates of native copper

and, apparently, native tellurium, in segregated quartz veins

carrying chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, and chalcocite, at the Lakeview

claim on the north side of Long Lake, a small. sheet of water some

thirteen miles north-north-ea.st of the mouth of Boundary creek, "**

Greenwood mining division, Boundary Creek district, B.C.

* Report of the Minister of Mines of British Columbia, 1901, p. 1130.

t Brock, R. W.,—Ann. Rep. Geo!. Surv. of Can., 1898, Vol. XI, p. 69A.

X Brock, R. W.,—" Preliminary report on the Jioundary Creek district,

British Columbia;" Ann. liep. Cieol. Surv. of Can., 1902-03, Vol. XV. p. 127A.

Hoffman, G. C.,—Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. of Can., 1895-96, Vol. VIII, p.

lOR-llR.
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8c. North Star Claim.

Messrs. H. A. and G. A. Guess observed hessite "associated

with native gold, chalcopyrite, pyrite and galena in a quartz vein,

at the North Star claim"* on the south side of Long Lake, Green-

wood mining district, B.C.

Sd. Enterprise Claim.

Messrs. H. A. and G. A. Guess, identified petzite "in associa-

tion with free gold, galena, and pyrite, in a quartz vein at the

Enterprise claim, on the south side of Long lake"t Greenwood

mininjr division. B.C.•o

8e. Roderick Dhu Clai.m.J

In 1895 Mr. Harry Guess of Midway, identified several tellu-

rides, including tetradymite and altaite, in a twelve inch vein

cutting a large granite-boss flanked by siliceous and micaceous

schists on the Roderick Dhu claim, Long Lake camp. Greenwood

mining division, British Columbia. Mr. Fowler also noted tellu-

rides on this property.

9. Olive Mabel Claim.

The Olive Mabel claim is situated on Gainor creek, Trout

Lake mining division, British Columbia, about 15 miles directly

east of the head of the northeast arm of Upper Arrow lake, and

according to Prof. Kemp's**descriptions, a body of quartz about

two feet thick, which narrows to small dimensions at each end, has

been opened on this property. The vein " contains much siderite

some of which is decomposed, revealing considerable coarse free

gold. Principally in the quartz, but to some extent in the siderite

also, two tellurides are found. One is certainly nagyagite, as it

HofTman, G. C.,—.\nn. Rep. Geol. Surv. of Can., lS95-9r». V»il. VIII,

p. 12R.
t HofTman, G. C.,—.\nn. Rep. Gool. Surv. of (an., 1S95-96, Vol. VIII,

p. 12R.
t Kemp. .1. F..

—
"Geoloj^ical occiirrrncc and a-ssociatcs of the telluride

gold ores:" Mineral Indristrv. 1.S9S, Vol. VI. p. :U7.

**Kemp. J. 1'..
—

"(!< ' orcurreiico and associat<».s of the tollurirl<»

gold ores:" Mineral Indu 'S, Vol. VI, p. 317.
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affords a mere trace of silver, if any, but much lead and gold.

The vein lies in an extensive belt of argillites," which it cuts

across, and no igneous rocks appear.

10 LiDDLE Creek.

Mr. R. A. A. Johnston of the Geological Survey, Department

of Mines, Canada, identified as massive altaite, a mineral occurring

in a gangue of white sub-translucent quartz, in a specimen said by

Mr. Ruecan* to have been found by him at a point six miles north

of Liddle creek, Kaslo river, West Kootenay district, B. C.

11. Pay Roll Mine.

The Pay Roll mine is situated to the north of the Moyie

river, about a third of a mile north of the point where the trail up

the river crosses Nigger creek. Here, according to Mr. McEvoy, a

dyke of dark-green intrusive rock, resembling a diorite, extends

northward, dissecting the flat-lying massive beds of gray quartzite.

A small vein cuts across this dike and '^showed," in a specimen

examined by Dr. Hoffman,** "rust-stained quartz carrying a

little telluride of lead (altaite) and some particles of free gold, "f

12. Gold Creek.

Hessite is reported to occurj m lead-gray, plate-like masses

with quartz and a little pyrite and chalcopyrite on Gold creek,

Pine Portage bay, Lake of the Woods region, Ontario.

13. Huronian MlNE.ft

The Huronian mine, also at one time known as the Sheban-

dowan gold jnine, is situated in location H.l, in the township of

* HofTman, G. C—Ann. Hep. Gcol. Surv. Can., 1892-93, Vol. VI, p. 29R.
** HofTman, G. C.,—Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. of Can. 1899, Vol. XII, p.

19K.
t McEvoy, J.,—Op. cit., p. 92A.
t Fifth report of the Bureau of Mines of Ontario, 1895, p. 105.

"ft Hunt, T. C,—"The geogno.stical history of the metals": Trans. Amer.
Inst. Min. Kng., I, 331, 1873.

Engineering and Mining Journal, XV, p. 131.
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Moss, Ont., and is about 70 miles in a direction a little north of

west from Port Arthur. The rock formation here, according to

Bureau of Mines' reports, consists mainly of interbedded talcoid,

chloritic, dioritic, and a little dolomitic schist, siliceous magnetite,

and massive diorite. A small intrusive area of granite sends an

arm southwestward to within a short distance of the mine and is well

exposed on Jackfish Lake. The ore occurs in a vein which is six

to tiirht feet in thickness, of which two to five feet are mainly

quartz, the rest being incorporated schist. The quartz carries

pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, zinc blende, sylvanite, and a little

free-gold. Mr. F. C. Smith* says:
—

^'The ore carried an inconsi-

derable amount of galena with iron and copper pyrites, argent ite,

he.ssite, sylvanite (or petzite), and probably altaite, the telluride

of lead. Near the surface the ore showed considerable native gold,

but this disappeared with greater depth. In some cases the

tellurides occurred in irregular, bluish-grey masses enclosed in

pure quartz; at other times they occurred as very dark brown
scales filling small seams in the quartz. Samples of quartz from

this mine, which showed no trace of metallic contents, but seemed

to be saturated with the tellurides and resembled an* ordinary

piece of smoky quartz, have given upon assay as high as 902

ounces of silver and 34 ounces of gold per ton.

"

A ten-stamp mill was erected to treat the ore in 1SS3, and

was run to some extent during 1S84 and 1SS5, when work was

suspended and has not since been resumed.

11. Sudbury Mrxixr; Division.

Mr. J. C. Nelson of llaileybury, Out., showetl a sample of ore

Smith, V. ('. A propo.scd metliod for working tellurides: Trans. Ainer,
Inst. Mill. Kng., XVIII p. 4;W.

ttHrown, T. M.,—Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Enp., Vol. IV, 1875. p. 5.

Incall, E. D.,—Ann. Rep. Geo!. Surv. of Can., lS<S7-88, Vol. Ill, pt. II,

p. 13H.
Hoflfman, C. C.,—Ann. Rep. Ceol. Surv. of Can., 1S<S,S-.S9. Vol. IV. p. 61T.
Mclnncs. W., — " Report on the geolopy of the area covered by the Seine

river and I>ake Shehantiowan .Map-Sheet,s " : .\nn. Rep. Cleol. Surv. of Can.,

1S97, Vol. X. p. ")*)n.

" Report of the Royal Commission on the mineral re.«<ourees of Ontario, and
mea'^ures for their <levelopment ": IS'.K). pp. 'J.'). 11.5.

Bureau of .Miiu'.s of ()iitario. Second .Vniiual Report, p. I'.U.

Bureau of Mines of Ontario, Fourth .\iinual Report, Pp. 3.S,40.

Bureau of .Mines of Ontario. Fifth .\nnual Report, pp. 7(). 80.

Bureau of .Mines of Ontario, Fifth .\nmial Report, p. 106.
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to Mr. R. A. A. Johnston, Mineralogist, Geological Survey, Dept.

of Mines, Canada, which he claimed was obtained from a point in

the Sudbury mining division, Ontario, two miles south of the

southeast corner of Musgrove township. Of this specimen Mr.

Johnston writes:
—

''A quartzose rock carrying small quantities of

tellurium minerals containing lead, silver, and possibly gold. "*

Porcupine Area (?)

Tellurides probably occur in the Porcupine area, Ontario, as

some apparently unpromising Veins have yielded good assay re-

turns ascribable, it is thought, to the presence of tellurides; further

in refining gold bullion at McGill University from the Hollinger

Mine, lot 11, con. 2, township of Tisdale, phenomena suggesting

tellurium are believed to have been observed.

15. Opasatica District.

In the Opasatica district in the northern part of Pontiac

county, Quebec, near the Ontario boundary line, on a claim owned

by the Pontiac-Abitibi Mining Co., sylvanite occurs with native

gold in quartz-ankerite veins cutting the Keewatin porphyrite and

the Huronian breccia and associated dykes. The largest vein re-

ported from here is about 2i feet in thickness. The quartz is

commonly banded with ankerite and carries sericite, pyrites, and

chalcopyrite. The gold occurs both free and in combination with

silver as sylvanite which is later than the quartz and ankerite.

From published accounts of the geology of the Porcupine

country, Mr. Harvief considers this district in geological charac-

teristics must closely resemble the Opasatica and anticipates the

discovery of tellurides there.

Newfoundland.

Mr. Ilowloyt mentions the occurrence of tellurium in New-

foundland.

* Mr. .Johnston'.s Office Notes.

t Harvie, R.,
—" Notes on some gold-bearing veins in the northern part of

Pontiac county, Quebec"; (Quebec Mines Brancli, Dec. 1910.

:; Howleyj J. I*.,—Jour. Can. Min. Inst., 1909, p. 155.
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Discussion.

Mr. \V. F. Ferrier:—To the prospector the very mention

of tellurium is sufficient to excite his iniiij^ination. To him tlie

term has ii veritiil)le talismiinic rin<r. Witness tlie recent "rush"

southward of the Porcupine district; and aj^ain in earlier times tu

Cariboo.

Mk. T. 1)i:ms: The likelihood of discoverini^ tellurides of

gold at localities in the l^orcupine district would appear to be

promising, since Mr. Harvie has recognized the prcsence of

sylvanite on the Quel)ec side of the interprovincial boundary.

Sylvanite, as is commonly known, contains al)out 24 i)er cent, of

gold, and con.sequently it is small wonder tluit its reported

occurrence in any one locality should be the signal for a stamjwde

thither.
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Mr. J.McEvoy:—With the uninitiated it is common to mis-

takenly associate tellurium with high gold values. At the Pay
Roll mine, in British Columbia, to which reference has been made
in the paper just read, the gold contents of the ore as represented

by the selected specimen collected by myself, would perhaps have

been from $800 to $1,000 to the ton; but in the case in question

the tellurides were lead (altaite), and consequently had no asso-

ciation with the gold values in the ore.

Mr. W. F. Ferrier:—^Ir. Cairnes has alluded to the recovery

of tellurium in oi-es. The saving of this product is not only feasible,

but is now being accomplished, notably at Butte, Montana, and

by the United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Company. At

present, however, there is no market for tellurium.

Dr. D. T. Day:—In view of Mr. Ferrier's statement regard-

ing the accumulation of tellurium for which there is at present no

market, it seems to me that the establishment of a Government

bureau in Canada to promote investigation towards ascertaining

the possible uses of such minerals as tellurium w^ould be most

advantageous. I trust, for example, that every effort is being

made to increase the uses of cobalt, of which this country is now
producing so extensively. But when it comes to minerals like

tellurium, you can afford to encourage the study. It is an

important function in Canada to promote conservation in that

direction. Investigation on these lines has been undertaken to

an important degree by our own organisati(3n in the United

States. It is by no means so easy to find a market for a particular

mineral, and I believe that the promotion of the utility for such a

mineral can well be made a public undertaking.
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THE PORCUPIXE GOLD AKKA OF XOHTHERX
OXTARIO.*

By A. G. Burrows, Toronto, Ont.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

The area is situated on the Hudson Bay slope of northern

Ontario, about 100 miles northwest of the Cobalt silver area. It

is in latitude 48° 27', and in elevation averages about 1.000 feet

above mean sea level. The most important part of the area is in

the township of Tisdale. and portions of the adjoinini^ townships

of Whitney. Shaw. Deloro and 0;iden. In ad(Ution several out-

lying townships have attracted attention by recent discoveries.

The country fnjni Xight Hawk lake to the*Mattagami river

is one of low relief. Occasional ranges of hills reacli an elevation

of 150 feet; but generally abrupt changes in elevation are less than

50 foet. Often in a low area rocks outcrop only a few feet above

the surrounding drift and are only a fraction of an acre in extent.

Xorthwest, south, southwest and southeast of Porcupine lake the

country is somewhat elevated and rock exposures are more
frequent than in most of the area.

The area is for a considerable part drift-covered. These drift

deposits consist largely of stratified clays, sands and gravels of

post-glacial age and, in addition, there are patches of moraine

material.

The compact rocks of the area may all be referred to the

pre-Cambrian.

Tlie Kcewatin has a much greater distribution in the Porcu-

pine aiea than the other meml)ers of the pre-Cambrian, and it is

The author ha-s prepared an official report on the K<*oloKy of thi;* area
wliicli is published jim I*art 2 of the Twrntieth Hrport of the Hunviu of .Mines

of Ontario. The notes here pre.senled are a wry brief summary of thai report.
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also of more importance economically, since it contains the greater

number of the gold-bearing veins which have so fai* been

discovered.

Character of the Gold-Bearing Deposits.

The occurrence of gold at Porcupine is associated with the

quartz solutions which circulated through the fissures in the

Keewatin and Huronian series. The irregular fissuring has pro-

duced a great variety of quartz structures, varying from the

tabular, though often irregular or lenticular, vein which may be

traced several hundred feet, to mere veinlets, often only a fraction

of an inch in width and a few feet in length, which ramify through

a rock that has been subjected to small irregular fissuring. This

latter variety is well illustrated in the fissuring of ankerite bands,

so characteristic of many of the gold deposits of Porcupine.

Irregular and lenticular bodies of quartz often occur which may

have a width of ten or twenty feet, but which die away in a

distance of fifty feet. Again there are dome-like masses of quartz

which are elliptical or oval in surface outline, but whose under-

ground extension has not been examined closely. In some parts

at least these masses can be seen in contact with underlying rocks

at a low angle, which would suggest that they are broad lenticular

ma.s.ses which have filed lateral fissures in the country rock.

The most conspicuous dome masses are those of the Dome property

where the two larger are about 125 feet by 100 feet. A fissure

may he vertical and regular at some points. At others it may

incline at a lower angle to the horizontal or take on a more or less

lenticular form.

Distribution of Veins.

While gold-bearing veins occur ^>ver a wide area and are often

Isolated, it i.s seen, from a number of those already discovered,

that they occur in groups along certain lines.

In these disturbed zones the country rock is generally

schi.stose in character. At the Dome mine the disturbed area has

a width of about 000 feet, in which there are numerous narrow

quartz veins in addition to large irregular quartz masses.
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Well defined, disturbed zones occur in the fifth concession of

Tisdale. In this locality the main rock is a li^jht sjreenish, fine-

grained, rather massive ojreenstone. This <rreenish rock is itself

not much fissured, but here and there throuirh it are bands of

rusty-weathering carbonate, which is generally schistose, striking

east and west. I think that much of the carbonate associated

with this greenstone is of secondary origin. It is possible that the

shattering and Assuring of the greenstone in an east and west

direction may have caused a deposition of migrating carbonate

solutions, partly filling fissures and partly replacing the green-

stone. These carbonate bands were later fissured, and gold-

bearing quartz solutions deposited in them. The fissures of the

carbonate is generally irregular, and hence we find veins with

steep or low dip striking with the schist and across it. This

irregular series of veins is seen at the Crown-Chartered and

Armstrong-McGibbon properties. Where the veins are small, it

becomes necessary to mine both the carbonate and the inter-

secting quartz veins. Gold often occurs in the carbonate near

the contact with the quartz veins, as well as in the quartz.

Distribution op^ the Gold.

While the quartz is considered to carry the gold, it was notetl

at many properties that the metal occurs in greatest quantity

along certain lines which gives a streaky character to the ore. On
the surface the.se streaks are rusty due to the oxidation of pyrites,

while at depth they are dark gray or greenish in colour.

Thin sections of quartz from the main Hollinger vein show

grains of quartz with irregular outline, which often contain liquid

and gius inclusions. There ha.s also been much secondary pi*essure,

indicated by strain shadows or wavy extinction, and along lines

of slip or fracture planes there has been much crushing of the

quartz to finer grains. In the.se crushed areas are .secondary

minerals like calcite, sericite, etc., while iron pyrites is also present

in cubical form and has evidently crystallized, sul)sequent to the

crushing.

Some thin .sections from the Kea mine main vein also show

much .secondary crushing alou'^ lines. Calciic and sericite are

pre.«-ent in the crushed (juartz ^(Micrally in linear arrangement.
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and in addition there are several rough crystal outlines of free

gold which were formed subsequent to the crushing.

These fine dark streaks may have resulted from a solidification

and shrinkage of the quartz forming filmy cracks, which may have

become slip or crushing planes along which the richer gold-bearing

solutions were deposited at a later period.

These minute dark streaks in the quartz are frequently

slickensided, and this character may often be seen in hand speci-

mens, as from the Rea or Vipond mines.

It should be noted that where cracks or fracture planes have
been produced in a quartz vein and subsequently filled by minerals

from solution, secondary quartz can be distinguished with diffi-

culty, if at all. from the original quartz. Hence it is not always

possible to say whether visible gold in such a vein occurs in the

original or in secondary quartz.

Carbonates of lime, magnesia and iron occur with the quartz

in practically all the veins in the area. This material may have

been absorbed from the wall rock, which is frequently dolomite

or rock impregnated with dolomite or calcite. Fragments of

country rock are often included in the veins. Veinlets of clear

calcite occasionalh' cut the quartz veins.

The distribution of the gold is generally irregular, occurring

along one or both walls, while other portions of the veins may be

very low grade. Most spectacular showings occur on many
properties, but these are limited to portions of the veins. Con-

sidering the irregular character of certain veins and the quantity

of country rock which will need to be mined, the ore must bo

considered low grade.

Iron pyrites occurs in massive and crystallized forms, some-

what sparingly in most of the veins. Cubes of pyrites are

frequently aV^undant in the enclosing rocks, especially where

sericitic or dolomitic schist occur. A sample of cube pyrites was

separated from the schist, obtained from a shaft of a principal

property, and an assay gave a gold content of $10.40 per ton.

|"3 Copper pyrites, galena, zincblende and pyrrhotite are found

in some veins in very minor rjuantity. Sulphide of silver, argentite,

occurs in association with the gold on the Powell property in

Deloro township.

The ore is largely free milling, while the concentrates should

be amendable to cyanide treatment.
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SILVER AND GOLD DEPOSITS OX THE WEST FORK OF
KETTLE RIVER, B.C.

By L. Reinecke, Ottawa.

(Western Branch Meeting, Grand Forks, May 1910).

The following: is a brief description of the more striking

features of the silver-lead deposits on Wallace mountain and the

gold-silver property at Camii, on the West Fork of Kettle River.

Wallace mountain lies just east of the little settlement of

Beaverdell, on the West Fork and is situated 25 miles from the

junction of the West Fork with the main Kettle River, and 4.")

miles by road from Midway on the International Boundary.

Carmi lies five miles up stream from Beaverdell.

Claims were first staked on Wallace mountain in 1SS9.

These, however, were allowed to lapse, and active prospecting

was not commenced until 1896. In that and the following year

the more important claims on Wallace mountain were located.

Between 1890 and 1900 much prospecting was done along the

West Fork and in the country to the east of it. The remains of

several townsites in the valleys, and numerous prospect holes in

the hills, are indications of the lively interest taken in the district

at that time. The only serious development work following this

activity was that undertaken on the Carmi mine in 1899, and on

Wallace mountain in 1900. Mining on a small scale has l>een

prosecuted on Wallace mountain from 1900 to the present date.

The Carmi was worked between 1899 and 1900 and again in 190L

Operations have since been suspended.

South from Carmi and Beaverdell, the valley of the West

Fork has the U-shape, flat bottom and steep sides of a typical

glacial valley. The gradient of the main stream is low—perhaps
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from 25 to 40 ft. to the mile—and so are the gradients of the lower

reaches of Beaver and Wilkinson Creeks, its main tributaries.

The hilltops around Beaverdell are from 1,500 to 2,000 ft. above

the valley floor. With the exception of a few rugged tops,

remnants of a volcanic plateau, the valley trenches are the

most noticeable feature of lae topography of the district. The
hills are, in general, broad, flat-topped ridges thickly covered with

timber. Outstanding points readily recognized from different

directions are few, and this adds greatly to the difficulty and

cost of a topographic survey of the district.

Timber is still plentiful along the valley. Yellow pine grows

in the bottoms, while fir and tamarack are abundant on the higher

slopes. Great patches have, however, been destroj^ecl by fire,

and there will be further considerable destruction, unless some

efficient system of fire protection is adopted.

A well built waggon road connects Beaverdell and Carmi with

the Canadian Pacific Railway at Midway. The mines on Wallace

mountain are reached from Beaverdell by a switch-back road of

remarkably low gradient.

Silver-lead Ores.—The silver ores on Wallace mountain occur

in a series of fissure veins in granodiorite.

An extensive mass of granodiorite underlies the West Fork

from a point about 8 miles above Beaverdell and for some distance

to the south of that place. This is the country rock on Wallace

mountain. It is cut by narrow dykes of aplite and andesite

striking east and west. Black basalt and white andesite tuffs

occur on the hills near Wallace mountain, to the east of the grano-

diorite. The rock in the immediate neighbourhood of the ores

varies from quartz diorite to granodiorite according to the pro-

portion of plagioclase feldspar present.

The ores consist of galena with argentite, sphalerite, ruby

.silver and tetrahedrite. These are associated with quartz, pyrite

and, in rare cases, arsenopyrite. Native silver occurs near, and

in, certain fault planes, and oxidized ores—silver chlorides—are

sometimes encountered near the surface.

The vein.s vary in width from thin stringer to perhaps 10 ft.

They strike east and west and dip to the south at an angle varying

from 45° to almost 90°. A dip to the north has been noted, but

may in thi.s ca.se be due to loral displacement.
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The vein matter consists of a very much siHcified and altered

granodiorite, accompanied by one or more bands of quartz.

There is generally a snarp break between the composite vein

material and the fresh granodiorite forming a well-defined foot

and hanging wall. The relative proportion of quartz and altered

granodiorite varies greatly; the stringers of quartz are more

generally found near the walls.

The heavy stringers of quartz and occasional regular banding

of the sulphides indicate that part of the vein was formed by

fissure filling. The granodiorite within the vein shows evidence

of crushing. Quartz fills the spaces between the fragments and

quartz, and the sulphides can be seen replacing the original minerals

of the granodiorite. Replacement of the country rock in the

walls is not verj^ evident and the ore sulphides appear to be ab-

sent. If replacement has taken place it has probably not ex-

tended more than a few inches from the lode.

In one of the Sally mines the ore was found to occur both in

and alongsitle a dyke of fine-grained grey material. A dyke of ande-

site of the same texture and appearance occurs farther west.

The dykes strike east and west like the ore fissures. Whether

they bear any relation to the genesis of the ores can only be

determined by further study.

The veins are cut by a series of fault planes having a north

and south strike and a dip to the west of from 35° to nearly 90°.

Instances of a northeast-southwest strike are said to occur. The

displacement, which varies from a foot to over 300 ft., is toward

the south when following the lead from west to east. There are

one or two exceptions to this rule, but the displacement in such-

cases is never very great. There are at least two series of north

and south faults. In the Rob Roy No. 7 tunnel of the Sally Group

a fault plane with a dip of 80° cuts one dipping 35°. There si'ems

to be an upward movement on the western side of the steeper

fault with a displacement of more than 300 ft.

Along the fault planes between the broken ends of the vein

there is usually a thin band of gouge, kaolinized vein material and

partly decomposed ore. Thin plates of native silver and calcite

are usually found in or near these fault planes.

There is but little evidi'uce of the oxidation of the vein

material by surface waters. In some of the Sally mines oxidized

15
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ore has been found to a depth of 75 ft.; but in general the fresh
sulphides are encountered quite close to the surface. The leached
veni matter or gossan has doubtlessly hlen removed by glacial
scourmg.

On account of the Ihnited extent of underground development,
It IS not possible to determine variations in the character or values
of the ore relative to their depth from the surface. Values vary
greatly in a lateral direction. Bunches of ore have been taken out
which after sorting by hand averaged $200 to the ton; then again
the lead will be almost barren. The occurrence of pay ore along
a lead is, however, fairly constant. As an instance, the Sally
mines, with 2,000 ft. of tunnelling, have shipped nearly 700 tons
of ore averaging more than $100 to the ton, and have about 3,000
tons on the dump averaging perhaps $25 per ton.

The boundaries of the silver-bearing deposits have not been
definitely determined. Properties of the '^shipping class" lie

withm an area of perhaps two square miles on the western and
southern slopes of Wallace mountain. The Sally mines are three
miles by wagon road from Beaverdell and 1,500 ft. above the town,
while the properties on the far side of Dry Creek would be about
one and a-half miles farther east.

On the western slope of the mountain the ore has been worked
by tunnels driven along the veins, while in other parts of the area,
shafts have been sunk from 40 to 100 feet deep and the ore taken
out by drifting and stoping.

The ore shipped from three of the properties would total 925
tons valued at about 898,500. Of this the Sally Group produced
S73,000, the Bounty Fraction and Duncan close to $16,000 and
the Rambler a little over $9,500. These returns were given me
by the managers or -owners of the mines. Ore has also been
shipped from the Bell claim.

A serious drawback to the development of the camp is the
excessive cost of transportation. The cost of freight and treat-
ment on ore consigned to the Trail works is from $30 to $35 per
ton; while the carriage charges to iMidway alone are $16 per
ton. On this account, ore averaging less than $100 per ton
cannot bo mined at any great profit. Railway connections to
Beaverdell and the establishment of concentratini? works to eli-
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minate the slow and expensive hand-sorting of the ore, would

do a great deal towards the opening of the silver deposits.

The Carmi mine, a gold and silver-bearing deposit, is situate

southwest of the now abandoned town of Carmi, five miles above

Beaverdell. The mine has been abandoned for some time and

the shaft is filled with water. The following notes were made
after an investigation of the ore dump and surface outcrops:

—

The ores consist of zinc blende, chalcopyrite, pyrite (pro-

bably gold-bearing) and galena in a gangue of quartz and ferm-

ginous dolomite. A small amount of molybdenite is also present.

They occur in a vein from 2 to 4 ft. wide, which dips to the

south an angle of 4o°. The countr\' rock is a gneissic granodiorite

of the same character as that on Wallace mountain. The vein

occurs along a dike of dense fine-grained aplite or andesite. The

proportion of quartz and dyke matter between the granodiorite

walls varies in a very marked degree. The ore is found in both

the dyke and the quartz.

A shaft 1S3 ft. deep has been sunk on the western end of the

property and 200 ft. of drifting therefrom. There is also a

tunnel 80 ft. long and another shaft 40 ft. deep. A mill with a

10-stanip battery was erected in 1904, and 400 tons of waste treated

with amalgam plates and by the cyanide process. Between iSiJO

and 1000, nearly 900 tons avcTaging 826 i^er ton in gold and silver

were shipped to the smelting works at Greenwood.

Promising showings of silver and copper have been opened

in other parts of the West Fork valley. Some of these will doubt-

less be developed when the facilities for handling ore shall have

been improved.
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THE STANDARD MINE, SILVERTON, B.C.

By John Vallance.

(Western Branch Meeting, Trail, B.C., May. 1911).

The Standard group, includes 13 mineral claims, situated at

an altitude of 3,35-1 feet, on the south slope of Silver Mountain,

about one and a half miles easterly from Silverton, a mining town

on the east shore of Slocan Lake.

The original claims of the Standard group 'were located in

the year 1892. The locators, after doing enough work to secure

Crown grants, allowed the property to lie unworked for more than

ten years. During the year 1904 the group was bonded by J. A.

Finch and G. H. Aylard, who at once proceeded to carry out a

plan to thoroughly develop the property—a plan fully justified

by results. Since 1906 mining and development work have been

steadily continued. During 1909-10 the 'big ore shoot '.was cut

by the lo^^er levels and the present remarkable showings of ore

exposed.

The enclosing country consists of old and very silicious

sedimentary rocks cut in places by masses and dykes of an erup-

tive rock generally classed as granodiorite. A large "boss" of

this rock occurs along the east side of the Standard claim, and is

apparently the centre from which local dykes radiate. The sedi-

mentary- strata is mainly hard blocky argillites, silicious shales,

and impure quartzites.

Vein and Ore Bodies.—The Standard vein is a strong fissure

cutting the bedding planes of the enclosing sedimentary rocks;

a dyke of quartz-diorite-porphyry is intruded into the fissure and

lies along the foot wall sirle.

Thi.s dyke rock is much altoHMl and iipj)ears to b:;, in some

manner, clo.sely connected with the principal ore-bodies found in

the vein. Probably the clayey-talcose matter of the altered dyke

has influenced the course of the mineral-bearing solutions and
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caused the ore to be deposited on or near the dyke where it is

mo^^t frequently found.

There is much evidence of larcje and repeated movements in

the vein, especially towards the hansring-wall side and at some

points movements have occurred after the formation of the ore-

bodies, masses of galena occurrin^r deeply striated by movement

of adjoining hard ganguc material.

The strike of the vein is n. 49°. e. (mag.) and the dip. which

is variable, changes from 40° in the upper levels to 5S° on Xo. 5

level.

The principal minerals are argentiferous galena and zinc-

blende, with some pyrite, chalcopyrite and grey copper (freiber-

gite) as associated minerals. The Freibergite usually occurs

as specks and bunches mixed with the galena, but occasionally

with the blende, and it is evidently highly argentiferous, as

specimens have assayed up to 2,000 silver per ton.

The vein gangue is of quartz, limespar and spathic iron with

enclosed fragments of shale and occasional masses of altered dyke

rock.

In the workings, above the fourth level, the ore bodies an-

lenticular and follow a zone having a pitch of about 30°. From
No. 4 to Xo. 5 level the big shoot of galena has a pitch of near 2S^.

The big shoot, where cut by Xo. ."> level, occurs where the

vein gradually widens from four to thirty feet. Here the clean

shipping ore has its maxinuim width of lo feet; the rv\st of

the vein, lo feet, being high-grade milling ore with included

masses of clean galena. From this point to the present face of

Xo. .J level, the vein continues to widen and the ore body to gradu-

ally change in character, the shoot of clean ore changing to a great

mass of milling ore enclosing irregular bodies of solid galena.

Workings.—The mine workings consist of six levels, with

connecting raises, from Xo. .'> upward, and a number of cro.sscuts,

on the levels, where the vein is wide. Not including sto|)es and

cross-cuts, tho mine o])fnings aggregate a length of S.oOi) feet.

The <lepth, on the vein, from Xo. 1 to Xo. lev.4 is 740 f.et.

.\fter connection shall bt* made by rais(» with No. .), Xo. (>

level will Ixjcome the main a<lit for the mine, the new tramway
connecting this level directly with the mill at Silverton.

Ore from sto|)es above Xo. 4 lev.4 was minrd by the usiml

ov( rhand method, the ground Wiwz timlK'r»'d with a two-piece
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set, or by stulls, as requirecl. In the lower levels, where the vein

is wider, the large ore body will be extracted by overhand stoping,

while the ' square set ' system of timbering will be followed.

The ore as mined is roughly graded in the workings, the cleaner

01*8 going to the ore-houses for sorting, the cobbings from this and

all the second grade material being placed on the milling dumps.

Ore Shipments.—Shipments to the smelter, to date, represent

4,418 tons. The average contents w^ere:—silver 78.46 oz. per

ton; lead 62 . 5 per cent., and zinc 5 . 88 per cent. Some shipments

gave returns of over 100 oz. silver, and others as high as 73 per

cent, lead per ton.

In addition to the large bodies of ore in the mine, a large

tonnage of ore, sorted and ready for shipment, is in the ore-

houses, and the several milling dumps are estimated to contain

over 8,000 tons of ore which will concentrate 3J or 4 tons to one

of shipping product.

Equipment.—Preparatory to more active mining and deve-

lopment, the company is adding the following equipment:—

A

10-drill Rand duplex compound compressor, a Riblet tramway,

and a mill with a capacity of 100 tons a day.

The tramway will have a length of 7,900 feet, and a grade of

16 per cent. ; its carrying capacity will be 20 tons an hour.

The mill will have a crushing capacity of 200 tons and a

dressing capacity of 100 tons of ore a day. Water power will be

used for both compres.sor and mill, the required water being taken

from P^our-mile Creek, which flows within 3,000 feet of the mine.

The compressor will be placed on Four-mile Creek, as near

the mine as practicable, and the water for power, at this point,

will have a head of 160 feet. The total length of flume, from

intake to mill, will be about two and a half miles and the head of

water will here be 275 feet.

Without mishap or delay, the tramway and compressor

should hi- in use by July, 1911, and the mill ready for service by

October.

It may be stated in conclusion that the present satisfactory

condition of the property in respect of the large available ore

supply is directly attributable to the well-planned and well-

ordered .sy.stem of mine-development, which has Vjeen consistently

carried forward, by the present operators.
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THE IRON ORE RESOURCES OF THE WORLD.

By Frank D. Adams, Montreal, Que.

(Annual Meeting Quebec, 1911).

At the meeting of the Eleventh International Geological

Congress, held in Stockholm, Sweden, in August, 1910, the results

of a very interesting and valuable investigation into the Iron Ore

Resources of the World, undertaken by the Officers of the Congress,

were presented to the members.

The results of this investigation are published in two large

quarto volumes, comprising approximately 1,100 pages, with 137

illustrations and 28 plates of sections, photographs, &c., the report

being accompanied by a large atlas of maps showing in detail the

distribution and character of the iron ore deposits in the more im-

portant iron fields of the world. In preparing this great report

the co-operation of the Geological Surveys of the various countries

was enlisted, while in the case of countries having no Surveys the

assistance of gentlemen having especial knowledge of the iron ore

deposits and resources of such countries was obtained. Seventy-

five countries, including all those that are known to contain

deposits worthy of mention, have thus been made the subject of

investigation, and the report contains as accurate a statement as

it is possible to make concerning the reserves of iron ore which are

found within their borders.

It is proposed in the present paper to give to the members

of the Canadian Mining Institute a summary of the results ob-

tained in this investigation, since the question of the iron ore

The Iron Ore Resources of the World.—An Inquiry made upon the

initiative of the Kxorutivu Committee of the XI Intemfttionai (ieolopirfil

C'onKri'ss. Stookhohn. ID ID. PuhU.shcr, (jeneiubtul->cns Litogrulisku An>lak
Stockhuim. (2 voIh. and atlaji), price £3.
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resources of the world and their distribution is a matter of the

greatest importance at the present time.

It is evident that in making such an estimate it was possible

to obtain much more accurate data for some countries and dis-

tricts than for others, and in asking for statistics from the various

surveys, etc., the Swedish committee accordingly requested that

the returns sent to them should show the iron ore resources

classified as follows:

—

(a) . Including those cases in which a reliable calculation

concerning the extent of the deposit, based on actual observa-

tion and exploration had been made;

(6). Including those deposits in which only a very ap-

proximate estimate of quantities could be reached;

(c) . Embracing those deposits about which too little was

known to enable any estimate in figures to be returned, al-

though the reserves could be determined in a general way as

"enormous,"' "large, " "considerable" or "small."

It therefore becomes necessary in correlating the results of the

investigation, to set down separately the "actual reserves," or

those whose extent is known and which are immediately available,

and the "potential reserves," whose actual extent must be less

certain but which, nevertheless, can be estimated, although under

present conditions they are not as a general rule immediately

susceptible of utilisation. These, however, may be drawn upon

in the future.

The total amount of the iron ore resources of the world known
and recorded in the reports is set forth in the table below. The

letters "M.T." stand for "million tons."

Summary of World's Iron Ore Reserves.

Reserves
Iron
M.T.

Europe 12,0.32
America 9,8.55
Au-stralia 1.30

Asia 2C)()

Africa. 12.J

4,733 i 41,029 12,085 + considerable

5,154 81,822 40,731 + enormous
74 09 37 + considerable
150 457 283 + enormous
75 many many

thousands thousands + enormous

Total.«» 1 22,308 10,192> 123,577

>

53,136 4- enormous
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The world's actual readily available iron reserves thus amount

in round figures to about 10,000 million tons.

To what extent the future production of iron will become

dependent upon low-grade ores is still more apparent from the

following table, which shows the comparatively small existing

reserves of ores which contain more than 60% of iron.

The Chief Iron Ore Deposits now Known which Contain 60% of Iron
OR Upwards.

(The potential reserves are in brackets).

Europe—
Russia: Krivoj Reg

Caucasus
Sweden: Northern Sweden.

Central & South-
ern Sweden . . . .

America—
Newfoundland

Supplies
of Iron
Ore
M.T.

86
13

1,035(123)

about 60

Mean Per- Metallic

centage of Iron in the Remarks
Iron Iron Ore i

M.T. I

GO
60-70

60

53.5
6.8

673 (80)

36

Mexico about 55
West Indies , 3

AUSTR.\LIA

—

West Australia. . . 26
South Australia (21)

Queensland

Tasmania. .

Asia—
Persia

Br. India. .

China

(13)

23

(30)

(400)

(100)

60-70
about 60

63-68

about 64

60
64-68
60-62

about 30
1.8

about 15
12

15

(18)

(250)

(60)

Enormous
amounts

of titanif-

erous mag-
netite

with 65%
Fe.

Fe -f Mn
>60%

Fe + Mn
>60%

Totals about 1,300
' (687)

850
(about 4a8)

From this table it is seen that about four-fifths of the ro.serve.s

of the very hi^h-^rade iron ores which are now known, are con-

tained in the depo.sits of Northern Sweden. The.se ore.s, therefore,

will undoubtedly play a very important part in the future develop-

ment of the iron indu.stry.

The following synoptical table, compiled by F. K. Tepengren,

shows tho iron ore rosources of the various countries of the world

and is taken from the report.
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If we survey the continents in succession we find that in

Europe the greatest actual ore reserves arc the minette ores dis-

tributed between Germany, Franco, Luxemburg and Belgium,

amounting together to about 1,850 M.T. metallic iron. Next in

order come the ore reserves in the North of Sweden with about

073 M.T. Among the potential reserves by far the largest are the

clay-ironstones of Great Britain, chiefly divided between two

centres, viz., one in England and Wales with 7,100 M.T., the other

in Scotland with 2,400 M.T., are first.

In North America by far the most important ore reserves are

found in the Lake Superior region, representing about 2,000 M.T.

actual and 36,000 M.T. potential reserves expressed as metallic

iron. Next to these are the considerable deposits in Newfound-

land with about 1,960 M.T. actual reserves. In Cuba there are

about 857 M.T. actual and 454 M.T. potential reserves.

In South America only one single important iron ore district

is now known. This is situated in Brazil in the province of Minas

Geraes and contains at least 3,055 M.T. potential iron reserves.

In Africa we can scarcely speak of any definite iron ore

centres; although as such may possibly be classed the enormously

large bodies of titaniferous magnetite in the Bushveld in the

Transvaal, whose content cannot as j^et be expressed in definite

figures. The other large developments of iron ore in the African

continent belong to two very wide-spread geological formations,

the Pre-Cambrian formation wath its banded ironstone which is

met with in Cape Colony, the Transvaal and Rhodesia, and the

Laterite formations in tropical Africa, the Congo, the Anglo-

Egyptian Sudan, etc.

In Asia and Australia no iron ore centres of any great im-

portance are known.

But nevertheless we must not ascribe too much importance to

the geographical situation of the iron ore centres. The question

as to where an iron industry is to develop itself will in each case

be one depending upon a great many factors, among which the

presence of iron ore is only one. Other very important factors

are the supplies of fuel, cost of assembling the raw materials and

the facilities for disposing of the product, etc. The last mentioned

factor tends to build up iron industries within or close to the dis-

tricts of consumption.
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If, leaving the consideration of the ore resources by con-

tinents, we proceed to glance at the reserves of the various coun-

tries, we shall find that, in Europe, Germany and France have the

greatest actual iron reserves, viz., about 1,270 and 1,140 M.T. res-

pectively, expressed as metallic iron. Furthermore, Sweden posses-

ses 740 M.T. actual and IOj M.T. potential reserves and Russia

about the same quantity. Xext in order comes England, whose

ore reserves must, however, to a considerable extent be classified

as potential rather than actual.

The report shows England's peculiar position with regard to

the raw material for her iron industry. .-Vlthough she possesses

within her borders sufficient ore reserves to support that industry

for an unlimited time to come, she imports large quantities of iron

ore from foreign countries. England's import of iron ore amounted
in the course of the year 1907 to 7.0 M.T., which, with an average

of 50% Fe, this, taken at a low figure, represents 3.S M. T. of pig

iron. As the entire pig iron production of England during the

same year reached 10.1 M.T. it is seen that about 37% of the

production of pig iron is derived from the ores of foreign countries.

The cause of this is to be found in the fact that most of

England's iron ores are so low-grade, that it is more advantageous

under present economical conditions to smelt foreign ore.s in Eng-

land. England's greatest ore reserves, which undoubtedly will be

made u.se of at some future time, are of such a nature as to make it

impossible for them to compete at present with the foreign ores.

In Africa, Rhodesia with its enormous quantities of banded

ironstone and laterite ores, the Transvaal with its banded ironstone

and titaniferous magnetites. Cape Colony with banded ironstone,

and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan with laterite ores, probably lead.

In Asia and Australia, no countries seem so far to signalise

themselves by any very large iron ore reserves.

In America we have, in the first instance, the United States

with about 2,300 M.T. actual and the enormous figure of 37.000

M.T. potential reserves, expressed as metallic iron.

The section of the Report dealing with Canada, is, it must be

confe.ssed, rather disappointing. The Canadian occurrences are

treated by provinces and the chief deposits of iron ore in each are

noted and briefly described, .\lthough in a number of cases the

length and breadth of the oi*e body, as well as its depth a.s shown
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by borings, are given, in no case is any attempt made to calculate,

even in a most general way, the ore reserves which are thus indi-

cated.

The actual reserves of iron ore in Canada are merely stated to

be "considerable," while the potential reserves are set down as

"probably enormous.

"

Newfoundland occupies, on account of the ore reserves

brought to light within the last few years, a prominent position

with about 1,960 M.T. of actual resources, expressed as metallic

iron.

An excellent description is given by J. P. Howley of the Belle

Island deposits in Newfoundland, which he estimates to contain

3,635 million tons of ore. He also draws attention to the fact that

there are in the western portion of the island enormous deposits

of titaniferous magnetite, running as high as 65% in iron, free

from sulphur and phosphorus but containing from 4 to 15 per cent

of titanic acid. No attempt has hitherto been made to utilize

these ores.

The resources in the West Indian Islands (properly speaking

of Cuba) estimated at 857 M.T. of iron actual, and 454 M.T. poten-

tial resources, are in themselves considerable, and will, on account

of their favourable situation, no doubt play an important role in

future.

A very important question now presents itself:

—

How long

will it he before the iron ore resources of the world are exhausted ?

As has been shown above, the world's readily available iron

ore resources amount, in round numbers, to 10,000 million tons if

expressed as metallic iron.

As the production of pig iron at present can be put down at

about 60 M.T. yearly, this supply would not be sufficient for more

than aVjout 170 years, on the supposition that the production of

pig iron remained constant.

This production, however, as a matter of fact, has been

rising rapidly during the 19th and 20th centuries, as shown by the

accompanying table:

—

Production of Pig Iron in the year 1800 0.8 M.T.
" 1850 4.8 "

" 1871 12.9 "

" 1891 26.2 "

" 1909—about 60.
"
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As will be seen, speaking generally, the production of pig iron

has risen in a geometrical ratio, so that it has more than doubled

every twenty years. If we suppose that the consumption of iron

in the future will continue to rise at the same rate, the actual iron

ore reserves would be sufficient to supply the requirements of iron

of the world for about 60 years only.

As Professor Kemp has observed, however, we cannot antici-

pate the continuance of the geometrical ratio of increase for the

production of iron ore. We are more likely eventually to attain a

fairly stable annual output. What this will be, however, it is

impossible to state. With the exhaustion of the richer ores the

poorer "potential reserves'' will be drawn upon and with their

introduction into the field a general decline in the percentage of

iron in the iron ores which are mined will probably take place.

This decline will, at first, be most marked in those countries where

the richest ore has naturally been the first to be utilized, but the

percentages as they become lower will soon become fairly stable in

America, as they have already done in Germany. When a 30%
ore comes into general use the iron ore reserves will be such that

their exhaustion may be said to be indefinitely postponed. As

will be seen by the table given above, the potential ore reserves

of the world are estimated to amount to 53,136 M.T., expressed as

metallic iron, plus an enormous and at present unknown additional

amount.

It would seem that the Aluminium-Ileinforced Concrete Age

—

about which we have recently heard, must still be in the distant

future.

With the approaching exhaustion of the richer ore bodies,

howevever, our thoughts naturally turn to Conservation—not to

the cessation of work on deposits which are now required by man

—

but to the husbanding of our resources of high-grade ore through

the reduction of waste and the abandonment of wasteful pro-

cesses.

The consideration of this phase of the question has led to

action on the part of the governments of certain countries. The

following extract from an address made by His Excellency A.

Lindrnan, Prime .Minister of Sweden, in opening the discu.ssion on

the Iron Ore Resources of the World, which took place in the Hall

of the Nobles in Stockholm, on the occasion of the meeting of the
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11th International Geological Congress, sets forth certain recent

action taken by the Swedish government.

" Very likely you all know that our largest iron ore resources

(those of Sweden) are in Gellivare and Kiirunavaara. When the

government decided in 1S9S to build a railway for the exploitation

of the last mentioned mining field, the idea had already been con-

ceived that a limitation of the export was desirable, and this limit

was put down at 1,200,000 tons a year. In the same degree as it

became more and more obvious that these ore resources were

enormous and could easily be disposed of, the demand for an

increased export grew, but at the same time also the claim of the

state to regulate the exportation in such a manner that it should

not go on too rapidly. This led to negotiations between the

government and the owTiers of the ore fields, with the results that

an agreement was entered into in 1907. According to this agree-

ment the state became the owner of half the shares in the com-

pany that now owns the mines in Gellivare and Kiirunavaara, and

also became sole owner of certain other mining fields (Mertainen,

Ekstromsberg and others), and in return for this undertook to

carry 75 million tons of ore from Kiirunavaara and 19 million tons

from Gellivare at a certain freight during a period of 25 years,

besides which certain other regulations for the benefit of the com-

pany were made. These quantities have by a later agreement, in

connection with the acquisition of Svappavaara ore field by the

state, been somewhat increased. It was considered also to involve

certain benefits for the state to become a shareholder in a limited

company, but on entering into the contract it was also decided

that the state at the end of 25 years shall be entitled on certain

conditions to take over the entire stock of shares. The agreement

may with every reason be said to have been advantageous for

both parties, and forms a good example of co-operation between

the state and the individual.

"This contract has quite naturally been discussed by custom-

ers of the ore, but anyone of you, gentlemen, would certainly have

had the same patriotic feeling for his country and would in like case

have understood the justifications and desirability of the state

obtaining the determinative right concerning this enormous

natural wealth upon crown land, which, on account of the ex-

ceptionally high grade ore, will always possess a high value.
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"The government has also in other ways than by limitation of

the export contributed towards a rational exploitation of our iron

ore resources. Parliament has thus passed an act this year for

the construction of an electric power station at the Porjus Fall, in

the Great Lule River, about 50 km. to the south of Gellivare, for

the electrification, in the first instance, of the railway between

Kiruna and Riksgransen, upon which railway—situated far north

of the Arctic circle—by means of electric locomotives hauling trains

of a weight of 2,000 tons loaded with iron ore will be run. There is

also a large surplus of power that may be of enormous importance

to the treatment of iron in case the attempts succeed that have

been made to smelt iron by electricity at the large governmental

power-station at TroUhattan. These attempts have been made
with the co-operation of the government through the agency of

the Jarnkontoret, our institute for the advancement of iron in-

dustry.

"These, gentlemen, are some of the measures that have of

late years been taken for the retention of a suitable use of our iron

ore resources, and I trust that this information will be of some

interest to you.

" I will, furthermore, only add that I consider the governments

could, and in many respects ought to, further a rational use of the

natural resources. This can be done by liberally assisting such

scientific work as leads to a more intimate knowledge of the same,

by arranging systematical, geological and technical researches, by

assisting in elevating the respect for all practical work done with

scientific method, and last but by no means least, by giving such

instruction in our schools that the young men and women on

leaving school understand the value and importance of an econom-

ical management of the natural wealth

"The co-operation of the company and the state in this case

has proved most beneficial to both, the company obtaining,

among other things, cheap and excellent transportation for their

ore, through a desert country far within the Arctic circle, which is

one of the important factors which enable the company to pay

large dividends upon its stock, while the government also secures a

regular income and still maintains a certain beneficent control of

one of the great national assets, so as to ensure its continued

development in the best interests of the state through cnnturies

to come.

"
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In an interesting contribution to this same discussion, Pro-

fessor E. De Launay, pointed out that in connection with the

consideration of the iron ore reserves of the world it is necessary to

remember that there are certain factors which will influence the

development of the iron trade as time goes on, and may even

cause certain centres, which now are of great importance in the

iron trade, to lose ground and to be replaced by others which are

now of very subordinate importance.

The first of these factors is the probable discovery of new
methods of working and of treating ores, among which may be

mentioned the development of electric smelting.

The second factor consists in the opening up of new means

of communication or the perfecting of methods of communication

now imperfect, and consequently expensive. Developments

along this line would lead to the opening up and making available

of great deposits which at the present time it is impossible to

utilise.

The third factor mentioned by De Launay is the influence

on the iron trade of the shifting of population, and the growth in

this way of new commercial centres of demand and consumption.

Discussion

Dr. J. F. Kemp:—The question of the exhaustion of our

iron ore resources is an exceedingly serious one. It is not to be

assumed that the production of iron will continue to be maintained

at the same great ratio of increase, which as indicated by Dr.

Adams, has been a feature of recent developments. In America,

for example, we have been skimming the cream of our product.

With the utilization of lower grade ores, costs necessarily increase.

Now and again, too, we have "off years." In the United States

our average annual production is in the neighbourhood of fifty-

three million tons; but in the panic year of 1908 tlie output

declined to only thirty-five millions. Hard times thus reduce

production and ea.se the drain on our resources. Normal activity,

however, was soon thereafter resumed and the iron production of

the United States is aj^ain fifty-three million tons, at which mark

it has Ix^en fairly uniformily maintained for the past two or three

years.
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In reference to possible economies to be effected by the

introduction of new methods in blast furnace practice, it should

be borne in mind that about two-thirds of the coke charpjed in the

furnace is employed in the generation of heat, which mii^ht be

replaced by electrical ener^jy, when the relative cost should render

this possible, thereby reducing the consumption of coke to the

one-third required for the chemical reduction of the ore. In the

case of electrical smelting this one-third again might itself be

replaced by some cheaper form of carbon, such as refuse charcoal

or anthracite culm. Coke is, however, at present the all-important

consideration. For the immediate future there seems to be no

likely substitute, and as our iron furnaces get larger and larger,

we demand a stouter and stouter coke and therefore, restrict the

coal fields from which the proper fuel can be drawn. There are

other factors which make us cautious in attributing a limited life

to our iron resources. The scrap iron, for instance, accumulates

and, to a large degree, is again returned to the furnaces. This

supply lessens necessarily the drain upon the mines and will in

some measure offset the excessive demands made upon them.

When we in America make calculations, we must also care-

fully consider the yield of the iron ores used here, as compared with

those employed abroad. In America the general yield averages

about 50 per cent.; but if we take the great deposits in Luxem-
bourg, France and Germany, the ores afford between 30 and 40

per cent.

The cost, however, is in the long run the great point to be

considered, for the price at which an article can be supplied will

in a great degree determine its utilization.

One fact brought out in Dr. Adams' paper was the very

emphatic delimitation of the iron industry to Europe and North

America. When one considers the small portion of the total area

of the world which these districts constitute one is impressed by

the concentration of the iron industry. We can even focus our

attention down to two or three countries in Europe, and we can

restrict ourselves to the northeastern part of the United Staters

and to eastern Canada as the centres of the industry for this the

most useful of the metals.
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THE UXDEVELOPED IRON RESOURCES OF CANADA.

By A. B. WiLLMOTT, Toronto, Ont.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

"We may now fairly assume that the iron and steel industry is

firmly established in this country. Although the steel companies

are quite willing that the bounties should be continued, it is evident

from their prosperity that this continuation is not necessary. We
may also affirm that the system of giving direct grants to encourage

the establishment of basic industries in our country has been fully

justified. These bounties have been paid for a term of several

years, decreasing in amount each year, and finally terminating

on December 31st last. Table 1 shows that the production of

pig iron has steadily increased both in tonnage and value.

TABLE 1.

Annual Production of Pig Iron by Provinces, 1887-1909.

Year.
Nova Scotia. Ontario.

Tons. Value $ Tons. Value $

1887 19,320 S250,000
40,049 583,556
22,500 230,000
237,244 2,477,767
366,456 4,211,913
3.52,642 3,554,540
345,380 3,453,800

Quebec.

5,.507 116,192
2,394 .53,865

9,.392 217,235
7,970 181,501

1892
1897 26,115 3291,466
1902 112,688 1,584,273
1907 275,459 4,581,309
190^ 271,484 4,385,271
1909 407,012 6,002,441

1887

Total.

24,827 366,192
1892 42,443 673,421
1897 58,007 738,701
1902 r-557 9f)2 4. 243.541
1907 1 , 047 232 , 004 65 1

\
962 9 ',\2b\ 226

1908 6,709 171,383 630,835 8,111,194
1909 4,770 125,623j 757,162 9,581,864
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From Table 2 it further appears that there has been an equally

encouraging increase in the production of steel.

TABLE 2.

Annual Production of Steel Ingots and Castings 1897-1909.

Calendar Year Short Tons.
1897 20,608
1902 203,881
1907 706,982
1908 588, 763
1909 754,719

It must further be noted that we have made some small ex-

ports of both pig iron and steel.

To those who have not considered the subject it will perhaps

be a matter of some surprise to note that Canada now ranks

eighth among the nations of the world in her production of iron

and steel. We have still a long distance to go, however, before

overtaking the seventh country on the list, namely Belgium, as

shown in Table 3 below.

TABLE 3.

Production of Pig Iron in the Principal Countries of the World.

United States. . .

Germany
United Kingdom.
France
Russia
Austria- Hungary
BelKium
Canada
Sweden
Spaii

Italy

China
Japan
Australasia.

1908 1909

16,191,907 26,200,677
11,805,321 12,625,575
9,202,280 9,819,469
3,400,771 3,544,638
2,800,653 2,871,332
1,518,549
1,270.050 1,632.350
572.290 686,893
567,.S21 443,000
403,554
112,924 207,800
66,409 74,000
45,396
30,393

Nothwithstanding this gratifying increase in our production

of iron and steel we are still very far from meeting our own recjuiro-

meiits. Our imports of manufactund iron and steel goods are

still enormous, as shown in Table 4.
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TABLE 4.

•

1908 1909

Imports of iron and steel subject to duty
Imports of iron and steel free of duty

$ 51,485,456$
10,334,242

33,083,397
7,310,034

Total imports $ 61,819,698$ 40,393,431

Many of these articles are highly manufactured and we can

hardly expect that their production should be undertaken in Can-

ada. The weight C'f these iron and steel manufactures is largely

unknown. Included, however, in the figures presented in Table 4

are a large number of partially manufactured products which

could be well made in Canada and of which the tonnage is known.

These are given in detail in Table 5

TABLE 5.

Imports of some Iron and Steel Products of which the Quantities are
Available.

Twelve Twelve
Months Months
ending ending

Material March March
1908 1909

Short Tons Short Tons

Pig Iron
Ferro-products and chrome steel

Ingots, blooms, billets, puddled bars, etc.

Scrap and scrap stcjl

Plates and sheets
Bars, rods, hoops, bands, etc

Structural iron and steel

Rails and connexions
Pipes and fittings

XaiJH and spikes
Wire
Forgings, castings, and manufactures.

Total.

212,290
17,661
21,222
69,213
126,172
98,631

373,871
52,706
25,090
2,741
57,046
22,357

58,591
13,206
8,887

26,212
101,317
69,818
162,735
32,543
18,309
1,432

39,452
13,092

1,079,000 545,594

Although a study of Tables 1, 2 and 3 shows that the pro-

duction of iron and steel is firmly established, it must be admitted

that there are some discouraging features in the situation. Of

the total quantity of ore required for Canadian furnaces in 1909,

only 17% was of Canadian origin. All the furnaces in Ontario
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and Quebec are dependent on imported coal or coke and two of

them are using imported limestone. As Ontario and Quebec are

devoid of coal, the importation of fuel must be continued until

such time as the further development of the electric process of

smelting will enable us to substitute water power for a portion of

this fuel. These facts are unpleasant; but they should be faced

and a serious attempt made to develop our own resources.

A study of the last available statistics shows that iron ore

was produced in 1909 in only two of our Provinces, as shown in

Table G.

TABLE 6.

PnoDUcnoN of Iron Ore BY Provinces, 1907-8-9.

1907 1908 1909

Provinces
Nova Scotia
Quebec
Ontario
British Columbia. .

1 ' , '

tons 1 value
:

tons value tons
89,839 $137, 161 11 ,S02 $ 17,620
12,748 34,956 10,103 22,094 4,150

207,769 488,324 216,177 528,475 263,893
2,500 6,500j

value

5,508
653,808

312,856 666,94l| 238,082i 568,189i 268,043 659,316

In 1910 conditions were somewhat improved by a small pro-

duction in both New lirunswick and Nova Scotia. Our steel

industries in Nova Scotia utilize nearly altogether iron ore from

Newfoundland. In the past a considerable tonnage of ore

has been raised from Nova Scotian properties; but the cheapness

of the Newfoundland ores has virtually excluded the Nova Scotian

ore from the market.

In Ontario and Quebec our furnaces have been supplied in part

from Ontario ore and to a small extent from Quebec ores ; but

much more largely by American ore from the Lake Superior region.

This has been due in j)art to the cheapness with which American

ores could be .secured, since they are not subject to an import tax. It

should furtiier be noted that American ore-producers are willing

to take contracts for the requirements of the furnaces and to

deliver ores of the standard agreed on. So far there have been

practically no producers of Canadian ore and those who were

offering to deliver ores were undertaking the business in a most

half-hearted way. Few of them were able to accept any consider-
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able contract and from the smallness of their operations furnace

men were afraid to entrust them with contracts. Moreover, the

ore produced was apt to vary very much in grade and was fre-

quently not of an attractive character.

Some of the iron and steel companies have been very active in

looking for Canadian ores and have spent large sums in the search.

It must be confessed that so far the results have been rather dis-

appointing. Other companies have done little in this respect,

probably for the reason that their capital was required in con-

nection with their iron and steel plants. Practically no money is

being spent in Ontario by independent ore companies, a fact,

no doubt, partially attributable to the smallness of the market.

While there was a duty of 40c a ton on Canadian ore entering the

American market a producer of Canadian ore had very few furnaces

with which he might market the ore. Owing to the different grades

required by the different furnaces, and geographical conditions,

it often happened that only one furnace was available. It is not

surprising that miners have hesitated to embark in the production

of iron ore with such a small market open to them. With the re-

duction of the American duty to 15c a ton this cause is partially

removed.

In a number of the provinces there are no smelters, and iron

ore unless within reasonable distance of a furnace is of no value.

This observation particularly applies to British Columbia, where a

number of promising deposits are known, but where there is no

incentive to development because of the lack of a market. This

is also true, though to a much lesser extent, of the prairie prov-

inces.

Types of Iron Ore Deposits.

Before describing the various deposits of the different prov-

inces it will be well to discuss the general types of iron ore deposits,

their characteristics, origin, probable size and quality. The

classification adopted is an original one which, it is hoped, is an

improvcmcmt on those commonly employed:
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Origin

Subterranean
Origin

Superficial

Ongin
with sub-
sequent
Burial in

most Cases

Agency

' Igneous

Aqueo-Igneous
Aqueous

Chemical
Sediment

Chemical
Sediment or

Alteration

Product

Altered
Sediment

Mechanical
Sediment

Type

Magmatic

Pegmatite
\^ein

Carbonate

(i

u
Bedded Pyrite5.

6. Limonite

7. Clinton f 7

Hematite { 7

Lake Super- I 8
lor

I

. 0.

10.

Metamorphic
Beach Sand

Sub-Type

(a) Magnetite
(b) Chromite
(c) Pyrrhotite

(a) Siderite

(b) Clay Iron-

Stone
(c) Black Band

(a) Bog Ore
(b) Altered Car-

bonate, etc.

(a) Oolitic

(b) .\ltered Car-
bonate

(a) Soft Ore
(b) Hard Ore
(c) Siliceous

Magnetite

This classificatioQ has the merit of showing the close con-

nection in origin between the different types. "Natura non facit

saltum. " • The magmatic type grades into the pegmatitic and that

again into that of the true vein. It is but a step from carbonates,

and sulphides, of iron deposited in veins through the action of

heated waters, to the deposit of similar compounds as chemical

sediments in shallow waters. Alteration of these sediments gives

rise to limonite and hematite and magnetite. From all of the

former, mechanical iron sediments may accumulate as Beach Sands.

1. Magmatic Type.—Deposits of this kind are due to the

separation of the iron minerals from cooling basic igneous rocks.

Magnetite is the most common iron mineral and usually carries

titanium. The type is well represented by the titaniferous iron

ores of Quebec. From a commercial standpoint this ore is at

present useless. Changes in furnace practice and improved

methods of corcentration, will probably make it valuable in the

future. The nickeliferous pyrrhotite of Sudbury also belongs to

this class.

2. Pegmatite Type.—"Ores are carried to or near the surface

in magmas and are e.xtruded from them, in the manner of |x»g-

matite dykes, ufter the remainder of the magma has been partially

17
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cooled and crystalized. " They are deposited from essentially

acqueous solution mixed in varying proportions with solutions of

quartz and silicates. Here belong a large number of contact

deposits of magnetite which are found at the junction of a sedi-

mentary rock, usually limestone, with an intrusive igneous one.

The magnetite deposits in the coast region of British Columbia are

excellent examples.

3. Vein Type.—Ores of iron occurring in veins and usually

associated with more or less quartz. Iron occurs only in limited

amounts in this type and then most frequently as iron sulphide.

Some of the pyrite deposits of eastern Ontario belong here. Some

narrow but lengthy veins of high grade hematite occurring north

of Lake Huron belong in this type. Siderite and magnetite also

occur in veins.

4. Carbonate Type.—This class of ore occurs in the Kee-

watin and Huronian iron ore formations of Lake Superior. Much
of the high grade ore of the Lake Superior district is believed to be

derived from the alteration of siderite. Great beds of it, still

unaltered, are found in northern Ontario. As ankerite, a mixture

of lime, magnesium and iron carbonate, this type of ore is found

in the Palsoozoic formations of Nova Scotia. As clay h"on-stone

this type occurs in nodular concretions in the Cretaceous shales

of the west. In the coal horizons these ironstones become mixed

with coal and are then known as black band.

0. Pyrite Type.—Associated with type 4 and type 8 in the

Lake Superior district are frequent beds of iron pyrite, almost pure

except for the silica which has been deposited with them. As a

source of iron this type is of course useless and the low percentage

of the sulphur which rarely rises above 40%, makes the type

almost useless as a source of sulphur.

6. Limonite Type.—Bog ore deposits and similar varieties

of this type are due to circulating surface water and vegetable acids

which dissolve* iron from the higher lands and deposit it again in

bogs and lakes. Deposits are small in size but are unique in that

they are renewed after an interval of a few years. Bog ores have

been mined in Quebec for several centuries. The other sub-type

of limonite ores is due to the weathering in place of ores of the

f-arbonate (4) or pyrite (5) type. The oxidized carbonate ores of

Ix>ndonderry, Nova Scotia, are an example.
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7. Clinton Hematite Type.—"Clinton iron ore, so named
from its typical occurrence at Clinton, Xew York, is an amorphous

red hematite mixed with calcium carbonate, silica, aluminum
silicate and other minerals in minor quantity. It occurs in

lenticular beds analogous to the strata of sandstone, shale and

limestone. This tj^^e occurs to a small extent in Xova Scotia and

in more valuable deposits in XewfountUand. From its bedded and

fairly uniform character the extent of deposits of this type is

easily estimated.

8. Lake Superior Bedded Type.—"Ore is brought to the sur-

face by igneous rocks and contributed either directly by hot mag-
matic waters to the ocean or later brought by surface waters under

weathering to the ocean or other bodies of water, or by both;

from the ocean it is deposited as a chemical sediment in the ordin-

ary succession of sedimentary rocks. " Frequently through the

action of percolating surface water the original ores have been con-

centrated in impervious basins, the silica being at the same time

removed by leaching. The original ores of this type usually con-

sist of alternating bands a quarter of an inch to two inches thick of

some form of silica with some iron mineral either iron silicate, iron

carbonate, or iron sulphide. The solution and re-oxidation of such

low grade ores have given rise to the large high grade deposits of the

Lake Superior region. These oxidized and concentrated products

may be a mi.xture of hematite and limonite soft in character and

are then known as Soft Ores 8 (a). Subjected to pressure they be-

come true hematites or magnetites or Hard Ores 8 (b). A typical

example is the Hc-lon Mine at Michipicoten. In some cases beds

of considerable thickness are deposited with little or no silica,

giving rise to beds included under types 4 and 5. In other cases

the chemical precipitates of iron and silica have not alternated

in bands; but have on the contrary been deposited together in beds

up to several hundred feet in thickness. These bods under heat

and pressure have been converted into low grade silicious magne-

tite S (c) of which large numbers of examples occur throughout

northern Ontario. In a few cases the silica is low enough in

amount to permit of the direct mining of these deposits. Moose

Mountain and Atikokan Mine Ontario, being examples.

0. Mctamorphic Type.—There are a large number of deposits

of magnetite in North America usually classed under this heading.
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Such a t}^e should not be used in a strict genetic classification.

It is, however, a convenient designation for many of the magnetite

lenses found associated with gneisses and cystalline limestone

in eastern Ontario and adjoining parts of Quebec. The ore bodies

are not large, they conform to the stratification, they pnich out

rapidly both horizontally and on the dip. Their origin is uncer-

tain. They may be metamorphosed beds of siderite like the Lake

Superior magnetites described under 8 (c). They may be meta-

morphosed beds of Beach Sands. In some cases these deposits

may properly belong with the pegmatite type 2.

10. Beach Sand Type.—These deposits, nearly always

magnetite, occur in beds varying from half an inch in thickness to

several feet. Considerable bodies are known on the Lower St.

Lawrence and on the north shore of Lake Superior. They are at

present of no commercial importance.

British Columbia.

Throughout the coast region of this province numerous

deposits of magnetite are found which are high in iron and low in

phosphorus. These deposits occur at the contact of igneous intru-

sives with some sedimentary rock, usually limestone. These depos-

its are very irregular in their outcrops and one cannot predict any-

thing definite as to the size and shape of the ore bodies. They
belong to deposits of the pegmatite type and presumably have a

greater extension in depth than they have in either breadth or

length. Usually a series of outcrops is found along the line of

contact varying from a few square feet in area up to deposits one

hundred and fifty feet wide and several hundred feet in length.

Little is known as to their depth, though several deposits have been

opened by tunnels to a depth of one hundred feet. At the Paxton

Mine on Texada Island the ore is exposed by a tunnel for a width

of seventy-five feet, at -a depth of about five hundred feet from its

highest outcropping on a hill above.

Most of these deposits carry a little sulphur in the form of

pyrite or chalcopyrite. In many cases deposits of this type have

sufficient copper value to make them attractive from this stand-

point and they are operated as copper properties. With the in-

crease in copper there is usually a decrease in iron contents.
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There are many deposits throughout the coast region too low in

both copper and iron to be worked for either.

A long list of these properties is described in the various

reports of the Minister of Mines for British Columbia; particularly

in that for 1902 (7). Lindeman (9) describes a number of the more

important ones. Among these may be mentioned the deposits

on the Gordon River, Texada Island, Campbell and Ximpkish

Lake.

The average of all analyses on one of these groups of claims

made by the writer yielded iron 5G.135%, sulphur 1.34%, phos-

phorus .101%. On another property the analyses averaged

60.9S% in iron, 1.8% in sulphur and .015% in phosphorus. The
average of all analyses in three other private reports on different

properties was as follows: iron G2.S2%, sulphur 1.54%, phos-

phorus .028%: iron 68.79%, sulphur .35%, phosphorus .050%;

iron 61.47%, sulphur .67%, phosphorus .021. The average of

these different properties will probably fairly represent this class

of ore. The average is iron 58.04%, sulphur 1.14%, phosphorus

.044%.

It is estimated by Hayes that these deposits contain at least

thirty million tons of ore of present commercial grade and prob-

ably a considerable larger amount of low grade and deep ore not

now available. My own opinion is that considering the frequency

with which this type of deposit has been found in the small area of

the province which has been prosi)ected that the total tonnage

ultimately available will be much larger than this estimate. Prac-

tically only portions of Vancouver and Texada Islands are included

in this estimate. Similar deposits are known in the Queen Char-

lotte Islands and on the Chilcat River, in the extreme northern

part of the province. The main land is also likely to show numer-

ous deposits of this class.

Clay ironstones of type 4 (b) are known to occur in the Queen

Charlotte Islands and on Vancouver Island in connection with the

coal deposits; but at present are of no commercial value. Possibly

they niay be of some use in forming a desirable mixture when the

smelting of the magnetite is undertaken. At several points depo-

sits of bog iron ore are known and although very gr(»at claims

have been made as to the value of those deposits I think they may
be considered useless at the prciont time. Some bodirs of
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hematite are reported on Vancouver Island and on the main land

near Bute Inlet but little is known of them. In south-eastern

Kootcnay, at Kitchener and Bull River, deposits of hematite

have been partially explored (S).

The lack of smelters in British Columbia and the Pacific coast

of the United States has been a serious drawback to the develop-

ment of the British Columbian ores. Without a market the mine

owner was not w\arranted in spending money on the development

of his property. Per contra, iron men have hesitated to establish

furnaces until a sufficient quantity of iron ore was assured them.

The coming summer will probably see an end of this condition of

affairs as two companies are now proposing to establish iron fur-

naces in the province.

Prairie Provinces.

Throughout Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan almost no

iron ore of commercial value is at present known. Naturally in

the prairie parts rocky exposures are few and moreover the condi-

tions for the formation of iron ore deposits are absent. In the

Pre-Cambrian area, which touches the north western corners of

Manitoba and Saskatchewan, iron deposits of the Lake Superior

t^^pe will probably be found.

One such deposit is known on Black Island in the narrows of

Lake Winnipeg. This has been described by Tyrrell (11) as a

mass of hematite occurring along the shores for one hundred paces

and rising to a height of seven feet above the water. The ore is a

fairly pure hematite, not very compact at the exposed surface,

and with numerous particles of calcite and quartzite. Metallic

iron runs from 54% downwards; the ore is low in phosphorous and

high in sulphur. As there is no market at present for this ore

little exploration work has been done and this not of a character

to determine the quantity and quality of ore available.

On Lake Athabasca Tyrrell (12) discovered what is apparently

a large deposit of hematite. The ore occurs as a mixture of hema-

tite with quartzite through several hills. The remoteness of the

district has caused this discovery to pass unnoticed.

Clay ironstones of Type 4 are widely distributed through the

three prairie provinces. They have been described as occurring
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in the valley of the Assiniboine River, in the vicinity of the

Dirt Hills, at Red Deer River, on the LaBiche and elsewhere.

These ores vary from 34% in iron downwards and are probably of

no commercial value. Occasionally, where assorted by river

action, small deposits occur which might be used by a furnace near

at hand.

On the outer edge of the Rockies there are numerous occur-

rences of reddish shales of Triasic age, which in places carry consid-

erable iron. Possibly some of these may yet prove of value as

a source of iron ore.

Alberta, particularly on its west boundary, is very rich in

coal of good coking quality. There is a large and ever increasing

demand for pig iron in the three provinces for local foundry pur-

poses. Such pig at present commands a very high price, due to the

high freight charges on pig iron from the east. There does not,

however, seem to be any available scource of iron ore within these

provinces; but the hematite deposits of south-eastern British

Columbia, if properly developed, may yield sufficient ore for a fur-

nace situated in the Crow's Nest Pass.

The iron ores already known, and which may be found, in

northeastern Manitoba and Saskatchewan are too far from a

source of coke. With the development of the electro-thermic

process for smelting iron ore these may, perhaps, become of value.

The Territories.

In the Yukon Territory occurrences of magnetite siniihir to

tho.se occurring in tlie coast region of British Columbia are known.

Cairnes (15) describes the Mack claim on the Hutshi River as "A
small hill of almost solid iron ore about two hundred feet long.

"

The Gilltana Lake claim consists of magnetite with more or less

chalcopyrite as is so often found with these contact deposits of

type 2.

On the head waters of the Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake

Rivers, tributaries of the Peel, Camsell (14) describes large quan-

tities of float consisting of banded jasper with hematite or magne-

tite. On the Rackhi, a tributary of the Yukon, Keele (14) finds

similar float in large quantities. Apparently around the head

waters of these streams there is a hirge area carrying banded
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jaspers similar to the Lake Superior type. The iron ore is of

course of no commercial value at present and consequently no
exploration has been undertaken.

Several occurrences of magnetite and hematite are reported

on the islands of the archipelago in the district of Franklin (17).

In the district of MacKenzie specular hematite is reported to

be found in the vicinity of Great Slave Lake. In the territory of

Keewatin, magnetite, apparently of the Lake Superior type, is

found near Knee Lake (18). On Berrens River, magnetite of

similar character is reported (19) by Low. There are probably

ver}' numerous occurrences of the Lake Superior type stretching

far to the north-west through the province of Keewatin. Close

examination has not yet been made of this large area.

On Sutton Mill Lake, -an expansion of Trout River, south of

Hudson Bay, there is an exposure of the Animikie rocks similar

in character to those at the west end of Lake Superior. Bowling

(16) reports the occurrence of jaspilite interbanded with hematite

and magnetite as in the region around Fort Arthur. The deposit

observed by him occurs in narrow beds, the iron running from

68% down to 28%. It would seem probable that careful exami-

nation of these areas might lead to the discovery of iron ore of

commercial value. The district is seventy miles from Hudson
Bay.

In the territory of Ungava, banded jaspers are known in

considerable quantities and commercial ore may yet be found.

Leith (20), Low (21) and Mickle (13), together with others, have

visited and described these rocks. The Nastapoka group consists

of chemical and mechanical sediments closely related in appear-

ance to the Animikie rocks of the Lake Superior basin. Inter-

bedded with the shales and sandstones of this group are beds of

jaspilite forty to one hundred feet in thickness. In these beds

are occasional concentrations somewhat richer in iron ore. In

the natural exposures few cases are found where less than half of

the beds are rock and even of the balance there is considerable

silica mixed with the iron ore. There are two types of occurrence,

one of siliceous hematite or magnetite ore, and the other mangani-
ferous carbonate ore. In both cases the local enrichment does not

extend more than a few hundred feet in length or on the dip of the

beds. The similarity of geological occurrence and of the enclosing
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rocks on the Xastapoka Islands and in the Mesabi district of

Minnesota is striking. Whether commercial ore bodies will yet be

discovered in the former can only be told by extensive exploration.

One hundred and twenty-five miles south of Ungava Bay, in

the valley of the Koksoak, there is an occurrence of rocks appa-

rently of Animikie age. For seventeen miles these rocks are exposed

along the river valley from Shale Falls to tjie mouth of Swampy
Bay River. Low (22) describes the ore bearing portion of these

rocks as alternating bands of magnetite and jasper in close proxi-

mity to cherty limestone. Analyses of the ore run from 31%
to 54% in metallic iron. On the natural exposures from which

these samples were taken the ore is hardly of high enough grade

to be of commercial value. Such as it is Low states that "The
ore in sight must be reckoned by hundreds of millions of tons.

"

On the Ashuanipi Branch of the Hamilton River, three

hundred miles due north of the Seven Islands on the north shore

of the St. Lawrence, there is an occurrence of similar rocks.

Through faulting four different belts of these rocks are exposed.

The ore formation consists of banded magnetite or hematite with

jasper and cherty limestone. Assays of natural outcrops showed
iron varying from30% to 40%. Low states (22) that "The depos-

its are wide-spread and that the ore will be found in practical

inexhaustible quantity." The striking similarity of these last

occurrences to several of the iron ranges of the Lake Superior dis-

trict must be noted. Whether natural concentration of these

ores has taken place can be proved by careful exploration. The
large area over which the occurrence are found renders it probable

that in some cases concentration will have occurred.

On the Stillwater River, in Ungava, Low reports a large area

of iron-bearing ore in gneiss. Beds of impure iron ore are also

reported from the shore of Hudson Strait.

Ontario.

The iron ores of Ontario have been the subject of numerous
papers and for that reason only a brief summary will be given here.

From the standpoint of the present demand for iron ore the de-

posits of Ontario are the most important in the Dominion and
consequently are not receiving the space in this pajxT wliich their
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commercial importance would warrant. A consideration of the

more remote portions of the Dominion has, however, taken so much
time that I shall content m3^self here by referring the interested

reader to other papers. In the eleventh volume of the Journal of

this Institute, I published a paper on the Iron Ores of Ontario,

which summarized fairly well the known occurrences of iron ore in

Ontario. To those seeking more detailed information I would

refer to the Index (23) to the Reports of the Bureau of Mines of

Ontario 1891-1907.

Iron ores of the magmatic type are represented in Ontario

by deposits at Nemogosenda on the Canadian Pacific Railway;

at Bushnell on the Timiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway;

at Gooderham on the Irondale Bancroft and Ottawa Railway and

elsewhere. All of these ores are magnetite and most of them are

contaminated with more or less titanium and frequently with

sulphur. That at Nemogosenda has been worked this year and

some others have been worked in the past. The pyrrhotite of

Sudbury which carries the Ontario nickel belongs to this type.

The Pegmatite type is represented by such properties as the

Belmont in Central Ontario. This is a magnetite, low in phos-

phorus, high in iron and with some sulphur. A number of depos-

its of a similar type are known through Eastern Ontario.

The Vein type are represented by a number of small and un-

important deposits occurring in the quartzites of the lower Huron-

ian north of the Georgian Bay. Deposits of this kind are known

in Aberdeen Township, near Algoma Mills and in the vicinity of

Killamey.

The Carbonate type is represented by the siderite of Devonian

age occurring on the Opazitika in Northern Ontario. Deposits of

siderite of Keewatin age are found at the Helen Mine, Josephine

Mine, Magpie Mine in the Michipicoten district and at Steep Rock

Lake in the Rainy River district. These siderites run around

35% in iron, are very low in phosphorus and with some sulphur.

They exist in considerable amounts and on roasting would yield a

fairly good ore.

The most important ores of Ontario belong to the Lake

Superior bedded type. They are restricted almost entirely to

beds of Keewatin age and occur at scores of places throughout the

province from the Manitoba boundary to the Ottawa River. The
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different ranges have been described by Miller (25) Coleman and

Willmott (26), Coleman (27), Miller (28), Leith (29), Smith (30),

Bell (31), Silver (32), Coleman (33), Coleman and Moore (34-35),

MacKenzie (36), Moore (37), Allen (38). The formation consists

of chert or jasper interbanded with hematite, magnetite, siderit^,

or pyrite. These beds are usually standing vertical and their

total length within the province must amount to several hundred

miles. The similarity between these ranges and the Vermilion

iron range of Minnesota is very close. Natural concentrations

are to be looked for in these iron formations and the ore, if found,

will likely be deep. Comparativel}^ little exploration has yet taken

place on these Ontario ranges. It is probably safe to assert that

there has been more exploration on the twenty-three miles of the

Vermilion iron range than on the several hundred miles in Ontario.

There are four producing mines in Ontario located on this

class of deposit namely: the Helen, Magpie, Atikokan and Moose

Mountain mines. At least three other properties have been

drilletl with satisfactory results but have not yet been opened up.

The Limonite type is represented by a number of bog iron de-

posits in the older parts of the province which have been slightly

exploited in years gone by. Some deposits of this character in the

Metagami valley are the subject of a paper before the Institute

this year.

The Mctamorphic type are represented by many of the

magnetite deposits along the Kingston and Pembroke Railway,

which have been described by Ingall (39). Other deposits of this

character have been worked along the lines of the Central Ontario

Railway and the Irondale Bancroft and Ottawa Railway.

Quebec.

Iron ores of the Magmatic type are of frequent occurrence

throughout the province of Quebec. Deposits at Bay St. Paul,

Seven Islands, St. Jerome, St. Lin, Lake Kenogami and on the

Chaudit^re are described by Ells (43). Many of these deposits are

of large size and some of them are high in iron, all of them carry

titanium and many of them in large amounts.

Deposits of the Beach Sand type are also of frequent occur-

rence in the Province. They are particularly abundant along the
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shores of the St. Lawrence, where they occur in beds from six

inches to two feet in thickness. Among the more inportant are

those at Moisee, Mingan, Bersimis, Tadousac, which are described

by Ells (43).

Bog ore deposits are widely scattered throughout the province

and have been mined in small quantities for man}?" years. In the

district of Three Rivers small furnaces have been at work for a

long time using the local ore supplies. Bog ores have been mined

in Drummond and Vaudreuil counties.

Ores of the Lake Superior bedded type do not seem to have

been recognized to any large extent. Their occurrence has been

noted on Lake Opazitika on the boundary between Ontario and

Quebec and also near Lake Megantic in the southeastern corner

of the province (44). As there are numerous areas of the Kee-

watin rocks throughout Quebec (usually mapped as Huronian in

the Geological Survey reports) there is every reason to think that

with proper prospecting many occurrences of this type will be

found.

Ore of the Pegmatite type is found at a number of places,

particularly in the counties of Pontiac and Ottawa. The Ironside

Mine (40) and the Bristol Mine (42) have both produced a small

amount of magnetic ore. Throughout the Eastern Townships a

number of magnetite deposits are known in the townships of

Brome, Sutton, St. Armand, and near Sherbrooke. These prob-

ably belong to the Metamorphic type.

A number of deposits of chromite are known in the Eastern

Townships and some production takes place annually. They

have been described by Cirkel (41).

New Brunswick.

During 1910, iron mining in New Brunswick has taken on a

new lease of life. This is due to the discovery and exploitation of

some large deposits of iron ore near Bathurst by the Canadian Iron

Corporation. These ores were described by Hardman (45) before

the In.stitute two years ago. There are three separate areas, one of

them two thousand one hundred and forty feet long proved to a

depth of 'five hundred feet by drilling. Mr. Ilardman estimated

that half of these beds would average 53% iron and not over 15%
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silica; phosphorus would be high, possibly .75%. The second area

after hand sorting was expected to yield a product oS% in iron,

10% silica, 0.88% phosphorus and 0.055% sulphur. During the

past year the property has been opened and machinery installed

for the production of one thousand tons of crushed ore per day.

A railway has been built and a dock completed at Newcastle, New
Brunswick. Seven thousand tons of ore were shipped before the

close of navigation. This ore belongs to the Lake Superior bedded

type and seems closely related in origin to the deposits at Moose
Mountain and Atikokan, Ontario.

Years ago some iron ore was mined in the county of Carleton

and smelted locally. The ore is a hematite occurring in numerous
veins one to sixteen feet in width. The ore was very low in iron

and high in sulphur and phosphorus and the enterprise failed.

Some small deposits of hematite are known in St. John county and
some magnetite deposits in St. John and Carleton counties. These

latter deposits have been described by Bailey (45). Bog ore is of

frequent occurrence throughout the province but is not at present

utilized.

Nova Scotia.

Years ago Nova Scotia produced considerable iron ore ; but

the output diminished until it reached the vanishing point. Last

year, however, witnessed a moderate revival of shipments. This

decrease has been due to the ease and cheapness with which our

eastern steel plants can procure suitable ore from Newfoundland.

The iron ores of Nova Scotia have been the subject of an

exhau-stive monograph by Woodman (47-48) published by the

Mines Branch of the Department of Mines at Ottawa. According

to Woodman the Nictaux-Torbrook basin is the most important

and promising field in the province. The ores are Clinton hematites,

and bedded magnetites metamorphosed from it. The ores occur

in two zones striking north-east. On the north one are two ore

bodies, the Leckie and the Shell, of economic value. The ores run

44% to 49% iron, 15% to 17% insoluble, .7% to .9% phosphorus

and sulphur nearly .01%. The ore is used largely at Londonderry

for mixing with local limonite and carbonate. The Clemcntsport

district is regarded as a promising field for exploration. In

Antigoni.sh County are other Clinton hematites, which may be of

value.
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Along the Cobequid Hills, in Cumberland and Colchester

counties, there are many isolated localities, in the Devonian where

siderite and ankerite occur. In places these have alteied to oxides

at the surface, but rapidly changed into the unaltered carbonate

in depth. Acadia Mines has been intermittently active for ycvivs

as a mining and smelting centre. The ore is very low in phosphorus

and sulphur and exceedingly low in iron.

Summary.

No estimates of the amount of available iron ore in Canada

have been made by any of the various Governmental officials.

In a report by Hayes (4) on the Conservation of Natural Resources

in the United States, an estimate is made of the iron ores in the

countries adjoining the United States. The estimate is there

made of available ore as follows: British Columbia thirty million

tons, Ontario, nine million tons. Nova Scotia, four million tons,

total, forty-three million tons. This I would consider a suffi-

ciently high figure for ore already known. ' At the same time the

possibilities and indeed probabilities are so great that a much
larger tonnage must be considered as likely to be found. The

Lake Superior type of bedded deposit is known to occur in the ex-

treme north-west of our country in the Yukon territory and in the

south-east in New Brunswick a distance of twenty-eight hundred

miles. At numerous points between these extremes, Keewatin

rocks of the great Archa3an shield are known to occur and in

nearly every case where these have been carefully searched the iron

formation has been found. In far from all of these occurrences

will the iron formation be productive of commercial ore but we

have every reason to expect that with careful and detailed ex-

ploration many of them will. It is true that large areas at present

are so far from transportation that they cannot be considered as

possible sources of iron ore for years to come.

On either side of the shores of Hudson Bay the Archaean

rocks are found much as they border both sides of Lake Superior.

Already, with a most limited amount of exploration, we know that

rocks of Kofiwatin and Iluronian age are found bordering the

shores of this inland sea and that these series of rocks carry the

iron formations just as they do around the basin of Lake Superior.
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Sixty years ago the production of iron ore on Lake Superior in the

quantity in which it is produced to-day would have been looked

on as an utter impossibility. It was urged that the district was
80 remote from supplies of coal that the ore even if found could not

be profitably smelted. With the tremendous cheapening of trans-

portation this has proved to be a false prophecy and it is quite

possible that w^ater carriage from Hudson Bay may yet solve the

transportation problem for that great region. It should further

be remembered that Hudson Bay itself is navigable for quite as

long a period each year as Lake Superior.

In considering the possibilities of our great northern areas it

would be well, also, to bear in mind what has been accomplished in

Sweden during the last few years. Some of the largest deposits

of iron ore in the world are now being mined in that country within

the Arctic Circle, Geologically these ores occur in the Pre-

Cambrian rocks found to such a large extent in our own country.

The exact equivalent in type of ore deposits is at present not known
here ; but it is quite within the bounds of possibility that such may
yet be found.

The Clinton ore deposits which yield such a large portion of

iron ores of the United States occur but to a limited ext-ent in

Canada and cannot be looked on as probable large producers. In

Newfoundland, however, two of our eastern steel companies have

very large iron ore reserves in beds of this type.
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SOME SUGGESTIVE PHASES OF THE IRON MIXIXG
INDUSTRY OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA.

By Frank L. Nason, West Haven, Conn.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911.)

In this paper strict accuracy, either as regards dates,

tonnages or areas, has not been the aim. The object is not

statistical in any sense of the word.

What are the salient historical phases of the iron industry

of eastern North America? Do their phases point towards a

definite line of future development? The answers to these

questions are not submitted dogmatically, but suggestively.

The first record of the iron industry in North America is

in the year IGOS, when a few tons of iron ore were mined in

Virginia and sent to England. Thirty-five tons were mined in

that year. Three hundred years later, the United States alone

produced 27,089,422 long tons of pig iron, correspontling to the

proiluction of about 54,198,844 tons of iron ore.

With the growth of the colonies, especially after the formation

of the United States, iron mining and reduction extended from

Maine to Alabama.

It is not necessary to recall these facts, other than that it

suits the purpose of this paper.

It is a fact that the manufacture of iron, at this time, repre-

sented no advance in method; but was in every detail copied

from methods in the old world. Watt'r blast, Catalan, charcoal

forges, the raw iron forged into shape and the slag forced out

by means of trip hammers, huge wooden beams with a mass of

iron bolted or strapped on, beaten on an iron capped wooden

anvil. Experiences, often disastrous experiences, taught that
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certain iron ores could not be used. Why was unknown. That

Catalan iron was good was testified by the fact that as late as

ISSO such forges were in extensive use in Clinton County, New
York.

The Catalan forge was supplemented, not superseded, by

blast furnaces. Bounded by almost the same geographic limits

are massive stone stacks held togeher by timbetrs bolted in place.

In the first blast furnace, as in the older Catalan forges, little

or no advance had been made in the knowledge of ores; furnaces

were charged on the basis of inductive, not at all on deductive

reasoning. It is pathetic to us to-day (as our methods may be

to those who come after us) to read that one furnace master

insisted on the use of wooden shovels, that his charge must be

mixed by a given number of turns to the right, a number of

turns to the left, a peculiar twist of the shovel; all but, if these

were not included, incantations, trade secrets these, to the end

that a certain grade of iron might be produced. One ore was

selected, another rejected, two or more ores were mixed, and the

ratios of their mixtures were also guarded as a trade secret.

Of course, rich ores were a desideratum; but here, too, the

sole guide was the eye. To be specific, many and more were the

attempts to use the rich looking ores which we now know are

high in titanium, and no distinctions could be made by the older

iron workers between the titaniferous iron ores and the more

tractable magnetites, save that one ore could be worked and the

other could not. Still further were they puzzled by the fact that

one deposit of magnetite could be worked and another could not,

that some one part of a given deposit was impracticable, while

another was suited to their ends.

Between the years 1840 and 1850 hot and cold short iron was

ascertained to be caused by phosphorus and sulphur respectively,

and a distinction was first made between titaniferous. and non-

titaniferous iron ores. It was at this date that chemistry took the

place of wooden shovels and incantations and made it possible

to charge furnaces by chemical formulae and thus to control the

product. Whatever the exact date, whoever the man or nation,

the introduction of chemistry marks one of the most important

for^'ard stcpn in this great industry.

Before 1860, the growing demand for iron products had been

met by extensive rather than intensive methods. In other words,
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two new Catalan forges or two new stone stacks were built instead

of enlarging the capacity of any one. About this time, 7 to 14 tons

of iron was the weekly limit of a single forge, and 100 tons weekly

the output of the blast furnace. Both were dependent upon

charcoal as fuel. Again, at about this date, two other remarkable

advances were made, the one practically dependent upon the

other. The old blast furnace was limited in capacity by two

factors: There were no water-jacket, fire-brick lined structures;

resistance to heat and burden was met by thick, trussed stone

walls. Subjected to extremes of heat, unequal contractions and

expansions practically limited the capacity of the furnace. Even

had this difficulty been eliminated, there remained the unavoid-

able fact that even the best of charcoal would not hold the heavier

burden of the charge whch a larger capacity furnace would

entail.

The introduction of the hot blast, the use of brick lined iron

stacks, the substitution, first of anthracite and, later, of coke, for

charcoal, gradually but rapidly increased the output of these

furnaces from 100 tons to over 3,000 tons weekly. Attention

may first be directed to the good offices of the chemist in pointing

out that the difference between pig iron and wrought iron was

mainly in the percentage of carbon, and that carbon could be

eliminated by puddling. The increased output and the dis-

covery that puddled pig iron was cheaper many times than the

Catalan iron, practically sounded the death knell of the Catalan

forge.

Again, attention is called to the fact that in 1870 pig iron

sold at from S70 to SlOO per ton, against SIO to S22 to-day. and

that iron rails were imported at a cost of from $150 to S250 a

ton. At about this date, moreover, the Bessemer process, patented

in is.jij, was introduced into the United States. In the year

1870, the total production of iron ore was 5,302,852 tons; in 1880

7,487,509; in 1890 14,518,857 tons. Of course, the Bessemer

process was not wholly responsible for this increa.sed production;

but without it, the tremenrlous development of our railroad

systems would have been financially impossible.

Not assuming a lack of knowledge on the part of the members

of the In.stitute, but for purposes of his own, the writer desin'S to

refer to some of the limitations of this process. In the republic of
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steel, phosphorus is an ''undesirable citizen." In the Bessemer
process the ratio of phosphorus to iron is not lessened. It is ac-

tually increased. Therefore in the old acid lined Bessemer con-

verter phosphorus in the charge must be below the point of

toleration in the finished product. This, of course, demanded low
phosphorus ores, ores with less than .04% .09% of phosphorus.
These were rare and were soon practically exhausted.

The process was modified by the Basic-Bessemer, where the

lining of the converter was a base instead of an acid. This

widened the range of phosphorus somewhat; but even this did

not correspondingly increase the tonnage of available ores. Stated
succinctly, the limit of slagging the phosphorus is the limit of

the blow. When the carbon of the charge is burned off, the air

oxidizes the iron and, whether the phosphorus is eliminated to

the point of toleration or not, the operation must cease.

That this is so, is demonstrated by the fact that even the

basic-Bessemer converter, making, as it doubly does, the best steel

and the cheapest steel for rail and structural purposes, is doomed,
unless there is a way opened to obviate its limitations. The
only way seems to be a Bessemer ore, and to-day this is not to

be had in quantities to meet the growing demand. The substitute

for this process is the open hearth. Here there is no imperative

time limit, as in the Bessemer converter. With a basic lining

and a reducing, or at least a neutral, heat, phosphorus to any
extent can be slagged off. But time is a valuable element here,

as elsewhere, and is no respecter of chemical laws. Two
per cent, of phosphoric acid demands 2 . 6 times as much of calcium

oxide, and time must be consumed in forming the calcium phos-

phate. Consequently, even in the open hearth furnace, the

lowest possible amount of phosphorus is desirable. The open
hearth furnace is not a natural but a forced substitute for the

Bessemer converter. There is no need, even for my purpose,

to point out the many attempts to neutralize the effects of the

element which it is so imperative and so difficult to eliminate.

Vanadium, molybdenum and other alloys have been tried; but,

if for no other reason than increased cost, the attempts so far,

seem to have failed.

To sum up briefly, the striking, really epoch-making phases
of our iron indu.stry are the introduction of hot-blast; anthracite
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and coke; brick-lined, water-cooled iron stacks; chemistry; the

Gayley dry air blast; puddling pig iron; the Bessemer; the

basic-Bessemer, and finally, now, the open hearth furnaces. I

purposely omit, for the present, the recently introduced electric

furnace, in which Canada has taken such a prominent and in-

telligent interest.

The crux of the situation so far is this. The greatest inven-

tion or discovery in the whole range of steel making has not only

been halted, but apparently defeated, by an unconquerable foe

—phosphorus in the iron ores.

Is there any suggestion in past history that will tend to re-

establish the Bessemer process, to supplement it or to make an

acceptable substitute?

Pa.ssing now to a review of the iron ore situation:

Iron ores are classed as follows:

—

Red hematite, with the formula FcoO,.

Brown hematite in all degrees of hydration.

Magnetites, formula Fe^ O^.

Carbonates, with their yarious types.

Titan iferous iron ores are not here given, since to-day they

are not available as ores. As late as 1S70 the Appalachian

region produced 3,54(3,513 tons of iron ore, while the western or

middle-west States, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin, produced

only 1,593,489 tons. Attention is here called to two striking facts:

Alabama in this year produced only 11,350 tons, Minnesota was
unheard of.

Up to ISSO the Appalachian region more than held its own,

with a total production of 5,6(37,348 tons, against 2,819,902 tons

of the Lake Superior region. Of the Appalachian region. New
York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey produced over 3,700,000

tons.

The varieties produced were as follows:

—

Brown hematite 27.70%of the total.

Red hematite . .31.54% " "

Magnetite. . 30.02% " "

Carbonate 11.43% "

This was in 1880.
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In 1906 the percentages were changed as follows:

—

Red hematite 89%
Brown hematite 5.8%
Magnetite 5.2%

It is certain that Michigan and Wisconsin produced hard

hematite ore, while the product of Minnesota is largely soft red

hematite. In 1906 Minnesota ores were produced to the extent

of 25,359,077 tons, in which average phosphorus was .039; while

the peninsula ores, 12,400,000 tons, averaged .103%. The

average is arithmetical, not computed by tons.

During this year 1906, Alabama produced 821,301 tons of

brown and 3,173,797 tons of red hematite. These ores are too

high in phosphorus for either basic or Bessemer pig.

These facts are mentioned in order to emphasize the state-

ment that unless some means of eliminating phosphorus is

devised, the Bessemer process is doomed. From 1903 to 1906,

inclusive, the production of Bessemer steel increased, in round

numbers only 5%, while during the same period the production

of open hearth steel increased 100%.

There is more than a suggestion in the preceding paragraphs.

Unless low phosphorus ores are abundantly produced, the Besse-

mer converter is dead. Is there any prospect for such ores?

To avoid misunderstanding it should be added that the

Bessemer process is not yet dead—on the contrary, it is still in

robust health; but as individuals in good health and in middle

life usually show to an expert diagnostician, signs of weakened

organs, which will ultimately slay them, so with this individual

process.

In the United States in 1906, the production of steel rails

was 3,624,026 tons. In 1907 the rail production was practically

the same. In 1907, however, 90% of the product was Bessemer

steel. In 1909 the Bessemer product dropped to 58%. In 1910

it dropped to 52.8%. The loss in four years is 40%.
The edge may be taken from the above figures somewhat

by the modifying statement that Gary, Bethlehem and Ensley

with their recent installations of open hearth plants are responsible

for this; but one is bound to ask, "Why?'*

Would the quarrel between rail makers and rail buyers over

specifications as to phosphorus have arisen and resulted in a
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change to open hearth unless something was radically wrong?

Whatever the answer, these are facts. Low phosphorus ores

are growing less with a greater demand, and the basic-Bessemer

process has a fixed phosphorus limit beyond which it cannot go.

Ores.

The iron industry of the future will undoubtedly lie in two
classes of ores—the red hematites, including the Clinton ores;

the magnetites, including titaniferous iron ores. This may appear

as a bold prophecy, in view of the fact that to-day the magnetic

iron ores are slightly below the brown hematites, and are only

5% of the total production. If, however, we place two striking

facts in juxtaposition, the prophecy will not appear so daring.

In 18S0, magnetic iron ore was 30% of the total; in 18S4 the

first shipment of ore was made from the Minnesota field. In

considering this point, the structural characteristics of the various

classes of ore bodies must be considered. The brown ores are,

roughly, the results of leaching and redeposition, or are residual.

The soft hematites of Minnesota are mainly residual; possibly

leaching and redeposition have played a part as well. Both are

thus similar in a highly important way. They are natural con-

centrates, are confined to surface phenomena of weathering, and

are dependent on the slow disintegration of surface rocks and

a.ssemblage by means of meteoric waters. However extensive

any one deposit or series of deposits may be, they are still limited,

but variably as to depth.

The Clinton rod hematites are, in the jutlgnient of students

of those ores, contemporaneous with the enclosing rocks, ami for

all that is positively known to the contrary, are co-extensive

with this geological formation. The straight magnetites, i.e., the

non-titaniferous magnetites, are not so conclusively contempor-

aneous with the enclosing rocks. Opinions difTor widely upon

this point ; but the fact remains that they are co-extensive, on the

Atlantic s<'aboard, with the Archiean age. They are, however,

not confined exclusively to this geological ago, but reach through

in lessened extent, the Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian ages,

There is this difference. In the Architan—to retain an old term

—

the rocks are all highly crystalline and contain only crystallino

ores, hematites or magnetites, while later geological formations
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have both carbonates, hematites or magnetites depending wholly

on local metamorphism.

This, then, is practically true. The brown hematites and

many red hematites have no fixed geological habitation and have

decided limitations in extent; while the Clinton ores and the

magnetites have decided habitats and, save for the rocks in which

they occur, there is no one who can set a limit, areally or in

depth, to their extent.

The Chemical Characteristics of these Ores.

The brown hematites typically contain 85.5% iron sesequi-

oxide and 14.5% of water. But, except in rare instances, never

in great quantity, do they conform to this type. Instead of

theoretical 60% of iron, the working average is 40%, or lower, to

50%. In all cases they are comparatively high in silica, alumina

and phosphorus and, in some instances, sulphur.

As mined, as a rule, they are totally unfit for furnace charges.

The}^ must be washed artificially, in some instances, the final ore

is only 25% of the total mined. The remaining impurities are

so intimately mixed with the ore that no degree of washing will

free the ore from impurities. With log washers and jigs is thus

the end of ore refinement.

With the Clinton ores, and to a certain extent, the Oriskany,

much the same chemical condition obtains, save that in the worked

deposits so nmch lime is present the ores are self-fluxing. The

term "worked" deposits is advisedly employed. At Birmingham,

Ala., the worked ore bed varies from 4' to 25', and this is prac-

tically self-fluxing. At the same place, however, outcrops of

Clinton ore are to be seen 50' to 75' thick, the percentage of iron

being higher, if anything; but here lime is almost wholly absent,

and silica more than takes its place. While the Clinton ores are

strictly hematites which theoretically contain 72% metallic iron,

the average iron charged into the furnace averages 33% to 36%.
The impurities are silica, alumina, calcium carbonates and phos-

phoru.s.

The structure of these ores, as in the case of the brown

hematites, forbids concentration. Oolitic, formed in concentric

layers when pure, more often they radiate concentrically around
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a grain of sand, a particle of limestone, a minute fossil shell,

or seem to be precipitated from solution by algoj. Even were it

possible to obtain, by grinding and concentration, a high iron

ore, the loss would be quite out of proportion to the gain.

This is the inevitable conclusion. With the Clinton iron

ores, as with the brown hematites, so far as we can see, we must

always use these ores as they are or not at all. The ores are

earthy and non-crystalline, and this is equally true of their im-

purities.

In the case of magnetic ores, this last condition is completely

reversed. Not only is the rock habitat holo-crystalline, but the

ores and the gangue as well. There are degrees of crystallization

in rock and ore, but in these ores especially, vary from fine

grained, dense and tough, to coarse, porous and friable.

Phosphorus invariably occurs as phosphate of lime in crystals

or crystalline grains; more rarely, as a thin plating on the crys-

talline -grains of magnetite. Feldspar, hornblende, pyroxene,

biotite and free silica occur also as crystals or cr}'stalline grains.

Sulphur occurs, when it does occur, as pyrite, chalcopyrite,

or occasionally as pyrrhotite. As a rule, the leaner the ore, the

more granular the structure of ore and gangue. Rarely does it

happen that a considerable percentage of the iron, as magnetite,

is included in minute grains in limpid quartz .so completely

that no economic degree of crushing will break gangue and

mineral free.

This, however, is to be noted. In some very extensive

deposits of magnetic ores, grains of so-called martite exist, antl

to the unaided eye are not to be distinguished from the magnetite.

This martite is supposed to originate in situ by the oxithition of

magnetite to hematite.

In considering magnetic concentration, this is a fact that

mu.^t be taken into account, since martite is non-magnetic and

80 will pass off with the gangue. This is an important fact to

consider.

The ores as mined areally vary from the theoretical limit

of 72.4% of iron to 45%. The size of these richer deposits is

variable. Ono deposit with which the writer is familiar has to date

produced 25,000,000 tons of 00% ore. From this extreme we
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drop to lenses of a few hundred tons. The general average of

shipped magnetic ore is about 55% iron.

Almost invariably, mining confined to these richer lenses is

necessarily expensive. Lower ore specification from 60% to

40%, and the tonnage of a given district may be increased over

300%.
Almost invariably as mined, phosphorus puts these ores out

of the steel class. To sum up briefly, magnetic iron ore averages

no higher grade than the brown hematites and Clinton ores, but

differ in that the hematites as a rule are non-crystalline and earthy,

ore and gangue, while with the magnetites the reverse is invariably

true. But the magnetites possess the decided advantage that

the ores are highly magnetic, except as noted, while the gangue

is always practically inert. It thus follows that while by no

mechanical means, at any cost, can the hematites be concentrated,

without great loss in volume, to anywhere near the theoretical

limit of iron, there is no magnetic ore that cannot be concentrated

to 70 or even 72%, and with a practically complete elimination

of phorphorus. It depends wholly on what the ultimate concen-

trates will bring, and this has been and is, and probably always

will, be the only limit. With one ore, concentration is only

limited by comparative cost; with the other it is physically

impossible.

This is one of the main suggestions, as it appeals to the writer, that

the past makes to the future. Magnetic iron ores will regain their

former supremacy and will hold it. Further, experience teaches

that brown hematites are strictly limited in extent, and both

brown and red show a tendency to grow uneconomically lean

with depth, and with no hope of mechanical concentration, mag-

netites areally and in depth maintain their essential character-

istics.

But this supremacy, of necessity depends on other factors

than peculiar amenability to concentration or purification.

What is the Comparative Areal Extent of these Ores?

The following figures are only crude approximations, but

the linear di.stances are but little exaggerated; the ratio of

mineralization no one can state exactly. The linear outcrops
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of magnetite ore-bearing rocks, in which large areas of magnetite

ores, lean and rich, are known to occur, are as follows:

—

Minnesota, East and West 160 miles.

Michigan and Wisconsin, East and West 475 **

Labrador to Alabama, X.E.-S.W 2,400 "

Dominion of Canada, East and West . . . 1,470 "

Total miles of Outcrop 4,505

These linear dimensions are only a re-statement in another

form of the fact that the old Laurentian formation is " Y" shaped;

the tail of the " Y", the Appalachian mountains; the fork, on either

side of the St. Lawrence. This is the old Archaean or Laurentian of

classic geology, and in this extensive formation occur the magnetic

and titaniferous iron ores.

Clinton Iron Outcrops.

Ohio and Alabama 850 miles

Ohio and Minnesota 570 "

Newfoundland 125 "

Total miles 1,645

Roughly, then, 84% of the magnetic iron ore outcrops on

the Atlantic seaboard, and 66% of the Clinton ores, lies within

the lines above given.

Geologically, there is no disputing the above figures.

The Appalachian uplift is the oldest, its rocks are wholly

cri'stalline, and magnetic iron ores are almost exclusively confined

to their rocks. The red hematites of Minnesota are purposely

ignored. Twenty years ago iron mining practically migrated to

to this state. Like many other adventurers, within twenty years it

will return to the east. This is another important suggestion. In

the main, this is true. At the outset Minnesota ship}x?d ijo% to

68% low phosphorus, low silica ores; to-day the ba.se is 59%
iron, and shipments are made below 55% . Silica is rising pro-

portionately, as well as phosphorus, and there are no known
mechanical means for essentially raising the grade of iron or

lowering phosphorus and silica. Besides this, sls has been pointed

out, the very nature of the ores precludes hope of extensive

depth.
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Concentration.

Reverting again to this subject for a moment:

From the very earHest available records we learn of

the concentration of iron ores, to a greater or less extent; the

brown ores were cleansed by means of hand jigs and sluices.

There has been no improvement in methods, only in mechanism.

From the nature of the case, these methods alone are possible.

I believe experiments have been made in partially deoxidizing

hematites to the point of amenability to magnetic treatment;

but it is not employed to-day. There appear to me to be many
mechanical lions in this path. Magnetic concentration of mag-

netites is as old as the iron mining industry. It has only recently

become a commercial success.

What follows is made as no hostile criticism of workers in

the field of magnetic concentration; but as a suggestion merely.

The first point is the consideration of titaniferous iron ores.

Little is known as to the volume of these ores, i.e., the third

dimension especially, since for years past, as to-day, they are

regarded as impossible in a blast furnace. Contrary to the

general impression, they are not universally low phosphorus, but

range almost as straight magnetites. The same is true as to

sulphur. All their impurities are crystalline, but, as in magne-

tites, the ores vary in grain and density.

There have been many attempts to concentrate these ores

magnetically, but, as one leading metallurgist casually remarked,

''The best that has ever been done is to part the ores in

the middle." In other words, while silica, alumina and phos-

phorus were economically lowered, the titanium-iron ratio re-

mained about the same, while, as he expressed it, ''the loss of

iron in the tailings was scandalous."

In handling these ores it should be remembered that they

are mechanical, not chemical, mixtures of magnetite and ilmenite

and that ilmenite carries 31.6% titanium and 3G . 8% iron. From

this fact two lessons should be fairly well learned. First—that

in ridding the titaniferous ore of titanium 1 . 16 points of iron

mu.st go with every point of titanium rejected. Second—If

analysis shows from 37% Fe.and 48% Ti.the ore is a pure ilmenite,

and attempt at magnetic concentration is foredoomed to failure.

In an ore carrying 25% of titanium the loss is bound to be 28%
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iron if titanium is completely eliminated, which it never can be.

And for this reason:—the two minerals are mechanical mixtures

and can never be mechanically broken apart. Therefore, in

magnetic separation more or less titanium will be retained in

the heads, and consequently more or less straight magnetite will

be lost in the tails.

Though far less magnetic than magnetite, it is still magnetic

and thus, with suitable machines, can be cleaned to the same

degree of purity as magnetite; that is, all impurities can be

rejected.

Yet, as in the case of magnetites, there are many titaniferous

iron ores so fine grained and dense as to make it economically

impossible to break gangue and ore apart to where they can be

separated.

The point of concentration of titaniferous iron ores is

elaborated for three reasons, the first of which is that, in spite of

the lack of definite knowledge, expressed in terms of "vast,"

"immense" and "inexhaustible" (expressions which cannot be

interpreted in cubic feet), it yet remains a fact that titaniferous

ores are widely distributed. They are remarkably co-extensive

with the magnetites and are usually more highly concentrated

than iron ores in general, and to my personal knowledge, there

are deposits which contain 25 to 100,000,000 tons.

My second reason is that for certain purpo.ses, such as rails,

titanium alloys appear to stand far ahea<l in low cost and high

efTiciency of any other steel alloy.

Thirdly—and this is eminently a suggestion—the electric

furnace seems to promise to remove "direct .steel" from the class

of idle dreams and put it in the direct path that leads to economic

facts accomplished. In this case it appears that titanium alloys

may possibly be made direct from the ores.

It has been indicated that magnetic iron ores can be con-

centrated to almost complete purity, i.e., to 68% to 70%.
This is po.ssibly not economic. Yet 60%, 65% and 66% concen-

tration at a milling cost of from 40 to 75 cents a ton for concen-

trates is not only possible, but is actually a fact, and on a large

commercial scale and over 90% saving of original iron is made.

Whether concentration up to 70%, which is practically

possible and with 90'^^ or mon» recovery, will be economic or
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not depends wholly on the relative costs of mechanical concen-

tration, fine grinding, magnetic separation, and chemical concen-

tration (that is the blast furnace). Chemical separation must be

the final step to rid the ore of oxygen, and the critical point lies

between 16% and 0% of impurities.

The second point is degree of comminution. In this the

blast furnace has its limits. Comminution to the point where

complete elimination of impurities is possible in fine grained ores

makes an impossible furnace charge without briquetting the

concentrates. With extremely fine concentrates, though, these

ores are then in the best possible condition for rapid reduction,

the necessary blast is obstructed and loss entailed from " blowing

over."

In the electric furnace no blast is necessary, no fuel required,

except the minimum amount of carbon to burn off the oxygen

of the ores. There is possible in these furnaces the highest

temperatures and any atmosphere necessity may call for.

Judging from the comparative areas of coal and metallic

ores, under present metallurgical methods, our fuels will be

exhausted centuries before the exhaustion of ore supplies. The

minimum amount of fuel is required for actual reduction; the

maximum amount is required to raise and to maintain the neces-

sary reduction temperature. That the greater part of this is

wasted no one will deny.

Can this necessary temperature be more economically ob-

tained and thus conserve our fuels? Water power appeals to

me as being the one solution to-day. In this connection it is

suggested that electro-thermal units are regarded as being more

expensive than carbo-thermal. They are now compared with

the cost of coal burning, steam generating plants plus fluctuating

price of coal. But a hydro-electric plant, once installed, its

energy costs nothing save interest and repairs.

The Appalachian mountain system is well watered. The

necessary head is suggested rather than detailed below.

The difference in level between Lake Superior and Lake

Huron, 21'; between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario is 32G'; be-

tween Ontario and Montreal about 250 'to 300'. The head waters

of the Ottawa are about 800' above Montreal. Lake St. John is

about 340' above tide. In general the Labrador peninsula is
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1,300' to 2,000' above tide. In general also, the height of land

of the Canadian Xorth West Territory is about 700' to 800' above

tide. The point is suggested that the 70' tides in the Bay of

Fundy and Ungava Bay will more than equal the power of the

drainage sheds to which reference has been made.

In the United States the waters of the Appalachian mountain

system drain into numerous small streams which unite with large

rivers in the Piedmont plains, where volume is large and fall

insignificant. To off.set this, contiguous to this mountain system

are our greatest coalfields.

But in this great Laurent ian system from Labrador to

Alabama is the greatest magnetic iron ore field known in the

Western Hemisphere.

To sum up: It appears as a logical, if not an imme-

diate, conclusion, having regard to the foregoing statements, that

the development of the electric furnace and the abundance of

magnetic iron ores, capable of the maximum degree of concentra-

tion, will bring iron mining back to the Atlantic seaboard, and

bring it back to stay. The salient facts are these:

The Bes.semer converter was an epoch maker. The electric

furnace may either supplement it or supplant it. Both require

rich, phosphorus free ores, whether natural or artificial. The

natural ores do not exist. Magnetic iron ores are practically

the only ones that can be refined economically to near the theoretic

limit. These ores occur most extensively on the Atlantic seaboard.

On the Atlantic seaboard are our greatest coalfields and our

greatest water powers.

Even if the electric furnace fails to develop direct steel, the

practical elimination of phosphorus from magnetic iron ores will

restore the Bessemer converter to its former supremacy.

These facts—the diminishing grade and quantity of the lake

ores, their lack of amenability to concentration, the great areas

of magnetic ores, their amenability to complete mechanical

purification, their location on the Atlantic seaboard, their prox-

imity to the greatest coalfields and waterpowers—these seem

to point to the return of iron mining to the East, to the rehabili-

tation of the Be.s.semer converter and the great development of

the electric furnace.

10
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THE WABANA IRON MINES OF THE NOVA SCOTIA STEEL
AND COAL COMPANY LIMITED.

By Thomas Cantley, New Glasgow, N.S.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

During the summer of 1895, when the mines on Bell Island were

being opened and preparations made for large shipments of ore,

the writer was given the privilege of putting a new name on the

World's Commercial Map. He chose for this locality the Indian

word "Wabana," a literal translation of which would be ''The

place where dayhght first appears "— '' The eastermost place on

the Continent, " the root words being '' Waban " light or "bright,

"

and "Wobun "—" dayhght.

"

The first systematic treatise upon the geology of Newfound-

land, is that by Jukes, published in 1858. This report alludes to

Bell Island and its fertihty, and also mentions that "two beds of

red sandstone" are noticeable in its cliffs from the sea. This is

the first reference known to have been made to Wabana ore, for

at any considerable distance what is really red hematite may
readily be mistaken for red sandstone.

Again, in the Report of the Newfoundland Geological Survey,

for 1868, tabulated measurements are given of the stratigraphy

of Bell Island, but no mention is made whatever of the outcropping

of any ore body.

Eventually the value of the property being realized it was

acquired by Messrs. Butler, of Topsail, from whom it was pur-

chased by the Nova Scotia Steel Company in 1893.

The installation of a mining plant, tramway, and pier was
then inaugurated, and on Christmas Day, 1895, the first shipment

of ore was made to Ferrona, Nova Scotia; since which date an

increasingly large output has been maintained.
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In 1899 a portion of the areas was sold to the then recently

formed Dominion Iron and Steel Company, the latter thus

acquiring the lower bed while the Xova Scotia Company reserved

for themselves the upper bed, the ore in which contains a higher

percentage of iron than any of the other scams. This sale included

a submarine area of about three square miles adjoining the shore.

Subsequently the Nova Scotia Company acquired outl}ing sub-

marine areas which it was believed would be workable because of

the increased thickness of cover. The well known persistence of

the beds also led to the belief that this submarine area would

contain all the beds outcropping on the land.

Upon the submarine areas each Company own all the beds

upon the respective claims, while on the land the Xova Scotia

Steel and Coal Company operate the "Scotia" or upper bed, the

Dominion Company working the underhing seam.

As the work progressed, additional areas were secured; and,

at the present time, the Xova Scotia Steel and Coal Company
o\Mi 32J square miles of the submarine areas within the supposed

limits of the basin, and the Dominion Iron and Steel Company,

8J square miles.

To reach the Scotia submarine areas, it was necessary to pass

through the Dominion areas referred to above, which, adjoining

the land, extend almost 4,000 feet to the deep. An agreement

was made by which slopes could be driven through these inter-

vening areas and work was commenced accordingly in March,

1905. This work progressed favourably and the Scotia sub-

marine areas were reached in 1909. (See Fig. 4). As the slope

proceeded it was ascertained by diamond drilling that the lower

bed had increased very greatly both in thickness and richness.

At the outcrop this seam wa.s eleven feet thick, but gradually

increased to over double that thickness—indeed, in places to

over 30 feet; while analysis of the ore showed that the iron-

content was higher and the silica correspondingly lower.

In view of the remarkable increase in value of the lower bed,

the Company decided to operate both it and the upi)cr bed; and

in March, 1910, the grade of the sl()i)e was accordingly increa.s(Ml

to 30 degrees until the ore of the Iow^m- I>«mI wtus entered in Decem-

ber. 1910.

The following table gives the ore mined and shipped by the

Scotia Company to December 31st, 1910.
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ORE mined by SCOTIA COMPANY TO DATE AND
ITS DISTRIBUTION.

Total Ship-
Year Nova United Germany Great ments for Total to

Scotia States Britain Year Date f,i

1895 .. 2.400
15.545
10.842

2,400
35,900
45,387

2,400
1896. .. 20,355

29 , 499
38,300

1897. .. 2.523 2,523 83 , 687
1898. .. 30.913

23 . 492
63.468
173,760

6.746
17 , 599

101,127
302,784

184,814
1899. .. 87,933 487,598
1900. .. 33 . 200 137.381 13,193 183,774 671,372
1901. .. 25.214 75,261 189,957 52,206 342.638 1,014,010
1902. .. 31.725 86.341 207,923 96,917 422,906 1,436,916
1903. .. 26,927 80,992 173,339 62,069 343,327 1.780.243
1904. .. 86.162 5,380 119,624 34,767 245,933 2.026.176
1905. .. 79.140 5,795 218,868 4,241 308,044 2.334,220
1906. .. 74.800 126,655 124,757 61,629 387,841 2,722,061
1907. .. 110,870 110,689 85,331 63,842 370,732 3,092,793
1908. .. 81,040 53.154 142,111 36,490 312,795 3,405,588
1909. .. 91,700 215.364 91,542 61,781 460,387 3,865,975
1910. .. 129,501 220,836 138,306 43,416 532,058 4,398,033

853.471 1.255,635 1.731,509 557,418

Geography.

Conception Bay is the most southerly, and one of the most

important, coast waters in the northeast coast of Newfoundland.

(See Fig. 5) . It occupies an inlet in the northern part of the Avelon

Peninsula, which is the most easterly part not only of Newfoundland,

but of the American Continent. This arm of the sea projects into the

land in a general southwesterly direction for about twenty-six

miles, and has a maximum width of thirteen miles. It contains

three principal islands, lying near the southern shore, known as

Great Bell Island, Kelly's Island, and Little Bell Island. The first

named, and the largest of the group, is about six miles long and

two miles wide, with its longer axis lying northeast and southwest,

and containing twelve square miles. It is on the north shore of

this Island that the mining district of Wabana is situated.

St. John's, the capital of the colony, is distant thirty-five

miles by water, and as the crow flies, thirteen miles. Easy access

to Wabana from St. John's is afforded by a drive of ten miles over

the hills to Portugal Cove on the south shore oi" Conception Bay,

from which point a steam-ferry plies to the Wabana piers.

Upon glancing at the map it will be seen that the mines are

thus directly upon the marine track of North Atlantic shipping.

This is an extremely important feature, for perhaps the most

necessary requirement for an iron property, after the quality and
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quantity of the ore shall have been assured, is its geographical

position. Indeed, accessibihty is fundamental. From Wabana,

situated midway between Europe and America, the seaboard mar-

kets of both continents lie open.

The appended table of distances well illustrates this point:

—

Wabana to

Miles Miles

Rotterdam 2,294 Baltimore 1,398

Amsterdam 2,310 Philadelphia 1,242

Emden 2,475 Xew York 1,110

Glasgow 1,899 Boston 907

Liverpool 1,9GG Buenos Ayres 5,G58

Newcastle 2,40G Rio Janeiro 4,5G8

Middlesbrough 2,350 Panama 2,921

Stettin 2,633 Bermuda 1,1G0

Parambuco 3,518 Cape Town G,245

Cape Race 100 Halifax 580

Sydney 412 Pictou 540

Quebec 930 St. John, X.B 8G7

Montreal 1,065

Geology.

The geology of the area has been described in papers already

contributed to the Transactions of the Institute.*

The Ore Beds.

Intcrstratified with the shale and sandstone, which compose

the structure of the Island, there are on the north side of the

Island six bands of ore ranging from one to fourteen feet in thick-

ness. (See Fig. 2). Only the three uppermost beds, which are also

the thickest, are at present mined. Of these, the lower (No. 4 in

Fig. 2) and the little upper bed average, in the land areas, twelve

A Nf'wfoiindland Iron Depoiit: Cliamlxirs, R. K. Jour. Fe<l. C. M. I.,

Vol. I. p. 41, 189().

See alao. The Sinking of the Walninu Sul)marine Slopes: Chambers,
II. E. A A. K. Jour C. .M. I., Vol. XII. p. 111. VMY.i.

The .Mineral Ileflourcea of Newfoundland; llowley, J. T.. Jour. Vol.

XII p. ir)l, 1909.
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feet and four feet in thickness respectively; while the third,

marked Xo. 6 the *' Scotia, " averages seven feet. In the sub-

marine areas, there is a substantial increase in thickness in all

three beds.

These beds occur in the form of a closed synclinal trough,

the southern edges of which interpenetrate with the Island and
where out-cropping form the segment of an ellipse. (See Fig. 1).

The ore beds pass beneath the waters of the bay, but do not

reach the land on the other side.

Judging from the normal inclination of the various portions

of the s(!rios where visible, the opposite outcrop of the lowest band
would re-appear at the surface about five miles from the north

side of the Bay; while the centre of the basin must be in the bay
three or four miles to the north of the Island. (For Geological

section, see Fig. 3).
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Map showing iron ore l)eds occurring on Great licit Island. Prepared by
James P. Howley, F.G.S., Director, Newfoundland Geological Survey.

Faults.—The measures on the north side of Boll Island show

a number of faults which haye been encountered underground.

They are nearly all downthrows and of small displacement, not

exceeding twenty-five feet except in one instance, while the

others are much less.

The faults occur in two series roughly at right angles to one

another, and cross the Xo. 2 slope, driven on the dip, diagonally.

They occurred after the ore had been deposited mid wore pro-

bably caused by intense lateral pressure.

The ore.—The mineral, which htus a bright metallic lustre, is a

dense red henuitite of 4. 1 specific gravity. The ore is non-l
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mer. The average metallic iron contents of the output from the
"Scotia" bed is 53% to 56%, with 7% to 9% sihca, phosphorus
.8 to .9 per cent.; and that of the lower bed on the land 48%
to 52% Fe and 10% to 15% sihca. 0.70 to 0.85% phosphorus.
A typical analysis of Scotia ore is shown in the following table:—

Typical Analysis of Wabana Ore.

Natural Dry
Moisture 0.66% 0.00%
Loss on Ignition 4.31 4.32
Silica 9.4 9.43

Oxide of Iron, FeA 76.43 76.94 Met. Fe 53.86
Alumina. AI^ 3.52 3.55
Phosphoric Acid, P^ 1.61 1 . 62 Phos. . 85%
Oxide of Manganese, MnOa . 83 . 84 Mang. . 65%
Lime, CaO 1.800 1.81
Oxide of Magnesium, MgO. ... . 837 . 84
Sulphuric Acid, SO3 0.430 0.44 Sulphur 0.018
Vanadium trace trace

Average analysis of 40 cargoes totalHng 220,000 tons shipped
to Philadelphia during 1910.

Iron Moist Phos.
53.71 2.31 .868

The ore posseses a remarkable natural rhombohedral cleavage,
probably caused by the pressure which formed the faults. The ore
from the surface mines breaks into parallelopipeda of compara-
tively uniform size, the blocks being seldom larger than 8 inches
square or smaller than one and one-half inches square.

The ore from the underground workings does not display so
marked a cleavage, which characteristic seems to decrease as
depth is attained.

Available Ore.

Mr. James P. Howley, F.G.S., director of the Newfoundland
Geological Survey, in a recent paper read before the GeologicaJ
Congress held in Stockholm, estimates the ore in the Wabana
baain aa follows:

—
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"I have made an approximate estimate of the probable

amount of ore this trough may yet contain, taking into considera-

tion all the beds over one foot in thickness. By the aid of the dips

and strike of the strata, where accessible, it is possible to form a

fair idea of the extent of the trough, and unless some unforeseen

disturbance takes place, whereby the ore may be greatly dimin-

ished or thrown out altogether; and provided the bands maintain

their thickness and stratified character, throughout, the result

arrived at reaches the enormous total of 3,(335,000,000 tons."

Mr. H. Kilbum Scott, M.I.M.M., of London, reported on the

available mineral in the Scotia property early in 1909, as follows:

—

"It has been shown that the Wabana deposit is exceptionally

regular, both in thickness and quality of ore, this over several

miles of outcrop and underground workings as well as in the slope

for a mile in the submarine area. Moreover, while the area of the

Ore Basin is a matter of conjecture, the regularity of the dip of the

beds is such that it must be of a width so great as not to disturb

any conservative estimate of ore reserves. Small faults have \yeen

encountered from time to time in the slope of the submarine areas,

but this is no reason to anticipate any great dislocation of strata

sufficient to cut out any of the beds, as the cover is gradually

increasing and already measures 450 feet. Thus while strictly

speaking the amount of ore in the Nova Scotia Company's area

absolutely proved by the submarine slope is small, the present

face being only 500 feet past the Dominion Steel Company's limits,

yet so many important factors necessary are known that it is

possible to make a reasonably safe estimate of the ore available fur

extraction.

" I therefore propose to take as mineral practically guaranteed

that of the land area equal to 2,000,000 tons and also the mineral

in the area l)etween the outside of the Dominion submarine areas

a(lj(jining the island and a parallel line through a point one-third

of the length of the Nova Scotia Sluj)e measured from its present

face, the figure l>eing closed by the submarine outcrop.

"Ah mineral reasonably supposed to exist I take that found

in the area l)etween the limit of the mineral practically proved

and the outside area of the Dominion Comj)any closing the figure

as l>efore by the submarine outcrop.
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"The contents of the remaining outside area, characterized

as mineral which may exist not so much owing to its existence

being less certain than in the other areas, but because its develop-

ment must be deferred for such a long period owing to the large

reserve of ore practically proved.

"

And gives the gross tonnages:

—

Mineral practically proved 201,000,000 tons

Mineral reasonably supposed to exist . . 448,500,000 tons

Total 652,500,000 tons

Then deducting the mineral lost in pillars and by faults and

poor zones; arrived at the total recoverable ore as

—

Mineral practically proved 104,000,000 tons

Mineral reasonably supposed to exist. .291,525,000 tons

Total 395,525,000 tons

Since this report was written, the submarine slope has ad-

vanced a further distance of half a mile seaward without meeting

adverse conditions.

The Mines.

From 1894 to 1899, the Company operated the lower bed by

open-cut mining.

At the latter date, mining employing similar methods was

commenced upon the Scotia bed, and in 1902 slopes were driven

to develop the land areas. Surface and underground mining was

carried on simultaneously, as it is to-day, although the larger ton-

nage is now derived from underground.

Two mines, known as No. 1 and No. 2, are now operated on

the land areas and are mined by the room and pillar system.

These slopes were driven on the dip half a mile apart, the main

levels being broken off simultaneously on both sides at 250-foot

intervals and driven nearly at right angles to the dip but suf-

ficiently against it to give a grade in favour of the load toward

the hoisting slope.
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Cable-operated Tramwiiy from Pier to Mine, at Wabana Iron Mines.

Open Cut Ore Face, Hhowing Ch:iraetori.stic Hlioriiloiicdrai Cleavage

af Wabana Iron Mines.
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At various distances in the levels, headings are driven against

the dip and off these rooms are broken, parallel to the level and op-

posite one another. The rooms are spaced at 3o feet centres and

thus are 15 feet wide, separated by 20-foot pillars. Every forty

feet the pillar is broken through from the lower side.

Drilling:—The drills employed are SuUivan U.D. 3 inch and

are worked by a crew of two men, one driller and a helper.

Labour conditions on the Island, while good on the whole,

yet suffer from the fact that the working-population is almost

constantly on the move. This is due largely to the circumstance

that for generations the fisheries have given employment to the

the Newfoundlander, and a relatively small class has as yet for-

saken this vocation to engage in mining. It is thus difficult to

secure the steady service of efficient drillers.

To overcome this difficulty a "drill boss," was appointed

whose duty it is to keep constantly on the move from drill to drill,

locating the holes to be drilled, the inclinations, etc. The "drill

boss" at the end of each day measures the number of feet drilled

by each drill-crew, which data he enters upon a report form,

giving the date, the number of the working face, the name of the

driller and helper, number of hours worked, the number of drill

used, and the number of holes drilled. By this method of super-

vision, tolerable efficiency is obtainable from even unskilled labour,

and the work of each driller is systematically checked. In the

ordinary room face, 15 feet wide by 8 feet high, twelve holes are

drilled, the 8 feet steel being employed last. An ordinary driller's

day's work (ten hours) represents from 75 feet to SO feet, while

the best machine-man accomplishes from 85 or 90 feet.

Each drill is numbered and when sent for repair is testctl by

means of a pneumatic tester invented by the Company's Engineer,

A. R. Chambers, M.E.

After refitting, it is again tested and the data in respect of the

increase in efficiency, as well as the nature of the repairs and their

cost, are recorded in a Drill Book, which thus contains the com-

plete history of each drill from the time it was put in use.

The sets of drill steel for each drill are also marked with the

same number as the drill, and regular notes uni nuide of the .steel

AS it is sent to the surface each day for the 8har{H»ning. This
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enables a record to be kept on the steel used by the respective

drillers.

A pneumatic drill sharpener is employed to sharpen the drill-

bits, and no difficulty is experienced in supplying bits for fifty

machines.

A bonus system has been in practice for some few years past

;

details of which may be of interest:

—

From the daily reports made up by the "drill boss" the

" muck boss " and the blaster (the duties of the two latter officials

will be explained more fully later) which give the number of feet

drilled, hours worked, dynamite used and tons broken for each

working face, the driller's efficiency is calculated as follows:

—

A nominal value is placed on the ore, at the rate (say) of $1.40 per

car, and put to the driller's credit. On the debit side of the ac-

count is placed the value of the labour, dynamite, and drill-repairs

incurred in gaining this ore. The amount remaining to the driller's

credit is called his efficiency and if above the mininum bonus effi-

ciency, falls into one of three classes: 1, 2 and 3. Those entitled

to be included in the respective classes receive a bonus of twenty,

thirty, and forty cents per day of ten hours during which that

standard of efficiency was maintained.

The system tends to make the driller more careful; for in

order to attain to a high efficiency standard, he must place his

holes to good advantage, take care of his drill, and drill a large

number of feet per day.

An average output of forty-four tons of ore per drill per day

is expected.

Blasting.—One of the most difficult problems to face under

present conditions at Wabana, where a high daily tonnage is

being won within a relatively small underground area, is that of

blasting.

The working faces are so close to one another, that it is im-

possible to blast during the day, and the resulting dynamite fumes

would be another drawback to economical working. All the

blasting is consequently done at night.

The ground is tight and the employment of a heavy explosive

is therefore necessary. The explosive used is Acadia 50%— li inch

dvTiamite, the detonators being Nobels No. 7 low-tension detona-

tors, which are exploded by means of a Nobels 50-hole shot-firing
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battery. The average face of twelve holes when charged carries

from forty-one to forty-four lbs. of d\Tiamite. Thus about half a

ton of d\Tiamite is daily consumed underground. Much careful

thought has been devoted to working out a good blasting system,

and the method now in force has proved highly effective.

All blasting operations are directly in charge of a blasting

inspector whose duty it is to examine daily all the battery circuits,

to see that the battery stations are safe, investigate all misfires

and misholes, examine the magazine and, generally superintend

this department.

The actual blasting in each mine is done by two men and two

helpers, one crew for each section east and west. These men must

pass an examination before being appointed as blasters and

must have made a thorough study of the Company's blasting

rules and regulations.

Each evening after the cessation of work in the mine, the

blaster and helper carry the d\Tiamite, detonators and firing bat-

tery underground, and immediately proceed to fire the places, a

list of which has been given to the blaster by the "drill boss.

"

The blasting circuit from the face of each room to the firing

or battery station is permanent, being made of No. 14 B. & S.

covered wire, which is added to as necessary from day to day by

the blasting circuit wiremen, whose duty it is to test each line

with a pocket galvanometer, and to label the battery station end

of the line with a wooden tag bearing the num})er of the face and

the last date when tested.

Before charging the holes, the leading wires at the face end

are connected in series witli a detonator and a resistance coil

equivalent to fifteen to twenty detonators, the firing battery con-

nected and the single detonator fired. If this is done satisfactorily,

it proves the line and battery to be in good condition.

The holes are then loaded. No. 2'2 B. & S. covered loading wire

being used to connect witli the permanent line, and the detonator

wiiTs connected up as usual. Then before connection is made
with the firing battery the circuit is tested with a hand galvano-

meter and in all cases must answer successfully to this test previous

to firing.

The bliister fills out a report form for each sliift. The report

shows the number of pounds of dynamite and detonators taken
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into the mine, the number of misholes or misfires; the number of

each face found, number of holes fired, and plugs burned at each

face.

The firing batteries are tested weekly by the electrician and
tagged accordingly.

Before leaving the detonator store room the detonators are all

tested by galvanometer. By this system of close checking and
supervision, the number of misfires and misholes have been re-

duced to a very low figure.

Shovelling.—Shovelhng is done by men in pairs, one pair at

each working face or room that has been drilled on the previous

shift. All the shovellers in one section of the mine are in charge

of a " muck boss " whose duty includes that of seeing that all the

ore is cleaned up at each face for the day and who fills out a

report form to the underground manager, giving each shoveller's

name, number of hours worked, and number of cars loaded.

The mine floor is smooth and makes a good shovelling surface.

The men shovel directly into steel cars holding 1 . 65 tons of ore,

and which when loaded they push out to the headway track. The
average man loads sixteen tons per ten-hour day.

The shovellers' bonus system is as follows:—For the day's

pay it is expected that each shoveller shall load nine cars or 14^

tons. For each car above this number, he is given as a bonus an

amount equivalent to the cost of loading it, based at ten cents per

ton. For example, if a shoveller loads seventeen tons or three

tons per day above the minimum requirement, he receives thirty

cents extra pay.

This bonus system has increased the efficiency of the shovel-

lers and has also resulted in reducing the total cost, since a larger

output is handled with the same fixed charges and staff. By this

system, moreover, the work done each day by the individual

shovellers is brought directly to the attention of the foreman and
underground manager, and, furthermore, the men have the

assurance that they will be paid for extra exertion.

Underground Haulage.—For all underground haulage at

present compressed air double-cylinder haulage engines are em-
ployed, the system being main and tail ropes or plane haulage.

The latter is, of course, the simpler and more efficient method
and is utilized whenever practicable. The roads are so laid out
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that a grade of at least 2 per cent, is always in favour of the

load. Eighteen lb. rails are in use throughout the workings

except upon the main slope and levels where a twenty-four lb.

tail is utilized.

The loaded cars are pushed, by the shoveller, from the working

face to the headway, from which point they are lowered by the

headway haulage engine, and allowed to run back upon the level,

where they are left standing. The headway rope is then coupled

to the empty cars standing upon the level siding, which are

hauled up the headway, and delivered to the siding of the working

rooms, as required.

After a sufficient numlx^r of loaded cars, to make up a trip,

have accumulated upon the level, the trip passes out to the

hoisting sloj^e controlled by the level engine rope. This rope is

next coupled to a trip of empty cars which it pulls in to the

headway siding. The loaded trips are hoisted to the deckhead in

the usual manner.

Timber.—The quantity of timber used in the mine is small

and could, if it were not necessary to carry the compressed air

pipe line and blasting wire to the faces, be dispensed with almost

entirely; except, when, of course, the pillars are being removed.

Indeed, the roof is one of the features of the mine, a fact that will

be better appreciated when it is stated that 85% of the ore is

commonly removed without timbering. In many places the

writer has seen an area of 100 feet square entirely unsupported.

Timbering is restricted to the main levels and slopes, except

on occasions when required to support an unsafe section of roof.

The timber is supplied from the Company's timber property

of 50,000 acres, at Gander Bay, about two hundred miles to the

north, where it is cut in winter and forwarded by steamer to

Wabana in the summer months.

Telephones.—Telephones are installed in all the principal

places in the mines and upon the surface, thus affording com-

munication between all departments. This greatly facihtates

operation, and is especially advantageous in the ordering of .•sup-

plies. Thus the mine foreman calls up the mine office and asks

for the required material; an order for the supplies is then sent to

the Central Store after being signed by the Underground Manager,

without whose order no material for the mines is given out. The
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supplies are then at once carried by a store messenger to the place

desired. Hence a saving in time and money is effected, since a

store messenger is paid a lower wage than the lowest paid under-

ground labourer.

A daily record and itemized cost of the supplies delivered to

each mining department on the preceding day, is forwarded by

the Storekeeper to the Underground Manager, who thus, having

a daily check upon all the mining supplies used, is in a position to

at once detect waste and to avoid or prevent extravagance.

Surface Mining.—The ore mined from the surface requires to

be stripped of its cover, a steam shovel being employed for this

purpose, working over the ore to the dip, until 20 to 25 feet of

cover is removed. The uncovered ore is mined by open cut

methods or quarried and hand picked when loaded. This done,

the cars are hauled to the main tramway.

Curve Analysis.—A striking instance of the uniformity in

composition of the ore is afforded by the use of what is called the

"Analysis Curve."

The iron-content of the pure ore of each mine is very constant

as also is the iron-content of the parting rock, which at some places

is 6 inches to 8 inches in thickness and at others does not appear

at all.

Measurements are made daily of this rock in all the working

faces and the results entered in a report. From these, by the aid

of a curve, the mine clerk rapidly derives the analysis of the ore at

each face, and the average analysis for the mine. After deduct-

ing the rock removed at the picking belt, the average analysis for

the ore shipped is obtainable.

These analyses are incorporated in the daily reports to the

manager, and have been proved to be accurate, within one-tenth

of 1% .

The curve analysis for a whole season's shipments has checked

to within this figure with the buyers' analysis.

The System.—From what has been said, it is apparent that

the mining has been very thoroughly systematized. Specialization

has been rigorously adopted and separate reports are made for

every branch of the work and these checked daily by the under-

ground manager. The figures are then incorporated in sum-
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mariried reports, giving such data as enables the mining efficiency

to be ascertained day by day.

For example, the Underground Manager knows each day the

tonnage of ore mined both underground and surface per lb. of

dynamite; the output per man per day, etc. The latter figure,

the ore mined per man per day, is maintained at 4.0 tons, for

weeks at a time. And in calculating this figure all those employed

in mining, preparing and delivering to the tramway, underground

upon the surface, and round and about the deckhead, are included.

It need hardly be said that this method has proved advan-

tageous. A standard thereby is established for each class of

work, below which no man can fall with impunity. Furthermore,

it not only is selective by indicating the l^est workmen, but encou-

rages men who are capable of doing good work, since they realize

that their capabilities arc known and will be rewarded accordingly.

This system has been evolved by the Company's very efficient and

painstaking chief ore and quarries engineer, R. E. Chambers, M.E.

Deckhead.—Upon the deckhead, the cars are dumped one by

one in a tipple of the ordinary tyirc, the ore passing over a grizzly

and into a No. 7 Gates gyratory crusher, delivering to a 30 inch

rubber picking belt inclined at a 30% grade. The ore is finally

delivered into a storage bin and loaded into tramline cars which

carry it to the pier.

Stockpiling.

In winter, since navigation is usually closed from January to

April, the ore is mechanically stockpiled.

This is done by means of a side-dump car propelled by a main

and tail rope driven by a single drum engine. The steel rope is

led from the engine, placed a short distance to one side of the

feeding chute, to a sheave wheel some three or four iiundred feet

distant, thence across a second sheave wheel to the line on which

it is desired to pile the ore, and down this line to the car at the

chute. From the other end of the car the rope passes around

a sheave wheel back to the engine. This car is of the ordinary

side dump type, pos.sessing the necessary mechanism to open the

doors when engaging a rail set in the track.

The car runs on a track at an inclination of about twenty

degrees, and is kept ahead of the pile a couple of car lengths by

20
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means of a wooden frame, the weight of the lower end of which is

sufficient to keep the loaded car from upsetting.

The cycle of operation now is as follows :—The car, upon being

loaded is hauled to the top of the pile and, engaging the set, dis-

charges over the end of the pile. The engine is then reversed and

the can rma back to the loading chute for another load. The
resulting pile is in the form of a triangular pyramid and can be

built up to any size depending upon the area to be covered.

The only labour necessary, excepting that of an engine

driver, is when it is required, from time to time to move the

wooden frame ahead, and even then the heavy work is performed

by the engine. By this means the ore is readily handled as fast

as it comes from the mines, up to 1,500 tons per day, at the

cost of under 1 cent per ton.

The ore stockpiled in the winter is picked up in the busiest

part of the shipping season and sent over the tramway to the pier

in the usual fashion.

The rehandhng of this portion of ore may be done by steam

shovel or, as is the current practice with the Scotia Company, by

means of a scrape or drag bucket, controlled by a wire rope passing

through a sheave pulley which runs back and forth upon a sus-

pended steel cable, one end of which is fastened upon the top of a

wooden tower.

This tower contains a bin of thirty to forty tons capacity, and

the necessary chutes, etc., and is supported upon wheels, thus

enabling the bucket to be operated along all the radii of the circle

covered by the stockpile.

The drag bucket is equipped with a tripable bottom door,

opened by a curved tail striking against a plate situated in the

tower frame, immediately above the bin. The bucket is operated

by a double-drum duplex hoisting engine of the ordinary type.

The cycle is now as follows:—The bucket is lowered to the

ground at the foot of the inclined pile of ore and its latch closed.

A combined hoisting and forward motion is then imparted to the

bucket, its nose thus constantly kept against the pile until loaded.

The engine is then reversed and the loaded bucket rapidly con-

veyed upon the suspended wire back to the tower, when it is

automatically dumped immediately over the bins in the manner

already mentioned. This accomplished, the bucket is rapidly

lowered and the cycle again commenced.
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With this simple apparatus, 1,000 tons per day of ten hours

can readily be handled. And although it might perhaps be under-

taken more cheaply with steam shovels, yet the apparatus described

has the advantage that its initial cost is only a fraction of that of

the former, a consideration, especially as it is in operation not

more than 30% of the time.

Surface Haulage System.

To transport the ore from the mines to the shipping pier

situated on the south side of the island, slightly morc than two

miles distant, a double-track tramway, operated by an endless

cable, is employed. The tramway is in the form of the letter

**T," the head of which lies parallel and close to the outcrop of

the Scotia bed and tapping the various surface pits and the mines,

Xo. 1 to the we.st and Xo. 2 to the east of the long leg which

stretches in a straight line in a southerly direction across the island

to the shipping pier.

The tramway is of 2-foot gauge and has two tracks, one for

loaded cars and the other for empties. Twenty-eight and eighteen

pound steel rails are used on the respective tracks.

At the point located midway between the mines, where the

tramway separates in three directions, and locally called the

*' bottom," the grades are so arranged that by ungripping the cars,

they move by gravity each in the required direction; the loaded

outgoing cars falling from the east and west "full" tracks into the

pier or main full track, and the empties returning from the pier

toward their respective empty track on either the east or west

branch for distribution to the mines.

The cable is a 1 inch diameter Lang Lay plough steel, and is

supported upon wooden rollei*s at short intervals, and by Hadfield

cast manganese steel wheels at the crest of each rise. The cable

is slightly over seven miles long, and its tension is uniformly

maintained by means of balance weights, placed near the haulage

engine at the pier, and at the east and west extremities uf the

tramway.

The tramway is operated by a compound condensing steam

engine, of 125 horse power, geared dovai to a driving bull-wheel to

give a cable speed of 350 feet per minute. Its site is alongside the

pier.
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The cars, built of steel, have an average capacity of 1 .8 tons

of ore, as loaded from the chute, and are of thirty cubic feet

capacity; and are attached to the cable by means of grips, con-

sisting of a series of levers readily operated by a plain wrench with

a 30 inch handle. Two of the grips, one at each end, hold the car

securely to the cable upon the steepest grade on the line and may
be used upon a grade up to 10%.

It is necessary to ungrip and regrip the cars, when they pass

the "bottom" in either direction, as well as at the beginning and

end of the journey. This is done by '^grippers," eight men being

emploved for the purpose, who besides a few "spraggers" include

the only labour required for the operation of the tramway. Under

existing conditions, the actual capacity of the line, allowing for

all stops, is 3,000 tons per day. Indeed, frequently by working

overtime, the daily tonnage sent over the line has been maintained

at 3,500 tons per day for weeks at a time.

Trestle and Bin at south side of Island.—The ore cars upon

arriving at the south side of the Island, run directly upon a trestle

which at its outer end has a height of 35 feet.

The cHff at this point is 200 feet high and immediately to the

east is the storage pocket. In building this pocket, advantage

was taken of a small ravine, which was enlarged and the mouth

closed with crib work until it resembled a rectangular hopper, the

bottom terminating in a chute. This chute delivers the ore upon

a bucket conveyor placed in a horizontal tunnel driven into the

chff.

This pocket has a capacity of 25,000 tons of ore. Under nor-

mal conditions, the ore is dumped from the cars in passing through

a tipple directly into the storage bin, but when the latter is nearly

full, on to a rubber belt conveyor which piles the ore, thus in-

creasing its capacity to 30,000 tons.

The single tipple has a capacity of five cars per minute or,

say, 9 tons of ore.

Shipping Pier.—The tunnel above mentioned, in which the

conveyor moves is 75 feet above high-water and the shipping

pier is built in line with it and with its top at the same elevation.

Thus the ore is carried from the storage bin on the conveyor along

the top of the shipping pier to dump into a small bin situated just

above the loading chute. This bin has a capacity of 200 tons of
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ore and is necessary in order to hold such ore as may be dehvered

by the conveyor after the signal to stop the conveyor engine is

given.

The conveyor is of the steel link chain t>T)e, built with links

3 feet 9 inches apart and 37 inches long, pinned together by axles

upon the outer end of which wide faced wheels are located. These

run upon a full track of 24 pound rails, along the top and return on

the empty track of 18 pound rails underneath. The space between

the conveyor links or frame is filled by "U" shaped steel buckets,

which actually carry the ore. The buckets, wider on top than the

length of the links, are nosed on one end and thus each engages

upon the next bucket, so that the load is distributed over the

whole axle; and are further held in place by angle clips rivetted

on either side so as to engage against the link bars and prevent the

bucket falling out when upside down on its return.

This conveyor travels around large cast iron sprocket wheels,

one at each end, at 412 foot centers, the outside wheel doing the

driving and driven by a 20 horse power duplex haulage engine,

directly geared to give the necessary speed.

Each bucket carries 1,500 pounds of ore and the conveyor

travels at 200 feet per minute, thus having a capacity of 3,000 tons

per hour.

The pier itself is constructed of Georgia pine built upon a

pile-driven and ballasted crib. The trestle which connects the

pier with the cliff at the end of the storage pocket tunnel is built

of native timber.

The trestle bents are spaced 15 feet centers; 8 x 8 timber

being used throughout except at the pier head, where the structure

of Georgia pine is much heavier and strongly braced.

All loading is done from a single pivotted chute, which is

balanced, the horizontal and vertical movement being controlled

by wire guy ropes operated by drum engines from the pier head

as also is the trimmer on the end of the main chute, which deflects

the ore to the desired position in the ship's hold. This apparatus

trims the ore admirably, and no hand-stowing is ever required in

the trunk steamers employed in the trade.

Wabana loading records, as far as known to the writer, have,

loading from a single chute, never l>een equalled.

During the season of 1909, Ixjtween April 19tli and iJecenibor
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23rd, the output represented 459,523 tons of ore, which were

loaded on vessels in 30S ''loading hours" and 50 minutes. This

calculation also includes the time spent in moving the vessels. In

round figures, therefore, the ore was loaded in ships' holds at the

average rate of 1,487 tons per hour; while on occasions this record

was considerable exceeded. Thus in one instance 6,676 tons was

loaded in 3 hours, or at the rate of rather over 2,225 tons per hour,

in another 7,000 tons in 3J hours, and so on.

Submarine Development.

Heretofore, attention has been confined to a description of

the mine, plant, and practice, as at present in use. It is now
purposed to refer briefly to proposed developments and to equip-

ment installed during 1910 with a view to turning the submarine

areas to productive account within the present year.

In order to obtain the necessary production cost when mining

the great body of ore opened up in the submarine areas, a large daily

output is essential. It was consequently decided to install equip-

ment necessary to maintain an output of at least two thousand

tons per day of ten hours.

Mining in the Scotia submarine areas presents few difficulties

other than those incidental to the increased depth and distance

from the surface; and these economic drawbacks, while they are

not to be entirely overcome, may be materially lessened by a

judicious choice of equipment and skilful operation.

Perhaps the most difficult problem to be solved was that of

haulage, the minimum haul being one mile.

The underground practice, it has been decided to adopt, in-

cludes a system of electric locomotive haulage on the main levels,

and the employment of side or bottom dump cars to empty directly

into large storage bins excavated immediately over the hoisting

slope. These bins, of which there will be one for each level, are

sufficiently large to hold at least a day's output from its con-

tributing section of the mine.

Hoisting.—The next stage in the transportation is from the

mine pockets to the deck. The safe speed on a slope of this grade

was assumed to be not over 2,000 feet per minute, and hence it

was found imperative that the load should be a heavy one. As a
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solution of the problem special steel cars of 45,000 pounds capacity

were designed to be operated in balance upon a single drum hoist,

so that when one car was loading at the storage bin in the mine

the other was emptj'ing upon the deckhead.

As it was required that unloading should be accomplished

rapidly, an ordinary tipple was out of the question for empt>ing

the car, hence it was decided to adopt a bottom-dump car. The
car is of especially heavy construction, mounted upon standard

3-foot gauge trucks, and equipped with a mechanism that posi-

tively operates the opening and closing of the bottom.

The slope track upon which the car runs has an average grade

of 10% and is constructed of standard SO-lb. rails, with angle splice

bars, the other fastenings, sleepers, etc., being extra heavy; while

vertical curves are installed at all changes of grade.

The hoisting engine selected and installed is a first-motion

duplex, Corliss valve steam engine, designed and built by Fraser

<fe Chalmers of Erith, England, with cylinders 28" x GO" diameter,

double drum 11 feet diameter, equipped with steam operated post

brake, Whitmore overwind, and safety dev^iee, the drums being

sufficiently large to hold 10,000 feet of IJ inch diameter rope.

The rope is of 3^ inch, G-strand 7 wires Lang Lay special improved

plough steel. The drums under ordinary working conditions are

locked together, but they may be operated sini^ly.

Steam is supplied by a battery of Sterling boilers of 4G4 horse

power and at IGO pound pressure, superheated to 100°.

Deck Head.—The deck head and trestle approach is built of

Georgia pine timber. The special feature of the deck head is that

the loading floor is inclined at an angle of 22°. The weight of the

load is thus always on the haulage cable. The loaded car upon

being stopped over the deck head pocket dumps immediately,

and when the signal to go forward is received from the loading

station in the mine at which the other car has just been loaded,

the winding is started and the empty drops back under its own
weight.

From the deck head bin, which lujlds 100 tons, the ore may
be fed through any one or combination of three chutes. One
chute on either side feeding direct into a No. 7 style K. A.C.B.

Gates gyratory cnisher of which there are two. The third chute

on one of the two remaining sides divides to feed upon two steel
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conveyors, both of which he on the same Hne and run in opposite

directions, and finally deliver through a right-angle turn chute into

the crushers mentioned. These picking belts are provided to

handle such roof and parting rock as may accompany the ore and

have been included in the design in order that the ore may be

picked previous to crushing. On a floor immediately beneath

these picking belts is a Zimmer conveyor to which the waste rock

is dehvered through chutes as picked from the belt. The Zimmer

in turn delivers through an opening in the deckhead-house wall

into a waste rock bin.

The ore from each of the crushers passes on to a separate 48

inch rubber picking belt of the Robins type, along which it travels

a distance of 150 feet, inclined at an angle of 17°, and is finally

dehvered to an ore bin. This second, or after crushing picking, is

done by boys who throw the waste picked off the belts through

holes in the belt house floor upon Zimmers placed on the floor

below, and which discharge into a waste bin.

In the ordinary course of working, the ore passes directly

into the tramcars and thence to the pier, in the manner already

described; but in anticipation of and to tide over a possible

stoppage in the tramline, the picking-belt ore bin has been built

to give a storage capacity of 375 tons.

Ventilation Fan.—A new ventilation plant is being installed

to deliver air through an air shaft situated directly above the

slope near the shore. This consists of a sirocco fan, 66 inches

diameter by 4 feet wide, driven by a direct-connected 200 horse

power motor, giving 80,000 cubic feet of air per minute, at

10 inch water gauge.

Provision is made that a second motor may be connected to

the other end of the shaft, to give the additional air and

pressure required when the workings become extensive. The fan

is so installed as to work either blowing direct or exhausting.

At Pier.—Storage Pocket. In order to cope with the ad-

ditional tonnage and to permit especially of the handling of

two clas.ses of ore, which may be necessary should two beds,

say, the lower and Scotia, be operated simultaneously, it was

decided to provide a second storage pocket alongside and

immediately east of that originally installed. This new pocket

has a capacity of 30,000 to 40,000 tons, to serve which a
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trestle was erected equipped with the necessary tipple, elevators,

and retarders, to provide for its operation in conjunction with the

present tramline. To handle the ore from this new storage pocket

a new steel pier having an inclined conveyor and complete equip-

ment is being erected 50 feet east of the present pier. By this

arrangement the management expect to be able to .still further

reduce the present remarkable short loading time, and hope to

load their new steamers, each of 12,500 tons deadweight, within

three hours from the time of docking, or at the rate of 4,000 tons

per hour, or (say) G6 tons per minute.

Power.—This increase of equipment necessarily demanded
additional power. After due consideration, it was decided that

electricity should be employed for all possible purposes, and such

being the case, the proper location for the power station was at

the pier end of the hne. It became necessary, therefore, to make
large additions to the dock front and a new wharf was built abut-

ting the old pier to the west.

This wharf which was completed a year ago, has a face 260

feet long, and a depth of 100 feet, with 22 feet of water at low tide.

Upon this wharf was erected a brick power house containing a

plant consisting of two 500 k.w. Brown Boveri generator sets.

The alternators are direct connected to Belliss Morcom triple

expansion surface condensing engines driving at 300 revolutions

per minute, and producing 3-phase GO-cycle, 0,000 volt, electricity.

The steam is supplied by two batteries of Sterling boilers of 464

horse power, each working at 200 pound pressure, superheating

to 100°. Chain grates and induced draft are in u.se. The electric

power is directly transmitted to the submarine mine levels, there

being a sub-station near the deckhead anti the mine ventilating

plant, which are electrically operated.

In the mine all mechanical power will be electrical, including

that required for the operation of the centrifugal mine pumps,

small haulage engines and portable compressors probably of the

Kcavell type; one of which in each section of the mine will

supply the compre.ssed air necessary^for the rock drills.

Coal Gantry.—To handle economically the coal necessary to

operate the plant and to bunker the ore steamers with despatch

when coal is required by them, a Mead Morrison one-man control

coal gantry with a
1
J ton gral) and having a capacity of 1,000 tons
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per 10-hour day has been installed upon the new pier. This tower

has a circular motion, but when at work discharging a steamer

remains stationary, and delivers the coal into a bin incorporated

in the substructure of the tower. This coal may be removed

partly in cars and the remainder mechanically stockpiled on the

dock and within the radius of the gantry boom. This arrange-

ment enables of the gantry to again pick up the coal and deliver it

to the power plant boiler bin as required.

Summary.

The Wabana mine is undoubtedly one of the largest deposits

of iron ore of proven value at present operated in the world. It

consists of several beds occurring in a rock basin of large area, the

greater part of which extends under Conception Bay, Nfld., but

outcrops upon the north shore of Bell Island.

The situation of the deposit on a comparatively small island

in the Atlantic Ocean, almost equidistant from Europe and Ame-

rica, affording, therefore a choice of either market, is unique.

From the land areas over 9,000,000 tons have been mined to

date, about one-half of which was produced by the Scotia Com-

pany.

The company own 33^ square miles of areas in fee simple

grant from the Crown, situated within the limits of the iron-bearing

basin mentioned. This territory has been developed by means

of a slope driven in the Scotia seam nearly 9,000 feet to the deep,

and the ore beds have proved to improve in thiclaiess and in iron

content. No conditions have been met with adverse to efficient

mining.

Sufficient ore has been developed in the submarine territory

to assure an annual output of 1,000,000 tons for many years to

come.

The Scotia plant at Wabana has all the necessary facilities

for efficient mine operation. Further extensive additional equip-

ment of the most modem type is now being installed to provide

for an anticipated output of 1,000,000 tons per year from these

submarine areas.
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THE IRON ORES OF THE MATTAGAMI RIVER.

By M. B. Baker, School of Mining, Kingston.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

Ever since the emergence of the Laurentian plateau from

the Archaean sea, a height of land appears to have been main-

tained between the Great Lakes and the basin of Hudson Bay.

Within this basin a series of later sediments of Proterozoic,

Palaeozoic and Pleistocene ages have been laid. The Hudson Bay
basin, therefore, presents a well marked geographical, as well as

geological basin, bounded by a distinct rim of Pre-Cambrian

crystalline and metamorphic rocks. This latter area constitutes a

somewhat rough, undulating surface, dotted by small lakes,

marshes, swamps and muskegs, and has a steep grade toward

James Bay from all sides, as is clearly shown by the convergence

of the many splendid streams which flow down its slopes.

It is primarily the intention of this paper to discuss the iron

area within this basin; but in order to make this clearer, the

stratigraphy of the area will be briefly described to aid in account-

ing for the economic occurrences of the district.

Stratigraphic Record.

Recent.—Peat, marl and bedded sands bearing marine shells.

Erosion conformity.

f
Glacial.

Pleistocene— { Int<'r-glacial lignite series.

[ Ghicial.

Erosion unconformity.

Palaeozoic.—Comiferous, magnesian Hmestoncs, etc.

Erosion unconformitv.
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Upper Huronian.—Siderite, sideritic conglomerate, quartzite.

Erosion unconformity.

Post Middle Huronian.—Diabase.

Intrusive contact.

Laurentian.—Granite, syenite, and gneisses.

The oldest formation seen in this area, therefore, is the

Laurentian. It consists almost entirely of pink granite and
granite gneiss, but varies in many places to micaceous or hom-
blendic granite. Cutting this Laurentian in all directions is a

series of typical post-Middle Huronian diabase dykes, which do

not seem to differ in any way from the diabases of similar age

in other parts of Northern Ontario. Some of these are mere
stringers; others attain an extreme width of two hundred and
fifty feet. They are dark grey, medium to fine grained diabase,

composed of laths of fresh labradorite set in a ground mass of

augite, which is partly in felt-like aggregates resembling uralite

and partly in larger well-defined crystals and grains. A little

original quartz is to be seen in thin sections, and often in hand
specimens. Accessory pyrite and magnetite are also present.

At several places veins up to three inches in width occur cutting

the diabase, but they do not show any of the silver, nickel, or

cobalt minerals so characteristic of similar occurrences in the

Gowganda or Cobalt areas.

Upper Huronian.

As a fringe along the edge of the sedimentary basin is a for-

mation which the writer has classified as Upper Huronian or

Animikie in age. There are but few outcrops and these only

along the border. They consist of a rich, dense, brown siderite,

which shows a banded structure in places, and is very pure spathic

iron, a.s shown by the following analysis:

Fo ' CaO MgO CO2 MnO AI2O, SiOa Sp. Gr.

43.27 1.47 0.91 34.94 1.74 2.31 1.40 3.63

Associat/Od with this siderite is a fine-grained quartz con-

glomerate shading in places to quartzite. The pebbles of this
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conglomerate are for the most part quartz, which apparently has

been derived from the disintegration of the Laurentian, and

cemented by siderite. This Animikie siderite is an important

formation, for it is believed to be the source of the iron now found

as limonite, to be presently described.

In 1904, J. M. Bell presumably found a similar siderite on

the Opasatica river, for he states: {B. of 3/., Vol. XIII, p. 152)

" Apparently this carbonate has resulted from the direct pre-

cipitation from a sea-water rich in iron, magnesium, and lime on

the upturned edges of the gneisses. No fossils are found within

the beds and their age is, in consequence, a matter of conjecture,

but from the lithological resemblance to the iron-bearing calcareous

magnesium rocks of the Mesabi range in the Lake Superior region

they have been tentatively classed as Huronian." But he im-

mediately adds "though, as a matter of fact, they may be more

correctly correlated with the ferruginous carbonates of the De-

vonian of the coastal plain." From this we see that Mr. Bell

was at least suspicious of the Upper Huronian siderite.

At the head of Grand Rapids on the Mattagami river, the

siderite?, sideritic conglomerate, and quartzite were found by the

writer in situ on the shore above water level, and the siderite and

conglomerate are easily traceable across the bed of the river to

the opposite shore. Chemical analysis of this siderite, and the

siderite from the Helen mine in the Michipocoten district, and a

typical siderite from the Animikie of Port Arthur district are

given below for comparison, and it will be readily seen that this

is a very high grade carbonate.

Locality Fe I CaO MgO CO, i AI,0, MnO Sp. Gr.

Siderite.from GrandRapids
Matta-jami rivpr. Ont. . 43.27' 1.47

Siderite from Helen Mines '

Michipicoten, Ont. . . . . 35.69 1.03 7.53 37.18 3.92
Siderite from tvpical Ani-

mikie, Port Arthur, Ont. 28.97, 3.59 6.20 29.06 5.41 0.82 3.40

0.91 34.94 2.31 1.74 3.63

3.72

\

For various reasons, it seems that this siderite and silicious

sediment are of Pre-Cambrian age. The absolute absence of

fossils, the lack of bedding, the compact structure, their occurrence
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as a fringe along the edge of the Palaeozoic, nearest to the Lauren-

tian floor, the lithological and chemical character, and the texture

would appear to correlate them with the Animikie Iron Formation

of the Lake Superior area.

Paleozoic.

Lying uncomfortably on the Pre-Cambrian is the Silurian

and the Devonian limestone, in practically horizontal undisturbed

condition, although in a few places subsequent folding has pro-

duced local anticlines and synclines. The general dip of the

series is to the south-east; the exposures are in cliffs of earth-drab

to dark bituminous limestone, rising abruptly from twenty to

thirty-five feet above the water. Fossils are very abundant in

these rocks, and a number were collected and subsequently

identified by Dr. C. R. Stauffer, Palaeontologist at the School of

Mining, Kingston, who reports that they are typical Silurian and

Devonian (Corniferous) forms.

At the close of Devonian times the sea retreated to the

North-east, and we had no further sedimentation over this area,

except the loose, unconsolidated drifts, etc., of Pleistocene times.

It is not necessary, therefore, to follow the geology of the district

further, as we have now sufficient description to proceed to a

discussion of the iron occurrences.

Iron.

The iron ore on the Mattagami river was discovered by Dr.

Robert Bell, and described by him as follows {G.S.C. 1875-6, pp.

321): "This locality is remarkable for the occurrence of a large

body of iron ore. The position is on the north-west side of the

river, at the foot of the Grand Rapids. It runs along the foot

of the cliff for a distance of upwards of three hundred yards

almost continuously, with an exposed breadth of twenty to

twenty-five j^ards. The highest points rise about fifteen feet

above the level of the river. The surface is mottled, reddish-

yellow, to brown, and has a rough, spongy or lumpy appearance,

like that of a great mass of bog ore. At the surface, and some-

times to a depth of several inches, is a compact brown hematite,

occasionally in botryoidal crusts, with radiating columnar struc-

ture." The deposit was also examined and reported on in detail
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by J. M. Bell (B. ofM. Vol. XIII, p. 152). Both these geologists

appear to have seen the deposits at the foot of the rapids only,

whereas others of equal size, and possibly of equal richness, occur

at the head of the rapids a mile and a half farther up-stream.

These deposits occur on both banks of the river, and extend

across the river bed at both localities, and in each ca.se are con-

tinued along the shore for about 1,100 feet. In places they rise

from fift<?en to eighteen feet above the level of the river, but

their true thickness, since they almost invariably extend below

water level, cannot be estimated; nor can it be ascertained how
far they occur inland from the banks of the river, as they are

covered by thirty to seventy feet of glacial drift, sand, clay, etc.

But from the fact that the ore-belt is eleven hundred feet wide

and extends across the full width of the river, a distance of a

quarter of a mile, it may be concluded that it will continue inland

for at lea.st a similar distance. This opinion can only be verified

by boring or mining, and as many claims were staked back from

the river during the past summer, this information should soon

be available.

Occasionally the ore is a soft, often botryoidal limonito in

irregular, radiating aggregates. Sometimes it is a dense, hard

hematite, or a compact limonite. Again, it may pa.ss into coarse

breccia composed of Huted, water-worn fragments of the Corn-

iferous limestone, and rounded boulders of siderite, the whole

cemented by limonite. Elsewhere, it is a quartz conglomerate,

consisting of small water-worn })ebbles of quartz in a matrix of

clay and limonite, or again, it may be a clay impregnated by

limonite, and all stages of this process being in evidence, as is

shown by the following analyses:

Fc.

1. Clay of the country in general 2.40

2. Clay visibly re(M(>n(Ml by the pn»sence of iron

oxide. I>.30

3. Clay of ochreous colour. . 11 .38

\. (May decidedly limonitic 28.25

.3. Clay-liko in appoaninre. but in reality a low-

grade ore of limonite 33. lli

0. Clay-like in apjwaranre, but in n^ality a cood

limonite ore. 48.45
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In the case of these clay-iron ores, the passage from one to

another type is so gradual, and the clay characters are so well

preserved, there is no possible doubt that they form one series.

The ores occur, then, in mixed deposits, which, in some places,

are high enough in iron to constitute a good ore, while elsewhere

the percentage of iron in the alluvial accumulations is too low

for an ore. This fact is well demonstrated by the following analy-

ses of selected samples from the ore body.

No. Iron S. P. Moisture

1 52.45 0.14 0.08 1.16 Average of the best ore at the foot of

the rapids on the north side.

2 52.10 0.11 0.14 0.94 Best ore below high water mark, foot
of rapids on the north side.

3 41.68 0.15 0.12 1.7 Average ore from the foot of the rapids
south side.

4 37.35 0.16 0.13 1.56 Average of the best ore at the head of

the rapids, south side.

5 36.68 0.60 0.09 1.42 Average of 850 feet of exposure at the
head of the rapids, south side.

Origin of the Ore.

Speaking of the Mattagami river deposit, J. M. Bell says:

(B. of M. Vol. XIII, p. 152) "The limonite occurs at the base

of cliffs of limestone lying almost horizontally from thirty to forty

feet high, overlaid by fine-grained boulder clay and silt. Its

continuation towards the interior is hidden by these overlying

rocks, and its appearance at the foot of the cliff is often obscured

by talus, resulting therefrom. All the limestone overlying the

ore contains iron carbonate, the lower part, or that in close

proximity to the ore, being often decidedly ferruginous. The
mass of ore has resulted in part from the direct oxidation of the

siderite in this iron-bearing limestone, and in part by the replace-

ment of calcareous and other impurities contained within the

limestone, either by hydrous iron-oxide deposited as siderite

and subsequently oxidized, or directly as hydrous iron-oxide in

cavities. This ferruginous material is brought in solution as

carbonate by waters containing carbon-dioxide and is doubtless

leached from the wide areas of siderite-bearing limestone above the

ore strata."
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From the paragraph just quoted it is evident that Mr. Bell

considers that the iron ores were formed from the leaching of the

Devonian limestone, or a part of it. The writer does not, however,

believe that this is the correct solution of the problem; but, on

the contrary, considers the limonite and the hematite to have

originated from the oxidation of Animikie siderite, which occurs

in place at the head of the rapids, and to which reference has

already been made in a preceding discussion of the geology of

the district. It is also the writer's belief that this Animikie

sidcrit^ exists at many places about the margin of the Palaeozoic

coastal plain. In the reports on the various rivers of this area,

one is impres.sed with the regularity with which iron-holding

deposits occur about the edge of the basin, and it would appear

that about the margin of the Palaeozoic area, where the sediments

are naturally thinnest, they are locally so eroded as to actually

expose the underlying Animikie, the weathering of which ])ro-

duced residual limonite deposits and hematite in place, or supplied

springs or other waters with iron-carbonate, which was

oxidized and deposited as limonite, hematite, or even magnetite,

in new localities. Professor Van Hise in his treatise on " Meta-

morphism" (Monograph, XLVII, page 233), accounts for such

deposits as follows:

—

4 FeCOg + 20 + SH^O = 2 Fe203.3HoO (limonite) +4C0,.

or 2 FeCO, + O = FcjOj (hematite) + 200,.

or 3 FeC03 + O = FejO^ (m'agnetit^) + 3063.

The natural exposures at no place showed ore in actual

contact with the limestone, so that its relationship to the wall

rocks could not be observed. The writer consequently arranged

for several of these deposits to be stripped, in order that the con-

tact might Ix^ displayed, and a j^arty of men doing assessment

work also uncovered contacts where the characteri.stic flut-ed

water-worn cavities were easily seen. (See Fig. 1). lu these

cavities in the Comiferous limestone, the iron-bearing waters

have deposited their loads. It is evident that the cavities were

made before the ore was deposited, and not by r('i)lacement or

any such process, for even in the most likely localities there is

only the slighU'st indication of replacement to be seen.

Fossiliferous portions of the limestone show the ore filling the

21
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pores of the fossils only, while the calcareous frame-work has

not been altered. (See Fig. 2.) In other instances, where the

limestone is not fossiliferous, the grains of calcite are clearly intact,

while the limonite is disseminated merely as an intersticial filling,

or as streaks along lines of weakness in the limestone. (See Fig.

3.) Moreover, the ore is in sharp contact with the fluted, pot-hole-

like wall of the limestone. (See Fig. 1.) This clearly indicates

that the ore-bearing waters found the "cavities awaiting them.

Source of the Iron.

In attempting to account for the quantity of iron necessary

to form such deposits, the writer is of the opinion that the

Devonian limestone is not sufficiently rich to have supplied the

amount actually present. In arriving at this conclusion he was
fortunate enough to uncover one deposit of good limonite ore

and to find the limestone floor on which it rests. (See Fig. 4.)

There is a distinct knob of limestone rising up within the ore

body, as shown in the photograph. Selecting one of the layers

of limestone, which by its thickness and other characters could

be easily followed from side to side, samples were obtained

from each contact, and at equal distances toward the centre and

at the actual centre of the body. The analyses of these samples

were made at the School of Mining and are quite instructive,

for they show that as we go .from the ore into the limestone,

there is less and less iron, and- a perfect correspondence in the

decrease as well.

Fe%
Sample A.—At the actual contact left side of the exposure 6.50

B.—Two inches in from the contact left side '' 3 .22

C.—One and a half feet from the contact left side

of the exposure 1 . 80

D.—Centre of the body . 65

E.—One and a half feet from contact right side of

the exposure 1 . 28

F.—Two inches from contact right side of exposure 3 . 58

0.—Actual contact right side of exposure 9.90

The variou.s evidences cited above cause the writer to

conclude that the iron occurring in the Devonian limestones
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found its way into them from the cavities rather than in the reverse

direction. Attention may also be called to the presence of large blocks

of fresh limestone frequently included in the ore-body, which show

sharp, clean contacts between them and the ore, with absolutely

no sign of replacement or decomposition. They are simply pieces

of the wall-rock that have been water-worn, and were later

buried by the ore deposition. Moreover, with all the stripping

and uncovering of ore that was done during the summer, there

was not a single case in which the limestone overlaid the ore.

Age of the Ore.

The ore so far exposed is therefore post-Devonian in age, and

most of it is pre-glacial, for rounded boulders of it are found in the

glacial drift as far south as the Long Portage, twenty-five miles

distant. Moreover, the ore itself is distinctly glaciated in places,

one specimen was collected showing distinct glacial striae. A small

portion of the ore is cemented glacial drift, and some of it is cer-

tainly modem, for it can be seen forming in many local hollows

and along the banks of the river in many places, where chalybeate

springs issue. This seepage from the banks is so laden with iron-

oxide that several prospectors reported the country to be rich in

petroleum, mistaking the scum of iron-oxide for oil indications.

These latter cases form, however, much the smaller and poorer

grades of material. The iron content of such glacial drifts is so

low that, in the writer's opinion, they do not constitute an ore.

Practically all the ore is pre-glacial in age.

Origin of the Cavities.

As to the origin of the cavities or pockets that now hold the

ore, we can only surmise. One thing is evident, however, that

they are water-worn erosion channels and, to some degree,

solution spaces in the limestone. Their general character is well

shown in Fig. I, representing what was originally a joint-crack

of the limestone, that has been widened by solution and erosion

to a larpe cavernous passage. This particular crack extends, not

only down tho full height of the clifT to the water, but from the

top of the clifT can be seen to extend with the same courst* out

into the rapids as far as it could be followed.
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It is very doubtful if the coastal plain was again under water

after the Devonian limestone was deposited until Pleistocene

times, for no higher sedimentary horizons have been discovered

in tliis area, and it is not conceivable that glaciation and erosion

would have removed every vestige of them had they been present.

If, therefore, this area was a land-surface from the close of the

Devonian till the Pleistocene, with an established drainage

system, we can easily imagine that the thinner places, for example

the edges, would be eroded through in many places to the under-

lying Pre-Cambrian, and many of its main fractures enlarged to

irregular cavities by drainage water. The writer's discovery of

what is believed to be Animikie siderite at the head of the rapids

within this basin has already been mentioned, together with

similar discoveries of siderite by others. It is firmly believed

that other outcrops are covered only by glacial drift, as these

would be were they not exposed by the present rivers having cut

through this drift to bed-rock. Because of these basins, pockets,

and drainage channels in the limestone, and the rich deposit of

siderite in the immediate vicinity, it is readily conceivable that

the iron carbonate was dissolved, carried with the drainage waters,

oxidized, and deposited in the various forms in which it is now
found.

In places where the limestone has been eroded or dissolved

through to the underlying siderite, residual deposits of limonite on

the surface would result, would change with depth to siderite, and ac-

count for occurrences such as Dr. Bell reported thus: (G.S.C. 1875,

p. 321) "At the surface it is a compact brown hematite, but

deeper down it is a dark grey compact, very finely crystalline

spathic ore, apparently of pure quality. The brown hematite

evidently results from the conversion of the carbonate.'' It will

be noticed that the only places where iron ores are reported about

this basin are where the present rivers have cut through the

drift to bed-rock. In all other places, from twenty to seventy

feet or more of glacial drift cover the rocks.

It is possible that this Animikie siderite itself could easily

become an ore. It is exceptionally high grade, as shown by

the following complete analysis:

—

SiO, ' FeO Fe^O, A1,0, MnO CaO MgO CO3 HjO C S

1.40 54.31 1.67 2.31 1.74 1.47 Trace 34.94 0.50 1.27 0.0
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This analysis gives 43.27% iron, and by simply calcining

the siderite over a Bunsen burner, the carbon-dioxide was driven

off, and the product analysed 63.74% of iron. In many parts of

Europe spathic iron ores of much lower grade than this one are

calcined, and thereby produce good ore. Occasionally this cal-

cining is done in open heaps, sometimes in continuous kilns or in

roasting furnaces, using gaseous fuels. It is possible, therefore,

that with the abundance of local fuel, for example, lignite, peat

or charcoal made from the birch forests of this north country,

the high grade siderite could be easily converted into a high grade

ore. It would appear that this is a phase of the question worthy

of some consideration, and it is significant that on the north side

of the old Archaean axis, Proterozoic sediments were laid down just

as on the southern side. Since rocks of similar character are

reported by Dr. Low {G.S.C. Vol. XIII, 1903), and by Dr. C. K.

Leith {Econ. Geol. Vol. V, p. 227) on the east side of James Bay,

it seems fair to anticipate that there is a considerable develop-

ment of these sediments in this basin. If this be true, it seems

reasonable to expect that, with better opportunities for explora-

tion, economic deposits of similar kinds, if not of similar extent,

to those in the Lake Superior basin, may be found.

Note.—This paper is published by permission of the Bureau of Mines
of Ontario, for whom the investigation was made by the writer.
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SOME NOTES ON PYRITE AND MARCASITE.

By E. B. Wilson, Editor Mines and Minerals, Scranton, Pa.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

After examining a tin-white cubical specimen of striated

pyrite, curiosity led the writer to examine the books of fifteen

mineralogists, to find if possible the exact difference between
marcasite and pyrite. While unsuccessful, nevertheless sufficient

information was gleaned to emphasize three material facts,

namely :

—

That the writers of the mineralogies were rarely original

;

That they were not sure of the difference between marcasite
and pyrite;

That they all agreed on iron disulphide being a common
dimorphous mineral;

Thinking possibly that geologists might supply the lacking
information, several standard works were examined, but beyond
finding that pyrite was found in igneous, metamorphic and sedi-

mentary rocks of all ages, nothing new was ascertained.

Chemists' and geochemists' works were next examined without
obtaining any definite information, but from the various kinds of

literature there was gleaned so much material that ran contrary to

natural conditions, that these notes were written with the hope
that they will arouse sufficient interest to start an original and
substantial investigation.

Geochemists seem to have given little attention to that
mineral which probably more than any other has been the medium
through which the most valuable ore deposits have been formed,
or if this statement is incorrect it is because they have failed

ntterly to record their investigations.
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When a new bed of coal is discovered, almost the first thing

considered is its percentage of sulphur (pyrite). Frequently coal

has been condemned hastily and wrongfully on this account, the

samples analyzed having included the sulphur bands. It is im-

probable that sulphur ever exists in coal beds in combination

with the carbon of the coal, for nature has segregated and usually

separated the pyrite in layers or bunches. To find sulphur in

coal cleatage is unusual, and when it is so found evidences of other

impurities accompany it. Charcoal, mother coal, carbonaceous

shale, clay and other rock material will precipitate pyrite from

sulphate solutions, but probably not coal unless high in ash,

according at least to the writer's observations. Charcoal, mother

coal and shale do not contain bitumen, yet they precipitate iron

disulphide from solutions, by some unknown method.

Bloxam states "that pyrite is formed from ferrous sulphate

by organic matter and its presence in coal appears to be accounted

for in this way. " This is in direct opposition to the hypothesis,

yet it is believed that if Mr. Bloxam had examined coal beds, he

would have found the sulphur in slate partings or in contact with

the roof or floor rock enclosing the .seam; further that it was not

precipitated by the carbon of the coal. Organic matter precipi-

tates gold from auric chloride or gold cyanide solutions; it precipi-

tates copper pyrite from copper sulphate solutions; and blende

from zinc sulphate solutions. In fact the organic matter need only

be charcoal to bring about the reaction. The writer can find no

evidence that coal will precipate the.se minerals from .solution.

It seems to be more than a coincidence that pyrite is found at-

tached to shale and rock rather than to coal.

The following formulas are advanced as possible reactions,

which however the writer has not verified:

—

2FeS0, + 2 CaCOa -f 2HjO = FeS, + FeCO^ 4- 2CaOH + H3CO, -f-

80.

It is known that ferrous carbonate is soluble in carbonic acid

and if hydrogen sulphide happened to be present the ultimate

reaction might have been as follows:

—

FeCO, +21138 = FeSj + 11300, -+-H,.

As pyrite in coal beds is in physical combination and not

chemical, mechanical wjushing is practised to roiiuce the per-

centage of sulphur, sometimes with entire satisfaction.
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The iron master maligns pyrite even more than the coal miner I

in fact has no earthly use for it, yet he would be without a furnace

had not pyrite furnished him hematite and limonite according to

the following reactions:

—

FeSo+20=FeS+S02.
FeS+-40=FeS04.
6FeS04+30 + aH^O = 2Fe2 (SO,), + 2Fe (OH),. Rusty

quartz stain reaction.

FeSO^ + CaCOg= FeCOg + CaSO^ and

2FeC03 +5H2 O + = FejOa-BHaO +2H2CO3. Limonite re-

action. In the case of a ferric salt,

2Fe3(S04)3(OH)3+6CaC03 = 2Fe (0H)3+ 6CaS04+6C02,

+2Fe203. Hematite reaction or if the solution was ferric chloride,

2FeCl3 +3CaC03= 3CaCl2 +3CO2 + Fe20„ Hematite reaction.

Passing to the copper matte smelter, it will be observed that

he must have pyrite to produce matte, however his case is excep-

tional. The lead smelter does not particularly care for pyrite if

he can obtain iron oxide, but is forced to accept some of it as a rule.

The zinc smelter penalizes the miner heavily if zinc ore contains

more than two per cent, iron, which is equivalent to 4 .25 per cent,

pyrite, yet were it not for the weathering of pyrite the zinc smelter

would have few rich oxidized ores and not so bountiful a supply of

blende.

So much has been said and printed concerning the weathering

of zinc-lead ores and their secondary concentration that it is

necessary in this paper, to call attention merely to the relative

weathering capacities. Iron has more affinity for sulphur than zinc

or lead. It is therefore more easily weathered and less easily

precipatated, a feature that aids in dissolving the other metal

sulphides in the order given.

From the mineralogist's standpoint marcasite differs from

pyrite in its color, being tin-white instead of brass-yellow; in its

specific gravity being from 4 . 6 to 4 . 9 instead of 4 . 9 to 5 . 2, and in

its crystal form being orthorhombic instead of isometric.

Pyrite like some other minerals is polymorphous in that for

some unknown reason it has more than one crystal form.

C. Mene ob.served some time prior to 1877 that iron disulphide

of unaltered sedimentary beds is mostly marcasite, while that of

metamorphic rocks is pyrite. (*).

(•). Dana's System of Mineralogy, 1877, p. 800.
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Isolated crystals of pyrite are found in sedimentary rocks,

and white iron pyrite is found in the metamorphic rocks in the

ajithracite region of Pennsylvania as well as pyrite. In Xelson

County, \'irginia, isolated cubes of white pyrite are found in

aqueo-igneous rocks with striations as perfect as on brass-colored

cubes. From observations, the writer is satisfied that it will

require more than the dimorphism of iron disulphide to distinguish

pyrite from marcasite. Stokes has noticed that much of the

fibrous mineral usually called marcasite consists actually of

pyrite (^) and the writer has seen pyramidal pyrite as brassy as

any cubic pyrite.

" From the circumstances that marcasite is the characteristic

form in sedimentary rocks, while pyrite occurs in plutonic rocks,

Van Hise infers that marcasite is transformed into pyrite by
pressure." (^) In regard to this Dr. ELsden says: ''The transi-

tion does not appear to have been realized in the laboratory and

nothing is definitely known of the conditions under which it takes

place.

"

Aqueo-igneous rocks contain isometric brassy and tin-white

pyrite. This does not fully agree with Prof. \'an Rise's theory,

although it will be noticed that the brassy coloured pyrite favors

quartz, particularly if copper is present. ''Iron disulphide is

made artificially by heating iron with an excess of sulphur or

heating ferric oxide or hydrate moderately in hydrogen sulphide

so long as it increases in weight. " Iron disulphide made artifi-

cially for the generation of hydrogen sulphide by melting iron and

sulphur, crystallizes when cooling in tlie isometric system, its

appearance, however, does not approximate brassy pyrite, owing

to the latter being formed from aqueous solutions.

Mo.'^es and Parsons in their Mineralogy state that "i)yrite is

being formed to-day by the action of hydrogen sulphide of thermal

springs upon soluble iron salts. It has been developed in many
rocks by the action of hot water on iron salts in the presence of

decomposing organic matter. " Both the above reactions are

probable although it is not necessary to have hot water; for

example, "alum shale" is compo.sed of carbonaceous matter,

pyrite and clay. The pyrite when exposed to the weather will

('). Bull. No. 186, U.S. r,col. Survey. 1901.

('). KliM.len I'rinciplcs of Clioniicul (JeoIoKV, p. 111.
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oxidize, form sulphuric acid and ferrous sulphate, that will act on

the aluminum silicate and form aluminum sulphate. It is as-

sumed that a reaction something similar to the following takes

place based on the fact that silica abhors sulphur and cannot be

forced into combination with it in a blast furnace.

2FeS0, +Na Al SigOs= FeS2 + Fe Al SiPio +60.
Dr. J. V. Elsden (^) in treating on Equilibrium Conditions of

Polymorphous Forms says: "At any given temperature and

pressure one of these forms is in general metastable with regard

to the other, and the metastable form tends to pass spontaneously

into the more stable variety. These polymorphous forms differ

not only in their crystalline form and symmetry but also in their

specific gravity, melting point and other physical properties.

Theoretically it would be inferred that the denser forms are the

more stable under high pressure. " That there is a slight difference in

specific gravity between the brassy and white iron pyrites is due

probably to impurities. Pure pyrite should contain 46.7 per

cent, of iron, and 53.3 per cent, sulphur. Analysis of Louisa Co.,

Va. pyrite is as follows : S 47 . 78, Fe 43 . 90, Cu 3 . 69, Zn . 24, SiOa

1.99, As. 63, P. 10. H. Reis authority. An analysis of marcasite

madebyC.Mene,gaveFe38.9,S44.9,Si02ll.3,Al2032.4,H201.7,

and CO.3. The sample came from a bituminous coal bed according

to the information given, although the writer thinks it came from a

slate band. In Germany what is termed marcasite is found in such

quantities below lignite beds as to make it worth mining for sul-

phuric acid manufacture. In Ohio it is found near the floor of a

coal bed in the forms termed sulphur balls in just the right position

to break the knives out of chain coal cutters. It is difficult to

reconcile the mineralogists' and geologists' statements, for if the

former are right the latter are wrong, and vice versa, besides when

considered collectively the statements do not always agree with

natural facts. Frequently pyrite contains gold, copper and other

heavy minerals, and naturally these impurities would increase the

specific gravity and in the case of copper alter the colour. Pyrite

containing copper sulphide is more readily weathered than pyrite,

which leads to the suppo.sition that degree of weathering is not to

be depended on as a distinguishing feature.

Summing up it is found that none of the surmises or theories

of the mineralogists, geologists and geochemists so far as pyrite is

('). Principles of Chemical Geology, p. 98.
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concerned are entirely tenable, and that the true difference

between pyrite and marcasite, if any exist, will be found in their

chemical composition. It also may be possible to tell from these

analyses the amount of an impurity necessary to alter the form

of a crystal from cubical to rhombic, besides obtain other data

that will advance the now almost scientific study of ore deposits.

From the casual study outlined in these running comments,

the deductions are:

—

That iron sulphide is precipitated from solutions by sub-

stances that may unite with the sulphide in sufficient quantity to

change its crystal form.

That the colour and specific gravity of iron sulphide deposited

from solutions may be changed by the impurities entrained during

crystallization; further that carbonaceous matter will furnish a

whiter colour and less specific gravity than a metallic substance.

That neither coal nor quartz alone will precipitate pyrite.

That organic matter free from bitumen, most metallic oxides,

some sulphides and some metals will precipitate pyrite.

That marcasite and pyrite are not safely distinguished by the

physical or mineralogical tests advanced.
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NATIVE COPPER DEPOSITS.

By Alfred C. Lane, Tufts College, Mass.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911.)

Native copper occurs in various places as a casual product

of sulphide deposits, in which case it is not the important ore,

but simply a rare accessory. There are, however, regions in

which native copper is the essential ore. By far the most famous

of these is that of Keweenaw Point, off the south side of Lake

Superior, in Michigan. Native copper also occurs in various places

around Lake Superior beside Keweenaw, as, for instance, on Isle

Royale, on Mamainse Point and Michipicoten Island. But there

are other regions in which native copper occurs as the character-

istic ore. The mines of Corocoro in Bolivia have recently been

described by Steinmann.^ It was also the ore of the Colonial

Copper Company at Cape d'Or, on the Bay of Fundy, and it is

found along the Connecticut valley and from the palisades of

the Hudson to Maryland. I have also seen a sandstone from a

western locality which was cemented together by native copper.

I am also told that in the famous melaphyre region on the west

bank of the Rhine about Oberstein, where many so-called Lake

Superior agates have been polished, native copper has been

found.

It may be well to call attention to certain characteristics

which these deposits have in common.

(1). They all occur in connection with red sedimentaries.

The Triassic—and to some extent, the Permian—of the Saar

region are the well-known red sandstone of the older geologic

* Fest schrift. Harry Rosenbusch, p. 335. Mr. R. Harris ha6 also kindly

given me personal infoimation.
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writers, and when the Lake Superior deposits were first studied

they were in appearance so much alike that by some writers

they were attributed to the same period. The associated sand-

stones are also red in Bolivia.

(2). The deposition of the copper in all cases, I believe, is

attended by a blanching of the sandstones. Whether this is due

to an actual removal of the ferric iron or to its reduction to a

ferrous iron, or to the development of some mineral like epidote,

which, though it contains ferric iron, is not red, I will not pretend

to say.

(3). This formation of red sediments is also associated with

basaltic dark coloured lavas containing a very large amount of

ferrous iron and a small percentage (about 0.02 per cent.) of

copper. This quantity of copper is on the whole quite uniform,

since we find it not only in Grout's average analyses reported in

Science,^ but al.'^o in Laspeyre's analysis of the Xorheim tunnel.

-

It is also the approximate percentage of copper found by myself

as the average result of tests on the sludge from some G,000 feet

of drilling across the Keweenaw range. The commonest type of

these basaltic lavas seems to be very close to that which years

ago Bunsen, in studying the lavas of Iceland, described as the

normal basalt, which I have given reasons to believe^ is in com-

position the most fusible of the common series of rocks.

(4). I should like to add another point, about which one

cannot be so certain, and I add it rather as a suggestion: i.e.,

that in all cases native copper was associated with waters con-

taining a high percentage of earthy chlorides. This is not true

as regards the surface rocks where the salty water has been

leached out; but the peculiarly saline character of the deep

water of the Keweenaw of the copper mines is now well established.*

Steinmann {loc. cit.) refers to the salty character also of the

Bolivia mines, and certain analyses of deep wells in New Jersey

suggest that a similar water is found in the Triassic there, while

Laspeyres gives an analysis of water from Durkhcim* which

» Sept. 2, 1910.
' Zeit.s. I). (]eol. Ge.''. xix, p. 855.
' Tufts College Studies, "Wet and Dry Diflfercntiation, " Vol. 1, part 3,

40.
* Lake Superior Mining Institute Proc. 1906, xii, p. 154.
» Zcits. D. Geol. Gea. 20 (1K68), p. 191.
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seems to suggest a similar water associated with the German
mehiphyre.

(5). The native copper is not usually found in fissure veins,

although it does occasionally so occur, being characteristically

irregular, and of the nature of a replacement or an infiltration

in the surrounding country rock.

(6). Another point of resemblance not absolutely universal

is the association with zeolitic minerals characteristic of the traps

which contain water and which, there is good reason to believe,

were deposited from hot water.

So much is fact. I think we can, perhaps, weld these facts

into a theory consistent with them and that will be at the same

time somewhat suggestive as to where to look for the copper.

The formations in which native copper occurs are those

which, according to the general belief of geologists, were formed

at periods when the land stood high and the ocean relatively low.

Moreover, red rocks have by many geologists been considered

largely laid down upon the land. This seems natural enough,

because there would then be more chance for oxidation of the

iron. There are, however, exceptions to this rule.

If we take the admirable series of geographic maps of the

North American continent issued by Schuchert, we find that at

the time of the Lower Cambrian, say the Upper Georgic, most

of North America was above water. And yet Lake Superior is

and was a great basin, and it would seem probable that deposits

would have gone on forming in this basin even during the con-

siderable elevation of the continent which took place between

the Pre-Cambrian series, and the great depression of the

continent and consequent overlap of sandstone that produced

the formation popularly designated the Potsdam. My present

interpretation of the Keweenaw formation is that during this inter-

val when most of the continent was out of water, in the early Cam-
brian (and perhaps somewhat earlier) , the copper-bearing formation

of Lake Superior was laid down as a great series of lavas and

red beds like those which now occupy many places in the great

basin region, the Great Plains of the Snake river in Idaho, for

example.

Another characteristic of the Keweenaw sediments is that

the material of so large a proportion is derived from the forma-
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tions themselves. The conglomerates are often composed of

amygdaloid pebbles which are apparently originated from the

amygdaloid formation, and the fact has been recognised that the

Calumet and Hecla conglomerate obtains its material at Calumet

very generally from a quartz porphyry of the Keewenaw form-

ation exposed not far distant. A couple of miles south its litho-

logical character has entirely changed. In such a great interior

continental basin the erosion took place that produced these

sediments, and that erosion may also have leached out the copper

contained in the traps. This copper may have remained in

solution as copper chloride in the waters buried in the more

porous beds and may have collected, possibly, an extra richness

in certain pools in the desert. If these pools were invaded by

lava streams, as certainly at times happened, the water would

be evaporated and a further concentration might proceed. Thus

we can imagine the formation to be filled with saline waters

containing chlorides of copper derived either from the volcanic

eruptions in the first place or from the decomposition of the lavas

and possibly concentrated still further by the evaporation of

those waters either by the heat of the sun or by lava flows and

before they were buried. Such a formation would not lose all

its heat for a very long time. Calculations have convinced me
that after a million years nearly half might be left and that even

after fifty million years the disarrangement of the increase of

temperature in the earth would still be very appreciable. As

the formation slowly cooled, however, water would be sucked in.

Lake Superior is a great basin, and the Keweenaw strata dipped

toward the centre of that basin on all sides and in any such ab-

sorption of water there would be a tendency for the water to

migrate toward the centre, independent of any artesian circulation

which also might well have been set uj). and of the hydration

which also took place.

How, then, was the copper deposited? Experiments have

shown that in an unequally heated solution of copper and other

chlorides the copper will be deposited at the hotter end if the

solution is kept alkaline. If, therefore, the cop|>er solution.s can

find some rock which will tend to keep them from being oxidized

and, at the same time, alkaline, there is no reason why copper

should not be deposited. As a matter of fact, we find strong
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tendency for the copper to occur near channels that may be con-

sidered to have been once pervious, such as conglomerates or

porous beds of lava flows and fissures. But we also find a strong

tendency for the copper to occur rather at the sides of the per-

vious channels in the country rock and adjacent to, rather than

in, the main channel. In other words, it seems to imitate a con-

tact deposit occurring in a pervious bed or in its immadiate

neighbourhood and filling fissures and joints in a less pervious

bed. The traps overlying the copper-bearing conglomerates will

show films of copper upon the joints, and the copper-bearing

amygdaloids must be followed with considerable care, or highly

valuable deposits of native copper will be overlooked stretching

off into the foot wall.

If the theory above outlined is true, the fact that copper is

quite likely to occur, not in cross fissure veins, but in beds, ex-

tending for miles with the layers of the formation, can be easily

explained. Take, for example, the so-called Kearsarge lode. This

is the amygdaloidal trap of a very peculiar flow or group of flows.

This has been mined commercially for fourteen miles, and to my
knowledge contains noteworthy amounts of copper for two or

three times that distance. This flow occurs immediately on top

of a fine grained sandstone or shale of a deep red color. This

is the type of deposit that might be expected to form in one

of those desert plains or basins to which attention has recently

been called by students of physical geography who are familiar

with the work of wind erosion and deposition in the west. If

over such a plain or a lake occupying part of such a plain a lava

stream should flow, we can readily see how the copper salts

derived from the degradation which produced all this sandstone

would be concentrated in the porous parts of the lava flow. It

can also be easily seen that this concentration would receive

further enrichment if by the upheaval of the formation the waters

were set circulating downward and reacting upon the lava flow

thus precipitating the copper wherever the solution was sufficiently

hot and alkaline to favour it. Again, one can understand why
antimony is so extremely rare in connection with native copper,

(since a little chloride salt is added to an electrolytic solution to

prevent antimony being thrown down with the copper,) and

why we have the copper produced from chloride solution. One
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can also explain the association of the silver, for, while silver

chloride is generally classed as insoluble, it is sufficiently soluble

in these salt solutions to accompany the copper to the extent

noticed. In the reactions which produce the copper, as stated,

the solution must be kept alkaline, and we may therefore expect

that alkalis should go into solution, and we do, as a matter of

fact, find plain indications that copper has replaced the rock,

say the pebbles of the Calumet conglomerate, and that sodium

silicate and similar substances have been dissolved and that

sodium has accumulated in the mine water. It should be said,

of course, to avoid obvious criticisms, that copper ores do indeed

occur in the Keweenaw formation, but in many cases they seem

to be produced after the copper; and the wonder is not really

that we find occasional sulphides and arsenides of copper, but

that we find so little sulphur and arsenic. Nor would it be wise

to say that copper does not occur or may not occur in commercial

quantities in fissure veins, for it has so occurred in times past.

The next great copper deposit may very well be a type somewhat
different from any one heretofore developed. It may be a

stockwork in a fissured felsite. It is perfectly possible that at

times the course of the currents which tended to concentrate the

copper were sideways or downward, and cross fissures should

certainly tend to promote circulation which would facilitate the

concentration of the copper into conmiercial deposits, and, as a

matter of fact, the bedded lodes are sometimes richer near certain

fi.ssures. This was particularly true in the Central mine, where

not only did the vein contain copper, but the various amygdaloids

near the vein contained copper.

Two points, which, I consider, are really of some practical

value are that in testing or working such deposits of native copper

the vein or main channel of circulation may be taken as the

leader, but that deposits of co})per running off intothe walls should

be expected; and, secondly, that if 1 am correct in associating

the deposits of the copper with the chloride solutions so long as

the water is fresh, it is not unreasonable to expect a greater ac-

cumulation of copper below. This may or may not have taken

place, according to the direction of circulation. After the saline

waters have been struck and fairly established, it is probal)le

that the rork will not become richer witli verv LTent depth. For
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instance, the Calumet and Hecla mine was probably at its best

somewhere between 2,000 and 3,000 feet down. The question

of exploring such regions (not merely fissure veins) should be

developed, particularly the places where pervious or impervious

beds come in contact and where rocks of very different chemical

character occur. In such places precipitation is most liable to

have occurred. To apply this, for instance, to the region of the

Bay of Fundy, it would seem that some attention should be given,

not merely to the fissure veins which cut the great traps through,

but especially to the place where these trap flows come in contact

with underlying red beds. The deposits may not" be of commercial

value, but there is a good degree of probability that there will

be some enrichment, and in particular it would seem that if any

encouragement is found, the test by diamond drilling or otherwise

at a very considerable depth, sufficient to see whether these

chloride waters which I have assumed really occur there, ought

to be undertaken before I, at least, should be ready to give up

hope of commercial deposits. The amount of copper which can

be picked up along the beach of Cape d'Or is due largely to the

marine erosion attacking some amygdaloids which are dipping

toward the ocean. Whether these amygdaloids, if struck some-

where deep down under the Bay of Fundy, would be found to

have copper in abundance, and whether the contact of the series

of traps with the red Triassic beds beneath would show copper,

are questions which the explorations so far conducted have not

answered.

It will be noticed that just at the time of the early Cambrian

(Schuchert's Plate 51), the North American continent stood

relatively high, so at the time of the Triassic the continent was

high, and the deposits of the Triassic of Nova Scotia were in a

basin far sej^arated from the sea. (Schuchert's map, Plate 86.)

Discussion.

Prof. Kemp:—Wo now see from Dr. Lane's paper that at

the time the.-;e basalt flows were formed they were (exposed to

severe oxidization. Then they were depressed and covered with

salt water jmd we can understand by the action of the salt solution
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that copper chloride might possibly be formed. But how is that

precipitated?

Dr. Lane:—An\'thing that tends to keep a solution of copper

chloride alkaline would tend to precipitate the copper. We have

succeeded in precipitating the copper either with calcite or by
sodium carbonate.

Prof. Kemp:—The Lake Superior copper deposits have

always been an enigma to us because the copper goes so deep and

it has been necessary to find some sort of reactions, that would be

different from those of other regions. In Lake Superior we are

even below the ground waters themselves. Therefore, I think it

would be interesting if Dr. Lane would give us the further reaction.

Dr. L.\xe:—Suppose we have a copper chloride solution.

The oxidizing effect does not go as far as we are inclined to think.

I have a series of analyses of rocks down to throe or four hundred

.

feet showing copper and ferrous iron, and the more copper there is,

the more ferrous iron. It does not look as though the ferrous iron

precipitated the copper, though it might. In the Keeweenaw
district the lavas must have contained a great deal of heat. As

they cooled they contained a great deal of water. In that solution

which mi«;ht then be concentrated as it worked down by ab.sor])tion

of water in the hydration that produces epidote and chlorite, we

find the silver chasing the copper down. In that solution un-

equally heated (with electric currents too?) we will find that the

copjxM* will be precipitated at the hotter and alkaline end of the

solution. You have as a result calcium chloride, or soilium

chloride. The latter is abundant at the top of the water. Sup-

po.se we have in that solution sodium silicate. The latt^T reacts

and wo have the copper left froo. In the case of the Calumet

conglomerate, we even have pebbles of felsite, replaced bit by bit

of copjxT. What has happened is that the sodium silicate has

gone into solution and the copper has been precipitated and the

silicate has come out.

Prof. Kemp:—What lx»comes of the oxygen combined with

the sodium?

Dr. Lane:—We can variously account for the oxygen. In

the first place we may suppo.so there is an actual ionic migration

of the oxygen as in a battery fluid to be used in combination at a
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greater or less distance. I think that this is an important factor

for short distances.

In the second place the oxygen may combine with hydro-

carbons. If I may have a blackboard I can give an ideal reaction:

2 Xa, Si,0, + 2 Ca CI2 + C (combined) = 4 Na CI + 2 Cu + 8

SiOs + COj. The carbon of this reaction may be contained in

the silico carbide glasses such as those described by Brun from

which the amygdaloids were derived. R. T. Chamberlin has

actually found hydrocarbon or carbon monoxide gas to be given

off by a drill core of Keeweenaw diabase. Inflammable gas has

been encountered more than once in Lake Superior mines. We
may readily write for free H or hydrocarbon present, H in the

above reaction and water in the product. Hydrocarbons may
also have been dissolved in the connate waters. The products

of the above reaction, salt in the mine waters, silica either as

quartz or in epidote, and carbon dioxide in carbonates are the

most common concomitants of native copper.

Finally we might assume with Pumpelly that ferrous iron

has taken up the extra oxygen and that from ferrous silicates like

oUvine, and augite, ferric silicates like epidote or indeed hematite

has been produced. But I have my doubts as to whether this is

alwaj's really the case, because the analyses do not seem to show,

as I thought there ought to be, correlation between the ferric iron

and the copper. There are a number of men who have laid great

stress upon electricity in connection with copper reaction. There

is one thing about this salt water. As long as we are in the surface

water, the soft water, we are liable to get better copper below.

The be.st part of the mine is usually somewhere in the first thousand

feet after we strike the salt water. The Tamarack mine now runs

about 19 pounds to the ton. I want to emphasize the fact that

these deposits are getting extremely low. The successful mines

are giving about 25 pounds to the ton. The Mohawk has been

running about 13 or 14 pounds; and the Victoria mine is running

about 8 to 12 pounds, or about J of one per cent. That is the kind

of deposits we are working in Lake Superior.

Dr. W. G. Miller:—Where does the aluminum—the free

sodium silicate came from?

Dr. Lane:—The sodium silicate is carried in solution from

decomposed felsites or diabase. If we take, the decomposed
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boulders in the Calumet mine, we find a shortage of sodium silicate.

The alumina has remained. It must be remembered that this is

only an ideal reaction.

Mr. Tyrrell:—I would like to draw the attention of the

In.stitute to the fact that we have on and near the north shore of

the continent of America what are apparently large native copper

deposits associated with red rocks. In places where I have .seen

these rocks, they contain such minerals as are closely associated

with the native copper deposits near Lake Superior. I have in

my office in Toronto a very fine piece of native copper brought

from the shore of the Arctic Ocean near the mouth of the Copper-

Mine river which I would be glad to show to any of the members
if they should \ye passing through that city and would care to see it.
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THE UNDEVELOPED COAL RESOURCES OF CANADA.*

By D. B. Dowling, Ottawa, Ont.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911).

In the present paper a review of the area and probable coal

content of the various coalfields of Canada, is attempted. Such

a survey, however, must be regarded as tentative, exhibiting

merely the information available at the present time. The terms

"areas" and '^coal content" where employed have reference to

the mineable quantity of coal available under ordinary mining

conditions now obtaining. Explorations each year add possibly

new areas to our known coalfields and detailed examinations often

curtail the boundaries of those already reported. Our knowledge

is thus partly definite and partly general.

The age of the coal beds may be briefly summarized as fol-

lows :

—

Lower Carboniferous.—Cannel coals of the Arctic Islands.

Anthracite at Lepreau, N.B.

Carboniferous.—Bituminous coals of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick.

Lower Cretaceous.—Bituminous and anthracitic coals of Rocky

Mountains; Queen Charlotte Islands; small areas on Upper

Skeena River, B.C., and areas in Lewes River district, Yukon.

Middle Cretaceous.—The bituminous coals of various horizons

in the Cretaceous are here included. On the Prairies of Alberta

and Saskatchewan where a minimum alteration has taken place,

lignites are found. The areas included here are the Vancouver

coalfields; certain exposures* in the foothills of the Rockies, the

Lethbridge-Medicine Hat area and exposures on Peace River.

By permission of the Director, Geological Survey, Canada.
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Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary.—Lignite beds of Turtle Moun-

tain, Man.

Lignite beds of Wood Mt. and Souris, Sask.

Lignite beds of Cypress Hills, Saskatchewan and Alberta.

Lignite beds of Edmonton formation, Alberta.

Coal bearing rocks of Edmonton formation in foothills.

In the central part of British Columbia a number of small

areas contain seams of lignite and coal. The larger basins near

the coast, such as the delta of the Eraser river and the north end

of Graham Island, have not been thoroughly prospected. In the

Mackenzie basin lignite-bearing beds are found at Fort Xorman
and at the mouth of the Mackenzie. On Peel River an important

lignite bed has been located.

Interglacial.—The lignites found in northern Ontario are

covered by boulder clay and are reported to be of glacial age.

Details of Approximate Area and Amount op Coal Supplies.

Arctic Islands.—Exposures of cannel coal or oil shale are noted

by many Arctic explorers. Although these deposits are not at

present available they should be included in our coal assets.

The beds are dipj^ing at low angles, hence when mineable

seams are exposed it may be assumed that the field is wide. The

exposures extend across the following Islands:

—

Banks Land 150 miles

Melville Island 150

Bathurst Lsland 50 "

North Devon 50 " =400 miles

Since the exposures are found over a width of thirty miles,

the possible area (mined with difficulty for the most part) may
approximate 0,000 square miles. With each foot of coal this area

would fumi.sh 3.S40 million tons.
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Yukon.
Million tons.

North-east of Dawson, 300 sq. m., average 4 ft. coal. Lignite . 750

Tantalus area, 10 " " 5 ft. coal, Bitum. 32

Whitehorse & vicinity 3 " " Anth. 9

Pelly River, possibly 50 '' unexplored Lignite 50

Liai^ River, 50 " " Bitum 50

413 Anth. 9 Bit. 82 Lignite 800

Mackenzie District.

Lignite-bearing rocks are reported near the mouth of Mac-

kenzie river.

Million tons

Fort Xorman area, 200 sq. m. 4 ft. coal. Lignite 500

Peel River area, 200 sq. m., 30 ft. seam known, hgnite. . . 500

400 sq. m. Lignite 1,000

British Columbia.

Coal areas partially examined and for which an estimate of

content might be taken as approximate.

Vancouver Island.

Koskeemo area at head of Quatsino Sound.—The area occupied

by rocks of lower Cretaceous age covers 10 square miles. Borings

in certain locaUties have demonstrated that over sections of the

area a 3 foot seam is mineable. The coal is bituminous of good

grade.

Area 5 square miles with 3 ft. coal = 9 milhons.

Suquash Area.—This was, perhaps, the first of the Vancouver

coal areas to be mined. The Hudson's Bay Company operated a

mine near Port McNeil for a few years prior to 1851. The coal

seams are thin, none found being, perhaps, over two feet in thick-

ness. The area occupied by Cretaceous rocks is large— 14 miles

along the coast and about 3 wide (not including the extension
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beneath the Sound) 42 square miles. As the richness of the area

is not proven the estimate is made for:

—

Area 10 square miles, thickness coal 3 ft. = 19 millions.

Comox Area.—The northward extension of this area has not

been determined. Of the part known, Mr. Richardson enumerates

the following coal seams:

—

BroTMis river 7 ft. seam.

Union mine 10 ft. and 4' 4" coal.

Trent river 3 ft. and 3' 8'' coal.

Baynes Sound mine 6 ft. and 5' 10" coal.

Area.—Minimum area exclusive of that at northern end or

under Ba}Ties Sound—300 square miles, having an estimated

thickness of coal averaging G ft. = 1,152 millions.

Xanaimo Area.—In the Xanaimo area two seams of workable

thickne.ss are mined—the upper is called the Douglas and the lower

the Xewca.stle seam.

The Douglas seam near Xanaimo is about 8 feet in thickness,

but increases to the west to a maximum thickness of about 14 feet.

The Newcastle seam varies from 17 feet west of Xanaimo, to

10 feet at the Wellington Collieries, but may be said to average

about 5 feet over the major portion of the field. The basin ex-

tends south to Haro straits and, including the submarine portion

between the islands, represents an area of about 350 square miles.

Borings on Satuma Island demonstrate the presence of the coal at

the .southern extremity of the basin.

Estimate of content allowing 6 feet for the two seams would

give a total of 1,344 millions.

Cowichen Area.—This is a snuiller basin of about 50 square

miles lying south-west and adjacent to the Xanaimo coalfield.

The area appears to contain beds of greater age than those Ix^aring

coal in the Xanaimo field. Small portions, where upper measures

occur, may prove productive, but for this area a small estimate

only is warranted.

9 square miles, 4 feet coal = 23 millions.
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Queen Charlotte Islands.

Graham Islafid.—The original prospecting at Skidegate Inlet

was on seams at a locality where crushing and alteration probably

by intrusive rocks produced an anthracite. Inland anthracitic

beds have also been found, but these areas are not of great im-

portance. The occurrence of bituminous coals is, however, proven

at Camp Wilson and Robertson and it is estimated that this under-

lies approximately 60 square miles. An average of 8 feet of coal

for this area is believed to be a conservative estimate = 307 millions.

The north-east end of the island is underlain by Tertiary beds

which are projected eastward under the sea. At enormous area is

conjectured to be lignite-bearing, a 4 ft. seam being exposed on

the coast. Of the area supposed to be coal bearing an estimate

of 100 square miles for the 4 ft. seam would give 256 million tons

of hgnite.

Mainland of British Columbia.

Elk River Areas, Crow's Nest field.—Mines at Morrissey,

Femie, Hosmer, and Michel. Area 230 square miles. Coal seams

of workable thicknesses aggregate 177 feet of coal, or a total coal

content for the area of 39,000 millions.

On account of the thickness of some of the seams, occasioning

great waste in mining, an estimate was based on 100 feet of coal

or a total of 22,600 milHons.

Elk River areas, Fording River field.—A northward continua-

tion of the Crow's Nest beds to the head of Elk river.

Area 140 square miles with 100 feet of coal = 14,000 millions.

Nicola River area.—Tertiary coal-bearing beds occupy the

ancient trough through which the present river valley is cut.

Seams of lignitic and bituminous coals have been proven. The

steam coals of the basin are mined and utilized for fuel on railways.

The productive area is reckoned at 12 square miles which, as a

basis of 4 ft. of coal, affords a content of 30 millions.

Princeton area.—The Tertiary coal-bearing rocks of this

district are masked on each side of the valley by later volcanic

rocks. It is thought that, the extension of the coal-bearing l)cds

in a lateral direction may importantly increase the area in which
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coal may be mined. Seams up to 18 feet in thickness are kno^sTi

to occur, the minimum thickness found by boring over the area,

namely a 5 ft. seam, may be taken as a basis for estimating

purposes.

Length of field 13 miles, width 4 miles with possibility of

extension under volcanics to a maximum of 5 miles.

Area, 52 scjuare miles at 5 ft. coal= 166 millions.

Tulameen area.—A small Tertiary basin including the ex-

posures of Collins Gulch and Granite Creek. Large seams and

coal of good grade contribute to make this small area one of im-

portance. Mr. Camsell of the Geological Survey estimates that

the field contains a minimum thickness of coal of 20 feet and an

area of 5 square miles—a total mineable content of 64 millions.

Telkica River area.—In the vicinity of the Bulkley valley,

several .shallow Cretaceous basins containing coal seams varying

from lignitic to nearly anthracitic are found to cover possibly 10

square miles. An estimate for this area of 5 feet of coal would

afford a content of 30 millions tons.

Areas not Outlined but Authentic Exposures of Coal

Recorded.

Hat Creek.—North-west of Ashcroft, near Marble Canon.

Section of lignite exposed.

1. (Jreyish and brownish shales and sandy

clays with lij^iite seams a few inches thick

about.. 20 ft. in.

2. Lignite, with shaly and lenticular layers of

siliceous matter, ironstone and shale. Lig-

nite of fair quality forms about two-tliinls

of the whole, and contains much crumbling

amber 26 ft. in.

3. Lignite with little or no shale or other im-

purity. Below very compact, rather softer

in the upper layers 12 ft . in.

s^^ft Oin.
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The area is not delineated but it may be assumed that this

thickness of approximately 50 feet would not extend far. An
estimate of two square miles of a deposit of this thickness may be

assumed; it, however, represents but a small fraction of the

possible area. This area therefore might contain 68 millions tons

lignite.

Skeena River area.—Near the head of this river an area of 16

square miles is held as coal land and six feet of coal is alleged.

This is a semi-anthracite or anthracite. The estimate for 16

square miles for 6 feet coal=61 millions.

Peace and Pine Rivers.—Beds containing coal seams striking

parallel with the Rocky Mountains are exposed over a strip the

length of which may roughly be given as 50 miles. The width of

this strip will depend greatly on the dip of the beds, but is pro-

bably hmited to a mile. Near the Rocky Mountain portage seams

up to 9 feet are reported. In estimating the amount of coal for

this area, 50 square miles should include the present known ex-

posures while a thickness of 3 feet, which is the thickness of the

seam recorded on Pine river, might be allowed. This would give

an estimate of 96 million.

Areas w^here Coal has been Reported or Areas whose

Deposits Indicate Possibilities for Finding Coal.

Vancouver Island.

Koprino area on Quatsino Sound.—Cretaceous rocks observed

but as yet no workable coal seams found.

Tertiary rocks at Sooke and other points contain fragments

of hgnite. Workable beds not found.

Reports of coal at head of Alberni Canal and Clayoquot

Sound indicate possible Cretaceous or Tertiary beds in the interior

of the island. No workable deposits yet discovered.

Mainland of British Columbia.

Lignite having been found in the stratified deposits of Tertiary

age, attention is called to the following areas:

—

North side Mataspina Strait opposite the north end of Texada

Island.—Near the mouth of a stream draining a series of lakes
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small seams of lignite are observed in the sandstones of the coast.

The Tertiary area is quite extensive and probably underlies land

suitable for settlement.

Eraser River delta.—The following excerpt from Part A, Vol.

Ill, Annual Report Geological Survey contains a general descrip-

tion of this area.

"In this region are situated the cities of Westminster and

Vancouver. It includes the delta of the Fraser and also the much
larger pleistocene delta of that stream. A considerable expan.se

of Hgnite-bearing Tertiary, and also of bituminous coal-bearing

rocks of Cretaceous age, occur in this region, the two series pre-

senting a system of outUers and ranges flanking th^igher coast

mountains of granite

''Workable beds of lignite and coal, in the older as well as in

the newer .series of rocks are believed to exist, and will be developed

when pro.'^pecting for them by boring, or drifting to depths beyond

atmospheric influence, is undertaken. In the adjacent United

States territory the same rocks have been more extensively pros-

pected, and in several places, where exploited, show every indica-

tion of the prevalence and contmuance of favourable coal making

conditions along the whole eastern or mainland side of Puget

Sound and Fuca Strait, from the southern extremity of the former

as far northward as the valley of the Fraser—in other words, on

the Westminster side of the trough as well as on the opposing

Vancouver Island side. The older or Cretaceous scries of rocks

are extensively developed in Canadian territory in the Harrison

Lake di.strict, and in the south-eastern portions of the field

described.

"The quantity of Tertiary coal or lignite which may be de-

veloped by means of judicious boring operations in the vicinity

of Westminster and Vancouver, can only be conjectured by the

experience at Bellingham Bay, which furnishes one of the earliest

examples of profitable coal mining on the Pacific Coa.st; the ba,sin

there and its rocks being continuous, it may be fairly inferred

that the coal seams are so also.

"

Kdilc River.—A small Tertiary outlier occurs near the town

of Midway. In this lignite ha.s l)ecn discovered and mining in a

small way attempted.
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Bull River.—An eastern branch of Kootenay river not ex-

plored is reported to have an area of Tertiary rocks from which

pieces of hgnite have been collected.

Eraser River.—Between Soda Creek and Fort George and at

Quesnelle lignite seams are frequently exposed.

Xechacco River.—Extensive Tertiary deposits are mapped;

but lignite in a 4 ft. seam is found at only one locality, namely on

the river nearly south of Fraser lake.

Blackwater, Chilacco and Nazco Rivers.—Drift lignite is re-

ported at various points on these streams.

KohasgMio River.—A seam of lignite 4 feet thick is recorded

from this locality.

Lightning Creek.—A seam of lignite 6 feet thick, probably

west of the Cariboo mining region, is recorded. The locality is

described as Cold Spring Home.

Parsnip River.—Large blocks of lignite are seen along this

stream near the mouth of Pack river.

Dease River.—A small area of Tertiary rocks occur near the

mouth of this stream. Small lignite seams are known. The

thickest found (3 feet) was on the Liard just beyond the boundary

of British Columbia.

Chilcat Pass.—Coal is reported from 20 miles east of Rainy

Hollow. This is probably the same occurrence mentioned in

1887 as being near the head of the Pass on the Dalton trail.

Taku River.—South of Atlin district coal is reported from 12

miles above canoe navigation.

Atlin district.—Coal is reported from the lower end of Sloco

lake.

Eastern Face of Rocky Mountains.—Judging by the discover-

ies of the lower Cretaceous rocks in Alberta in the vicinity of the

mountains, it would seem reasonable to expect discoveries of the

better clas.s of coals in the northeast corner of British Columbia,

and this area should be clas.sed with the possible coal fields which

need exploration.
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Anthracite Bituminous Lignite

Koskeemo, 5 sq. m., at

Suquash, 10 sq. m., at

Coraox, 300 sq. m., at
Nanaimo, 350 sq. m., at

Cowichin, 9 sq. m., at
Graham Island, 00 sq. m., at

3 ft. .. 9
19

1152
1344
23

307

3 ft. ..

Oft. ..

ft. ...

4 ft. ...

S ft. ...

Graham Island, 100 sq.m., at

Elk River, 230 sq. m., at
Elk River n., 140 sq. m., at

Nicola, 12 sq. m., at

Princeton, 52 .sq. m., at
Tulameen, 5 sq. m., at
Telkwa, 10 sq. m., at
Hat Creek. 2 sq. m., at
Skeena River, 10 sq. m., at

Peace it Pine R.50 sq. m., at

4 ft. ... 256
100 ft. ... 220(X)

14000
30

100 ft. ...

4 ft. ...

5 ft. ... 166
20 ft. ... 64

305 ft. ...

50 ft. ... 68
ft. ...

3 ft. ...

01

96

1,351 .square miles. 01 39,674 490

Alberta.

The coal areas of thi.s province occur in three divisions of the

Cretaceou.s. The lowest is exposed in long narrow belts in the

outer ranges of the Rocky mountains and the Foothills. These

areas besides providing the best coal, are also important in that

they contain many thick seams, thus ensuring a large supply of

valuable coal. The middle division found occasionally in the

foothills is better known as the Lethbridge coal-bearing rocks

which are exposed over a large area in eastern Alberta; and fur-

nishes a coal which grades from bituminous to sub-bituminous

and lignite. The higher coal-bearing beds are well exposed in

Central Alberta and from the well known coal seams on the North

Saskatchewan have received the name " Edmonton l)eds. " These,

in the western edge of the area, contain seams approaching bitum-

inous, but in the eastern part the coal is sub-bituminous.

Rocky Mountain Areas.

Coleman area.—This area is thirty miles long by one and one-

half wide, or forty-five square miles, which on the h&sis of fifty

feet of coal, gives a total content of 2,()()0 million tons.

Blainnore-Frank area.—An estimate of fifty square miles for

the area and a workable thickness of thirty feet of coal gives a total
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of about 1,500 millions of tons. The coal is of approximately the

same character as that at Coleman, although in some instances

the ash is higher. It is generally classed as a steam coal and the

washed coal yields a good coke.

Livingstone area.—This has not been thoroughly prospected,

but on the south branch of Sheep River important seams have

been discovered. The area is approximately sixty square miles.

From the known exposures there appears to be about thirty feet

of coal in the measures, which would give a coal content on this

basis of 1,500 million tons.

Moose Mountain area.—As the exposures are in narrow bands

surrounding Moose Mountain, an approximation of the area avail-

able depends largely on whether it is accessible. Of the twenty-

five square miles show^n on the map, it may be assumed, perhaps,

that fifteen square miles are available, having a coal content of

fifteen feet, or approximately, 250 million tons of available coal.

Cascade area.—Although there is a total of over one hundred

miles for the length of this basin, a part, that between the crossing

of the Cascade and Red Deer rivers, does not contain a sufficient

number of coal seams to warrant inclusion. The better part of

the coal measures are eroded, so that about forty miles at the

south end and about twenty at the north end may be considered

as rich measures. In the south end of the measures are over

seventy feet of available coal. The lower seams are anthracitic

and anthracite and the upper probably bituminous in some places.

In the northern portion one section contains eleven seams

or ninety-four feet of bituminous coal. The quantity of coal of

the harder varieties in the lower seams has been estimated at 400

million tons; and an estimate of 1,200 million tons representing

the upper portion of the measures in the south and the northern

portion (considered as bituminous) would not appear to be ex-

cessive.

Palliser area.—This is divided by Panther River into two

portions. A five foot seam is known to underly at least a small

area and a total coal content of twenty millions tons should be

available.

Coatifjan area.—The measures occupy a triangle of which one

side—the western—is upturned, forming a trough with gently
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sleeping measures over the major portion of the area. Two work-

al)le seams are known having coal approximating the grade of that

at Canmore—a steam coal prol)al)ly too hard to coke. The area

available is about twelve square miles and, estimated at eight

feet of coal, would provide about sixty million tons.

Bighorn basin.—The measures occupy a trough between the

Saskatchewan and Brazeau rivers and it is believed may be mine-

able over an area 30 miles long by nearly 4 miles. A^ there

appears to be 90 feet of coal in the measures, ^ carefully calculate<l

ci^timate by Mr. Malloch is accepted, namely G,GO() million tons.

Xika?iassin area.—This area extends from Brazeau river to

the headwaters of Mcleod river, and lies behind the Xikanassin

range, the outlines only having been defined. Length 30 miles,

mineable area 2 miles in width, probable thickness of coal 20 foet

—estimate of coal 770 millions.

Jasper Park areas.—A small part of one area has l)een out-

lined. Prf)specting, however, has indicated the existence of other

productive areas. Area known, 20 scjuare miles—thickness of coal

20 feet. Aj)pi-(jximate estimate, 12S million tons.

Xorthern Foothills.—Coals of this horizon have been found on

branches of Smoky river. The.se areas will, no doubt, prove of

value, but an estimate of quantity is not at present warrantable.

('OALS OF THK Lethhridgk Horizon.

Foothills.—Tlie middle horizon, is expo.'^ed in the foothills in

>;evoral bands by the general folding and faulting. The coal con-

tent is not large. The coal, prevailingly of the softer bitum-

inous variety, is. however, generally of good (juality. The total

;irea i> 1.000 s(|uare miles, of which possibly 2(X) square miles are

mineable. This on the basis of ti feet of coal would yield approx-

imately S(K) millions tons. The character of the coal is shown in

the following analy.^es returns:

—

23
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Locality Thickness Moisture Volatile Fixed
Carbon

.-Vsh

J^toncy Resorvo. Morloy.
Bragg Creek
S. Branch. Sheep Creek.

.

6' 0"
2'6''

7' 0"

1.26
9.31
2.50

41.30
35.59
35.88

48.60
41.72
56.64

8.84
13.38
4.98

f^ f
Lethbridge-Medicine Hat area.—The possible coal-bearing

area extends from Lethbridge to the Cypress Hills. Northward

on Red Deer river, coal seams have been found to underly the

country west to Bull Pound creek. The higher class coal is found

on the western margin, analyses of which are shown in the

following table:

—

•

Located Thickness Moisture \olatile Fixed
Carbon

Ash

Stair No. 6 level

10 miles west of Medicine
Hat

5' 0"

4'(f

2' 7"

3'3''

5' 6''

20 . 54

16.82

11.35
7.21
4.73

33 . 26

31.90

29.98
39.18
34.61

41.15

43.98

1.63
46.36
60.43

5 . 05

7 . 30
McPhee Mine Sec. T., Tp

10, R. 17, W. of 4th.

Tabor Mine, lower bench
Lethbridge

7 . 04
7.22
9.89

Mineable coal seams are to be found over an area of 8,000

: quare miles. Only the shallower portions of the area are at present

mineable, consequently 4,000 square miles is conceded as a basis

for estimation, and should represent 10,000 million tons of avail-

able sub-bituminous coal. The soft bituminous of the western

portion may be roughly calculated as representing 500 million tons.

Battle River area .—A northern exposui'e of these rocks has

revealed only thin .seams. The area represents 3,700 square miles

which may average 2 feet of coal, and hence contains approxi-

mately 4,000 million tons of sub-bituminous coal.

I^eace River arean.—Coals are known to occui" on the Poa(^e

River, near Dun vegan, and at the Rocky Mountain Portage.

These U ds when explored should iidd materially to the coal assets

of Canada.
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Upper Cretaceous Coals.

Coals of the Edmonton formation.—The area occupied by these

rocks is a large triangle with its western etlge parallel to the Rocky

mountains and the eastern edge nearly north and south adjacent

to Leth])ridge coal areas. It forms a trough in the centre of which

is the remnant of the sandstone formation of the early Tertiary.

The underlying coal is mineable through and near the edge of this

formation; but towards the centre of the basin the thickness of

the formation in some localities is such as to render the produc-

tivity of these areas problematical and they have consequently

not been included in the present estimates. The western portion

produces coal that may in many ca^s be clas.^ed as a .<oft bitum-

inous, while the eastern portion contains sub-bituminous coals only.

Red Deer River to Athabasca River.—An area of 3,0UU stjuare

miles containing the very thick seams of the upper part of the

Edmonton formation. The inclusi(jn of one-tenth of this area,

since the seams may be inclined so that the mineable areas are

narrow, is probably sufficient for an approximation. Allowing for

10 feet of coal the total available quantity would be 2 000 millions.

Rocky Mountain House to Athabasca.—Thin .seams only are

known to occur in this area; but as the beds are dipping gently

the known outcrop may be mineal)le over areas not yet prospected

by boring. The thick .seams of Peml)ina River underlie this field

at varying depths. Taking int(j account one-half the superficial

area, or 2.000 square miles and (instead <>f 20 feet), assuming a

workable seam of 10 feet, the resulting calculation is a total of

12,800 million tons.

('entral and ]!^astern Part ok I-^d.monton For.mation.

Pembina area.—A thickness of possil)ly 20 feet of domestic

coal is found in nearly a horizontal situation, at the cro.^sing of the

G. T. P. railway on Pembina River. This coal may not underlie

the whole area; but .some coal is found on the Athabas<'a river to

the north and again f)n the Saskatchewan to the .south Deep
mining operations could Ik* pro.secuted over an area of '),00() stjuare

miles. An estimate, conse(|uently t)f ftii average thickne.ss of 10

feet may not l)e excessive, which wouhl represent the area as con-

taining a total of 30.(KX) »nilli«)n tons.
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Edmonton area.—The Edmonton seams lie about 600 feet

below the Pembina coal and could, therefore, be mined over part

of the area to the west included in the Pembina area. 5,000 square

miles having (5 feet of coal would represent 20,000 million tons.

Kootanie measures. Rocky Moinitmns.
Million tons.

Anthracite Bituminous Sub-Bit.

r'nlpmnn 45 SO ITlileS. 50 ft ... . 2,000
1,500
1,500
250

1,200
20
60

6,600
770
250

Rlflirmnrp Fmnk 50 SO llliles 30 ft ... .

T ivinor^tonp 60 SO lllllpS. 25 ft . . . .

Moc^e Mt 15 so miles, 15 ft. . . .

Cascade, 40 sq. miles. 25 ft. . . .

Pnllispr 6 SO miles. 6 ft . . . .

400

Postitrnn 12 SO miles. 8 ft . . . .

Ritrhnm 100 SO miles. 90 ft . . . .

Vik-annssin 60 SO miles. 20 ft . . . .

Tfl'snpr Park 20 SO miles 10 ft. . . .

^ii^nlrv Rivpr not pxnlored

408 sq. miles. 400 14,150

Belly River Coal.

Million tons.

Anthracite Bituminous Sub-Bit.

rnntViilk 200 SO m 6 ft 800

500
[.ethbridge-Medicine

Hat 4 OOOsq. m.,4ft. . . . 10,000
Rnttlp "Rivpr 8 000 so m 2 ft ... 4,000

7,200 sq. miles 1,300 14,000

Edmonton measures. Bituminous Sub-Bit.

Foothili.s, Red Deer-Athai>asea 300 sq. m
Rocky Mt. House to Athabasca, 2,000 at

Pembina River area, 5,00(J sq. miles at 10

Fi-JfTifint r»n «rpn Ft (KW) sn rnilps at 6 ft

at 10 ft. . .

10 ft

ft

2,000
12,800

30,000
20,000

Bow and Red Deer, 10,000 sq. miles at 4 ft 15,000

Total 22 300 so miles 14,800 65,000

Alberta total—Area, 29,608 square miles Anthracite 400
Bituminous 30,2.50

Sub-i3itum. 79,000

Bow and Red Deer Rivers*areaa.—Coal is mined on the Bow

River at Bf>w Centre and Crowfoot. These seams may be reached
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by deep mining as far west as near Calgary. The principal mining

centre on the Red Deer River is near the mouth of Rosebud River.

While mineable seams are not discoverable over the whole of this

area of about 10,000 square miles, an available 4 foot of coal may
be expected over about 6,000 square miles, representing approxim-

ately 15,000 million tons.

Saskatchewan.

The western edge of the province has a large area of the same
rocks as are exposed in the Lethbridge-Medicine Hat area, of .VI-

berta. Coal may be found in the south and western part of this

area which is roughly estimated at 4,200 square miles. 2,000

square miles may prove to be productive, which, on the basis of

4 feet of coal, would yield a total of 5,400 million tons.

Laramie Coal.—Although the term " Laramie " is not at pre-

sent in favour as a formational name, the horizon indicated is

probably the same as the Edmonton formation of Alberta. The
exposures are confined to the southern part of the province and

include the Cypress Hills, Wood Mountain and the Souris coal

field. 4,000 square miles are believed to be productive and con-

tain 13,000 million tons of coal in grade near the lignite.

Sul>Bituminous Lignite

Western Saskatchewan, 2,000 square miles. . . .

Southern Saskatchewan, 4,000 square miles. . .

5,000
3,000

•1(H)

10,000

8,000 10.4(K)

Manitoba.

In southern Manit()l)a the occurrence of lignite seams in the

beds forming Turtle Mountain is known. The coal, however, htus

never been thorouglily prospected. An available area of 4S square

miles is conjectured to contain KIO million tons of lignite.

Ontario.

The glacial deposits overlying IkmIs of |K'at and the remains

of forests have formed these into lignite beds. In places the de-
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posits may be mined or stripped. The known localities are those

on the slope to James Bay while others have been discovered

between Abitibi and Missinaibi rivers. An estimate of 10 square

miles with 25 million tons has been made. This, however, may
prove to be excessive.

New Brunswick.

Grand Lake area.—
Newcastle coal field 32 square miles

Salmon River 32 "

Coal Creek 48 "

112
"

Estimated by Professor Bailey to have a thickness of twenty

inches of coal for this area and a 'total of 155 million tons.

Queen^s County.—Near Clones settlement a small coal seam

was discovered; but boring to prove the field, was not successful in

outlining a working seam. ^

King's County.—A narrow basin southeast of the Grand Lake

area containing exposures of the coal measures merits attention,

since small seams have been mined near Dunsinane. An area of 4

square miles having approximately 20 inches of coal may be con-

ceded or a total of 4 million tons.

Kent County.—An exposure of coal 18 inches thick is reported

near Kent Junction. Others of 10 inches appear to be common.

On a branch of Richibucto River, apparently the richer portion

of the area, an 18 inch seam is being mined at Beersville. An
approximate area of 3 square miles with this thickness of coal

would represent a total of 2 million tons.

Gloucester County.—Thin seams of coal arc reported at several

localities along the shore of Chaleur Bay and Shippegan Island.

They are not of workable thickness.

Northumberland County.—Small seams near Chatham are

reported.

St. John County —Anthracitic coal mixed with shale in a seam

said to be 15 feet thick was worked by shaft at Lepreau, The
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percentage of coal won was small, however, and the enterprise

was abandoned.

Total for Xew Brunswick.—Area 119 square miles = 161

million tons of coal.

Nova Scotia.

Pictou County.—
Westville—Principal seams:

Acadia (main) 17 ft.

2nd 12 ft.

3rd 6 ft.

4th S ft.

43 ft.

Seams thin out east and west but often thicken with depth.

An estimate of a workable thickness of 34 feet for two areas of 6

square miles would represent 130 million tons.

Stellarton.—Principal seams:

P^ord Pit seam 9 to 3S ft.

Cage or deep seam. . 22 to 40 ft.

3rd seam 11 ft. to 9 in.

Fleming seam. oft. to Gin.

McGregor .14 ft. to 10 in.

An average of 50 feet for the 10 scjiuue mile area, represents

320 million tons of available coal.

V^ale.—Seams

:

George McKay seam. . 2 ft. in.

Si.\ feet seam. ... ft. in.

Me Bean seam. . ... S ft. in.

For an area of (i square miles, 14 feet of coal, the total would

be 4 1 million tons availal)le coal. Between the Vale and SteUarton

areas the depth at which the heavy st'ams of tlie Stellarton area

occur may not be too great for mining. They should Ix' inchnleti

therefore, in these calculations, although p()ssii)ly tlie tldckness of

coal may diminish. Allowing 20 f(»et of coal for this area, 4 square

miles would furnish an additional 129 million tons.

Total Pictou—20 s(|uare miles—()20 million tons.
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Cumberlat^d County.—The area from Joggins to Springhill is

probably less than 40 square miles, since the dip of the seams in-

crease to the east, thus narrowing the mineable area. Allowing

an average of 6 feet of coal, the total would represent 25 million

tons.

Springhill area consisting of 4 fault blocks permits of mining

operations over an area of 44 square miles. The seams are 9 feet,

10 feet and 10 feet, representing a total of 846 miUion tons avail-

able coal.

Cape Breton County.—C&ipe Dauphin area, 2 square miles,

seams, 6 ft. and 4 ft.—total 12 million tons.

Boularderie, area

Sydney Mines, area

Lingan, area

Glace Bay area

Schooner Cove area

Cow Bay area

Cape Morien area

90 sq. miles 14 ft. coal

15 sq. miles 18 ft. coal

13 sq. miles 32 ft. coal

16 sq. miles 30 ft. coal

8 sq. miles 37 ft. coal

4 sq. miles 18 ft. coal

1 sq. mile 5 ft. coal

66 sq. miles

— 80 million tons

—172
—266
—307
—192
— 46

— 3

1,078 million tons.

This estimate assumes the continuance of the seams over the

entire block. On these land areas one-quarter of the coal has been

denuded from the surface so that the totals should be :—

Area, 66 square miles; coal content, 808 million.

Undersea areas (limit 2 miles from shore)

.

Cape Dauphin to Sydney M.. 30 sq m. , 14 ft. coal 2

Lingan, 19 32 " =568

Glace Bay, 12 37 '' =284

Schooner Cove, 12 37 '' =284

Cow Bay, 6 IS '' = 69

Cape Morien, 6 10 '' = 38

85 square miles =1,269 millions.

60%mineable = 761 million.

Total mineable at present condition=l,569 millon tons.
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Richmond County.—An area of 80 square miles, mostly frac-

tured by faults, contains the lower portion of the coal measures, in

which the seams are thin and not very persistent. In the Rich-

mond colliery were two seams of respectively 3 and 4 feet in thick-

ness standing vertically. According to old reports eight seams

varying from 3 to 7 feet in thickness occur near Sea Coal Bay.

Assuming a workable seam of 4 feet over 40 square miles, the

total available coal would be 102 million tons (doubtful).

Inverness County.—Port Hood.—The land areas at Port Hood
contain apparently thin seams of coal only except near the coast

where the dip is towards the sea. Seams may be mineable over

a marine area approximating 2 square miles exclusive of an ad-

ditional possible area south of Smith and east of Henry Island.

The possible cont-ent for the 2 mile area at 6 feet of coal is 7 million

tons.

Chimney Corner.—An estimate by Professor Hind for the

marine and coast area of 15 million tons leaves, with an extraction

of GO per cent., a mineable content of 9 million.

Margaree.—The land areas although containing thin seams

are an asset and for an area of 6 square miles, 3 feet of coal seems

to be assured. This may be mined at some future date and if so a

total of 11 million tons may be produced.

Mubou.—Mr. Brown's estimate for 1 square mile is 27 million

tons.

Broad Cove.—One square mile containing 8 feet of coal would

represent 8 million tons.

Totalsfor Inverness County.—
Port Hood, 2 square miles = 7 million tons

Chimney Corner, 2
" =9 "

Margaree, 6
" =11

Mabou, 1
" =27

Inroad Cove, 1
" =8

12 square miles 02 million tons.
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Estimate Total for Mineable Areas with Seams over 4 feet.

Pictou. 26 square miles =620 million tons.

Cumberland, 84 —871
Cape Breton, 66 —SOS
Marine, So —761
Richmond, 40 —102
Inverness, 12 — 62

313 sq. miles =3,2^

Summary.

3,224 million tons.

District Area Million tons

Anthracite Bitumiunos Sub-bituminous Lignit

Yukon 413
400

1,351

29,908
6,000

48
10

119
313

9 82 800
Mackenzie. . . . 1,000

Br. Columbia.
Alberta
Saskatchewan,

61
400

39,674
30,250

490
79,000
8,000 10,400

Manitoba. . 160

Ontario 25
\ Brun'*wick 161

3,224\^ova Scotia

Total. . .

38,562 460 73,391
173,826

87,490
million tons.

12,485

,. ,
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FIRST AID: ITS RELATION TO COAL MIXING.

By Charles Graham, Superintendent Middlesboro Colliery,

Nicola Valley, B.C.

(Western Branch Meeting, Nanaimo, February, 1911).

The idea of first aid to the injured had its origin in Europe

about 1880 by the organization in England of the St. John

Ambulance Association, and other similar associations on the con-

tinent. Since that time the movement has spread to practically

all parts of the civilized world.

Mining is of necessity a hazardous calling, and while the

element of danger can never be entirely eliminated, the serious

results of injuries and the accompanying suffering can be greatly

reduced by the systematic and intelligent instruction of a first

aid relief corps, the members of which are thus prepared to render

assistance on the spot, before the arrival of the surgeon. In this

way, not only may many lives be saved by intelligent assistance,

but the subsequent suffering of the injured may often be greatly

reduced by careful handling of the patients thus avoiding unneces-

sary injury, especially in the case of broken limbs.

The needless suffering cau.sed by the ignorance of unskilled

persons is as frequent as it is deplorable. By rough or ignorant

handling, a simple fracture may easily become a compound one.

The method of arresting bleeding from an artery is quite simple,

yet lives have been lost through the lack of rudimentary knowledge

concerning the application of an extemporized tourniquet.

The value of first aid appliances depends almost entirely on

the rapidity with which they can 1x3 obtained, and in many c:ist»8

of accident the benefits of a complete' ambulance outfit on tlu- spot

are incalculable. The Coal Mine.s Regulation Act, 190G, (British
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Columbia) requires that candidates for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class

certificates as mine managers, hold a certificate from a qualified

medical practitioner stating that he (the candidate) is fitted to

render first aid to the injured. Also, the same Act requires that

the owner shall provide one good and sufficient ambulance box

for each 100 men employed.

Knowledge of the principles of first aid should not be confined

to the officials of a mine, but should be understood b}^ every

miner or underground workman. The writer would suggest that

the St. John Ambulance Association be approached for the

purpose of forming ambulance classes under its direction in every

coal mining town, and that examinations be held and certificates

issued to those qualifying under their regulations.

The Government could further such a movement by amend-

ing the requirements of the Act respecting the holding of an ambu-

lance certificate to read, "That a candidate for any class of mine

manager's certificate must be the holder of a St. John Ambulance

Certificate" of a certain grade. The St. John examinations are

divided into four grades, the candidate being required to first pass

the lower standards before entering for the higher. With candi-

dates for 3rd class or Firebosses' certificates a first year St. John

certificate would suffice while the higher standards would, of

course, be required from men desiring to qualify for more respon-

sible or important posts. This would insure uniform knowledge

of the subject by the candidates for mine manager's certificates,

as the instruction would be uniform and along certain definite

lines, and the examinations set would be the same throughout

the province.

In the case of any person having attended other ambulance

classes than those of the St. John Association, provision might

be made, (to avoid the possibility of undue hardship in these

instances), that upon submission of proof to the local secretary

of such att€'ndance, the applicant would be allowed to sit for such

higher grade of ambulance certificate as he might desire.

The objects of ambulance training are:—

Igt.—To render first aid to the injured.

2nd.—To avoid the infliction of further injury to those in-

jured as a consequence of ignorant or unskilled attention.
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3rd.—To make men m<jre resourceful in times of emergency;

that they may know how to extemporise stretchers, splints, etc.,

from any convenient article at hand.

In the second object mentioned, great attention is paid in

most text books, etc., to warning ambulance men of the care

necessary when handling sufferers from broken limbs, lest the

simple fracture become a compound one, and nerves or blood

vessels injured.

But there is another very important matter to l)e considered

under the same head. i.e.. keeping open wounds free from any
further infection, if possible, by their aseptic cleansing and

antiseptic dressing as soon as possible. This p(jint is most im-

p(jrtant because medical authorities are agreed that the great

majority of cases of spetic inflammation and blood-poisoning

following injuries, are due to the entrance of bacteria within the

first few hours. If then, as we are told, that all these wounds are

dirty or septic and are liable to become infected by bacteria,

how can first-aid men best prevent such infections?

1.—By removing dirty clothing from and not handling these

wounds with hands that are not sterile or clean.

2.—By knowing how to clean these wounds and how to

apply an aseptic or antiseptic dressing. This requires a practical

knowledge of how to cleanse the area around the wound as well

as the wound itself and a limited knowledge of tlie antiseptics

used for dressing wounds.

Boiled warm water can always l)e had if there are no anti-

septics immediately available, and tlie area about the wound can

be cleansed with boiled water, thus removing, at least, in part a

number of the immediate germs; and then a water poultice should

Ikj prej)ared (by moistening a piece of sterile cotton in the boiled

water) and ap|)lied to wound. If there are antiseptics present,

treat the wound and area in tiie same way. This understanding

of the first principles of anti.'^ptic surgery is most im|H)rtant.

for by its practice dirty wounds will Ik* prevented, and many
limbs saved. It is a well known fact that if com|)ound fractures

or other ojKjn wounds l)ecome infected or contaminated by

bacteria, blood-poi.'^oning will result. .iffiMi entailing not onb '«'

loss of the limb, but loss of life.
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The writer would, therefore, earnestly advocate coal operators

in this and other parts of Canada, to encourage the organization

and systematic instruction of ambulance corps by every means

in their power. The provision of all requisite supplies and appli-

ances f(^r use in this connection would be one step towards this

end. Apart altogether from humane considerations, which,

however, are of course of prime importance, the establishment

of an efficient ambulance corps at a colliery is in the interests

of management, since it is unquestionable that a man receiving

skilled preliminary treatment and attention immediately after

injury will make a more rapid recovery than one who is obliged

to wait several hours for medical or surgical aid.

Training in first aid to the injured is, moreover, a preventive

of accidents, since it is the means of forcibly impressing on the

minds of mine-workers the dangers of their vocation, and so

renders them more careful, not only of themselves, but of others.

Finally it exerts a morally elevating and ennobling influence.
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THE CLAY AND SHALE DEPOSITS OF THE WESTERN
PROVINCES OF CANADA*

By Hkinrich Ries, Cornell riiiversitv, Ithaca. N.V.

(Annual Meeting. Qucl>ec, 1911.)

During the summer of 1910 the writer, accompanied by

Mr. J(j.seph Keele, of the Canadian (ieological Survey, wa.s engaged

in a study of the clay and shale deposits of the western provinces,

and the present paper contains an outline of the results of that

work. The full details will appear in a forthcoming Memoir of

the Geological Survey.

By way of preface it may l)e pointed out that the most

important and extensive deposits lie in the CJreat Plains region,

while tho.se along the Pacific C(jast are second in importance.

Few deposits of economic importance have thus far l)een

found in the Mountain region lying between the Great Plains and

the Coast Ranges.

Geologically, the clays and shales show a somewhat restricted

distribution, ranging from Jurassic to Pleistocene in age.

For convenience of discu.ssion, the occurrences are divided

into three areas, viz., Great Plains region, Cordilleran. and Pacific

Coast.

Great Plains Region.

The clay resources of this region are of two tyi>es, viz..

surface clays of Pleistocene ag(\ and Cretaceous and Tertiary

shales.

Surface Clays.

By far the greater nund)er of clay deposits worked in the

Great Plains region, are surface clays of unconsolidated character.

* Puhlixhod hy pennission of t|je Din-ctor CaiiHtlian (toological Surwy.
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They consist of silty or sandy clays, and some very tough,

ph\stic clays, which are irregularly distributed and associated

with sands and gravels. The entire series forms a mantle of

a varying and often great thickness, which overlies the bed rock

and usually conceals it.

Mode of Occurrence.—The surface clays of the Great Plains

region vary in their mode of origin and may be grouped as (1)

Lake clays, (2) Flood-plain clays, (3) Delta deposits, and (4)

Boulder clays.

The lake clays are those which have been deposited in lakes

occupying depressions formed by inequalities in the drift surfce,

or by the damming of valleys by ice, the sediment deposited

therein representing in many cases the finest rock flour derived,

from the continental or mountain glaciers.

The dark grey clay underlying the brick clay in the Red

River valley is prol^ably of this type. Many of the brick clays

worked in Manitoba are probably sediments laid down in the

former glacial Lake Agassiz.*

The extensive areas of surface clays which occur in the Sas-

katchewan valley between Prince Albert and Edmonton may also

be placed here. Similar deposits are found in the Red Deer

River valley at Red Deer and the Bow River valley at Cochrane.

These lake clays vary in their character, some being very

silty and others highly plastic. A pronounced vertical jointing

is likewi.«e sometimes present.

The flood-plain deposits are not uncommon. They are well

developed along the valleys of the Red River near Winnipeg, and

the Assiniboine River westward from that point. Other well-

marked deposits occur along the Saskatchewan River at Edmon-

ton.

The delta deposits are less common and form irregular masses

in delta sands. One of the most extensive deposits is found in

the A.ssiniboine delta in Manitol)a. This forms a roughly trian-

gular area bewteen Xeepawa, Brandon and Cypress River. The

delta day.s occur in len.^-es and often contain streaks of gravel.

Boulder clays are usually dense and stony and, when other more

suitaV}le clays are availal)le, few deposits of this character are

utilized.

T'pham. \N . : (U-n]. Siirv. n\ (aii , \'ol, IV, I*t. K.
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Properties of Surface Clays.—The surface clays are utilized

at many points for the manufacture of common brick hut the

product varies greatly in its quality, depondinp: in part on the

character of the raw material. Many of the clays are calcareous

and often sufficiently so to give a buff or cream-coloured product;

moreover, the highly sandy character of the clay renders the brick

very porous; and the clay oftens shows a tendency to crack in

air-drying unless properly protected.

The clays are usually of low fusibility, molting at the fusing

point of cone 1 (1,150° C), although a few do not fuse until ccne 3

(1,190° C), or in some instances even cone G (1,250° C).

Space forbids a detailed discussion of the many localities,

but a few may be referred to, while the results of tests of clays

from each locality are given in tabulated form as an appendix

to the text of this paper.

Winnipeg, Man.—Two types of clay are found here (Fig. 1):

^i/r-t >/cL - J/^r.

Fig. 1—Section across Red River Valley at \Vinnip)eg.

(1) A silty, calcareous surface clay, immediately underlying

the surface, and extending to a depth of from 4 to 5 feet. (2) A
tough, sticky clay, which the local brick makers pronounce unfit

for use. The former is cream-burning, the latter red-burning.

The top clay is evidently a surface or flood-plain silt deposited

by the Red and Assinil)oin(» Rivers, wliile the bottom clay may
be a lake deposit, laid down in the waters of Lake Agassiz which

formerly covered this region.

The top clay is one of the most refractory of the surface

clays found in the north-west. The temperature reached in the

scove kilns is not less than cone 1, and in some ctises may even

reach cone 3. The day fu.'^es at cone G.

The bottom clay is a very tough, .sticky material, which is

difVicult to dry and bum. The bricknuikei*s at \\'inni|>eg assert

•2\
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that it is of no value, as when fired in their kihis it warps, cracks,

and becomes porous. This is, no doubt, due in part to the fact

that the surface clay used at this locality stands a higher heat.

The extreme toughness and sticldness also interferes with the

moulding. Difficulty was also encountered at the yard in drying

this clay on the pallet racks, as it cracks badly. A sample pre-

heated to 300° C. was still very plastic, but much easier to work
up than the raw clay, and yet even after pre-heating to this tem-

perature it would not stand rapid drying, although this treatment

improved its drying qualities.

Clay Industry in the vicinity of Winnipeg.—A number of

brick plants are in operation in the vicinity of Winnipeg, in all

of which the calcareous surface clay is utilized, and as the deposit

is rather shallow, and the output of brick large, a very extensive

area has been worked over. Two yards have already been moved
to other localities, and it is highly probable that at no distant date

others will be compelled to follow suit.

All of the yards are engaged in the manufacture of common
brick by either the soft mud or stiff mud process. At one j^ard,

at least, hollow brick are also produced. The drying is done in

open yards or on pallet racks, and burning in scove kilns.

Fortafje la Prairie, Man.—A somewhat extensive deposit

of calcareous clay is found here in an abandoned channel of the

Assiniboine River. The clay is nine feet thick and is underlain

by sand and gravel. It burns buff, and is utilized for brick

making.

Several other deposits are worked in Manitoba, as at Virden,

Hartney, lirandon, Somerset, Neepawa, etc.

In Saskatchewan the surface clays are utilized in the vicinity

of Prince Albert for red brick, and also at Saskatoon.

Medicine Hat, Sask.—The surface formation here is typical

of many oihor localities of the central plains. It shows a heavy

depo.sit of silty or sandy clay, with occasional pebbly streaks,

resting usually on the uneven surface of the Belly River shales,

but sometimes separated from them by a layer of J^liocene gravels.

Scattered througli these very silty clays are irregulai- patches

of a tough dark da}, known as "gumbo,'' which is sometimes so

hard and tough as to have the appearance of clay-shale.



>'

Dcixxsit of colli! vial clav uIoiik line of Cnnaiiiun Pacific Railway
at ricl.l. IVr



Folded limestone bed.s in Eastern front ol Koeky Mts, Kananaskis, Alta.

The flat track in the foreground is underlain by dark, gritty Cretaceous shales.

The Ix'thl;ii«lKc Coal Co. (Xo. 0), Lethhridge. Aitu.
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At the several common yards in operation within the vicinity

of Medicine Hat, only the silty clay is used, the gumbo being

avoided for the reason that it is hard to dig, hard to mould, and

does not bum well alone.

On the other hand, one cannot regard the silty clay as a sat-

isfactory brick material, since it bums to a very porous brick,

is very tender and cracks if exposed to the wind during drying.

Moreover, some portions of the deposit are full of lime pebbles.

The silty surface clays are also worked at Prince Albert,

Sask.; Red Deer, Alta.; Saskatoon, Sask., and other points.

Edmonton, Alta.—Two t>'pes of Pleistocene clay occur at

this locality, viz., (1) flood-plain clays underlying the flat terrace

bordering the Saskatchewan River, and (2) Glacial (?) Clays,

underlying the upper level terrace on which Strathcona and

Edmonton stand. The former are mostly utihzed.

Flood-plain Clay.—This material, which is used by all four

of the brick yards in operation at Edmonton, consists of alter-

nating layers of sandy silty clay, and occasional pockets of gravel;

in other words, it is a tjT^ical flood-plain deposit. So sandy is

the material that one is surprised to find it employed for brick

manufacture. Nevertheless it is utilized for both common soft

mud, and dry-press face brick, the latter made from the less sandy

portions of the deposit.

The thickness of these flood-plain clays cannot be exactly

stated, but excavations at the brick yards show a maximum of

not less than 9 or 10 feet, although in one pit bottom was struck

at about 7 feet.

The supply, unfortunately, is sufficient to last for some time.

The word "unfortunately" is used advisedly, because the clay

does not make a very good brick, and a city the size of Etlmonton

should iMi constructed of hotter material. The tests given in the

table published at the conclusion of this paper pn^sent some idea

of the characters of these materials.

Glacial Clays.

Underlying the surface of the upjxT terrace then* is a deposit

of plastic clay, evidently of considerable extent, and far IxHter
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quality than the flood-plain material. The main objection that

a practical man would probably urge against it would be its high

air shrinkage and toughness, but these could be overcome by the

incorporation of a proportion of a more sandy clay.

At the time of our visit a good section of this clay was ex-

posed in a deep trench on the University grounds near Strathcona.

Only a small sample was collected, and this did not include about

two feet of somewhat sandy clay immediately under the surface.

It yielded a far better red brick than the clay used at the local

brick yards.

Another deposit (1655 of table) of the same type of clay

was obtained from N.E. corner, Section 15, Twp. 53, R. 25W.,

about three miles north of Edmonton. This clay belongs to the

same formation as 1659. It worked up with 25% of water to a

very smooth, plastic mass, whose average air shrinkage was

8'2% and average tensile strength 335 pounds per square inch.

The air shrinkage is somewhat high, but the addition of 25%
sand causes a considerable reduction in it.

For purposes of comparison the fire tests made on A, wet-

moulded bricklets of the clay alone, and B, a wet-moulded bricklet

of the clay with 25% sand added, are appended:

A B
Air shrinkage 8*2 6*5

Cone 010—
Fire shrinkage -15

Absorption 16-63 14-68

Colour Light red Light red

Cone OS-
Fire shrinkage 2*4 2»3

Absorption 11-02 8-85

Colour Red Red
Cone 1

—

Fire shrinkage Beyond 3»3

vitrification

Absorption 1-5

Colour Brown
Cone 5 . Fused

They were both steel hard and of good r(Ml colour at Cone 010.
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The addition of the sand gave lower air and fire shrinkage

and also reduced the absorption. The dry press made from the

clay alone burned to a nice colour and body at Cone 05, but

should preferably be burned to Cone 03. At the former cone

its absorption was 17-42%, and at the latter 10*36%, as well

as being steel hard. This clay also is Ixjtter than that used for

common brick by the yards at Edmonton. It might also be used

for lining sewers if burned hard enough. The yards now in oper-

ation at Edmonton make not only a common brick, but also some

dry press ones.

Cretaceous Shales.

Shale of Cretaceous ago and lower than the Laramie, which

cannot be classed as wholly Cretaceous, are worked only in

Manitoba. In that province they extend from the Pembina river

at the International boundary, northwestward along the base of

the Pembina, Riding, Duck, and Porcupine mountains. In

Manitoba this system contains the following members in descend-

ing order: Dakota, Benton, Niobrara, Pierre.

The Dakota, or lowest member of the Cretaceous, resting

unconformably on Devonian limestone, is composed of soft white

or reddish sandstones, which are commonly interbanded with

thin beds of shale. It occurs along the foot of the northern

portion of the Manitoba escarpment, and appears to be exposed

chiefly on the cut banks of streams, one of the best outcrops being

on the Swan River some miles below the Canadian Xorthorn

railway crossing.

The I^enton, which o.verlies the Dakota, is made up of very

dark grey carbonaceous shale. This shale is evenly bedded and

breaks down readily into small flakes. It is said to be 178 feet

thick, and occurs along the foot of Duck and Hiding mountains.

The Benton and Dakota shales were not examined, j)artly

for the reason that they are at present more or less inacce.^sible,

and no test of their qualities is on record.

The Niobrara formation confornuil)ly overlies, and is an

upward extension of the Benton, It is prevailingly compo.^ed of

grey calcareous shale, but toward the top of the formation a

band of greyish limestone, often highly charged with pyrite, is

generally encountered. Very characteristic exposures of these
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shales may be seen in the valleys of all the streams on the north

side of Riding Mountain, from the Ochre to the Valley rivers.

In the southern part of the province they may be seen on the

Carmim-Hartney section of the Canadian Northern railway

between Leary and Cardinal, and on the Pembina river near the

International Boundary.

XioBRARA Shales.

The shales of the Niobrara formation are used for brick-

making only at one locality, viz., Leary, Man., a station on the

Canadian Northern railway south-east of Winnipeg. They are

here well exposed, as a bank has been opened at the base of a

wooded hill, exposing about 30 feet of shale, capped with 6 feet

of calcareous loam, which forms the first bench of the hill, to

whose top the shale continues. Scattered through the shale are

flakes of g}'psum and concretions, some of the latter 2 to 3 feet

in diameter and 1 foot thick.

The shale worked at Leary is red-burning and yields a good

dry press brick; but the firing has to be carried on slowly to

prevent cracking and black coring. The clay contains both

g\T).sum and lime pebbles, and the latter if not ground fine enough

cause trouble.

Pierre Shales.

The Pierre formation, composed almost wholly of shales,

occupies the summits of all the higher land in the western portion

of the Province of Manitoba and has a total thickness of about

800 feet.

The upper portion of the Pierre contains much hard light

grey, fine-grained shalo, while the lower part is made up of softer

dark grey shale, containing crystals of selenitc and nodules of

clay iron-stone.

No chemical analy.ses were made from our samples, but the

following from a published source* may l)e quoted.

Indij'-tnfil valuff of the clays and shales of Manitoba, J. Walter Wells,

Ottawa, Canada, HHJo,
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CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PIERRE SHALES FROM ^LWITOBA.

Moisture 1 ^k^„„ mno r
^, , • , . r above lUU L,
Combined water/
Silica (SiO,) .

Alumina (AljOj)
Ferric oxide (FcjOj)
Lime (CaO
Magne.-^ia (MgO)
Alkali.s (Xa,0. K^O)
Sulphur trioxide (SO3)
Carbon dioxide (CO,)
Orpunic matter, etc

6 06

79
8'

1

1

1

1

00
35
00
50
02
17

6-78

SI.94
G-52
2-40

• 80
0-93
1-30
016

traces

traces

8-25

7S • 32
711
2-59
0-91
1 • 2S
111
005

traces
0-29

(1) Compact, light, bluish groy, tougli, smooth shale from

Souris river, near Souris. .\nalyst, F. CJ. Wait, Department of

Mines.

(2) Compact, light grey, fissile shale from south bank of

Big Creek, northwest corner of Section S, township 17. range 15

west. Analyst, M. F. Conner, Department of Mines.

(3) From bank of Assiniboine river 4 miles east of \'irden.

Similar to Xo. 2. Analyst, M. F. Connor.

The Pierre shales are but little used at the present time.

When fresh the material is somewhat hard and forms a mass of

rather low plasticity, but when weathered the product is highly

pla.stic. As an example of the former I may cjuote in part. Mr.

Keele's description of the shale from Bimie, Man:

—

Birnie, Man.—"Streams issuing from the eiustward-facing

escarpment of Hiding mountain, have cut down through a consid-

erable thickness of Pierre shale. Tlic Canadian Northern Hail-

way between Xeepawa and Dau})hin is located on the terrace

l)ordering the escarpment and approaches it clo.sely at Biniie

station. A sample was collected on the north bank of Big Cn^ek

at a point two miles west of Bernie station.

"The shale Ikmc is exposed in banks over 1(K) feet in heiglit;

it is generally uniform in character, light grey in colour, and con-

tains bands of ironstone. The beds an* nuich fissured, the ri.ssui*e8

l)eing coated with films of iron rust.

"The upper 30 feet of the deposit were sampled, but none

of the ironstone nodules were inchuled, jus these could Ik^ thrown
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asiile in mining. The deposit is easily accessible for working, and

there is no overburden. The shale could be broken into cars and

run down grade on a tramway to the railroad line."

The tests on this sample of unweathered shale (1G23) are

as follows:—It worked up with 37% of water to a feebly plastic

mass, whose average air shrinkage was 4 '9%. The average

tensile strength was 113 pounds per square inch. No test was

made to determine the rapid drying qualities.

Wet moulded bricklets behaved as below^ in the kiln tests:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010
03

1

2-45
4-00
5-00
6-40

28-73
24-45
19-50
16-00

Light red
Light red
Red

3 Brown

The clay does not show excessive fire shrinkage, but burns to

a very porous body, and yet the bricklets have a good ring even

at Cone 010. It is not steel hard at Cone 1, and, judging from

tests made on similar material from another locality, it may stand

Cone 5. To yield the best results this shale should be weathered

before using; but this would be a rather long operation, as the

shale seems to slake down very slowly under the weather.

Good results are often obtainable by using a mixture of

Pierre shale and plastic surface clay. Acting on the above idea,

a mixture (1G33A) was made of 50% of 1G34 and 50%, Virden

surface clay. This mixture worked up with 36% water to a

mass of medium pla.sticity, with 4*2% air shrinkage, but a full

sized brick would not stand rapid drying.

The burning tests show the effect on the surface clay in a

reducing of the absorption:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010
03

27
•7

70
8-6

27 • 45
27-45
7-17
4-82

Light ToA

Red
1 Duri< rod
3 l)jirk red
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The bricklets at Cone 03 had a good ring, antl wore verv hard

at 1.

The mixture at cone 1 had a lower fire shrinkage than 1033,

and a higher one than 1644. The other properties were inter-

mediate between 1633 and 1634. It makes a good tlrv press

at Cone 03. It might also do for partition tile.

A mixture of three parts surface clay to one part shale

(1633B) was also prepared. This mixture worked well when wet,

and had an air shrinkage of 4*3 when dried.

In burning it behaved as follows:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010 0-7
0-7
10-3

20- 00
2.5 00
0-32

I.ijrlit red
Liglit red

Lipht brown
03

1

In general the addition of Pierre shale to surface clay causes

it to dry quicker and overcomes the tendency toward checking

in drying and reduces the air shrinkage.

When clay is used alone the bricks soften and become de-

formed at a temperature slightly above that of Cone 1; but the

addition of shale helps to prolong the vitrification stage and pre-

vent the sudden melting peculiar to calcareous clays making it

possible to produce a ware having a dense body, which is difficult

to obtain if the clay alone is used. In other words the shale

acts as a "stiffener" to the clay.

IrvLne, S. Dak.—In the hills forming the south side of the

valley at Irvine, a number of natural cuts and gullies expose a

series of l>eds of clays, sands and shales of Cretaceous (probai)ly

of Pierre) age. They consist of alternating beds of gypsiferous

clays, sands and thinly laminated paper shales, the gyp.siferous

shales predominating in the upper half of the section and the

sands in the Iowcm*. The whoh* .series dips .southeast at a low

angle.

The gyp.siferous shales form one l>e(l at lca.st 50 feet tliick at

the top of the .section, and could l)c worked if necessary; and the.se

are imderlain by a l)ed of grey clay not le.ss than 20 feet thick.
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Ill the event of the iitiUzation of these shales, the best results

woukl be obtained b}' mixing in some of the sandy beds out-

cropping at the base of the hill. These, however, contain thin

seattei*ed layers or lenses of sandstone or cemented sand, which

would have to be discarded in the mining.

Belly River Formation.

The rocks of this formation underlie a large area in Albeita

and Saskatchewan, but there is usually such a heavy mantle of

Pleistocene material that outcrops are scarce. They are conse-

quently to be sought for only in the deeper valleys, although

even there they may be discontinuous, partly because the surface

of the bed rock is very uneven and the covering of later silts

and clays may extend below the river level in places.

Where outcrops are lacking the character of the shales can

in some instances be ascertained from coal mine workings or dug

wells.

Bowling* in his report on the coal fields of Manitoba, etc.,

refers, of course, to exposure of coal only, but since the coals

have shales associated with them, it may be well to allude to the

areas of outcrop noted by him.

These coal beds are best exposed along the Belly River, near

Lethbridge. South of Lethbridge there are a few on the Milk

River ridge and on St. Mary river about six miles above its

mouth. Again, the mouth of the Little Bow River at Stair, and

for twenty-four miles below Medicine Hat, outcrops permit the

tracing of a coal seam. He further mentions outcrops at the

mouth of the Red Deer river. The formation is also found on

the north side of the valley near Irvine Station, but to the east-

ward it either dips under the rocks of the plains or thins out.

To the westward of the area outlined on Dowling's map, the

formation disappears Ixjneath the trough which continues through

McLeod northward pa.st Calgary, and is said to reappear in several

narrow bands in the foothills to the west of Calgary and in the

Peace River country. Dowling states, '^ In the strip which runs

through the foothills large portions are not prospected, but for

one area at least we have more details." This comprises the

* Can. Geol. Surv., Paper No. 1035.
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foothills south of the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway,

as far as Highwood River. On the Stoney reserve, south of

Moiley station, is a 6 foot seam in this formation. Exposures

of the formation are also referred to on Jumping pond and Elbow
rivers, and on the south branch of Sheep Creek. Near Kananaskis

station the Rocky Mountain outer range overrides these beds.

In the Peace River country* two areas of the Belly River

formation are kno\Mi. One of these is in Alberta, reaching up
the Smoky river to the valley of Peace river, and one in British

Columbia, near the Peace River canon. The area over which

the Belly River formation occurs is about 25,000 square miles.

At the persent time the Belly River shales are worked only in

the region about Medicine Hat, but promising exposures also

occur at Lethbridge and on Milk Creek south-west of Pincher.

Lethbridge, Alta.—A number of shale beds were penetrated

in sinking the shafts of the Lethbridge Coal Company no th of

the town, but the materials passed through were all either very

carbonaceous or gritty, and no samples were tested.

Along the Belly river at Lethbridge there are some outcrops

of shale, but they are near the river level, and lie under a heavy

overburden of Pleistocene silts and gravelly sands or till.

A few feet south of the eastern end of the waggon-bridge

across the Belly river is an outcrop of shale of most deceptive

character. This material (IGGG) in its raw conditions appears to

be carbonaceous and gritty, but mixes up to a very plastic mass.

It is well worth utilizing, is easily accessible, and far superior to

the surface clay used for making common brick at I^ethbridge.

The only objection to its use is a somewhat heavy overburden,

but this could be easily removed.

Milk Creek, Alia.— Milk Creek, a tributary of the Old Man
river, lies south-west of Pincher. The road to the Beaver Creek

valley crosses it about 10 miles from Pincher, and at this point

are a numl)er of exposures of shales and sand.stones, .some of the

beds indicating very strong folding, and many showing a nearly

vertical dip. Just l)cfore reaching the bridge across Milk Creek

the thinly laminated shales, outcropping on both sides of the

* DowliiiK, (\ C, rjuotcs from Report of ProRre-Hs, 1875-6, pp. G, 53;
Ibid, 1S7'»-S(). pp. 117, 110. 134. 13r.H.

Report of IVoRrt'.H.-^. IK.S'2-1S.S4. pp. 2r>-,39 M.
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stream, contain much carbonaceous matter and sandstone layers.

A somewhat plastic shale, however, outcrops under or close to

the bridge over Milk creek, and is typical of several shale outcrops

near there. It bums to a good red brick body.

About 500 feet up stream from the bridge is a long steep

bank exposing shales and sandstones of vertical dip, and striking

across the stream. The shales are decomposed to a depth of a

few feet from the surface. One bed of shale (1669) is about 100

feet thick. It is slightly calcareous, very plastic and gritty.

Even the small bricklets checked in air drying, but the addition

of 1% of salt stopped this. The shale, however, shows a low

fire shrinkage and fairly low absorption, and does not begin to

fuse until Cone 5. It may be possibly utilized for hollow-blocks,

fire-proofing, or perhaps even sewer pipe, although there is some

doubt whether it is sufficiently plastic for this purpose.

It makes a good dry-press, and is nearly steel hard at cone 05.

The surface showed small cracks, and if used for this purpose

the clay might require pre-heating.

Medicine Hat, A Ita., district.—Some of the best exposures of

the Belly River formation are found along the Saskatchewan and

tributary valleys in the vicinity of Medicine Hat.

McConnell,* in speaking of the district, says:
—"The Saskat-

chewan at Medicine Hat enters and traverses for some distance

one of those drift-filled depressions, which so constantly interrupt

the sections on all the principal streams. West of Medicine Hat

the Saskatchewan is somewhat closely confined to a narrow valley,

by rocky banks, but east of that point it becomes much more

tortuous and continues so until it crosses the pre-glacial hollow.

''The deposits in this basin are partly glacial and partly pre-

glacial. The latter are pebV:)le conglomerates, coarse ferruginous

sands \^'ith small pebbles, silts and sands. They are probably

of Pliocene (Tertiary) age.

"The glacial deposits consist of light yellowish boulder-clay

overlaid in some places by thick sandy beds.

"The rocks of the Belly River series disappear below the

Pliocene at Medicine Hat, and reappear about seven miles farther

• Can. Geol. Surv., Kept. 1885, C, p. 57C.
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douTi. The exposure consists of dark arenaceous shales overl}'ing

grevish sands and sandstones, and underlying unconformably the

sands and gravels of the Pliocene. A few miles further down,

the same beds enclose a small coal seam, which occurs at the

same horizon and is probably a continuation of the seam mined

above Medicine Hat. It is seen at several places between Medicine

Hat and DroT\Tiing Man's Ford."

"A promising exposure occurs about one mile north of the

southern boundary of T. 16, R. 5, W of 3rd principal meridian.

Between here and Drowning Man's Ford the Belly River rocks

are often well exposed along the river.

"The river bends east from Drowning Man's Ford, and passes

through a deep canon, containing fine exposures of the upper

part of the Belly River series and exhibiting pure clays and sands

with all gradations between the two.

"They are extremely irregular and no section measured at

one place would be applicable any^vhere else."

The Belly River series* which underlies the Pierre is repre-

sented by its light-coloured upper division, which is distributed

over a large area in the noith-westem and south-western part

of the district. It is well shown in the caiion-like part of the

Saskatchewan between Medicine Hat and the mouth of the Red

Deer, where ahnost complete sections can be obtained, and also

in the valleys of Milk River and Many Berries Creek, at Bull's

Head plateau, Ross Creek and numerous other places along its

eastern boundary.

In the time at our disposal it was j)ossible to examine some

of the .sections only in the vicinity of Medicine Hat.

Red Cliff.—.Vbout six miles up the Saskatchewan river from

Medicine Hat a fme section is obtained in a narrow coulee leading

from the top of the plain at the works of the Red Cliff Brick Com-

pany do\vn to the river. The Company has opened up a large

pit about 100 feet IxjIow the plain level, and the general section

from the top of this excavation down to the river level is as fol-

lows:

Shales with .some sand.stones oU feet.

Dark chocolate clay, cracks in drying 3 "

l.c . P. 03c.
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Alternating shales, silts and some lignite

seams 30 feet

Lignite 5
''

Sand}' shales 15
''

Lignite 4-5 ''

Carbonaceous shale 2
''

To river level (concealed) 50 ''

It is not kno^Ti how far each of the shale and sandstone beds

mentioned in this section, extends horizontally, but they are all

of undoubted lense-like character, and on the opposite side of

the river at Anslee's mine the section is distinctly different, but

this vriW be referred to later.

Returning to the clay pit of the Red CUff Brick Company,
the section there is made up of grey, green, brown and blackish

shales of varying texture, interbedded with sandy streaks or

sandstone layers of varying thickness. Some of the shales are

very smooth; others contain sandy streaks and even thin laminae

of coal. The run of the bank, excluding the sandstone beds, is

used for making common wire-cut brick, and a layer about

two-thirds up the face is used for dry-press. At the bottom of

the bank is a dark-coloured clay shale, which checks in drying

if used alone.

In order to determine the qualities of these, three samples

were tested and the details of these (1686, 1687, 1688) are given

in the table. The run of the bank gives a mixture of good plasti-

city, which bums to a red body, but causes some difficulty in

drying. The main use of this shale is for brick manufacture.

Near the top of the bank, however, there occurs a layer (1686)

which makes a good red dry-press brick.

Coleridge, Alta.—This station, formerly called Dunmore, is

located on the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway, about
six miles north-east of Medicine Hat. The clay pits of the Alberta

Clay Products Company are located on the west side of a ridge,

overlooking the valley of Bullshead Creek, and about one and a

half miles south-west of Coleridge. The ridge rises rather steeply

from the bottom land, and shows few natural outcrops until near

the top, where sandstone ledges appear. The shales are more or

le«.s covered by wash, and later silts and gravels. On a spur of
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the ridge a bank was being opened in the summer of 1910. At
this point there was in places not less than fifteen feet of stripping.

The bank had not been opened to any great extent, but from the

excavation made, together with limited exposures in a shallow

coulee cutting through the deposit, we were able to form some
idea of the mode of occurrence. From the data thus obtained

one finds that the general arrangement of the beds is lenticular and
consists of clay shales of varying degrees of siliceousness, smooth-

ness and colour, interbedded with some soft sand.stones. This

means then that care must be exercised in working the depo.«it,

to prevent the mixing of shales of widely different character.

It is somewhat difficult to describe the arrangement of the

clays in the bank, but the following may serve:

On the south side of the coulee, near the base of the bank is

a tough, brownish clay, known as sewer-pipe clay. The gi-eatest

thickness of this is about ten feet, and it can be traced for about

thirty feet to the left side of the entrance to a short drift. Over-

lying the sewer-pipe clay is a .stiff blue clay, and on top of this is

sand. The higher portion of the section was not uncovered.

The blue clay is said to crack in air drying. Both the blue clay

and the sand appear at a somewhat lower level in a trench on the

north side of the coulee.

.\nother lens of clay, called pressed-brick clay, outcrops on

the south side of the coulee, between the loading platform and the

railroad track, and it is possible that the sewer-pipe clay grades

into it, .^ince they adjoin each other at the same level, but a short

drift had been dug out on the line of contact. At the east end of

the bank, by the powder house, a buff clay (No. KiOS) outcrops,

but its horizontal extent is not kno\sTi, although it may pass under

the fire clay outcropping nearer the coulee. The latter (1092)

is a black, coarse-textured clay with numerous fragments of plant

remains, and having a thickness of al)out six feet. It extends

across the face of the hill from near the powilcr hou.se to the coulee,

and there seem to be traces of it on the other side, above where

the pipe clay is being dug. Overlying the fire clay is a lighter

coloured sandy clay, which in turn is capped by a thin bed of soft

sandstone. It is said that borings which have Ix^en made on the

property have disclosed the presence of much clay, and this is no

doubt true, but tlw N'liticular chara<*tor nf the Iwds. .nnd «'t»nse-
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qucnt necessary sorting will preclude the possibility of mining by
any such cheap method as steam shovelling. The overburden

will also increase as the workings extend into the hill.

Tests of several shales from this bank are given in the table

at the end of the paper. They are mostly red-burning, and all

fuse at a moderately low cone, except one bed of so-called fire

clay which stands Cone 12. These shales are now being utilized

by the Alberta Clay Products Company of Medicine Hat, for

making red pressed brick and sewer pipe. The most refractory

of the shales can be employed for boiler setting brick.

South bank of Saskatchewan, ivest of Medicine Hat —An
examination was made of the shale deposits outcropping between

Medicine Hat and Anslee's mine opposite Red CUff. About one

and a half miles west of town, a deep coulee shows an outcrop of

lignite, a few feet above the river level.

Shales occur above and below the coal, but they are mostly

sandy and it is doubtful if they extend very far above the hgnite,

as the float on the sides of the coulee indicates an abundance of

sandstone. Immediately above the lignite is a two-foot layer of

clay shale, which could be easily mined with the coal. Although

it had a greasy look so frequently seen in many clays running high

in colloidal matter, still a small sample (1695) was taken for

testing. Its properties are as follows:

The shale burned to a nice red colour, but had a rather high

fire shrinkage. At the same time it burned to a fairly dense body
at Cone 03, and a very dense one at Cone 1. Its fusion point was
not determined, but it probably does not exceed Cone 3.

This is a good brick shale, if the large bricks will dry without

cracking, but it is of no value unless mined in connection with the

lignite.

Anslec's mine.—At Wm. Anslee's mine, there is an incline

running from the top of the cliff down to the river level, a difference

in elevation of about 250 feet.

A fine section is exposed along this, and although it is directly

oppo.site the Red Cliff one, already referred to, differs from it to

a marked dopree. Indeed careful search failed to reveal any
series of beds like those at Red Cliff, the only similar deposit

being one about twenty feet below the top of the incline. This is

a yellow and grey mottled clay similar to the deposit used for
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dry-press brick at Red Cliff. The lens is of limited size and grades

into a brownish day shale resembUng the "sewer pipe" clay

mined near Coleridge.

The remainder of the section down the incline to the first

lignite seam, consists chiefly of sandy shales and sands, but just

above the lignite is a two-foot layer of light clay, and under chis

same (upper) lignite .^eam is a reddish clay shale. The latter

could only be worked by under ground methods, and is probably

not of sufficiently high quaUty to warrant the expense.

The only sample te.sted from the entire section was the mottled

clay from near the top of the incline. This material (1696) was

found to be a very plastic, smooth, non-calcareous shale, which

worked up with 31 per cent of water, and in the test bricklets

showed a '•ather high air shriakage, viz., 10*8 per cent. Further

tests are given in the table.

Laramie Form.\tion.

The Laramie formation proper underlies a small triangular

area in southern Manitoba, in the Turtle Mountain region. Farther

west a second but much larger triangular area is found in southern

Saskatchewan. The ba.se of this triangle forms the southern

boundary of this province as far west as the Wood Mountain

district, which is included in it. From the apex of the triangle a

narrow belt extends northwe.stward to a little beyond the main

line of the Canadian Pacific railway west of Moo.sojaw. This

area it will be seen includes the Souris coal-field and the Dirt Hills.

Detached areas are found west of this, where the Laramie

formation occupies the summits of some of the plateaux, and

portions of elevations such as the Cypress Hills.

Shales of Souris Coal-Field.—The Souris field lies in southern

Saskatchewan, just north of the international boundary, and

east and west of the Canadian Pacific railway line from Moo.scjaw

to Portal.

The exact areal extent of the field is not known, because

there are so few exposures, and a heavy surface covering of boulder

clay, which e.xtends northward through the Moose Mountains and

bevond the Assiniboine River.
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The eastern outcrop of the coal rocks is concealed by it, but

they are known to extend at least as far as the mouth of Moose

Mountain Creek. Associated with the coal seams are beds of clay

shale, sandy clay, and sandstone, but since they are not always

persistent, there may be some question as to the value of consider-

ing the stratigraphic details of the field.

It may be briefly stated, nevertheless, that the coals, which

are of Laramie age are divided by Bowling into an upper, middle

and lower horizon.

The upper horizon generally carries a four-foot seam that is

fairly continuous, but in places thins out or is joined by seams of

the middle horizon to form a seven-foot seam. The coal seams

are separated by deposits of sandstone, clay and shale of varying

thickness and areal distribution. The upper horizon bas heen

prospected at several points in the vicinity of Estevan.

The middle horizon is found exposed along the north side of

the Souris valley.

The lower horizon is the most important in the district.

Bowling in his report gives a number of sections, some of

which indicate a sufficient thickness of clay to be worth working.

The shales were examined and samples collected at several

points in the Souris field as follows:

Estevan.—About one and a half miles east of the town
excavations have been made in the east slope of a broad coulee,

by the Estevan Coal and Brick Company. The section there

shows

:

Boulder clay, with shale fragments 10 to 20 ft.

in lower portion

Lignite 8 ft.

Parting clay 2 ft. to 2 ft. 6 in.

Lignite 8 in. to 2 ft.

Blue clay shale 30to 40 ft.

Upper L5 feet smooth, but lower portion quite sandy.

The top clay which is a calcareous, glacial clay with scattered

irtoncs, pebbles and boulders, is worked as an open pit. The large

atones are thrown out in the pit, but the smaller ones are crushed

in a rolLs. A sample of the material thus crushed was taken for

laboratorv test.



.'ilialc and clay cicpo-it- on the banks ol tiic >a.~K.aUhruan Kjmi-.

Oay pit of tlie Red C'litT Brick Co. in foreground.
Alta.

Outcrop of >aiid.''tono in Souris N'allry. nojir Pinto. S(u<k.



Vj-rtical Iwds of partly docomposod shale near bridge on eastern

bunk of Milk Jiivcr, Alta.
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The surface clay at this locality is very calcareous and makes
a common cream-coloured brick.

Of the clay shale underlying the lower Hgnite seam, only

the upper nine feet were being worked at the time of our visit, but

the company proposes to strip off first the top clay and lignite,

and then use the parting clay, lower thin hgnite and lower blue

clay shale altogether.

The nine feet referred to above were being removed by drift

and chamber mining in the summer of 1910.

The under clay is very plastic and sticky when wet, and cracks

in drying unless pre-heatod. It is utilized for dry-press brick.

The lignite obtained at the mine near the works is used for fuel.

Pinto.—At Pinto Station, the Pinto Coal and Brick Company
has driven a .short slope about 300 feet long, which at its lower end

meets a bed of lignite belonging presumably to the upper horizon.

Overhing this is a buff clay shale (1641), about five feet thick,

which we sampled in the mine, and higher up, but not immediately

overlying it is a softer reddish shale (1642). Another shale (1643)

underlies the lignite.

The measures here lie horizontally or nearly so, and these

beds should outcrop in the Souris Valley a few hundred feet to

the north, but since the clay shale and sandstone beds are not

apparently as continuous as the coal beds, there may be some doubt

whether they extend that far.

The Souris River has here cut a fine trench in the plain, but

while the sandstone ledges stand out here and there on the valley

sides in some prominence, the softer layers such :us clay and .^halc

have mellowed down and are more or less completely concealed.

The shale over the coal is red-burning and makes a good dry-

press brick, while that under the coal bums to a good red body

but cracks badly in drying.

\o general statement can be made regarding the shales found

in the Souris field, but the results obtained in our laboratory testa

warrant the ho|>e that other good shales may 1)C found.

The field should Ix) carefully prospected, for the shales or clay

if suitable can, in most instances, be cheaply mined or excavated,

and moreover they are well located with references to lines of

transportation. Fuel, also, is plentiful and cheap. The growing

cities of .Moo.^ejaw and Regina form a nearby market.
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Dirt Hills.—The Dirt Hills form an isolated elevation rising

from the plains about twenty three miles south of Drinkwater,

and about thirty miles south of Moose] aw. They have received

some notice because of the coal seams which were knowai to occur

in them, and were made the subject of a report by Dr. Bell* at

an earlier date.

The strata in this locality appear to be about horizontal, but

in the great masses detached by the landslides they are tilted up

to various angles as high as 45°, the slope being to the southwest-

ward. The large surfaces of bare and often muddy clay, which are

here exposed, contrasting with the grassy or gravelly prairies,

have probably given rise to the name which these hills bear.

It is in these Laramie beds, exposed in the landslide masses

on the north side of the hills, that one finds some of the most

refractory clays thus far discovered in western Canada.

The clays which were examined occur in Section 28, township

12, range XXIV, west of the 2nd Mer., and form a series of knolls

at the base of the hills. All the beds appear to dip westward, the

knolls having a steep eastern face and a gentle western slope.

They can be described as a series of white and greyish-white sandy

clays, bluish and purplish clays, brownish siliceous clay shale, and

gj-psiferous shales. On account of their great importance, they

may be referred to in some detail.

At the west side of a ridge, projecting put from the hills, is

a spur or knoll containing a series of alternating red and brown

siliceous shales, which have been referred to by some as sewer-pipe

clays. The individual beds of this series differ somewhat in their

sandiness, and if used the entire series should be mixed together.

A few scattered sandstone layers are present but these are soft and

could be easily crushed up.

Overlying the.se siliceous clays and separating them from the

first knoll to the west, is a series of soft sandstone beds, con taining

large scattered concretions. These beds should not be mixed in

with the shales underlying them.

The following tests represent the character of the '^sewer

pipe" clays (1646), the sample being taken by making a trench

across the complete section of the beds.

Report on ProgresH, Gcjol. Surv. Can., 1873-74, p. 76.
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The sample thus obtained, when ground and tempered with

water, formed a stiff plastic mass which was hard to work and

cracked badly in air drving.

As the clay was useless in the natural state, a portion of the

sample was pre-heated to a temperature of 500° C. Under this

treatment the clay changed to a red colour and became granular

in texture, but retained sufficient plasticity to be wet moulded.

It also stood fast drying, and the air shrinkage was 3*3 per cent.

The burning tests of wet-moulded bricklets were as follows:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010 1-7
9-3
13-3

9-7
5o

Vitrified

Light red
03 Red
i Brown

This clay has too high a fire shrinkage, but it might be useful

to mix with some of the more refractory clays of the locality in

order to produce vitrified wares at lower temperatures.

The hill west of the sewer-pipe beds shows heavy beds of grey

and greyish-white sandy clay, and brownish-grey clay, the two

sets being separated by a thin layer of lignite. The browTiish-

grey clay (1647) forms a bed about twenty feet thick in the lower

half of the section. It is a plastic clay, containing much fine grit,

and worked up with 30 per (^ent of water. Small pieces dried

slowly without cracking, but large ones crack badly in rapid drying.

The average air shrinkage was 8*5 per cent, and the average

tensile strength 334 pounds per scjuare inch.

Tlie wet-moulded l^ricks yielded the following results on burn-

ing:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010
03

1

• 2
4 4

5 4

5 3

16 2S
7 52
4-7S
4 M

Palp roti

Light H'd
Hrown

:i Hrown
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The air shrinkage is somewhat high, but in actual working

it would be lower. The fire shrinkage at Cone 1 is not excessive.

The absorption at this cone is also low. The clay burned steel

hard at Cone 03, but if fired too rapidly may develop a black core

at Cone 1. It burned to a good hard body and stands Cone 3.

The clay gave a dry-press bricklet of fair colour and ring at Cone

05, but if moulded by this method should probably be burned to

Cone 03.

The absorption at Cone 05 was IS* 62, and at Cone 03, it

was 10*93, with the bricklet steel hard.

Overhing the preceding is a grey and white sandy clay (1648)

containing lenses of white clay (1649). Where the clay is exposed

it would hardly pay to separate these lenses, but if they occur in

greater quantity in other parts of the deposit, it would be worth

doing so. On this account we not only made a test of the run of

the deposit, including the white clay, but also of the latter alone.

The run of the bank (1648), although containing considerable sand,

worked up with 27 per cent of water to a mass of good plasticity,

and one which caused no difficulty in moulding.

The average air shrinkage was 6*1 per cent and a full-sized

brick stood fast drying. The average tensile strength was 123

pounds per square inch.

The clay appears to contain a noticeable amount of soluble

salts, which collected on the comers and edges of the brick in

drying, and caused a shght enamel on those parts, even at Cone 03.

Wet-moulded bricklets yieldedithe following results:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010
03 . .

1

2-7
33
27
3-3

Fused

18-58
15-41
13-19
10-70
9-81

Whitish
(<

<<

5 <(

9 It

32

Small black iron specks began to appear at Cone 1. The

clay ha.s a low fire shrinkage, and the absorption above Cone 010

in not excessive. It burned steel hard at Cone 1.
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This clay can be classed as a fire clay, and represents the most

refractory one found by us in western Canada. A dry-press

bricklet burned to Cone 1, was not steel hard, with an absorption

of 17 '50 per cent.

Since the clay is rather loose in texture, it was put through

a washing test and 45 per cent of washed product obtained.

The latter (1651) showed an average air shrinkage of 8»5 per cent.

Burned to Cone 5, its fire shrinkage was 9*7 per cent, absorption

7' 11 per cent, and colour light creamy white. It was also steel

hard but showed some small cracks. At Cone 9, the fire shrinkage

was 11 '3 per cent, absorption 3'7 per cent, and colour greyish-

white.

Since there is a large quantity of this material it might pay
to wash it and use it in pottery bodies. Some difficulty would

be encountered in getting sufficient water, but the springs on the

neighboring slopes could be drawn upon for this purpose.

The white clay (1649) forming lenses in 164S, although

appearing smooth, nevertheless contains considerable fine grit,

and an appreciable quantity of soluble salts, which came out on

the edges as needle-shaped crystals in drying. It worked up with

30 per cent of water to a mass of good plasticity, whose average

air shrinkage was 7*7 per cent.

On burning the wet-moulded bricklets behaved as below:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010
03

1

•35

37
5 3

OO
Fu-soci

H) 74
10-34
7-G7
4-67
2 ftO

Creamy white

o ••

9 «<

31

The clay burned nearly steel hard at Cone 010, imd gave a

pretty dense body at Cone 5. Small black iron specks appeared

at Cone 1. This is a dense-buniing fire clay, and it is unfortunate

that it does not occur in larger quantities.

The grey clay (1050) descril)ed \\vn\ overlies 1048. It does.

not appoar in the steep southern escarpment of the lulls, but
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shows on the gentle north slope. Like 1648 it mixed up to a mass

of good plasticity, whose average air shrinkage was 7'8 per cent.

Wet-moulded bricklets were tested as follows:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010 1-

3-6
6-0
6-6
8-4

Fused

16-76
11-60
8-23
4-37
2-25

Cream white
03

a

1
u

5
9

11

32

The clay burned nearly steel hard at Cone 010, and thoroughly

so at Cone 03. Small black specks appeared at Cone 010. This

clay closely resembles 1649, but has a slightly higher fire shrinkage.

It is a good dense-burning fire clay and well worth working.

Owing bo the fact that 1648 cracked to such a degree in drying

it was decided to try a mixture of equal parts of 1646, 1647 and

1648. This (1651) when tempered with 32 per cent of water was

very plastic and small test pieces dried without checking. The

air shrinkage was 8 per cent.

The wet-moulded bricklets fired as follows:

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

010 10
3-3
4-3

1416
8-00
5-33

Light red

03 Red
1 Brown

This mixture burned to a steel hard body at Cone 010, at

which temperature it would probably make good common brick

either by the soft-mud or stiff-mud process. At Cone 1 the fire

shrinkage is rather high, and the body not burned quite dense

enough for sewer pipe, but would probably become more vitrified

at Cone 2. The mixture makes an excellent dry-press brick of

good colour and steel hard at Cone 05, with an ab.sorption of 13*75

per cent.
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Clays and shales similar to those seen at the Dirt Hills occur

rather widespread in the western part of the state of North

Dakota,* and are worked at two points, Hebron and Dickinson,

on the Northern Pacific railway.

The section at Dickinson shows eight feet of almost white fire

clay and about two feet of fine plastic pottery clay, underlying

which is six feet of a semi-refractory grey clay. These beds rest

partially on a thick lens of greyish white sandy clay, almost

identical in composition with Xo. 1()4S.

There is a layer of hardened yellowish clay found generally

overlying the white clays in the vicinity of Dickinson, which is

absent in the area examined at the Dirt Hills. This hard clay is

useful in the manufacture of fire bricks, as when coarsely ground

it serves as "grog" for the plastic clays. A grey and yellow

ferruginous shale or clay, similar to 1046, underlies the fire clays

and sands and is here used for red dry-press bricks or for mixing

with the semi-refractory grey clay to produce a spotted facing

brick.

The d^*v-press process only is used at these works, fire brick

and facing brick alike being made by this method. The fire brick

which are made in eight and nine inch sizes are often shipped in

largo quantities to the neighboring part of Canada, the ])rice

ol)taiiu'd being §25.00 and S2S.00 per thousand f.o.b. Hoth the

Hebron and Dickinson plants .send buff and spotted facing brick

into Canada.

Edmonton formation.—This formation underlies a beh of

varying width extending from the international boundary north-

ward through the centre of the Province of Alberta.

In Alberta it is divided l)y Dowling into two parts, 1, a coal-

lx»aring member known as the Edmonton and likely to Ik? the

more productive of shales, and 2, a heavy sandstone formation

known as the Paskapoo. The first forms a trough, which is filled

along its center by the latter. This trough widens toward the

north, and also fiattens, exposing a larger area of the IMmonton
series than in tlu? southern part.

('onsidcrablc attention has been given to the coal seams in

the reports of Tyrrell f and Dowling J but practically nothing

* Tho note on those is supplied by J. Kceic.

t AnruiJil Hrpt.rt. (Irol. Surv. Can., \SSt\, Vol. 11.

X Can. Gcol. Surv. No. KKi.'S.
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is said regarding the character of the associated shales. This

is not unnatural since their economic value had not been considered.

However, it is reasonable to suppose that at many points where the

coal outcrops mentioned by these authors, occur, there the shales

may be exposed also. This would be mainly in the Edmonton
series.

The shales are found with the coal seams in the vicinity of

Edmonton, and also up the Saskatchewan River south of there,

as well as westward in the vicinity of Pembina. Shale exposures

should also be looked for on the Red Deer River, within the limits

of the area underlain by the formation, and on the Bow River

near Crowfoot Crossing. A narrow belt of the Edmonton forma-

tion occurs along the foothills, and passes west of Cowley on the

Crow's Xest branch, and west of Cochrane on the main line of

the Canadian Pacific.

Cowley.—The most southern deposit of Edmonton shales

visited was w^est of Jameson's mine south of Cowley, and six miles

north-west of Pincher. The mine is located on the south fork of

the Old Man River, in Sec. 27, Tnp. 6, R. 1 W.
Along the bank of the river the visible exposure consist of

alternating beds of sandstones and sandy shales, dipping north-

we.st about twenty degrees. At the coal mine, the beds turn up

suddenly along a fault line, and the coal is badly crushed. Over-

Ijnng the coal, which is bituminous, there is a fifteen-foot bed of

clay, which has also been disturbed somewhat by the faulting, for

coal fragments are contained in it near the contact of the two.

It has been commonly supposed that this material was a fire

clay, but the tests (1G75) given below disprove this. The clay

burned to a good colour at the lower cones and is steel hard at

Cone 03. Above this cone the colour becomes poor. The

position of the clay would make it rather expensive to mine, and

operations would require to be carried on in connection with the

coal extraction. The clay might be serviceable for sewer pipe,

but for this purpose is not as desirable as the material located on

Milk Creek. It is not a fire clay. Pressed brick could probably

also be made from it.

Lunflhreck to Bermis.—East of the front range of the Rockies,

the country is broken by a series of hills and ridgos, whose axes lie

more nr U-^h parallel with the mountains. These ridges contain
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a series of folded shale and sandstone beds, which dip at a vaning
angle, as in the case of those between Lundbreck and Bermis.

The beds are well exposed in a series of cuts along the Crow's Xest

Pass branch of the Canadian Pacific railway, beginning about two
miles west of Lundbreck, the last being about one half mile east

of Bermis. In most of the cuts the shale beds are lenticular, and
rarely over a few feet in thickness, but if they were refractory it

would be possible to work them as narrow cuts. With this in

mind, samples were taken from the most promising looking

exposures but none of the samples proved to be fire clays. All

were red-burning. The best exposure observed was a dark shale

on the bank of the Old Man River, one mile west of Lundbreck.

The width of the outcrop is over fifty feet and there is no over-

burden. This shale may be suitable for paving brick.

Edmonton.—Here the Saskatchewan River has cut a trench

about 160 feet deep through the strata of the Edmonton formation.

This would afford an excellent section were it not for the numerous

landslides which conceal the beds on the valley sides. The shales

and sandstones are found above and below the coal seam.*^, and at

a higher horizon than the coal. There may also occur here beds

of massive shale. These shales associated with the coal are often

carbonaceous in their character, and few of them -were tested.

One, representing a two-foot seam under the coal at the Ritchie

mine, stood Cone 13 without fusing, but the bed is too thin to

work, and moreover the shale would require to be pre-heated as

it cracks so badly in drying.

One of the heaviest series of shale beds is that on the property

of the Western Clays Company, wliirh outis eighteen acres near

Strathcona, lying between the waggon-road from Edmonton to

Strathcona, and the Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific Railway.

The natural outcrops occur along the line of this road below

the Twin City mines, at the latter, and between llicni and the

We.stem Clays Company's property. These .several outcrops show

a variety of shales. In most of the outcrops expo.sed before

reaching the Twin City coal mine, there is little scope for develop-

ment, as the highway is too close to the railway. Shortly l)efore

reaching the Twin City mine however, the two roads diverge, and

opportunities for development con-secjucntly are improved.

Tlie shales on the property of the Western ('lays Company. Ltd..
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are prevailingly grey with browTiish or yellowish streaks and occa-

sional small iron crusts. All the beds weather down to a plastic

clav. There is no doubt that these shale beds are at a higher

horizon than the coal in the Twin City mine, but their exact

thickness is not kno^^Tl, as none of the borings sunk went deeper

than twenty-three feet.

On the opposite side of the small valley in which these shales

outcrop, there appears to be a heavy drift mantle, and it is said

that the company prospected in this locality without result. If

the beds continue on the other side of the valley, they must lie at

a slightly higher level, as the formation rises in thac direction.

It is asserted that tests made of these shales in England have

proven their value for paving brick and sewer pipe. The tests of

these shales, Nos. 1656, 1657 and 1658 are given in the table.

A serious drawback is their high air shrinkage.

Entivistle, Alta.—A heavy series of shale beds occurs on the

property of the Pembina Coal Company, Ltd., at Entwistle, Alta.

We did not have time to visit this locality, but the section (Fig. 2

supplied by Mr. C. C. Richards, Superintendent) shows the

position and thickness of the beds, and also the location of those

from which samples were tested. These samples were taken by

Richards in accordance with our instructions. The tests are

given in the table (Xo. 1660, 1661, 1661A, 1661B and 1662).

These shales are among some of the best seen in western

Canada. No. 1662 seems adapted not only to the manufacture of

common brick, but might probably be serviceable for paving

brick, .sewer pipe or hollow brick. No. 1663 fuses at a lower

cone and worked dry-press.

Under the coal bed at Entwistle is a very plastic sticky clay

(1661), which cracks badly in air drying of even small bricklets,

but it is one of the most refractory clays tested from the Edmon-

ton region. In order to improve the working of this clay it was

tested under three different conditions as follows:

1661. Untreated clay. Very plastic, sticky, hard to work,

could be dried without cracking only in moist atmosphere.

1661A. Clay, with 1 per cent, common salt added, worked

up much better, and did not crack in air drying.

1661 B. Pre-heated to 350°C, still cracked on air drying.
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Pi-e-heated to oOO°C, plasticity still good, clay granular, but dried

without cracking, even moderately fast.

The tests of these three are given below:

1661 1661A 1661B

Water required 35 26 . • •
•

Air shrinkage 10-2 7-6 4-7

Cone 010 '^

Fire shrinkage 6 1-5 -7

Absorption 14-54 14-28 20-19

Colour Light red Light red

Cone 03

Fire shrinkage 7-3 6-7

Absorption 1-04 4-2

Colour Red Red

brown

Cone 1

Fire shrinkage 7-3 7

Absorption I'O 2-8

Colour I^ed

brown

Cone 3
Q C

Fire shrinkage
^'^

Absorption ^'"^^

Cone 5

Fire shrinkage 5-0 • • •
•

Absorption 1*0
• • •

•

Colour Brown

Cone 13 Vitrified

Kananaskis to Cochrane, Alta.-The Rocky Mountains end in

a pronounced escarpment at Kananaskis. From there eastward

the country consists of low foothills which merge into the plains.

Underlving this region are beds of shales and sandstones chiefly

Cretaceous, the whole series being highly folded. At Seebe Siding

east of Kanana.skis the fiat lying Cretaceous shales have been

opened up in a pit along the Bow River, in order to obtain material

for the cement works at lOxshaw. They are very siliceous, hard,

and not adapted to thf; manufacture of clay products. Eastward
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from here sandstone and shales appear to be rather scarce, except

between Radford and Mitford, where they are worth investigating.

Tertiary formation.—This overhes the Edmonton series and

forms a broad belt extending from somewhat north of the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway, west of Edmonton, southward almost to

the international boundary.

The formation consist of shales and sandstones, often alter-

nating in rapid succession, but the minute stratigraphic details

have not been worked out in any of the areas. Outcrops are

also scarce as the formation is heavily and extensively covered

by Pleistocene materials. It includes the shale areas examined

at Red Deer, Calgary, Sandstone, and on Pincher Creek by Pincher.

Calgary region.—The region about Calgary is underlain by

Tertiary shales, but unfortunately there are few outcrops owing

to the extensive and usually thick deposit of Pleistocene gravels

and silts. They are to be looked for especially in the valleys, but

if present, the wash from the upper slopes though thin may be

sufficient to conceal them.

At present the.se shales are worked at two localities, viz.,

Sandstone, south of Calgary, and Brickbum, we.st of Calgary.

At both these localities considerable trouble is cau.sed by the

numerous sandstone layers in the shale, which have to be discarded

in mining.

It would be well worth careful prospecting to find some

localities at which the sandstone layers arc obscure. Such a one

was found by us east of Cochrane. The several localities in the

Calgary region may be referred to separately.

Brickhurn.—This locality is about five miles we.st of Calgary

on the south side of the Bow River X'alley. The valley heir is

quite broad, and the Bow meanders through it. but here and

there has cut a cliff in the sides, exposing beds of shale.

The Calgary Pressed Brick and Sand.stone Company ha.s

opened up a bank in a blufT about 100 feet above the river level,

at a point where the shale outcrop is hidden under a thin .sheet of

wash and talus. The excavation, about thirty feet in height,

expos(\s a series of beds of hard sandy brown shale, soft l)rown

shale, thin layers of blue shale and Ixnls of sandstone. The saml-

stone and shale beds alternate and there are no l)ed.s of the latter
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which ai-e over three feet in thickness. In blasting do^vn the

material the shale becomes more or less thoroughly shattered,

but the sandstone is left in large blocks. This facilitates its

removal, which is fortunate, since it constitutes about thirty per

cent, of the material in the bank. But little prospecting appears

to have been done to ascertain whether a better deposit of material

could be found in the immediate vicinity. This cannot be ac-

complished without test pitting and trenching as most of the sur-

face, including the steep slope leading down to the river, is covered

by a silty clay Containing Hme pebbles. That other material may
be present is indicated by the fact that along the railroad track

there is a mass of shale which has slid down from a higher level.

At present the bricks are made from the shale obtained from

the quarry near the top of the bluff, and the tests of this material

(1703) will be found in the table at the end of this paper. This

shale bums to an excellent red colour, and makes a dry-press brick.

Sandstone, Alberta.—Along the branch of the Canadian

Pacific Railway from Calgary to McLeod there are few outcrops

until Sand.stone is reached. Here the railway passes through

a somewhat narrow valley, whose sides are rather steep, and

afford some expo.sures of the Tertiary shales and sandstones.

The best section, however, is that shown in the quarry of the Cana-

dian Cement Company, where a face about fifty feet high has been

opened up, exposing a series of alternating layers of sandstone

with blue and grey shales. The shaly layers are from eight

inches to two feet, and vary in thickness from point to point in

the quarry, the same being true of the sandstone. There may
thus be an excess of sandstone in one part of the quarry, or of

shate in another.

The shale is hard, fine-grained, with a splintery break and

conchoidal fracture. The blue if used alone is said to crack in

water smoking, but the grey does not, nor does a mixture of the

two. The blue seems to disintegrate less readily, and the grains

of it in the brick are often coarser than the blue.

In testing the quality of the material from this ))ank a full

test was made of the ground mixture, as prepared for dry-press,

and a partial test of each of the shales alone. Tests are given in

the table (Xos. 1704, 1705, 170G).
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Cochrane, Alberta.—This locality is on the Canadian Pacific

Railway about thirty miles west of Calgary. The town itself

lies on a terrace that is underlain by calcareous clay, and extends to

the foot of the ridge forming the north wall of the Bow River

Valley. Outcrops in the ridge at Cochrane are few, and seem to

be chiefly sandstone. Interbedded shales may be present, but

if so the wash covers them.

One mile east of the town a railway cut in the steep slope

bordering the river, exposes a fine section of bluish shales and

interbedded sandstone. The former in their general appearance

much resemble those found east of Bermis. As this section is in

a bluff overhanging the railroad, there is no possibility of working

it without causing slides to occur on the track, and so only a small

sample was taken with the object of securing information con-

cerning the character of the material in this vicinity.

A test of this shale (1708) showed it to be somewhat calcareous

although with 20 per cent of water it worked up to a mass of good

plasticity, showing however some grit. The average air shrinkage

was 5 per cent, and the colour, after burning, a good red. It

was nearly steel hard at Cone 010.

The fire shrinkage and absorption were respectively '3 per

cent, and 17 '68 per cent at Cone 010, and -G per cent and 17*38

per cent at Cone 03. The shale fused at Cone 1.

Eastward from this cut are a number of small spurs, extending

out from the main ridge, and in the coulees between these spurs

shale outcrops are soniotimes found. In the fii-st of these eiurt of

the cut from which sample 1708 was taken, is a deposit of shalo

at least forty feet thick, which is free from sandstone, but grades

upward into shaly sand.

The deposit of shale must be of some extent, as evidence of

it is seen in coulees to the eastward, where it is covered by a thin

wash of gravel. This section stands in rather strong contrast to

those noted from Brickbum and Sandstone, and shows the ])().s.si-

bility of finding shales free fioin intorbeddcMl sjindstonos in this

region.

Didsbury, Alia.—This town is situated near Rosebud Creek,

about fifty miles north of Calgary. .V brick yard wa.^ started here

three years ago, on the property of Wm. Huns|)orgcr, but it was

20
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only ill operation for a short time; the plant being afterwards

moved to Camrose.

Wire-cut bricks were made from the decomposed portion of

a bed of shale wliich outcrops in the bottom of a small coulee near

the Canadian Pacific Railway line. The plant was badly located,

as the shale is not very accessible at this point, being overlain by
twenty feet or so of sandstone and glacial drift, and the amount
of weathered material exposed in the bottom of the coulee is small.

The shale in the neighbourhood of Didsbury occurs in a

horizontal bed and includes a thin seam of lignite. It is thick

enough to be worked for brickmaking purposes, but for economic-

al operation must be found at a spot where the sandstone capping

is worn off, so as to allow of the working of the material in open

pits. Such favourable conditions could no doubt be obtained by
prospecting.

The shale (1702) is of yellowish colour, calcareous, very plastic

and smooth, easy to work, and gives no trouble in air drying.

The air shrinkage is 5* 6 per cent.

Red Deer, Alta.—The only clays in use at this locality are of

Pleistocene age, occurring in the heavy lake deposits of this

formation. Miocene shales are known, however, to underlie this

region and are exposed on the right bank of the Red Deer River,

above the railroad bridge.

Above the bridge for a short distance is a fifteen foot terrace

underlain in its upper portion by gravel, but below this and out-

cropping in the face of the bank are grey shales, which rarely

extend more than ten feet above the river level. These are not

very persistent, for up-stream the shale passes into sandstone.

About three-quarters of a mile up-stream, the high bluffs on the

same bank of the stream show about twenty five feet of shale,

overlain by about fifty feet of till with lenses of silty clay in it.

Below the waggon-bridge close to town, the shale outcrops,

but is very sandy. Heavy bodies of shale over the coal seam
are reported to occur, about eight miles down the river.

At the fifteen foot terrace previously referred to, the following

section was noted:

Soil
1 ft.

Gravel . 2 ft.
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Shaly sandstone 2 ft. 6 in.

Shale 3 ft.

Rock Gin.

Lignite, thin layer 2 in.

Shale (1655) 10 ft.

The tests of this ten foot bed of shale, whose exact location

is s.e. comer, sec. 17, twp. 38, 27 w.. are given in table at the end

of the paper.

Mountain Region.

Under this designation is included the region bordered on the

east by the Great Plains, and on the .west by the Coast Range, and

so far as known does not contain extensive clay resources. More-

over, even those which do occur in this region cannot be of great

commercial value unless situated close to lines of transportation.

Shales are rai-e because in mo.st instances deposits of argil-

laceous material have been altered to slaty rocks or schists.

Extensive deposits of surface clays are also rare, and those

which are present are mostly of small size and of silty character.

Shales.

Blnirtnore, Alta.—The Kootanie shales outcrop at the base

of the hill on the south-west side of the valley. The material is a

siliceous, ferruginous, fissile shale, containing occasional sandstone

streaks and scattered concretions of iron carbonate. It appears

hard when fresh, but nevertheless grinds np rather easily. We
have no tests of it, as the samples collected were lost in transit,

and we can only state that it is red-burning and non-refractory.

The material is utilized in the manufacture of dry-press brick.

Coleman, Alta.—The same shale is exposed in the iiillside

near the entrance to the main slope of the International Coal and

Coke Company, and probably would give similar results to that

used at Blainnore. Our sample of this was also lo.st.

Elko, B.C.—A talcosc shale which occurs in the vicinity of

Elko, has been regarded by some as a fire-clay, and several samples

of this material were shown us during the summer. We did not

visit the deposit, but a sample of the clay was tested and found

not to be of refractory character, as it fused completely lx»low

Cone 27.
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Collins Gulch, B.C.—Nothing definite is known regarding the

occurrence of this shale, except that it was obtained from the

tunnel of the coal mine by Mr. Chas. Camsell of the Canadian

Geological Survey, and sent to us for testing.

The material (1742) is quite plastic, but checks rapidly in air

dr\ing. Pre-heating to 550° C. did not destroy the plasticity,

but permitted slow drying, without cracking. The air shrinkage

is 5*3 per cent, and the fire shrinkage at Cone 5 is 8 per cent. At
this cone the absorption is 6*8 per cent. The clay is not fused

even at Cone 13, but is not a fire clay. This would seem to be an

excellent pressed-brick clay, if the cracking could be overcome.

Surface Clays.

Field, B.C.—At the base of Mount Stephen, and close to the

railway yards of the Canadian Pacific railway, is a heavy deposit

of tough stony clay, which belongs to the colluvial type of deposit.

The clay (1713) is derived from an easily decomposed schist on

the slopes of Mount Stephen, and has shd to the bottom of the

slope. The stones are as a rule partly decomposed schist fragments.

It burned to a brick red body.

Yoho Valley, B.C.—Along the new waggon road up the

valley, about one mile before reaching the "Lower Camp", the

road cuts through a deposit of yellowish-brown laminated and
highly calcareous clay. The clay (1712) is not strongly plastic,

and has, moreover, a toughness and springiness which interfers

somewhat with easy moulding. It can, however, be cast into

cheap pottery. After burning it has a cream colour.

There are other scattered deposits of sandy surface clays in

the mountain region, but they are of little importance. Deposits

are worked for common brick at Nelson, Castlegar Junction,

Enderby and Kamloops.

Pacific Coast Region.

Thi.s includes the territory lying west of the Coast Range, and
while limited in the extent of its clay resources, contains a con-

.siderahlo variety so far as our investigations have gone.

The moHt important .shale deposits are those of Sumas Moun-
tain, east of Vancouver, which, as shown by the tests given on
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other pages, represent one of the most important series found in

Canada. No other shale deposits of economic value and favour-

ably located are thus far known to occur on the mamland else-

where in this region.

On Vancouver Island shales are found associated with the

Tertiary coals at Xanaimo and Comox, but most of those thus far

discovered appear to be too sandy or too carbonaceous for use.

Some has been obtained from Xanaimo and more recently from

Comox, for use in the sewer-pipe mixture at the pipe works near

Victoria. It serves well for this purpose, but is of little value if

used alone.

Much is heard locally regarding the value of the shale deposits

said to exist on Ma>Tie and Pender Islands. It is true that there

are shaly deposits on these Islands, but the shale deposits so far

as our experience goes, consist of thin layers, interst ratified by
thin beds of sandstone, and Mr. C. H. Clapp, who has carefully

examined both of these Islands, corroborates our view.

The surface clays are more extensive than the shale deposits

in the Pacific Coast region.

In the vicinity of \'ancouvcr are a number of deposits of grey,

stratified surface clay suitable for common brick. Similar clays

occur in the immediate vicinity of Victoria, and also on several

of the islands between Vancouver Island and the mainland.

They probably represent re-worked glacial clays.

One of the most interesting deposits, however, is the residual

clay from Kyoquot on Vancouver Island, which is of refractory

character.

Tertiary Shales.

Clayburn, B.C.—The most important series of clay deposits

found in the Pacific Coast belt are those lying in Suma.s Mountain,

east of Claybum on the Seattle branch of the Canatliiin Pacific

railway.

The works of the Claybuni Brick Comj)iiny are situated one

mile east of Claybuni station, at the bjusc of the mountain.

Sumas Mountain is a heavily wooded hill rising above the

surrounding prairie to an elevation of several hundnnl fcH?t. It

consists of a .series of shales, sandstones and a few conglomerates

and coal beds, the whole series having a gentle south-west dip.
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Owing to the somewhat heavily wooded character of the surface,

outcrops are scarce, except in the steeper ravines, while the

lower slopes are mantled by a covering of clay and sands of

Pleistocene age, and landslides.

The shales were visited at two places. The first of these was

along the line of the Claybum Brick Company's narrow gauge

railway running three and a half miles east from the factory.

The other was at Kilgard on the south side of Sumas Mountain.

Claybum Brick Company's deposits.—About one thousand

feet from the brick works along the narrow gauge railway, is

a bank of blue grey surface clay, which is dug with a steam shovel.

This is used for common brick, and is of the same character as

that found and worked at New Westminster. This type of

material is found in the ravines for some distance up the track,

as well as up to an elevation of about 150 feet above the valley.

The first shale exposures are reached about two miles up the

railway track. At this point the shale outcrops on both sides of

the track, and is overlain by a coarse conglomerate, composed of

fragments of shale, granite, feldspar, etc. The outcrop is not of

great length, but from the scant evidence available we are

inclined to believe that the shale deposit may be of lenticular

character.

The .shale is separable into two beds, viz., a lower grey shale

of smooth, plastic character, and an upper, purplish one, which

is harder and grittier. The former is buff-burning, and on the

south side of the track is at least six feet thick, while the upper or

grey burning .shale is four to six feet thick.

The workings have not been driven more than 100 feet, and

for part of this distance both beds are worked out, leaving a

chamber about ten feet high. If this practice is continued, care

should be taken to properly timber the workings.

A test made of the buff-burning or lower shale (1724), which

is the one most used, showed it to be of good plasticity, and with

the exception of 172S, the most plastic of the Clayburn series

tested. It bums to a good buff pressed brick.

At the end of the narrow-gauge road, three and a half miles

from the works, the company obtains its fire clays from a small

mine. The section, as near as can be made out, shows:
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Sandstone

Upper fire clay 8 ft.

Coal, with flint clay partings . . 6 in. to 1 ft.

Lower fire clay 7 ft.

Ferruginous clay 4 ft.

China clay 10 to 15 ft.

In mining the material, no attempt has been made in the

past to keep the two fire clay beds separate, but this .should be

done, unless it is kno^vn that they are alike. The need of care in

mining is well shown by our own tests. (1722)

.

The first of these was made on an average sample of seventy

five pounds collected from the stockpile at the brick works, and

said to represent the run of the mine.

The china clay (1721) is a fine-grained whitish shale, some-

times soft and smooth, at other times hard and porcelain-like, with

a conchoidal fracture. It grades upwards into an iron-.stained

whitish shale. There are numerous small limonite spots scattered

through it.

Kilgard.—A series of shales simihir to tho.se seen east of

Chiybum, are expo.sed on the south-ea.st side of Sumas Mountain,

on the property of Messrs. Maclure. On this side of the mountain

the land ri.ses steeply from the prairie to the summit of the mount-

ain, being interrupted by two benches (Fig. 3).

i/i*

*t»t^ frtj JAa^ l^ <««.' Lm^ 10 / - J4

**m0mf^ **»4» tf—t /«* «w /;

i'lu. 3 --Section of shale beds in SumAA MountAin. B.C.
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The best series of exposure is in the s. w. J, sec. 29, twp. 19,

in a steep ravine, which is crossed by a waggon-road bridge. A
section up the south face of the mountain, along the line of this

stixwm, is given in Fig. 3, and is compiled from data supplied by
Mr. J. C. Maclure who made the survey.

This section shows a series of shales and sandstones similar

to that found to the north, on the property of the Clayburn

Company, Ltd., and from what can be told from the limited

exposures along the creek, the dip may be south-west. The
shales in this section present considerable variety and include fire

clays, sewer pipe and paving brick clays, and red and buff burning

shales adapted to the manufacture of pressed brick.

The tests of these are given in the table (See Nos., 1725, 172G,

1727, 1729, 1737, 1738, 1739, 1740).

Surface Clays.

Vancouver and vicinity.—Surface clays only are available in

the region about Vancouver. Shales underlie the surface forma-

tions, and are sometimes exposed in excavations for foundations

or sewers, but they usually lie under too deep a cover to be worth

working.

The common type of clay used for brick making here is a

bluish-grey, laminated clay, containing very thin sand layers.

The clay appears to lie in beds, but these if traced for any distance

often thin out, while the sand which over and underlies them ap-

pears to increa.se in thickness. The formation then consists of a

series of clay lenses surrounded by ferruginous sands. There

appears to be rather strong evidence that the formation is of

interglacial character, for glacial drift is found both above and

Ixjlow it.

A good example of the mode of occurrence of this clay deposit

can be seen near the yard of the Fraser River Brick Company, on

the south side of the Fraser River, about two miles south-west of

New Westmin.ster.

About 500 feet west of the yard, the clay is fifteen feet thick

but thins out completely to the eastward, its place being taken

by .sand. Nearer to the yard another clay lens begins, thickens

to about two and a half feet and then thins out again. East of
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the yard is still a third lens with a maximum thickness* of perhaps

fifteen feet.

Again at the yard of Cough! an and Sons, just east of Xew
Westminster, the clay shows the same lens-shaped character,

and in the bank being worked in September 1910. the section

showed:

Boulder clay —G ft.

Laminated blue clay 20 ft.

Gravel

This blue-grey clay appears to show such uniformity in its

character and workings properties that a test of an average sample

obtained from the yard of Coughlan at Xcw Westminster will

serve to show its quality. (See table No. 1720).

Anvil Island.—This is an island of metamorphic rock, situated

in Howe Sound, about twenty-thrco miles from \'ancouver. The
slopes descend rather steeply towards the water, with some bench-

like interruptions, but here and there are depressions in which

pockets of drift and clay have been deposited.

The deposits of the latter are being worked on the south side

of the island, one of them by the Columbia Clay Company, and the

other by the Anvil Island Brick Company, Ltd.

At the former the deposit consists of a stratifictl chiy with

scattered boulders and is thought by C. II. Clapp to be a re-worked

glacial deposit. The clay, which is hard, tough and silty, is

yellow above and bluish-grey below. Both varieties ap|x?ar hard

and dry in the bank, but when worked for a few minutes between

the fingers, become soft and moist and little water has to be

added to them.

A sample of the bufT or uj)per chiy (1733) wtus given a few

tests, and the results apjx'ar in the tal)le.

Vancouver Island.—The clay and shale resources arc of limited

occurrence. Pleistocene clays are found at a numlx?r of points

and are often interbedded with or overlain by sand and gravel.

They may represent deposits of glacial till, lake clays, estuarine

formations, or lenses in delta deposits.

Few of them arc worked except those near Victoria, and all so

far 113 knoNvn appear to lx> red burning. Their chief use is for
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common brick, ami for this purpose the more sandy phases are

used. The smoother beds are useful for drain tile and flower pots,

but many of these have a high air shrinkage.

Tertiary shales are associated with the coals at Comox and

Xanaimo, but they are usually too gritty to be used alone, but

can be mixed with other clays to good advantage.

A remarkable clay has recently been found near Kyoquot

on the north-western side of Vancouver Island. It appears to be

a residual clay derived from metamorphosed rhyolite, and is one

of the most refractory clays found in western Canada. Its tests

are given in the table under No. 1735. This clay is mixed with the

Comox shale for making sewer pipe.

Conclusions.

The foregoing brief review will serve to show that the western

provinces contain a variety of clays, many of them of excellent

quality, including good grades of fire clay.

Up to the present time most of these have been little developed

owing to a limited demand for burned clay wares. For the most

part this demand has been supplied by foreign manufacturers,

who, aided by a low tariff, have shipped in their wares at a good

profit. The probabilities are, however, that with the rapid

settlement of the west and the growth of many towns and cities

requiring clay products, the western clay resources will be

developed in response to a constantly increasing demand.



SUMMARY OF CLAY TESTS

Lab. Air
Shr.

Tern.
Shr.

Cone 010 Cone 03 Cone 1 Cone 3 Cone 5 Cone 9 Fus.p't

Colour RemaiiBBTo i'-i^'

Fire
Shr. Abs.

Fire

Shr.
1

Abs.
Fire

Shr. Abs.
Fire
Shr. Abs.

Fire

Shr. Abs. Shr. Abs.
j
Cone

Siirfaee day, Portage la Prairie Man. 1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1631
1632
1633
1633a
16.34

1635.4.

1636
1637
1638
1640
1641
1642
1643
1644
1645
1646
1647
164S
1649
1650

24-8 6-2
6-8
4-9
6-6
5-6
8-2
5-2
6-

6-5
4-2
2-8
5-8
9-2
4-5
10-3
111
7-5
9-2
8-

9-6
5-

269

"iis"

'"252"

"'i26"
210

'"349"

240
248

''293"

'32-5x'

334
High
334
123

""380"

212
275x
335

"276"

''iso^'

s. s.

2-4
2-

1-6
1-6

s s

-9

-4

2-3
1-5
2-

•6

-2-5
3-7
3-

1-

1-5
1-7
0-5

s. s.

1-7
-2

-4

1-0
•0

S.S.

s. s.

•2

-2

2-2
2-1
1-4

•5

20 56 0-0 2015
0-0 20-19
4-0

i

24-45
3-6

1

22-54
3-7

1
17-26

-3 23-51
2-0

1

16-38
3-0 I 27-45
0-0 26.56

.300x
Fused
5-00
8-60
5-7
6-7
2-30
7-30
11-60
7-00
3-4
5-4
3-0
2-4-

9 00x 1

23
37
35
40
27
22
42

8

4
2

•>

21
28
28
23
23
19
32
26
27
35
23
15
31
13
10
22
14
13
14
24
14
16
18
16
16
15
21
18
16
14
14
17
12
13
14
14
14
20
14
17
18
24
19
15

36
73
36
16
97
94
81
47
45
59
18
21
44
31
42
28
36
60
00
48
7

38
58
74
76
16
75
16
63
68
24
30
08
84
58
54
28
19
62
96
21
36
34
42

1 Light red Plas. fair, much fine erit.

Pierre shale, Riding mountain "

Surface clay, Birmis "

Pierre shale. Riding mountain "

19-54
6-30
10-4
5-36
7-66
15-32

Vitrif.

7-17
33 00
13-75

-65
28-37

6-4 16-07

Buff
i6-4 4-42

4 Buff
5

3

Buff Good. Fine grit.

Pierre shales, Souris "

Surface clay, Virden ^ "

Pierre shale and surface clay, Virden . .
"

Pierre shale, Assiniboine river "

7-7 12-30 Vitri fied

29
36
37-8
37-

32
28-2
39
37-5
30-8
34-
30-

33-4
21

Buff
-7

1-3
3-0
9-6

-2-4
3-4
4-7
1-0
8-6
7-4
6-3

s. s.

9-3
4-4
2-7
3-7
3-6
10

s. s.

5-3
2-0
2-3
3-7
2-4

27-45
33-33
16-73

•21

31-42

2-74
21-70

Vitrified

23-94
8-31
7-52
15-41
10-34
11-60
14-26
17-84
5-94

11-02
8-85
9-23
14-09

8-6 4-S2 5 Red
5-7 23-37 Red

Red
Xiobrara shale, Learj' "

Sufrace clay, Winnipeg "

5
5
1

1

3

Red
-1-7 27-13 Buff

Red
Red
Pink buff

Red
Red
Red
Buff
Brown
Red
Grey white
White

Red
Red
Red
Red

8-7 0-0
'

5
1% trace.

i

3
3
2

0-4
13-3
5-4
3-3
5-3
6-0

19-76
0-0
3-92
13 19
7-69
8-23

Pre-heawd to 500° C.

Dark grey clay " "

Light grey sandy clay, " "

30-

27
30

8-5
61
7-7

7-S
9-

5-6
8-

8-2
6-5
10-4
8-1
13-1
8-Si

6-7
10-2
7-6
4-7
4-8
4-7
7-H
4-S
6-9
6-3
4-

6-4
6-5
6-3
4-5
7-7
8-8
6-5
8-9
4-6
4-7
5-4
5-5
40
4-4

11-

11-6
7-2

5-30 4-39
2-7
6-6
6-6

10-70
4-67
4-37

3-3 9-81
6-6 2-60
8-4 2-25

32
31
32
2
2
Ix
5
5
5x

1652 lOt

1653 i 20
1654 25-5
1655 25
1655a 23-5
1656 28-6
1657 33
1658 ?-^

4-6
Vitrified

4-6
3-3
4-3

1-75
Vitrif.

0-00u u u 0-0
1-52
-8

4-7
Red

6-7 l-oO Red
Red

U U 11 6-0 1-20
Vitrif.

10-00

5
5

Red
1659
1660
1661
1661a
1161b
1662
1663
1664
1664a
1665
1666
1667
1668
1669
1670
1671
1672
1673
1674
1675
1679

34
24-2
35-

26-3

4-3
4-4
7-3
6-7

4-60
6-05
1-04
4-62
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SOME FEATURES OF REPLACEMENT ORE-BODIES AND
THE CRITERIA BY MEANS OF WHICH THEY

MAY BE RECOGNIZED.

By J. D. Irving, Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.

(Annual Meeting, Toronto, 1910.)

I.—INTRODUCTION.

Historical Review.—Of recent years our ideas concernin*^ many
phases of the formation of deposits of the ores of the metals have

made rapid advances. Many of the processes involved in the

formation of such ores have been made much clearer by careful

investigation and study. We have in this way come clearly to

understand that the most fundamental distinction in the larger

grouping of metalliferous deposits is that between those which

have been formed contemporaneously with the enclosing rock and

thus are part and parcel of it, owing their origin to the same .'^et

of processes which have produced the rock itself; and tho.se which

have in some way been introduced into the country rock after

(and generally long after) its solidification in the form in which

we now know it. To the first group the term " syngenetic '' has

been applied, to the second, "epigenetic," words which may l>e

translated into simpler language as contemporaneous and subse-

quent. With the second, or epigenetic group, this discussion ia

entirely concerned.

In epigenetic deposits the constituent minerals are known
beyond question to have found their way to the places where we

find them since the enclosing rock has assumed the condition in

which we find it. If the enclosing rock is an eniptive, as granite,

it was a graniu* in all es.*<entials a- it n.iw exists before any mineral
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deposit was formed in it. If a sediment, it was an already con-

solidated rock, be it limestone, sandstone, shale or other sedi-

ment , before it was invaded by the agents which formed the ores

we find in it.

In order to find a resting place in solid rock masses, metalli-

ferous ores must in some way gain an entry into the rock. Either

the space which they now fill must have been ready for their entry

at the time of deposit, or the rock material must have been in some

way expelled to make room for them. Posepny has expressed this

self-evident fact most admirably.^

''With relation to the xenogenites, epigenetic or mineral

deposits, the first question concerns^ the space which every

secondary mineral or mineral-aggregate requires to establish its

existence. It must either have found this space waiting for it,

or it must have made room by driving out an original mineral."

In all of the earlier years of the study of ore deposits the

space was generally considered to have first existed in tl e rock,

forming a receptacle in which the deposition of foreign mineral

substance could go on. Fissure veins, being long tacitly re-

garded as the prevailing type of epigenetic deposit, did much to

strengthen this view. Deposits now believed not to be cavity

fillings were little understood, and attempts to explain them

always found expression in terms of cavity fillings. The classifi-

cation of ore deposits depended, for suggested divisions into the

several groups, largely on the form of the cavity which received

the deposit. When disseminated particles of mineral foreign to

the country rock were found in the rocks adjoining fissures, or

in large disseminated masses about little cracks, they were called

impre^mations and were regarded as pore spaces in the rock which

had been invaded and filled with ore, which migrated to Hmited

di.stances from the conduit and filled pre-existing spaces in the

rock. No account was taken of the facts now known, that the

porosity of some rocks in which such impregnations are found,

as for in.stancc the granites adjoining the tin veins of Cornwall,

where such deposits are called Carbonas was less than the volume

of the minerals introduced into the rock.

' GenesiH of Ore depoaits. Trans, of the Am. Inst, of Mining Engineers,

Vol. XXIII, p. 207.
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Great irregular masses, wholly enclosed in limestone, such as

those at Leadville, Colorado, Eureka, Nevada, and elsewhere,

which were evidently epigenetic in character, but had not found

simple fissures for a resting place, were explained as filling spaces

of dissolution, i.e., caverns in the limestone which had been dis-

solved out by percolating waters, caverns which hud their ana-

logues in the Mammoth and Wyandotte Caves in Kentucky and

Indiana.

The words of Arnold Hague as late as 1S9P relating to the

great irregular deposits of Eureka, Nevada, are interesting in this

respect

:

"A study of these channels and their intricate connections tends to the
belief in the theory of pre-existing caves and underground water courses
before the introduction of ore it is most difficult to see how such
vast accumuhxtions of these sulphides could have lx?en formed in any other
way than in the pre-existing caves and openings. Any theory uith which
we are acfiuainted of chemical and physical replacement of the limestone or

dolomite seems wholly inadecjuate to meet the necessary conditions. Pseudo-
morphs of galena and pyrites after calcite have been descrilx^d as mineralogical

curiosities and possibilities, but nowhere have they been found in large quan-
tities in any mme, and, so far as the writer is aware, they have never \)Qcn

recognized at Eureka They {i.e. the ores) were for the most part

deposited as sulphides in pre-existing caves and cavities."

Newberry writing in 18S0,- says:

"These (the Lcnidville ore-bodies) undoubtedly accumulated in vacant
spaces formed by the solution of the limestone."

At this stage, the idea which had suggested itself long before

with relation to the siliceous casts of fossils, silicified wood, etc.,

began to be applied to the formation of ore deposits. It had been

recognized by mineralogists for many years that cr\'stals of one

substance could bo altered chemically into a mineral of wholly

different chemical composition and still retain the form of the ori-

ginal mineral. Such crystals were called pseudomorphs, and cer-

tain of them could be shown to have resulted, not from a solution

of the first mineral and a refilling of the space with the secondary

mineral, but by a gradual molecular substitution of one substance

for another. Lindgren ' has cited the various cla.'^.^ifications of

pseudomorphs proposed, so that at this point they need not bo

repeated.

* Hague: Gcologi/ of the Eureka Dijitnet, \evada, Mon. XX, Unil^'tl Stat<js

Geological Survev, \s\r2, pp. 'Ml^, 'M\. 310.

'"O/i the ()ri(jiu awl ('hi.ssifiritlion of Ore Depottits," School of

QuartcHv, Vol. I No. 3. p. 92. March isso.

' Lindgnn. TninH. .\m. In.nt. Min. Eng. Vol. XXX, pp. 581-584.
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From its application in the case of a single mineral the process

of molecular substitution was then applied by geologists and

pakvontologists to fossils composed of separate mineral grains.

The pseudomorphism in this case was a retention of the form and

internal structure of the fossil rather than of its individual crystal-

line grains, though the passage from a single crystal to an aggre-

gate of crystals was simple and involved no new supposition.

Archibald Geikie/ writing in 1882, gave an admirable statement

of the process as applied to fossils. (See pages 440-441 of this

paper.)

The application of this process to ore bodies did not, however,

proceed as rapidly. Emmons has shown ^ that Charpentier had

distinctly formulated the theory of replacement as early as 1778,

but that, like many opinions expressed without evidence, it was

unnoticed and seems to have been disregarded for many years.

Pumpelly was the first to apply it in the United States to

the copper deposits of Lake Superior in 1873.

In 1886 it was applied by Emmons to the ore-deposits of

Leadville, Colorado.

In 1887-8, it was applied by Irving and Van Hise to the form-

ation of the iron ores of Lake Superior region in the Penokee

Gogebic range. Surface waters were here described as descending

until contact with impervious beds caused their accumulation and

stagnation and ore was formed by a substitution of iron oxide

for country rock.

In all of these cases it was asserted that no open space had

ever existed other than that necessaiy to permit waters to gain

access to the rock affected; that ore-bodies, grew in rocks

by the gradual replacement of the material by the new

substance taking its place. An interchange of metallic

sulphide or gangue mineral for country rock was supposed to

have taken place. The process by which this occurred was consi-

dered chemical, and in a measure akin to the replacement of

one crystal by another with retention of the form of the original,

known under the general name of pseudomorphism. The process

was correlated with pseudomorphism only in a vague way,

and was termed replacement, substitution, metasomatism, metaso-

matic interchange, etc.

»Text liook of Geolo^, Ist edition, 1882, p. 610.

'EmmonH. S. F., "Theories of Ore deposition historically considered.

Eng. and Min. Jl, Vol. 77, p. 119.
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The idea once formulated, and here and there definitely

stated to have taken place, gained ground rapidly, and up to 1900,

was applied to the formation of many ore deposits in limestone and

also in many other types of rocks. Like nearly every new idea

which explains natural phenomena not previously understood,

origin by replacement has been eagerly applied to a vast con-

course of deposits, some of which probably had such an origin

and some of which undoubtedly did not, as subsequent careful

investigation has proved. The pendulum of thought, indeed, at

one time swung so far to the side of replacement that some geolo-

gists questioned whether banded fissure veins might not have

been, in nearly all cases, formed almost entirely by replacement.*

A more conservative attitude of mind has now followed,

and the role of replacement as an ore-building process is applied

with more care to only those ore bodies to which no simpler ex-

planation is applicable.

Until 1900, no attempt was made to definitely formulate any

correlation between metasomatic processes of ore formation and

pseudomorphism, or to present the subject in any connected ])aper

dealing with the process in general. In that year however, (1900),

Mr. Waldemar Lindgren published a paper in the Transactions of

the American Institute of Mining Engineers,^ entitled " Metaso-

matic Processes in Fissure Veins. " In this essay the chemical

and physical nature of the processes involved in the alteration of

vein walls are discussed with such clearness and precision that

economic geology owes to him for this niiisterly treatment a debt

of gratitude which cannot be overestimated.

It will seem to those who have studied this paper that there is

little to be added to what Mr. Lindgren has .so clearly presented.

In many respects this is true, and the writer will have occasion to

refer frequently to Mr. Lindgren's work; but it must be remem-

lx?rcd that his paix'r deals chiefly with fissun* veins in which

metasomatic proces.ses have fornuMl ore bodies that are essentiallv

subordinate in im])ortance to the fillings of cavities through wln' u

the replacing solutions have circulated. He was also especially

concerned with the mineral changes of vein walls; that is, his

j)aper wius chiefly mineralogical and chemical. It is not the pur-

' KmmonH. T^an.^. Am. Inst. Min. Knp<.. Vol. XV, p. 123.

'Tt A I M. i:.. Vol. XXX, pp. 57H-692.
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pose of this paper to enter into such a detailed discussion of the

chemical problems of replacement, but rather to describe some of

the characteristic features of replacement deposits and to attempt

to establish some criteria by means of which the effects of replace-

ment may be recognized. It will also be concerned chiefly with

those ore-deposits in which replacement has been the preponder-

ant process and cavity filling has been only subordinate. As

such deposits are more common and larger in limestone forma-

tions than elsewhere, the paper will, of course, deal more largely

with them than with other types.

It may be urged as an additional warrant for a presentation

of certain phases of this important subject that some criticism has

recently been urged against it. One or two geologists believe, for

instance, that it is often, if not nearly always, applied when an

appeal to it is not only unnecessary but misleading.

II.—FORMS AND DIMENSIONS OF REPLACEMENT ORE-
BODIES.

General.—Ore masses formed by replacement are character-

ized by great variation in size and a bewildering variety of different

forms. As they are independent of open space available for free

deposition, the size which they may attain is subject to no definite

limits. They range from narrow mineralized borders forming

penumbral margins around the edges of filled rock cavities to

huge masses which equal or exceed in their dimensions nearly all

other types of ore deposits. Those which are formed by the re-

placement of ma.ssive limestones are especially apt to attain great

size, presumably on account of the facility with which the process

goes on in this especially soluble rock. Although their great

irregularity precludes any very exact estimation of volume, the

following table, giving the approximate maximum dimensions of

some well known occurrences, will serve to convey some idea of

the magnitude of some of the ore masses formed in this way:

Hf-nrif'tt/—Wolftono—R.A.M. Shoot Lead- L<'np;th Width Thickness
vill.' (ox and sul) 3,000 ft. 1,000 ft. 200 ft.

Mover Main Shoot (sulphides) Lcadville... 2,340" 1,300" 150"
Gold f)r.- Shoot (oxidized ore) L-adville.. . 3,000

" 400 " 240 "

Grf-f-nback Shofjt (sulphides) Leadville 350" 500" 300"
Eureka Nevada* 400 " 150

" 100 "

The Kurfka ore- bodies are so extrcmelj' irregular that any (;xact

measurements are irn[>os.-iMe. These dimensions are measured on the "800
ore body," Plate III, Mon. VII, U. S. Geol. Survey.
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COPPER QUEEN ORE-BODIES.

1 600 ft. 250 ft. 150 ft.

II 600 S30 100
III 500 225 150

The first impression gained from a comparative study of the

collected plans and sections of replacement ore-bodies is that of

great variety and extreme irregularity of form. The series of

typical plans and sections from Leadville, Bisbee, The Black Hills/

etc., show the extremely intricate and complicated shapes which

these masses frequently assume. A more careful study, however,

both of these plates and of the actual occurrences in the field

serves to show that nearly all of these intricacies of form are

referable to some well defined cause or causes and that the com-

plex shapes are not in any sense fortuitous. The causes producing

the.se features are so simple that their statement seems hardly

necessary; but that the general discussion of the subject may be

clearer to those who have not had opportunity to observe this

class of ore-bodies they are here separately stated.

The shape of a replacement ore mass is due to the following

cau.ses

:

1. Relation to channels of access of ore-bearing solutions.

2. Variations in chemical character and structural arrange-

ment of enclosing rocks.

3. Manner in which mineralizing waters have affected the

rock.

4. .Vmoimt of material supplied in solution.

Relation of Ore-Bearing Solutions to Channels

OF Access.

The most important factor influencing the form of an ore

mass formed by replacement is the channel or opening which has

admitted the ore-l^earing solutions to the rock mass which has

been replaced. No substitution of ore for country rock can, of

course, occur unless solutions have first l)een able to reach the

rock susceptible to replacement.' The oi>enings which occur in

' Plato I, FiKM. 1, 5, 6, 11.

' Exception i.s of cour>o to l)c' mudr in tin- caM* of contact metamorDhio
ore-deposit.s when ore-lKxiics develoj) in tlu* nfiKhlKjrhcMxl of inti u*

ma.'w<'s which have thcm.Helve.s yicUled the ^*olulio^M for the it..... .»..^*..<ja

of the adjacent rcK-k. Such depohit.s may fonn without the prv-exiitMloe oC

cavities.

27
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rocks are of many different kinds and it is, of course, possible for

replacement to be initiated from any of them irrespective of

their form or origin; joint cracks, fissures, large faults, brecciated

zones, horizontal spaces between separated strata, vesicular

cavities, intergranular spaces, etc., serve equally well as

starting points for the process. All of these forms of rock openings

undoubtedly serve as initial points for replacement; but

those which are of comparatively small size and are discontinuous

have simply permitted the extension and easy penetration and
mineralization of a susceptible rock mass, and cannot be regarded

as the conduits or main channels of access. To serve as adits or

connections between susceptible rock masses and deeper seated

sources of mineralizing waters cavities must be continuous for

considerable distances. They must be trunk channels of some
kind. That a susceptible rock should be porous, open textured,

brecciated, jointed, etc., is an aid to mineralizers once they have
reached the rock affected, but is insufficient in itself to afford

access to mineralizers. It therefore happens that replacement

ore-bodies are generally found associated with some form of

fissures in the country rock which are either singly or collectively

capable of conducting solutions from considerable distances to

the locus of deposition. There are few, if any, instances with

which the writer is familiar which do not permit either the actual

ob.servation of these fissures or their inference from the form and
di.stribution of the ore masses. In the siliceous gold ore shoots

of the Black Hills, South Dakota, they can be actually observed

in the shale roof of the ore-bodies, sometimes as single

fractures, .sometimes as sheeted zones (see plate II), sometimes

as broad zones of intersecting fracture. In Leadville they are

ob.servable in some cases extending downward from the ore-

bodies into the granite underlying the susceptible rock series as

fissure veins of considerable width, or they may be inferred from
the regularity of trend of the shoots when plotted on a map
(see fig. 5) Iron Hill Shoots. The absence of fissures beneath
many of the large ore-bodies of this region is probably duo to

the facility with which limestone rocks become recemented after

rupture.

In the case of fi.ssure veins with limited amount of replace-

ment along the walls the channel of access is so very much more
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prominent than the replacement mass arisinp^ from it that there

is no possibility of doubt as to opening from which the mineraliza-

tion started.

When solutions have once gained access to rocks susceptible

to replacement, joint cracks, rock pores, brecciated structures,

Btock-works and other smaller and less continuous openings,

by affording easy circulation and increasing the available

surface for chemical action, greatly facilitate and accelerate

the process.

Forms due to Single Fissures.—Where replacement has pro-

ceeded from a single fissure intersecting a homogeneous rock, the

form of the resulting replacement mass usually is tabular. Its

boundary will sometimes be extremely indefinite, the new minerals

becoming more and more sparsely scattered as one pa.s.ses out-

ward from the conduit which admitted the solutions until the

ore passes insensibly into country rock. At other times it will

be extremely sharp, so that the passage from ore to country rock

is abrupt. (See fig. 2, A and B.)

A B C

t«r

v.^*•
'

t'

1^'=::-'

Fig. 2.

—

Diaghammatic Skkt<m >.

A—Shows how replacement which arises from a single fi.ssure is sometimes
sharply separated from the iinmiii(Taliz<><i rock.

B—The same relation to a fissure, hut fading gniduallv into the country.

C— Filled fissure.

In all cases, however, the boundary, though as a whole

tabular, will rarely Ix? parallel in detail to the wall of the channel

of admission, and irregular apophys(\s will run outward from the

main n'])lacemont mass when^ solutions have, for some reason,

operat<'d more e.xtensively than in other places. In some ca.*«es,

as at East Huell Ix)vell, Cornwall, Kngland, the rock along some

one portion of an opening has lxM*n more extensively attacked

than at others. A lenticular mass is then produced. (Fig. 3.)
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Fig. 3.—Horizontal section of carbona on the 100 ft. level of East Huell
Lovell, Cornwall. Width at widest point, 9 feet. Shows how rock along one
portion of channel is extensively replaced and elsewhere more slightly.

It is often difficult to determine, where fissures intersect

homogeneous rock masses, why some portions of the wall rock

have been extensively attacked and others scarcely at all; but

it is frequently the case. Possibly a slightly greater porosity, or

the ab.sence of intervening layers of impermeable selvage clay,

or a shght difference in the composition of the original rock may
have determined it, or the constriction of the fissure above the

most extensive replacement mass may have permitted the stop-

page and stagnation of the solutions and afforded them more
time in which to affect an inUjrchange of new for old miiujrals.

In some cases such replacements are a symmetrical latt^rally
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and a selvage clay on one side has prevented replacement so that

the rock on the other only has been attacked.

The distance to which replacement may extend from a single

channel varies greatly. In compact rocks like granite it isusually

small, perhaps, not over 4 or 5 feet. Again in the Cambrian lime-

stone in the Black Hills, the distance is not very great, possibly

not over 10 to 15 feet. In the more permeable limestone in the

Neodesha mine near Ouray it extends for more than 100 feet.

Such a great extent from a single fissure is exceptional, especially

where the fissure is in homogeneous rock, all portions of which

are equally susceptible to replacement.

When viewed in plan, shoots arising from single fissures are

seen to have a roughly lenticular form, the widest portion being

at that point where the supply of mineralizing water was present

in greatest amount. (See fig. 3.)

Forms due to Multiple Fissuring.—If all fissures were widely

spaced, single openings, it is probable that replacement masses

would show little variety of form other than that which will be

later described as due to the chemical composition and structual

arrangement of the rocks intersected by the opening. Fissures

are, however, notably variable in their position and relation or

one another. They rarely occur alone, but rather in parallel to

intersecting groups or systems. Where more than one fissure or

opening occurs nearer to another than the distance to which

rcjjlacement may proceed, the rei)lacement mass arising from one

fissure coalesces with that proceeding in the opposite direction

from the fissure next adjoining, and a large mass of ore is thus

produced.

It is then obvious that the larger features of the form of a

replacement ma.ss, that is, the form as a whole, in a homogeneous

rock will be determined by the distribution and spacing of the

openings. If viewed in section and plan fissures may bo arranged

(1) in parallel groups, (2) in intersecting groups.

Parallel Groups. Lode Fissures.—Parallel fissures accom-

panied by extensive replacement give rise to what may bo con-

veniently termed lode fissures.^ Where rocks have been fissured

and faulted it ofU^n, indeed generally, happens that the opening

' Thr-'M? arp tornicd by Kminons rrulacement veinfl. Sec

inR Butte Spocixil I'olio, U. S. CIcol. Survey, Folio No. 38.

See text Acoompany-
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is not a single fissure. The movement is distributed along a

series of parallel, closely spaced fissures, usually of very small

width, which include between themselves narrow, tabular plates

of country rock. These fissures are most frequently closely

spaced along the centre of the zone, i.e., the plane of maximum
movement, but separated by wider and wider plates of country

rock in either direction. Such groups of parallel fissures are

generally termed "sheeted zones." Solutions entering such a

series of parallel fissures often replace the narrower plates com-

pletely and result in a solid tabular mass of ore in which the

traces of the original fissuring produce a banded structure not

unlike that caused by true crustification. Fig. 4 below illustrates

a fissure of this kind.

Fio. 4. I^xle fissure formed by the replacement of plates of rock in

hx-twffcn multitudoH of parallel fractures. P'lssures decrease in number from

c**ntrfc of di.sturbanfe outward.

It sometimes happens that in lode fissures of this kind the

central portion only of the lode is a solid mass of ore. Beyond

this central zone the individual fractures are separated too widely

to allow the mineralization arising from adjacent fissures to
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coalesce. The main lode is thus often separated by a plate or

wall of barren rock from narrower parallel side lodes and import-

ant and commercially valuable veins not infrequently overlooked

owing to a failure to understand the origin of the vein.

In horizontal projection lode fissures of this kind differ little if

at all from normal fissure veins, into which, indeed, they pass by
imperceptible gradations when the open space increases in amount
and the replacement of the walls extends to less distances into

the adjacent rock.

Intersecting Groups.—Intersecting fissures divide the rock

masses which thoy intersect, into groups of polygonal angular

blocks. The form of replacement bodies arising from such

systems depends chiefly upon the closeness of the spacing. If the

fissures are wide apart the polygonal blocks of country rock which

intervene are larger than the width of the replacement body

arising from any single fissure and a series of replacement ore

bodies results both in plan and section which is no more than a

group of single fissure replacement shoots intersecting one another.

Figs. and 6 illu.strate this.

The intersections of such shoots are rarely angular, for the

solutions round off the narrow points between the intersections

and often produce a larger and more irregular mass than along

that part of the fracture which is further removeti from the

point of intersection. When fissures are more closely spaced,

so as to form stock-works, they are often nearer together than

the distance to which re])lacement arising from a single

fissure may readily extend and the entire rock ma.ss is replaced

with its outer limits determined by the limits of the fractured

portion of the country rock. As movements which result in the

rupture of rocks generally occur along lines or linear zones whose

longer diameter is very much greater than the distance across the

fractured zones, such ore deposits are generally linear, i.e., very

much longer than they are broad. The presence of stockwork-

like fi.ssures can be readily detected in such maases at tlu'ir

edges as there the fractures are fewer in number and run

out into the unmineralized rock. The replacement shoots arising

from them al.so run out into the country, forming a |>eculiar fringe

of little offshoots or apophy.sivs which by their parallel arrange-

ment disclose the presence of the fissure systems which have

given ri.se to th"m.
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In massive rocks, like heav>' bedded limestones, the fracturing

of the rock is often so irregular that the polygonal blocks which
intervene between individual joints have very complicated forms
and the resulting ore masses are characterized by the most extra-

ordinar\^ and intricate form. Fig. 6 will illustrate this.

O^"^^.

Fig. 6,—Cross-section of the ore-shoots of the Oro La Plata mine, Ix?ad-
ville, Colorado, showing the extremely irregular character of the ore-shoots
formed along irregular fractures in the Blue Limestone. Scale, 240 ft.=l inch.

When multiple intersecting systems of closely spaced, minute

fissures intersect rocks more resistant than limestone, as in the

Treadwell mine in Alaska, the replacement e.xtends to only very

short distances from any single fissure and yet the resulting mass

through which the ore is disseminated is of very great size.
m

Minor irregularities of outline.—In addition to ti)f larger

features of form which are more or less directly referable to the

distribution and arrangement of fissures, there are many detailed

irregularities of form which are ind('|H'ndent of the direction and

position of the fLssures from which wat^'rs have oiKTatod. Wiien

solutions migrate outward from a fracture they rrplarc the rock

to varying distances, so that the surfaces of demarcation between

the outside edge of the ore* mass and the unaltered country rock

are rarely, if ever, parallel in detail to the ojx'ning from which

the solutions originated, but are curved and wavy .^urfac(»8.

While these surfaces are in some cases roughly parallel to the

fissure and only irregular in their more minute details, in others
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they extend out in " pipes " or apophyses, which wander without

regularity of direction for often considerable distances beyond
the main body of the ore and form a mass whose outlines are

frequently bewilderingly complex. Between these two extremes

all gradations occur.

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 will show this irregularity, which is often

noticeable in the detail of the lines of demarcation between ore

and rock. In these specimens the boundaries are sharp and do

not, as is often the case, fade off gradually into the surrounding

rock.

Fig. 7.—Galena block replacing limestone from Leadville, Colorado,
.showing wavy line of demarcation between galena (black) and limestone
(white). About half natural size.

In some cases long pipe-like arms, roughly circular in cross

section, wander outward, twisting and turning as they go for

sometimes as much as 30 or 40 feet away from the main mass

and apparently independent of any perceptible opening. One
of these is shown in Fig. 10.

Apophy.ses of this kind are often difficult to explain. They
are probably due to differing porosity in the areas replaced; but no

comparison can be made of the rock replaced with that un-

affected, as it has all now been altered to ore. Care must be

taken not to confuse irregular arms and apophyses of ore of this

kind which are independent of any auxiliary fissure with "pipes"
of ore such as tho.se in the Yankee Boy and Guston mines^ near

Silverton, Colorado. The latter seem to have been formed along

•T. E. Schwartz, T.A.I. M.Iv, Vol.20, [>. lO.V).



Vm. S.—Wavy line ot (Icniarcatioii iK'twt'cn ort- (ilark) ami liinc^toiic

( lipht ) from siliceous ore on Dacy Flat. Ragged Top. Hlaek Hills. S<mth
Dakota. The general direetion of the supplying fissure is ahout parallel to

the right hand fdge of the s|H'cirnen. AI»out «iuart<'r natural siz«'.

Kn.. '.> >|Mritinii ot siliceotis i»n- iiotn l*enol)*irot mine. Hhiek Hill'*.

South Dakota. Shows wavy liiir«' of deniureation Itelwit-n ore uiark) nnci

limo><tone (light). .\lM)Ut half natural *••»<.
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l-a;. 19.—Incipient silicification of limestone, Asjx'n, Colorado. W liite

area.>< represent ([uartz crystals with smal) inclusions of limestone. Mag-
nified 30 diameters. (After Lindgren, T.A.I.M.E., Vol. XXX, p. ()2<S).

This i.s the nature of partly replaced rock when the process has been arrested
l)efore it was completed.

Fl«. 20.—Silicified liinc.^lonc (" .jaspeorid"). Aspen, ('olorado, ( ro.s.«^

NicoIh. All f|uartz. Small inclu.sionH of calcite in sorru; of the grains. Mag-
nified 'M) diameter.-^. rAfter Lindgren, T.A.L.M.K., Vol. XXX, p. ()2Sj. This
.shown the pro<-e-.M completed. Coriiplcte outlines of earli(!r formed, auto-
morphic rrj'.'^tal-M are .•*een in the later replacement silica, which is xcnomorphic.
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what Schwartz terms ''ore breaks," that is, channels of easy

flow along intersections of sheeted zones or fissure systems.

Fig. 10.—Plan and cross-section of long, irregular ann of ore, which
runs out from the main body into the stratified limestone, and pn'sorves
the sedimentary banding of the limestone in the ore. Scale of section 10
times that of plan. Portland mine, Portland, South Dakota.

The apophyses here described are merely irregularities in

detail of the free faces^ of masses, which are in general easily

referable to some fissure in the country rock and are rarely of

large dimensions unless some auxiliary fissure or opening in the

rock has determined their form and extent. Fig. 11 shows both

classes of detail at the edges of a single ore body.

Variations in Chemical Character and Structural
Arraxge.me.nt of Enclosing Rocks.

Fully as important in determining the shape of replacement

masses is the chemical character and structural arrangement of

the enclosing rocks.

Fissures do not, of course, occur exclusively in homogeneous

rocks, or in rocks compo.<;e(l of grains of one mineral only. They
frequently pass through rocks of widely varying lilhologic character

or rocks that, although as a whole homogeneous, are made up of

aggregates of different minerals which have widely difTert»nt

susceptibilities to replacement processes.

Forms ynxiuced in Rocks composed of Different MmeraU.—
When rocks are mechanical mixtures of difTen-nt minerals some

• Se<' page 4 Ml for definition of U'rm free face

.
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minerals will be more resistant to chemical alteration or

replacement than others. Thus, in a calcareous sandstone com-
posed of grains of sand cemented together by calcite, the calcite

will be readily replaced; but the more resistant quartz left without

alteration. In a granite which is composed of feldspars, muscovite

and quartz, the feldspars may suffer replacement and the quartz

and mica remain unaffected. It therefore happens that rocks of

this kind when affected by any given solution will often be but

partially replaced and that the ore resulting from the process

will be disseminated through the mass in much the same attitude

as the original susceptible mineral.

A calcareous quartzite of this kind has been transformed into

ore in some of the silicious ore districts in the Black Hills,

the cementing calcite only having yielded to mineralizing

processes. This disseminated type of replacement deposit where

only the favourable minerals of the rock have been replaced is

especially common in the case of igneous rocks. The edge of

such mas.ses are rarely sharp, but almost always fade gradually

into countr}' rock and rarely if ever prosont the sharp boundaries

which are so often found in rocks which are replaceable as a whole.

Forms produced by variation in Structural Arrangement of

Rocks.—When fissure channels of access pass through rocks of

differing susceptibility the more susceptible rocks are usually

replaced to greater distances than the unsusceptible, and the

resulting form is then tooth-shajK^d and depends upon the shape

and extent of the susceptible layer more than upon the direction

and position of the fissures. This is esjK*cially noticeable whore

fissures intersect alternating layers of sedimentary roclcs of dif-

ferent chemical composition, such lus limestones, shales and

quartzit<*s. The limestones will usually be extensively replaced

and the other rock layers only slightly. If only one es|)ccially

susceptible layer is present and is of limited thickne.ss it is fre-

quently replaced completely from underlying to overlying in-

soluble layer and the result is a Ixnlded deposit with irn'gular

boundaries only where the end of the r(»placement mti.**s cro.'»s<^8

the replaced bed. Elsewhere it is evenly and often conformably

bounded by the adjacent in-soluble strata. In plan the forms of

bedded masses such as this are determined by the fissures or

fissured zones along which they extend. An excellent illustration
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is that given in Fig. 1 (see page 12), where the bedded form

due to the position and tliickness of the original limestone layer

is admirably seen in cross section, and the irregular outlines and

evidence of intersecting fissure systems are seen in the plan.

Another illustration where the fissure is relatively wide and

the replacement bed extends for only a short distance away from

the fissure is shown in Fig. 12.

Black shale

Quarizite

—— Cla^ shale

Limeslonv,

Black $hale

Gray sandstone

Fig. 12.—Cross-section of vein near Ouray, Colorado. Shows a fairly

wide fissure vein interceptinor limestone beds with replacement shoot formed
in the limestone and extending to 15 or 20 feet from the fissure on either

side of the main vein. After Irving, Bull. 260, U. S. Geo!. Sur.

If the replacement mass is smaller than the susceptible rock

mass which lies between the impervious bounding rocks there

will be a line of demarcation between it and the unreplaced

portion of the susceptible rock which will have the usual wavy

outline or will show gradual transition into country rock. For

the sake of convenience this may be called the "free face." Plate

II and Fig. 13 show plans and sections of the ore shoots from the

Black Hills of South Dakota which illustrate the same feature.

It i.s easy to .see why such mas.ses as that shown in Plate II

Fig. K were confused by early writers with sedimentary layers

and why they are still included by many writers among the

"bedded deposits" where the old classification by form is still
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in use. It would be exceedingly interesting to learn whether
the much discussed and oft cited Mansfeld copper shales do not

in reality belong in this group of flat conformable rephicoment

deposits, which owe their form entirely to the ])osition and
chemical character of the replaced layer.

-30-

Clay Shale.

»

Dolomite &. Ore.

• V V-V-/;v?-'^^v.\--A Quartzite.

Schist.

Fig. 13.—Form of shoot influenced by rock structure. Spread of as-
cending solutions on under side of imper\'ious shales has made shoot wide
at top and made a characteristic pear-shaped form. Scale, 25 ft.=l in.

UpFKjr surface of ore is determined by adjacent impervious shales. The
lower side is the "free fare."

It is sometimes true that a replaceable bed or mass of lime-

stone is entirely enclosed in a relatively impervious porphyry

mass and that the entire rock mass has been replaced. This wjus

the case in some of the Fryer Hill ore-bodies in I^eadville. See

Fig. 14.

L c-^

Fio. 14.—Section of Fryer llill, Li*ndvillf ('o!onid«>, i^huwinK how ri:tirr

masHfrs of limestone Ixrtween two nornhyry IxH-n r i

no limestone left. Fonn of ore-lHxJy dctcnui: . , by boui, ^ .

There is no free face. (After S. F. Emmoiut, Mon. Xli, U.S. 0«ol. Survey
28
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As these were among the first ore-bodies studied by Emmons

in Leadville he was naturally confronted by what seemed to be

an extremely difficult problem, and it was only when he had seen

the ore-bodies in the incompletely replaced rock that the origin

of the ores by replacement of limestone became clear.^

When more than one susceptible layer is present, i.e., when

susceptible strata alternate with resistant strata the resultant ore

body will finger out into the surrounding sediments or even retain

the unsusceptible layers throughout the entire mass. Such ore

bodies have, in cross-section, saw-tooth forms or a sort of gridiron

structure. An excellent illustration is given in Fig. 15 and also

in Plate II-G. Masses of susceptible rock such as limestone

may also be enclosed in irregular porphyry intrusions and may

then have any form, so that the replacement will be confined to

the susceptible rock, as in the Fryer Hill ore bodies just described

and the resulting ore masses will have the same form as the re-

placed mass of rock.

Fio. 15.—Cross-section of ore-shoot in alternating layers of shale and
rlolomite, Portland, South Dakota. The shales are only slightly replaced

by silica, but the ore in the limestone layers runs out to greater distances

from the fi.s8ure.

' Oral communication.
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Effect of Impervious Barriers and Constriction of Cavities

on Form.

Waters which circulate rapidly through natural conduits

produce less replacement than those which move more slowly

or come to rest, probably because more time is afforded for re-

action with the surrounding rock than when circulation is rapid.

It thus happens that if impervious barriera lie along the paths

of fissures or rocks in which the fissures become lost or constricted,

the solutions will be dammed up, spread out beneath or upon

the impervious rocks and the mass of rock replaced at the point of

stagnation will be very much greater than elsewhere. When
waters are ascending (which is generally the case with primary

ore masses) this stagnation is greatest beneath an impervious rock,

shale, eruptive rock, etc., or beneath a rock which has fractured

less readily and in which the fissures are comparatively con-

stricted. The result is a large tabular mass roughly horizontal

and with its greatest extent immediately below the barrier rock,

and perfectly conformable to it but with a lower surface or free

face which is extremely jagged and with long tongue-like apophyses

running down into the soluble rock along the supplying fissures

and fractures and finally dying out along them. Along a single

fissure such deposits will often have a pear-shajx'd form in cross-

section, such as that shown in Figs. 13 and 16. The impervious

barrier in Fig. 16 is a heavy black shale and the replaced rock a

quartzite. The fissures are shown in plan in Fig. 17. In this instance

there are, in addition to the replaninent masses in the (juartzite,

numbers of fdled solution cavities and the ore miusses them.Helvos

are usually surrounded by solution cavities which show all of the

concave surfaces and other criteria so characteristic of oix'nings

formed by solution. The main ore masses, however, seem to

have been formed by replacement.

Impervious barriers are effective in stagnating solutions not

only when above or below the path of a fissure but also when they

intersect it in a horizontal direction and even if parallel to the

zone of fracturing. Thus in the Mineral Farm mine, a portion of

which is shown in Fig. IS, a sheet of phonolite is intersected by

a set of fractures which piuss into it from the Hurn)un(ling shaly

limestone. The ore has completely replacml the rock udjacont to
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the phonolite; but has not connected the fissures at a distance of

50 feet from it. In the phonolite itself only a slight alteration

a fraction of an inch from the wall has been produced.

/ V''

Ouartr - rnoozonite-r^ " '^ ^ ^

pcp^iyy \^ "^ I

500'

BlacV carbon
aceoos shale

40'±

Clay shale
2'

Fig. 16.—Cro.ss-section of the iVmcrican Nettie Mine, showing how pear-

shaped shoots of ore have formed beneath imprevious barriers of shale.

(After U. S. Geol. Sur. Bull. 260.)

In the case of the Tornado Mogul shoot, the largest body of

refractory siliceous ore in the Black Hills region, the ore body

is bounded on one side by a dyke of phonolite which has served

to assist in the general stagnation of the solutions and has resulted

in the production of a very largo body of ore. The same stagnation

has been produced in the Elkhorn mine in Montana, as described

by Weed, where solutions have risen and produced bodies of ore

under anticlinal domes of impervious rock.^

* Weed, U. S. Geol. Survey Twenty-second Ann. Report, pp. 22 to 92,
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Fig. 17.—The drift.< follow the lines of fissure as shown in the section

in Fig. 10. The mine workings thus hrinp out clofirly the fi.ssure system**.

It is to be remembered that in all cases where fissures or

openings transect different types of rock the ore will (unless the

mass of replaceable rock is very small) have some free face from

which the nature of the process may be inferred, and which will

show the usual sharj), wavy contour or «:ra(lual transition to rock

that is characteristic of replacement ore deposits.

Stap^nation of solutions and consequent increa.^^e in the lateral

extent of an ore body need not, of course, be determined by an

impervious barrier. The constriction of openings which de-

crease the rapidity of flow can occur within a single h()mon:ene()us

rock mass and will cause the solutions to spread laterally and

produce the wandering forms which are shown in many of the

Leadville ore bodies.

This will also account for the occurrence of not a few b()die.><

of ore wholly enclosed in limestone in the l>eadville district.

Most of the ores occur directly beneath the impc^rvious capping;

but some of them occur wholly within the limestone, and in tlies<'

cases it is presumable that t)ie solutionis never reached the im-

pervious barrier.
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Fig. 18.—Sketch plan of the mineral farm ore-body near Portland,
South Dakota, showing how replacement of the country rock by silica has
proceeded outward from the fractures, but has only completely replaced
the intervening rock when the porphyry barrier has dammed up the min-
eralizing waters.

Effect of Manner of Operation of Solutions on Rock.

If the replacement starts from a fissure in a homogeneous

rock mass it may be conceived to operate in one of two ways.

(1) The solutions may have first penetrated the rock along

minute pores until they have saturated it for some distance from

the fissure, the limit being set by the balance V)etween the friction

of diffusion and the difficulty of escape elsewh(;re, and the solution

may then operate from an innumerable number of separate

centres (those farther away being fewer in number). As these

separate small masses grow, they gradually interfere until coal-

escence unites them into one continuous body. At the edges of

of the body the centres c»f growth aic more wid(;ly s(!parated

and the resulting masses arr disunited so that one may pass
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outward throujrh first a solid mass of ore, then through thickly

disseminated particles of ore, then sparsely disseminated par-

ticles, and finally into country rock entirely Ix'Vond the zone of

alteration. It is obvious that this process of replacement may be

arrested at any stage, either through lack of further supply of

solution or through the final neutralization of all the chemically

active agents in the circulating waters. If the process is arrested

early the replacement will be incomplete, and will have the form

of a mineralized zone throughout which little particles (often

perfectly formed crystals) are abundantly scattered but nowhere

united into an integral mass. Such replacement is that described

by Lindgren from specimens of silicified limestone from Aspen.

See Figs. 19 and 20 above. Replacement as seen in Fig. 19 has

started at a number of separate centres. Then later the perfect

crystals so formed have been surrounded by more replacement

quartz until the whole mass is replaced as in Fig. 20. The
hexagonal outlines of the earlier formed crystals are still to be

seen in the ore and have been, so to sjx^ak, the advance agents

of the process.

Pyrite cubes embedded in later pyrite are common in Leadville

ores and illustrate the same feature.

(2). The second manner of operation is quite different and
is typically illustrated by the Black Hills siliceous gold ores

Here, again, taking a single fissure or channel of access as tho

easiest method of illustration, the boundaries of the ore are

abrupt and all rock from the fissure to the final limit of mineraliza-

tion is completely replaced. In all of the great multitude of ore

bodies which the writer has studied in this region, in no single case

was a gradual transition from ore to rock observed. The bound-

ary is often so sharp that no scale is so small that oiu* division

of it will not rest on ore and one on country rock. Kvcn in the

smallest mas.s(\s the abruj)t transition is o!)servabl('.

In cases of this kind the rock adjacent to the fissure must

first have Ixjen replaced, then that farther away and so on until

when the process was arrested the boundary was left sharp,

however far the alteration may have proceeded. In other words,

the replacement has advanced like a wave over tho country rock

until its termination has arrested it at some point. If the process

has operated in this way the advancing solllti«»M•^ must have
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found their way constantly through the newly formed ore and as

this is generally quite porous, due to the innumerable little cavities

left by the decrease in volume, it has probably gained access to

the outer wall in this way. This seems to be further proved as

these volume vuggs often contain crustified linings of minerals

which have been deposited from the ore solutions, such as quartz

and fluorite.

When replacement proceeds in this way no disseminated ore

is produced.

Whichever of these two ways has been the manner of operation

the process has involved two distinct results, the introduction of

the new mineral and the removal of the old. The latter might

be termed the disposal of refuse. The dissolved rock has needed

to find its way out just as the old has needed to find its way in.

It is not difficult to see how this could have occurred, because

it is evident that the high temperature and dilution of ore-bearing

solutions must have been accompanied by a division into ions

which can have travelled back and forth through the solutions

during the process, the ions of dissolved material moving back

along the same paths as those of new material which were proceed-

ing in the opposite direction.

In some cases, when the solutions have been apparently

saturated with dissolved rock at the close of the process, the

original rock substance has been again precipitated in the volume

cavities, filling in the spaces of the vuggs between the minute

crustified linings which occur in them. Such minerals might well

be termed renascent minerals, to distinguish them from the juvenile

minerals deposited from the original solutions.

It is aside from the purpose of this paper to enter further into

the questions of physical chemistry involved in the process, for

they are difficult and complex and only to be inferred from geo-

logical evidence; but these suggestions may serve to stimulate

experimental work along these lines.

The Amount of Material Supplied In Solution.

If the supply of minorah'zing water is great and its introduc-

tion extends over a long period of time, the replacement will,

of course, extend much farther from the channel of access than
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if it is very slight. This is well illustrated in the (Plate II)

comparative series of cross sections of ore shoots in the Black
Hills.

Ore shoots frequently terminate along their strike, although

the fracture or opening may continue, and is sometimes as large

as that where the ore-body is extensive. The su])j)ly of solution

seems to have been confined chiefly to certain areas and its amount
has been insufficient to produce extensive replacement except in

the heart of the channels of flow. Cross sections I, J. K, L and
M, Plate II, show progressively decreasing amounts of mineral-

ization from .'^in^le verticals.

When all of the causes which influence the form of a replace-

ment mass are together present in a single ore-body—viz., form

and distribution of channels of access, varying porosity, varying

susceptibility and varying supply of mine waters, it is often diflS-

cult to determine what cause has exerted the maximum effect;

but it rarely happens that some portion of an ore-body cannot

be found where each has alone been the determining factor.

III.—ROCKS AFFECrED BY REPLACEMENT.

Although thi.s j)aper does not aim at a discu-ssion of the

chemical side of replacement processes, a few words as to the

susceptibility of the main rock groups are necessary.

It has been clearly shown by previous writers, notably

Lindgren that rej)lacemont may occur not only in calcite, dolo-

mite, and other readily soluble minerals, but in a great variety

of other more insoluble minerals, a few only escaping, even quartz

suffering often times at the hands of calcite, siderite and minerals

ordinarily considered quite soluble. It therefore follows that

rocks made uj) of aggregates of these minerals will suffer replace-

ment.

As different minerals are differently affected by ."solutions,

rocks will be more or less completely replaced according as they

are made up of aggregates of the same or of diffen»nt

minerals. Pure or fairly pure limestones Ix^ing composed

of aggregates of calcite or dolomite grains with comparatively

little other material, and that scattered widely through the

rock, are far more ext4»nsively and complet<»ly n^placed than
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any other txpe of rock. The disseminated types of replacement

bodies in them are therefore relatively rare. As alumina and

silica increase, they are the receptacles for less and less pure ore

masses, the alumina and silica often persisting unaltered in the ore

resulting from replacement. Shale bands, rounded detrital

quartz grains, etc., therefore remain unaffected and often consti-

tute valuable criteria for the recognition of the process. Sand-

stones and quartzites are far less extensively affected, though they

are perhaps as often replaced as limestone. Deposits in them,

owing to their greater porosity, are apt to be disseminated and in-

complete, starting as they do from innumerable centers at the same

time and proceeding only slowly and with difficulty in so resistant

a mineral. In the calcareous sandstones where the cement is cal-

cite, the calcite is often replaced and the detrital grains of quartz

left unaltered. In such replacements it is frequently a matter of ex-

treme difficulty to distinguish between impregnations or the filling

of intergranular spaces, and the actual replacement of the com-

ponent grains of the original rock.

The least easily attacked rocks among the sediments are those

containing high percentages of alumina. Such are the clay shales

(and their metamorphic derivatives). Those containing these

high percentages of alumina suffer least and will often persist

without alteration in replaced limestones. Shales with high

percentages of lime are often very extensively replaced.

With the igneous rocks, which are essentially heterogeneous,

the conditions are usually diff3rent. They are aggregates of

different minerals which are very differently affected by any

given solution. For this reason igneous rocks are rarely wholly

replaced, and deposits formed in them are generally disseminated

or scattered, that is, solutions have exercised a selective effect, re-

placing .some; minerals and leaving others untouched or affecting

them in a different way. Furthermore, the pore space for the

acccH.s of solutions is extremely small, as will be shown later.

Instances of this type of replacement are Ely, Nevada, the por-

phyry coppers of Bingham, Utah., and other similar occurrences.
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IV.—THE CRITERIA OF REPLACEMENT.

General.

The recognition of an ore-body as the result of replacement

may be carried out by many different criteria. It rarely happens

that all of these criteria may be applied to a single deposit, but

in most cases one or more of them will be available. Many of them
may be applied directly in the field, others require the use of

the microscope.

That the discussion which follows may be more easily under-

stood the appended classification of criteria is given:

—

1. Presence of complete Crystals in foreign Rock masses.

2. Preservation of Rock Structures.

3. Intersection of Rock Structures.

4. Absence of Concave Structures.

5. Absence of Crustification.

6. Presence of Unsupported Nuclei.

7. Form.

8. Decrease in volume due to changes in composition.

9. Excess of volume of introduced mineral over original

pore space of rock.

It is important to understand that the Criteria which are

most serviceable in recognizing replacement may most of them

\xi eliminated by regional metamor])hism. Any class of ore-dej)osit

may suffer metamorphism, together with the enclosing rocks.

Original structures are then completely obliterated. If such

metamorphism is extreme, ore-depo.sits afford no criteria as to the

part played by replacement in their original formation.

1. Complete Chvst.\ls in Cot:NTHv Hock.

At the edges of those re])lacement mas.sos in which the transi-

tion from ore to rock is gradual, or in ca.ses where the new mineral

is sparsely disseminated through the country rock in the vicinity

of some minute crevice or cavity, an examination by the micro-

scope will often show that the new mineral luus complete crystal-

line form, that is, has all of its faces developed.
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Crystals which grow in cavities are attached to the walls of

the openings in which they are deposited or to other earlier de-

posited crystals and therefore never have all of their faces

completely developed. Even where not perfectly developed, the

relations of some one crystal face to the grains of the original rock

affords an excellent criterion. Crystals of this kind may occur in

sedimentary, igneous or metamorphic rocks and their value as

indications of replacement is in each case determined by different

criteria.

Complete Crystals in Sedimentary Rock.

Sandstones and quartzites consist of more or less water worn

grains of quartz deposited in the form of solid particles. In

quartzites the grains are cemented by later added silica, but can

usually be distinguished from it. Complete crystals of pyrite,

fluorite, galena, siderite, tourmaline, and other minerals, often

occur in such rocks showing perfectly or partly bounded crystals

embedded partly in one grain and partly in another, as the crystal

faces extend through and intersect two or more grains of the

original quartz. Fig. 21 (after Lindgren) shows quartzite partly

replaced by siderite and pyrite, and Fig. 22 (also after Lindgren)

shows needles of tourmaline transecting the clastic grains of

quartz which they replace, or entirely within them. Many other

illustrations might be given.

It is evident that these crystals could not have been deposited

with the sand grains of the original rock, first because they are

often too soft or friable to stand attrition without being destroyed,

or at least marred during deposition, and second because the

solid particles of quartz could not afterward have been moulded

around them. Nor could they have started their growth in the

interstice.s between the quartz grains and forced the grains apart

by virtue of the force of crystalline growth, for that would not

have resulted in the carving out of the perfectly fitting cavities

in which they are found. Microscopic examination on many
Huch specimens also shows that in no case except that of rocks

already metamorphosed do the constituent grains of the original

rock show any strain phenomena such as wavy extinction or any

othf-r optical evidence of strain. The only other possible ex-

planation of their presence, aside from replacement, is that
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cavities have first been dissolved by circulating waters of exactly

the shape and size of the crystals to be later deposited—a view

which ascribes to circulating waters a sentient power, which is

manifestly absurd.

If they be formed by replacement, however, no such difficul-

ties arise. Solutions containing the ingredients of the new minerals

dissolve the old and substitute the new in its place, molecule by

molecule so that no discrepancy between space and crystal grain

can occur which is larger than the diameter of a single molecule.

It is possible that the force exerted by the crystalline growth of

the new mineral has increased the pressure around its periphery to

such an extent as to materially aid in the solution of the old mineral

and the simultaneous substitution of the new.

Aside from their relation to individual grains crystals of this

kind may also intersect the sedimentary bands of the original rock

or other minute and easily recognizable original structures, such

as fossils, cross bedding layers, etc., showing that they have been

introduced subseqeunt to the formation of these structures.

In limestones such well developed crystals or groups of crys-

tals are even more frequent. Fig. 23 shows large crystals of

barite developed in a fine grained granular limestone. Fig. 24

(after Lindgren) shows crystals and clusters of crystals developed

by replacement in limestone.

In shales the case is somewhat different. Here the com-

ponent particles of the original rock are extremely fine and like-

wise the banding. Xewly introduced crystals can grow in such

rocks by forcing aside the shaly material and compressing it to one

side or the other. Fig. 25 shows a drawing taken from Cham-

berlin in which the crystals of l)lond(' may bo seen with the bund-

ing of the shales passing up around thoin.

Fio. 25.—Section of a portion of "Sjiocklc Jack," showinf; the manner
in whicii rrv.><t!ils of hlnujo an- iniU'diio*! in iUv rock ami tho curvature of

the huiiiiKi-'alMmt tlieni. (AfU-r ('hainU-rlain: (ioolojo' of WUconain, Vol.

IV. p. 474.)
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Fig. 26, however, shows a specimen of ore in which the galena

fairly transects the original shale bands of the rock and is evi-

dently a replacement. This is taken from a drawing made by

the writer from a specimen from the Federal Lead Co.'s mines in

Missouri.

Fig. 26.—Cube of galena, G, replacing limestone. The crystal squarely

intersects the shaley layers. Drawn by the writer from specimen from mines
of Federal Lead Co^, Mo.

It is therefore important in dealing with shales to determine if

the crystals have grown by a distortion of the original layers of

rock material or by actual replacement.

Metamorphic rocks.—In metamorphic rocks the same feature

may often be observed. In certain specimens of ore from the

Homestake mine crystals of arsenopyrite have developed in the

schist and the schistose structures pass up around them just as in

the case of shales, forming peculiar knots in the rock when it is

split without actually disclosing the kernel of ore beneath.

In general in metamorphic rocks the same criteria may be ob-

served but in addition it is important to determine if the newly

introduced crystals (1), intersect the metamorphic minerals such

as garnet, staurolite, etc. (2), if they intersect and are hence later

than metamorphic structures such as schistosity, etc. and (3), if

they themselves are entirely free from shattering or strain due to

metamorphism. If these three factors are determined it is safe

to say that they have been introduced after metamorphism and

their intersection of typical metomorphic minerals may then be

taken as positive evidence of replacement.

In regard to the evidence of crystals such as those just de-

scribed it will be interesting to quote Mr. Lingren's statement^:

"The only decisive criterion (of molecular replacement) is that of metaso-
matic pseudomorphism involving the proof (generally furnished b^ micro-
«copic Mtudy) a.s to whether simultaneous dissolution and deposition have
actually taken place. The most satisfactory proof is the distinct alteration

of well defined crystals (or at lea,st well defined grains) of the original mineral
into the secondary mineral in such a way that the latter i)rojccts into former
in pri-Hm.s and fibres having crystalline; outlines. Another {)ro()f is afforded
by sharply dcrfinr-d r-rystals of the sceondary (imbedded in the primary mineral

•T.A.I.M.i: Vol. XXX, pp. 595-596.
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without any break between their surfaces; but in this case it must be clear
that the replacing mineral is really secondary' and wa.s not formed l^efore

the primary. Another satisfactory proof is given, if for instance, in a sand-
stone the newly formed mineral has m part a crystalline form and its surfaces
squarely intersect the grains of clastic material which it partly replaces

"

Igneous rocks.—Complete or partially developed crystals in

igneous rocks can be attributed with certainty to replacement onlv

when there is no doubt as to their secondary nature. The consti-

tuent minerals of such rocks have crystallized fiom molten magmas
and those which have crystallized first will often show well de-

veloped crystalline foims, the other minerals moulding themselves

about the faces of the earlier foimed crystals. Quartz for instance

frequently occurs in doubly terminated pyramids in rhyolite por-

phyries in such a manner that all of its faces are perfectly devel-

oped, but as it is one of the ordinary original constituents of the

rock no confusion can arise as to its primary origin.

With these rocks only such minerals as cannot occur under

gneous conditions can, from the crystalline form of the mineral

alone, or from its relation to the adjoining grains of the rock,

be ascribed to replacement. When such minerals as siderite, cal-

cite, arsenopyrite, and other minerals not characteristic of igneous

rocks occur in them with faces which intersect or interpenet^'ate

the other minerals of the rock, little doubi exists as to theii

secondary nature. With the other more usual minerals of ore-

deposits such as galena, pyrite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite,

the case is more difficult for while the occurrence of such minerals

as original crystallizations from magmas is rare, many petrogra])h-

ers believe that the metallic sulphides form in igneous rocks as

primary minerals and their intergrowth into adjoining mineral

grains cannot therefore be used with certainty.

Assistance is furnished by the relation of mineral grains of

the supposed new mineral to channels of access in the rocks. If

pyrite for instance is thickly disseminated in crystals or partially

faceted grains through the rock in the neighbourhood of a crack

or other opening and then gradually dies out as distance from the

conduit is gained until in the normal rock it is absent, its crystalline

form and the transection of the other constituent grains by one of

its crystal faces may with certainty be used as an indication of

its formation by replacement. Its relation to the fissure is enough

to establish the fact that it is not an original igneous mineral.
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Its relation to the other grains will then determine whether it is a
cavity filling or a replacement. Assistance is also furnished by
the character of the mineral grains which it intersects. Thus a
pyrite crystal which cuts into one of the faces of a perfectly

developed quartz phenocryst is probably formed by replacement
as the phenocryst would have been an early crystallization in

the magma and would probably not have included a pyrite crystal

partly in the mass but would have thrust it aside into the still

molten mass or else have included it entirely so that it could not
be forced out during crystallization.

The association of metallic minerals with other products of

thermal alteration such as sericite while absent in all fresh and
unaltered rock will also serve to render this criterion of value.

2. Preservation of Rock Structures.

All rocks are characterized by certain structural or textural

features which are either peculiar to them or have been later

induced in them by the action of pressure or dislocation. Original

structures, such as stratification, cross-bedding, fossils or fossil

groups, are characteristic of sedimentary rocks, phenocrysts of

igneous rocks and schistose and gneissoid structures of metamor-
phic rocks. Such structures are rarely to be confused with any
of the structures met with in epigenetic ore masses.

Later disturbance may induce secondary structures, such
as folds, brecciated structures, joints, minute faults, etc., which
may extend through considerable areas of a rock mass.

Original rock structures are often preserved in ore masses and
these serve as an excellent indication of replacement. There is

probably no criterion which may be quite so readily detected nor
any which is so generally serviceable.

In order that a structure may serve as a definite criterion for

replacement it must either be such as is definitely characteristic

of the original rock or a later induced structure that can be shown
to have exi.sted prior to ore-deposition. If a structure can be
indep<mdently formed in an ore-mass which fills a cavity it will

be of less certain value as a criterion. There is usually no difficulty

in making the distinction for original rock structures as these are
generally very characteristic and are not often easily confused
with ore structures. With latfjr induced structures such as
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folds, faults, joints, etc., it is not so simple, as the ore itself may
suffer like deformation. In such cases the intersection of the

secondary structures by the ore mass in such a way that the

structure is partly in the ore and partly in the rock will often be

of assistance. (For this criterion see followinfc pages of this

paper.)

The original structural features of rock masses which may be

retained in ore are of all sizes from those which are large enough

to be readily seen in the field to those which are so minute that

they need the microscope for their indentification. It is in general

true that the retention of htri^er rock structures in the ore are more

readily serviceable for the detection of replacement and that the

more minutes structures approach more nearly a positive proof

of the molecular nature of the process. No retention of rock

structure however minute can serve to distinguish absolutely

between molecular replacement and the solution of very small

spaces and later mechanical deposition in them. The microscope

does not afford a means of detecting structures which approach

the actual sizes of molecules. We can therefore only use this

criterion as a strong indication of the process and must rely on the

complete crystals mentioned on page 427 et seq. for a proof of its

ultimate molecular nature.

From the evidence* afforded by such crystals, when they occur

as outliers of ore masses which show other criteria, the molecular

nature of the ])rocess may be inferred for the entire mass, and

the preservation of structures in the ore mass as a whole may
often be carried down to such small microscopic features that,

while not amounting to absolute proof, little doubt is left that

the interchange of material is of a molecular charactt'r.

The rock structures that may be preserved in ore-masses may
be conveniently grouped as follows:

—

E^peeerved in Ore MasMS n-
pliirinjf .'<odinirntAr>' rocks.

PrcMTvod in ore miis.'<4\s re-

phK-ing igneous nx*ki<.

1 '(i in Ore .Mji.x'***'^ rc-

plannf^ any rock.

It is apparent from this table that the structures character-

istic of metamorphic rocks such lus schistosity, ^neissoid structure.

29

Orij^jinal

Hork

[
1.

2.

3.

Stratification

Cross-Ijedding
Fossils

Structures 4.

.5.

noloniitization Rhombs
Phenocrystal-s

Induced
Hock
Structures

0.

7.

8.

Joints and Faults
Brecciated Structures
Folded Structures
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etc., are not mentioned. They are omitted because, like other

features such as vesicular structures in lavas and some others,

they have not yet been detected in any ore mass so far studied in

relation to replacement. This is in part due to the resistent nature

of the rocks in which such structures occur and the different che-

mical character of the component minerals. Replacement of

such rocks is often incomplete and results in disseminated grains

of mineral scattered through the rock which are too far separated

to show any preservation of original structure. It is probable,

however, that further study will much increase the number of such

preserved structures and well-defined schistose or gneissoid struc-

ture would then afford a valuable criterion.

Character of the Ore in which Structures are Preserved.

The preservation of structures is more perfectly carried out

in some classes of ore than in others. Silica preserves them

more perfectly than other minerals and often occurs in such

minute grains that only with the microscope is it possible to

discover the individual grains of the replacing mineral. An inter-

esting instance is the preservation of the minute structure of the

wood in the case of silicified trees. With the sulphides the preser-

vation of structures is not so easy to detect, on account of the

opaque nature of the mineral and the tendency of the component

grains to grow by interpenetration into the grains of the original

rock and the consequent obliteration of all of the more minute

structural features. In some cases, however, fossil shells preserved

in pyrite have been noted and stratification planes are often so

preserved, though usually less perfectly than in ores largely com-

posed of secondary silica. It is not always easy to determine just

what caa^'S the retention of the form of the original structure. In

the case of limestones replaced by silica it is partly due to the

arrangement of the quartz grains in aggregates of different sizes

(see Plate I\^), and partly through the inclusion in the replacing

quartz grain.s of the original organic impurities of the limestone.

The foraminiferal test in the upper of the two cuts in Plate IV.

shows this; that is, the quartz which has replaced the rock has not

disturhx.-d the arrangement of the original particles of foreign

material of the rock but has replaced the calcite about them and
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left them in their original position. In consequence an examina-

tion of siliceous ore without the polarizer will show the original

outline of a foraminiferal test or dolomite rhomb as determined by

minute unreplaceable particles of foreign matter, but the appli-

cation of the polarizer shows that the place of the lime has been

entirely taken by silica.

Original Rock Structures.

Stratification.—All unaltered sedimentary rocks are char-

acterized by a division into layers or strata, which may vary in

thickness from the thinness of paper to a hundred feet or more.

When the beds are of great thickness no preservation of them

in the ore mass is usually noticeable as the ore bodies are then

often of less size than the individual beds or layers. When the

layers are thin they are found frequently preserved in ore

masses.

As ore bodies which fill open cavities are often banded it

is important not to confuse preserved stratification with banded

structure. In most cases the distinction is not difficult. Pre-

served stratification is always conformable or continuous with

that of the enclosing rock while banding, due to ore deposition,

is often at variance with the stratification of the surrounding rock.

Silification, for instance, of shaly limestone occurs in the Cambrian

sediments of the Black Hills of South Dakota. The sediments are

intersected by minute fissures and large masses of ore have been

formed by the replacement of this limestone chiefly by silica and

a little pyrite. The banding of the original rock ext<?nds con-

tinously into and through the ore and again into the country rock

on the other side although the substance of the rock is entirely

altered to ore. In some cases this banding is so perfectly pre-

served that it is impossible to distinguish between country rock

and ore except by a slight difference in colour and the hard brittle

nature of the material. Fig. 10 page 413 shows a sketch of a

small off-shoot in the Dividend Mine, near Portland, South

Dakota, in which this continuity of banding is admirably illus-

trated:

—

Plate III, is a photograph of an ore face in the Union Mine

near Terry, South Dakota, showing the preservation of banding in

the ore. The boundary between the ore and the adjoining rock is
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usually very sharp and the strata pass uninterruptedly across the

line of demarcation, being composed on one side entirely of car-

bonates and on the other entirely of silica and pyrite. As is usual

in replacements where the mineral introduced is chiefly silica

the structure is more perfectly preserved than in the case of solid

masses of metallic sulphides. The regularity is somewhat disturb-

ed by a slight decrease in volume as the ore has less volume than

the rock replaced and the ore is thus characterized by a large num-

ber of irregular vuggs or cavities which are not present in the

original rock. The bedding planes are even more regular than

indicated by the photograph as the broken face is irregular and

the fore-shortening produced by the perspective of the photograph

has produced a wavy appearance that does not actually exist in

this ore-face. An examination also of Fig. 15, page 418, and the

comparative series of cross-sections, (Plate II) will give an even

better idea of the manner in which the bedded structure

passes continuously through the ore.

On the other hand banding due to crustification or the de-

position of ore in layers is usually independent of the rock struc-

ture. In some cases it will form a lining to the entire open space

as shown in the lead and zinc ores of the Iowa-Wisconsin district.

Fig. 27, shows this feature.

Fk;. 27.— fAfUT ChaiTil>(;rlain: Geology of Wis. Vol. IV, p. 407). Cavity
formed by solution and aft<;rward.s coated with a cru.stificd lining of pyrite
next the rock and blende attached. The banding of the sulphides is inde-
pendent of the rook structure.

Smith and Tower cite an instance from the Tintic district in

Utah where the banding of the ore was discontinuous and uncon-

formable with that of the enclosing limestone:
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"In the Eureka Hill Mine, 300 foot level, a large cave deposit

was found, consisting of alternating bands of quartz and
cerussite. These bands are horizontal and at right angles to

the stratification of the limestone. "^

In such cases as these little difficulty will be experienced in

making the distinction between preserved bedding and ore-band-

ing, nor has the writer ever observed any instance in which the

distinction offered any difficulty. It is conceivable, however,

that in veins formed by the filling of spaces of separation between

rock strata where crustification is parallel with the bedding of

the enclosing rock confusion might arise and in such cases some
other criterion will need to be sought.

In using this preserved stratification as a criterion it is im-

portant to distinguish between preserved bedding planes and

residual bedding planes. The lamina? of sediments may be formed

either by a difference in the size of the grains coniposinj^ them or

by a difference in the chemical composition of the material.

In the illustration given the rock is composed entirely of layers

of carbonate of lime and magnesia with very small quantities of

clayey material. The entire rock has therefore been replaced and

the bedding planes in the ore are a preserved structure. In many
instances (very common in the Black Hills silicious ore districts)

the rock is made up of alternate lamina? of clay shale and car-

bonate of lime and magnesia. The lime has in these ca.ses often

been extensively replaced, but the resi.stant nature of the shales

has caused them to remain unaffected in the ore. Such jxjr-

sistent layers are most properly termed residual structures. Their

significance as an indication of replacement is discuss<«d under

the heading of Unsu])porte(l Structures. (S<'e page HiO.)

In addition to the Black Hills of South Dakota, the retention

of sedimentary banding in ore masses has lx»en observed in a num-

ber of other places of which I>eadville, Colorado, and Bingham,

Utah, are interesting examples.

Lendviile. The sulphide masses of I^eadville are composed of

pyrite, sphalerite and some galena; chalcopyrite is in very small

amount in the uncnrirhed primary ores. When the.so ore masses

are enclosed in l>eds of pure limestone which is uninterrupted by

' TowiT jitid Smith. OvA. umi Min. In«l. of the Tintic dbtrict, Utali.

XIX .\m. Kip. I'l. III. I'hiio lAWIV. r.S.Ci.S
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anv bands of more resistent and unreplaceable shales the entire

mass of the rock has often been replaced and it frequently happens

that there is in a freshly broken face of ore no evidence of banding.

If however, the face has stood exposed for some months so that

lavers of dust have accumulated on it, the dust adheres to the sul-

phide which has replaced one layer in a slightly different manner

from that which has replaced the next adjoining layer. This is

probably due to a slightly different arrangement of mineral grains

in the ore produced by the varying susceptibility of the different

layers to replacement and serves to preserve in a faint, but sug-

gestive manner the original banding of the sediments. Mr. S. F.

Emmons^ in discussing the origin of these sulphide masses says:

—

" In the great bodies of the A. Y., Minnie, and adjoining mines,

not only could every detail of the granular structure, joints and

cleavage of the original limestone be detected at times in the

sulphide ore, but even the cracks in the top. In abandoned drifts

where limestone dust had accumulated on the walls, one would

have supposed the walls to be all limestone until the breaking off

of a fresh fragment by the hammer showed the metaUic gleam

beneath.

"

In Tintic, Utah, Tower and Smith describe the ore bodies of

some of the mines as showing the structural features of the lime-

stone but the bedding of the stratified rocks is not represented

as being preserved.

Bingham, Utah. The large copper shoots which occur in lime-

stone at Bingham, Utah, and which are shown in plan in Fig. 28,

show a remarkabb preservation of the stratification of the coun-

try rock. As is usual in sulphide ores this banding is less easily

ob.served and less perfect than in replacement by silica; but its

continuity with the bands in the adjoining rock is striking. These

ore bodies are thus described by Boutwell:^

"As we stated in the description of the structure of the copper chutes

(p. 155), the broad characteristic of this structure is bandinp. This banding
is not likf» thr« cru.-'tifiod or even the roughly banded structure of the lodes,

but in
•

iK wiiifli in form is identical witii the bedding of strata. The
chief (i ' is in composition, these beds being composed of ore instead

of limc.-fone or fjuartzitc. IJcddcd structure characterizes ahke miniature

ore IxxJies, mincruhzed wall rock adjacent to .seams, and large lenticular ore

shoots. Thas mineralization adjacent to fissures in limestone took place

» 8. F. Emmoiw, T.A.I.M.E., Vol. XXIII, p. G02.
» Boutwell. U. S. G, S., Prof, paper No 3S, p, 193.
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along Ix^ds. Further, the marked deposition of ore along certain beds, and
the slight deposition along others, appear to indicate a selective tendency
on the part of minen\l in solution for more soluble beds. Similarly, in small
shoots the massive structure is a bedding of massive ore, which is more ex-
tensive in some beds than in others. Finally, the immense lenses of cupri-

ferous pyrite, e.g., those in the Highland Boy, exhibit the same massive
bedded structure. This selective action leads to a very irregular periphery.
The transition from massive, solid ore to barren country on the periphery
is not sharp, as in the case of the lodes, where the transition from the rich bands
to barren wall rcok is well defined. On the contrary, it is gradual, passing
from the bed of rich copper sulphide through lean copper ore, still poorer ore,

merely stained country, to normal, barren, marble country. Although the
composition changes from ore to barren country rock, the structure is per-
sistent, to that a bed of ore is clearly seen to be a portion of the same bed
of country rock; in other words, the ore has retained the bedded structure
of it^ country rock

"The foregoing general examination of the copper ore in limestone
indicates that the copper shoots in limestone have a bedded structure, and
that the bedding corresponds to the stratification of the country. These
features are generally considered to signify in a broad way that the ore has
taken the place of the country rock by substitution. They are characteristic

of "replacement" deposits, and accordingly suggest that the copper deposits
in limestones were formed by replacement."

Cross-bedding.—So far as the writer has observed or been able

to discover in the literature, no cross-bedded structures are known
to have been preserved in the ore of replacement ore-bodies; but

there is little doubt that such structures will be found if a careful

search is made for them in ore masses which occur in rocks which

themselves have such structures.

Fossils.—The true nature of molecular replacement was first

recognized in the study of fossils in which the substance of the

original shell was altered but the form of the fossils preserved. In

the early history of the study the process of replacement of

fossils was termed petrefaction and quite a little is to be found

in the literature in regard to it.

In his text-book of Geology,^ Geikie describes the process in

the following words:

—

" The original suJistance in molecularly replaced by mineral matter with
pnrtird or entire preservation of original structure. This is the only true
pctrr-faction. The proccsn consists in the abstraction of the organic sub-
stances, molecule by molocule, and their replacement by precipitated mineral
matter. Ho gradual and thorough has this interchange been often, that the
minutest Htnjcturesof phint and animal have been perfectly preserved. Silici-

fied wofxJ i.s a familiar example."

He then quotes the following passage from Roth':

• Tfxt liook of fiffjlogy. 14 ed., [). 010.
» Koth, Chem. Geol. i, p. 005.
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"The chief substance which has rephiced organic forms in rock forma-
tions is calcite, either crystalline or in an amorphous granular condition.
In assuming a cr>'stalline (or fibrous) form this mineral has often observed
a symmetrical grouping of its component indiWduals, these being asually
placed with their long axes perpendicular to the surface of an organism. In
many cases among invertebrate remains the calcite now visible is pseudo-
morphous after aragonite (p. 166). Next in abundance as a petrifying

medium is silica, most commonly in the colloid form (chalcedony, opal), but
also aS quartz. It is specially frequent in some limestones, as chert and flint,

replacing the carbonate of lime in molluscs, echinoderms, corals, etc. It also

occurs in irregular aggregates in which organisms are sometimes Ijeautifully

preserved. It forms a frequent material for the petrifaction of fossil wood.
Silification. or the replacement of organisms by silica, is the process by which
minute organic structures have been most perfectly preserved. In a micro-
scopic section of silicified wood, the organization of the original plant may
be as distinct as in the section of any modern tree. Pyrites and marcasite
are common replacing minerals, especially in argillaceous deposits, as, for

example, among the clays of Jurassic and Cretaceous formations. Siderite

has played a similar part among the ironstones of the coal-mea.*^urcs, where
(Anthracosia, etc.) and plants have been replaced by it. Many other minerals
are occasionally found to have been substituted for the original substance
of organic remains. Among these may be mentioned glauconite (replacing

or filling foraminifera), xTvianite (specially frequent as a coating on the
weathered surface of scales and bones), barytes, celestine, gypsum, talc,

lead-sulphate, carbonate, and sulphide, copfxjr-sulphide and native copper,
luTmatite and limonite, zinc-carbonate and sulphide, cinnabar, sulphur,
fluorite, phosphor te."

Thi.s and other similar pa.ssage.s will show how clearly the

early geologists appreciated the distinction betwaen preservation

of internal structures and the filling of moulds left by the solution

of a shell and the later filling of the opening.

Posepny describes an occurrence from Freihung in Bohemia,

which admirably illustrates this point'.

"I was struck with the numerous specimens of tree stems changed to

galena; and coming subsequently into posse.««sion of such a s|x»cimrn. I had
a polislied section prepared from it. The f)ieces of these stems exhibited are

about 20 centimeters (S inches) long and elliptical in sections, say 5 to 7 by
10 to 1') eentimeters (2 to 3 by 4 to 6 inches). The fibre and the annual
rings could Ik* recognized on tlie surfaces of the fnu-ture. but were extremely

plain in polished section. Indeed, they w«Te indicated by the cleavage of

the specimens. I have thin slivers, 2 to 4 mm (OS to 0. 16 in.) in diameter
and .several centimeters long, representing the fibres of the original wtxxl.

The former bark is replaced by a zone of first pyrites, and then (]uartz gmins
cemente<l with pyrite. I do not know that the detomiination of the species

of the wood h:i.s l»een attempted, but I think it .should be ai>proximatrly

practicable. Fig. 29 is a diagnun of the section of such a stem alten*d to

galena."

In using fo.ssils altereii into ore as a criterion, di.stinction

between solution and deposition and replacement i« particularly

important. In the case of larger structures, the distinction is not

'The genesis of ore de|H3sit«. T.A.I.M.K., Vol. XXIII, p 314)
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difficult. For more minute textural features, by one familiar with

the internal structure of calcareous organisms the characteristic

structure of a fossil may be readily determined by the microscope.

For those who lack such knowledge and in cases where the re-

placing mineral is opaque like sulphides, a more satisfactory dis-

tinction between cast and replacement is necessary.

Fig. 29.—Section of a tree stem replaced with galena, Freihung,
Bohemia. Shows annular rings of growth preserved in ore. (After Posepny,
T..\.I.M.E. Vol. XXIII, 0pp. p. 366, Fig. 84.)

This may often be carried out by the position occupied by the

included fragments of unreplaced rock. In some animals the

original shells, or septse of the original shells, include spaces which

are wholly, or almost wholly enclosed by shell walls. Where

such shell walls are changed into a different material, possibly

on account of the superior solubility of the shell material over

that of the surrounding and included rock, it is obvious that

such a mass of new mineral could not have formed by solution and

redeposition, for the solution of the surrounding septum would

have removed the support from the enclosed kernel so that it

would come in contact with the outside rock mass at some point.

C^iCiTe Eaapty 5PMC£

/.

Fio. 30.—Diagram to show manner in which cast may be distinguished
from replacement m the case of fossils altered to ore. K-kernel K'- position
of kernel when shell septum is dissolved out of the rock.

Fig. 30 shows thi.s diagrammatically. If the surrounding

shell mass in 1 is dissolved the kernel K will fall to the position
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" K^ " and mineral matter introduced in solution will fill the empty
space, leaving an imperfect area of mineral at the point of con-

tact 'f '. If, on the other hand, the new mineral mass is complete

it is obvious that the supporting material has at no time been

removed and that the process has therefore been one of gradual

replacement. Xo confusion arises if the shell was hollow and
contained no central kernel of rock, as the space would then be

completely filled with new mineral and not form a shell around

a central core. Fossils therefore who.se septaj have been com-
pletely preserved will often serve as excellent indications of

metasomatic processes.

An additional proof of replacement is furnished when fossils

have been more resistant than the surrounding rocks so that the

rock has been completely changed to ore and the fossil itself left

unafTected. Spurr describes an instance of this kind from Aspen
as follows:^

"A further evidence of this process of replacement is the finding of
fossils which are completely interbedded in the ore, or iiave been so changed
as to form a part of the ore. Fig. 11 shows a mass of pure native silver,

just as it was taken from the ore at the .sampler in .\spcn. In this silver

part of a perfect fossil gasteropod is firmly eml)edded, and it is somewhat
remarkable that the shell is still made up of the aragonite of which it was
originally composed."

It is evident that fossils left in the midst of ore in this way
could not have been left unsupported as would have been the case

if the rock hatl first been dissolved away and ore introduced into

the surrounding space. The fo.ssil wouhl then have fallen to the

bottom of the cavity. The same argument applies when tiie fo.ssil

has been completely changed to ore provided it is surrounded by

masses of ore of the same character and none of the original rock

substance left to support it. (This question is further dis-

cus.sed under the head of unsupported nuclei).

In adilition to the larger fo.ssils altered to ore such as may
be readily ob.served in the field, minute microscopic fo.ssils have

been retained also. One of the most interesting cases of this kind

is that described by Turner from the Diadem lode, Meadow \'alley,

California.'

" \ (•••rtriiii p<)rti(Hi of the hnlc is (•(iinpi>H4'd of littlr rllif ' ' which,
acconling to Mr. Charles .*^chuch«'rt. of fhf I* S \H»ii»rinl ' •r»>M.nt

tlu' -^ilicifird tests of forurniiiitirra <• ' '.nn

Loftn.sui. The shells of Loftusia u.

» Sptirr. Mon. XXXI. U. G. S., S. pp. 233-234.
* Jour, of (icol.
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Plate IV. is reproduced from this article of Mr. Turner and

shows the foraminiferal test clearly outlined without the polarizer

in the upper slide, the outline seemingly preserved by the unre-

phiceable impurities of the original rock which have not been

moved from or disturbed in their original arrangement by the

alteration of the mass from carbonate of lime to silica. The

second figure is the same with the polarizer applied and shows that

the rock is entirely made up of an aggregate of grains of secondary

quartz. The different character of the lime carbonate within the

fossil resulted in a slightly finer grained aggregate within than

without the shell; but the perfect preservation of form is indicated

rather by the disposition of the opaque inclusions.

Instances in which fossils have been altered into ore by re-

placement are so numerous that to cite each case is unnecessary.

Rhombic Crystalline Structure of Dolomite.—A few sedimentary

rocks only are composed of grains which are distinctly character-

istic. In general the grains of sediments are distinguishable as

such by their water worn form only in the coarser varieties of rock

such as conglomerates and these are composed of pebbles of ex-

tremely resistant material such as quartz, quartzite, etc., which

resist complete replacement better than the more soluble car-

bonates. Of the carbonates the dolomites frequently show a

partly crystalline structure so that when viewed under the micro-

scope they are seen to be composed of aggregates of minute

rhombic crystals. Pla'e V, taken from a specimen of shaly dolo-

mite which frequently forms the country rock of the siliceous ore

in the Black Hills of South Dakota, shows a well developed rhombic

structure. Structure of the same kind is quite a striking charac-

teristic of many dolomitized limestones and an excellent figure

of one of them is shown by Harker from an English locality.

'

Rhombic structure of this kind is sometimes perfectly preserved

in highly siliceous ores so that at first glance with a microscope

it is difficult to detect the difference between the thin section and

one cut from the original rock. An instance of this kind was ob-

served by the writer from the siliceous ore bodies of the Black

Hills. This is shown in Plato VI. In Cut A, the ore is shown
in ordinary light and the sharp outlines of the rhombohedral

crystals of dolomite are extremely clear. In cut B, the same

* Ilarker: Petrology for students, p. 261.
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section is shown in polarized light so that the individual grains

of quartz of which the rock is now composed are made evident.

The entire rock mass with the exception of the original im-

purities in the dolomite has been changed to silica and yet the

discoloration due to these minute impurities has sufficed to

perfectly preserve the minute original structure.

Phenocrysts.—In igneous rocks the constituent grains po.ssess

characteristic forms only when crystal boundaries have been more

or less completely developed. The phenocrysts of the poq^hyritic

rocks, and especially the feldspars, are among the most typical

structures of some igneous rocks. When such rocks are com-

pletely altered by replacement the original form of the pheno-

crysts is often perfectly preserved. Little or no confusion of

phenocrysts with minerals developed during ore-forming processes

can occur, as both orthoclase and plagioclase feldspars rarely

develop as the result of ore deposition. The writer has seen

porphyries in Leadvillo, Colorado, which have been completely

altered to silica; but the silica, which has taken the place of

the phenocrysts is slightly difTerent in colour and arrangement

from that which has replaced the ground-mass, so that the outline

of what were once feldspar crystals can be clearly discerned in

the silicious mass. Phenocrysts are often thus preserved when

the replacing mineral is silica; but no instances are known to the

writer in which re])lacement by sul])hi(le or metallic ore minerals

has resulted in their preservation.

It is important to avoid a confusion of the preservation of

the form of phenocrysts in an ore mass with ordinary pseudo-

morphs after phenocrysts. Thus in the tin ores of Cornwall

cassiterite has presumably replaced the large orthochuse crystals

of the granite and perfect crystals of cassiterite after orthoclase.

i.e., having the form of the orthoclase crystals, are found.

Although it is probable that these ctissiterite p.seudoniorphs

have Ix^en formed by the replacement of the ortiiodase, the process

cannot Ix' inferred from the cjvssiterite psoudom()rj)hs, for then*

is nothing in the ordinary* ty]x» of psoudomorphism that will

' Hy tho "ordinary" tyjH' of j.-< u.l(.rnor|»lii-tii iUv writor meAM that

type of pseudomorphism l)y virtJir oi wlmli our miiirnil jip|H'an< in the cryital

form of unothrr. There iH no <loul»t in the writ^Ts mind that such pseiido-

morphs Imve fre<juently IxKin formed hy luctaauiimtic proccaa, but he ^'«» far
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serve as a positive proof of replacement. It is perfectly conceiv-

able that these feldspar phenocrysts can have been dissolved out

of the granite by vapours charged with fluorine and the space

later filled with cassiterite. The form of the feldspar crystals

would then have been assumed by the tin-ore and no replacement

need have occurred.

Secondary Rock Structures.

Structures which have been developed in rocks by stress and

rupture are often perfectly preserved in ore bodies. A few of

those that are capable of preservation only have so far been ob-

served ; but it is probable that further investigation of replacement

masses will in future add greatly to the number now known.

Structures of this kind are faults, joints, brecciated structures and

folds, together with metamorphic structures such as gneissoid

structures and schistosity. The three first, joints, faults and

brecciated structures, have so far come under the writer's obser-

vation or been found in the literature. All of these structures

may be developed in ore bodies after their formation so that at

first it might appear that some confusion might arise in using them

as criteria for the indication of replacement. It is generally

possible, however, to follow them from the adjoining country

rock into the ore^ or to detect some feature about their occurrence

which will readily determine whether they were present before

the ore-deposition or have been produced afterwards.

Faults.—SmaW faults often intersect rock masses where

mineralization occurs. If the original rock possesses sufficient

textural variation such as banding, offsets in the layers or other

structures on the two sides of the crack can usually be detected.

Mineralizing waters which have gained access through such minute

faults have often produced ore-bodies by replacement on either side

of the fissure. Fig. 31 shows a case from one of the mines of sili-

ceous ore near Portland, South Dakota, where the offset caused

by a small fault is preserved in the ore mass. In this case the

H-ith Mr. Lindffrcjn and Mr. Bocker as to hclieve that the appear-

ance of one mineral in the crystal form of another affords no proof of the

action of fiich a procc.s.s, unless the new and the old mineral contain some
common element and thu.s indicate chemical change rather than solution

and subsequent mechanical deposition.
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ore is evidently introduced after the fault structure is developed,

as it is not itself affected by the displacement. There is, futher-

more, no break in the continuity of the ore mass which passes

from one side to the other of the former fissure without interrup-

tion. Fig. 32 shows the reverse condition where an ore-body is

itself displaced along a fracture.

Fig. 31.—Fault preserved in orc-body. Ore-body itself not faulted, and
hence formed after faulting.

Joints.—Joints or intersect in^]^ fracture.s have frequently been

preserved in ore masses. Such jointing is distinguished from fis-

suring described in the previous paragraph by greater number
of the cracks, their occurrence at angles to each other and the

general absence of appreciable displacement along any single

crack. They grade into a brecciated structure with the increase

in the number of fractures but may be distinguished from it by

the fact that in intersecting joints or stockworks the blocks of

rock between the fissures have not been appreciably moved from

their original position so that banding and other te.\tural pecu-

liarities of the rock pass uninterruptedly across the bounding

fissures from one fragment to another.

Fm. 32.—Ore-body faulted, and lu-nce h)nm-d l>eforr the faultin|{ oc-

curred.
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In breccias on the other hand the rock fragments have been

disturbed by the movement and are set at all angles to each other

and frequently lie at considerable distances from the place which

they originally occupied.

Insersecting joints are preserved in two different ways.

1. By replacement which has first filled any open space and later

proceeded outwards from the crack and replaced the included

fragments. 2. By the replacement of infiltrated rock material

which has filled the cracks before the ore was deposited.

In the former case rock structures if any be present can be

traced across from one fragment to the other, although the material

is now all ore. It is obvious that such a structure could be pro-

duced by the shattering of both ore and enclosing rock at the same

time and that without some other evidence it affords no proof of

replacement. It usually happens, however, that near the edge of

an ore-body fragments have been only partly replaced so that a

central core of original material remains. The original outline of

the block is then angular and may be often readily discerned in

the ore mass while the unreplaced core is generally bounded by a

wavy, rounded line of demarcation between ore and country rock

which bears only a rough parallelism to the outer and angular

outline of the block.

Fig. 33 will illustrate this point. It is then evident that the

mineralization has occurred later than the fracturing and the

jointed structure indicates that the process has been so gradual as

not to disturb this original structure. Like other larger structural

features preserved in ore-masses, however, this is an indication

of replacement but not a definite proof "that the process has been

molecular.

In the second type of preserved joints the cracks have been

sealed up or filled prior to ore deposition and the mass as a whole

changed into ore. In such cases the filling material of the cracks

in the original rock will extend up to the ore mass and the ore

itself will squarely intersect both filling and the included blocks.

The outline of the blocks will be preserved by some slight differ-

ence in arrangement of the mineral grains of the ore which has

•replaced the filling and that which has replaced the included block.

In rare instances intersecting filled fissures in original rock

ma.sses are filled with material more easily replaced than the
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country rock which iliey intersect and replacemeiit will affect

them and leave the included blocks untouched. An instance of

this kind is described by Posepny from the jointed limestone

masses at Raibl, Carinthia, in which lime partitions have been
changed to calamine. These occurrences are interesting; but

Fig. 33.—Jointed structure preserved in ore. A, A, .\

cores of country rock.
unreplaced

from the description given it is not evident that the calcite filling

the cracks in the original rock has not first been removed in

solution and calamine later introduced, and there is, in the opinion

of the writer, no definite evidence to be secured from the occur-

rence.

Brecciated Structures.— VtraccmiOAX structures differ uiily in

degree from intersecting joints. When they occur in insoluble

and comparatively resistant rocks like granite, gneiss and quart-

zite, the openings developed between the fragments are generally

not again completely closed up and mineralization usually begins

by impregnation or the filling of the minute cavities.

Replacement of the entire ma.^s may then occur; but the

structural features, form of fragments, etc., are not often pre-

served so that they can Ik* readily recognized, a.s the minerals

which effect the replacement are more apt to be opaque minerals

such as sulphides or metallic miiicrals which show the outlines of

original rock structures very imperfectly if at all Unaltered cores

30
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in larger fragments may be of service; but as the original outline of

the fragment is rarely preserved by these minerals their relation

to the cores cannot be determined and the criterion fails to be

convincing.

In limestones replaced by silica it is otherwise. Limestones

are often brecciated and the fragments rehealed by later deposited

calcite so that over extensive areas limestone breccias occur with

no appreciable open space developed in them.

Breccias of this kind are sometimes replaced by silica and

the characteristic structure retained in the ore. An instance

occurs in the carboniferous limestones near Ragged Top mountain

in the Black Hills of South Dakota. On the north side of the

mountain vertical fissures occur from which solutions containing

silica and considerable gold have replaced the limestones for dis-

tances of ten, twenty or thirty feet from the fracture. All of the

brecciated fragments are perfectly outlined in the ore as well as

the banded structure which crosses them at varying angles. The

boundary between ore and fragments is extremely sharp and the

material on one side of the line of demarcation is limestone and

on the other siHca. All of the structural peculiarities of the

limestone remain, and the appearance of ore and rock is so nearly

alike that only the slightly darker colour of the ore and its greater

hardness serve to distinguish it from the adjacent limestone.

The fragments are often crossed by the boundary of the ore so that

they are composed half of rock and half of ore.

Fig. 8 opp. page 412, is a sketch of the edge of one of these

occurrences.

On the south side of the mountain similar ore-bodies occur;

but the replacing material here is a dark gray mixture of silica

and purple fiuorite.

3. Intersection of Rock Structures.

As already stated, replacement ore masses either pass grad-

ually into country rock or cease abruptly so that there is a sharp

line of demarcation between ore and enclosing rock.

When the change is gradual little can be learned by the in-

flection of structures and other criteria must be sought; but when

the paasage is sudden another and valuable indication of replace-
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ment is available. Sharp boundaries of this kind are shown in

Fig 9. opp. page 412.

All of the structures discussed in the previous paragraphs will

then be abruptly cut off by the line of intersection. If the struc-

tures are also preseived in the ore we find fossils, as described

by Spurr/ stratification planes, breccia fragments partially altered

into ore and continuing uninterruptedly from country rock across

the boundary into and, in the case of bedding planes, through the

ore to cross again without interruption into the country rock on

the other side. Instances of this kind are illustrated in Figs. 8,

page 412, and Plate II. The fact that these structures are

partly ore and partly rock proves beyond peradventure that the

ores have been produced by a process of substitution such that

no distuibance of original form has occurred. The deposition of

the ore in an open cavity is shown to be an impossibility.

If the ore is composed of opaque minerals, such as sulphides

or others, the continuity of rock structure is not noticeable, as

the structural features are rarely perceptible in the ore itself.

The passage of the ore in that case across the original rock struc-

ture in a smooth and rounded line. (See Fig. 8, opp. page

412), as is the casein some portions of the Leadville ore masses,

shows that it has not been deposited in spaces of discission or

nipture. The same thing is readily shown by many other cri-

t^^Tia, such as irregularity of form, etc. Considered alone, such

intersections are of no great value, as they can easily be explained

in other ways; but considered in connection with those criteria

which show that the ore body in question has filled in neither a

space of di.sci.ssion nor of solution, they will serve as a useful

distinction between mas.ses of sulphitles which have segregated

from magmas and those which have Ixx'n formed by later re-

placement.

4. Absence of Concave Surfaces.

It rarely happens that ore bodies formed by replacement are

confused with tho.se which have filled openings caused by fissuring

or the rupture of rock mas.ses, that is, with what have Ut^n

tenned by Posepny' spaces of disci.nsion. The edges of cavities

»Mon. X.XXI. n. 223.

'Trans. .\.I..M.i:.. Vol. XXIII. p. 208.
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of this kind are often jagged, and the forces which produce them

cannot in any case give rise to spaces which possess the extremely

irregular boundaries of many replacement ore bodies. With open

spaces formed, however, by the solution of the country rock,

whatever be its lithologic character, and the later formation of

ore masses by deposition in them, there is sometimes difficulty

in making the distinction. When the line of demarcation between

ore and country rock is sharp and the transition abrupt, how-

ever, some light is thrown on the matter by the examination of

solution cavities. In almost any region where limestone forms the

country rock, but especially in the East where atmospheric waters

are heavily charged with acids, limestone suffers greater erosion

by solution than by mechanical disintegration. In almost any

limestone outcrop in the Eastern States or in the surfaces of

fragments long exposed, tha rock may be seen to be pitted by

bowl or saucer shaped concave depressions, which are usually of

greater diameter than depth. Between them the separating ridges

are often sharp, though sometimes slightly rounded. So common
a feature of limestones exposed to atmospheric agencies is this

that one comes to make unconscious use of it in the rapid recog-

nition of limestone outcrops. In limestone caverns the same

thing is perceptible although it is often rendered more obscure

by the enlargement of a cavern by the falling in of portions of

the roof. In all cases, then, of the solution of large caves in lime-

stone such concave surfaces are noticeable and greatly prepon-

derate over the convex. That cavities may be formed by solution

in which this feature is not readily distinguishable must be ad-

mitted; but if an opening shows them as one of its striking char-

acteristics it would be most reasonable to attribute it to solution.

An admirable illustration of this form of solution surface is shown

by Ran.some in the gypsum bodies in the Enterprise mine at

Newman Hill, Rico, Colorado. A careful examination of any

limestone caverns will, I think, convince the reader of the prepon-

derance of such concave surfaces.

Replacement ore bodies rarely if ever (so far as the writer's

observations go), show such intersecting concave surfaces. Fig.

34 shows a concave surface produced by solution. Fig. 35 the

characteri.stic type of boundary between ore and rock in a re-

placement mass.
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Concave surfaces of this kind are chiefly confined to lime-

stone ; but in the open caverns considered by the writer to have

been produced by solutions in the quartzite of the American

Nettie mine near Ouray, Colorado, they may be also observed.

V

Fig. 34.—Concave depres-sions produced by solution.

Fig. 35.—Concavo-convex depres.sions produced by replacement.

0. CrUSTIP'IC.\TION.

In many epigenetic deposits of minerals, whether they be

metalliferous or non-metalliferous, when formed in an open space

the minerals are deposited in successive layers on the walls of the

space. Changes in the character of solutions or fractional pn^ci-

pitation from a single solution has caused unlike layers to be

deposited upon one another.

In the most perfect instances the form of the outer surface

(or wall rock side) of each layer is determined by the surface upon

which it is deposited; but the upper surface (surface toward the

empty space) being free to develop, exhibits crystalline faces of

the component minerals. We then find a succe.ssion of mineral

crusts xenomorphic on the wall rock side and cr>'stalline on the

inner or empty space side. The successive crusts cover both

walls and all fragments of rock which are within the cavity.

When the open space is completely filled the two corresponding

innermost crusts come in contact and a ix?rfect cni.stified tieposit

is formed. If the process is arrest<»d Ix^fore completion or if

widenings of the oix'ning cause its incomplete filling the innermo.st

surfaces of the latest crust will bo covered with druses of cr>'staU
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which project into the central opening or vugg. Mineral crusts

of this kind vary a little in thickness, but in general they show a

remarkable uniformity of thickness and of course faithfully follow

the contour of the surface on which they are deposited.

Such structures when met with in fissure veins are often

termed comb structure owing to the frequent occurrence of quartz

crystals arranged with their longer or C axes perpendicular to

the surface of the opening. They are not alone characteristic

of fissure veins. Wherever ores develop in open spaces they are

apt to form. They are never formed by replacement though

they are sometimes confused with banding produced in that way.

It is not necessary here to enter into the causes which produce

irregularities and lack of symmetry in such layers, as these do not

immediately concern the question of replacement.

Posepny was, of all the writers on ore deposits, probably

the most strongly impressed with the importance of these layers

and to him we owe the term crustification proposed to describe

them. The following passage will serve to illustrate the import-

ance which he considered them to have.^

"With regard to the fiUing, I observe, first, that the mineral deposits

upon the walls of cavities, from liquids circulating within them, usually have
a characteristic structure, for which I propose the name 'Crustification,' as

a companion to 'Stratification.' .... Most frequently mineral crusts occur

concentrically in regular succession, and fill the whole cavity (except the

central druse), thus forming a symmetrical crustification. They cover,

however, not only the cavity-walls, but the surface of every foreign body
in the cavity, thus forming crusted kernels which greatly complicate the

phenomenon.
.... As a general rule, however, crustification is a characteristic feature

of cavity filling."'

Both Church^ and Becker^ have objected to the emphasis

that Posepny has laid upon crustification as a means of diagnosis

of cavity filling, because, as they assert, it may be so exactly

simulated by metasomatic processes that one cannot be certain

of the origin of the structure. If the matter be examined care-

fully it sfioms to the writer that these difficulties disappear and

he is .strongly in accord with Prof. Posepny in the utility of this

criterion. It further seems that the differences of opinion have

arisen from an inadequate exposition of the exact nature of

crustification and too inclusive a statement of the conditions

* Tranfl. A.I.M.E., Vol. XXIII, p. 207.
* The italics arc not Pos'pny's.
« T.A.I.M.i:., Vol. XXill, p. 596.
* T.A.I.M.E., Vol. XXIII, p. 603.
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under which it may be used—also by the attempt of Prof. Posepny

to detect evidences of '* crustification" in the descriptions of ore

deposits which he had not seen.

Crustification is characteristic of many cavity fillings; but not

all. Many fissure veins occur which are completely filled by
minerals, for instance with galena, in which no deposition in la>ers

is discernible and yet which, from the angular nature of the walls

and the manner in which the inequalities of the two opposite

walls fit into one another, cannot be attributed to other than the

filling of cavities. Lenticular masses of quartz in schist and

similar types of vein material frequently show no crustification.

In the latter case it is improbaVjle that cavities stood open at the

time of the introduction of the quartz or other mineral in them;

but it seems likely that they represent the loci of minimum
strain and that solutions under considerable pressure deposited

mineral matter in them pari passu with their formation. They

are therefore not characterized by crustification nor are they

formed by replacement. The writer therefore believes that

crustification (i.e. the true crustification described below) if

present is a definite evidence of the formation of ores in an open

cavity—but its absence by no means indicates that a deposit

has been formed by replacement.

If a deposit, therefore, is truly crustified it may safely be

considered a cavity filling; if it is not crustified other criteria

must be applied.

True crustification may not be in all cases di.stinguishable

from banding produced by other causes; but such ca-ses are not

of very frequent occurrence.

If mineral is deposited on the walls of an oiXMiing in layers

each crust may have a crystalline druse on one side and Ix' ad-

ju.sted to the form of the underlying crystalline ilruse or the

irregularities of the wall rock on the other. Such relations are

not, so far as the writer is aware, to be observed in metasomatic

deposits. Cry.stalline dru.ses occur in metasomatic deposits; but

they almost invariably line vu^rLCs caused by the decrease in volume

of the original rock during transformation. The rock sitle ex-

tremities of the cry.stals never n\st upon the upj^er crystalline

surface of layers below, but interlock with the grains of similar

metasomatic mineral which compose the ore. Indeed it is oft^n
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possible in this way to distinguish minerals which have been

deposited in these volume loss vuggs from metasomatic minerals,

by the relation of their under surfaces. It often happens that

volume vuggs are filled either with the material dissolved from

the bed rock during the process of replacement or with minerals

actually deposited by the ore bearing solutions. Such minerals

either form well-defined crystal faces on their upper surfaces

and no faces on their lower or completely fill the volume vugg

and have their form entirely determined by the crystalline druse

lining the cavity. Calcite, jarosite and fluorite occur in this

relation in the Black Hills silicious ores. They are cavity fillings

just as truly as those which occur in any pre-existing opening.^

In many cases it happens that crustification in a cavity filling

is imperfect—that is, that the periods of precipitation of the

different crusts so overlap that instead of each resting upon the

crystalline surface of the next below the minerals are intermingled

at the junction, and are consequently more or less xenomorphic

in their boundaries. This is particularly common in banded veins

of sulphides where fractional precipitation is such a common

process in the origin of the layers.

In such cases their discordance with the stratification of the

enclosing rock will show that they do not represent sedimentary

banding (see Fig. 27, page 43G) the preservation of their regular

order of succession about included rock fragments or the existence

of angular druses caused by angular spaces between fragments

lined with druses will serve to distinguish them.

The most difficult cases to distinguish are those of replace-

ment veins and filled fissures. Fissure veins are often caused by

a multitude of minute fault fissures extending over a widths

of 5, 10 or more feet, i.e. are formed by sheeted zones. The

space for actual deposition is very small and the veins are

often formed by the replacement of the tabular masses of rock

which lie between the fissures. The mineral formed by the

replacement of rock from one fissure will th(;n usually coalesce

eventually with that arising from the next adjoining fissure and

the arrangement and material may be slightly different in the

two cases, so that when the process is complete there will be bands

of replacement mineral which will simulate with extreme closeness

* Foi further discasHion on this point, Bee "('hangcs in volumo," page 405.
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the imperfoctly developed crustification arisin<; from fractional pre-

cipitation in a cavity. In sonic instances such cases are extremely

difficult to distinguish and search must be made in the vein for

angular fragments of included rock which have been incompletely

replaced. If such fragments show a perfect angular form under-

lying the outermost mineral crust, even though they may be

almost completely altered by veinforming waters, they will suffice

to show that the crusts were formed in an open cavity.

The phenomenon of crustification may be carried down to

microscopical determinations and definite crusts detected of

a very minute character.

Lindgren* has described one such instance from Cripple

Creek where spaces of dissolution in granite are shown to have

been filled by a crustified lining of quartz.

(). Unsupported Structures.

Residual Nuclei.—In nearly every ore body which is formed

by replacement there are likely to occur irregular masses of country

rock or "islands" which have escaped mineralization. These

may be of the same rock as that which encloses the ore or of a

different rock, such as porphyry intrusions, shale bands, grains

of insoluble mineral, etc., which were present in the country

rock prior to mineralization. In the first instance they have

remained unaffected either because the channels of access are so

distributed as to render them less easily accessible, or Ix'cau.se

some seemingly fortuitous causes have diverted the flow of mineral-

izers in other directions: in the second becau.se their relatively

resistant chemical nature has prevented their mineralization.

In many cases these masses or "islands" are supported, i.e.,

connected with the country rock above and below or to one side

and then furnish no serviceable indication of the action of re-

placement—such in.stances may be seen in the plans of on» shoota

on Plate I and are noticeable in nearly every underground map

of a replacement ore ma.ss.

In other cases it hap|)ens that not only ha.s the country rock

on all sides been replaced but also that above and below the

mass so that the area of unmineralized rock is completely m^paraled

» Tmiw. A.I.M.K., Vol. X.\V\ fmicf 031
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by the surrounding ore from the mother rock of which it was once

a part.

It is obvious that in any open space, whether formed by

chemical action or mechanical rupture, masses of rock could not

have remained suspended in mid-air until such times as ore was

introduced to afford them a means of support.

In order that they can have been left undisturbed in the

heart of an ore mass some process not involving the removal of

structural support must be conceived. Molecular replacement

by the gradual nature of its progression offers a complete explana-

tion of these masses.

If solution and redeposition be believed to have caused them

it must have involved the widespread solution of small cavities

and their subsequent filling, then a new solution of more cavities

and more filling and so on until the entire mass of rock was changed

into ore. The process of solution must always have been arrested

just .short of the removal of adequate support and remained in

abeyance until sufficient ore had been introduced to allow the

safe removal of more rock. Furthermore with each renewal of

depo.sition the character of depositing solutions must have been

of the same chemical nature. While such a careful observance

of structural safety would be a sine qua non to an architect or

engineer it is difficult to believe that it can reasonably be attri-

buted to mineralizing solutions.

Under these circumstances unsupported nuclei, while they

cannot be regarded as proofs of the molecular nature of the pro-

cess, approach so closely to absolute proof that they render this

criterion of great service. This is the more important as such

structures as this are often large, easily observed and not at all

uncommon.
Added force is given to this criterion when the replaced rock

is a sediment by the conformity of the stratification in the isolated

ma-ss with that of the country rock beyond the ore—showing that

the mass is in its original position and has not been moved by

crystal growth or any other cause during the formation of the ore.

This is iHu.strated in fig. 30 page 45!). Fig. 37 shows the con-

ditions which would probably occur in a filled cavern, where

pieces of country rock have fallen to the floor and where the

strata in them have all angles to those of the surrounding rock.
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Fig. 36.—Diagrammatic sections of hypothetical ore body in limestone
beds with comnletely unsupported nuclei of original rock entirely enclo.«*ed

in ore. Stratification of the Islands shows that the limestone mas^^es have
not been removed from their original position.

In the second case mentioned, that is, where the isolated mass

of unsupported rock is of a different nature from the surrounding

rock, the comparatively resistant nature of the rock material has

caused it to remain either unaffected by mineralization or only

slightly affected.

Fig. 37.—Conditions which would exist in ca-^o an em[)ty cavern had
been filled with rock debris. This would ap|>car at the l>uttom of the ore

mass. Also stratilication in the di^bris at varying angles to its original

position in the country rock.

Three instances of this kind can be readily cit<»d. 1; Original

quartz grains in the Black Hills refractory .^ilicious on^a. 2.

Porphyry masses in the sulphide or'S of Ix^adville, Colorado and 3.

Thin shale bands in the ores of the lilack llills and at I>advillc,

Colo.
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1. Quartz grains.—In the country rock of the Black Hills

silicious ores—a magnesian limestone, usually slightly marbleized—

isolated grains of sand frequently occur. These have presumably

been derived from some igneous rock, as they are filled with

minute gas and other inclusions and may easily be distinguished

from the clear secondary silica which composes the bulk of the

silicious ore. They can only be seen, of course, with the micro-

scope. They occur scattered all through the ore, just as in the

limestone, and not at the bottom of the ore mass, as would have

been the case if the ore filled a solution cavity. Nor do they occur

in clusters as might be the case if the ore was made up of coalesced

masses formed in small solution cavities.

2. Porphyry masses.—Most porphyry masses are well

supported, but in the large ore masses of Leadville irregular bodies

of porphyry now completely changed to clay occur in the heart,

of the ore bodies often connected with the main porphyry intrusion

by so narrow a neck of material as to show that they could not have

remained unsupported if the ore had been deposited in an open

cavity.

3. Shale bands.—In the country rock of the silicious ores

of the Black Hills the bands of easily replaced dolomite are some-

times separated by beds of aluminous shales, extremely resistant

to mineralization. These are often extremely thin, down to

1 10 of an inch in thickness, and yet they run for great distances

through the ore, often passing completely through it. They

continue in many cases over areas of hundreds of square feet or

more. If these ores were originally formed by the filling of

cavities the intervening lime beds must have been completely

di.s.solved out leaving the shale bands as a sort of " grizzly " sup-

ported in perfect equilibrium and without the slightest distur-

bance over very great areas. It is therefore evident that the

process of replacement must have operated in these masses,

as that is the only method of deposition by which the rocks

could have been changed to ore and support at no time removed.

The same characteristics can be noted in some of the Leadville

ore bodies. Those which occur in the blue or carboniferous lime-

stone and in the xippar white limestone do not show this feature,

but at the ba.se of the white limestone where it passes into quart-

zite the limestone is interrupted by many highly aluminous
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porcelain-like beds of shale and where these beds have been

replaced by ore the shale bands have remained unaffected within

ore mass. This is especially well shown in the lowest ore mass

in the Tuscon mine on iron Hill where the shale beds remain un-

replaced in much of the ore mass.

Fossils.—Spurr has described a fossil from the ore of Aspen,

Colorado, already mentioned on page 4\'.\ completely sur-

rounded by ore ; but not itself replaced.

It is obvious that this fossil could not have remained un-

supported in mid air any more than the other structural masses

mentioned above.

Phenocrysls.—When porphyritic igneous rocks are replaced

the phenocrysts are sometimes more resistant to replacement

than the body of the rock and sometimes persist in the ore as soft,

whitish, clay-like crystals with original form unimpaired and

substances only partially affected by mineralization.

It must of course be remembered that in a rock other than

limestone the process of replacement is frequently incomplete,

that it affects only some of the minerals of the rock. Solutions

could, therefore, have easily dissolved and removed some of the

minerals of the rocks and left a matrix which was porous but

perfectly supported into which ore was later introduced. This

of course would not 1x3 replacement but simply solution and re-

deposition. In order that phenocrysts should furnish, as un-

supported nuclei, a definite indication of replacement the change

from rock to ore must have been so complete as to leave none

(or extremely little) of the original sub.stance to support the

crystals. Phenocrysts are much more serviceable when preserved

in ore than as unsupported nuclei.

Earlier formed Crystals in the Ore.—Many suli)hide ore masses

show complete crystals of quartz pyrite, galena or sonu' oilier

mineral perfectly boundcil on all siili's and now complct^'ly sur-

rounded by either a second generation of the same minrral or

other ore minerals.

Lindgren gives two illustrations of thin st'ctioiu< of sihciiied

limestone from the Elk Honi mine, Montana, which may Ix' u.si'd

to illustrate this point. These an* n'produced in Kigs. 19 and

20. In the first of them (luartz crystals are s*i'n developing

in the limestone. In the second such quartz crystals are also
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seen in outline with all of the 'intervening lime replaced. They

are not clustered together at the bottom of the ore mass nor

supported by contact with contiguous crystals, but are separated

off by themselves and are an excellent case of unsupported

structures.

The silicious ore of the Black Hills often contain perfect

crystals of pyrite, the Jasperoid masses (masses of secondary

silica) of the Ibex mine in Leadville often show complete crystals

of pyrite imbedded in the silica. Many replacement ore bodies

show honeycombed quartz at the surface with cavities having

the form of pyrite crystals, which have been dissolved out by

oxidation process. Instances of this kind from sulphide ore

bodies are too numerous to need separate mention.

It is evident that these perfect imbedded crystals were either

formed first and existed as replacements in the country rock or

were formed later. If later they must have replaced the ore

mass itself. It seems probable, at least in limestone masses where

the country rock is so much more soluble and easily replaced than

the ore, that they represent the first mineralization, replacing the

country rock as a sort of advance guard of the main mineralization.

The rest of the rock was then replaced, leaving these earlier re-

placements completely surrounded by ore. In this case they

serve just as other unsupported structures do to prove the gradual

nature of the substitution of ore for rock. If they are later

introductions they cannot have been formed by any process except

replacement of the ore itself, for they are perfect crystals on all

sides and show no evidence of having had a supporting surface

upon which to grow. If both complete crystals and enclosing

ore are of the same mineral the complete crystals are even more

certainly the earlier replacements. When for instance perfectly

formed pyrite cry.stals are embedded in finer grained pyrite, as

in Leadville, it seems chemically improbable that a mineral should

have replaced itself. In any case they show that either they

them.selves were formed by replacement or on the other hand, the

surrounding mass of ore has been formed by that process or both.

Care mu.st be taken in using this criterion to distinguish

between the nearly perfect crystals that one s(3es in the crustified

or imperfectly crustified linings of cavities whose intf^rstices have

been filled with other deposits from solution and the perfectly
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formed crystals which occur embedded in masses of ore. Gener-

ally, evidence of some imperfect face, where growth on a wall

has occurred, can be found, or it not, then the evident crustified

nature of a deposit will make the origin of the seemingly ]x»rfect

crystals manifest. Confusion might also occur with igneous ore

bodies formed from magmatic segregation. Such are supposed

by some authors to be the nickeliferous pyrrhotites. Generally,

the nature of the ore occurrence will be such as to show whether

or not it may be ascribed to magmatic segregation and this point

once settled the criterion becomes again avaihible.

7. Form as a Criterion.

As a criterion for the recognition of ore masses formed by
replacement form, while it will not serve as a sufficient proof

in itself, will \ye H strong a prion argument for this origin.

A glance at any of the cuts of replacement bodies in limestones,

as in Plates I and II and Figs. 5 and 11, will serve to prove

beyond doubt that cavities of such shape couUl not have been

produced by any mechanical process. Rupture, faulting and

fissuring of rocks couhl certainly not have produ('<Ml them.

The only remaining processes then to which irregular openings

of such kind can reasonably be attributed is solution. If we can

conceive of waters first di.ssolving out great caves in limestone,

or in rocks of greater resistance to solution, we might have

openings of this kind formed. An examination of any limestone

cavern will furnish cavities whose irregularity of form, distribution,

relation to fractures in the rocks, etc., resemble to some extent

replacement ore bodies. It was for this reason, indeed, that

early opinion (of Eureka, Nevada, Arnold Hague, Mon. XV', p. .'JOS,

311, 310) attributed all such irregular nnisses in limestone to the

filling of caves formed by surface waters.

There are many facts which show that this solution and

redeposition would have lx?en impossible. The first argument

advanced was that ore deposits, such for instance, as those at

Leadville, Colorado, and others wen* formed at a geological age

when a very heavy covering of still uneroded rock lay above

the rocks which now enclose the ore l)odieH. Ten thousand feet

is estimat<'d as the d<'pth of cover in I>ea<lville. Surface waters

do not form caves below the level of permanent water level so that

their formation in such manner could not have occurrcd unless
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depression to great depths occurred after their formation and

evidence ajrainst such a depression is overwhelming.

Further evidence is afforded by many of the minerals which

occur in such ore bodies for many of them show aggregations of

minerals that are stable only under the high pressures and tempera-

tures that obtain at depths very far below the level of permanent

ground water.

If then open cavities have been formed and later filled with

ore the solution must have been performed by uprising mineral

waters, presumably different waters from those which deposited

the ore masses themselves. Posepny^ was of the opinion that

mineral waters have in many cases dissolved out such openings

and even supposes them to have forced their way upward through

rock masses without the aid of any channel of access.

In the majority of ore deposits now ascribed to replacement

the other criteria, unsupported nuclei of limestone, or other original

rock, the original sand grains of the rock, the formation of perfect

crystals of one or more minerals in the ore now surrounded en-

tirely by ore, preservation of structure, etc., have one or all shown

beyond peradventure that the ore bodies could never have been

formed in open cavities. There are, however, some few cases

in which the hypothesis of Posepny seems true, for crustification

of minerals on the walls of irregular cavities conclusively proves

that the process was one of solution and later deposition.

The lead zinc ores of Wisconsin (see Fig. 27) described by
Chamborlin, are instances of this, the ores of Rezbanya, described

by Posepny, the gold ores in the American Nettie mine in Ouray,

Ojlorado, in part represent such an occurrence. Solution and

redi.sposition are also described by Lindgren and Ransome from

Cripple Creek. In the upper oxidized portions of any ore deposit

in soluble limestone where surface waters can penetrate, open

caveH lin('(l with crustified oxide ores are often found. They
occurred in K\ireka, Bisbee, and are even described by Blow
from Leadville; but in none of the sulphide masses can any such

occurrences he noted.

Another very strong argument against the formation of these

large irregular masses of ore as fillings of solution caves in lime-

stone is the absence of cave detritus in the; ore body. In any
1

•Tran«. Am. InHt. Min. Kn^s., Vol. XXIII, p. 216.
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incompletely supported cavern fragments of the rock forming

the roof fall from time to time and an accumulation of debris

occurs on the floor of the cave. This is heaped up in an irregular

manner, the bedding planes lying at all angles according as the

fragments rest after their fall. Such detritus was actually found

in the cave deposit of the Copper Queen Mine where caves

formed by surface waters in the upper workings occurred lined

with crustified linings of malachite and aruzite. But in none of

the large ore bodies that have come under the writer's observa-

tion, nor in any whose description he has read can such detritus,

gathered at the bottom of the ore masses be observed. Figs.

36 and 37, page 459, are diagrams illustrating the point.

In conclusion then, it may be said that irregularity of form,

unless the ore mass shows a definite crustification on the walls,

or unle.ss distinct intersecting concavities be ob.scrvablc, is in

itself, a very strong, though not necessarily conclusive, proof of

the formation of an ore mass by replacement.

8. Cavities Left By Decrease In Volume.

It rarely if ever happens that material substituted for

country rock is of equal volume with the original material. The
varying densities of minerals and ])roj)orti()ns of the new and

old minerals taking part in the reactions usually result in a very

marked change in volume. Lindgren has shown that formula*

for rock alteration may be written indicating both increase and

decrease in volume. It is difficult to conceive how a mineral of

greater volume than that replaced can be introduced without

a marked compres.sion of the adjacent mineral grains, and such

pressure should, if present, show under the microsco|)e in wavy

extinction and other recognizable optical anomalies. These

have never to my knowldege yet been detected, and it might

therefore be supposed that increase in volume of actual substance

has not occurred. Where porosity of original rock, however, is

large, a mineral of greater volume might be conceived to form by

the occupation of all the available pore spaces. Replacement

might therefore easily occur in porous st'diiumts when a considtT-

able increase in volume was involved without producing strain

phenomena in the constituent minerals of the rock.

31
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A decrease in volume involves no difficulties, and may find

expression in a porous rock as a result of the substitution of

minerals of greater for minerals of less density. Thus, if in a

limestone of 3% porosity galena be substituted for calcite, and
actual measurements of volume of the resulting rocks show a

porosity of 30%, a decrease in volume of 27% has occurred.

If the molecular volumes of the minerals which are often

substituted for limestone be examined and compared with those

of the component minerals of the replaced limestone it will be

found that the molecular volumes of the new mineral are some-
times less and sometimes more than those of the original rock.

This is shown in the table given below:

Europe.

Minerals In Limestone

Apatite 3CaP205.Ca(Cl,Fl)2
Kaolinite H^AlaSigOg
Glauconit€ Fe9K5AlSi3034.(OH);
Carbon (Graphite) C
Mag;netite Fe304
Calcite CaC03
Rhodochrosite MnC03
Siderite FeCOg
Magnesite MgCOg
Quartz (Igneous) SiOz
Rutile TiOj

Minerals In Ores

Stibnite SbaSg
Gypsum CaS04.2H20
Barite BaSO,
Scheelite CaWO^
Chalcopyrite CuFeSj
Wolframite FeW04
Galena PbS
Arsenopyrit€ FeAsS
Sphalerite ZnS
Fluoritc CaFj
Quartz (Vein) SiOj
yynt4i FeSa

Specific Mol.
Gravity Weight

3.22 501.22
2.5 259.05

2.09 12.00
5.00 224.06
2.72 100.07
3.7 134.99
3.9 116.02
3.0 84.28
2.2 60.40
4.25 80.15

Mol.

4.52 337.07
2.32 172.17
4.72 233 . 50
6.0 288.90
4.3 183.76
7.5 304.85
7.7 238.99
6.27 163.10
4.0 97.48
3.25 77.89
2.6 60.40
5.2 120.16

135.7
103.62

57.41
44.81
36.78
36.48
29.75
28.09
27.45
18.06

74.35
74.21
49.41
48.15
42.73
40.64
31.04
26.01
24.37
23.97
23 . 23
23.11

In case.s whore the molecular volume of the new mineral is

leas than that of the mineral replaced, it is obvious that if an
equation be a.ssumed for replacement involving only the sub-

stitution of one molecule of new mineral for one molecule of

original rock a slight decrease of mass would result. It fre-
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quently happens, however, that the replacing mineral .shows a

much less or much greater decrease in volume (as shown by the

volume vuggs or cavities in the replacing mineral) than is called

for by this difference, and it is quite evident that the equation

assumed for the change may involve different numbers of mole-

cules on its two sides. This is especially evident when a mineral

like quartz replaces limestone, and the vuggs or cavities left in

the resulting material are in greater abundance than the differ-

ence in molecular volume would seem to justify. Again, it is

frequently the case that the molecular volume, such as that of

wolframite, is greater than that of the original mineral and yet

a very marked decrease in total volume has occurred. This is

seen in the wolframite deposits of the Black Hills, South Dakota,

which replace limestone. Lindgren^ has shown in great detail

detail how the nature of the equation will affect the change in

volume theoretically calculated. It is furthermore impossible

to calculate this change exactly from analyses, unless some one

element has persisted unchanged in the process, which does not

often happen.

The observed facts, however, whatever may be the theoreti-

cally calculated change, show that in nearly all silicious replace-

ments and in by far the greater number of metallic rei)lacement3

there has been an appreciable and often very marked decrease

in the volume of the rock.

This finds expre.ssion in widely distributed cavities in the

ore into which crystals of the latest formed ore minerals project.

These cavities are usually without regular form or orientation,

having all possible forms ami being set at any angle to the original

rock structures and to each other. They are frequently of ex-

tremely intricate form, being almost labyrinthine in their com-

plexity.

Such a reduction in volume is further borne out by the fact

that in most cases the space occupied by the new material is of

exactly the same volume as l)ofon' alteration. Tliat is, the rock

mass itself has not Ix'en coiulen.setl into a smaller space. Thus,

in Leadville the rock structures, stratification, porphyry limestone

contacts, etc., are not at all di.sturbed during mineralization.

Likewi.se in the silicious ores of the Black Hills the strata

•Trans. A.I..M.I:., Vol. XXX, p. 591.
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run directly through the ore, and where two unmineralized layers

run throuirh the mineral mass without silicification the shale bands

are no nearer together nor further apart than before the replace-

ment. This is illustrated in Figs. 38 and 39 and 10.

,l:y:i(:
-""-^^ '- Ptt < i^^imih-

Limestone
-Shale.

Lime*hone
Shaie.

ORE

BlcTck cireas represcnl- )=>ores(?aces

i n -fh e ore. .

Fig. 38.—Sketch of ore-shoot in Black Hills, showing shale bands in

ore and pore spaces caused by decrease in volume. Size of pore spaces
exaggerated. Lack of distortion of shale layers shows that there is no com-
pression of original rock into smaller space. Pore spaces show a decrease
in total volume.

Pores of this kind or ''volume vuggs" are often of great value

in detecting replacement. They cannot be, of course, regarded

as very serviceable criteria in determining the molecular nature

of the process; but they are frequently so characteristic a feature

that they will lead one to look for other criteria of a more certain

character.

It is important that they should not be confused with inter-

spaces l^etween crustified layers which line cavities. When
mineral crusts are very definite there is usually no difficulty; but

when crustified layers are imperfectly formed the relation of the

opc-nings to fragments of country rock should be determined.

V olume vuggs are nuich more irregular in shape than cavity vug<j:s,

are rarely if ever angular in outline, are generally more intricate

and bear much less definite relations to wall rock, included frag-

ments, etc., and are usually more widely disseminated in an ore

muss. In some instances the distinction is difficult to make and
thi.s criterion then fails; but in the majority of cases the origin of

the openings is at once evident.
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9. Excess of Volume of New Mineral Over Pore Space of

Country Rock.

In many dense iirneous rocks it frequently happens that

disseminated particles of ore are introduced in the vicinity of.

a

fissure or opening. It may be an easy matter to determine

whether they are epigenetic or igneous in origin; but the dis-

tinction between impregnations, i.e., particles of ore deposited in

original pore space, and disseminated replacements is more diffi-

cult. In such cases, if the average porosity of the country rock l^e

determined and then the total volume of the new mineral be

determined, if the volume of the new mineral is in excess of the

available pore space some of the rock matter must have been

removed to make room for it. This, of course, gives no clue as to

whether such increased space was caused by replacement or by the

formation of minute and widely scattered spaces of dissolution;

but it will serve to direct the investigation toward the discovery

of those criteria which will determine this particular distinction.

v.—PHYSICAL CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH REPLACE-

MENT CAN OCCUR.

Temperature and Pressure of Replacing Solutions.— It lia>

not lx?en the purpose of this paper to enter into a detailed dis-

cussion of the chemical problems of replacement but rather

to describe characteristics of replacement deposits and to attempt

to establish some criteria by means of which replacement may Ik*

recognized. It is necessary, however, to descril>e briefly the

clifTerent physical conditions under which it may occur in order

that some of the more complicateil ca.ses, involving contact

metamorphism and the consecjuent comple.x changes in volume of

the resulting mineral masses, may not give rise to confusion.

Replacement has been brought about unquestionably by

the substitution of mineral matter in solution for mineral matter

in the solid condition, the process involving both the removal

of the original material and the deposition of the new. This

mineral matter in solution may bo intrt)ducod into the rock under

four different conditions:

—
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1. It may be in solution in surface waters which have dis-

solved it from the upper portion of a deposit and carried it down-

ward through cracks and fissures. It is then under low pressure

and at surface temperatures except in so far as the heat of

chemical re-action raises the temperature during the process of

replacement. Replacement by secondary oxides and much

secondary sulphide enrichment are believed to have been pro-

duced in this way.

2. It may be in solution in sea water or water of lakes and

streams and replace soluble carbonates which are accumulating

on the sea bottom. It is then cold; or, more exactly, at ocean or

surface temperature. Mineral matter in this form of solution is

supposed by C. H. Smyth, jr., to have been responsible for the

formation of the Clinton iron ores.

3. It may be in solution in so called "juvenile" waters

which were hot ascending waters and to which the bulk of

our normal ore deposits, usually termed hydrothermal de-

posits, are, in the writer's opinion, to be attributed. Solutions

of this kind are probably highly heated and under consider-

able pressure, but are below the critical temperature and

pressure of water and consequently aqueous. They operate

under conditions of temperature and pressure insufficient

to produce contact metamorphism. Hydrothermal replacement

is supposed to have produced such deposits as those in the

Black Hills, Leadville, Colorado, and possibly at Eureka, Nevada.

4. It may be in solution in water which has been raised above

the critical temperature and pressure so as to be in a vaporous

condition. Such solutions are presumed to arise as emanations

from magmas. They are not only hot themselves but they

operate on highly heated rock masses. They arise chiefly in the

neighbourhood of intrusive igneous masses. If limestone or

calcareous rock is present their action is supplemented by intense

contact metamorphi.sm and rendered excessively complex by

volume changes which are independent of simple metasomatism.

If limestones are absent they produce deposits commonly called

pneumatolytic deposits.

ClcLSsifirjition ofReplacement Deposits According to Physical Con-

ditions.— If these conditions of solution be expressed in terms of

classification we may derive the following:
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Thermal
(iiy solutions at

elevated temjjena-
tures greater than
surface temjjera-
tures)

,

A thermal

(By solution at low
temperatures at or
less than surface

temperatures.

1. PneumatoUtic
Replacement
(By solutions at
temps, and pres-
sures greater than
critical temp, of

water.

2. Hydrothermal
Replacement
(By solutions at
temperatures and
pressures less than
critical tempera-
ture of water.

3. Contemporaneous
Replacement
(By seas, lakes

and streams dur-
ing deposition).

4. Surficial Replace-
ment (By descend-
ing meteoric wa-
ters).

Contact meta-
morphic replace-
ment.
Pegmatitic replace-
ment apart from
contact metamor-
phism.

n. By oxidation protluct.s.

b. By secondary sul[>hide.s

Pneumatolytic, hydrothermal and contemporaneous replace-

ment are primary processes, that is, they have operated to form

ore bodies previous to the action of superficial alteration or change.

Surficial replacement is entirely secondary.

The criteria for the recognition of replacement which have

been discussed in the preceding p^ig*'-^ J^PPb' only in minor degree

to contact metamorphic types, and are mainly concerned with

the hydrothermal group of deposits. The consideration of the

other and more complex forms of contact metamorphic replace-

ment is reserved for fuller discussion in a more detailed paper

now in preparation.
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GEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS PRESENTED BY THE CATS-

KILL AQUEDUCT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.*

By J. F. Kemp, D.Sc, Columbia University, New York.

For ten years and more the authorities of New York have

foreseen the day when the present water supply would be unequal

to the city's demands. Now that the population has almost

reached five millions the matter is becoming more and more

pressing and every effort is being made to provide against the call

of the future. A great aqueduct is in active construction, involving

man}' miles of pressure tunnels and presenting not a few problems

in whose solution the geologist has been of great service to the

engineer and the contractor, who have so harmoniously co-

operated that pure science has profited no less than applied.

A few words of general introduction will make the situation clear.

The city of New York now embraces within its limits Staten

Island, the western end of Long Island, Manhattan Island and

a portion of the mainland of New York State, which is called the

Borough of the Bronx. There are thus two islands with deep

rivers on all sides; a portion of a third island, and a portion of the

mainland which is, however, a narrow projection between the

Hudson River on the one side and the State of Connecticut on
the other. At present Staten Island is supplied by its own rain-

fall and brings in no water from the outside. Brooklyn and the

Borough of Queens, draw their supplies from groups of driven wells

in the .sands and gravels of central Long Island. They are, however,

now restrained by the courts from taking more and thus lowering

the general level of the ground-water. Manhattan and the Bronx
brintr their .supplic's from the east shore of the Hudson north of

their boundaries. But counties possessing streams which have

not yet been tapped object to the removal of their supplies, and

Abstract of a Ifcture (Jeliv<rocJ at Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911.
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neighbouring states have passed legislation forbidding the taking

of water from their areas as it is needed for their own citizens.

New York is also forbidden by law from intercepting the head-

waters of streams which would otherwise cross state boundaries.

Of necessity the city 's engineers have been driven to the Catskill

mountains and have taken the most available of the large streams,

Esopus creek. The Esopus rises amid the high summits and

flowing in a general way southeast nearly reaches the Hudson at

Kingston; but it then takes a peculiar northeast Ix'nd and avoiding

its apparent natural mouth finally enters tidewater at Saugerties,

ten miles to the north. Its upper waters are so related to Schoharie

creek, a tributary of the Mohawk, that the Schoharie supply can

later on be added to the Esopus by a tunnel through the divide.

The Esopus in its lower, southeastern course passes through an

opi'n section of country and then through a narrow and precipitous,

post-glacial gorge, the two furnishing an excellent site for a dam
and a large reservoir above it at such an altitude, (590 feet above

tide), that the necessar>' head is afforded for forcing the water to

New York.

The gorge is in the shales and flagstones of the Ithaca, Sher-

burne and Hamilton members of the Devonian. Its sides have

supplied suitable stone for the masonry of the dam and from

quarries near the site. Before the final location of the dam was

selected borings were put down, which soon revealed the pre-

glacial channel now choked with drift and at one side of the present

stream. Its bottom was .^ome fifty feet below the present bed-

rock of the creek. When the dam is completed, the engineers

will take the water from a point well back of it and near the bottom

of the reservoir. The water will pass in siphons through the dam
and will rise in a series of huge fountains outside of it Ix'fore

starting on the way to the city. Hy this means, dead, stagnant

water will be avoided in the reservoir itself, and the water will be

thoroughly aerated Ixfore entering the aciueduct. Fifty fe<'t of

head will be utilized for the siphons antl fountains.

The aqueduct itself has furnished the chief field for the

geologi.st. Many tentative lines wen* surveyed and tested Ix'fore

the final choice was made. The gn^at object has lxH»n to ke<'p tlie

water as much as possible on grade, so that the constnictiou can

be "cut-and-cover;" but it htis Imm'U neces.sary to cross the wide

valleys of Hondout creek, the Walkill river, and the narniw vnll«*y
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of Moodna creek, west of the Hudson. The valley of the great

river itself must then be traversed, after which on the east bank

only some small creeks are encounteredwhich present comparatively

few difficulties.

The valley of Rondout creek makes necessary a tunnel nearly

seven miles in extent and one which crosses an extremely complex

geological section. Before discussing the strata, however, it

should be remarked that an aqueduct tunnel below grade is different

from the usual ones with which we are familiar. Its bursting

pressure is from within, so that it is apparent that when we deal

with a circular column of water, roughly 15 ft. in diameter and

under a head of 500 ft. or more, we have an enormous interior

surface, exposed to a pressure of about 250 lbs. to the inch. It

becomes necessary therefore for the geologists to keep the tunnel

in firm, solid rock as far as possible and under good cover.

Where the cut and cover construction necessarily ends on the

west side of the valley of Rondout creek, the bedrock is the

Hamilton shales and flagstones. They have a flat dip to the

northwest as do all of the strata in the section, barring small rolls

and overthrust faults. The section is as follows. Opposite each

member is placed its thickness as now determined by the borings

and the tunnel. At the outset, however, we only knew these

thicknesses in a general way:
Feet

Hamilton shales and flagstones 500

Onondaga cherty limestone 200

Schoharie and Esopus shales 800

Oriskany and Port Ewen siliceous

limestone 200

Becraft firm, pure limestone 100

New Scotland shaly limestone, 100

Coeymans cherty limestone 100

Manlius, earthy limestone with several

subdivisions, Manlius proper, Ron-

dout cement, CoVjleskill, Rosendale

cement, Wilbur 80

Binnewater sandstone 00-100

Ilij^'h Falls shale 07-100

Shawangunk Conglomerate 280-400

Hudson River slates 2500
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The middle members from the Coeymans through the Port

Ewen constitute the old Helderberg limestones of the early

survey. Thus the Coeymans is the Lower Pentamerus; the New
Scotland is the Delthyris shaly ; the Becraft,the Upper Pentamerus.

The Manlius is in part the old Tentaculite limestone; but as

the Manlius represents the closing Siluric formations, its sub-

division has been of much stratigraphic importance.

A series of borings were put down along the line of the tunnel

as soon as the surface geology had been carefully plotted. The
borings revealed several interesting things not otherwise visible.

First, two buried channels were shown, one at the western end of

the section called the Kripplebush, where, under the high ground,

one would not have anticipated such a depression; since the surface

stood at 360 ft. the bed-rock was struck at 75 ft. above tide. Not
only was there a buried channel but the relations of the cores

revealed also a vertical fault of 200 feet displacement, such that

the Onondaga limestone was out of its natural position by 200

feet or just its own thickness. The second buried channel lay

beneath Rondout creek itself. The present creek flows at 187 ft.

above tide, whereas its pre-Glacial predecessor's rock bottom is

now —10 ft.

Besides the fault at the Kripplebush channel the drill also

revealed others of a thrust character at five additional places in

the Rondout valley.

An important problem that concerned both geologists and

engineers was the volume of water that would probal)Iy be

encountered in the various formations. The geologi.sts soon con-

cluded that the Binnewater sandstone and the High Falls shale

were the danger points, a forecast which has been abundantly

corroborated by experience. The engineers allowed for this in

a very ingenious way by so arranging the depth of the tunnel that,

when driving from west to east, they would cross the wet ground

on an up-grade. The water thus ran down to the pumps already

installed and away from the working face.

Once across the Rondout the tunnel ris(»s by a slian • ide

in the Sliawangunk range, whosr cn'.'^t it penetrates by .t ^i.ido

tunnel and once on the east side winds along with " cut and cover"

past Lake Mohonk until the plunge must be taken to traverae the

broad and fertile Walkill valley.
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In the \\'alkill depression no very serious difficulties were

encountered. The rocks are uniformly Hudson River slate, with

some hartl beds of sandstone. Two interesting buried channels,

were encountered, one, on the west beneath a surface altitude of

390 ft., has its bedrock at 285; the other's bed-rock stood at 67

with the surface at 180.

Along the east side of the Walkill valley the aqueduct winds

with cut and cover for many miles, passing back of the city of

Xewburgh and finally reaching the north flank of the Archean

Highlands of the Hudson. Before it could cross to the ancient

gneisses, however, it encountered the valley of Moodna creek, where

the drill revealed another buried channel. The surface stood at 300

and the bedrock at— 50 feet, but it was not specially troublesome

;

and with a short tunnel the water can flow at grade around the

northern slopes of Storm King mountain until the valley of the

Hudson itself is reached.

The crossing of the Hudson has presented one of the most

difficult problems. Before the location was selected very careful

studies were made and various tentative lines of borings were put

down from near Poughkeepsie to West Point*. All showed

faults in the strata or at least a passage from one formation to

another, except the one at Storm King, where the Hudson is very

narrow and where the rocks are uniformly granite from one side

to the other. Because of this geological consideration and be-

cause the approach to the Storm King crossing was so much more

advantageous, representing a saving of a million dollars in con-

struction work, west of the river, this line was finally chosen.

In the earlier studies of the situation it was believed that the

rock-bottom would not be found at a prohibitive depth. The
Storm King granite is the hardest rock crossed by the Hudson
in its entire course from Albany to the sea. As the excavation of

its valley was attributed to water—current beliefs at the time not

attaching much under-erosion to glacial ice—the inference followed

that the Storm King granite was the most likely of all the rocks

to form a reef. Borings, which were carried on from lighters and
with great difficulty becau.se of the swift tides and the shipping,

•The.sf! are dcHcribcd in detail by tho writer in tho Am(;rican Journal of
Srir-nrr-. Oct. ims, 20. .301-2.3. The latoHt daUi arc in iiullctin 11(5, p. 81,
N.Y. .State Mu.-i<.'Uin, by C. P. Jierkey.
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soon showed that the bedrock was unexpect<?dly deep. The
final evidence has demonstrated that at the deepest point it is

somewhere between 750 ft and 900 ft. below the surface of the

river. The aqueduct will cross by two shafts and a connecting

tunnel at a depth of 1100 ft. The heading has already been

turned from the shafts and the work is advancing rapidly Ix'neath

the river. Diamond drill cores have shown perfectly solid rock

all the way across. One curious feature of the granite as revealed

by the excavations has been the intense strain under which it

stands. When surfaces are exposed in the shafts and tunnels,

they must be protected, else they shell off with explosive violence.

Therefore the permanent lining follows as closely upon the advance

of the face as is practicable.

The great depth of the bedrock has reorganized our ideas

upon sub-glacial erosion. The greatest depth to bedrock knov\Ti

to us in the Hudson above the Storm King as shown by a diamond

drill boring is 223 ft. Wash borings are of no decisive value in

determinations of this kind lx?cause we never know whether they

have grounded on a boulder or on bedrock. In the explorations

connected with the Pennsylvania Railway tul)es under the Hudson

opposite 33rd St. New York, the bedrock was found at 300 ft.

There is a gap of over 1,000 feet between the borings in the middle

of the river and there may be a notch or gorge within this stretch.

Otherwise we have the Ix'drock bottom of the river at least 500

ft. higher opposite New York City than it is 40 miles north at the

Storm King crossing. We have therefore inferred that the tongue

of ice which crowded through this granite gorge scooi)ed out the

rock bottom for five or six hundred feet and over-dee|x»ned it.

As the ice sheet lost force toward the region of the t^»rminal

moraine to the south, it lo.st its erotling power and the lx»drock

remained at greater attitudes. The valley of the Hudson above

the Storm King crossing favours this view, since it is broad and is

so terminated by mountain ridges on the south as to crowd the

ice into the narrow pass.

In the .study of the problem, the po.Hsibiliti«*s of crustal warp-

ing with a sinking on the north, have Ix-en considered; but the

Cretaceous ix'neplain. which is one of the most marked to|M)Krnphic

features of the region, gives the a.'^sumption a tleci<led negative.

We find also no evidence tiuU the Hudson cut across it* prenent
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western bank and ever reached the sea by a buried channel now
beneath the Hackensack meadows of New Jersey.

The engineering features of crossing the Hudson thus consist

in sinking two shafts on each side of the river and then driving

a tunnel across at a depth of 1,100 ft. Since, however, the water

will reach the Hudson valley with a head of 400 ft. the pressure on

the inside of the tunnel will be nearly 750 lbs. to the square inch.

This is balanced by the crushing pressure on the tunnel which is

much greater; but as against outward seepage, a lining of extremely

fine cement must be provided.

Once across the Hudson the aqueduct passes toward the

city by predominant cut and cover. The several smaller valleys

which have to be tunneled present no great difficulties; but the

borings have revealed the anticipated buried channels, which

point to a time when the continent stood decidedly higher with

regard to the sea, than it does now. The borings have thus

added greatly to our geological knowledge.

The new aqueduct is so planned that it can feed into the

present Croton reservoirs; but its ultimate goal is a great new
.storage basin at Kensico, on the Harlem R.R., above White Plains.

From this the water will pass to a smaller Hillview reservoir, just

on the northern edge of the city limits. It will still have 295 feet

effective head with w^hich to serve the mains. A great tunnel

will carry it beneath Manhattan Island and across the East River

ju.st south of Grand St., to Brooklyn. The remoter future will

see it continuing still farther south by tunnel in the glacial drift

and across the Narrows of New York Bay, in the terminal moraine

to Staten Island. While two or three years may suffice to have it

roach the Croton reservoir, several times as long will be necessary

to reach Brooklyn.

The geological details have been especially elaborated for

the Board of Water Supply from time to time by Professor W.
O. Crosby, Dr. Charles P. Berkey and the writer. An extended

account with many profiles has been prepared by Dr. Berkey and
has been published as Bulletin 146 of the New York State Museum.
under the title "The Geology of the New York City (Catskill)

Aqueduct. " While recording many important facts for the use of

future geologi.sts, the no less important object of the Bulletin has

bf^n to show the aid which geology can and did render engineering.
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THE PROBLEM OF MIXED SULPHIDE ORES.

By W. Pv. Ingalls, New York.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1011).

In considering the treatment of difficult zinc ores, it will

help to clarify ideas if the history of this metal be briefly reviewed.

The commercial production of zinc is scarcely more than 100 years

old, at least in so far as European and American industrj' is con-

cerned. There is some reason to believe that long before it was

accomplished in Europe, the Chinese knew how to smelt zinc ores;

but zinc has been an article of common commercial production

in Europe for only a little more than 100 years. The production

was scarcely 50 years old before attention began to be directe*! to

the low-grade mixed sulphide ores; deposits of that kind occurring

in Europe as well as in this country. The first proposal for the

treatment of such ore, other than by distillation, was made by

Rochel, about 1857. He proposed to roast sulphide ore so as to

obtain zinc sulphate, leach out the zinc sulphate, and ultimately

obtain zinc o.xide. The jjrocess did not prove to be easy, and no

record of its practical application is to \xi found. l)ut the method

of making zinc sulphate that has long been practised in the Harz

is similar. For the ne.xt 40 years attention was directed especially

to the hydrometallurgical treatment of zinc ores. During that

time, the number of j)r()po.sals has run into the hundreds; the

number of individual patents has run into the thousamls.

The majority have begun with the prescription to obtain a

solution of zinc sulphate; then they proceed to tell how they are

going to precipitate the zinc, etc. In fact, the obtaining of a solu-

tion of zinc sulphate is a difficult thing at the outset. The great

majority of propo.sals of this character apparently have never
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been tried in the laboratory, much less in the works. It seems

to be impossible—I shall not say that it is impossible, because

in these days of discovery what seems impossible to-day may be

possible to-morrow—but it seems to be impossible to convert

zinc sulphide into the soluble sulphate by a roasting process with-

out leaving so large a proportion of the sulphide undecomposed

as to make the process uncommercial.

Baffled in that direction, the inventor naturally says: ''Well,

then, let us roast the ore to oxide, make sulphuric acid, and leach

the oxide with the acid." This also looks simple on paper, but

without going into any of the troubles accompanying the roasting

of such ore, the extraction of zinc by such a lixiviation is in general

far too low for commercial purposes. The reason for this was

formerly a mystery, but we now know that in the roasting of a

zinc ore containing iron there is formed a ferrite of zinc that is

insoluble in acids. There is no difficulty about roasting a high-

grade blende and dissolving the zinc with dilute sulphuric acid;

but in the case of a highly ferruginous ore (which is one of the ores

especially troublesome to treat) the extraction is likely to be as

low as 60 per cent.

From the simple hydrometallurgical methods, inventors natur-

ally turned to the subject of precipitation by electrolysis. It was

found difficult, however, to obtain the right kind of a precipita-

tion of zinc, but this difficulty might have been surmounted; in

fact, was surmounted in some cases. Far more serious, however,

was the condition that generally was left quite out of consideration,

although it ought to have been the first subject of thought, viz.,

that all of the zinc salts absorb a large amount of energy in their

formation, requiring the exertion of the same amount of energy

for their docomposition; wherefore a little work with pencil and

paper should have shown that the amount of power necessary

for the electrolytic precipitation of zinc would preclude the

likelihood of any useful development in that direction, except,

perhaps, under extraordinary conditions. Those conditions may
be generalized as the availability of unusually chc^ap power and the

ability to make use of the anorle reaction, as, for (example, in the

decomposition of a solution of zinc chloiid(^, whereby zinc is pre-

cipitated at the cathode while chlorine is liberated at the anode,

which chlorine may be utilized for the manufacture oi bleaching
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powder. That, in fact, is done at the works of Brunner, Mond &
Co., at Winnington, England, where electrolnic zinc has l>een

produced, upon a relatively small scale, for a good many years.

However, it must be recognized that the conditions at those

works are exceptional.

There are other difficulties in addition to those already men-

tioned in connection with the hydrometallurgical and electro-

metallurgical methods of extraction. I shall not say that the

hydrometallurgy of zinc has no future. It has, in fact, a certain

commercial history, and it may have a future for the treatment

of some ores under special conditions; but I feel safe in predicting

that it will not become a branch of metallurgy of general applica-

tion, and proposals in this direction are decidedly to be R'garde<l

askance. It is a source of wonderment that so much attention

and so much money have been wasted upon this subject in the

past. Large sums have been frittered away in taking out patents

alone.

Along with the vast amount of experimentation in the field

of hydrometallurgy, many attempts, dating back to an early

time, have been made to smelt zinc ore in the blast furnace.

This also has been a fruitless line of investigation. It is indeed

possible to reduce and distil zinc in a blast furnace. That is

essentially what is done in the Wetherill furnace, which has been

u.sed for a great many years for the manufacture of zinc oxide.

From the Wetherill furnace, it is true, the residue of the ore

remaining after expulsion of the zinc is not drawn off as a molten

slag, which in the common conception of blast furnace smelting

ought to be a result; but it is possible to drive off a large percentage

of zinc from the top of a blast furnace and draw off molten matte

and slag from the bottom, as, for example, in the Bart let t process

formerly used at Canon City, Colo., while the new l*ajH' process,

now successfully employed in Germany, is sub.stantially another

step in this direction. The fundamental difficulty in the blast

furnace treatment of zinc ore is not in the smelting, but is rather

in the condensation of the zinc as molten metal. ExjxTience has

shown the product invariably to Ixj blue j)owder, zinc oxide, or a

mixture of the two, Without attempting to go far into the rea-

sons for this, I believe that they connect themselves primarily with

the practical inability in a blast furnace to avoid the oxidizing

effect of carbon dioxide.
32
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Boiulouard has shown that zmc oxide can be reduced by car-

bon monoxide only so long as the presence of carbon dioxide is

very small, the permissible amount of the latter rising with the

temperature. Thus, at 1000 deg. C. it must not more than 0.1

per cent.; at 1125 deg. not more than 0.2 per cent.; and at 1500

deg. not more than 0.76 per cent. With higher percentages at

the respective temperatures, zinc is oxidized. It is difficult to

see how in a blast furnace the percentage of carbon dioxide can

l)e kept within those low limits. Even in the gasification of coal

in the producer the percentage of unreduced carbon dioxide

exceeds the figures above stated. In the ordinary retort the gas

discharged, after the distillation is fairly in progress, is substan-

tially pure carbon monoxide. It is possible to maintain that

condition in smelting in retorts; other conditions imply relatively

small retorts. These are the reasons why in the history of the art

no one has been able to increase the size of the unit for zinc smelt-

ing. The number of retorts per furnace has been increased, but

not the size of the retort itself. The classic case of the produc-

tion of molten zinc in the blast furnace, the so-called Zinkstuhl

of the Harz is undoubtedly to be ascribed to locally favorable

conditions in the furnace, purely accidental.

Now, while all of this experimentation, interesting but more

or less chimerical, was going on, some of it on a large scale, practical

men were making progress in more simple ways. The zinc smelt-

ers by improvements in their art gradually became able to handle

successfully ores of considerable impurity. High percentages of

lead and iron ceased to have terrors. Silver and lead contents

could be recovered either by smelting the entire residue from

zinc di.st illation, or by subjecting it to mechanical concentration

and smelting the concentrate. The choice between these alter-

natives depends simply upon commercial conditions. On the

other hand, mill men made important improvements in their

proccH.ses, enabling them to deliver to the smelter products that

could easily be smelted. The experience in the United States is

illu.strative of this progress.

At Leadville, Colo., as far back as 25 years ago, we were

treating mixed sulphide ores by jigging and tabling. We were

able to treat profitably only those ores that were fairly high in

lead, say 8 to 10 i>er cent. We had no market for our blende
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tailings, but foresaw that some day there would be a market, and

saved them in a special dump instead of throwing them away;

an early example of conservation. After we had exhausted the

supply of ore of the above grade in lead we were no longer able to

operate at a profit, and had to abandon the mill. The real begin-

ning of the successful commercial treatment of these ores was a

few years later, specifically in LSDO, when the Wilfley table was

introduced, inaugurating an era of concentration by fine grinding

and tabling. Operators were then able to go back to the same

deposits of ore that had been left five or six years previously,

and were able to work profitably the low-grade material that had

then been abandoned.

Soon after the introduction of the Wilfley table came the

invention of the Wetherill magnetic machine, introduced first

at Franklin, X.J., and later applied to the sulphide ores of the

West. This machine was based upon a new principle in magnetic

separation, viz., the use of magnets of condensed lines of force,

giving magnetic fields of extraordinarily high intensity. Its success

redirected attention to the older method of giving certain ores a

magnetic roast, rendering them susceptible to magnetic machines

of low intensity, which, ])reviously, had not amounted to much

for any purpose except the concentration of .some kinds of iron

ore. It was discovered that the chief previous diffirulty was a

failure to roa.st the ores in just the right way. The proper pro-

cedure having been learned, it became possible to separate the

mixed ores of the Wisconsin field. A few years later we had also

the invention of the Hlake electrostatic separator, and a little

later the flotation system was introduced at Broken Hill, New
South Wales, at which place it has now displaced all other methods.

At the present time we have a rather wide range of special

processes for the mechanical .separation of minerals, proce.Hsos

that are not dependent upon six^cific gravity, which enable us to

treat a great variety of ores. Thus from the mixture of blende

and siderite, the latter may \x* rendered magnetic by a light

calcination and then may be picked out by means of magnetic

machines. Blende and marcasite may Ix? s<»parated by magnetic

machines and by electrostatic machines. In Wiscon-sin \x)X\\ are

working side by side. At Broken Hill, for the st'paration of blende

and rhodonite*, magnetic machines and flotation proce.*<s4»s have
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both been useil, the hitter having proved the more profitable.

Flotation has been applied to the separation of blende and fluorite

in Kentucky, and experimentally for the separation of blende

anil barite. All of the minerals that I have mentioned are nearly

alike in specific gravity and cannot readily be separated by

methods depending upon difference in specific gravity.

While we can, however, treat in one way or another almost all

kinds of mixed ores at the present time, there are some that are

still particularly difficult. Such, for example, is the case of blende

high in ferrous sulphide as a constituent of the blende itself.

Blende sometimes contains as much as 20 per cent. iron. Given

such a case it might be possible to effect an excellent concentra-

tion of the mineral, but the latter might still be too low in zinc

to be a good marketable product. Obviously, in such a case,

any kind of mechanical separation may be a failure. Another

difficult ore is a crypto-crystalline mixture of sulphides, a mixture

so intimate that no single mineral can be discerned by the naked

eye. In such a case the primary difficulty is that no practicable

degree of crushing liberates the constituent minerals. Another

difficult ore is the excessively fine dissemination of blende in

dolomite or limestone.

However, all of these difficult ores may be treated by a fur-

nace method. Whether such will pay, or not, is dependent upon the

grade of the ore and the economic conditions under which it occurs.

The mixed ores of the Harz have long been smelted at Lautenthal

in ordinary blast furnaces for the production of lead, the zinc

being chiefly worked off in the slag, which is caused to run high

in zinc. Very "zincy" slags have similarly been made in lead

smelting at Broken Hill, at Marysville, British Columbia, and

elsewhere. Recently, a company has been working the "zincy"

slags of the Harz by the Pape process, obtaining zinc oxide by

a modification of the Wetherill process, and subsequently distil-

ling the zinc oxide for the production of spelter. A large tonnage

of spelter has already been produced in that way. But while

such a process may he, conducted profitably under the conditions

existing in Germany, it is hardly to be expected that a similar

economic result could be obtained in liritish Colum))ia, where

labor i.s relatively dear and where the mines are remote from the

markets for the products. I have attempted to show that in one
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way or another practically all kinds of mixed sulphide ores can

be treated metallurgically, but whether under given conditions

it will pay to do so is a matter of an entirely dififerent kind.

The question will naturally be asked, why, with this wide

range of new processes for the treatment of mixed sulphide ores,

has there not been a more extensive application in North America?

The answer is, that although our mines have enormous quantities

of zinc, that metal is chiefly scattered among mines that are

relatively small, and after all we do not possess many big deposits

of these ores. In fact, there does not seem to be in the Rocky
Mountain region many really big zinc mines, except at Magdalena,

Loadville and Butt^.'. The biggest that we know of at the present

time are apparently those at Butte. The ores there are of such a

character as not to require any method of concentration other

than simple gravity separation. In other cases the development

of the mines is rarely sufficient to warrant the installation of

plant of the nature necessary for the application of the special

methods. So far as known, we have nowhere in Xorth America

any remaining deposits of mixed ores of such magnitude as those

at Broken Hill. The mechanical methods of separation that I

have mentioned are not very flexible, i.e., they are best adju.sted

to the conditions of a particular kind of ore and do not lend them-

selves well to the treatment of miscellaneous ores, varying widely

in character from day to day. In other words, such proces.ses

are unsuitable for a custom works.

For tho.se ca.ses where it is desired to develop a market for

miscellaneous ores, a place to which any miner can send and sell

small outputs, or even an occasional lot of ore, it seems to be

nece.ssary to develop some system of pyrometallurgical concen-

tration, or what may be roughly charact^^rized as smelting. Thw
idea is under consideration in some experimental work that is

now being undertaken by the Department of Mines of the Domin-

ion of Canada. In a.s.sociation with that work attention is also

being directed to the subject of electrothermic smelting.

The possible treatment of zinc ores in the electric furnace

is not a new idea. Attempts to smelt zinc ore in such a furnace

have been made from time to time during the last 25 years. In

fact, the Cowles brothers, wlio achieved distinction in connection

with the aluminium industry, were engaged in an attempt to
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smelt zinc electrically before they directed their attention to

aluminium. The list of proposals for the electrothermic smelting

of zinc is almost as long as those for the blast furnace smelting

of this metal and of those in the field of hydrometallurgy. At

least two ambitious attempts at electric smelting upon a commer-

cial scale have been made. Both were failures, not only commer-

cially, but also metallurgically. I am disposed to think that

such metallurgical difficulties as have been experienced in the

electric smelting of zinc ores can be surmounted, but even with

that assumption I am by no means prepared to assert at the

present time, that electric smelting would have any advantage

over standard methods. My present view of electric smelting,

in so far as zinc is concerned, is that it is an unexplored field of

metallurgy. In ploughing in this field something of value may

be unearthed; but this the future can alone determine.
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NOTES OX METAL LOSSES IN COPPER SLAGS.

By Thos. Kiddie, Vancouver, B.C.

(Western Branch Meeting, Vancouver, Feb., 1910.)

In the Mining and Scientific Press of November 13, 1909,

Mr. J. Parke Channing, in a letter to Dr. R. W. Raymond, dis-

cusses the metal losses in copper slags. Mr. Channing refers to

having discussed the subject with Mr. J. E. McAllister, General

Manager of the British Columbia Copper Company, who "strongly

held to the idea that the copper in the .^lag was in two forms,

namely, one portion contained in occluded matte, and the other

as an oxide." This discussion was started as a result of Mr.

T. L. Wright's paper on the discrepancy between the ratio of cop-

per to gold in mattes and in slags, in which Mr. Wright demonstrated

that matte containing 50 oz. gold per ton of copper only showed

a ratio of 12 oz. gold per ton of copper in the slag produced there-

from, and concluded that the difference in this ratio was caused

by part of the copper contained in the slag being in the form of

oxide probably not combined with gold, which would account

for the difference in the proportions.

As bearing on this cfuestion, the writer would state that for

some years past the amount of copper existing as oxide in ore

slags has been somewhat regularly determincjl, i.e., whenever

the copper slags would be above the average the copper existing

as oxide and as sulphide was determined separately, in order to

ascertain whether the increase in the copi)er content wiis due

to improper .settling of the slags or to oxidation, and as a n\sult

it was generally found that the increase in the copi)er was due

to an increa.se in the amount of oxide and .«4el<lom as a nwilt of

an increase in the amount of copper as sulphide. The oxidizeil
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copper was determined by treating the slag with dilute sulphuric

acid and estimating the dissolved CuO. electrolytically; then

treating tlie residue with nitric acid and determining the amount

of copper existing as sulphide.

Of course the copper soluble in dilute sulphuric acid may

exist in two forms, as CuO. and CuaO. If the oxydized copper

in the slags exists entirely as CuO, then the amount dissolved

by sulphuric acid would represent its exact amount; while if it

exists in the mixed condition, the copper soluble in dilute sulphuric

acid would represent the total copper existing as CuO. plus one-

half the amount of copper as CujO, (as CujO. is only partially

decomposed by dilute sulphuric acid) , according to the following

equation:—CujO x H2SO4= CuO^ x Cu x HjO. The writer has

not determined the latter amount, as for practical purposes direct

treatment with sulphuric acid was considered sufficient.

Slag Analyses.

Illustrating the proportion of copper existing as oxide and

sulphide, the following results are submitted:

—

Total Copper
per cent.

Sample A 0.455
Sample B 0.220
Sample C 0.075

Copper as CuO
per cent.

0.300=65.934% of total,

0.120=54.545% " "

0.015=20.00 % " "

Copper as CugS
per cent.

0.155=34.06 % of total.

0.10 =45.454% " "

0.06 =80.0 % " "

It will be observed that in the 0.075 copper slag only 20

per 'cent, of the total copper exists as bxidized copper. In the

0.22 slag, which is a typical slag, 54J per cent, of the copper

exists in the oxidized condition, while in the 0.45 slag practically

66 per cent, exists in the oxidized condition. In other words,

a slag carrying, say, one-half of one per cent, copper will contain

practically two-thirds of its copper as oxide and one-third as

sulphide, and the increase of copper is usually due to excessive

oxidation rather than to imperfect smelting.

ic, ; In order to obtain the same ratio betwc^en the gold and copper

in^matte and the slag therefrom, it would appear that we must
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consider only the copper existing as sulphide as being combined
with gold, so that instead of a gold-to-copper ratio of 5.27 oz.

gold per ton of copper in slag A, we would have 15.48 oz. gold

per ton, and in sample C, instead of a ^old-to-copper ratio of

10.90 oz. gold per ton of copper, we would have 24 oz. gold per

ton, which would more nearly approximate the ratio of copper

to gold in the matte.

These results, proving the existence of copper in an oxidized

condition in copper slags, fully confirm Mr. L. T. Wright, who
in the Mining and Scientific Press of November 27, 190*J, states

his "belief that some of the copper of the slag may have been

existent as silicate."

The subject naturally recalls the question whether more than

one settler is required in order to obtain the cleanest slags, and

this question can only be intelligently determined by an exam-
ination of the slags along the line indicated. If the proportion

of copper existing in the slag as sulphide is high, say GO per cent,

of the total, then it would appear that a second settler would

be advantageous. If, on the other hand, it were found that

66 per cent, of the copper existed in the oxidized condition, then

additional settling capacity as such would be unnecessary. Other

means of reducing the copper of the slag should be devised, and

one of the most simple and efTective means of accomplishing

this, without the expense of maintaining a separate furnace for

the purpose, is by running the slag over or into a bath of matte

ill a second settler, when reduction of the copper oxide by low

grade matte is effected, the FeS of the matte acting as the reducing

agent on the oxide of copper, which is proved by the increased

grade of the matte tapped from the second settler comparctl with

that of the first. In ortler to keep this second settler opi'U it

was found necessiiry to use a settler not water-jacketed s^j iks to

prevent loss of heat by radiation, etc.

These results were further confirmed by mixing the shotted

slag A with 3 per cent, of pure FeS and melting in a clay crucible,

allowing it to cool, the products being a low grade copper matte

and a slag containing only 0.05 ])er cent, total copper.
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A STUDY OF THE COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF
CERTAIN METHODS OF SCREENING AND CLASSI-

FYING FINE MATERIAL
AND

A COMPARISON OF SCREENED WITH CLASSIFIED
FEED ON THE WILFLEY TABLE.

By J. R. Cox, M.Sc; G. G. Gibbins, M.Sc, and

J. B. Porter, D.Sc.

Introduction.

For fifty years and more it has been recognized that the

operations of ore dressing depend on certain fundamental prin-

ciples, of what used to be called the Natural and Mathematical

Sciences; and from the days of Goetzschmann and Rittinger down,

a succession of able and learned scientists have devoted themselves

to the study of concentration; but until recently these men have

been few and have usually held official or professorial positions,

and the actual design and superintendence of plants have, with a

few notable exceptions, been left to so-called practical men.

The natural result of the conditions above mentioned was

that the development of the technology of concentration was

erratic and on the whole slower than in those branches of engi-

neering when scientific management was more obviously neces-

sary and therefore sooner employed. New methods were, of course,

developed and many novel and eff(;ctive pieces of apparatus were

invented; but in too many cases these were used only near their

place of origin, and not always wisely even then, and in general

the art of concentration suffered from what might be called

provincialism, each district having certain favourite processes and

machines and contenU-dly remaining either ignorant of or indif-

ferent to the practice of other places.
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Within the last few years there has been a marked change,

and now it is generally recognized that ore-dressing establishments

need highly educated works-managers, quite as much as smelters

or mines. The number of plants directly superinti^'nded by such

men is probably ten times as great as it was t^n years ago and the

inevitable result of this change has already shown itself in a

revival of interest in ore dressing and the rapid and widespread

introduction of new and improved apparatus and methods.

Significant also of this change is the very much more general

interest that is being shown in researches bearing on on^-dressing

work and in the more intelligent use that is being mad" of modern
scientific methods in studying and interpreting ore-dressing

operations.

The first function of a university is, of course, to fit its under-

graduates for their future life work, but a second and scarcely

less important duty is to carry out studies of an advanced theo-

retical character, and when any department of a university

possesses technological laboratories these studies should be

directed not merely to the purely theoretical side of the subject

but also and often most profitably to a careful investigation of

existing methods and apparatus with a view to determining their

limitations. It is the privilege of the senior author of this pai)er

to direct such a laboratory, and thus each year in addition to \\'ls^

teaching work to initiate series of experiments bearing on some of

the many unsolvetl j)roblems of ore concentration.

One practical question which has never been solved to the

satisfaction of the ])rofession is the determination of the most

effective method of prej)aring fine material for table concentration.

Jigs are seldom commercially satisfactory for material finer than

ten or, at best twenty, mesh, ami as no table can tri*at the mixed

pulp and slime Ix'low this size without large losses, it has for

years Ix'en customary to clit'^sify this pulp more or less accurately

in rising current apparatus or settling lx)xes, and to fcH»d the

roughly graded stuff to two or more tables or series of tables each

suitably adju.sted for its class of pulp.

This metho<l has had the merit of cheapness ami, .so long as

plain tables such lis the Kvans buddlc* wen* us«mI, tliis pulp, if

reasonably thickened, has ht'vn theoniically at K-ast mon* suitable

for concentration than sieved material. Unfortunately, however,
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classifiers as ordinarily built and operated in mill work are very

imixM-feet machines and give only a very approximate grading

at best, whereas screens although costing more to operate are

commonly supposed to do much more accurate work; and it has

always been a moot point as to where the reliable sieve should give

place to the ''unreliable" classsifier in preparing pulp for con-

centration.

The problem has been made at once more difficult and more

important by the comparatively recent invention and general

introduction of two very important types of machines,—namely

—

riffled jerking tables like the Wilfley, and fine wet screens such as

the Callow belt. The latter and equivalent devices such as

impact and vibration screens have greatly cheapened fine screen-

ing, thus making it commercially practicable in many cases to size

down to 60 mesh or even finer before beginning to classify, and

the jerking motion of the Wilfley table has lessened and perhaps

completely reversed the advantages of classified as compared with

sized feed.

The problem of determining whether to screen or classify

Wilfley feed is thus seen to be of both theoretical and of practical

importance and is therefore particularly interesting to the experi-

menter. Prof. Richards has already worked on it and his results

as publi.shed* are extremely interesting, but as they seemed to the

authors somewhat unconvincing it was decided to carry out a

series of te.sts on a somewhat larger scale in the McGill ore dress-

ing laboratory.

The main purpose of the investigation was to determine if

po.ssible the comparative merits of sized, classified and deslimed

feed for Wilfley table work; but it was determined to use a genuine

ore and a somewhat difficult one rather than an artificial mixture

of two pure minerals as in Prof. Richards' experiments and it was
al.so decided to work under conditions approaching the practical

a.s nearly as possible.

The work thus resolved itself into

(1) A determination of the efficiency—i.e. perfection of

operation—of the Callow screen under standard con-

ditions.

*TraDBftction8— Amf-riran Institute of Mining Enjrinccrs, vol. xxxviii, pp.
556-580, and xxxix, pp. 303-315.
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(2) A determination of the efficiency of some good t>T>e of

classifier.

(3) The preparation of sufficient quantities of properly

screened and classified ore and the exact determination

of their characteristics.

(4) The design of a feeder capable of supplying pulp at a

constant rate.

(5) The concentration of the several lots of prepared ore on

the Wilfley table.

(6) The assaying of the products of the several tests, and
the interpretation of the results.

The senior author is responsible for the initation of the investi-

gation, and for the general scheme followed; but other duties

prevented him from giving attention to the work as it progressed,

and to the junior authors (both research scholars in the Mining

Department of the McGill University and members of the graduate

school) is due the whole credit for carrving out a very laborious

and painstaking investigation.

The division of the work between the investigators was as

follows: Mr. Cox undertook the study of the Callow screen; Mr.

Gibbins that of the Bell classifier, and both worked on the actual

trials of the sized and classified pulp on the Wilfley table. A
similar division was followed in the preparation of this paper.

Messrs. Cox and Gibbins, although they consulted one another

freely, prepared sei)arate reports on their respective sections of the

work, and these reports have been used as far as possible in their

original form by Dr. Porter in the preparation of this paix?r.

In closing this introduction, the authors wish to express their

appreciation of the great value of the assistance they received

from Mr. J. W. Hell, Assistant Professor of Mining in McGill

University. They also wish to thank Mr. Chas. Uindy and the

members of the laboratory staff for very material aid.

Part I.

An Investigation of the Kfficiency op Fine Screening

Devices, with Particular Reference to the Callow
Revolving Belt Screen.

Until recent years very little screening was done of in!itvrial

finer than about 1 mm., except in connection with stump milling
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md other operation, not strictly to be considered as concentra-t.o„. For s,zes larger than this, but not too coarse some form of
J.VO v„.g trommel is most commonly used; but it hafn ^Teenfound econonucal to employ this type of screen for fine materialon accovuit of the expense of the frequent renewal of t^ lal'creen areas employed, and the very low output consequent ^pfnthe bhnchng of the screens. Material finer than 1 mm was therTfore generally treated in some form of hydrauhc classifier or systemof settlmg anks This method is, however, open to the obLett"

tvne, .

**""

.''T* ^°u
^ S°^^ '^"" ^"'•^'^'^'"g "machine five generaltypes seem to have been evolved:

general

(1) Screens fixed in a cylindrical or conical frame, the whole

,,, 'r^ "^ "P°'' ^"^ ^^^ "^"^"y inclined.
U; bnakmg screens:

(a) Horizontal 1 /^\ i, • x T^

(b) inclined f
^^^'^ ^^y have ,^

horizontal 1 non-

m v,-Kv +• ^ . ^^^ vertical jcon.l.
iS) vibrating screens, inclined.

^

(4) Screens of the belt tvpe.
(5) Conical .screens having the feed projected upon the screen

.surface with some force.

the w!,7oi"tts
""*''' '"^°™^*'°'^ °f -^'"e is to be found as tothe work of these screens. Types (2) and (3) do good work and

more apt to Ed ^ ^ ""' ""'" ''"* '' '1"''='^'^' ^^t are

ab.ol'ut'l/l?f ^'^'^Kr °T'
'"^'I'^'-^t'^'y good work, is almost

Site "is Tth
".''"''' '"' '^'^^ ^ '^^^^ -P-'ty- The

earned ouHn" hi; ^tn'V"' t" '°"°T^
''''' ^'''^^ ^"

de.sign sinele 12' 1^1*. •

^"^'"' "*'' ^*« ^ standard

of L^Z F .

"''''''"" ""^'^'^ ^y F--^^" & Chalmers, Ltd

and w,.r. .fV . .

Chalmers by Greenings of WarringtonZ ma hiTn -T" f
""""« ^"^ ^'^*^"-g>' «*-dard m h'

StTe^tincircuT ', 'V'""''^-^
""'' "^ *^-«- '''o^h (aboutm feet m circuit and one foot wide) edged by rubber lips which
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prevent the sands from spilling off the screen, and take the strain

of driving off the cloth. This belt is carried on two overhung

horizontal rollers one foot in diameter and travels at from 30 to

120 feet per minute as desired. The sands are distributed across

the width of the bolt by a slightly sloping feed sole, anil fall in the

direction of travel of the belt. A shaking spray near the centre of

the belt helps to put the undersize through. The oversize is

washed off the surface of the belt by another spray as it passes

over the tail roller. This machine should have a capacity of rather

less than a quarter that of the standard Callow screen, which has

two belts each two feet wide and slightly longer than this one.

Outline of Tests Carried Out.

Two series of tests were made: one upon barren sands for

the pur])ose of testing the capacity and efficiency of the screen,

and one to prepare ore for the Wilfley table trials.

For the first series a considerable quantity of a pure hard

nepheline syenite was obtained from the Forsj-th quarries at the

back of Mount Royal. This was broken in a Comet crusher to a

maximum size of about 1 inch and then fed to a 3' Huntingdon

mill having an 18' discharge screen.

The pulp from the mill Ix^fore going to the Callow screen was

elevated by a centrifugal pump to a small desliming cone which

took out the major portion of the slimes. A screen analysis of the

remaining sands showed the following distribution of sizes:*

Mesh. % \V( ight.

On 20
" 30
" 40
" ()0

"
. M)

" UK)

Through 100

100.0

• The writer belicvp- that in nnyxystom whnrr rnwhini mntorinl intn'Mrd

on srroons. or even in «' i** th«' !» •»l

of thf "linioM. No srn< '-r can |.. • •

feed crow(lo(i with Blimr^.

7,.0

17 2

8 .9

12 .4

1.5 2

3 2

37 .1
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The Callow screen, Plate I, was fed from a 36''-60°cone capable

of holding about oOO lbs. of pulp, which was sent up into the cone by

means of a small hydraulic elevator, the surplus water overflowing

from the lip of the cone and carrying a small amount of slime

with it. The water necessary to operate this elevator amounted

to about IS gallons per minute. This water was fed continuously

throughout the test, thus ensuring a constant height of head,

although at the beginning of the test this head would be chiefly

of pulp and of high specific gravity, while at the end there would

be but a little pulp in the bottom of the cone with water above.

Unfortunately this method of feeding involved a certain amount of

classification and the feed at the beginning of each coneful was

generally somewhat coarser than near the end, and the very end

of a coneful of sand was always marked by a rush of fines, which

unless guarded against, had a noticeable effect upon the run.

The bottom of the cone was provided with a series of inter-

changeable circular orifices held by grooved side pieces. These

orifices varied from ^ up to J'' in diameter, the difference between

the size being l-16'^ So long as the size of the pulp and the head

of water in the cone was kept the same, the rate of feed from any

one orifice remained practically constant.

So long as any pulp remained in the cone, the rate of feed

and the amount of water in the feed stream were remarkably con-

stant at about 35%, and were irrespective of the size of the pulp.

Any additional water to bring the ratio of water to feed, up to the

required figure, was added from a calibrated cock at the head of

the feed sole.

The screen analysis of the sands (p. 5) showed that a 60-

mesh screen doing perfect work would pretty evenly divide the

feed—there being 55.5% of the sands through 60 mesh. Hence,

a 60 mesh screen was used for the first six runs and the rate of

feed, bf;lt speed, and water varied.

Table 1 gives the results of these runs.

Table 2 gives the results of the runs on ore subsequently used

for the Wilfley table.

The "rapacity" of a screen is the output of material which it

will treat in a given period of time, and is irrespective of whether

the screening he; well or ill done—that is to say, whether the over-

HJze is well or ill, freed from fine material which should have
passed through.
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The capacities as given by the manufacturers' catalogue for

Callow screen are as follows, assuming a 1: 1 feed:

Tons-24 lire. Tons-24 hre. llw.-min.
Mesh Standard siae Small size Small size

20 250 02 5 87
30 200 5().(X) no 5
40 150 37 .5 52 2
60 125 31 2 43 3
100 75 IS 7 26.0

It will be noticed that throughout the tests the capacities

obtained averaged about one-third of these amounts. The writer

is of the opinion that both this and the somewhat low efRciencies

obtained may be traced to the fact that in all cases the screen

cloth used conformed to the standards recently recommended by

the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy—that is, the wire used

in making the screens is the same size as the space between the

wires, so that the percentage of op)ening is only 25%, whereas the

screens ordinarily in use may have a percentage of opening as

high as 45% with a proportionately larger increase in capacity.

The "efficiency" of a screen has been taken as the quantity

of undersized material passed through the screen, expressed as a

percentage of the amount of undersized material in the screen

feed. Thus a screen which left no undersize material in the over-

size, would have 100% efficiency. The efficiency in this sense is,

tlierefore, irrespective of capacity, and it is conceivable that a

machine might have almost perfect efficiency, and still bv» so low

a capacity as to be commercially worthless. The tnie worth of a

screen is, therefore, a function of the capacity and efficiency in

the sense in which these words are here used.

The factors which affect this efficiency are:

—

(1) The thickness of the lx*d of sands on the scrwn.

(2) The time this lx»d is allowed to n^nain uiM)n the screen.

(3) The ratio of the quantities of oversize to undersixe.

(4) The proportion of oversiz<» material which is nearly but

not quite small enough to pass through into the untiersize.

Mi
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(5) The amount of water in the pulp (if wet screening is

employed).

(6) The percentage of opening of the screen employed.

With regard to (1) and (2) it is obvious that the thinner the
bed the quicker the screening will be done, and the greater will be
the efficiency, but the smaller the capacity.

A consideration of (3) illustrates the weakness already referred

to in the use of the above definition of efficiency as a means of

judging the usefulness of the work done by the screen. Take for in-

stance two lots of sand of say 100 lb. each and assume that screens

analyses show that lot 1 has 20% and lot 2, has 60% of particles

below a certain screen size, say 60 mesh. These lots are then
screened on the same 60-mesh screen under conditions such that
the efficiency is the same—say 75% in both cases. The undersize

remaining in the oversize after the screening will in the case of

lot 1, amount to (20 —
/(f^

of 20) = 5 lbs. or 5.88%, of the

*' oversize" produced. In the case of lot 2, it will be (60 — —^ of

60) = 15 lbs. or 27.3%. In each case the efficiency is the same,
yet there is a difference of over 20% in the percentage of under-
size left in the "oversize," a fact which must be borne in mind
when comparing the work of different screens.

With reference to (4), it is obvious that grains which will just

fail to pass through a screen are much more likely to blind it and
thus reduce its capacity than coarser material, and in this con-

nection it might be remarked that some types of screens become
blinded more readily than others and, therefore, are particularly

ill-suited for material of this character.

Both theoretical consideration and practical experiment seem
to show (5) that up to the point when a screen begins to get

flooded it will do more and better work che more water is used.

The best screening (G) will naturally be done with wire cloth,

having a large per cent, of opening, i.e.^ made of fine wire; but such
ficreeas wear out quickly and their meshes are also likely to become
deformerl. On the other hand it is possible that the standard
of 25% opening, adoptcid by the Institute of Mining and Metal-
lurgy, may give a needlessly substantial screen in the coarser

sizes, and that for commercial purposes cloth made of finer wire,

but with the same clear openings, may be more economical.
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TABLE 1.—CALLOW SCREEN TESTS.

(Mount Royal Syenite).

Under-
Under- Size ' Ratio

Mesh size Wt. Wt. left in ! Effi- Rate Belt water
Test of in feed over- under over- ciency Orifice of feed speed
No. screen %of size size size % Ibs.- ft. per dry

used feed lbs. lbs. %of
overs

min. mm. feed

Sy. 1 60 55.5 100.0 35.0 40.0 46.7 7/16' 17.5 90 3.6
Sy. 2 60 30 .

4

120.0 44.0 14.1 71.2 7/16" 15.9 86 3.8
Sy.3 60 40.2 110.0 43.0 10.9 09.9 7/16" 15.4 86 5.4
Sv. 4 60 39.8 69.0 30.0 13.6 76.2 7/16*1 14.3 86 7.2
Sv. 5 60 21.4 135.0 21.5 8.8 64.5 5/8* 31.3 86 3.5
Sy. 6 60 42.4 124.5 52.2 18.2 69.7 3/8* 11.8 86 4.1
Sy.7 100 35.3

1

105.0 23.0 13.6 61.5 3/8* 10 7 100 4.9

TABLE 2.—CALLOW SCREEN TESTS.

(Bruce Mines Ore.)

Under
Under size Ratio

Mesh size Wt. Wt. left in Effi. Rate Belt water
Test of in feed over- under- over- ciency Orifice of feed speed

No. screen %of size size size % Ibs.- ft. per d^^•

used feed lbs. lbs. %of
overs

mm. min. feed

Cu. la 100 13.1 58.5 4 4 7.0 51.7 3/8* 18.0 100 3.2
Cu. 1 6 100 5.2 92.0 3.4 1.7 67.7 5/16* 9.4 100 5.9

Cu. 1 100 13.9 1659.0 1S3 4.4 71.4 5/16* 9.0 100 5.9

Cu. 2 60 20.2 1402.0 ISl.O 10.3 54.5 7/16*
& 3/8*

17.7 90 3.8

Cu. 3 a 40 34.4 253.0 42 23.5 41.6 1/2* 26.8 80 2.8

Cu. 3 40 28.8 1175.0 243 14.0 59.6 7/16* 22 1 80 2.9
Cu. 4 a 30 42.1 131.0 3... 27.7 47.4 1/2* 32.0 80-

110 2 4

Cu. 4 30 39.8 911.0 252.0 23 2 54.3 7/16* 23.4 80 3 3

Cu. 5 a 20 73.4 112.0 51 8 61.1 43.2 1/2* 32.0 65 2.4

Cu. 5 6 20 76.9 99.0 01.8 62.5 50.0 1/2* 32 95 2.7

Cu. 5 20 74.5 435.0 320

1

55.6 57 4 7/16* 23 80 3 1

Runs followed by a N'ttor. o.g., Cu. 1 a, h, etc., wrrr ti'^^t.s m a ruidr to

dotennining the Ix-.st working conditionn for each Hcn^'n. The product* of

these test runs were mixed and added to the fee*! for the main run.

Comnionting upon the runs individually it will be noticed

that the elliciency of Sy. 1, Table 1, ia only 40-7%. This in in part
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due to the larger proportion of fines in the feed (55-5%) and in

part to a rush of fines at the end of the run, some of which in con-

sequence got carried over into the oversize. In the rest of the

tests in Table I the run was always stopped before the sand in

the feed cone got too low.

Tests Sy. 2, 3 and 4 show the influence of varying the ratio

of feed water to feed. With a ratio of 3 • 8 we got an efficiency

of 71-2 %. By almost doubling this ratio (90% to 7-8,) we get

an increase of efficiency of only 7% to 76-2% (5% absolute), with

lower capacity.

In Sy. 5 the rate of feed was doubled with a decrease in

efficiency of only 6-7 from Sy. 2. It will be noted, however, that

the per cent, of fines in the feed was much less—21-4 instead of

36-4 in Sy. 2.

In Sy. 6 the reduction of the feed to only 11-8 lbs. per min.

failed to give a very good efficiency.

Sy. 7 was run to get an idea of the working of the No. 100 screen

before starting to prepare the copper ore for the Wilfley Table.

Table 2 shows the results of the runs on this copper ore.

With the exception of Cu. 1 the efficiencies are lower than in Table

1, chiefly on account of the large amounts of undersize in the

respective feeds, especially in the coarser sizes. Furthermore,

the runs reported in this table had to be carried to the very end of

the feed, with the consequent rush of fines at the end.

It will be noticed that the ratio of water to feed is largest

with the fine screens and smallest for the coarse screens. It was

found to be impossible to keep the ratio much higher than 3: 1

with the coarse screens without flooding them.

Runs Cu. 5 (a) and (b) show the effect of varying the speed

of the belt. The increase of speed from 65 to 95 feet per min.

thus giving a thinner bed of pulp upon the screen, increases the

efficiency from 43-2 to 50 0%. It would seem advisable, there-

fore, to use only high speeds, but it has been found in practice

that hif^h spficds wear out the belts too quickly, because of the

greater strain on the cloth and the rapid bending and unbending

of the me.sh as it pa.sses over the rollers. It is a great deal owing

to this bending of the mesh, that the Callow Screen is so free from

blinrling. Any grains that may have stuck in the openings are
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loosened by the bending of the cloth and are at once washed off

by the cleansing spray opposite the end of the roller.

The feed sole, which is fan shai)ed, gives a very even distribu-

tion of the feed over the belt, and during the course of the two-

inch drop from the lip of the feed sole to the surface of the screen

a certain amount of separation takes place between the large and
small grains which help the screening action very considerably.

The large grains, owing to their greater momentum, have a slightly

flatter trajectory on leaving the lip of the feed sole than have

the smaller grains; consequently the large grains strike the screen

a little in front of the small grains.

Fig. I.

These latter, unhindered by large grains, immediately pass

through the screen. This idea is borne out by the fact that the

screening action is practically completed in the first inch after

the feed stream strikes the screen. The sliaking spray seems to

put through very little undersize, although it no doubt forces

through some grains or loosens up others which have caught in

the mesh.

In general the Callow screen may be said to show reasonable

efficiency and large capacity. Screen cloth of the Institute of

Mines and Metallurgy standards may not, however, prove economi-

cal to use with screening macliines of this tyiK' for reasons already

given and the \xih spi'ed should be as high as is possible without

excessive screen renewals. It is also ver>' desirable to use some

form of de-watering device before screening in most casea.
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DETAILS OF THE BELL CLASSIFIER.

Explanation.

"C" is the feed funnel.

"B" is the discharge or overlaying pipe.

"D" is the hydraulic water supply pipe.

Fig. 1—Classifier. Fig. 3, shows the classifier complete.

Fig. 2—A merely and detailed drawing of the counterpart of the classi-

fying chamlxjr, showing Fig. 1 and corresponds to the first part of Fig. 3 as

indicated.

"E", Fig. 3, shows the plug which scatters the feed.

The hydraulic water entering at P at right angles to the feed causes a
Bwirl and effects a better separation of the material.

"G" shows the base plug which enables the spigot product to be drawn
off without altering the water supply.
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PART 11.

An Investigation of the Efficiency of Classifying Apparatus
AND Especially of the Bell Classifier.

Preparatory Classification Tests with Syenite

As there was only a limited supply of the ore on hand, it was
decided to run the preliminary tests on syenite. This rock was
crushed in the comet gyratory crusher to about one-half inch,

and sent directly to the stamp battery where it was crushed to

eighteen mesh—the crushed product being deshmed by means of

a desliming cone.

The average rate of crushing in the stamps was 12 -.3 lbs.

per minute or 5-4 tons per 24 hours, giving a duty per stamp per

24 hours of 108 tons. The weight of the stamps was 600 lbs.;

drop, about 6 inches; watx^r, 12 gallons per minute.

An approximate screen analysis of the sands resulted as

follows:

—

Table 3.

Weight of screen sample 557 grns.

on 20 mesh 54
"

or 9-75%
" 30 " 107

" " 10-31%
« "40 " 41

" " 7-40%
GO " 58

•• 10-46%

100 " DC.
* '* 17-33%

150 " 66 " " 11-91%
" 200 " .. . 72 " "

13 00%
through 200 mesh 60 " " 10-82%

tt u

u u

u u

u u

u

Total 554 " • 90 9S%

It should be noted that the standard screens of the Institute of

Mining and Metallurgy were not used in the screen analyses of

the preliminary runs. All screening was done by hand

The above analysis shows a concentration on tlu- .iu mrsh

and on 100 mesh, but othcrwisr thr products are fairly well

divided.
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.-Ul the classification was done in a classifier designed by Mr.

Boll and made in the machine shop of the laboratory. The details

of the main parts of the classifier are shown in the accompany-

ing drawings, and the photographs give the general arrangement

of the feeding cone, overflow cone and classifier.

The ore was dumped into the lower or overflow cone and

forced by wat^r pressure ejector up to the feed cone. Both

cones were fitted with a device for preventing the classification

action of the pump from having a serious effect on the feed.

This device consisted in a small cone placed directly in the centre

of the large cone near the bottom and held in place by four bars

bolted to the cone. The fine material tends to settle along the

sides of the cone and hence in emptying the cone the coarse sands

come out first. The action of the inner cone causes a considerable

mixing of the ore, because the coarse ore is caught by the small

cone and forced to the sides and hence the fine material is drawn

down with it. Further observation has revealed the fact that

if the inner cone had been double the results would have been

much more perfect. With the single cone (Fig. 2), a sort of

vacuum is formed at "a" and the coarse material rushes in to fill

Fig. 2.

this, whereas when a double cone is used, (Fig. 3), the material is

drawn along two pas.sages "b" and "c" and a much better mixing

rr-sultH. The orifice at the bottom of the cone is one inch in

diameter. By means of grooved slides cornssponding orifices of

smallfr ."ize can bf u.sfd and any desired feed secured.
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Fig. a.

A set of these feed-orifices from a plug up to one inch is

provided, each succeeding orifice lx?ing 1-1 G" in diameter hirger

than the preceding one.

The classifier proper is provided with a glass plate in front

and an electric light on the inside. This device enables one to

see the movement of the pulp. By means of the sliding stop-

cocks (see drawings of classifier details) the spigot can be emptied

without changing the hydraulic water. Pressure water is pro-

vided to clean out the spigot. .Vltogether this classifier gave

very satisfactory results.

A trial run on the syenite was made with a feed opening of

5-16", and about 0-4 gallons of hydraulic water jxr minute. A
screen analysis of the over-product follows:

—

(It should be noted that in all the tests a constant head of

water was maintained in the feed cone.)

Table 4.

Weight of screen sample
" on 20 mesh.

U 3Q U

a « 60 "

U U
|(j^^

a u
j;^)

* through 2(X) mesh 01

'JOO gms.

1
"

or 0-5 %
\\

" "
1 5 %

3
u " 15%

8 "
4 %

30 "
• ISO %

41
u - 20-5 %

4()
u " 23 %

01 u " 30-5 %

Total U)0 99.5 %
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From the above figures we see that 7-5 % is coarser than 60

mesh. The amount of hydraulic water was very small—just a

mere trickle, so that it would appear that the feed was too fast;

accordingly a i'' orifice was used in the tests proper.

It was decided to take about 300 lbs. of the rock and to start

with a low hydraulic current, gradually increasing it, thus making

the overflow the finished product in each run. Four such classi-

fications were made, giving five sizes.

The results of the tests were as follows:

—

TABLE 5.

Hydrau- Feed
Test lic water rate, Do. Feed Total Time of Weight Act.

No. in galls. wet-lbs. dry water water run, in of Feed
per min . per mill. mm. Prodt. per mm.

C, ... 0.30 7.36 4.86 0.25 0.55 52J 66 5.57

C ... 1.10 12.00 7.24 0.48 1.58 34 99 6.67
c; ... 1.55 13.88 7.36 0.65 2.20 18i 70 6.92
C, ...' 2.02 14.24 6.94 0.73 2.75 08 34 7.25
C, spig ot ... 24

293

It was found that a hydraulic current of 3.84 gallons per

minute was required to force over the largest grains.

It is interesting to note the continual increase of the feed

water and with it the actual feed rate as given by the extreme

right hand column.

The true feed rate agrees very well with the rate given by

the minute sample. The increased amount of the feed water is

due to the increased coarseness of the feed and the consequent

greater space between the rock particles. This also causes the

feed rate to increase because, as the fines get taken out, there is

les.s opposition to the flow of the grains down the side of the cone,

among other grains and through the orifice.

It wa.s hoped when the quantities of hydraulic water were

decided upon to produce five classes more or less equal in weight,

but it will be noticed that the results leave much to be desired

in thi.s TtB])(iCt, test no. Cj, in particular, producing considerably

more than a third of the total feed instead of one-fifth.

Screen analyses were made of all the products in order to find

out the efficiency of the classification.
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These tests resulted as follow:

—

TABLE 6.

TEST No. c TEST No. C,.

Mesh Weight % Total Weight % Total
in gma. weight in gms. weights

417 100.0 66 lbs. 595 100 99 lb.s.

On 20 tew grains 2 3 3
30] 16.0 2.7 2.7
40

\

60
1.8 0.4 0.3 22.0 3.7 3.7

76.0 12 9 12.8
100 13.0 14 2.0 '2:{S . 40 3 39 9
150 79.0 20.7 12 5 13S.0 13 4 23 2
2(K) 170.0 42 4 2S . 72.0 12 2 12 1

Thr. 200 146.0 35.2 23.2 27.0 4 6 4.5

Totals - - 415.8 100.1 66.0 591.0 100.1 99.2

TEST No. C,. TEST No. C«.

Weight Total Weight Total
Mesh in gms. % weights

in ll)s.

in gins. % Weights
in lbs.

2(M) 100.0 70 225 . 100 () 34

On 20 15.0 7.5 5.2 43.0 19 2 6 5
30 59.0 29.5 20.7 111 () 49 5 16 9
40 36.0 IS 12 33 () 14 7 5

60 44.0 23.0 15. 4 2()() 11.6 4 ()

100 .37 . IS. 5 13.0 10.0 4.4 15
150 7.0 3.5 2 5 0.5
200 1.5

0.5
0.8
0.2

0.5
0.2

0.4 1

Thr 200 0.5

Totals - - 200.0 100.0 70.1 224.0 99.8 34.0

TEST No. C,.—SPICiOT.

Mesh Weight in gms. % Total wrightM
in ll»s.

On 20
284.0
126.0
126
21.0
8.0
2

n '

100
44 4
44 4

7 4

2.9
0.7

0.2

24.0
10 7

30 10.7

40 18
60

1(K)

7

2

150 1

200 1

Thr. 200
j

1

Totals - - - 283.5 100.0
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From these tests several interesting facts may be noted.

From Cj we find that 98-3% of the rock material passes through

the 100 mesh. Test Cj shows 40-3% on 100 mesh, while 63-7%
is between the 60 mesh and 150 mesh. 88-8% lies between 40

mesh and 200 mesh, there being 12-9% on 60 mesh and 12-2%
on 200 mesh. Test No. C^ should have taken out all the material

finer than 200, but we find 4-6% in test Cj, 0-2 in test C3 and a

trace in tests No. G^ overflow and spigots. Thus we might examine

the other tests in the same manner and we should find that in no

case has the classification been perfect. It is interesting to note

the gradual rise of the quantity of coarse material, from a mere

trace on the 20 mesh in G^ to 44-4 % in G4 spigot.

Judging from the concentration of the sizes, we take test C^

as being most efficient; tests Gj, G3 and G4 overflow show a greater

range in the concentration, though in G4 overflow 49-5% of the

material is on 30 mesh. However, G4 spigot is somewhat com-

parable to Gi,—there being 88-8% coarser than 30 mesh. Here

indeed, the concentration is within closer limits than in G^, though

in Gi 98-3%, as before mentioned, is finer than 100 mesh.

From Table 3 we find that about 10-82% passes through

200 mesh; in the tests under discussion, the feed was 293 lbs in

weight. Thus we should have about 31-7 lbs. through 200 mesh
On addition, we find 27-9 lbs. which agrees very well, considering

the approximate analysis of Table 3. Assuming, as is indeed

very nearly absolutely correct, that all the material fed was
caught in the five classes, the efficiency of test G^ on the through

23 • 2 X 100
200 mesh material is = 88-2%. This brings up the

27-9

neces-sity of deciding what we are to mean by the efficiency of a

classification. For obvious reasons it is impracticable to ascer-

tain the efficiency in the latter manner of any tests other than G^

through 200 mesh. From an examination of the screen analyses,

however, we may say that tests Gj and G^ should remove all material

finer than 100 me.sh. We have a total of 108-6 lbs. through 100

me.sh. Of this amount 103-5 lbs are produced by G^ and Gj,—
showing a combined efficiency of 95-3%.

This is very unsatisfactory, however, especially when we try

to analyse the remaining tests in the same light so that for our
purpiOHfs by "efficiency of classification" shall be understood, the

percentage of material bcjtween certain limits.
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Comparing Table 4 with Table 0, test C,, we notice that by

using the y orifice instead of the 5-10" orifice, we reduce the jxt-

centage of material coarser than 60 mesh from 7-5 to 0-4; that

a narrower range of concentration is obtained; and that 75-6 per

cent, is through 150 mesh in C^ as compared to 53 -5 % in Table 4.

It was next decided to reverse the oi>erations and to make
the spigot discharge the finished product in each case.

This method is much more convenient as the over-product

can be directly pumped back to the feed cone for the next run;

further, each test can be completed in one oix'ration, as the spigot

product will be much less in quantity and the classifier will hold

it all.

Ten runs in all were as follow:

—

TABLE 7.

Hydrlic Feed- Feed- Feed- (6) (a) Actual

Test water in rate, rat^', water Time W^. of feed

No. galls./ wet in drv. galls./ Total of prodt. rate

min. lbs./

min.
mm. water run. m lbs. a+ b.

T, 332 1100 6-62 0-44 3-76 52i' 10-00 518
T, 2-69 12-38 7-26 0-51 3-20 46' 30-44 5-70

T, 1-92 9-50 5-88 0-36 2 -28 45' 55 50 5-18

T« u 11-12 6-76 0-44 2-36 33 94

T. " 10-50 6 • r>2 30 2-31 13 00

Te ", S-50 5-20 U-32 2 24 6-88

Tt 1 08 1012 6-3.S 37 1-45 22' 30 94 5 55

T, u 8-26 5-22 0-30 1-as 261' 18- 19 5-70

t. u 600 362 0-24 1-32 16' 13 13 4 56

To 0-24 7-50 4-62 0-29 0-53 \\\' 32-50 5 10

T.« Overflow 27 56
*I0

27208

Only six classes were actually made in the first instance; but

after starting the tests, the writer ileciiled to run the feed over

again using the same amount of hydraulic water in order to

ascertain what was the effect on the cla.ssification caused by the

elimination of the coarser particles. Thus T,. T,. T. . T, form one

class; T7 Tg, T., also form one class.

This will be studied later. Screen analyses were made of the

feed to test T, and of the finished products of the other run-s.

These analyses resulted as follow:

—
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TABLE 8.

Feed to Test No. T,.*

Mesh.

On 20
30
40
60
100
150
200

Th. 200

Totals

.

Weight in

gms.

280
24
48
20
32
56
39
36
23

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

278-0

Per
cent.

100
8
17
7

11

20
14
12

•0

•6

•3

•2

•5

•2

-0

-9

•3

100-0

Weight of

product
in lbs.

272
23
47
19
31
55
38
35
22

•0

•5

•0

•6

•3

•0

•2

•2

•5

272-3

Tests No. T, and %.-[

Mesh.
Weight in

gms.
Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in lbs.

204-0
108-0
79-0
10-0
55-0
2-0

100-0
53-0
38-6
4-9
2-4
1-0

40-4
On 20 21

15
2
1

4
30 6
40
60
100 4
150
200 \

Th. 200 ;
0-5 0-2 1

Totals 204-5 100-1 40-5

Test No. T3.

Mesh. Weight in

gms.
Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in lbs.

234
360
1120
36-0
28-0
140
3

1-5

100-0
15-6
48-7
15-6
121
6-1
1-3

0-5

55-5
On 20 8-7

30 27-0
40 8-7
60 6-8
100 3-4
150 0-7
2(X) 1

Th. 2(X) /
0-3

Totals 230-5 99.9 55-6

It will Ix; .shown later that thi.s sample cannot have been correctly taken.
The results are given, however, for what they arc worth.

t Tf-its T, and T, were combined because of the small amount of product
produced by T,.
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Test No. T«.

Mesh.

On

Th.

20
30.

40
60.

100.
150
200.
200.

Totals.

300 100-

16 5
101 34-

'A 18
64 21-

40 13
10 3-

9 3-

30 1

2970 99-9

Weight of

protiiict

in lbs.

33
1

11

6
4

4

1

1

•9

•8

•6

2
3
5
I

1

4

340

Test No. T..

Mesh.

On 20
30
40
60
100
150
2(K)

Th. 200

Totals.

Weight in

gm.s.

253
36

i

70
45
69

; 50
' 10

2 51
0-3/,

1

252. 8

Per
cent.

1000

Weight of

protiuct

in lbs.

100 13
2-5 3

27-7 3 6
17-8 2 3
27-2 3 5
198 2 6
3 9 5

11 2

130

Test No. T,.

Mesh.
Weight in

gni.'^.

Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in Um.

165-

10
27
310
54
42
8
10
nil

100
0-6
16 5
18-9
32 9
25 6
4 9

6

no
On 20

30 1 -1

40 13
60
100
150...
200...

2 3
18
03

Th. 200 • • •

ToUls 164 1000 08
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Test No. T^.

Mesh.
Weight in

gms.
Per

cent.

Weight of

product
in lbs.

315-0 100 30-9
On 20

9
23
76
125
46
25
9

5
2
7

24
40
14
8
2

1

9
3
3

6

9

6
2
7
12
4
2

30 9
40 5
60 •5

100 4
150 -5

200 -5

Th. 200 -9

Totals 313-5 100-1 310

Test No. T^

Mesh.
Weight in

gms.
Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in lbs.

164-0
nil

1-0
6-0
290
75-0
290

240

100-0

"6-6
3-6
17-8
45-6
17-7

14-6

18-2

On 20
30
40 0-6
60 3-2

100 8-3

150 32
200 1 2-7

Th. 200 ^

Totals 164- 99-9 180

Test No. T^.

Mesh.
Weight in

gms.
Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in lbs.

297-0
nil

0-8
3-5
34-0
145-0
66-0
36-0
10-0

295-3

100-0 13-1

On 20
30

1

11

49
22
12
3

2
2
8

3

3
4

01
40 0-2
f,() 1-5

1(X) 6-4
15(J 2-9
200 1-6

Th. 2(X) 0-5

Totala 100-2 131
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Test No. T,^

Mesh.
Weight in

gnis.

Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in ll>s.

257
nil

10
70
870
790
670
160

1000

4

27
33 9
308
26-

1

6-2

32 5
On 20

301
40/
60
100
150
200

Th. 200

'6-9

110
100
85
22

Totals .. 2570 1001 32-6

Test 1",, Overflow.

Mesh.
Weight in

gni.s.

Per
cent.

Weight of

protluct

in lbs.

255
nil

10

38
730
101

41-0

1000

0-4

14-9
28-8
399
161

27-6

On 20
30
40 '

60
100
150

41
7-9

200 . .

Th.
111
4 4

Totals 254 1001 27.

6

From the screen analysis of the feed we find that there

should be 23-5 lbs on 20 mesh. On adding up the varioits

amounts on 20 mesh in the several tests we Cnul 32-2 lbs. \s the

screen analyses were made with consitlerable accuracy, the error

must have occurred in takin«r the feed sami)le. This conclusion

is confirmed by the fact that if we total the successive products

on 30 mesh, etc., we find the same discrepancies.

In tests "T, and T„" we have 21-4 lbs on 20 mesh, giving

a recovery of ?il- x 100 = 66-5.% This does not compare
32 .

3

very favourably with the recovery in the similar case of C, of

88-2%. The cause of the difTea^ncc may pcrliaps be that the

34
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hydraulic wat^r in tests T^ ami T2 was more or less at the transi-

tion point; this would seem probable from an examination of

the screen analysis of Tj and T,, for, while 53-8% is on 20 mesh,

38 •6% is on 30 mesh and only 4 • 9% on 40 mesh. However, as the

purpose was to get as even a division as possible, the amount of

hydraulic water could not be altered.

According to our definition of efficiency, the efficiency of the

classification of "T^ and T2" is 91-6% as compared to 98-3% in

case of Ci- In fact most of the '' T " runs show a wider range of

concentration and hence lower efficiency than was the case in the

"C" tests. Hence it would seem better to start with a low

hydraulic current and take out the fines; increasing the water

supply at each stage.

As already remarked, it is hardly fair to compare the "T"
tests with the ''C" tests, because the former were partially

occasioned by a desire to find out what would be the effect on

the classification should the hydraulic water remain constant.

Tests T3, T4, T5 Tg form a set illustrating this point. We notice

that a very appreciable amount of spigot product is produced

each time though in a constantly diminishing ratio. At first this

result gave considerable anxiety as it seemed to indicate that the

classifier might be very inefficient; but the writer now feels able

to offer a satisfactory solution. The tests show that as the per-

centages of fines increases, the feed-rate diminishes to some

extent. In the "T" tests, the coarser material was taken out

first, thus causing the ratio of fines to increase. This diminished

feed causes the working area in the classifier to increase, hence

giving an apparently slower rising current. Further, the feed is

becoming successively finer and within certain limits, more com-

pact, taking up le.ss space in the classification column. Until

this effect is counter-balanced by the greater lightness of the

particles, a settling will take place due to the apparent decrease

of the rising current.

Tests T7, Tg, Tj, show the same results, especially the diminish-

ing feed-rate. The screen analyses also bear out this theory, for

each succeeding analysis shows a much greater percentage of fines

than the preceding analysis.

In connection with these two series of tests it might be

interesting to attempt to determine the sliming effect of the
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repeated pumping. It is safe to assume that the screen analysis

of the feed in Table 3, although only approximate, is none the less

fairly accurate. From Table 3, we find that 35-73% is through

100 me.sh. The weight of the feed in Table 5 is 293 lbs., thus

there should be 104 lbs. through 100 mesh in the various tests.

On addition we have 119 lbs.,— an addition of 15 lbs. Most of

this was probably caused by the attrition in pumi)ing. The
material was pumped four times, each successive pumping l>eing

less in weight by the amount of the finished product. We may
calculate to the total amount pumped thus:

—

Original pumping or feed to C, 293 lbs.

Feed to Cj 293-06 227 "

" " Cj 227-99 128 "

" " C, 128-70 58 «

700 lbs.

Now in pumping 700 lbs, 15 lbs of fines were produced.

.'. The sliming effect is - ' — = 2 • 12%.
700

It is unfortunate that the error in the feed sample to the " T "

tests (Table 8) renders it impossible to make a similar investiga-

tion for the second series of te.sts; but it is probable that the

sliming is considerably less, inasmuch as the coarser ])articles are

most likely to slime and these particles are taken out during the

first operations.

It seemed advisable to attempt to combine the advantages

of the two sets of tests and to this end a third trial .series was nm.

In this series the fines were first taken out, making the first over-

flow the finished ])roduct, but in all succeeding runs the spigot

product was the finished product.

By this method it was hoped to eliminate any serious over-

flow lo.s.s(\s, to reduce attrition in the pumping, to facilitate

operations and possibly even to increase the efficiency of classifica-

tion.

Seven runs in all were made, giving eight classes; P, and P,;

P^ and Pji P. and Py were run without changing the hydraulic

Wiit<T for the seconil test.
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The results follow:

—

TABLE 9.

Hvdr'lic Feed
Test water rate, Feed Feed- Total Time Weight Actual
No. in galls./

min.
wet in

lbs.

min.

rate,

dry.
water. water. of run. of prodt. feed-rate

a-i-b.

P, 0-24 1012 612 0-40 0-64 28' 23-87 503
P, 2-70 12 62 7 00 56 3 26 19' 20 06 6 16
P,

«
11 62 6 62 50 3 20 15^' 11 63 6 25

P. 1-55 11 76 6 76 50 2 05 13i' 26 56 6 30
P. u

11 62 6 76 49 2 04 9^' 11 06 6 20
P. 0-63 8'

3'
30
8

44
00

5
5

97
P 10 26 6 12 41 1 04 79
p' Overflow 9 37

weightTotal 140-99

These tests show the remarkable difference in the feed rate

between P^ and P2. Pi is the test in which the overflow product

was the finished product, while P2 is the coarsest run of the series.

Runs P2, P3, P4 and P5 do not show much variation of feed, but

the tendency to a decrease of feed is perhaps intimated. The

remaining tests, however, have a diminishing feed rate.

The amount of feed-water is almost constant, especially for

the four centre runs, Pj, P3, P4 and P5, but is considerably more

in quantity than was the case in Table 7. This is probably due,

as before explained in connection with the T tests, to the larger

space between the rock particles. Test P^, having the fines in it,

shows only 0-40 gallons of feed water per minute, while test P2

containing the coarsest particles, shows the greatest quantity

of food water of any of the tests, viz., 0-56 gallons per minute.

From Table 5, we find that the feed water increased steadily

from 0-2.5 gallons per minute in the case of C, to 0-73 gallons

per minute in the case of C4. This further proves our contention

in the C tests the finished production in each case was the

overflow product and the feed was successively coarser.

Screen analy.ses were made of the runs in Table 9 and re-

sulted as follow:

—
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Th.

60
100.
150.

2(X).

200.

Totals

TABLE 10.

Test No. F,.

Mesh.
Weight in

gnis.

Per
cent.

I

Weight of

product
in lbs.

250
nil

10

100.

0-4

1 239
On 20

30 1

40 y 01

4S
14-8
36.

8

43.

2

10000

11
3-5
88
103

23-8

Test No. P,.

Mesh.
Weight in

gms.
Per
cent.

Weight of

protluct

in lbs.

243
1120
104.

150
80
2.5

0-5

242 5

1000
40-

2

42 S
2

3 • 3

1 ()

0:4

201
On 20

30
40
60
100

9 1

S-fi

1-2
0-7

2
150
2(K) ()• 1

Th. 200

Totals.. 99 9 ' 19 9

Test \o. P,.

Mish.
Weight in IVr

cont.

W.-ight of

product
in 11m.

3100
119.

149
24
13

3 5

5
nil

1000
38 6
48-2

< • t

4 2
11

2

1(K) (1

11-6
On 20 4.5

30 5 6
40...
60...
100...
150^
20;)

Th. 200

9
5
1

Totals 3(>9 11 «'»
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Test No. P,.

Mesh.

On 20
30
40
60
100
150
200

Th. 200

Totals

Weio:ht in

gms.

256
44
123
36
32
16
3

1

nil

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

•5

•0

•0

255-5

Per
cent.

100
17
48
14
12
6
1

100-0

Weight of

product
in lbs.

26
4
12
3

3

1

26-5

Test No. P,

Mesh.

On 20
30
40
60
100
150
200

Th. 200

Totals

Weight in

gms.

254
14
93
52
54
34
5
1

•0

•0

•0

-0

•0

•0

-5

-0

•5

254

Per
cent.

100
5

36
20
21
13
2

•0

5
•6

•4

-2

-4

-4

•2

99-9

Weight of

product
in lbs.

11

4
2

2
1

111

Test No. P„.

Mesh.
Weight in

gms.
Per
cent.

Weigh of

product
in lbs.

281-0
1-5

28-0
39-0
75-0
95
33
8-0
1()

100 30-4

On 20
30. . 9

13

26
33
11

2

5

9
9

7

9
8
8
5

3
4
8
10
3

2

40
60

2

2

100 3

150 6

200 8

Th. 200 1

Totals 280-5 100 30 4
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Test No. P,.

Mesh.

On

Th.

20,

30
40
60
100
150
2()0

200

Totals.

1 211 '

nil ,

2-5
7

33
106
40
20

,

2-5

1 211
1

'
1

Weight of

product
in lbs.

1000

1-2
3 3
15-6
50
18
9
1

1000 80

Test No. P7.

—

Overflow.

Mesh.
Weight in

grns.

Per
cent.

Weight of

pro<iuct

in lbs.

244.
nil

10
60
690
84
640
200

1000

0-4

2-5
28-3
34 5
26-2
SI

9 4

On 20
301
40 J

60 0-2
100 2-6
150 3 2
200

Th. 200
2 5
08

Totals 244 1000 9 3

From these tests we fiml that a total of 11-4 lbs passed

through 200 mesh. Test Pj produces 10-3 lbs. of this showing

a recovery of 90-3%, which is a little better than wtis obtained

ill Tahl(? 0. The Ix^neficial effect on the classification of the

removal of the fines is shown by a comparison of Tables S and

10. Tests T, andT, show a little Ix'ttcr efficiency, piving 91 •(»%

recovery coarser than 30 mesh as against 90 ^'^ in the case of P,.

But Tj shows only 04-3% coarser than 30 mesh whereas in P, we

have 86-8%. Again in T^ we have a concentration of 87-2%
between 20 mesh and KM) mesh, whereas in P^ we have 9^JS%,

48-2% of which is on the 30 mesh.

On thf whole, the "P" te.sts were ruunr iHiiri inaii rithcr
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of the other two series, and it was accordingly decided to use this

method on the ore which was to be prepared for the table experi-

ments.

Classification of the Bruce Mines Ore.

About three tons of the Bruce Mines Ore were crushed through
IS mesh. Most of the ore had already been crushed to various

sizes, in carrying out certain previous tests; but whatever was
coarser than IS mesh was crushed either in the Comet gyratory

breaker or the Huntingdon Mill or both.

The ore was divided into three portions: one for Mr. Cox
to be treated on the Callow screen; one for the writer for purposes

of classification; and one to be held in reserve for natural feed

runs and the like.

TABLE 11.

Classification of Bruce Mine Ore.

Test Hy. water Feed- Feed- Feed- Total Time Wgt. of Ore
No. in galls./

min.

rate

—

wet in

lbs.

min.

rate

—

dry.
water. water. of run product

in lbs.

treated
in lbs.

1. A 0-42 10 00 606 0-40 0-82 74i' 106 520
B « 10-50 6-38 0-40 0-82 72i' 1

63 ' ]

171 507
C u 9-38 6-00 0-38 0-80 430
D u 1100 6-50 0-46 0-80 73 ' 102 513

2-34 13-26 7-88 0-54 2-88

Totals

65 '
]

379 1,970

2. A
B u

13 00 7 88 0-51 2-85 60 ' 262
C u

13 50 8 00 0-55 2-89 67 '

3. A 1-78 13 38 7 92 0-54 2-32 51 ' 1

B «
12 38 7 62 0-48 2-26 50 ' 281

C u
13 00 7 88 0-56 2-34 50 '

4. A 128 12 50 7 76 0-47 1-75 43 '
1

B u
11 88 7 50 0-43 1-71 38 '

\
282

C u
13 24 8 12 051 1-79 40 '

5. A 0-80 12 12 7 50 0-46 1-20 27 ' 1

B u
11 54 7 26 043 1-23 26 '

\
299

C «
12 12 7 50 046 126 26 '

J

295

To

Run 5

tal woipjht of

overflow

products 1,798
W(iight of feed hjimjjjes . . 87

1,885
Lo.ss 85 4-3%

1,970
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A.s Mr. Cox had decided to make six sizes, the writer decided

to make six classes by the ch\ssifier so that the two sets of trials

should be as nearly as possible in parallel.

Two separate samples of the ore were taken for purposes of

screen analyses and assaying.

As the cone would only hold about 500 lbs., it was necessary

to treat the ore in four lots.

With the exception of the large amount of the overflow

product in run No. 1, the classes are verj- equal in weight. The
feed to run Xo. 1 was dry, but in all other cases it was wet so as to

save time.

While the loss may look somewhat large in quantity, yet it

is really comparatively little when we consider the amount of

handling and pumping that was necessary and the consequently

large production of impal})able slimes.

These runs also give further proof, if necessary, of our con-

tention that the presence of fines lowers the feed-rate.

The feed rates in runs lA, B, C and D are fairly uniform,

averaging about G-3G lbs. per minute. Referring to the other

runs we find that in general, runs 2A, B and C, lx?ing the coarsest

runs, have the greatest feed-rate, averaging about 7-92 lbs. per

minute. As the feed gradually becomes finer, the feed-rate

diminishes steadily, until in the last run, Xo. 5, it is 7-42 lbs |x*r

minute.

The feed water also agrees with the theory. In Run 1 it

averages -41 gallons ])er minute, jumping to 0-52 gallons |x»r

minute in Run 2 and thence decrea.sing to 0- It gallons |x»r minute

in the la^t run, Xo. 5.

In all the screen analyses on the ore the standard scn^cns of

the I.M.M. were used and the mechanical screening machine wafl

employed where practicable, as will Ix? explained lat«r. .Ml

screen samples weighed 200 gms. except where otherwi.se stat^nl

and the screening was done in thirty minutes. Samples were taken

of the six clas.ses and analyses made as given in Table 12.

As Mr. Cox decided to us<' the 20, 30, 40, GO and KK) mr>li

screens on the Callow machine, the analyses of classifiotl product,-*

were all run with the same set of meslies.
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TABLE 12.

Screen Analyses of Runs in Table 9.

Feed to run Xo. 1:

—

Mesh.

On 20
30
40
60
100

Th. 100

Totals

Weight in

gmg.

1500
20
39 1

22 5
25 3
22 2
20-8

149 9

Per
cent.

100
13
26
15
16
14
13

•0

3
•1

•0

•9

•8

•9

100

Weight of

product
in lbs.

1,798
239
470
270
304
266
250

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

•0

1,7990

Run No. 1.

Mesh.
Weight in

gms.
Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in lbs.

200
nil

0-5
2-7
24-5
73-7
198-5

100 379
On 20

30
1

12
36
49

2
3
3
9
3

6
4

46
140
187

8
40 9
60 6
100

Th. 100

Totals 199-9 100-0 279 • 3

Run No. 2.

Mosh.
Weight in

gms.
Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in lbs.

200
86-8
80-1
210
01
2-3
0-7

100
43-4
40-

1

10-5
4-6
11
0-3

262 •

On 20 114
.105
27
12
2

30
40 5

60
\()() 9

Th. KK) 8

Total.s 200 100 262 • 2
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Run No. 3.

Mesh.

On 20
30
40
60
100

Th. 100

Totals

Weight of

product
in lbs.

2810
81-4
122 5
43-6
25 6
70
14

281 5

Run No. 4.

Mesh.
Weight of

gms.
Per
cent.

Weight of

product
in Ibe.

2000 1000
131
42-5
21-7
15 2
61
1-4

2820
On 20

30
26
84
43
30
12
2

1

9
3
4

2
6

37
1200

40
60
100

Th. 100

61-2
42-9
17-2
3 9

Totals 199-7 1000 282-2

Run No. 5.

Mesh.
Weight in

gnia.

Per
cent.

Weight of

protluct

in Ibe.

2000
4-8

49-3
52 9
55-6
280
9 1

100 2990
On 20 2

24
26
27
14

4

4
7

5
8

6

7 2
30 74
40 79 3
60 83 2
100 41 9

Th. 100 137

Totals 199-7 100 209 3
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Run No. 5.

—

Overflow,

Mesh.

On 20
30
40
60
100

Th. 100

Totals

Weight in

gms.

200

7

27
69
60
35

•0

•3

•5

•3

•4

•4

•0

199-

9

Per
cent.

100

3

13
34
30
17

•0

•1

•7

•7

•7

•2

•5

99-9

Weight in

product
in lbs.

295

10
40
102
89
51

•0

•3

•9

•5

•5

•1

•7

295-0

The analysis of the feed shows the material to be very evenly

distributed among the various sizes with the exception of the

"on 30 mesh'' product which is nearly double the amount of the

others. Run 1 shows a concentration of 86-2% through 60 mesh
and 98 •5% through 40 mesh.

Run No. 2 gives a concentration or efficiency of 83-5% on 30
mesh and 94-0% on 60 mesh.

Run Xo. 3 shows a large concentration on the 30 mesh
amounting to 43-5%, while Run No. 4 runs it very close with
42 -.5% on the 30 mesh.

Tho.se screen analyses were made with very great accuracy,

mainly due to the efficiency of the screening machine, so it is

possible to investigate the sliming of the ore with considerable

confidence.

The coarse 20 mesh material does not seem to have suffered

much. This may be explained by the fact that the feed material

on 20 mesh was proportionately coarser than the other products,

since it had been previously crushed to just pass 18 mesh. Thus
it could be considerably reduced and still remain on the 20 mesh
screen. Further, the coarse material is taken out during the second
and third runs.

Accordingly, we may expect the "on 30 mesh" and "on 40
mesh " mat^^'rial to show the greatest losses.

Thi.s proves to be the case : the feed analysis shows 470 lbs.

on 30 mesh, but on addition of the several runs we find only about
433 lbs.

; similarly on 40 mesh we have about 247 lbs. instead of

270 lbs. Now "through 40 mesh" we should get 820 lbs. whereas
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we find 8G9-4 lbs., an increase of 49-4 Ib.s. We may safely

assume that this was due to pumping.

1798 (excluding losses)

.1419

1157

. S76

594

redI to Run 1

u u u o

u a " 3
a a " 4
u u u ,•-

Total lbs. pumped 5844

Now, in pumping 5,844 lbs., 49-4 lbs of finesVere produced.

Thus the sliming effect is 49-4 x 100

^^5J- = 0.S4%.

It will be remembered that, in the case of the preliminary

tests of Table 5. in which the fines were successively taken out,

the feed becoming coarser and coarser, the sliming effect was
2-12%. Of course it is not fair to compare the two without

making some allowance for the difference of accuracy in the screen

analyses and also the difference in the rock. As regards the latt<^r,

however, it may be stated that the syenite rock in question was

extremely hard and probably resisted attrition, as well or better

than the ore.

In any event, the result is very satisfactory :is showing the

efficiency of the method used in reducing attrition. Further,

it may be of sufficient interest to point out that the greatest

increase in fines was found on the 100 mesh; there being a total

of 298 1 lbs. as against a feed of 20(3 Ib.^., a difference of 32 1

lbs. or 65% of the total increa.se of fines.

An attempt was made to effect a concentration of the chal-

copyrite by classification and 57 lbs of the ore was fed into the

cla.ssifier. About half a pound of spigot product was produced

but it contained practically no cop|K'r.*

Run Xo. 7 was made on some of the n»serve ori^. It was

the pur])ose to divide the ore into two cla.'^.'^'s and trt'at each on

the Wilfley Table. The data follow:—

The chiilropyrito In thi.s ore ia very flaky ami therefore unsuitable for

dasaified or jig concentration.
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Table 13.

Run Xo. 7.—Weight of ore treated 414 lbs.

Feed rate, wet 12-12 lbs. per min.

" " dry 7-38 " " "

" water 4-74 " "
''

Time of run 52 minutes

Hydraulic water 0-8 gals, per min.

Total water 1-3 " " "

Weight of spigot 250 lbs.

Overflow 151 lbs.

401 lbs.

Loss 13 lbs= 3 • 1%.

PART III.

The Relative Merits of Screen-sized, Classified and Natural
Feeds for the Wilfley Table.

In the concentration of finely ground ore, the Wilfley Table

is, on the whole, the most successful machine in use. Since its

introduction in 1896, it has revolutionised ore-dressing processes

and has made it possible to treat ores of certain familiar and im-

portant types more cheaply and effectively than ever before.

Numerous other tables are now on the market, each claiming

to be better than the others. Doubtless each table has its points

of superiority; but nevertheless they are practically all jerking

riffles of the Wilfley type and in a general way possess the same

advantages and suffer the same limitations as the original Wilfley.

The mill designer who wishes to treat his fine pulp on tables

of this type, has three courses open to him: He may

(1) Divide the material into grades according to size, irre-

spective of specific gravity by fine screening.

(2) Divide the material into grades according to size in con-

junction with specific gravity, by hydraulic classification.

(3) Feed the pulp as it comes without other treatment than

to ensure its being fine enough for successful treatment by the

use of some comparatively coarse screen or classifier to divert
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the coarse grains to some other type of separator (usually a jig).

In this case the major part of the very finest material is usually

also removed by some desliming apparatus before the pulp

reaches the tables.

Each course has its advocates, although (2) is favoured by

the majority of writers on ore dressing theory; but although

the phenomenal success of the Wilfley type of table has naturally

enough resulted in its very general use for all classes of work,

this very success is also responsible for the fact that very little

exact information is available as to the true character of its work

as a separator, and as the best method of preparing its feed.

It was in an endeavour to obtain such information in regard

to the Wilfley Table that led Prof. R. H. Richards to run a very

careful and instructive series of tests at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.*

There are three theories as to the best feed for tables : namely,

natural or mixed pulp; screened feed; and classified feed. The

results of Prof. Richard's tests are in his opinion in favour of

classified feed. This claimed superiority is at best very slight

and is based upon experimental work and deduction therefrom

which are not above criticism. It has seemed therefore desirable

to attempt to throw further light upon the subject.

The experimental Wilfley Table used in these tests is illustrated

in Plate I, and is exactly like the commerical table in all respects,

except that it is smaller, being seven feet long bytwo and a half feet

wide at head end and three feet at feed end. The ordinary full-

sized table is about sixteen feet long by seven feet wide. The

table used by Prof. Richards had a working area of only two by

four feet and the riffle grooves were cut into the wooden table top

iastead of being made of strips tacked on and rising above the flat

surface of linoleum.

Prof. Richards in his "Ore-Dressing" Vol. Ill, p. 14G9,

describes the operation of the Wilfley table. Rather more briefly,

his arguments are as follow:

—

The bed of pulp when stratified on the table top ranges in

depth from 1 grain at its margin on the cleaned ore plane, to a

maximum of 10 to 20 grains in the riffles at a point from 15 to 30

inches from the top of the tip ends of the riffle cleats.

Tran.<iaf;tion8 —Amf'rican Institute of Mining Engineers.
). 556-^0, and xxxix, pp. :Wi-'.i\o.

Volume xxxviii,

pp.
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By reason of having a deep bed where the riffles are deep,

two favourable conditions exist. Firstly, a gentle agitation can

be maintained between the riffle cleats which opens up the deep

bed and gives any grains of value an opportunity to fall into the

lower layers. Secondly, the u])per layers of clean waste can then

be readily washed away without interfering with the concentration

or progression of the lower layers.

As soon as the pulp loses the support of the edge of each riffle

cleat the wash water carries the waste and a small part of the

concentrates to the next lower riffle. \s the pulp advances along

the riffles, which steadily diminish in depth, waste is washed out.

Finally the bed becomes so shallow rear the ends of the riffle

cleats that the wash water carries some mineral ofT with the waste.

This shallow area is the medium of transition from the deep bed

of the cleaning plane to the completely cleaned ore of the cleaned

ore plane, and is generally called the middle area, beyond which

the balance of the heads, now completely cleaned, advance across

the plane surface in a band, supported by the diagonally cut off

riffle cleat tips, and by the })ulp Ix'tween these tips.

Feed

ids --

'y";>

Middles Taila Stimt^H

Fig. IV.

In the coinnuTcial tables and also in the tabli» used in these

tests, the riffle cleats are tacked upon the plane surface of the

linoleum. Thus the cleaning plane makes a very slight angle with

the cleaned ore plane. Virtually we have a very small valley

between the two narrow elevated planes which cau.s(»8 a dee|)ening

35
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of the bank of sand and narrows the fan of concentrates. Theoreti-

cally, the nearer we can get the pulp to be one grain deep on the

riffle cleats, the more perfectly will the grains be treated, each

according to its owii law. Prof. Richards is of the opinion that

on a experimental seven foot table, such as we used, this banking

up is so serious as to interfere with good work, although almost

negligible on the large tables. The table used by Prof. Richards

had, as already stated, the riffles made by cutting grooves into the

surface. By this means he believes the small table he used gave as

good results as the large table, since both cleaning plane and

cleaned ore plane are then one and the same. The authors have

not had an opportunity to use Prof. Richards' table; but from

experiments with very similar small tables, and with full sized

Wilfleys, they are led to believe that he exaggerates the difficulties

with the seven foot table, which they find in practice to very

closely approximate the full sized apparatus, if properly adjusted.

Prof. Richards made two series of tests: one upon galena

and quartz, the other upon cupriferous pyrite and quartz; but as

our experiments were conducted on ore of the latter character

only, we shall confine our attention almost entirely to the latter

series of tests which appear in the T.A.I.M.E. for 1909, Vol. 39,

p. 303.

Being unable to obtain any pure chalcopyrite. Prof. Richards

used a cupriferous pyrite nearly pure, containing 8-80% of copper.

Hence he states that it should be borne in mind that the material

concentrated was of low copper content, the feed averaging about

1% copper. The writer would ask that in studying his tests,

it be remembered that the Bruce Mines ore averaged but 2-42%
of copper in the form of chalcopyrite. Despite the comparative

richness in copper of this feed used in these tests, it would seem

that the advantage was rather on Prof. Richards' side, inasmuch as

not only did his mineral have an appreciable greater specific gra-

vity, but his feed would contain much more of the cupriferous

pyrite than our feed contained chalcopyrite.* In the case of Prof.

Richards' tests, feed containing only 1-0% copper would contain

nearly 12% of the cupriferous pyrite. The richest feed in any

of our runs was in that of run S^, containing about 15% of chal-

copyrite,*, while our average feed contained about 5-7% chalcopy-

* Since chalcopyrite ordinarily ha.s about 33 % copper.
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rite. The advantage of having a high mineral content is that

the recovery is considerably higher, the little loss in the tailings

being nearly constant in all runs of similarly sized material irre-

spective of the mineral content. Further, and this in our opinion

is a very grave defect in his experiments. Prof. Richards had no

middlings in the proper sense of the term, since his feed was
merely a mixture of pure quartz and pure mineral with no grains

containing both.

For our tests w^e used the regular ore which contained the usual

middles material, and in no case did we re-run our mid<lles product;

Prof. Richards did not re-run his middles in the natural feed runs,

but in all the screened and cla.ssifiod feeds the middl(»s were con-

tinually returned to the table and re-run. (T.A.I.M.E., Vol 38,

1907, p. 560).

As Prof. Richards subsequent comparisons were apparently

based on the recovery of concentrates, it seems to the writer

with all due respect, that the tests are manife.stly unfair, inasmuch

as the middles product is part of the true recovery. Further, in

the case of the natural feed runs, the material was not first deslimed

as is almost unavoidably the case in j)ractice. The Wilfley Table

is not suited for treatment of slimes and in the most modem mills

the ore is first deslimed Ix'fore feeding to the Wilfley Table.

Furthermore, all the classified and screened feed was apparently

deslimed. This also appears to be rather unfair.

Table 14 shows the recovery obtained by Prof. Richards in

the natural feed runs of both series of tests:

TAliLl-: 14.

Copper-Quartz Te.sts.

(Per cent, of Total Copper.)

Run No. Hcad.s. Middles. Tailii. Slimes.

1

2

19 3
4n «
48 I

48* 1

70
M 7

24 2
13U

6 7

HI
14 2
19-6

4 4
7 6

3 13 4

4. 19 3
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Galena-Quartz Tests.

(Per cent, of Total Galena.)

Run No. Heads. Middles. Tails. Slimes.

1 39-2
34-6
44-9
51-5
29-

1

53-3
57-3
42-0
27-6
67-8

3-8
4-7
5-4
8-2
1-6

3-6
o 3-4

3 7-7

4 12-7

5 1-5

Now, if we recalculate these tables on the basis of deslimed

ore, add the remaining tests made by Prof. Richards and add a

column showing the total recovery in heads and middles we have

the following results:

TABLE 15.

Copper-Quartz Tests.

(Per cent. Total Copper.)

Runs 1 to 4 are on natural food.

" 5 to 10 " screened feed.

" ILto 16 " classified feed.

1

Run No. Heads. Middles. Tails. Heads and
Middles.

1

1

1

20-1
50-5
55-6
59-6
78-9
86-2
89-8
78-7
70-8
98-7
930
67-7
79-6
82-2
81-5
81-5

73-9
40-8
28-0
161
211
13-8
10-2
21-3
29-2
1-3
6-7

28-4
16-5
16-2
16
14-2

60
8-7
16-4
24-3
000
000
000
00-0
00-0
000
0-3
3-9
39
16
25
4-3

940
2 91-3

3 83-6
4 75-7
5 100-0
6 100
7 100
8 100
9 100
10 100
11

12
13
14
16

99-7
96-

1

96 1

98-4
97-5

16 95-7
17
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Galena-Quartz Tests.

(Per cent. Total Galena.)

Runs 1 to 5 are on natural feed.

" 6 to 1 1 " screened feed.

" 12 to 17 " cla-ssified feed.

An examination of these rosult.s shows that when the com-

bined savinjr of the heads and middles is takcMi into consideration,

the natural feed runs are at least not completely outclasst'd by

screened and classified feeds.

It is true that in the case of the copper-quartz tei^ts the

recover}' in the natural feed runs on the finer sizes is considerably

below the recovery made on screened and classified fwds ; but in the

case of the galena-quartz tests the average recovery in the natural

runs is very appreciably higher than thr n'covery ol)tjiiniMl in

the classified runs, though a little lower than that obtained in tlie

screened feed runs. In either vnsi' the total ri'covery made with

screened feed is j)laiidy higher than that obtained on classi-

fied feed. In fact when we look at the losses in the tailings, we

find that in the Cop|x'r-(2uartz Tests absolut«'ly no minend is

found in the screened feed runs, a fact which incidentally shows

the abnormality of using a feed containing no middles. Pn>f.

Richards does not note this, though lie dins sav that the "tailiiurs
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on the sized product are decidedly better than those from the

classified product/'*

Even when we consider heads alone, the recovery in the

screened feed runs is appreciably better than in the classified feed

runs. Run No. 12 in the Galena-Quartz Tests certainly is very

remarkable both from its high recovery and the large quantity of

concentrates. Run No. 11 in the Copper-Quartz Tests also shows

this though to a somewhat less extent. This appears to be Prof.

Richards only reason for giving the preference to the classified

feed. Prof. Richards also mentions, however, that the "sized

products were prepared under ideal conditions, being dry sized

with the greatest care. In the mill, screening wet, the classifier

would compare much more favourably with the screens on the sizes

which it is best adapted to treat. ''t

It appears to the writers that the results of Prof. Richards'

tests in both his series of runs do not support his conclusions and

are rather in favour of the screened feed, especially as nowadays

there has arisen a great demand for conservation and high recovery

extraction as against the old rule of "take as much as will pay

best." Neither would it appear, in the light of the above remarks,

that the natural feed is completley outclassed. In fact from a

purely economical basis, perhaps the natural feed would give best

results.

Apart from all results, however, it seems to the writer that

the amounts of ore treated and the rate of feed used in Prof.

Richards' tests were probably not of sufficient quantity from

which to draw very definite conclusions.

Even if the table used by Prof. Richards does do as good

work as a full sized table, by reason of the grooves, it would appear

doubtful that the capacity varies as the area of the working

surface. In many of Prof. Richards' tests the amount of ore

treated was much less than 10 lbs., and the largest test was made

on les.s than 40 lbs., and the unavoidable errors at the beginning

and end of the runs must have had a large efTect upon the small

quantities of material produced. The feed in the largest tests

wa-s only 2-2 lbs. per minute; this, of course, gave a test of nearly

20 minutes' duration, but in many of the tests the run lasted only

(T.A.I.M.E., 1909, Vol. :J9, p. 305).

tOn-Dn-ftHinj?, Vol. 3, p. 1,477.)
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a very few minutes—scarcely time enough to get the table in good

running adjustment.

Again, is it fair to assume that a feed of even 2-2 lbs. though

it is proportional to the size of the table, would give the same

results as 30-6 lbs. per minute on the full sized table? It seems

to the writers that the action of the table would be totally different

;

the feed is reduced proportionally to the area of the table, but the

size of the grains remains unchanged, and it is probable that the

action of the wash-water, the feed-eater, the throw, and the head

action of the table would give a very changed condition.

In the following pages the results of the experiments made

by the authors will be found tabulated and discus.sed, and if

undue stress is apparently laid on details of the work and evidence

of its considerable accuracy, it is becau.se the writers wish to show

that they have some justification at least, in arriving at conclu-

sions which are at variance with those heretofore advanced by

experimenters and authors of eminence.

In conducting the tests, the table was first adjusted so as to

make apparently clean heads and tails. The middles were not

returned to the table, as they contained a considerable quantity

of grains with included mineral, and in good practice would have

been re-crushed and treated separately.

Thirteen tests were then mn

—

six with sized feed prepariui

by Mr. Cox, as already detailed in Part I, and six with classified

feed prepared by Mr. Gibbins, as detailed in Part II. One test

was then run with natural feed ; but lack of time prevented, for the

time being, further tests on this mat^'Hal, although the results

of the one test are so interesting that a full series of trials will bo

carried to completion as soon as practicable.
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WILFLEY TABLE RUNS.

TABLE 16.

Screened Feed.

Weight of feed in lbs

Table inclination

R. P. M
Throw
Feed orifice

Time of run
Rate of feed in lbs. /min. . .

Rate of feed in tons 24
hrs

Feed water in lbs. /min. . ,

Wash water
Total "

Ratio of water to feed ....

Width of heads

^
" " middles

Weight of heads
'* " middles
'* " tails

Total
Loss
Loss per cent

s..

435
4°5r
272

¥
¥

26i'
16-4

11-8
27-57
52- 93
80-50
4-9:1

1"

2"

17-4
19-4

393-0
429-8

5-2
1-2

S3. S3. S, s..

335 250 243 181
4°51' 3°52' 3°08' 2°00'

272 285 272 278

¥ 11/16" r r
¥ ¥ 5/16" 5/16"

18i' 15' 2QY 27'

17-8 16-7 9-4 6-7

12-8 120 6-S 4-8
29-69 28-5 27-5 310
30-57 53-5 44-0
60-26 81-0 75-0
3-4:1 8-6:1 11-2:1

2" 4" 4" 6"

r 2" 3" 4"

16-9 17-2 21-6 22-9
22-2 12-2 14-2 15-4

295-0 219-0 203 140-0
334-1 248-4 238-8 178-3

0-9 1-6 4-2 2-7
0-3 0-6 17 15

s„.

182
nil

272

¥
5/16"

60'

3-0

2-2
26-1
75-0
101-1
33-6:1

8"

12"

23
58
92
173

8
4

-6

-0

•0

•6

•4

•6

TABLE 17.

Classified Feed.

Weight of feed in lbs

Table inclinn

R. P. M
Throw
Feed orifice

Time of run
Rate of feed in lbs. /min. . .

Rate of feed in tons/ 24
hrs

Feed wat<T in Iba /min
Wa.«»h "

Total water
Ratio of water to feed

.

Width of heads
" " middles

Weight of hea<j8
" " middles
" " tails

Total
L088
Loss per cent

C
259
4°50'

268

¥
¥

15'

17-2

C. C,.

286 251
5°01' 4°28'

272 272

¥ 11/16"

¥ -5/16"
17' 23'

16-5 10-9

' 12-4 11-9 7-8
26-6 35-2 36-2
55-4 32-8 42-8
82-0 68-0 79

4-8:1 41:1 7-2:1
6" 3" 2i"
38" H" 3"

36 1 20-6 13-1
24-4 23-5 17-6
I960 233. 219
256-5 276-

1

249-7
2 5 3-9 1-3
10 1-4 0-5

1

296
4°09'

272

¥
5/16"
29'

10-2

7-3
35-2
330
68-2

6-7:1

2r
3"

15-4
20-0
257-0
292-4

3-6
1-2

295
2°45'

276

r
5/16"
30'

9-9

7-1

340
41-0
75-0

7-6:1
4"

2f"
17-1
20-3

251
288-4

6-6
22

378
1°25'

272-320

5/16"
75'

5-0

3-6
57.
87-0
144-0
28-8:1

3"

12"

15-8
74.5

270
360-3
18
4-8
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TABLE IS.

Natural or Mixed Feed.

N,. ' N^S. N,S. N.C.

245

SJC.

150

M.

Weipht of feed in lbs 268 230 59 244
Table inclinn 3°10' 4°14' 3°36' 2*^25'

R. P. M 234 272 272 260 272 272
Throw r r r r r }•

Feed orifice 5/16' V i' r 5/16* 5/16*
Time of run 30' 14' 15i' 26' 22' 30'

Rate of feed in lbs./ min. . . 90 16-4 3 8 9-4 6-8 8-2
Rate of feed in tons/ 24

hrs 6-5 11-8 2-7 6-8 4 9 5 9
Feed water in ll^s./ min. . . 300 280 28-0 280 28-0 30
\Va.sh water 52

820
91:1

2i'

Total water
Ratio of water to feed ....

Width of head.s
" " middles

16-7Weight of hcad.'^ lio 5-7 170 5-1 17 5
^ " middle.-^ 89-7 420 11-5 :)3 19 9 4S 5
" " Tails 20« 174-5 410 1700 119 171

Total 264-4 227-5 58-2 240-0 1440 237-0
Loss 3-6 2-5 0-8 50 6 7

Loss per cent 1-3 1-1 1-3 2() 40 2-9
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TABLE 23.

Recovery—Secondary—Natural Feed.

(Per Cent. Copper in Heads, Middle.s and Tails on Various Sizes.)

Size. N,H I N,M I N,T N,F

20
30
40
60
100
-100

56-3 9-4 31 3 100
70-3 SO 21 7 1(K)

800 11-3 S-7 1000
69-8 is.i 11-9 KKJO
77 1 Ki-8 61 1000
53-6 310 13-4 1000

TABLE 24.

Screen Analyses of Original Feed.

Sam pie A. SampKJ 15. Mi;ili.

Mesh. Wgt. % Wgt. Wgt. % Wgt. % Wgt. % Cu.

150 gms. 1000 150 gms. 1000 1000 2-42
On 20 20 13 •3 2()() 13-3 13 3 1 27

30 39-2 2() .'2 39() 2t)0 2r, • 1 1 73
40 22 • o 15 •0 22-4 14-9 15-0 1 84
(30 25.

3

10 •9 25-3 10-

9

Hi- 9 2 49
100 220 14 •7 22-3 14-9 14 S 2 17

-KM) 20-8 13-9 20 • S 13-9 13-9 5 15

149-8 1000 149-8 99-9 1000

TAI^

Scbeen

.LI-: 25.

Analyses.

Originnl F«"d Screened Ore. Clftrtsified Ore.

Mesh. % Wgt. %Cu. Wgt. ibs. cu. \Ski. lbs. Cu.

1000 2 12 185-0 44 75 185-5 41 '» •

On 20 13 3 1 27 24 3 12 24-7 3 \\

30 26-

1

1- 7:i 48-4 8-38 48-5 8 10

40 15 1 SI 278 511 279 5 11

60 10-9 2- •19 31-3 780 314 7 -

KM) MS 2- 47 27-4 fi-76 27-5 ». 7\*

-100 13 9 5- 15 257 13 25 25- 8 13 .30

Totril.M lonO I V

36
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TABLE 2(3.

Additional Screen Analyses.

Mesh.
SaFeed
% Wgt.

SflHeads
%Wgt.

CfiFeed

% Wgt.
CgHeads
% Wgt.

NiFeed
% Wgt.

NiHeads
% Wgt.

On 120
200

—200

Totals. . . .

16-6
430
38-4

15-4
39-9
44-7

600
200
20-0

27-5
29-5
43-0

90-0
6-0
4-0

85-0
9-8
5-2

100 100 100 100-0 100 100

TABLE 27.

Additional Recoveries.

(Total lbs. Copper.)

Scrcenod Feed.
Heads. Middles. Feed.

Including run Sg.

3212 5o7 44-55
72-1% ^ 12-5%

Neglecting Sg.

25-38 2.99 33-72
75-3% 8-9%

Increased Recovery.
3-2% — 3-6%

Classified Feed.
Heads. Middles. Feed.

Including Cg.

30-93 6-80 44-74
69-1% 15-2%

Neglecting C^.

26-72 4-90 36-74
72-8% 10-9%

Increased Recovery.
3-7% — 4-3%

Discussion of the Results Obtained.

From Tables 16, 17, and 18 we find the capacity of the experi-

mental table u.sed to be about twelve tons per 24 hours with the

coarse feed, for either screened or classified material, with the

advantage in favour of the former. On very fine feed the capacity

falls as low as 2-2 tons in 24 hours with screened feed, and 3-6

tons for classified feed, the over all average being about 8 tons.

The Wilfley table has a capacity of from, say, 20 to 30 tons

on the average coarse ore, which can .sometimes be pushed, in

ven' favourable conditions, up to 40 tons per 24 hours; while

for finer feed its capacity ranges down to 10 tons per 24 hours,

or an average for all sizes in their proper proportions of, say, 18

tons.

Prof. Richards, in deciding upon the proper rate of feed for

his small table, a8.sumed that the capacity of a table is directly
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proportional to its area. This may be true of tables not clifferiiig

very greatly in size, but it is scarcely likely to be true as regards

tables differing so greatly as his 2' x 4' apparatus and the standard

Wilfley. It would seem more likely that the capacity would vary

according to the portion of the table actually covered by the

ore stream, or, in other words, by a somewhat narrow band

following the diagonal. This seems to l)e borne out by the result

of the tests above recorded. The area of a .standard table is,

roughly, 95 sq. ft., and its diagonal about 17 ft. ; while the area and

diagonal of the exj)erimental table used in our tests were 22 sq.

ft. and 7-7 ft. The average capacity of a standard Wilfley may
be taken at, say, 18 tons per 24 hours, and the tables show that

the McGill table had a capacity of about 8 tons. The ratio of

diagonals=7 • 7 to 17=2;^, and the ratio of feeds 8 to IS=^.
Tables 16, 17, and 18 give complete and detailed analy.scs of

the Wilfley runs on the screened, classified and natural feeds

respectively. Nowhere in Prof. Richards' discussion Wiis the

writer able to find any data as to the sloj^e, feed water, wash water,

throw and the like, so a comparison is impossible.

It should be noted in connection with Table 16 that the ore

was first screened through the 100 mesh Callow screen (run S.);

then passed over the 60 mesh screen (run S^) et cetera. Thus run

Sj should contain only material coarser then 20 mesh, run S, only

material through 20 mesh but on 30 mesh and so on.

The runs in Table 17 graduate from coarse mat<?rial to fine;

—

run C, being the spigot proiluct from classification run No. 2

(table 11), and Cg, containing the finest j)roduct of all, being the

overflow of clas.sification run No. 1 (Table 11). Cj is the next

finest run and is the overflow of classification run No. 5; C^ is the

sj)igot i)roduct of cla.ssification mn No. 5; C, the s]ML'ot of run

No. 4 and C, the sj)igot of mn No. 3.

It will Ix? noticed that, in these tests also, the rate of feed

diminishes with the decrea.se in size of the feed particles. The

ratio of the total water to the feed rate increases steadily but

shows a very large jum]) in the finest run, l)eing about 30 to I in

S, and Cg.

In the screened feeds the width of the heads band steadily

increa.ses, showing the greatest cjuantity of cop|K*r in the finest

run. The classified feed tests show the widest band of mineral
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in riin Cp This run also produces nearly one-third of the total

amount of heads.

Table 19 shows a complete yet comprehensive summary of

the results obtained in the tests; it gives the screen analyses and

the assay values in percent, and also pounds of copper in the feed,

heads, middles and tails.

An examination of this table will show the exceptional

accuracy of the screen analyses. This is due to the efficiency

of the screening machine, which is described in detail in Appendix

I. With very fine material, however, the sieves clogged and in the

screened feed tests, all the screening had to be finished by hand

because of the great concentration of the material.

All of the assays were done by the cyanide method which is

described in detail in Appendix II. Including checks, about 500

determination were made in all.

Referring again to Table 19, we find that in every case the

primary assay of the heads, middles and tails check, sometimes

exactly but invariably within very small limits. Thus in S^ we

get the total pounds of copper in the heads, middles and tails to be

5-87. On addition of the amounts of copper on the various

sizes in the heads, middles and tails we have 5-84 pounds.

S4 .shows 7-26 pounds of copper in the total of the primary

assays, whereas the secondary assays add up to 7-18. The

difference is very small, yet an explanation can be given for it.

We notice in the tails of S4 that the primary assay shows C • 76 lbs.

of copper, and the secondary assays only 0-67. It seems obvious

that the primary assay is wrong, inasmuch as the secondary assays

were checked.

The majority of the feed assays check excellently with their

respective heads, middles and tails; but three or four have evi-

dently become accidentally salted, no doubt in the sampling or

grinding, as in some cases, work on high grade ore was proceeding

nearby at the same time. This has been the case with S^ feed,

with C, feed to a much less extcmt, with C, and with the primary

a.s,'<ay of C4. These errors or discrepancies are to be regretted;

but they are very few in view of the large number of samples

assayed, and on the whole the results of the sampling, screening,

and assaying are very satisfactory.
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It will be noticed in the case of the screened feed runs,

that the amount of copper in the feed steadily increases, on the

whole, with the increased fineness of the feed, notwithstanding

the fact that the amount of the feed steadily decreases the while

from 430 lbs. in S^ to 173-6 lbs. in S,.

The feed in Sj is considerably over twice the amount of the

feed to.run S^ and yet the copper in S, is little more than half the

weight of the copper in Sj.

The feed to S, is a trifle less in quantity than the feed to S5,

yet the amount of'copper is nearly 3 pounds more, showing a great

increase in richness.

Correspondingly we find a generally increasing amount of

copper saved in the heads but by no means so great an increa.se as

the increase of copper in the feed.

The amount of copper saved in the middles remain more or

less constant, except for S^ in which run the copper rises from

about 0-6 lbs. to over 2 J lbs.

The tailings show a steady decrease in the copper contents

till test S5, whereat it starts to rise again, test S5 showing a deciiled

increase over S^, while the copper in the tailings of S^ is nearly

three times that contained in S^ and almost twice the amount
given for S5.

Turning to the classified feeds, we have an entirely different

state of affairs. The amount of copper in test C^ is much greater

than in any of the other tests, though in amount of ore feed it is

one of the smallest. In C, the coj)jx»r in the feed decreases from

about the 12-2 of Cj to about 7-3 lbs. Test C, contains the least

amount of copper but C^ shows the lowest percentage of copiK'r

in the feed. C^ is a little richer than Cj but it is nearly 100 lbs.

greater in quantity and hence has about 2 lbs. more cop|x?r.

The copper saved in the heads reaches a ma.vimum in C,,

drops suddenly in C,, thence slowly to C4 then it takes an upward

turn to C, which shows a slight decrease.

The copjx^r content of the middles product shows a steady

derreas<> from 1 • U lbs. in C, io 0-7') llxs in C^; in C, it jump-< up

to 1-9 lbs.

The tailings give a decreiusing amount of {'opjH'r frum 1 -39 Ib.s.

in C, to 87 lbs. in C^; Cj tailings nrv richer while in C, the copper

in the tailings is more than doubled.
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The heads of the C tests are in no case as rich as the richer of

the S tests, but, on the other hand, no C test falls as low as S^.

The heads obtained in the natural feed, sun N^, are the richest

of the tests.

The accompanying curves illustrate these facts graphically.

In the heads diagram we see the remarkable' similarity of the

(

IHinniliniHHinpilliiliilpHinHlilHHIinHninilliiiiiiini^

|iuijjIiiii:iiiyiji:liH|ii:lii::h:H::!:»!H:i:[^
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recovery in the finer sizes. As the dotted lines show, had not the

recovery in the natural feed on the 60 mesh fallen, the curve would

have been very similar to the screened feed curve, and even more

regular. From our original feed analyses and assays, table 24,

one would expect the recovery to follow the dotted lines and it is

quite possible that the result obtained by us was a mere coincidence.

mffi^^^^^Htt
' ^^B-MMMMPU

1

a-

*
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The middles recoveries of screened and natural feeds show

the same general trend, curves somewhat comparable to the

letter S. The natural feed, however, is a curve comparable to a

rectangular hyperbola.

The combined recovery curves prove the natural feed to be

clearly superior to the others, especially if the curves are rounded

out as shown.

t.i„i.-..;.:.,i!;,,i , rrr

N»V!(». . )fUJa.mrjmJtrrf .- -W /• -»! iWXO .

' ...
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The screened feed curve is similar in shape to the natural

feed curve. The classified feed curve has the appearance of a

switchback, the recover}- rising and falling, though always showing

a general decrease.

Table 24 gives the results obtained in screening two absolutely

independent samples of the feed; it is an interesting illustration

of the efficiency of the screening machine. The table also shows

the percentage of copper in the various sizes.

Table 25 gives the amounts of copper in the varioiLs sizes of

the original feed as used for the screening tests and for the classi-

fication tests. It will be seen that the primary and secondary

assays check exceedingly well, showing a difTerence of only 0-3

lbs. of copper, or less than 0-7%.

These tables agree very fairly with Table 19. Thus, from

Table 19 C tests, We find about 3-3 lbs. of copper ore on 20 mesh.

Table 25 shows 3 14 lbs. In the finest test, C,, we got about 13

lbs. from Table 19 as against 13-5 lbs. from Table 25.

The total amount of copper in the classified feed tests adds up

to about 44-7 lbs. as against a feed of 44 -9 in Table 25; a loss of

0-2 lbs., and this loss may be h>'pothetical as a very slight error

in sampling or analyses would cancel it. Similarly, the total

copper in the screened feeds comes to about the same amount.

The.se checks are important as affording proof of the substantial

accuracy of the tests and their tabulation.

Table 20 illu.strates several interesting points. Firstly, the

classified feed shows its best recovery in coarse run, C,. This run

also has by far the greatest peroentage of heads. The worst

results are found in the finest run, C,, which run shows the smallest

I)ercentage of heads.

In the screened feed, we have exactly the reverse in almost

every detail. The amount or rather the ])ercentage of heads in S,

and S, correspond very closely to that found in C, and C, it'spec-

tively, though the recovery in S, is 10% better than the recovery

of Ce, being 61 -7% as compared to 52-6%.

But S, shows a recovery of only 0-6% above S,. The best

recovery in the screened t<*st8 is found in S^ and S^. The scn'^-ned

feed tests are the only ones to give a recovery of over SO'.o. "^itl

the average recovery of the scn'ened fiK'd is higher than the

classified feed. From Table 27 we find that the total average
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recovery in the screened feed tests is 72 • 1% as against 69-1% for

the chissified ftH^d. The hatter recovery is, oddly enough, the same

as is obtained in the natural feed run, N^ (Table 18). If we con-

sider the combined recovery of the heads and middles, the same

general results are noticed. The combined recovery of the

screened feed tests is 85-6%; of the classified feed tests 84-3%;
of the natural feed 85-7%. The three series are now nearly

equal, with the advantage in favour of the natural feed; the

clas.sified feed is a little below the others.

As the feed for Sg and Cq was thought to be rather finer than

is usual for Wilfley table treatment, we decided to make a few

additional screen analyses to find out the composition of these

runs. Table 26 shows the results. We notice that the feed and

heads of Sg are comparable but that the heads of Cq are composed

of much finer material than the average feed. The natural feed

and heads show little variation. These results proved, however,

that the mineral in runs Sg and Cg was very fine and liable to loss

when treated on the Wilfley Table. It was determined to estimate

the recovery neglecting these runs. Table 27 illustrates this

point. We notice that the recovery in the heads rises in either

case over 3-0%. The combined recovery of heads and middles is

rather less.

However, the losses in the tailings of these two runs are very

considerable, especially in the case of Cg, and it is probable that

the Frue Vanner could be used to advantage on this material.

From Table 2G it will be seen that the percentage of fines in

the natural feed is comparatively small, both in the general feed

and in the heads. It occurs to the writer that perhaps this is the

explanation of the favourable results of the natural feed run. The
small percentage of fine mineral is trapped to a considerable extent

by the coarser mineral. It is probable that the natural feed run

could be made to give a much better combined recovery by
making more middles. Had the middles band been about 10"

widrr in-stead of GJ", the writer believes the mineral lost in the

tailings would have been considerably reduced.

Table.s 21, 22 and 23 give the percentage recoveries in the

heads, middle.s and tails of the secondary assays of the screened

feed tests, the classified feed tests and the natural feed tests

resixjctively.
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Referring to Table 21, it will be observed that in general the

recovery rises with the increased fineness of the feed until test S^.

In this run the recovery drops to 81 -2% with a further derna^c to

61-3% inSe.

Table 22 exhibits a marked divergence from Table 21. The
recovery on the coarser sizes decreases from 46-6% in C, to 9-8%
in C3 heads. The heads show the greatest recovery in the fines

of C, and steadily decrease, C, marking a drop of nearly 30% from

Cs-

Table 23 points out that in the natural feed, the recovery is

best in the medium sized material. As l^efore mentioned, the

comparatively poor recovery in the 60 mesh may be due to some
unknown error.

Conclusions.

From the foregoing results, it is scarcely possible to avoid

the conclusion that classified feed is apparently less satisfactory

than screened feed.

Screened feed shows the best recovery in the heads, and if

the last run is omitted, gives a really good total recovery of 75-3%.
This is 6-2% higher than the recovery on the natural feed or

classified feed products, and it is probable that this increa.'^d

recovery would repay the extra cost of treatment; the same con-

clasion holds as regards natural feed, except that it is scarr(»ly

safe to put too much trust in one trial, no matter how w(»ll it works

out.

It is far from the writers' wish to appear dogmatic. They
realize fully that the matters here considered are too extensive

and complicated to be conclusively determined in any single scries

of tests; but they hope that their work will have some value, and

will ])lay its part in the settlement of a question of great interest

to both students and practitioners of the art of ore dressing.

APPENDIX I.

Screen Analyses.

The screen analyses of the various samples were done almost

entirely by machine. This machine which was built on lines sug-
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gested by that described by T. J. Hoover* consists essentially of

a vertical shaft driven by bevel gears from a horizontal shaft con-

nected by belting to one of the regular line shafts in the laboratory.

The vertical shaft has a horizontal plate on its upper end, support-

ing from an eccentrically placed pin, a reck for holding the screens.

This rack will hold any number of screens from one up to over a

dozen nested together. The pin has an eccentricity of IJ inches

and the shaft revolves about 180 R.P.M., so that the screens get

a rapid gyratory motion which while rapidly separating the under-

size from the oversize does not tend to blind the screens badly.

For these analyses fine screens were used—20, 30, 40, 60 and 100

mesh I.M.M. standard. It was found that with a 200 gram sample,

35 minutes was sufficient to give practically perfect screening. In

a few cases only with the screen sized sands, where one screen held

the major portion of the sample, was it necessary to finish off the

work of the machine by hand.

The excellent work of this machine is well shown in Table 17,

by a comparison of the third column on the left with the last column

on the right. (The latter giving the addition of the quantities in

the various sizes of the H.M. and Tails.)

APPENDIX II.

The following details of the method used for assaying the

samples may be of interest. Samples of all products were taken

in duplicate—5 grammes in the case of ore samples for the trials;

2 grammes for feed samples, and 1 gramme for heads and middles.

These samples were all ground to pass through 100 mesh, and were

then taken to the chemical laboratory.

The weighed ore was placed in a casserole and to it was added

10 c.c. of strong nitric acid and 5 c.c. of strong hydrochloric acid.

It was then evaporated to dryness; 5 c.c. of hydrochloric acid and

10 c.c. of sulphuric acid were added and evaporated to copious

fumes of sulphur trioxide to ensure the driving off of the last

traces of nitric acid and the hydrochloric acids. Water was added

and a piece or two of aluminium foil, with one drop of hydrochloric

to start the action. This was boiled till all the copper had come

down, whereupon it was decanted through a filter and carefully

Tmnaaction*—Institution of Mining and Metallurgy. Vol. xix, p. 504.
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washed three times with hot water. Ten c.c. of nitric acid were

added; the aluminium foil taken out and washed and the copper

nitrate solution poured through the filter, washed three times and
the filtrate diluted to the same amount each time. Then 20 c.c.

strong ammonia water were added and the solution titrated by the

standardized cyanide solution till colourless.

This solution was prepared by dissolving about 30 grammes
of potassium cyanide in about 3 Htres of distilled water.

One gramme of pure copper foil was dissolved in 10 c.c. nitric

acid and diluted to exactly 500 c.c. By means of a pipette exactly

50 c.c. were withdrawn. This amount of the solution thus con-

tained • 1 gms. of copper.

This solution was diluted to the same mark as the others;

20 c.c. of ammonia added and titrated with the potassium cyanide

solution. Dividing 0-1 by the number of cubic centimetres of

solution used to decolarize the solution, gave the value of the

standard solution in terms of copper. This value was generally

about 0021. Thus 1 c.c. KCX neutralized -0021 gms. of copper.

Great care was taken to have precisely similar cimditions in all

cases. In order to eliminate the personal equation as far as pos-

sible, all titrations and standardizations were done by one man

—

Mr. J. R. Cox.

In this manner we found it possible to sample, grind, weigh

and assay from 20 to 30 samples per day.
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PHOTOGRAPHY FOR MINING ENGINEERS AND
GEOLOGISTS.

By H. Mortimer-Lamb, Montreal.

(.\nnual Meeting, Quebec, 1911.)

There are few more popular hobbies than photography. Its

practice is now universal. That it should continue to be so is

surprising in that the results obtained by the large majority of

camera users are utterly abominable. It is, perhaps, because

photography has come to be regarded as a sort of popular pastime
that its value and capabilities are so lightly regarded or so imper-

fectly realized by practical men. The improvements in dry
plates and apparatus in the past few years, the very ease with
which results of sorts are secured, are also in part responsible for

careless manipulation and slip-shod methods of working. So
far as this applie s only to the ordinary amateur muddler it is of

small concern; but when we come to the application of photo-

graphy to professional or scientific uses, it is essential, of course,

that the work should be done with the same care and attention

as would have to be observed in the conduct of any operation the

success of which is dependenjt on scientific accuracy and manipu-
lative dexterity.

It wore superfluous to dwell on the common advantages of

graphic representation as a means of expressing ideas. These
have been recognized from the earliest times; but until the dis-

covery of photography absolute veracity or exact precision of

expression was not possible,—that is to say when dealing with

concrete facts and not abstractions. Consequently, in a profession

such as mining, whore ambiguity is a cardinal sin, photography
can and should serve a particularly useful function, and is most
worthy of domestication. The force of this contention was first

brought home to the writer some years ago. A certain important
power installation was being made near Vancouver, in British

Columbia. The directors of the Company expressed a desire to
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be advised daily of progress. The engineer in charge, an extra-

ordinarily capable man, yet like many another not notably partial

to or dexterous in the matter of report-making, decided that ail

ends would be served by means photographic, and so for several

weeks from the commencement of operations until the completion

of the work, every day from sLx to a dozen plates would be

regularly exposed and developed, prints made from the wet nega-

tives, and within twelve hours these records, neatly pasted in little

booklets of grey paper, would be in the hands of the several

directors. The photographs not only saved folios of written

information and explanation, but gave that information and

explanation much more decisively and clearly than was possible

by other means. Nor was their value transitory, for they con-

tinue to be treasured as a complete and perfect historical record

of the initiation of the Company's enterprise.

Again, only recently the writer was shown a report prepared

by one of our best known consulting geologists on a property he

was retained to examine in the Eastern Townships. Whether or

not the property was likely to prove a promising investment

hinged on certain geological considerations, the pros and cons of

which were not easy of elucidation to the lay mind. With the

aid of a very excellent sets of photographs, however, the conditions

affecting the problem were verj' plainly set forth, and the engi-

neer's clients were at once enabled to follow with perfect under-

standing the text of the report submitted to them. And so

examples of the value of photography in report writing might be

multiplied, if, indeed, any proof to that end were needed.

It is obvious, however, that photographs intended to illumi-

nate technical writing of any description arc of no service at all

unless (1) they are as nearly as possible beyond reproach techni-

cally and, (2) are intimately and definitely applicable to the sub-

ject in hand. An engineer's report is not strengthened by mere

embellishments.

To be quite sure of securing satisfactory' results in photo-

graphy, there is nothing like doing the work onest'lf, and on the

presumption that this advice will commend itself, a few -^' s-

tions as to the practical methods of working when in the i ly

not be amiss.
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Before proceeding further, we may well first consider the

question of suitable equipment. In selecting a camera the too

general tendency is to attach undue importance to the qualities

of lightness and compactness. These, of course, are very neces-

sary considerations, especially to men whose work takes them

into the wilderness for weeks or months at a time, when every

additional ounce of toilsome carrying counts; but after all the

essential thing is the efficiency of one's instrument, and it will not

pay to sacrifice efficiency for matters of lesser account. At the

same time there are unquestionably cameras on the market that

combine the qualities of a reasonable lightness and portability

with those of strength, rigidity and completeness. These do not,

however, in the writer's opinion, include the type of small hand

cameras using roll-films, which, though useful enough on occasion,

are not pre-eminently suitable for serious work.

The ideal camera for the field geologist should be of the hand

or stand type, to take plates or cut films of dimensions preferably

not less than five by seven inches. It should be provided with a

rising front, with both vertical and horizontal swing backs, with

bellows capable of a generous extension to admit of the use of long

focus lenses, and last, but not least, be sufficiently strongly made
to resist a certain amount of hard usage, and to ensure absolute

rigidity when in commission. The lens should be, of course, an

anastigmat of good make, since flatness of field, good marginal

definition and crispness of image at full aperture are indispensable

requi.sites. It may well be of the type manufactured by Zeiss,

known as the Protar, or of the Dagor type, manufactured by

Goerz. These lenses have, as is well known, the great advantage

of being convertible, and may be used either as doublets of rela-

tively short focus, with a working aperture of from F/6 to F/7.7,

or as singlets or long focus lenses giving good definition at F/12.

Thu.s, a Zeiss Convertible Protar is really a battery of three lenses;

and a .suitable lens for use on a 5 x 7 camera would have a focus

of (say) seven inches, when in common use as a doublet; while

the single combinations of the lens would have equivalent foci of,

respectively, eleven and fourteen inches. This combination pro-

vides a most u.seful reserve power. In the matter of shutters sim-

plicity of construction is the main point to consider; but as will be

Fhown later, the majority of subjects photographed for the pur-
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pose of geological record require time exposures, the shutter is

a relatively unimportant part of the equipment. Other essentials

are one or more Ray-filters or colour screens to fit on to the lens

hood—a five times and a ten times screen are the most useful; a

stout tripod; an actinometer; a portable dark-room lamp; a

couple of dishes or better still a developing tank, for development;

and a small stock of chemicals in cartridge or tabloid form.

The entire outfit need not exceed a weight of seven or eight

pounds, exclusive, of course, of the drj' plates—and whenever

practicable, glass plates should be carried in preference to cut

films, which latter, if more convenient in compass, rarely yield as

good results.

It is not unlikely that exception will be taken to the inclusion

of the tripod, the colour screens and the actinometer among the

equipment as above enumerated. They are all nevertheless

most essential to the production of satisfactory results. The

fact that the uncorrected photographic plate is untruly sensitive

to certain colours of the spectrum is too well estabhshed to need

emphasis. The rendering of colours and their true tonal relations

is a first requisite in photographs of rock exposures or geological

strata. To ensure such results it is absolutely necessar\' to em-

ploy colour-corrected or orthochromatic plates or films in conjunc-

tion with colour screens, and even with the fastest plates and the

most rapid lens, this inevitably means that the shutter must be

set for time, and the camera mounted on a tripod. To obtain,

moreover, a negative of proper tonal gradation, the exposure must

be as approximately correct as possible, and without the aid of an

actinomotor this is not always easy to estimate. Referring again

to the use of the tripod, no exposure should Ixj attempted until

the subject has been carefully examined in the focussing screen.

Not only is this imperative in order to determine the best point of

view, but that one may judge in what measure the lens should he

stopped down. It is commonly advisable to focus with the Kns

at the full opening, and to gradually reduce the aperture until all

the planes are brought to the dcFired sharpness. The ray screen

may then Ixj fastened to the lenshood, and as some screens affect

the focus, a final adjustment should be made with the screen in

position. Consideration must al.so be given to the conditions of

lighting. The sun should never, of course, bo allowed to strike

37
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on the lens, and when photographing rocks care should be taken

to avoid strong contrasts in light and shade. A cloudy day, when

the sun is not too heavily obscured, affords the most favourable

conditions; but in our climate, between May and October, we

caimot often count on a diffused light or cloudy days, and conse-

quently the only alternative is to select a convenient time of day

either early morning or towards evening, when the sun's glare

and power are less insistent. The duration of the exposure should

err, if at all, on the generous side, the aim being to secure a nega-

tive of full gradation with no loss of detail even in the darkest

shadows. Tliis, with a moderately good but diffused light, such

as one would get in the afternoon on a cloudy day in mid-summer,

an approximately correct exposure to record a rock surface in

shadow would, using a moderately fast plate say H. and D. 180, a

lens stopped down to F/32 and a five times screen, be not less

than five seconds; while probably ten seconds would be still

nearer the mark.

At least a percentage of the plates and preferably all exposed

when in the field should be developed at the earliest opportunity.

Nothing can well be more annoying or disappointing than the dis-

covery, after the close of the season's work, that one's photographic

records are valueless in consequence of errors of exposure or

judgment in the taking. By developing (say) one in every six or

more plates at the end of the day's photographing, one may
readily discover and even rectify mistakes of this kind, while the

possession of such data will be of assistance in the prevention of

future miscalculation. In reference to development, it is only

necessary to add a word of advice. Most of the formulae recom-

mended by the plate manufacturers are calculated to give some-

what contrasty effects, which for work of this character should be

avoided. It is, therefore, advisable to dilute the developer by
the addition of water equal to an increase of fifty per cent, in

vohime. Thi.s retards the action of the developer, and results in

the production of a rather thin well-gradated negative of a good

printable quality, showing the finest detail in the shadows. The
practice of u.sing a dilute developer is especially advised in cases

where under-exposure is at all suspected. As to the plates, ex-

treme rapidity is not important, and, in fact, is often a disadvan-

tage. ^^'hAt i.H required is an orthochromatic or preferably pan-
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orthochromatic plate of moderate speed, either double-coated or

backed as a prevention against halation. The writer has used

the double-coated Seed plate with much satisfaction; but if the

fear of breakage or the question of bulk and weight puts the use of

plates out of court, a fair substitute is the Kodoid film, manu-
factured by the Eastman Company. This film, being mounted on

a card, is of the same register as glass plates, and also has the ad-

vantage of being to some extent orthochromatic and possesses the

property of overcoming halation.

In nearly every instance in which photographs are used to

illustrate a geological fact or statement, their value might be

considerably enhanced if the relative scale or dimensions of the

subject illustrated were but adequately suggested. This is no

difficult matter. In a photograph of a wide extent of country,

the inclusion of a figure placed at a distance of fifty to a hundred

yards from the camera will be of material assistance; while in the

case of the presentment of nearby subjects—a coal seam, or

mineral vein, or a geological contact—an idea of scale is readily

given by laying some object in everyday use and of easily recog-

nized dimensions, such as a geological hammer, or better still, a

foot rule, in a position, which need not however be a too con-

spicuous one, across the rock face and including it in the field of

view.

Although for all classes of work infinitely better results will

be obtained with the large sized stand camera, mounted on a

tripod, and the employment of colour corrected plates, so much

additional impedimenta will not always appeal to the consulting

engineer making hurried trips from one part of the country to

another. One of the chief disadvantages of a small camera is the

necessity of making subsequent enlargements of the negatives for

reproduction or even reporting purposes,—and enlargeiiu'nta

rarely equal originals in quality. There are also other drawbacks.

Nevertheless, exceedingly compact and at the same time most

efficient pocket instruments are now obtainable, and may be used

with advantage under such circumstances as mentioned. Per-

sonally the writer prefers, even in small pocket instrunu-nts, the

plate to the roll film type, since the former enables careful focus-

sing to be undertaken when occasion requires, whereas the letter

is restricted in this respect. An excellent little camera, very well
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adapted for the mining engineer's use; is manufactured by the well

known London firm of Newman & Guardia. This camera, the

"Sibyl," is made in two sizes, quarter plate and 2J x 3^. The
latter when closed is less than an inch in thickness and may be

carried most comfortably in the pocket. Provided with a film

pack it actually occupies less space and is considerably lighter

than the ordinary roll film camera of similar plate dimensions, and

consequently it is no hardship to carry, in addition to the film

pack, half a dozen plate holders loaded with orthochromatic plates,

a light tripod, and a colour screen, with which equipment any kind

of work required may be attempted. The camera referred to is

strongly made of aluminium; For ordinary purposes the move-
ments are sufficient, and the construction and working parts are so

simple that there is nothing to get out of order. It is usually pro-

vided with a Zeiss anastigmat lens, and the shutter is one of the

most efficient on the market.

In the above notes the photography of rocks has been mainly

touched on. There are numerous other subjects of which the

engineer will desire a record, such as exterior and interior views

of machinery plants, surface works, and underground workings.

The photography of surface works and workings does not present

any special problem or difficulty, and it is merely necessary to

repeat the advice already given—to stop down the lens (say to

F/16), mount the camera on a tripod, and use a colour screen and

orthochromatic film, whenever possible. The photography of

machinery, especially in a somewhat crowded interior, is not,

however, easy. The main sources of trouble are halation and
extreme contrasts. To overcome these, the use of backed plates

is essential, while care should be taken not to include an open

doorway or windows in the view. If this cannot be avoided,

manilla paper should be pasted on the panes. When focussing,

the lens at full aperture should be set at infinity, and then gradu-

ally fitoppcd down until the nearest object desired to be included

in the view is in sharp focus, which may best be determined by
focu.s.sing on the flame of a candle. The exposure data must be

calculated by the aid of the actinometer, but will, of course, be
con.sidorablo, varying from a few minutes to half an hour or more.
For machinery in motion, flashlight may be occasionally employed;
but rpsultfl are rarely satisfactory. It is an advantage to carry a
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supplementary wide angle lens for interior work, a lens of 4i or 5

inch focus being suitable for use on a 5 x 7 plate.

For flashlight work underground, the plain magnesium powder
is to be recommended rather than the compounds, since the

powder is not only safe to handle, but the quantity necessar>' to

illuminate any given area can be readily measured out. The
following figures will, perhaps, be found of value in this regard.

Using a plate of medium rapidity, and lens at F/ 16, the quantity

of magnesium powder to illuminate a working with the wall ten

feet distant, would be l\ teaspoonful. For fifteen feet distant,

2J teaspoonsful ; 20 feet distant, 4 teaspoonsful ; and 25 feet,

5 teaspoonsful of powder.

Discussion

Mr. Mortimer-Lamb:—My object in presenting this paper

is not only to invite attention to the obvious advantages of

photography as an aid to engineering practice, but to advocate

a more general attention to those details and principles on the

careful observance of which successful and satisfactory results

are essentially dependent. In my official capacity as Editor of

the Transactions, photographs are sent to me from time to time

for the illustration of papers contributed by members; and it

is astonishing how comparatively few of these prints are technically

beyond reproach—in fact in a great majority of instances they

will not yield tolerable reproductions by the half-tone process.

It seems to me the engineer should Ixi just as particular when

submitting a report to insure that the photographs illustrating

and illuminating his points, are technically ix^rfect and therefore

true and convincing, as that the diction and language he emplov's

to express his opinions and ideas is that of an educated man.

One other matter: it is remarkal)le Ikjw greatly the attractiveness

and, therefore, value of a publication is enhanced by good photo-

graphic reproductions and, as a case in point, it is not too much
to say that the exceptional excellence of the illustrations published

in the Annual Reports of the British Columl)ia Department of

Mines has actually had a great deal to do in directing public

attention to the mineral resources of that Prrivince.
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Dr. a. E. Barlow:—As Mr. Lamb has stated, I have a very

keen appi'eciation of the value of photography as assistance in

illustrating the reports of both mining engineers and geologists.

In fact, in my opinion a certain knowledge of photography is

essential to success in the practice of these professions. To the

ordinary public a geological report, and even a mining engineer's

report., is made much more intelligible and interesting if illustrated

by good reproductions made from photographs that have been

carefully and intelligently taken. Realizing these facts, it has

been my endeavour not only to perfect myself, as far as possible,

in the art of photography, but also to impress upon others its

great importance. Last winter, when asked to take the Chair-

manship of the Chibougamau Commission, I determined to pro-

vide for a good series of photographs illustrating the physical

and geological features, forests, mining development work, etc.,

of the region to be examined. If it happened (as did happen)

that our conclusions differed from those of certain mining en-

gineers and geologists who had preceded us, the basis of those

conclusions must be facts and not merely opinion or sentiment.

Hence it was of prime importance that as many of these facts as

pos.sible should be illustrated by means of photographs, taken with

as great care as the circumstances would permit. In connection

with this work it was realized that every precaution must
be taken so as to secure all plates and films from the effects

of damp. Consequently, each dozen of plates and each two dozen

of film packs were placed in tightly fitting tin boxes, specially

made for the purpose. The roll films were also similarly protect-

ed. The cameras used were a 5 x 7 inch Premo Supreme fitted with

a Zeiss convertible lens, and 5x7 inch Ideal camera (German
make) with a Goerz Dagor lens. Besides these we had a 59 x 12

CM. Ideal camera and 3J x 5J in. Kodak. These were all packed
and carried to the region in a tin-lined box. At our headquarters

we constructed a dark room, consisting of a log shanty measuring
6' X 8' X 6'. The interstices between the spruce logs were filled

with moss; while the whole interior was covered with birch bark,

A small frame door, also covered inside and out with birch bark,

afforded access to the "holy of holies," as we called our dark
room. Thi.s door was further protected on the inside by an
opaque curtain sliding on wire rods. Siiitable shelves were in-
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stalled to hold the photographic materials and apparatus; while

a ruby lantern was made from a dried fruit case, which was pro-

vided with a shding glass covered over with two thicknesses of

the red paper in which the Kodak film packs are wrapped. We
were well provided vdth chemicals and developed both our plates

and films in developing tanks. Sundays were thus very often

employed in photographic work, as we had no opportunity of

attending rehgious services. We did not notice any ill effects

on our photographs by reason of this slight defection. Even
with all these precautions we had a considerable number of

failures, but, by developing on the spot, we were enabled to

replace any defective negatives when desired. The negatives

thus secured were carefully packed, and it may be recorded here

that we suffered no loss from breakage, although we brought out

with us over two hundred glass negatives, which were repacked in

the same tin boxes which had contained the plates. For time

exposures and most of the geological work, we used glass plates,

finding that Seed's Double Coated Non-halation and Standard

Orthonon gave the best results. The Edwards Isochromatic

plates proved less satisfactory. Both the roll films and film packs

were used for instantaneous or very rapid exposures, and, although

the results secured were in general very good, the photographs

were not so uniform as, nor equal in the matter of detail, to

those taken on glass plates. It was a very trjing atmosphere

for photography. On clear days, however, the actinic power of

the light was very great, and consequently advantage was taken

of these conditions to secure distant and panoramic views, A
great many days were characterized by a fine, steady rain (Scotch

mist), and many of our photographs were taken during such

weather. It was, nevertheless, found possible to take very good

photographs of rock exposures or close views of mining develop-

ment work on such days. For our rock work wo used yellow

screens of two degrees of colour, one requiring an exposure of

three times and the other six times. In spite of the tr>'ing cli-

matic conditions, we returned with several hundred very good

photographs illustrative of this interesting trip.

Mr. Ferrier:—I am very glad that Mr. Lamb has brought

this subject to the attention of the Institute, lx»caus<? I have

always felt that it has a most important l>oaring in connection
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with nulling engineering work, and one that has been much neg-

lected. One good photograph properly labelled is worth many
pages of description, and in my own work I have always endea-

voui'cd to put as much as possible of the report in the form of

good photographs, thus avoiding written detailed description. In

ray own practice I have made extensive use of photography

underground. Ten or twelve years ago, at the time of a liti-

gation suit in Rossland, my assistant, Mr. Arthur A. Cole, was

instructed to take a comprehensive series of underground photo-

graphs bearing on the facts in dispute, and I think these photo-

graphs, which were clear and perfect, had, perhaps, a greater

influence on the court than much of the other testimony adduced.

I am sorry to gather from Dr. Barlow's remarks that the

morals of the Geological Survey remain on the same low plane.

I know with us Sunday was the day for development. On one

expedition in company with Dr. Barlow, I remember we had

great difficulties changing plates under blankets; we had none of

the facilities he describes, such as a log-house for development

purpo.ses.

With regard to underground work, it is really astonishing

what you can do in the way of illustrating details in the exam-

ination of a mine. You can measure your angles from fixed

stations and work out these details subsequently in the office on

the map. I have always endeavoured to make photography and

mapping go together. The photographs enable you, when map-
ping, to see and grasp many points which you would lose if you

confined yourself merely to observations underground; and there

can be no doubt that a good set of photographic records is of the

utmost value in the preparation of structural maps.

In general, the applications of photography to mining are

numerous and increasingly important, and I am glad, indeed,

that the subject has been introduced for discussion.

Mr. J. B. Tyrrell:—I may, perhaps, testify to what, in my
opinion, is the legitimate use of the pocket or small camera for

the engineer and geologist. There are, for example, many
occasions on which professional men can employ a small camera
to advantage, when the use of a more cumbersome instrument

would be impossible or difficult. I have possessed for some
years past two cameras, a 4 x 5 and a 5 x 7, and it is astonishing
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how frequently the larger camera remains at home, while the
"4 X 5" accompanies me on my excursions. A man, however,

has no excuse for not equipping himself with a yellow screen

and Hght tripod, and thereby securing careful colour-corrected,

properly focussed and intelligently directed results. In my own
practice I employ two screens, one of which increases the exposure

about three times and the other about seventeen times; and I

have obtained, in cases where extreme correction for colour was
necessary, some excellent results with the seventeen-time filter.

The slight additional trouble occasioned by the use of the ray-

screen is well repaid by the improved results. I would, mean-
while, recommend the geologist or engineer to remorselessly

discard his photographic failures, retaining those negatives only

that will peld satisfactory prints.

While I recognise that the glass plate or cut film is possibly

superior in most respects to the roll-film,, yet the roll-film system

has, in my experience, one advantage over other?, namely it is

less easily affected by dust. Thus the roll-film when develoi)ed

is invariably clean; whereas negatives on glass plates are often

defective from pin-holes caused by dust setting on the sensitized

surface prior to the exposure. As a matter of fact, many of my
own negatives from roll-films exposed through a yellow screen,

are most excellent; and I am convinced that good results are far

more dependent on careful attention to the details of the process,

such as correct exposure, careful selection of point of view, focus-

sing, etc., than to the materials employed. On the other hand,

the roll-film is so convenient and, if projx^r precautions be taken,

will yield such satisfactory results, that I would not be disposed

to recommend that its use be abandoned in favour of heavy glass

plates, except under exceptional circumstances. In the old

days, when the employment of glass plates was obligatory, it

was considered a sufficient achievement if in the course of a season's

work two dozen records were secured. Nowadays, with the

lighter equipment, a man may without difficulty obtain a very

much more complete set of photographs illustrative of his work

in the field. As to the advantage of employing photography for

the illus-tration of both public and private reports, then* can

of course, Ikj no question. S|)eaking as a traveller, I consider

that the series of about seventy or eighty photographs accompany-
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ing my brother's report on the Barren Land's, between Great

Slave Lake and Hudson's Bay, pubUshe^ by the Department

of the Interior, contributes essentially to its value and the report

thereby conveys a better idea of that northern country than any

other written on the region.

Mr. James McEvoy:—As a further contribution to this

discussion, it has occurred to me that photography may be

appUed advantageously in the elucidation of detailed engineering

problems, where one has to deal with levels and sections. In

this regard I may, perhaps, mention that a gentleman here present,

Mr. Howells Frechette, was formerly associated with me in a work

in connection with a large power installation, the plan for which

necessitated complete contours. In the map prepared by Mr.

Frechette the position from which each photograph was taken

is shown and also its application.

Mr. Frechette:—The work referred to was in connection

with a hydro-electric power proposal at Elko, B.C. The scheme

was to dam the Elk river at a point about 1,100 feet above the

Elk falls, drive a tunnel 800 feet to the bed of the old river channel

which was to be used as a forebay. A detailed survey was made,

the plan of which showed contours at short intervals. On ac-

count of the canon and cliffs, the contours merged into one another

in places, making it difficult for those unfamiliar with plan read-

ing to get a proper idea of the ground. Numerous photographs

were taken showing these features and, on the plan, the points

where the camera was set up were plotted as well as the angle

of view of each picture. These photographs, together with the

plan, conveyed a very clear idea of the topography.

Mr. Ja.mes White:—With reference to what Mr. Lamb
said, respecting the Vancouver Power Company, that their

engineer took photographs every day, I desire to say that, later,

the Company was involved in a law-suit involving a large sum
of money. The.se photographs were brought in as evidence,

and the Company won without any trouble. If they had not had
these photographs, they would have had considerable difficulty

in proving their case.

Dr. J. B. Porter:—I think I may claim to be a veteran

photographer, since my experience dates back to the days of
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the old wet plate process. I agree with Mr. Tyrrell that it is

quite possible to make most excellent negatives by the employ-

ment of roll films; but I believe all experienced photographers

will admit that the percentages of successes are far greater with

glass plates. Personally I use both films and plat<?s, and no
doubt this is the common practice; but when I want to make
sure of my result, I invariably make my negative on a glass plate.

If portability must be considered, I prefer to carry a small camera
equipped for plates rather than a larger instrument emplojing

films.

That the mining student should possess a knowlotige of

photography has been recognized to some extent by the McGill

faculty. Our students are generally inteUigent men; but not

one in three pretends to be able to distinguish between a good

and a bad photograph. Not one in three understands the use

of the actinometer, for example. To all, except the most ex-

perienced workers, the use of this instrument is es.sential, especially

for the photography of interiors. Photography is not a difficult

process to master; and consequently there is no excuse for an

engineer who, knowing its value and appUcation, neglects to

perfect his practice.

Mr. R. H. Chapman:—In reference to the condition of note

books mentioned by Dr. Barlow, and the difficulty of keeping

legible notes in rainy weather, I wish to say that during the past

summer the topographic mapping on Vancouver Island for the

Geological Survey was continued into the rainy season; when

a few hours' work in the brush was en(jugh to practically destroy

the note books. The work was done by plane-table and sheets of

celluloid were used instead of pa|>er. During the day's work the

men would keep notes on the margin of the plane-table sheet and

copy them into books at night. The Geological Survey has

note books with celluloid loaves which arc made for work under

such conditions.

Pencil notes may be kept on celluloid perfectly; the memo-
randa may be wet and rubl)cd by clothing, brush or the hand

without becoming illegible; but when dry they may be enused

with.an ordinary mbber eraser.

Mr. D. B. Dowling:—Photography has proved of great aid

to the topographers of the Geological Survey, especially in the
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mountainous i-egions, where the difficulties of travel and the

scarcity of roads or trails precludes the use of the ordinary sur-

veWng methods. Instead of traverses or plane table plotting,

points are fixed by triangulation and from these and other points

of vantage photographs are made of the intervening country.

These views are all taken with a fixed focus camera and the plate

is held in a vertical plane (checked by level bubbles on the camera)

so that the horizontal and vertical angles can be measured from

the plate or print. Horizontal positions for objects in the pic-

tures are readily determined, and by maintaining the relative

elevations of the station points, the contour of the intervening

country can be plotted as well.

For consulting engineers who are called upon to make
expeditions to mining areas under development it would seem
that the principle underljing this method might be used with

advantage, especially when the time for field work is hmited

and points of vantage from which to obtain views are to be had.

The instruments required for this rapid survey are a transit of

medium size, capable of reading vertical angles and equipped

with stadia wires and a camera that can be adjusted by level

bubbles so that the plate is vertical or nearly so. The photo-

graph is then treated as a true perspective, and from bearings

taken by the transit of objects in the picture, preferably points

to right and left of the centre, the focal length is graphically

determined, and from this other bearings to almost any extent

may be plotted. With pictures from two stations it will be sur-

prising how many points will be fixed on the plot by cross bearings.

No extensive triangulation is necessary, as the photo-stations

may be connected by stadia traverses. Another advance in

photographic processes that promises to be of use to the geologist

is the production of autochrome plates, whereby natural colours

may be taken. Many photographs of rock faces, while giving

details, fail to bring out such structural lines or lines of contact

that are quite evident in nature but are hidden in the photograph.
Theae failures are often due to the equality of the actinic value
of two different colours. The autochrome plate promises much
toward the sohition of this difficulty. From four plates exposed
last summer, as experiments, I cannot say that any are briUiant

tucceases; but there were no failures, and it seems to me that
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their use will become general. The pictures cannot as yet be

reproduced; but lantern sUdes may be made direct from the

negatives.

Mr. Ferrier:—With respect to the use of the actinometer

to which Mr. Lamb makes reference in his paper, I may perhaps

contribute a further remark. It is, that a mining engineer who
is called upon to cover a wide territory in a very short time is

ery apt to overlook the fact that right conditions in one locality

may be entirely different from those in another. One may go

from the western coast, as I have done, where you get hazy,

foggy conditions, dovm. to the southwestern country and Mexico

where the atmospheric conditions are most dissimilar, and forgetting

this are thus apt to lose many important photographs by errors

of exposure. The same thing applies in another way when you

are in a locality under uniform bright light conditions, for instance

in Mexico, where you often have such clear, bright light all day

long that, late in the day, you are apt to overlook the fact that,

whilst still bright, the light is not so strong.

With regard to the rival merits of plates and films, I find that

in a dusty, alkali country it is almost impossible to protect plates

from injury by dust, but you can protect films.

Mr. Tyrrell:—The Duke of Abruzzi's experience in cHmbing

Mount St. Elias is worth noting. He took with him two ghiss

plate cameras and one Kodak employing roll-films. The only

photographs he obtained that were found to be good enough for

reproduction as illustrations for his book were those taken with

the roll-film camera.
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THE MINING LAW OF ONTARIO.

B}^ Samuel Price, St. Thomas, Ont.

(Annual Meeting, Quebec, 1911.)

Laws regarding the disposition of public lands by the govern-

ment and the exploration and acquisition and use of them by the

individual for mining purposes, differ greatly in different countries

and have varied much from time to time in Ontario; and prob-

ably no law upon the subject anywhere has ever had the very

unanimous approval of those working under it, for individual

opinions and points of view differ even more widely than the laws.

Poor prospectors and rich capitalists, men with little and those

with large experience ; those who want to find something to develop

and those who desire merely to get something to sell; the miner

who wants to work the land for the valuable mineral he expects

it to produce and the speculator who desires only to hold it while

neighboring development increases its value—can hardly be ex-

pected to view matters in the same light or to desire the same

kind of a law; nor is the interest of any of them always identical

with the paramount interest of the community as a whole to

which the property in the first place belongs; though, doubtless,

in a country with the mineral promise and the large extent of

minerally unexplored territory that Ontario possesses a liberal

encouragement of individual enterprise, such as will promote

discovery and bring about development, must in the end be the

best policy.

As to what some features of a good mining law should be

there can be little room for controversy. Simplicity in the re-

quirements for the acquisition and holding of claims, and certainty

and security in the miner's holding when these requirements have
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been complied with, may be set down as of first importance. It

is also pretty generally agreed that some provision such as working
conditions or periodical payments designed to cause development
and prevent the blanketing and holding of lands in idleness or

for merely speculative purposes, should form a part of every

mining law. Simple machinery for determination of disputes

and speedy finality in litigation are other very important matters

from the miner's point of view. Uniformity of laws, which it

has been suggested might be secured throughout Canada, would

also, if it could be accomplished, seem a consummation to be

wished, and perhaps not the least of its benefits would be the

greater stability which would likely result from it.

Among the points upon which laws and opinions differ, two

appear most prominent:— (1) Whether or not in the taking up

of a claim, discovery of valuable mineral should be insisted upon,

and (2) Whether absolute title in fee simple or only a lease or

conditional title or right of occupancy should be given to the

claim-holder.

The two points seem to a certain extant correlative—grant of

ab.'^olute title going more or less logically with the requirement of

discovery of valuable mineral, and lease or conditional title or

right of occupancy with its non-requirement. Discovery is sup-

posed to show, or to be some indication, that the lands are valu-

able for mining purposes and that they will in the natural course

be so used, and is therefore some justification for an absolute

grant under a statute authorizing the disposal of lands for those

purposes. With such a justification lacking, the roa.'^onable thing

to do would seem to be to give only such a limited title or right

of holding as will ensure or make it likely that the lands will not

be held without being used for the purposes for which they were

taken up. The tlifTerent systems of mining laws have, at all

events, in general followed these distinctions. For instance, in

the United States, in British Columbia, and for some time past

in Ontario, discovery has been requin^d (though not very consis-

tently enforced), and absolute title in fee simple has been given

upon completion of a certain amount of development work and

payment of what would, if the land were really valuable for mining,

be a very insignificant price per acre; while in Nova Scotia, in

Mexico and in Australia, discovery is not exucted, and only
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leases, titles dependent upon periodical payments, or rights of

occupation upon working conditions, are given to the claim-holder.

There is, of course, nothing to hinder combination of the require-

ment of discovery with the limited or conditional character of

title (as seems in fact to have been the general rule in miners'

customs), or the non-requirement of it with the granting of title

in fee simple (as was at one time the case in Ontario) , undesirable

though the latter may be.

The requirement of discovery would seem to be the ideal

principle for disposing of public lands for mining purposes, as

under it the law is able appropriately to reward, and as far as

possible retain the reward for, the prospector who has conferred

a public benefit by bringing to light the hidden resources of the

country, and this should encourage prospecting and lead to the

opening up of valuable mineral. The great difficulty is to enforce

the requirement and to make it operate fairly. It can hardly be

denied that, with the exception of a few years during the height

of the Cobalt excitement when government inspection was system-

atically carried out, the law of discovery in Ontario as well as in

other places has been a good deal of a failure. The most, perhaps

the only, effective method of enforcing it is by having a competent

government official make an inspection of each claim. That this

was of great benefit in the Cobalt district I think no one acquainted

with the circumstances can seriously doubt. To carry it out in

less rich and compact mineral regions is a matter of vastly greater

difficulty, and perhaps the need is not so great. In response to

what appears to have been the desire of the majority of the pros-

pectors and miners of the Province inspection, except in disputed

casf»s, has for the past few years been entirely withdrawn, and the

effectiveness of the requirement of discovery has as a consequence

been infinitely lessened. Some opinions would abolish the re-

quirement entirely; others would allow claims to be taken up and
held on working conditions without it but would insist upon
di-scovery being made before issue of patent. A requirement so

long exi.'jting and so widespread, having its origin in the earliest

rule.s and customH of miners themselves, can hardly be without

virtue; but the other requirement, as old and probably more
general, that a claim-holder must continue to occupy and work
his claim or lose his right to it, has perhaps on the whole been
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the more important and beneficial of the two. The substitution,

as in Mexico, of payments of money for performance of work,

is a variation which finds favor with some who would alter the

present system.

History of Ontario Law.

Ontario did not, like so large a part of the United States,

derive its mining laws from an influx of miners bringing in their

rules and customs with them. In our early mining history,

going back to about 1845, mining lands were disposed of under

Order in Council, at first specific for each case, afterwards

crystallized into general regulations. Under these many large

areas were granted in fee simple at a small price per acre.

The first legislation. The Gold Mining Act of 1864, related only

to gold mining and did not, as to other minerals, supers<Mlo the

regulations.

After Confederation The Gold and Silver Mining Act of 1868

was passed by the Ontario Legislature. This followed in the

main the provisions of The Gold Mining Act of 1864, but applied

to silver as well as gold.

Both these Acts provided for the establishment of mining

divisions, and for an officer to preside over them to record claims

and determine disputes. The size of claims was very small and

varied according to circumstances. A license was necessary, and

the claim had to be staked out by planting a picket at each of the

four comers. The title given was merely a right to occupy and

work, and leaving the claim unworked for a space of 15 days or

more forfeited it.

In 1869 was passed The General Mining Act of 1869. It

superseded the previous Acts and ai)plied to all kinds of minerals.

The mining-division provisions were continued with some changes,

but with them were enacted provisions for disposing of mining

locations of 80, 160 or 320 acres. These might be purcha-sed at

$1 per acre, neither discovery nor working conditions being re-

quired, nor was it necessary to stake out the land before application.

This Act continued until 1S90 with only one change— raiding

the price per acn; in 1SS6 from $1 to $2. In 1S90 an amendment

was made allowing a location of 40 acres as well as one of M), 160
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or 320, and in 1S90 also was passed The Mining Operations Act\,

enacting rules for safety in the working of mines.

In 1S91 amendments were made requiring for the first time,

so far as statutory enactment was concerned, the performance

of development work upon mining locations (as distinguished from

mining claims in mining divisions), the work being required to

be done during the seven years immediately following the issue

of the patent. It was also provided that instead of a patent in

fee simple a lease for 10 years might be obtained for a mining

location, the lessee to have at any time during the term the right

to become the purchaser.

In 1S92 all former Mining Acts and amendments were re-

pealed and a new Act called The Mines Act, 1892, was passed,

some new features being added, and The Mining Operations Act

of 1890 being incorporated.

In 1894 and 1896 a number of amendments were made, which

are not important for the present purpose.

In 1897 very important changes were again made. Dis-

covery of "valuable ore or mineral" was for the first time (by

statutory provision) , required as the foundation for a mining loca-

tion, an affidavit of discovery being required to be filed with every

application. As to mining claims in mining divisions, the right

to take them up was also expressly limited to licensees who
"discovered a vein, lode or other deposit of ore or mineral"; a

discovery post was required as well as corner posts, and the form

and size of the claim were changed so that instead of being com-

posed of 10 acres laid out along the course of the vein it was to be

a square of 22J acres laid out with boundaries running north and
south and east and west, and in filing the claim an outline sketch

or plan and particulars much as at present were required.

Again, in 1898, important amendments were made. It was
for the first time provided that the holder of a mining claim in

a mining division might obtain a patent or lease (at the price per

acre charged for mining locations), after performing the prescribed

development work for 2 or 3 years according as the claim was a

square of 22^ acres or a square of 40 acres, the option of making
it the latU-T being now given. The working conditions on mining
claims were made five months of one man's time or its equivalent

m every calendar year, the old provision requiring continuous
working (barring intervals of less than 15 days and any time

allowed aa clo.se season), being thus replaced.
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In 1S99 important amendments were again made, the main
feature being a new plan for the taking up of mining land. It was
provided that in unsurveyed territory not valuable for pine timber,

a prospector after obtaining a license might, under regulations,

stake out not more than two mining locations of 40 acres each in

a year, and might hold them for two years, subject to an expendi-

ture of S3 per acre of actual mining work the first year and $7

per acre the second year, after which he was to complete his appli-

cation as in the case of ordinary mining locations. This Act also

increased the number of years' work required to obtain patents

for mining claims from three and two to four and three respectively,

and changed the amount of work required on them each year

from five months' work to SI 50 worth of work, computed at $2

per man per day, and provided that when the amount of work

required for a patent had been done no further work would be

necessary, thus putting them upon somewhat the same basis as

to working requirements as mining locations, except that in the

case of mining claims the work had to be done before patent and

in the case of mining locations after patent.

Again, in 1900, more changes were made. Royalties, lx»fore

provided for, were declared to be abandoned; provisions were

made (to go into force by proclamation, but never enforced),

for exaction of what were called license fees on nickel ores refined

outside of Canada; and provisions were also enacted for requiring

the raising of a specified amount of iron ore on locations and

claims shown to be valuable for iron.

In 1905 further amendments were made, the most important

being that leases only (and not patents), were to be granted in

forest reserves.

Pausing to consider the state of the law just prior to the pas-

sing of The Mines Act, 1!)0(), it will be observed that three distinct

modes of acquiring mining lands wen» authorizeil. two of them

difi"ering from eadi other in almost everything recjuiretl to be

done:— (1) Applying for patent or lease on discovery without

staking; (2) Ix)cating uiuler prosi)ecting license on working con-

ditions, and (3) Staking in mining divisions under miner's license.

The provisions relating to mining <livisions, unimportant and

pronounced to l)e a failure though they wen» for many years, came,

in 1S()7, upon the estal)li<luiieiit of the Michipicoten mining ilivision
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and again in 1905, upon the establishment of the Temiskaming

mining division (then including the Cobalt district), into very

great importance. The power of supplementing the provisions

of the Act by Order in Council was extensively used, and all pro-

visions relating to mining divisions were published in the form of

regulations, additions and amendments being made thereto by

Order in Council from time to time.

Up to 1906 all questions and disputes as to claims or interests

under the Act or regulations were dealt with in the ordinary

course of departmental administration without resort to any

special officer or to the courts.

The Mines Act, 1906.

In 1906 all prior Acts and all regulations made under them
were repealed, and a new Act known as The Mines Act, 1906, was

passed. It adopted the principle of one law for the Province and

followed in the main, though with many alterations and additions,

the provisions formerly applicable to mining divisions. It pro-

vided for the division of the whole Province into mining divisions

and the establishment of local recording offices in all important

mineral districts, licenses being required and being made good

throughout the Province. The requirement of discovery was

retained with a stricter definition and a better system of inspection

for enforcing it. The working conditions were altered, especially

as to the time for commencing their performance, and the size of

claims was made more uniform. The granting of absolute title

was continued much as before, the price being made $3 an acre

in surveyed and S2..50 in unsurveyed territory; but the granting

of leases (except in forest reserves), was dropped, and it was made
compulsory to apply for a patent within 3J years from the date

of recording. For the more convenient and speedy determination

of disputes and to avoid as far as possible suspicion of political

influence in the disposition of claims, the office of Mining Com-
mi.ssioner was established and an appeal given to the High Court

in all important cases. Working permits, giving exclusive rights

for limited periods without discovery, were also provided for, but
aince the withdrawal of inspection these have be?n little used.

In VM)1 ext^insive amendments were made, having chiefly

for their object the better carrying out of the intention of the Act
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of 1906 and remedying defects which it was found to have. It was
made clear, as had been intended in 1900, that a second licensee

should not be entitled to stake over a prior claim while the latter

subsisted; and, to prevent blanketing as a result of this rule, it was
provided that unauthorized staking, and staking without record-

ing, should disqualify the staker, and that disputes might be

entered against invalid claims. It was also provided that pros-

pectors while actively following up indications might protect

their operations by prospecting pickets.

In 1908 a complete revision and consolidation of the Acts

of 1906 and 1907 took place (in the course of the work of the

Statute Revision Commission), the new Act being called The

Mining Act of Ontario. The provisions were rearranged in simpler

and more systematic form and many of them entirely re-cast.

Minor alterations and additions as to procedure and othersvise

were made, but there was no change in the general j)olicy of the

Act. The most important alteration was the abolition of what
was known as the close season (loth November to loth April),

which had formerly been excluded in computing the time allowed

for performing the first instalment of work.

In 1909, and again in 1910, slight amendments were made;

those of 1909 relating chiefly to the operations of mines, and those

of 1910 to reports of work and certificates of performance of work-

ing conditions.

The Premier of British Columbia is said to have claimed some

time ago as the chief virtue of his ailministration of mining affairs

that he let the law alone long enough for fxjople to find out what

it was. Ontario during the last 20 years can boast little of that

virtue. From 1S90 to 1900 the changes were frequent and e.x-

tensive and many of them fundamental. Since then the one

radical change has been that of 1906, but less important ones have

been numerous. It is interesting, however, to note that notwith-

standing the many changes, much of our earlier legislation has

persisted even to the present time. This is perhaps only an illu.stra-

tion that many of the conditions ami difliculties with which all

mining laws have to deal remain always the same.

The Presbnt Law.

The present Ontario law may be briefly outlined as follows:

—
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(1). Any one over 18 years of age who takes out a miner's

license may prospect for minerals upon Crown lands, or lands of

which the mining rights are reserved to the Crown, and may take

up, work and acquire title to a specified area by making a dis-

covoiy of valuable mineral, staking out and recording a claim,

performing and filing proof of the prescribed development work,'

obtaining a survey if in unsurveyed territory, and paying a small

price per acre
;
patent being given in fee simple upon the completion

of these requirements.

(2) . The claim or any share or interest in it may at any time

be sold or transferred to another licensee, and transfers, agree-

ments and other instruments executed by the recorded holder

may, and to ensure preservation of priority must, be recorded, the

recording office being the repository of title prior to patent, much

as the Registry or Land Titles office is after patent.

(3). The validity of every claim is open to dispute for a

limited time after recording, but when this time has passed a

certificate of record may be obtained, and on satisfactory proof

of performance of work a certificate may also be obtained for that,

and these certificates in the absence of fraud or mistake are

conclusive evidence of the performance of the requirements of the

Act.

(4) . Questions and disputes arising under the Act, either

between individuals or between an individual and the Crown, are

adjudicated by the local recorder or by a special officer called the

Mining Commissioner, subject to appeal in important cases to the

High Court.

(5). Rules and regulations are prescribed for the operation

of mines (whether on patented or unpatented lands), looking to

the safety of employees and the protection of the rights of other

miners and for the collection of statistics.

All these matters arc covered by the Mining Act, and placer

mining, quarry claims and operations for pretroleum, gas, coal

and salt are also provided for. Legislation by Order in Council,

as to which so much complaint was at one time made, is not

resorted to. Thera are no rules or regulations, even for procedure,

except tho.se contained in the Act; though in the setting apart of

..:.:... clivJHions, and for the withdrawal of lands from sale, and

. cnsion of time for performance of work in specified districts.

Orders in Council are still used; and of course in Crown forest
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reserves the prospector and miner, in common with others, must
observe the Forest Reserve Ueguhitions. The comprehensive

scope of the Act and its definiteness of detail make it len^^thy but

give greater certainty and security to the miner's rights. Allowing

prospecting and mining in forest reserves and on lands under

timber license and lands of which the surface rights are owned by
settlers, which can only be done under provisions necessary to

protect the valuable timber and other interests, may cause com-

plication, but it widens the field of the miner's operations.

In the groups of provisions above outlinetl (omitting No. 5

with which it is not the purpose of the present article to deal),

it will be observed that the first group covers matters which are

essentially questions between the applicant and the Crown ; the

second, matters between individuals, in which the Crown is inter-

ested only as it is interested in the general welfare of the mining

industry or of the community; while the third and fourth affect

individuals as between themselves as well as individuals in their

relation to the Crown. Bearing in mind this dual aspect of the

Act will be of assistance in following and applying its provisions.

Each group will be dealt with under appropriate) headings.

(1). Requirements F(jr Acquisitk^v of

Mining Clai.ms.

(a). License.—A miner's license is r('(iuir('d for jirosjx^cting

and for taking up mining claims or acquiring or holding any right

or interest therein before patent. It nuiy be obtained at the

Bureau of Mines or, except for a company, from any Mining

Recorder, and is good throughout the Province. It is not trans-

ferable, and it must be renewed on or before 31st March each year.

The fee for an individual license is So a year; partnership and

company licenses are higher and vary according to tho number

of partners and the capitalization of the company.

(b). Minors.—Minors over 18 years of age have the same

rights and liabilities as to mining claims and transactions relating

thereto as persons of full age.

(c). A<jcnq/.—The rcHiuin'ments for taking up and holding

mining claims nuiy be performed by an agent, but for making dis-

covery and staking and recording the agent as well a« his principal

must have a license.
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(d). Lands Open.—All Crown lands and all minerals reserved

to the Crown (called mining rights) , are open to be prospected and

staked out as mining claims if not already taken up, unless ex-

pressly excepted, and the exceptions are very limited (sees. 36-47).

In Crown forest reserves prospecting must not be done without a

forest reserve permit as well as a miner's license, nor work or mining

operations without leave of the Minister. Lands under timber

license are freely open for prospecting and staking; but work or

mining operations must not be carried on upon them without

permission of the Minister. AVhere the mining rights only are

in the Crown, the prospector or miner must compensate the owner

of the surface rights for any injury done. Particulars as to what

lands are open can be had at the recording office, where a map
showing all recorded claims is required to be kept for public in-

spection. Lands already under staking are not open to be pros-

pected or staked out unless the prior staking has lapsed or been

abandoned, cancelled or forfeited; but insufficient staking or

failure to record within the prescribed time works an abandonment

and leaves the lands open, though invalidity of a claim by reason

of insufficient discovery does not.

(e). Discovery.—Discovery of valuable mineral is required

before a mining claim can be validly staked out. What is to be

deemed valuable mineral is defined by the Act. It may be briefly

stated as something making it probable that a mine likely to be

workable at a profit can be developed from the vein or deposit

which is found. A prospector, however, who has found indications

may protect his operations on an area 150 by 50 feet by planting

prospecting pickets as provided in the Act, and so long as he is

diligently and continuously pursuing his search no one else is

entitled to make a discovery thereon. There is also the more

formal but now little used procedure of obtaining what is (not very

appropriately), called a working permit for cases where discovery

cannot readily be made on the surface or without extensive oper-

ations. For this, land of the area of a mining claim may be staked

out with three rings of notches on the posts and after GO days, if

no mining claim is staked out thereon within that time, the ex-

clusive right of prospecting and of staking out a mining claim

upon it may be obtained for six months, renewable for a further

six months, on condition of performing operations to the extent
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of not less than 5 days' work each week, or the equivalent in less

time, commencing not later than two weeks after the granting of

the permit.

(f). Claims—size, form, nutnber, etc.—Claims in unsurveyed

territory must as nearly as reasonably possible be squares of 40

acres with boundaries running north and south and east and west,

and in surve3'ed townships must be the aliquot part of a lot or

section specified in the Act; but in special mining divisions the

area is reduced one half. Not more than three claims can be

taken up by a licensee in the same mining division in a license

year; but there is no limit to the number that may be acquired

by purchase and transfer. The boundaries go down vertically

on all sides and all minerals within them are included in the claim.

(g). Staking.—Staking must be done promptly after discovery

else the discoverer risks the loss of his rights by another discoverer

intervening and completing staking before him. The method of

staking is very clearly set forth in the Act (sec. 54). Posts (of

the size and character long used in British Columbia), must be

placed at the discovery and at each corner of the claim and the

boundary lines must be plainly blazed and cut out, or, if there are

no trees, marked by pickets or mounds, and a line must be marked

from the discovery post to the northeast comer, and the j)osts

must be marked with the staker's name and other particulars as

specified in the Act. Requiring the planting of posts at the

comers and the marking of the boundaries is the plan in use in

Ontario since the earliest enactments. Trifling defects will not,

but failure to comply substantially with the requinMiionts of the

Act as nearly as the circumstances masonably permit will, invali-

date a staking. Unauthorized staking or staking without recording

disqualifies the staker from again staking out the same land or

any part of it unless relieved against (sec. 57).

(h). Recording.—An outline sketch or plan of the claim must

be made showing its form and measurements and the situation

of the discovery post, and an application and affidavit in the

form |)rovid<'d in the Act giving particulars of the lM)undari('s and

location of the claim and proving discovery ami the dale of staking;,

and showing that the lands appcuired at the time to be open for

staking, must be made out and sworn, and filed with the Recorder

within 15 days after the staking, or where the claim is more than
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10 miles in a straight line from the recording office within 15 days

and one additional day for each additional 10 miles or fraction

thercof. The fee for recording is $10.

(i). Woi'kifig Conditions.—Thirty days' work of eight hours

each, consisting of stripping, opening up mines, sinking shafts or

other actual mining operations, must be performed on the claim

within three months after recording, 60 days' during each of the

next two yeai*s' and 90 days during the third year, and a report

duly verified by affidavit giving particulars as specified in the Act

must be filed with the Recorder not later than 10 days after the

expiration of each period; but the work may be done and the

report filed at any eariier time if desired. The holder of two or

three contiguous claims may by first filing notice do the work on

one or on two for all. Failure to perform the work or failure to

file proof within the time specified forfeits the claim and leaves

the land open to other prospectors; but in cases of death, illness,

pending proceedings or other unavoidable cause, or of hardship,

and where the default is merely in making the report, limited

powers of relief are provided for (sees. 80, 85, 86 and 88). There

are special provisions respecting claims in forest reserves and on

lands under timber license and for extending the time by Order

in Council (sec. 79).

(j). Survey.—A survey of a claim by an Ontario land surveyor

is required in all unsurveyed territory, and if the Minister deems

it necessary he may direct it in other cases.

(k). Patent.—As soon as the other requirements have been

complied with application may be made for a patent of the claim

(or if it is in a Crown forest reserve for a lease) , and the application

mu.st be made not later than 3J years after recording, the price to

be paid for the patent being S3 an acre in surveyed and $2 . 50 in

unsurveyed territory. The patent is granted in fee simple for

surface rights as well as minerals, except where the nlining rights

only are in the Crown, in which case only half the above price is

char^eil and the miner must compensate the surface owner for

any injury or damage; but pine timber is in all cases reserved,

and in the northern parts of the Province there is also a reservation

of 5% for roads. In Crown forest reserves renewable 10-year

leases are granted instead of patents.
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(2). Dealings Between Individuals.

(a). Transfer.—The holder of an unpatented claim may at

any time transfer it or any share or interest in it to another licensee

and the latter may work it and complete the requirements and
obtain patent.

(b). Agreements for Interests.—To establish ownership or

interest in a claim recorded in the name of another licen.see either

writing or material corroboration must be had and is sufficient for

agreements made before the stakini: out of the claim; writing (as

under the Statute of Frauds), is necessary for agreements made
after the staking out.

(c). Recording Transfers and Agreements.—All transfers and
agreements affecting a claim may, if executed by the recorded

holder or by his attorney appointed by recorded instrument, be

recorded upon the claim in the recording office if the signature is

verified by an affidavit of execution made by a subscribing witness.

Recording is necessary to ensure preservation of priority.

(d). Title.—What may be designated as a record of title to

unpatented mining claims is thus kept at the recording office,

and a purchaser desiring information should seek it there and may
rely upon what he finds much in the same way as he would upon a

search at a Registry office. Aft€r patent the title goes to the

Registry or Land Titles office as the case may be.

(3). DiSPUTABILITY AND LnDISPUTABILITY OF ClAIMS.

(a). Disputes against Claims.—Any licensee whether he sets

up an adverse right or not may disi)ute the validity of a mining

claim at any time before a certificate of record is grantetl, provided

he specifies the grounds of invalidity and verifies them by affi-

davit in the form prescribed by the Act and pays a foe of $10; but

by amendment of 1910 leave is necessary after the validity ofthe

claim has once been adjudicated upon or after it has been on

record GO days and has already had a dispute entered against it.

This amendment was designed to prevent the harassing of the

holder by successive disputes which might prevent the isKue of a

certificate of record.
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(b). Certificate of Record.—After a claim has been on record

for 60 days the holder may, if there is no dispute standing against

the claim, and nothing making it improper to issue it, obtain from

the Recorder what is called a certificate of record, which is final

and conclusive evidence of the performance of all the requirements

of the Act, except working conditions, up to the date of the cer-

tificate, but may, on application of the Crown or of any one inter-

ested, be set aside by the Commissioner for fraud or mistake.

(c) . Certificate of Performance of Work.—This may be obtained

if the Recorder is satisfied that the work has been duly performed,

and is as to conclusiveness and as to setting it aside on the same
footing as a certificate of record.

(4). Adjudication of Disputes.

(a). Forum.—Generally, all questions and disputes arising

before patent as to the validity or subsistence of an unpatented
mining claim or as to its transfer or ownership or as to any other

right or privilege or interest conferred by the Act, are decided by
the Commissioner or Recorder, subject to appeal as hereinafter

mentioned. In practice, matters of difficulty or involving much
taking of evidence are usually dealt with by the Commissioner, a

tran.sfer being made by the Recorder when necessary.

(b). Appeal from Recorder.—An appeal lies to the Commis-
sioner from every decision and every act or thing done or refused

or neglected to be done by the Recorder; but unless appeal is

lodged within the time provided by the Act the Recorder's decision

is final and binding.

(c). Hearings.—The procedure is simple and speedy. Matters
are brought to a hearing by obtaining and serving an appointment
with notice of the nature and grounds of the claim or dispute,

service of the appointment alone being suffi-cient when the party to

be served has already received a copy of the dispute or appeal.

Hearings mu.st ordinarily be in the local district. Proceedings
are not invalidat/;d by defects where justice has been done.

(d). Decision.^.—All decisions must be entered in writing,

and the parties affected must be notified of them by registered
letter mailed not later than the day after entry.

(e). Appeal from Commissioupr.—With a few exceptions
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specified in the Act an appeal lies to an appellate division of the

High Court from every decision of the Commissioner; but unless

taken within the prescribed time the Commissioner's decision is

final and conclusive.

Concluding Remarks.

The Act has been criticized, sometimes severely. Probably,

as already remarked, there is no mining law that has not been,

except where distance and fancy have lent perfection. The Act

of 190G, which was put through under emergency conditions,

undoubtedly had many defects. Though lengthy it was not

clear or complete in its provisions, and it lacked systematic arrange-

ment. In the amendments made in 1907, and the thorough

overhauling by the Statute Revisioh Commission in 1908, these

shortcomings were pretty well remedied; but the reputation of

the present Act no doubt still suffers from the bad repute of its

predecessor.

Most of the main features of the Act of 1900 and the present

Act are in accordance with the resolutions of the Miners' Conven-

tion held in Toronto in December, 1905. Perhaps the greatest

difficulty in satisfactorily working out the pre.^^ent *law comes

from the attempt to incorporate in it the various recommendations,

often in their nature incompatible, made by the different miners'

meetings, and in particular from retaining on the one hand the

requirement of discovery, as desirc'd by those who favor that

principle, while relinquishing on the other, at the request of those

who in practice if not in theory, oppo.se it, the two most effective

means of enforcing it, namely, inspection and allowing re.staking

of claims without hindrance or delay where the exi.sting staking

is not based upon valid discovery. Some other things also, no

doubt, could be made better; but in con.'^idering alterations the

balance must always be struck betwcM'ii the benefit to be derived

from them and the injury inevitably n»sulting from the unsettling

and uncertainty con.sequent upon frequent change; and I think

upon the whole the present Ontario Act has much to commend it.

Its provisions are lilx'ral and calculated to secure fainie.'vs and

hone.sty of administration; prosixjctors and miners an* givon ver>'

wide privileges; mining lands can be (juickly acquiri'd and the
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expense, apart from development, is slight; rights are clearly

defined and title is secure when the law has been complied with;

disputes and litigation can be speedily disposed of; the provisions

with which the prospector and miner ordinarily have to do are

plainly stated; the Act, if long, is very complete, there are no
supplementary regulations, and resort to other sources for the

law or for information is reduced to a minimum.
Criticism, if well considered and specific, should be welcomed;

but some that has been directed toward the Ontario Act in the

past has been far from that character. Some of the comparisons

also that have been made with foreign laws have evidently not

been based upon complete or accurate information of what these

laws are. The difficulty of framing an entirely satisfactory mining

law, especially where valuable timber and agriculture are side

by side with the mineral, is often, I think, not sufficiently appre-

ciated. It must not be forgotten that the interests to be considered

are various, and that men, even in mining communities, do not

always act upon the golden rule.
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MIXING RIGHTS I\ SEIGNIORIES IX THE PROVINCE OF
QUEBEC.

By T. C. Denis, Quel^ec.

(Annual Meeting, Quelnc, 1911)

In the little hand book, culled the Miner's Guide, issued by
the Department of Colonization, Mines and Fishe;ies, of the

Province of Quebec, for the use of the prospector, we find the

statement that the rights to minerals, except gold and silver,

belong to the owners of the surface rights in all lands situated in

the townships, and patented previous to 1880. This measure

corresponds to the enactment of the Ontario law which makes the

same provisions for all lands granted previous to 1908. But in

the paragraph next to this statement we find that in the Seignio-

ries, as distinguished from the townships, the mining rights belong

to the Crown, with only a very few exceptions. As the last title

to a seigniory was issued in 17G2, under the French r(5gime, and the

lands in the townships were granted or sold aft^r the conquest of

Canada in 17G3, we cannot but admire the provisions of the old

system, by which the underground rights remain to this day

vested in the Crown, reserving to the Government the privilege of

treating directly with those wishing to work the mineral deposits.

Those who have had to negotiate for the acquisition of mining

rights from private owners will readily appreciate the wisdom of

this provision, and will realize that such reserve of the mining

rights to the Crown is greatly to the advantage of the development

of the mining industry, as compared with the regulations enacted

subsequently, which were so loose and imlefinite that it was

thought advisable to wipe clean the slate and to relin(|uisli all

mining rights (except gold and silver) to the surface owners of

lands granted between 17(>.*3 and ISSO.
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Hence at present we are confronted in the Province of Quebec

with a state of affairs which at first sight might appear anomalous.

Thus, on concessions of lands made previous to 1763, the Crown

still possesses the mining rights and on lands patented between

1763 and ISSO, the mining rights belong to the surface owners,

except for gold and silver, which were always specifically reserved.

This provision of reserve of mining rights in seigniories is

more important than might appear at a casual glance, for it affects

an area of about 11J million acres.

First of all, what are these seigniories on which the mining

rights belong to the Crown?

Immediately after the discovery of Canada one of the first

cares of the King of France was to colonize and settle the country

as well as evangelize and civilize the natives "for the purpose of

forming a powerful colony for the benefit of his subjects.

"

To promote and help such settlement, the governors of

Canada had the authority to grant estates. For instance the

letters appointing the Sieur de la Roche, Lieutenant General and

Governor, in 1598, gave him authority "as respects said lands

and those so to be acquired for us, to grant the same in full pro-

perty to those who shall settle in said countries, in the form of

Seigniories, Chatellenies, Earldoms, Baronies, etc." However,

the results were far from satisfactory and the development of the

country was slow.

In 1627, at the instigation of that great statesman. Cardinal

de Richelieu, the King of France granted a charter to the "Com-

pany of the Hundred Associates," giving them "for ever" the

whole territory of New France, with the right to grant estates to

whomsoever they might deem deserving. We all know how the

hi.story of the Company of the Hundred Associates is closely con-

nected with the Canadian history of the period. The property

thus conceded, however, was not without onerous conditions to

the Company, with which we are not directly concerned.

Among their privileges were the exclusive right to fur and

other trading; the manufacture of arms and ammunition; the

granting of estates with titles attached (titles to be subject to

confirmation by the King) and the full possession of all mines and

minerabi. The granting of estates or seigniories was subject to

certain conditions of settlement and dues, practically a variant of
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the feudal system then ruling in France, which made the Company
of the Hundred Associates, in a measure, the agents of the Crown
of France and made of the Seigniors, to whom large estates were

granted, agents of colonization, for they were practically under
obligation to grant, from these estates, lands to intended settlers,

subject to certain dues to the Seigniors.

The conditions imposed upon the Company by their charter,

among which was the establishment of 4,000 settlers in 15 years,

were not fulfilled and in 1663 their charter was cancelled. We see

by this action that although the powers granted to this company
of the Hundred Associates were enormous, in reality its existence

was entirely in the hands of the King, who was sole judge of the

fulfilment of the conditiojjs, was all powerful, and who, by virtue

of the high handed exercise of his authority, might declare the

forfeiture of the rights and privileges he had granted or even of

those granted by the Company.

In 1664 another company, the West Indian Company, with

similar powers and privileges, was formed, which lasted until

1674. But the settlement results were likewise unsatisfactory.

From 1674 to the cession of Canada in 1763 the rights of granting

estates such as Seigniories and fiefs were vested in the Governor

or Intendant.

It is during these three periods, from 1627 to 1763, that prac-

tically all the estates were granted to seigniors—about 220 in all—
embracing an area of IH million acres. Of these Seigniories, 15

comprise over 100.000 arpents (92,000 acres) ; 100 between 2S.(K)0

and 10'),()00 and the balance contain less than 2S,000 arpents each.

It is remarkable that although the two companies until 1674, and

sub.sequently the representatives of the King of France, had the

right to dispose of the mining rights, it is only in a very few cases

that the mining rights were granted to the seigneurs, so that when

the charters of the companies were cancelled, the mining rights

had not been alienated and they reverted to the ('rown, except in

the few cases mentioned which compri.se about ono-tenth of the

11 J million acres granted in seigniories. The territory which

thay occupy compri.se a strip on both shores of the St. Lawrence

River, of a very irregular width, according to the depth of land

granted, extending from one to forty miles from the river. These

areas are shewn on most of the large scale maps of the pn)viiue

39
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and can be recognized by the fact that they are not subdivided

into the regular townships, ranges and lots.

Of the 220 seigniories the following are the only ones in which

the mineral rights were expressly ceded to the owners of the sur-

face rights. In the case of the first four the Crown has retained a

right to a royalty :

—

Beauport and Beaupr^, in the county of Quebec; Lauzon, in

the county of Levis; the Island of Orleans in the county

of Montmorency; \'erbois, le Pare, and Riviere du Loup,

in the county of Temiscouata; Terrebonne, in the county of the

same name and Petite Nation in the county of Ottawa. These

seigniories, except those of Petite Nation and Terrebonne which

border on the Riviere J^sus and the Qttawa respectively, front

on the river St Lawrence.

The mining rights in -the Common of Laprairie, were also

abandoned to the Society of Jesus by act 51-52 Vict. chap. 13.

In the seigniory of Rigaud-Vaudreuil, county of Beauce, gold

and other precious metals belong to the seigniors (special deed of

concession of 1846).

The iron mines in the fief St Etienne, situate on the St Mau-
rice were abandoned to the seigniors, the St. Maurice Forges

Company.

From the time of the conquest of Canada in 1763 to 1880,

grants of land were made under various regulations and orders in

council which in many cases made no mention of the mining

rights. From 1796 to 1815, many patents to land grants reserved

mining rights to gold, silver, copper, tin, iron, lead and coal.

From 1815 to 1863, only gold and silver were reserved.

The first attempt of the Province of Quebec to legislate

mining rights in this latter period was the gold mining Act of

1864. After this, various measures, mostly in the shape of

Orders in Council were adopted, fixing certain definite prices for

land for the exploitation of gold and silver, for phosphate lands,

etc.

In 1880, the first Quebec general mining law was passed on
the 24th of July, expressly reserving mining rights in grants and
sales of Crown lands, and from that date, the reserves are well

defined. However, between 1880 and 1901, frequent trouble
havint,' ari.sen a.s to the interpretation of the deeds of the lands
dispoHCfl of Ijefore the enactments of 1880, it was decidod in that
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year (1901) to abandon to the owners of the surface of the lands

granted between 1763 and 1880, all rights to the minerals, except

gold and silver, which had always been expressly reserved.

This measure of abandonment however in no way affects the

seigniories before mentioned, in which the mining rights had not

been expressly ceded to the seigniors and the Crown in that respect

retains the same rights as before the cession of Canada in 1703.

Since then the Quebec Mining Law is present history which

does not offer any particular historical interest.
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THE MINERAL RESOURCES OF A PART OF THE YALE
DISTRICT, B.C.—A DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY.*

By Charles Camsell, Ottawa.

Yale District has been sub-divided by the British Columbia

Department of Mines into nine Mining Divisions, namely, those of

Kamloops, Ashcroft, Yal, Nicola, Similkameen, Vernon, Osoyoos,

Kettle River, and Grand Forks. These include some of the most
important gold and copper mining camps in the Province of

British Columbia. The present purpose, however, is to limit des-

cription to a portion of the Yale District the nature of whose re-

sources is not so well known to the general public; but these

resources may eventually prove to be as valuable and important

as those of the developed camps to the eastward.

Geographically the region whose mineral resources are here

discussed may be described as being bounded on the south by the

International Boundary Line, on the west by the Eraser River,

on the north by the Thompson River, and on the east by
Okanagan valley. This region covers an area of approximately

80 miles in width and 100 miles in length, or jtbout 8,000 square

miles, embracing the whole of the Mining Divisions of Nicola and
Similkameen, and parts of Yale, Ashcroft, Kamloops, Vernon and
Osoyoos.

Phy.'jiographically this district lies almost wholly within the

lnt<jrior Plateau region, except for a portion on the south-west
edge which includes the northern prolongation of the Cascade
mountain range. This range, which rises in northern California

and extends northward through Oregon and Washington, divides

into two branches as it reaches the International Boundary.

^ « * ^."^'l"»b©«J *>y the permission of the Director of the Geological Survey
Of Canada.
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The eastern branch, known as the Okanagan range, continues north-

ward into Canada with gradually decreasing elevations until it

dies away in the Interior Plateaus region west of Dog Lake. The
western branch is more persistent, and after entering the district

in the vicinity of the Skagit River, continues northward as far as

the Nicola River where it also disappears in the Interior Plateau
region. In the bay formed by these two branches of the Ca.scade

mountains, the stretch of Interior Plateau begins, and extending

northward in a gradually widening belt reaches far beyond the

limits of the region under discussion.

The general elevation of the Interior Plateau belt in latitude

50° is roughly 4,000 feet above sea level, and although the drainage

is either to one side or the other the general average slope is down-
ward towards the north. The plateau features can only be realized

when observed in perspective from any one of the higher eleva-

tions in the district. From such view point the many deep valleys

in the plateau disappear from sight, and the higher tracts coalesce

to form an apparently level skyline.

The forest growth in this district, below an elevation of 3.()(X)

feet, is often rather scanty, and the country has a park-like appear-

ance, being dotted with irregular groups of woods or single trees.

Above 3,000 feet it is heavily wooded with fir, pine and spruce up

to the timber line, which is about 7,000 feet above sea level.

Wild grasses grow naturally over a great part of the district, and
afford excellent feed for horses and cattle.

General Geology.

Lying on the northeast border of this district is an area

underlaid by very old crystalline gnei.sses and schists. These

were named by Dawson the Shuswap Series, and are .suppo.sod to

be of pre-Cambrian age. They represent the old British Columbia

axis on either side of which stratified rocks of different ages were

laid down in succeeding geological times. On the western border

of this axis, the earliest rocks deposited are of presumably Cam-
brian age, and constitute the Adams I^ke and Nisconlith si'ries,

the former consisting almost entirely of volcanic materials and

the latter more largely of true sediments.

A strong unconformity int4*rvene8 between the Cambrian

rocks thus laid down and the next overlying series, known as the
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Cache Creek Group. The latter rocks have been determined to

be of Carboniferous age, and consist of great or less important

thicknesses of limestones interbedded with thinner beds of argillite,

quartzite and volcanic ejectamenta. The area covered by the

exposed rocks of the Cache Creek Group is by no means as great

now as when originally laid down, for they have been invaded and

replaced by plutonic rocks of different tj^pes, or have been covered

by many small patches of later sediments and volcanic flows.

A second unconformity, representing a much shorter period

of time, separates the Carboniferous rocks from the Nicola Series

above them. This series of rocks is of Triassic age and is also

largely volcanic in origin, although it contains a few intercalated

beds of limestones and argillites. Their area is probably larger

than that of the Cache Creek rocks, though they also have been

considerably reduced in volume by later batholithic intrusions

or concealed by the deposition of more recent strata. The Nicola

Series, and more often, perhaps, the Cache Creek Group, are the

most important rock formations in the district from an economic

or mining point of view. The Adams Lake and Nisconlith series

are also sometimes important in this regard, as they contain some

of the gold, silver, and copper deposits.

During Jurassic times and following the deposition of the

Nicola Series, highly important events from a mining standpoint

occurred in the geological history of British Columbia. It was

during the Jurassic period that the intrusion of the great Coast

Range batholith took place together with many smaller igneous

bodies that are genetically connected with that batholith.

These igneous bodies are made up of granitoid rocks varying in

composition from a granite to a gabbro. It is generally on the

borders of these intrusions that ore bodies are now found. Rocks

of this a^e and origin are widely distributed over the whole of

Yale District, and because of their intimate association with ore

deposits, their contacts with older rocks should always be closely

examined.

In the Cretaceous period, which immediately follows the

Jurassic, local troughs or geosynclines were formed on the surface

of this di.strict, in which great thicknesses of sedimentary rocks

wore deposited. These trough's have a general north and south

trend, and were situated, one at the head of the Roche River and
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another in the valley of Fraser River above Lytton. They are

made up of sandstones, shales and conglomerates, with small beds

of coal, although no workable seams have as yet lx>en found.

A second period of eruptive activity is recorded in Tertiary

times by the occurrence of smaller granitic bodies distributed

throughout the district. These intrusions are difficult to separate

from those of the former period, because of the lithological .simil-

arity of both series; but they likewise are of importance as being

responsible for the formation of certain ore deposits in the asso-

ciated stratified rocks.

In the Oligocene period small local basins were formed in

certain places in this district. In these basins fre.sh water sedi-

ments were laid down, in almost every case with certain l)eds of

coal. These basins are made up of sandstones, shales and con-

glomerates together with the coal. Remnants of these basins are

now found at Princeton, Granite Creek, Xicola, Kamloops Lake,

and several other points. The coal seams in them are generally

lignitic in quality, except in certain cases where they have been

compressed by dynamic action in which instances a bituminous

coal has been the ultimate product. The area underlaid by these

rocks is comparatively small; but it is believed that no single

formation is of equal economic importance.

Both above and below the Oligocene sediments are great

thicknesses of bedded volcanic rocks consisting of basalts, por-

phyrites, agglomerates and tuffs. These although covering a

very large area, are relatively unimportant from a mining stand-

point. Some gold, copper and cinnabar have l)een found as-

sociated with them, but these ores have not yet proved to be of

any great value.

Economic Cieology.

In compiling information on the ore deposit** of this part of

the Yale District the author has drawn freely fmin the published

reports of the Minister of Mines for British Columbia, and from

tho.se of Dr. Dawson and Dr. Klls of the (Jeologiral Survey. In

respect of the southern half of the district, however, the writer,

who has been engaged during the past four yoarH in an investiga-

tion of the geology of the district on l)ohalf of the Geological

Survey of Canada, has obtained his information at fin^t hand.
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The mineral resources of the district include a considerable

variety of products, both metallic and non-metallic, namely, ores

of gold, silver, platinum, copper, lead, iron, zinc, cliromite, mer-

cury and a few others of lesser importance. Of the non-metallic

substances, coal is by far the most important; but there also occur

in the district deposits of gypsum and asbestos, which though not

at present developed may yet be found in such quantity and

position as to make them of commercial value. Of precious stones,

jade, semi-opal, garnet and amethyst are known, and it is not im-

possible that the precious or fire opal may yet be discovered.

The following description of these mineral resources merely

summarizes the information so far available:

Placers.—In point of early establishment the placer mining

of gold is second only to coal among the mining industries of the

Province. To date, the value of the gold produced from this

source in British Columbia, exceeds 70 millions of dollars. The

industr}', however, is gradually declining, and at the present time

in the Yale District is almost extinct. In this region the most

important streams on which placer mining has been carried on are

the Fraser, Thompson, Nicola, upper Nicola, Similkameen, Tula-

meen, Coquihalla and certain small tributaries of these streams.

Within recent years some dredging has been undertaken on the

Fraser river below Yale, and though this work has been discon-

tinued on accoimt of an accident to the dredge, it is believed that

other dredges will again be installed to carry on the work. Some
placer mining is being done in Granite Creek in the Tulameen dis-

tnct, and developments are promised on the Tulameen River itself

where platinum was formerly found in quantity.

Gold is the principal valuable metal of the placers; but in a

few localities some native copper and silver have been found.

The Tulameen district, however, contains placers which hold

much platinum in association with the gold. These resources are

not yet exhausted. The platinum output of the Tulameen dis-

trirt to date has Vjcen variously estimated at from 11,000 to 20,000

ounces. Within recent years there has been a gradual decrease

in yield; but a revival of activity may be expected as a result of

improved communication facilities following railway building.

The productive area covers about 18 miles of the Tulameen river
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between Champion Creek and Granite Creek, and includes most
of the tributaries of the Tuhimeen between these two points.

Lode Gold.—Between So and 90 per cent, of the gold annually

produced in British Columbia from lode mines, is recovered from
the smelting of copper ores. The remaining 10 to 15 per cent, is

now from stamp milling and cyaniding operations, which are in

the main confined to this part of Yale district.

Where gold occurs in association with copper in this di:5trict,

the ores are as a rule, chiefly valuable for their copper contents and
so may be later described under that heading. Ores mined for

their gold contents, principally or solely, may be divided into two

main classes. In the one class, the gokl is found free in veins

having a quartz gangue, and in the other, in association with

arsenopyrite either in veins or in deposits of other classes.

Free milling gold ores have been found, and to some extent,

worked at Ciranite Creek in the Tulameen district, at Fairview

near Osoyoos Lake, at Roche river and at the Golden Zone camp,

near the head of Twentymile Creek.

On the eastern side of Granite Creek and on the divide, l^etween

this and Nine Mile Creek, some very rich veins of gold l)earing

quartz cut the green schists of the Xicola series. The veins are,

however, narrow and the gold is not evenly distributed. Veins

of this character are partly at least the source of the rich placers

of Granite Creek.

At Fairview two strong and well defined quartz veins cut

steeply dipping schists. Gold values are distribut-ed sparingly

and unevenly through the quartz gangue, the value of the ore

averadng about $5.30 per ton, a grade not sufficiently high to

afford j)rohtable extraction.

Another area, known as the Golden Zone, is situated about

10 miles north of Hedley. The ore is deposited in a fissure vein

containing pyrite, arsenopyrite, blende, chalcopyrite and some

free gold in a gangue of (juartz. The vein cuts granite as well as

limestone, into which the granite has been intruded.

Near the mouth of Roche River, a branch of the Similkamcne,

south of Princeton, a few small gold l)earing (|uartz vein.** <*ut

chlorite and hornblende schists. These veins are only a few

inches wide, and carry pyrite, chalcopyrite and tetraliedrite as the

ore minerals. Gold tellurides are also stated to be found in these
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veins. The region is at present accessible only by pack trail,

but in spite of this a small shipment of ore was made a few

years ago, and is stated to have given excellent returns in gold.

Of the second class of gold deposits, namely those in which

the gold is associated with arsenopyrite, the gold ores of Hedley

are the most important. In these deposits the gold occurs in

highly altered calcareous rocks at and near the contact of intru-

sive rocks of gabbroid characteristics. These deposits are of con-

tact metamorphic origin, the gold occurring either free or intim-

ately associated with arsenopyrite in a gangue of calcite, quartz,

garnet, epidote and diopside. The other ore minerals associated

with the gold are pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and blende.

The ores are not entirely free milling, and the concentrates from

the stamp mill are shipped to a smelter.

The Hedley mines are at the present time the most important

of their class in Canada. The mines are operated by a joint stock

company, the production representing a value aggregating two

and a half million dollars, covering a period of six years. Mean-

while the promising nature of the mineral occurrences in this area,

warrants greater mining activity than that at present manifested.

Gold associated with arsenopyrite is also known to occur in

the valley of the Fraser River near Hope.

Gold ores have been mined to a limited extent at Siwash

Creek, a short distance above the town of Yale. The ore occurs

in a porphyry dike, which cuts through schists and slates, mineral-

ized with pyrite. Quartz veins are also found cutting the slates.

Much placer gold was formerly found on the Fraser River at the

mouth of Siwash Creek, and it is supposed that the gold here

found originated from the quartz veins above mentioned.

Silver and Silver-lead.—Although there are a number of

localities in this district in which rich silver ores and lower grade

silver-lead ores have been found, they have not been exploited.

The most important of these localities are Summit camp on the

head waters of the Tulameen River; Silver Creek, near Hope;

Skagit River and Stump Lake. The deposits, however, have not
Yyf.cn flf-vclopcd on account of the present lack of transportation

f-'' -• Native silver has {ilso been found at several points in

the di.«?trict.
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At Summit Camp the silver is associated with palena in

replacement deposits occurring along lines of fracture which tra-

verse limestone. Zinc blende and pyrite are found with the

galena. Not much development work has been done on these

ore deposits, which nevertheless appear from surface indications

to be of some importance.

The occurrence of silver ores at Hope has long boon known
The veins here are stated to be from 4 to 7 feet wide, and to con-

tain silver-bearing tetrahcdrite and some silver chloride. Analy-

ses of the ore showed the presence of lead, copper, antimony, iron

arsenic and sulphur, besides the silver.

Stump Lake, between Kamloops and Nicola, is an old and

now almost abandoned mining camp. The deposits here are in

veins from one to six feet in width traversing volcanic rocks of

the Nicola series. The vein matter, consisting of quartz, contains

pyrite, chalcopyrito, galena, blende and tetrahodrite, and the

values are chiefly in silver with less gold. The silver is probably

as.sociated with either galena or tetrahcdrite, and from a.<say

return a yield as high as 400 ounces to the ton has been shown.

Argentiferous galena also occurs on the Skagit River.

A discovery of silver bearing galena is reported to have been

made recently on Whipsaw Creek about 25 miles from Princeton.

Some importance is attached to the discovery; but no t<?chnical

examination of it has yet been made.

Copper Ores.—Copper ores are the most abundant and wide*

spread of all the metallic ores in the district. Their goologieal

distribution too, covers virtually every known fonnat ion of rocks.

In every case a varial)le proportion of gold and silver Ls associated

with the copper. In a few cases, such as at Aspen Grove and

Kamloops Lake, native copper occurs; but in the majority of

cases the mineral is in the form of sulphides. To mention all the

localities in which copper ores are found would necessitate a refer-

ence to virtually every prospect in the dLstrict. A brief descrip-

tion of the more important localities must, therefore, sutlice.

Copper Mountain camp is situated about 10 miles south of

Princeton. Copper ores are lure found occurring on the contact

of monzonite with linu>tones. The ores appear in the limestone

as ill defined bodies near the contact of the monzoniti*, or else in
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fissures traversing both the limestone and the monzonite. The

mineralized area is large though the average grade of the ore is low.

At Independence Camp on the head of Bear Creek, is another

large low grade copper deposit. The ore here lies in a granite

poiphyry dike, which is intrusive between schists and granite.

The entire dike is mineralized with copper sulphides; but the

values are concentrated only along certain lines of fissuring which

traverse the dike, forming deposits 'of the Butte type. The

siliceous nature of the ore is the principal drawback to the develop-

ment of these deposits.

The gold-copper ores at Law's Camp, also on Bear Creek, are

replacement deposits in limestone. The limestones are inter-

bedded with schists, and are intruded by granite and dikes of

granite porphyry. The replacing minerals are pyrrhotite, chalco-

pyrite, galena and blende. The values are fairly high in copper,

gold and silver; but from the nature of their origin the ore bodies

are hard to follow.

At Hedley copper ores are found as contact metamorphic

deposits in limestone near the line of junction, between diorite and

gabbro. These ore bodies contain a considerable quantity of

arsenopyrite, in addition to chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite, with

correspondingly high gold contents, often of sufficient value to

admit of the mining of the ores for the recovery of the gold alone.

Deposits of similar character to the Hedley copper deposits

are found on Riordan mountain at the head of Keremeos Creek.

Near the mouth of Keremeos Creek other deposits occurring in

altered limestone are, judging from the published descriptions, of

the .same character, and carry a fairly high percentage of gold and

silver.

A great number of claims have been staked and are being

pro.spected in the neighbourhood of the mouth of Five Mile Creek

on the Similkameen River. The deposits are both veins and con-

tact dopo.sits situated on the contact of either granite or diorite,

the principal copper mineral being chalcopyrite. Other deposits

of somewhat similar character are located on One Mile Creek north

nd east of Princeton.

Important deposits of copper are situated about 4 miles

south-west of Kamloops, and from these mines a considera))le

tonnage of coppfjr ore has been shipped in past years. The ore
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deposits are associated with plutonic rocks, and occur in shear

zones in the latter. Chalcopyrite is the principal copper mineral,

and is found both in the planes of shearing and in the country'

rock on either side.

At Aspen Grove, which lies about 2o miles south of Nicola

Lake, native copper and copper .sulphides arc fountl impregnating

volcanic rock.s that have been intruded by poq^hyritic and granitic

eruptives. A similar occurrence of ore is found on Copper Creek,

which flows into Kamloops Lake from the north.

Copper ores of some importance are being developed in High-

land valley, but the nature of the occurrence has not been de-

scribed. A few other points at which copper ores have been found

are Roche River, Tulamecn River above Tulameen village, Mara

Lake, Thompson River above Spence's Bridge, and at Mamit

Lake.

Iron Ores.—The most notable occurrence of iron ore in this

district is that known as the Glen Iron mine near Kamloops.

The ore here is magnetite, occurring in east and west veins or in

lenticular ma.sses in eruptive rock, and as.sociated with some

calcite and feld.spar. The walls of the veins are distinct, and the

ore does not appear to be of the nature of segregations from the

enclosing eruptive mass, for it often contains fragments of the

country rock. Some ore was formerly shipped from here to the

Pacific Coast, but nothing has been done in recent years.

In the Tulameen district on Lodestone and Olivine mountains

much magnetite occurs in irregular veins and lenticular mas.<es in

pyroxenite. In this case the magnetite is undoubtedly a dilTercn-

tiation product of the pyroxenite, and was segregated outdaring

the process of cooling. Xo attempt has been made to exploit

these deposits, which may yet become available for commercial

purposes.

Magnetite has also been found to a limited exiciii in a iiumlxjr

of other localities throughout thi.-< district, but nowhere in such

quantity as to constitute an ore of iron.

Chromitc—On Olivine mountain in the Tulameen district,

chromite occurs in variable^ (plant ily in peridotite. It appear« in

short irregular veins from a half to one inch in width, or in bunches

in the peridotite. It is also scattereil in individual crystals

throughout the mass of the same rock. It is not connected with
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any system of fracturing. The chromite is in this case undoubt-

edly a segregation from the peridotite magma in the process of

cooling. It is interesting that peridotite, which is rich in chro-

mite, in this district often yields a small percentage of platinum

on analysis, and this belt of rocks is believed to have furnished

the platinum found in the placers of the Tulameen River.

Mercury.—Deposits of cinnabar, or sulphide of mercury,

have been worked to a limited extent in the vicinity of Kamloops
Lake. The cinnabar occurs in a gangue of quartz and calcite in

irregular veins traversing basic volcanic rocks of Tertiary age.

It appears as bright red specks, and can be detected both in the

veins and in the adjacent country rock. Some stibnite, anti-

mony sulphide, is associated with the cinnabar. A considerable

quantity of rich ore was once taken from these deposits; but

nothing has been done in recent j-ears.

Mercury is also mentioned as having been found in globules

in the native state in some parts of the silver ore of Silver Peak
near Hope.

Precious Stones.—Although placer mining operations have
been extensively conducted in the district, the records of the dis-

covery of precious stones in placers are few. Pebbles of jade

have been found in parts of both the Fraser and Thompson
rivers, and have been utilized by the Indians as ornaments or

adzes.

Garnet and some zircon are of common occurrence in the

placers of the Similkameen district, and the former is found in the

rock in many places as an alteration of limestone; but its value as

a gem stone is not great.

Specimens of amethyst, occurring in geodes in the solid rock,

have been obtained from the head waters of the Similkameen
River near the International Boundary line.

Agates are found in several places where recent volcanic

rock.s have Ijeen extruded. Semi-opal occurs in considerable

quantity along with agate on Agate Mountain, a few miles south-

east of Princeton, anc' in the same locaHty small fissures which
cut basic volcanic rocks of Tertiary age contain opaline silica.

It ia po.swible that both here as well as in other localities mentioned
by Dr. Dawson the precious opal may yet be found, as the asso-
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ciation of rocks is very similar to localities eLiewhere in which it

has been found.

Other Minerals.—Gypsum has been recorded as occurring at

two ditferent localities in this district. An importiint depo.sit

lies on the north side of the Salmon River about 25 miles north-

west of \'ernon. This di'i)osit of «:ypsum is interbedded with

crystalline limestone and schists, and is apparently of considerable

width and extent. The quality is stated to be of remarkable

purity. It is associated with some andydrite. The commercial

value of these deposits should be quite sufficient to warrant their

exploitation for the manufacture of wall plasttT.

Another deposit of gypsum, the extent of which is not kno\VTi,

occurs at Spence's Bridge on the Thompson River.

Small veins of asbestos have been found in a belt of peridotite

that crosses the Tulameen River about the mouth of Eagle Creek.

The fibre of these veins is of good quality; but in the veins so far

examined it is too short to be of much commercial value. Small

belts of peridotite, altered to serpentine, are known in other parts

of the district, and it is possible that some of these may yet yield

asbestos of commercial value.

Zinc is found in the form of blende in many parts of the dis-

trict, more particularly in association with galena.

Tungsten in the form of Hiibnerite, manganese tungstate,

has been discovered on the head waters of the Ashnola River near

the International Boundary line. It is found in fissures veins

that traverse granite.

Nickel and cobalt have both been obtained by analysis from

the gold ores of lledley, and also from shear zones in the pyroxe-

nite of Lodestone Mountain.

Antimony is found as stibnite in several parts of the district,

and often in association with silver ores.

Molybdenite in small particles has been observed in the gold

ores of Hedley, and in granite porphyry at the head of liear Creek.

It occurs also in some quantity at Champion Creek, when* it has

been formed as a contact mineral on the intrusion of granite into

limestone. It also appears here in small veins associated with

the granite.

Bismuth has been noted in the form of a telluride in the gold

ores of Hedley, where it has l>een formed as a contact metamor-

phic mineral on the contact of limestone and gabbro.
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The majority of the minerals last described are known in

such limited quantity that their occurrence is merely of academic

interest, which fact, however, should not deter the prospector

from searching for larger deposits of these minerals which might

be of commercial importance.

Clays suitable for the manufacture of bricks have not yet

been largely exploited in this district. The presence of suitable

clays for this purpose, however, are known, though their working

depends for success on their proximity to a railway or the neigh-

bourhood of a good local market.

Stone suitable for building purposes is not so easily obtained

as might be supposed. The bulk of the rocks have suffered so

much fracturing through earth movements as to destroy their

value for masonry. Some of the more recent igneous rocks,

however, particularly granites and basalts, have not been much
fractured, and these could be utilized if transportation conditions

were favourable.

Coal and Lignite.—Coal is probably the most valuable of the

known mineral resources of the district. Two ages of coal-bearing

rocks are known, the one Cretaceous and the other Oligocene in

age. Only one of these, however, namely the Oligocene, has so

far proved to be productive.

Cretaceous rocks are found in the valley of the Fraser River,

and also in a wide belt of rocks extending from the head of the

Pasayton River to the head of the Tulameen. In the latter belt,

float coal is reported to have been discovered on the Roche River

and also on the upper waters of the Tulameen, but no seams have

yet been found in place. It is quite possible that coal was never

formed in the.se rocks; but it is significant that extensive coal beds

have been worked in rocks of this age in eastern British Columbia,

on Vancouver Island, and in the northern part of the province.

OHgocene rocks occur in several small isolated basins through-

out this repon. The rocks in these basins consist of sandstones,

shales, conglomerates and coal. Such basins are situated at

Princeton, Granit<; Creek, Nicola, Quilchena, Kamloops, Enderby,
Nicoamen, Okanagan Lake and White Lake. Each of these

Oligocene basins contains some coal, and most of them contain

several workable seams. The coal is generally a lignite of high

grade, making an excellent fuel for domestic purposes or for gas.
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Some of the basins contain bituminous coals, such as the railways

require for steam raising, and these generally yield a firm coherent

coke that will be used by smelters when the occasion arises. The
fixed carbon in all these coals varies from 40 to 60 per cent., and
the water from 1 .3 to about 7 per cent. In most of them the ash

is fairly high.

The coal formation of the Princeton basin covers an area of

about 50 square miles, and includes a considerable though yet

unknown quantity of coal. The rocks are inclined at low angles

and are not much disturbed. A drill hole near the mouth of the

Tulameen River, sunk to depth of 2S0 feet, passed through a total

of 34 feet 5 inches of coal. In this depth three workable seams

of respectively 4 feet G inches, G feet 7 inches, and 18 feet G inches

thick, were encountered. The depth of this basin is at least 1,000

feet, and it is probable that it may contain other seams besides

those enumerated. The coal is classed as a high grade Hgnite,

excellent for domestic purposes, but non-coking.

At Granite Creek the coal basin covers about eight square

miles, and here the rocks have been tilted and lie at angles of

about 35 degrees. At least four workable seams are known, vary-

ing in thickness from 4 feet to G feet G inches. The coal is bit um-

inous, and of good steaming quality. It also yields a briirht. firm

coke, but is high in ash.

The Quilchena basin lying on the south side of Nicola Lake is

about 7 miles in length from north to south, and a maximum
width of over 2 miles. Several seams of coal, varying from 4 to fi

feet in thickness are reported by Dr. Ells as outcropj)ing on rilher

side of Quilchena Creek. The coal is said to be bituminous.

The Nicola coal basin lies in the valley of the Nicola River,

and extends from the lower end of .Vicola Lake for 14 or 15

miles to the mouth of the Guichon or Ten Mile Creek. The max-

imum width of this portion is about 3 miles. The same basin then ex-

tends northward up Guichon Creek for about 7 miK's, and hen' hiu*

a width of nearly 3 miles. The rocks dij) in many directions, and at

various angles, and some faults occur. Fivi* different seams are

being worked, varying in thickness from G feet to IS feet 6 inches.

The coal is bituminous, and yields a firm coherent coke.

A small area of coal-bearing rocks is mappi^ by Dawson at

Nicoamen on the Thompson River. Some fragment* of ligiiit*

40
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have been found in this locality, but very little prospecting of the

area has been attempted.

Coal bearing rocks also outcrop a short distance to the south

of Kamloops, though no coal has yet been mined from this district.

The known seams are very thin, but they contain a true coal rather

than a lignite, making a firm coherent coke.

A little coal has been mined from a small area near Enderby,
but the extent of this basin is unknown. Some prospecting for

coal was also done on the west shore of Okanagan Lake, and two
small seams were discovered, which contained a true coal of fairly

high grade.

A small basin is also situated at White Lake, a short distance

west of Dog Lake in the Okanagan valley. The area of this basin

is unknown, as is also the quality of the coal contained in it.

General Summary.

From the foregoing enumeration of its various mineral re-

sources it will readily be seen that this district has a great variety

of ore deposits, and the localities in which they are found show
that no large part of it is without resources of some kind. It is

true that of these localities not all will eventually prove to be

productive; but the wide distribution of the deposits augurs

favourably for future profitable mining operation.

Heretofore the district has produced both placer and lode

gold, platinum, copper, coal and some iron. Of these, as yet,

gold has perhaps been the most important. The indications are,

however, that the production of gold will increase, for while the

output of placer gold 'is bound to decrease, this will be offset by an

incroa.se in the production of lode gold. Coal is second in im-

portance, but the rapid advance in coal output indicates that this

industry will ere long occupy the premier i)osition. The copper

deposits are undoubtedly of great potential importance. The
ores of copper, however, must necessarily be smelted, and conse-

quently the availability of coking coal in the immediate vicinity

is a mo.st favourable factor.

The great obstacle to the development of the district in the

paat ha.s been the lack of cheap transportation. Activity in rail-

way building i.s now hfintr r-vinced by both the Canadian Pacific
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and the (jreat Xorthern Railway companies. The main line of

the Canadian Pacific circles the district on the west and north,

and a branch line is extended to Xicola Lake from the north-west^

while it is now proposed to construct a line passing through the

centre of the district entering again at the south-east. The (Jreat

Northern Railway is extending its system from the south-east, and
before long will have connection through the Hope Mountains to

the coast. Meanwhile the British Columbia Government has

voted money for road-building in the district, and the trunk

waggon road that will eventually be extended from the coast to

Alberta will pass through the southern portion of the district.

As a result of these provisions a very considerable stimulation of

prospecting and mining operations may be anticipated.
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THE SILVER FIELDS OF NIPISSING.*

By Reginald E. Hore, Houghton, Mich.

The portion of Xipissing district here described is underlain

for the most part by rocks beUeved to be of pre-Cambrian age.

A small area northwest of Lake Temiskaming is underlain by
limestone, which Logan correlated with the Xiagara of New York
State.

The pre-Cambrian rocks can be conveniently referred to four

series which are of widespread occurrence. The oldest is a com-
plex of much metamorphosed igneous and sedimentary rocks

designated as Keewatin. Intrusive into these is a series of

granites and gneisses termed Laurentian. Lying unconformably
on both of these formations is the series of sedimentary rocks to

which Logan gave the name Huronian. Intrusive into all of

these are masses of diabase referred to the Keweenawan. The
Laurentian and Keewatin together comprise the Archean, and
the Huronian and Keweenawan make up the Algonkian.

These rocks are characteristic of a large area extending
from Lake Huron north-eastward into Quebec. In this and some
other belts the Huronian rocks predominate, while it appears
from the descriptions of various explorers the greater part of

Northern Ontario is characterized by rocks of the Laurentian
aeries.

The geological sequence is tabulated below: The chief divisions

in the Hucce.ssion were remarked })y Sir Wm. Logan in the early

report^s of the Canadian Geological Survey. Subdivisions were

Kditor'8 Note,—The above paper was Hubmitted in competition for
the CominanH-Frecheville-.Mamott prize. It has Ijeen conHiderably al)l)re-
viated (with the con.sent of the author) for the purposes of publication.
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made by Dr. Barlow' and Dr. Miller as the result of more detailed

mapping. In order that the succession .shall l)e more readily

grasped by those familiar with Ix'tter knouii pre-Cambrian areas,

a slight departure has been made here from the nomenclature of

these writers. Chief rock t^-pes in the various formations are

briefly described. The official reports include many descriptions

of these rocks. The structure, composition and probable origin

of the Huronian^ sediments and the Keewenawan* igneous rocks

have been described elsewhere by the writer,* and .some remarks

on the petrology of the Keewatin and Laurentian rocks will

appear in another paper.' Recently Messrs. \. L. Howen' and
W. H. Collins* have published articles on the diabase and related

rocks.

Rocks of the Xipissing Silver Fields.

I.

—

Cexozoic.

Recent: Clay, mail, peat.

Pleistocene: (1) Coarse, unstratified material—sand,

gravel, boulders; (2) stratified clay with some sand.

Great unconform ity

:

' Iti'port on the Geology and Natunil Resource.s of the An^a included
by tlie Nipissin^ and Temiskaming map slie<t> (39:ipp) Geol. Sur\'ey of

Canada New Series vol X 1907 the Temagami Di.strict Summar>' n-port of

the Geological Survey of Canada, pp. 120-13;i. VM.i.

'Cobalt-Nickel Arsenides and Silver Deposits of TemLsk:iming. 1 Ith

R«'port of (Jntario. Bureau of Mines, OGpp; pi. II, 1905: and IGth R«'port

pt. II, ppl-IH), 19()7.

* Iluronian Hock.s of Nipi.ssing, Ontario. Iiv H. I'.. II<tn- Jour Gfol.^

Vol. XVIII, No. 5, July-Augu-st, 1910.

* I)ial»a.<^ of the Cobalt District, Ontario, by K. K. Ilor*'. Jour, (ifol.,

Vol. Will, No. :3, April-.May. IIHO.

• Differentiation products in ciuarta diiilwisc masses of tlio Cobalt district

R. E. Hore. Economic ecology. Vol. VI, No. 1, 1911. pp. 51-39

• Geology of the Cobalt District, R. E. Hon-. \N ilkes-Rnm' mc«>ting

.'Vm. Inst. Min. Kng. June 11)1 1.

' Diaiiase and (iranophvre of the Gowganda Ijike District, Ontario, by
N. L. Howen- Journal of' Geology, V(.l. .Will. No. 7, Oct.-Nov., 1910.

pp. 65s r>74.

•Quartz Diabases of Nipi.H.sing Di.strict, by W.H.Collins. P>onomic
Geology, Vol. V, No. (i, S<pt. 1910, pp. 538-550.
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I.

—

Palaeozoic.

Silurian : Gi*ey limestone with some interbedded greenish

shales, and at the base an arenaceous conglomerate^

correlated with Niagara of New York State.

Great unconform ity

:

III.

—

Algonkian.

(a) Keweenawan: Igneous intrusives only. Cheifly

quartz diabase and quartz gabbro with acid differ-

entiation products. Some olivine diabase and dia-

base porphyrite dykes. These rocks have been

called by Miller & Knight the Nipissing diabase.

Igneous contact:

(6) Huronian : Sedimentary rocks only.

(i) .Vn upper series. Probably equivalent to Middle

Huronian of Lake Superior district. Chiefly felds-

pathic quart zite with some conglomerate. The

series is called by Barlow the Lorrain series.

Slight unconformity:

(ii). A lower series. Probably equivalent to Lower

Huronian of Lake Superior district. Chiefly grey-

wacke, shale, conglomerate, and feldspathic quart z-

ite. The conglomerate pebbles are mostly of

holocrystalline rocks, the matrix grey~wacke and

grey shale. The rocks are seldom schistose, except

as the result of contact metamorphism. This series

is called by Miller and Knight the Cobalt series.

Great unconformity:

IV.

—

Arcilean.

(a) Laurentian. Igneous intrusives only. Holocrystal-

hne light colored siliceous rocks. Chiefly granites,

diorites, syenites and gneisses.

Igneous contact:

(b) Koowatin. Igneous and sedimentary rocks. All

much metamorphosed and many schistose. The
relative age of the igneous and sedimentary rocks

is doubtful. The igneous rocks are chiefly of ex-

trusive types.
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(i) Exti-usives. (1) Dark coloured basic rocks—basalts

—mostly with composition and texture of altered

diabases.

(2) Light coloured siliceous rocks—felsite por-

phyries—mostly quartz porphyries which have been

altered to sericite schists,

(ii) Intnisives. (1) Basic rocks, mostly diabase and

gabbro, some lamproph\Tes.

(2) Siliceous rocks, mostly quartz porpliNTies and
porphyrites,

(iii) Sediments. (1) The iron formation, chert, jaspi-

lite, carbonates, slates and green schists.

(2) Fragment al volcanic rocks—a grey felsite ag-

glomerate.

III.

—

Structure of the Silver Deposits.

In all the silver mines in Xipissing the ore bodies occur as

fi.ssure fillings. The veins are remarkably narrow, generally under
six inches in width, and rarely over twenty inches. Naturally,

therefore, the ore is in decidedly talnilar masses. There is a

tendency to call the masses lenses; but the resemblance is usually

very slight. On either side of the main fissure silver in W()rkal)le

quantities is fi-equently f(nmd in minute veinletsas in a .stockwork;

but there is usually little or no ore disseminated as replacement

deposit through the rock. The fi.ssures, excepting the " mud veins,"

which are probably of more i-ecent origin, are in most in.stances

completely filled. Consecjuently well crystallized minerals are

rare in the silver-lK'aring veins. The supply of vein material

was evidently large as compared uitli tlw size and number of

the fissui-es.

The outcrop of the veins is not easily detected. There ha«

been no extensive weathering since the glaciers carried away the

disintegrated portion of the country rock. Several veins of rich

ore have so resiste*! the later weathering that it n»(|uir<'s dose

examination to distinguish them, even after the overbunlen has

iK'en removed and rock and vein swept clean.

In other instances weathering hjis resulted in the alteration

and removal of part of the filling ainl the position of the vein
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is indicated by a narrow fissure partially filled with dark earthy

material. In the rich veins silver nuggets were found in this

material. Some of the latter taken by Dr. Parks from the Little

Silver vein in 1904, and assayed by the writer, showed as high

as 36^ silver, most of it in small particles of the discoloured native

metal. These decomposition products were especially character-

istic of veins not protected by a mantle or drift. As a rule the

veins found outcropping at the surface were thus decomposed,

while most of those found under a few feet of loose material

are i-emarkably well preserved. There are, however, notable

exceptions.

Dip of Fissures.—Many of the fissures are nearly vertical,

and most of the others are steeply inclined. In the Huronian

sediments the fissures are usually vertical and regular, passing

indifferently through boulders and matrix in the conglomerate.

Those in the Keweenawan diabase are usually vertical or steeply

inclined and regular. Those in the Keewatin greenstones are

usually inclined and irregular; but there are a few that are fairly

constant in dip.

Persistence of Fissures.—The fissures are almost all very

small. In most instances where they have been carefully followed

for but a few hundred feet, they become so small and poorly

defined as to be indistinguishable from the irregular rock jointing.

Few of the productive veins have been followed over five hundred

feet. The strongest fissure on the Nipissing property is No. 64,

which has been drifted on for about 800 feet and is well defined

at the 270 ft. level. The main vein on La Rose has been opened

for a somewhat greater length, but not much developed below

the 200 ft. level.

The depth of the ore-filled fissures has Ijccn found in many
instances to be one or two hundred feet, and in a few instances

four or five hundred feet. Up to date, comparatively little ore has

been taken from below the 300 foot level, and most of it has come

from a depth of less than 200 feet. A few deposits have been proven

to greater depths. Beyond the depth at which ore is found some
flsaures continue and their limits are yet unknown; but others

have become .so poorly defined that they are confused with minor

fractures. The distance which fissures have been followed after

the lo8S of values has naturally varied according to the ideas of
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mine managers. At present there are few mines which have

workinff=^ over 400 feet deep on producing veins. One of these

veins (Kerr Lake) is in Keweenawan diabase; a second (Temis-

kaming) is in the Keewatin complex, in an aifa which is probably

underlain at unknown depth by Keweenawan diaba.se, which
reaches the surface further north. In the deepest workings in

the camp there is good ore at a depth of 540 feet. The deepest

extensive working on the Xipissing property is the 270 ft. level

on Xo. 04.

While most of the fissures extend well defined to the surface,

there are some cases in which fi.ssures that are well defined under-

ground show but a very narrow crack at the surface. Xearly

all the highly productive veins show rich ore at or near the sur-

face; but there are some good blind veins l^eing worked and
development will doubtless prove more of them.

Direction of Fissures.—The character of the vi'ins has de-

manded careful stripping, and in consequence the direction of

many of the veins can be determined very accurately at the

surface with but little interpolation. The general strike of the

more prominent veins at Cobalt, which were mapped by the

writer for the Hureau of Mines, in IIMJO, is shown, with some

additions, on Dr. Miller's map pul)lished in 1907. It is noteworthy

that uniformity in strike is only found locally, and is only in a

few cases very marked. More detailed mapping of veins under-

ground shows them to Ix? much more intricately connected than

api)ears on the surface.

Distribution of Fissures.—At Cobalt tlicrt* are valuable veins

in the I^)wer Hui-onian .sedinKMits. in the Keewatin gn^Mistones

and in the Keweenawan diaba.se. IVoljalily lX)Vc of the pro-

duction has come from the veins in the Huronitm series.

In South I>orrain the veins arc in the old gn^enstones mid

in the diabase.

Xear Miller lake the veins are in the diabaiK* and in Huronian

sediments.

We.st of Gowganda lake and at Maple Mi., the veins are all

in the diabjise.

In Ciisey towiiship the veins are in Huronian conglomerate.

Injluence of Country Jiock.—The most productive veins have

been found in Huronian sediments, but there are aliio valuable
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deposits in Keewatin gi-eenstones and in the Keweenawan diabase.

None have been found in the upper series of the Huronian. Some

of the fissures in the sediments terminate without reaching the

underlvinsc greenstones. Others terminate at or near the contact,

while still others pass into the greenstones. Of the latter the

majority show a marked decrease in silver content in the green-

stones, though some show little change in mineral character. In

the greenstones the fissures are usually irregular in direction and

not infrequently pass into narrow stringers.

The marked change in character of some of the fissure fillings

near Cobalt lake, in passing do^\Tl from conglomerate into the

greenstones, has been described by Dr. Miller, and similar changes

have since been found in several mines.

At one mine a vein which has been enormously productive

in the Huronian sediments has been found also to contain a high

percentage of silver in the greenstones below; but is narrower

and less regular there. At another mine a vein traced on the

surface from the sediments to the greenstones shows high values

in the latter, and on the same property a vein in the greenstones

which was almost barren at the surface has been found to be very

rich at depth. In some of the veins which have been described

as losing their values in the greenstones, the values were lost

before the contact was reached.

In nearly all cases there is a marked change in the character

of the fissure in passing from the Huronian to Keewatin rocks.

In most cases there is also a very remarkable change in the char-

acter of the fissure filling. In others there is little change. In

nearly all cases where there has been a marked change in values

in pas.sing from the Huronian do^^7l into the Keewatin rocks the

change has l^en a decrease.

In some cases fissures have been followed downward from

Keewatin greenstones into the younger diabase intrusive. At one

mine a marked change in the fissure filling was found. In the

old greenstones the ore was high in smaltite and not especially

rich in silver, while in the diabase some remarkably rich shoots

of native silver were found.

Fi.-sures have also Vxien followed down from the diabase into

Keewatin greenstones and into Huronian sediments. It is said

that in passing into the Huronian shales under the diabase at

one mine, better silver values were found.
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In most cases where a fissure in one rock is well defined at

the contact with a second it passes through; but is more or less

deflected. The direction of the fissure has doubtless been in-

fluenced by the angle at which it meets the plane of contact;

but there is little yet known concerning the position of such

planes. One important vein is in Huronian sediments until it

strikes a mass of diabase. It meets this at an acute angle, and
instead of passing into the diabase it follows along the contact.

Outside of Coleman to\Miship so little development has been

done that the change in passing to diff'erent rocks has not been

determined. In many in.stancos the fi.ssures have been lost after

being followed for a short di.stance in the diabase. In other

cases the lack of values has caused the miners to cease ojx* rat ions

before the depth of the fissure had been determined. In other

cases values have proved l>etter; but there has not yet IxM^n time

for thorough development of the deposits.

Structund Features. In many of the workings it has lx»eu

found that there are smaller parallel fractures a few feet from

the main fractures. These are filled with similar minerals and

in some ca.ses have jielded much rich smelting ore. In many
cases thin films of silver are found in a network of veinlets for

several feet on the other side of well defined fi.ssures, thus afi'ording

a very large tonnage of milling ore. One of the chief producers

shows a system of more or le.ss parallel ore filled fi.ssures which

are spaced a few feet apart and which occasionally converge.

In Cobalt there does not apjx^ar conclusive evidence that

the opening of the fi.ssurc\s was accompanied by e.xtensive faulting,

though the structure displayed in certain workings at the north

and south end of Cobalt Lake, indicates that there may have IxH^-n

a few large displacements. There are, however, some well

known instances of minor faulting.

The Cobalt Hill vein of the .\ipissing mines shows two hori-

zontal displacements—this vein was one of the first discovered and

has been descrilH*d by Dr. Miller and Dr. I*arks in their reports.

On one of the most iH»rsi.stent fi.ssurt\s in the camp then' are similar

nearly horizontal displacements, or thrust faults, of a few f(H»t,

which ai*e dearly shown in well stratified shaley gn-ywacke luui

quart zite.
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The diabase at Cobalt shows very numerous joints, many of

which are perfect enough to control to an undesirable degree the

breaking of the rocks. In these very thin cracks near the main

fissui-e thei-e is often a film of silver, and thus the wall rock may
\ield considerable low grade ore.

As a rule the ore in the wall rock is confined to the joints

and crevices and is not disseminated through the rock. Speci-

mens of wall rock which do not show silver minerals on the joint

planes rarely give noteworthy assays even though the rock comes

from the immediate contact with rich ore. That this is not true

in all cases, however, has been demonstrated, and Dr. Adams
has described one deposit in which the ore has apparently replaced

the rock constituents.*

Origin of the Fissures.—It has been stated above that the

strike of the veins in Cobalt shows a great diversity. In some

parts of the district there is more uniformity in the fissure sys-

tems. Perhaps the most striking uniformity is that of veins run-

ning across elongated diabase ridges.

There is no reason to doubt that the contraction of the

diabase on cooling developed fractures in it and in the rocks in

immediate contact. The presence of aplitic veins may be taken

as evidence of such fracturing, and a small amount of silver was

deposited in these. It does not seem probable, however, that

all the fi.ssures were formed in this way. Those in Huronian rocks

are nearly at right angles to the bedding planes. They may well

have been developed in other ways. Possibly the gieat igneous

activity was preceded and accompanied by great crustal move-

ments, such movements being the immediate cause of the in-

trusions. Fissures formed during these movements would be-

come the natural drainage channels for solutions escaping from

the diaba.se magma.

The examination of the country rock indicates that in many
cases there was no crushing of the grains noi- s('V(m-(^ folding of

the strata. Here there has evidently })een but inconsiderable

grincling ahnig the fi.ssures, the rocks being merely fractured and

but .slightly displaced. In other cases the rock enclosing veins

is much fractured and cru.shed for a width of a few feet. In the

N*ot« on thf occurrence of the ore body at the City of Cobalt Mine.
Jour. C. M. I., 1909, pp. 414-417.
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mine workings such shear zones show numerous minor fissures

alontr which the njck breaks readily, and the fracturt^ surfaces

are covei-ed with a soft chloritic material. That the individual

particles of the rock have Ix'en crushed and fractured is shown
clearly by microscopic examination of some specimens. In thin

sections of feldspathic quart zite, grains of plagioclase are seen to

have lx}en Ijent and broken and the parts displaced. The rocks

along fissures of this character may have lx?en under compression

during deformation. Tliat there was a strong lateral component is

shown by the natui-e of the accompanying faults.

There can be but little doubt that the forces which devel-

oped channels for the movement of the diabase magma towanls

the surface were capable of and did produce small fissures into

which the molten rock did not penetrate and fill. It is also clear

from the shape of the diabase masses antl from the nature of the

joints in them, that fractures were develoixnl in the.-ie masses

and also in the rocks in immediate contact with the diabase by

stresses produced in cooling.

It is convenient, then, to refer to two classes of fissures:

those which were produced by the regional di.sturbances preceding

and accompanying the diabase intrusion, and those produced by

stresses develojx^d in the igneous mass by concentration following

on cooling and by collapse which followed the intnision. To the

second class Ix^long evidently most of the fi.ssures in the diabase,

and some fi.ssures e.xtending to the adjacent rocks and nidiating

from the diabase masses.

It might Ik? expectetl, then, that difTerent tyjjes of filling

would lx» found in the two clas.ses; yet, while there arr some

differences of a minor nature, the most striking feature in com-

paring the contents of various fissures is their similarity. With

native silver, calcite (dolomite) or smaltite or Ixith are almoHt

invariably found, and always in the same onler of formation

—

first the smaltite, then calcite (dolomite) and silver last.

The difference in age would not be in all caiies ver>' great,

many of those of the first class Ix'ing formed immediately l^efore

the diabase intrusion, and some of the sc»cond claHs a** soon as

the molten material Ix-gan to solidify and cool. Some of the

latter were sub.sc(|uently sc»aled by molten material, forming

aplitic veins. Other fissures of the second rlai*s would Ix* formed
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after the whole mass had solidified-a lapse of time by no means
inconsiderable. If the ore-bearing solutions came from the
diabase ma-ma, as is supposed, rather than from leaching of the
country rock, such similarity in composition of the fillings would
be expected. It might well happen, however, that in the rich
areas the latest filled fissures would contain an unusually large
proportion of native silver-it being deposited after the smal-
tite-and there ai^ numerous instances known where a thin film
of the metal, with comparatively little smaltite, is the chief filling
in joints in the diabase. In areas in which no great amount of
silver has been found, similar joint planes are sometimes coated
with a slight deposit of smaltite or cobalt bloom.

Summarily, then, fissures may have been formed immediately
before the intrusion of the molten magma and also during its
solidification and subsequent cooling. In silver producing areas
all these fissures were filled with solutions containing similar
substances, but in different proportions, and deposition in all
cases took place after the diabase intrusion.

V.

—

The Ores.

General Characters.-l^sitive silver is the chief ore in most
of the silver-bearing veins in Nipissing, while antimonides form
the chief silver ore in a few veins. Sulphides occur in several
veins, but form a small percentage of the ore shipped. Sulph-
antimonides are also found.

^

According to Mr. Fraser Reid* at the Coniagas mine '^argen-
tite 18 confined usually to the contact of the conglomerate with
the Keewatm, while pyrargyrite occurs in the form of a densy
coatmg,oi wash, in the wall rock of some of the workings."

Intimately as.sociated with the silver there are always cobalt
mmerals, especially smaltite and cobalt bloom. While there are
numerous cobaltifcrous veins in which no native silver has been
lound there are few, if any, native silver-bearing veins in which
no cobalt minerals have been found. Xiccolitc is frequently found
with the smaltite, and in a few veins is more prominent than
tne latter. A chloanthite-smaltite mineral is not uncommon;
^"^ *^ "'^^ ^^^^^''y ^ii.stinguisherl frr,m the pure smaltite. The

1,19* L^""

^^''
•'^'^•"K Conia^a-s Concentrator. ( anadian Mining .Join nul, Jan.
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chief gangue mineral in most e&sca is calcite, or dolomite.

The carbonate is generally called calcite; but, as a complete

analysis from two carloads of oi-e* quoted by F. N. Fl>iin shows,

the carbonates are high in magnesium and have a composition

near dolomite. In some localities quartz is more prominent,

being especially characteristic of veins in the diabases. Silver

has also been found with calcite in aplitic veins in the diabtuse;

but not in economic quantities.

The values are very irregularly distributed. In many of the

Ije.st veins thei-e are very frequent and sudden changes in contents,

so that of large samples taken a few feet apart in the ore shoots,

some contain a few ounces of silver and others .^veral thousand.

With a few exceptions, shoots seldom show uniform value for

more than fifty feet. The native silver occurs in various forms;

but is seldom in well develo|x»d crystals. The greater part is

found in irregidarly shaped particles filling spaces Ix^tween the

grains in cobalt and nickel minerals, an<l in the carlxinates thin

plates and flakes are common. Capillary forms are rather rare;

but in some veins occur in t\'pical "wire" and **hair" .silver.

Some unusually well crystallized silver has Ixjen found at tho

Mann mine, Gowganda. Surface specimens have the usual black

tarnish. A.ssays show a small percentage of arsenic and antimony

and some of nickel and cobalt, the silver Ix^ing, according to

Dr. Ledoux, mo.st universally alloyed with arsenic. Pieces vary-

ing in size from that of a marble, to a hen's egg, have l)een found

quite abundantly in .some of the rich ore, and mosi of the .sijvei

is in particles large enough to be seen by the naked eye.

Composition and Value.—Silver is the only content of the

ores for which the producers receive any imj><)rtant return. The

other chief constituents are arsenie. cobalt and nickel. Nearly

all the ore .shipped contains a considerable jx^rcentagi' <>f these

three elements; but only a few shipjx^rs reiK)rt the a«sa>'H.

The average silver content of the ores shipped is very higli.

Of 394 lots shipiM'd t(» I^edoux <fe Co. during the first two ^-eare,

37 25% assayed over l,0(K)oz. The smelling on-s ship|M-«I in

1909 averaged S09 oz. jht ton. and in 1910 alM)ut S(M>oz. fxT ton.

The ores aiv in most cases cla.»vsified in thn**' gnid«'s: 1, high

grade smelting ore; 2. low grade (siliceous) smelting ore; 3, nulling

Jour. (an. Min. In.>t., 1908, pp. 293 334.
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ore. The high grade averaged in 1910 about 3,000 oz. per ton;

the low grade, 100 to 250 oz. per ton; the milhng ore 27 to 40 oz.

per ton. The smelting ore is shipped from the camp. The mill-

ing ore is concentrated at the mines.

Most of the silver produced is in the snulting ores. In 1909

such ores yielded 22,437,295 oz., while the concentrating ores

treated at Cobalt in the same year yielded 3,460,390 oz. silver.

In 1910 the \ield from smelting ores was about the same as in

1909; but the }'ield from milling ores was doubled. The shipment

of bullion became an important factor in 1910, w^hen about

SOO.OOO oz. were shipped.

In 1910 the shipments were 27,394 tons of ore and 6,845 tons

of concentrates. The average content of smelting ore and con-

centrates was 890 oz. per ton.

The Xipissing mines high grade ore shipped in 1909 con-

tained 8-46% cobalt, 6-98% nickel and 40-93% arsenic; while

the concetrates from milling ore contained 8-32% cobalt and
3 '78% nickel. The La Rose high grade ore shipped in year end-

ing May 31, 1910, contained 8-71% cobalt and 7-99% nickel;

and the concentrates from milling ore, 7-10% cobalt and 6-36%
nickel. High grade ore shipped from Hudson Bay mine in 1909-

1910 averaged 8-88% cobalt and 9-89% nickel.

According to the official report of Mr. T. W. Gibson, Deputy
.Minister of Mines, the average silver content of smelting ores

shipped in the years 1904-1910 was respcetively:—1,309; 1,143;

1,013; 077; 736; 809 and 800 ounces per ton. Concentrates 1908-

1910 averaged 1,244; 1,174 and 1,100 ounces silver per ton.

For a few years the producers received some return for the

c-ol>alt and arsenic in the ores, but as the market for these sub-

stance's is small, the price quickly fell, and recently there has been

practically nothing bid. Up to the end of 1909 there were sold

3,951 tons cobalt valued at $511,173.00 and 12,895 tons arsenic

valued at $160,070 00. During the past few years the price of

white arsenic has fallen from 7 cents to 3 cents, and the price of

cobalt oxide from $2.50 per lb. to almost a nominal price.

During the year KX)9 the Xipis.sing received S19,S32 91 for

177,706 lbs. cobalt :.rir| $14.04 for 117 lbs. nickel.

I
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For losses in smelting al>out 5% on gross value must be

allowed, and for treatment 2% or more, according to grade of

ore. For 1909, smelter deductions on Xipissing ore were 4 '87%,
and treatment charges 1«95%.

For La Rose mine ore, in 19011-1910 smelter deductions were

5*22%, and troatniont rharires .'^-SO^ of en*oss vabio.

VI.—CiE.N'ESIS OF THE DEPOSITS.

The character of the solutions which |)enet rated the fissures

is to some extent sho\\'n by the material deposited. It is evident

that silver, cobalt, nickel, arsenic, antimony, bismuth, sulphur,

copper, iron and lead were present in these solutions, though

the form in which they were present is not known. In the .^^olu-

tions then* were aLso the constituent elements of water, calcite,

dolomite and in some ca.<;es feldspar. The water may have lx?en

of meteoric or magmatic origin, or, more probably, both. It seems

likely that the solution which depo.sited quartz and feldspar in

aplitic veins was not hotenough to keep the water in a giuseous state.

The moi*e easily volatile con.stituents wouKl naturally |)enetrate the

rocks to regions of lower temjx^rature and pressure. The water,

metals, and carbon dioxide from the magma, and the meteoric

water and its dissolved constituents together constituted the

solutions which filled the fi.ssures in which the rich ores are now
found.

Conclusion as to Origin.—Nearly all the geologists wlu> have

visited Cobalt have remarked on the association of the silver

deposits with ma.^ses of diaba.s(». Dr. Miller, in his first report,

gave it as his opinion that the ore pn)l)ably originated from a

diabase magma. Dr. \V. A. Parks, who in 1904 examined a large

area in addition to the producing section, insisted that the asso-

ciation was a genetic one. Dr. C. K. Van Hi.se, who visited the

camp later, expressed the same view in a \m\ycr read at the

Toronto meeting of this Institute, antl Ht!'""-«''«l tiUn that the

Keewatin rocks had funiisheil the carlH.i while the chief

function of the Huronian sediments was that of a recipient for

the ores. Dr. Miller, in di.scussing Dr. Van Hise's paper, em-

phivsized the abrupt change in values on passing do^*n from

conglomerate to Keewatin n)cks, an<I pointe«l out the pr ' ' 'ity

of refx^ated fi.ssuring and filling. Dr. A. E.'Harlow, in a ti.-. ..--ion

II
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of deposits in the Montreal River mining division, emphasized

the probably genetic connection of silver ores and diabase, refer-

ring especially to the feldspathic veins generally called aplite.

Mr. X. L. Bowen made chemical analyses of some of the rocks,

collected by the writer and concluded from his results that the

aplites represent the end phase of the diabase intrusion.

He later examined other rocks rich in albite in Gowganda

dix^ision, and concludes that a similar sodic facies has been de-

veloped by influence of the diabase on the argillaceous sediments.

Mr. W. H. Collins made a special study of similar rocks in the

Montreal Mining division and concluded that the extreme residual

differentiation product of a diabase magma formed quartz-calcite

veins carr}'ing ores of copper, silver, cobalt and nickel. Mr. J. B.

T>Trell, in discussing Dr. Barlow's paper and one by the present

writer, gives it as his opinion that the silver was in the diabase

magma. Many others also have come to the conclusion that the

diabase and the silver are genetically connected, and no one has

expressed any decided contrary view.

If it be true that the diabase magma contained silver, it is

e\'idently of importance that the rocks should be carefully ex-

amined to determine how those of the producing area differ from

the hundreds of non-productive diabase masses in Xipissing. The

determination of the mineralogical and chemical composition has

not yet yielded any very valuable criteria. A consideration of

the rocks intruded by the diabase seems to have given more valu-

able results. Of those who have written on the nature of the

deposits, the chief discussion on this line is in the writings of

Dr. Miller and Dr. Van Hise.

In a paper submitted to this Institute in 1908, the writer

di.scu.ssed the origin of the ores, giving reasons for believing that

"the con.stituents were present in the diabase magma," that "the

Keewatin greenstones have aided their deposition," and that

"the chief function of the sediments was affording suitable fissures

for deposition."

It was stated that " we may expect to find similar ore deposits

where the diabase sills an; associated with Keewatin igneous

rockx, and especially valuable deposits where Iluronian sediments

are al.so present."
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Three years have passed since these lines were written, and
numerous discoveries have been made in various parts of Nipissing.

It is interesting to note, therefore, that the h\TX)thesis thus out-

Hned is still tenable. All these more recently discovered deposits,

like those at Cobalt, are in or near masses of diabjise. Tlie most
productive. Miller lake and Sf)uth I.orniin, are nonr tin' contact

of diabase with Keewatin rocks.

There are some silver deposits in diabase, which are not near

any knovsn masses of Keewatin greenstones, and a few of these

have }ielded rich ore in small quantity. While such deposits

have not as yet proved important producers, thore is no a priori

rea.son for this, and it may lx» expected that some .such will turn

out l:)etter than tho.se now kno\sTi. From what is knouii of the

silver deposits in Nipi.ssing, it seems that the most likely place

to prospect is in localities where diabjise intrudes Keewatin

greenstones, and that in such localities the Huron ian rocks should

be carefully examined, as tliev afford the mo.st favorable fissures

for the deposition of continuous and regular ore Ixxlics. Recent

developments iii Coleman touii.ship have shown that much ore

will be mined from the Keewatin series, as well as from the

Huronian.

Discoveries* at Cobalt in 1910.

During the past year the search for veins has lx*en carried

on in a most thorough and systematic manner. Miles of trenches

have Ix^en dug in the glacial dif'bris and the l)edrork examined with

extreme care. Some an'as have Ikmmi so thoroughly trenched in

this way that the cro.ss lines are but fifty feet apart and occasion-

ally less. It is by this method that most of the n»cent surface

discoveries at Cobalt have been made, and on the Nipi.ssing

pro|)erty preparations are lx»ing made for the entire removal of

the over*l)urden. According to Mr. Wat.son, this company alone

during 1910 dug 33.1 miles of tri'nchcs averaging '.h \ f<vt de<'p.

These trenches, which are on ground which has aln*ady IxM'n pn>.s-

pected, arc* 1(K) feet or less apart. On the ground thus blocked

out 24 new veins were found, including one very productive one,

No. 122. Diamond drilling hixs Ikhmi carried on at some mines,

•For hiator>* of early diacovprii'S nco The Minixag World Nov. 25. \9\\,

•The diacovery of «ilvef depositH in Nipining".
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but ^^•ill probably not play a very important part in prospecting

until after the cheaper and more satisfactory surface methods

have been pushed to the limit.

During 1910 numerous ore bodies were discovered at Cobalt

on the properties of the shipping mines. A few good finds were

made by surface trenching, and more will doubtless be made as

the surface is more carefully examined. The underground de-

velopments were imusiially favourable, and the year's work shows

that moi*e is expected at depth than the early workings indicated.

At the 160 ft. level on vein No. 73 of the Nipissing, a new
ore body was found, sho-uing 250 feet of high grade ore 6 inches

wide, and a parallel vein 150 feet long and 2 inches wide. At

the La Rose there was blocked out for 250 feet an ore shoot lying

west of the main vein, and rich ore was found in the Keewatin

at the 225 ft. level of Xo. 3 vein. At the Lawson, one vein,

which gave but littel ore near the surface, shows in the Keewatin

at the 18S ft. level, a large shoot of 5,000 oz. ore 8 to 10 inches

wide. At the Temiskaming good ore was found in a winze sunk

from the 500 ft. level, while an important ore shoot was found on

the Beaver property adjoining. At the Crown Reserve, develop-

ment proved some very rich ore at a distance from the larger

ore bodies. At the Buffalo there was found unexpected length

of ore in driving westward. At the Princess, rich ore bodies were

opened at the 135 ft. level, and this mine became for the first

time an important shipper. McKinley-Darragh and Savage

Mines both improved greatly during the year, and Kerr Lake,

Coniagas, Xova Scotia and Hud.son Bay found new rich ore

lx)dies.

Many other satisfactory developments resulted .from de-

velopment in 1910, and at the beginning of 1911 there was more

ore in night in Cobalt mines than at any previous tim^ in the

camp'.s history.

Change in Methods of Minim).—The early methods of mining

at Cr)balt have aroused considerable harsh criticism, especially

from those who did not see the deposits until after their nature

had been proven. The ore was in many cases taken out by
open cut underhand stoping methods and the ground left in bad

condition for deeper workings.
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One property had produced several million ounces before

any of the workings had reached a depth of 200 feet, and most
of the mine owTiers extracted from open cuts a sufficient tonnage

of valuable ore to render them financially independent before

deeper explorations were undertaken.

For some time there were no expensive mining plants* at

Cobalt. To-day there are numerous remarkably well equipped

mines, but .since mining is not carried on to any great depth, little

heavy machinery is in use. Nearly all the shafts arc vertical and
as a rule follow the ore for some distance. The levels are usually

run at comparatively short intervals, many under eighty feet

and some at less than fifty feet. Comparatively few of the shaft*

are over three hundred feet deep. The drilling is now done

entirely by machine. The rock is in almost all cases quite hard

and compact, giving firm walls in the workings, except where

joints are unu.sually numerous. The problem of mining the ore

is in most ca.ses a simple one; but there are some mines in which

the ore will not be all recovered so easily; notable cases being

the upi^er part of the deposits under Cx)balt an<l Kerr lakes.

In mining the narrow silver veins a large amount of country

rock must he brokt'n. It was soon found that in many ca.ses the

rock could Ix* broken and removed without .seriously di.sturbing

the vein. The rich ore was then readily s(»parated from the wall

by hand ])icks and carefully collected—a methotl which gives an

almost ideal .separation at small exjx'n.se. This clean ore was

then brought to the surface, broken, wjishedand sorted into grades

according to metallic content. In spite, however, of great care,

much ore was lost, or rather, was mixed with the w:iste rock.

Then again, ore shoots were found which could not be so readily

separated from the wall. In a few cases it has l)een found ad-

visable to keep the vein well within the breaking face, instead of

leaving it on one wall.

In the early days much ore was sorted rather can'le.«tsly and

even without wa.^'hing. In con.sequence so much silver was dis-

carded that a few minutes* search on the piles of rain-washed

waste rock would usu.illy result in the discovery of pieces of rich

ore.

M most of the workings there is now brought to the surface

with the rich or<' a larg<* amount of rock which carries low values
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twenty-five to fifty ounces. This is screened, washed and care-

fullv hand sorted on tables or travelHng belts. The rich ore and

scrt^enings ai-e shipped directly to the smelters. The rock is treated

in concentrating mills. The product of some workings on very

small veins is sent directly to the concentrators without hand

sorting.

Development of Water Powers.

During 1910 an important advance was the completion of

hydraulic power plants/ which are now supplying the silver camp

with compressed air and electric power. At Ragged Chute, on

the Montreal river, the Cobalt Hydrauhc Company have an air

compressing plant designed for a capacity of 5,500 H.P. At

Hound chute, Beach Bros, installed a 3,000 H.P. electrical plant

for the Cobalt Power Company, and on the Matabitchouan river

the Mines Power Company have a plant designed to generate

15,000 H.P. These power companies are supplying the mines

with power at prices much low^er than it could be produced from

coal. The extent to which the mines are using hydrauhc power

is reflected in the report of the T. & N. O. Ry., which shows that

while in 1907 the railroad carried 105,000 tons of coal to Cobalt,

only 53,000 tons were carried in 1910. Hydrauhc power was

first available in April, 1910, and is now in almost universal use.

There have been, as in most pioneer enterprises, some interrup-

tions in service, arising from unexpected difficulties. Electric

energy has been delivered with considerable success, but there

has been some trouble connected with the delivery of compressed

air. Wa.ste of air before the installation of meters in the summer,

and more recently an accident at the plant at Ragged chute, has

interfered with the regularity of mining operations to some ex-

tent. The air from the Taylor compressor,^ like that used at

the Victoria copper mine, Michigan, contains but 17-7% of oxygen.

» For description of these hydraulic power plants see A. A. Cole, Mining

and Powrr Dfvnlopment in 1009, pp 28-47. Report of Milling Engineer of

T. & N. O. Ky. Commission, Toronto, 1010; and K. T. Corkill, Report In-

Hpector of Mines. Annual Report Bureau of Mines, Ontario, 1910, pp. 133-

140.

'See "The Air from a Hydraulic Compressor, by F. W. McNiur and

G. A. Koenig. Minm-apolis meeting of A. A. A. S., Dec, 1910, and Mining

World. Jan. 28, 1911, pp. 249-250.
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This deficiency, though slight, prevents the free buniing of or-

dinary candles; but the acetylene lamps, introchiced of necessity,

have proved very efficient in this, as in ordinary air. As at Victoria

mine, the lower oxygen content of the air has produced no appar-

ent ill effects on the miners.

Concentrating at Cobalt.

On account of the richness of the deposits, Cobalt wa-s able

for a few years to ship a large tonnage to the smelters without

any investment in concentrators, and the greater part of the

output is still from ores which go directly to the smelters. During

the pa.st three years, however, several mills have Ixnni eRU'ted.

In 1910 there were in operation 14 plants, of a total capacity

of about 1,400 tons per 24 hours, successfully treating ores aver-

aging twenty to forty ounces per ton. All the mills use wet

treatment, a dry process having been tried without success.

In the three plants first in operation, treatment was uniform

in reducing with crushers and rolls. Experience showed that the

wall rock was not easily ground to the desired finene.ss. Stamjw

were installed in the later plants with satisfactory results, the

amount of slimes being not as exce.ssive tis was anticipated.

Apparently the gain made in reducing the ore with stamps more

than offsets the greater ease of concentrating the product of

rolls. The treatment of the pulp from the .stamps varies con-

siderably in the different plants, flow sheet.s of which may \ye

found in the official reports of Messrs. Cole and Corkill, an<i in

the articles mentioned below.* Of the fourteen mills now in

oj)eration, eight, including Coniagas, Northern Customs, Tre-

thewey, McKinley-Darragh-Savage, Temiskaming, Colonial, King

Edward and Hudson Hay, are characterized by jigs, stamps and

tables. Two of these, McKinley-Darragh-Savagr and TnMhfwey

regrind some sands in tube mills. In four mills, including Buffalo,

Nipissing lieduction, Cobalt Central and Silver Cliff, rolls are

u.sed instead of stamps. In two mills using stamps—O'Brien

and Nova Scotia—tables are used chiefly in sc>parating a pro<luct

HydrornotalhirKiral Oporntionji at Colialt, by John Tyi^owski, Eng.

and Min. Jour., Ihv. 24. HUO, pp. 1 '.VkJ 1 '-'.W.

Hy<lrom.'tftlIurKV fof C'ohnlt On***. Hv E. B. WUmo., Miimm and
Minemla, I). (.n.lxr.'lDlO, pp. 3aV307.
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for cyanicling or amalgamation. The Nova Scotia mill is the

only one in which amalgamation is used. In the O'Brien mill

the sands from a Dorr classifier are slimed in Hardinge tube mills,

and then the tails from Deister tables are cyanided. At the

Nova Scotia, concentrates from Deister tables are ground in an

amalgamating pan, and the tails cyanided.

In 1909 the concentrators treated 129,072 tons. The ore

averaged about thirty-five ounces silver, of which about 10 to

15 % went into the tailings. About one-half the recovery is in

the jig product, which has a silver content about equal to that

of the average smelting ore. At the Buffalo mill, in the year

ending April 30, 1910, 33,708 tons of ore, containing 1,348,426 oz.

of silver, were treated, and of this 78*60% was recovered as

follows:—563,899 oz. on the jigs, 20,043 metaUics picked from

jig concentrates, and 475,958 oz. on the table. The ore treated

averaged about 40 oz. per ton, and the 660 tons of concentrates

averagedl,575 oz. per ton, and the buUion weighed 1,941 lbs.

La Rose ore, treated at Northern Customs concentrator

during 1909-1910, averaged 28-58 oz. silver, of which 79-12%
was recovered, while the tails contained 3-68 oz. silver per ton.

The low grade ore from No. 63 vein, treated by Nipissing Re-

duction Company, averaged 27-94 oz. silver per ton. During

1910, the new mill at the Trethewey saved 86-4% from ore aver-

aging 27 oz. per ton, and the Temiskaming is now recovering

88-90% on ore averaging 28-2 oz. per ton.

Since May, 1910, the mills have been operated by electric

power, and thus important reduction made in costs.

Shipments of concentrates were: in 1908, 1,137 tons; in 1909,

2,948 tons, and in 1910, 6,845 tons. The average tenor was

about 1,1(XJ oz. per ton.

The milling ore, chiefly wall rock of rich veins, is hard and

compact, and contains the silver in the native form. This silver

is not commonly disseminated through the rock as a replacement

deposit, but occurs rather as a filling, generally with smaltite or

niccolite, in the minor fractures. Most of the ore is in the

Huronian series, which are very fine to medium grained siliceous

sediments. Ore in diabase is characterized by smaller percentage

of the associated arsenides. The; Keewatin rocks vary consider-
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able in harcbiess, some being harder than either the Huronian
sediments or the diabase, either of which are crushed with diffi-

culty.

Cyaxidixg at Cobalt.

Duiing 1910 cyanide plants were in o|x^ration at three mines.

In two of these, Buffalo and O'Brien, the process is to cyanide

direct, while at the Xova Scotia the ore is first treated by amal-
gamation.

At the O'Brien plant, the .stamp >;in(i- an- i<
- w! in

Hardinge mills, and the slime product cyjmided. to^ .. . uith

the stamp slimes. In consequence, alx)ut one-half the output

of the plant is obtained by cyan idat ion, tables lx?ing used chiefly

for classification. The settled .slime is agitated for 30 hours ^ith

41b. cyanide solution in Pachuca tanks, the resulting solution

pre.ssed through Moore filters, and the silver then precipitated

by aluminium dust. The product is filter pressed and then

melted. The bullion is refined in England.

At the Buffalo plant cyaniding iis a recovery proceas is

subordinate to concentration. In Augu.st, 1909, the practice of

cyaniding .silmes from the concentrator wjus begun, and by April

30, 1910, there had Ixicn treated 0.124 tons of .slime, a ig

12*92 oz. silver per ton. of SJi.O.'Moz., of which t>0*u>^, *>r

54.872 oz., were recoven'd by cyanide treatment.

At the Xova Scotia plant, concentrates from the tables are

ground and amaglamated, and the tails slimed and cyanided.

The pulp is treated 40 hours with 3 J lb. cyanide solution in Trent

agitators.

In the.se three plants silver is lx»ing saved that w-"^-^ -.i..»r-

wise Ix? lost, and the results are considered fairly - y.

It is reasonable to e.xpect still lx?tter results, as ex|)erience ^ilh

these uncommon ores is gained. Present profits*, however, are

not large enough to induce the general adoption of cyaniding at

the other mines. At the Coniagas can»ful
'

d

the conclusion rearhed was that pres<"nl pj.i. .m. m . ^.lu.Miiig

would not recover economically thi* silver in the tailings from

the Coniagas mill, and the directors have decided not to install

a cyanide plant. Sand tailings at the Coniagas contain 2*5 to

6'5 oz. silver per ton, acconling to nature of the wall rock treated,

while the slime tailings contain G to 8oi. silver.
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During 1910 the amount of bullion shipped from the camp

was about v^OO.OOO oz., most of which was produced at the O'Brien

plant. In 1911 the Xipissing Mining Co. has had in operation a

new process for reducing high grade ore and has shipped large

quantities of bullion. The company is also erecting a plant for

the treatment of the low grade ore.

Reduction of the Ores.

Smelting was early recognized as the best method of treating

the high grade ores; but it has not resulted in the erection of

smelting plants at Cobalt. The early shipments went chiefly to

New Jereey smelters. In 1906 the Canadian Copper Company

began to receive shipments at Copper Cliff, and in the following

year the Deloro Mining and Reduction Company were handling

ore at Deloro. In 1908 the Coniagas Reduction Company began

to handle at Thorold the product of the Coniagas mine. These

three Ontario plants now recover about one half the silver produced

from the ores of Nipissing district. Shipments to United States

smelters, and some to Europe, continue, however. Much of this

ore shipped in the crude state is low grade; the Ontario smelters

treat only high grade. The shipments to Europe are compara-

tively small, and are of special grades of ore, including some very

high grade from the Crown Reserve mine to Germany.

As was anticipated, the ores have been found difficult of

treatment. The separation of the metals is made costly by the

amount of time and labour involved in the process. Arsenic is

recovered from the ore by roasting, and then the silver, with more

or less arsenic, is obtained by smelting. The methods of recover-

ing the nickel and cobalt differ at the smelters; but have not yet

been made public.

Of the contents of Nipissing ores, silver is the only element

which finds a ready market. Arsenic is very abundant, and,

since it must be removed by roasting, it is saved in the form of

white oxide. The arsenic has been a source of some revenue to

the smelters; but the mine owners receive nothing for it, and

the smelters are apparently now producing more than they can

readily disprjse of. Nickel has never been paid for, and ore with

a high nickel content is not wanted by the smelters. Cobalt

yielded a good return in the early days; but the demand for this
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metal has not increased in i»r«. portion to the Mipply. L'niii a

few months ago, some of the buyers paid for cobalt in the ores;

but the demand is so slight, that they have now accumulated

large stocks of cobalt oxide for which there is no present market.

The mine owners receive little or nothing for cobalt, and the

smelters, while saving the oxide, do not place any great value on

it.

Cost of Production.

The profit from mining operations at Cobalt has been very

remarkable, amounting to about fifty per cent, of the selling

price of the ore. About $25,000,000 00 profits have been divided

among the mine owners. Owing to the nature of the de|K)sit8,

the cost of producing a ton of ore has lx»en unusually high; but

the narrow veins are so rich that the profit has been in many
cases thiity, and in some forty cents per ounce of silver mined.

One Company, Crown Reserve, produced in 1009. 4.034.325

oz. silver at a co.st of 10«31 cents |kt oz., and in UHO, 3.248, IIH)

oz. at a co.st of 11 'O? cents. ^Vnother mine, Kerr lake, in the

year ending Augu.st 31, 1910, produced 3,040,295 ounces at a

cost of 13*27 cents per ounce (7 '54 cents for mining and 5*73

for smelter deductions, treatment, freight, etc.). The other mines

show co.sts slightly higher. Xipissing mine, the largc»st producer

in the camp, reports co.sts for 1909 to be 1(>«39 cents jx»r oz., and

for 1910 14*72 cents per oz. La Ko.se mine, doing unu.sually ex-

tensive development work, reports costs for 11K)9-1910 to be

23*27 cents per oz. The profit on production for Xipi.'vsing in

1909 was 08*53%, and in 1910, 72*02%; for U K<).s<\ in 1909-1910

profit was 56*10%; for Crown Reserve in 1909 profit was 41.25

cents per oz.. :ind in 1910 was 42*13 cents jx'r oz.

In 1909 ore containing 25,S97,S25 ounces of .silver and valued

at $12,461,576, yielded a profit of aUut $7,(KK).(KK), thus indi-

cating the average co.st to lx» alxiut 21 cents per ounce. Four

large shipjx?rs produced one-half the camp's output in 1909 at

an average cost of 14 cents per ounce. In 1910 there was produced

30,558,825 ounces valued at $15,436,994, yielding a profit of

about $9,(KX).(M)0, thus indicating the average cost to be aUmt

the .same as in 1 1K)9.
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Silver Production (1904-1910).

At the end of 1910 the silver mmes in Nipssing had produced

oi-e containing 93,977,833 oz. of silver, for which the mine owners

received S4S,327,280. The net profit was about $26,000,000.

During 1910 there was shipped ore and bullion containing

30,558,825 oz. silver—an increase of 4,961,000 oz. over the 1909

output. Most of this came from Coleman township, while Gow-
ganda and Elk lake together contributed 480 tons of ore, con-

taining 481,523 oz. of silver, and South Lorrain 233 tons, con-

taining 224,233 oz. The total dividends paid by shipping mines

to the end of 1910 was S21,802,150, and to this must be added
the profits of mines operated by close corporations. O'Brien and
Drummond and the original La Rose company have made profits

which add to the total over $3,000,000. Some of the dividend

payers, noticeably Nipissing, La Rose and Crown Reserve, start

the year 1911 with a very lai'ge surplus in cash, and ore shipped

or ready for shipment. The production for 1911 is expected to

be about 33,000,000 ounces.

The chief producers in 1910, as in previous years, were

Xipis.sing, La Rose, CrowTi Reserve, Kerr Lake, Coniagas, Mc-
Kinley-Darragh, Temiskaming, Buffalo, O'Brien, Hudson Bay,
Trethewey and Right of Way mines. The eight companies first

named produced during the year about 23,700,000 oz. of silver,

or four-fifths of the output of Coleman township.

Future Prospects.

There is still much well-loacted ground which has not been

carefully examined, and it will be surprising if many more rich

vein.s are not discovered. At Cobalt it has not been found ad-

visable to push exploration very far ahead of production, and
estimates on future yield are liable to be wide of the mark. On
the basis of present ore reserves and past expei'iences in discoveries

following on development, it seems likely that in the next four

or five years, if natural progress be not unexpectedly interfered

with, Cobalt will produce another 100,000,000 oz. silver, at a

cost permitting of large profits. It also seems reasonable to

predict a further large output at co.sts allowing a small profit.
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LOX(;WALL MIXL\(; AND KMKKV PIT. DOMIMON NO. 10

KESEKVK, C.B.*

By G. L. Burland, Mcriill University, Montreal.

The Emery seam immediately underlies the fainoun Phalen

seam of the late Dominion Coal Co., (now consolidated with the

Dominion Iron and Steel Co.). The head offices of the mines are

situated in Glace Bay, Cape Breton, and all the general works of

the sixteen pits are governed indirectly by the head office and

directly by local managers and district superintendents. The

Emery pit has changed hands several times and many attempts

have been made to open up this thin seam.

Longwall mining was first introduced into Canada at

Reserve, Cape Breton, where the writer gathered murh v;ihiable

information through the kindness of the mine official.'^.

The seam varies from 4 feet to 5 feet in thickness within the

Reserve area, and is from 150 to 180 feet lx»low the Phalen, out-

cropping 3/JOO feet to the south of the Emery .shaft.

The strike of the seam is approximately n. 75° w. and along

with the overlying moiusures, forms one of the lower lx?ds of a

synclinal basin, having the Hub seam ils an axis about which the

sister .seams lie in concentric rings. The pitch of the seam,

at the Reserve Mines is equivalent to a 7.5% grade. Two miles

eastward the pitch is G° at n. 00° w., while at 3 miles the pitch

veers back northward with a clip of 10°. Tracing the contour of

Student'H paper entered for the 1910 competition Rotl awarded the

President's (jold Medal.

Editok'h Note:—Much (»f ''"• '"•'"'njif imi -i-^ <iriL'ifi:ilIv (iihtniiutl in this

paper, inrhulinf^ Mtatenients *> The
paper htis also Ihmti otlierwi.Ho cun-Mi'i.u'i^ m.iin* i;n. .i .--i j. .•.... ..>
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the seam, we find that it dips towards the Hub in a saucer shape,

from which characteristic this submarine mine derives its name.

The Ross or Emery seam outcrops at Schooner-Pond Cove on the

east and Sydney Harbour on the west, before finally disappearing

under the Atlantic Ocean. How far this seam and the adjoining

coal measui-es extend under the sea, is not known to coal special-

ists. As regards possibilities of development, operations on the

Emery seam are but commenced.

Geology.

A detailed consideration of the Emery seam as to the geolo-

gical relations of the coal measures in which it occurs, would bring

to light many interesting facts, a complete study of which would

involve a thorough individual treatment. The writer has pre-

pared several sections showing the bedding of the sandstones,

under-clays, coal seam, and carbonaceous shales, to which refer-

ence will be made. The pavement or bed immediately underlying

the seam is highly argillaceous, and upon exposure to the atmos-

phere becomes quite soft and may be used to tamp blasting

powder without the addition of water. In short, this bottom is

a so-called hardened fire-clay.

The seam yields a coal well adapted for domestic and steam

purposes, and also to the manufacture of gas. The coal, moreover,

is much harder than that of the higher seams owing to the pressure

of the sandstone beds. It is easily handled and does not break so

readily as the coal in the adjoining main slope of the Phalen seam.

The till or band of argillaceous shales between the carry rock

and seam varies from a few inches to three feet. Thin bands of

coal occur in this till. Waters stained with peroxide of iron

trickled from the roof, and in places left coatings of iron oxide

uj>on the pavement, due to the waters depositing the iron held in

^u-|>en8ion. Many specimens of Sigillaria, also Stigmaria roots

were obtained, occurring both in an erect and horizontal positions.

The largest specimen of Sigillaria, 2 feet in diameter and 3 feet

long, with Stifjmaria roots attached, was seen in str. 5 gate, Lower

North Landing.

Capping the argillaceous shales and in some instances re-

placing them, are carbonaceous shales. These shales also occur
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in the coal seam as ''splint." These shales carry many distinc-

tive fossils, so much so that the presence of the Emery seam is

indicated by this band during prospecting operations. Among
the specimens obtained and photographed by the writer are

Alethopteris, Recopteris, Arborescens, Neuropteris, Calamiiis, Sigilla-

ria and Stigmaria.

Having dealt with the shales which constitute the till, we
now come to the sandstone lx?d which overlies them, and which

forms the carry rock, being the thickest of this series of strata.

Samples were taken from the machine fractures in the roof, some
of which were fine-grained and greenish, while others were coarse-

grained and yellowish. Thin stringers of coal, or carbonized

vegetable matter, were common within a range of three feet from

the bottom of the sandstone. The fossil-leaves of Cnlamites and
Cordaites, ^' Annularin'' and '' Astrophylites/* Alethopteris and

Lepidodendra were al.so detached.

The fracture, thickness and j)liysical characteristics of all the

beds will be treated throughout the paper in the order in which

they lie, with reference to the advancement of the long>vall face.

Mining.

Emery Slope.—In 1S73 the Cape Hivton Coal Sc Railway Com-
pany opened a triple entry slope fn^n the outcrops of the Emery
seam which was called the I>orway mine. The main deep had an

east and west return airway and was driven for 1,250 feet. Hords

were broken ofT at this point to both sections and were double

entry. The slope was 10 feet wide, where single tracked, and was

brushed to feet in height.

As the Lorway did not prove a paying in\« -i m. ui iiul a bad

roof and wet pit did not warrant further e.\|)enditure, ojwrations

were abandoned in IS?."); but a barrier pillar wtis left and the

Sydney and Louisburg Coal Company ran a croM measure drift

from the main slo})e of the Phalen .seam to the Emery .neam, ojX'ning

up the coal iK'yond the barrier. At a point 245 feet from the

entrance of the slo|>e, the drift was started away on a 2S per cent,

pitch and continue<l for .V)0 feet. The grade wjis eaxt'd off to lO'^

at this point for 2(K) feet, joining at a iKjint U'low the present

North Landing. They worked the coal to the rise. The mine

•12
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changed hands and the Dominion Coal Company decided to sus-

pend operations here in 1.S93. The company pumped out the

idle pit in 1905 and commenced the longwall face. In 1900 a
shaft was sunk at a distance of 2,000 feet from the lower landing

of the drift and the present pit bottom was laid out. The deeps

were driven and connected on the 2Gth of July, 1907, with

the advancing deeps from the working slope. These advancing

deeps were driven at a very uniform rsLie.

Punchers were used to undercut the coal which was shot down
and loaded by the same method as is treated later on in narrow

work discussions.

6,500 feet of 15 feet (average) gangways were driven with

600 feet of 10 feet cross cuts, making 21,300 tons of coal.

The shaft and pit bottom were laid out by contract. Coal

was hauled up the deeps to the shaft in July, 1907.

In 1906 the output was 100,617 tons. In 1907 the output

was 163,000 tons.

Standard Costs.

Work Place Dimen-sions Standard Ca«<t Notes

Puncher Cutting.

Puncher Cutting.

Puncher Cutting.
Puncher Cutting.

Puncher Cutting.
Puncljer Cutting.

Laying track. .

.

Laying track. .

Laying track. .. .

Timljering

Timbering
Timbering

I>evcl 20 ft. wide. . . 'j()c. ton
Level 12 ft. wide. . 56c. ton

( ulting

Ix)ading

Deeps 20 ft. wide. . . S^Jc ton.

Deeps 12 ft. wide. . 5S 5c. to-

Ilctuling.^ 20 ft. wide. . 52c. ton
Headings 12 ft. wide. .. 56c. ton

Lor)gwall Face. 3 . 5c. ton

U'vels IS lb. raih. . 2Ic. yd. .

Deeps 30 lb. rail.-*. . 25c. yd. .

Deeps IJooni.s and 2
j)n»ps 25c. .

Deeps. . \) f^t. iHMmiH. . 40c.

Dee[>s. . 9 ft. l>oom«. . 60c.

-^hooting

Contract
Data!
T>Htnl

.Needled

Needled

The Emery Pit.

To facilitate the pursuance of the following detailed sections

of the pit, the writer would introduce a skeleton outline of the

workings. The main level feeds directly to the nhaft bottom at

an angle of 120 dogreeH to the newly connectc»d traverw level
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joining the south deeps at their face. At a point on the main

level, 2o0 feet from the shaft, the deeps break away to the right

in a direction forming an angle of 70 degrees with the pit bottom

level, or main level as termed in practice. The present face of the

deeps is 2,500 feet below. At a distance of 900 feet the new land-

ing breaks to the left from the deeps parallel to the main level.

Still 800 feet further down the deeps, the Lower North Level breaks

to the left parallel to the New Landing, and south deeps break to

the right at an exterior angle of 160 degrees. The south level

continue for 1,700 feet and join the traverse level before alluded

to. Work on the face ceased September 1908, when the barrier

necessary for the French slope was reached.

The Pit Bottom.

Due to the pressure of the roof causing creeps, great care is

exercised in la}ang out the Pit-bottom pillars.

The main deep tubs and the high side tubs (those from main

level) feed to the shaft bottom around a curve.

The landing is 45 feet long by 18 feet wide and is double

tracked, the cross switches from south deep traversing level, main

deeps, and main level. The switch from the latter two consists

of a throw block, which feeds the boxes consecutively to both

compartments of the shaft. The tub lines, timbering, and hand-

ling of the boxes will be treated in later sections.

The method employed in opening the longwall face was as

follows:—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 gates were driven for 75 feet,

leaving barrier pillars to support the entry. Face opened by

cro.sscut driven by punchers and worked towards the rise, the coal

being undercut by a rotary disc undercutter made by the Diamond
Machine Company. As the face progressed, it worked towards

the north and at present has reached the 16th gate. The gates

were spaced 50 feet apart up to No. 6 gate, but from this point to

continue at 80 feet. No. 1 gate serves as 1st machine stable on

the south end of face, and each successive gate as it is driven

serve.s the .same purpose for No. 4 machine on the north end. No.

2 gate wa.s carriefl forward 75 feet from entry pillars, and cross

gate turned off to left at an angle of 50°. This reduced the grade

of the cross-gate by running at nearest possible approach to strike
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of seam. 50 feet up this cross-gate, a cross-gate was broken off

to the right which is termed ''1 off 1 to left of 2." Now head of

No. 3 gate was parallel with this gate and its cross-gates, so Xo. 1

to left of 3 was started out and coal was drawn from stalls of Xo. 2

gate by this new road. Similarly 1 to right of 3 cut off Xo. 4 gate.

Throughout the workings, this process was continued and accom-

panying table shows the gates, their lengths antl cost of mainten-

ance. It can be seen that it would be unnecessary expense to

keep Xo. 2 gate in repair when the coal could l)e drawn by Xo. 3

gate. The gates are designed to meet the face at from 75 to 100

feet apart.

The average grade will be assumed to be 7.5%, which cor-

responds to pitch noted in several gates. It is difficult, of course,

to extenuate the actual pitch without a complete survey, owing to

the creeps formed by pack walls squeezing pavement up into the

roadways.

The cost of maintenance of the roads to such date as the

respective gateways were abandoned, is given in table below:

—

Face Back
Gate Len^h Working or Brui^hing

Abandoned (cu. yds.)

Brushing Cu. yds. of
CroRBgate

6o()

450

(cu. yds.) Pack Walb

1

1

Used as stable 925
2 Closed .... K)I 1,32« 1,072
3 1.200 Working . . . 1 , rm 4,169 3,302
4 350 Closed U\(\ 977 815
5 425 Working . . . bm 1,240 i.a3s
6 300 Closed 289 SOI 67S
7 425 Working . . . 566 1,246 1.03S
•8 300 ( lost'd 289 801 (k'kS

9 2:>o Working . . . 334 623 517
10 <KX) • • • 1,1<)5 2,925 2.441
11 2.50

<< 240 615 518
12 300 II 2^9 801 65.S

13 250 It 240 615 518
14 200 <« 267 454 :i<'»9

15 150 41 145 267 273

7,655 17.868 15.100
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Rated Cost Cu. yds. X cost Cost

Face Brushing at $1 . 13 cu. yd
Back Brushing at $1 .21 cu. yd
Tramming & Packing .60 cu. yd

7,655x$1.13
17,868x$1.21
17,868 X $0.60

$ 8,650.00
$21,620.00
$10,720.00

Total Cost: .. . . $40,990.00

Area of coal extracted^= 1,120,000 sq. ft. seam 4 ft. thick^

224,000 tons (5x4x1 very approx. ^ 1 ton)

.

Now 3'' of seam is lost as " duff " or fine slack cuttings from

holing by longwall machine= 14,000 tons.

5% of remainder lost (bench and crushes) = 10,000 tons.

Good coals drawn= 224,000 — 24,000= 200,000 tons.

/.Brushing per ton= $40,990.00= 20 . 4c.

200,000

This is a very close approximation to Company's figures.

The calculation above were worked out from general plan and

the following standards.

Work Standard
Measurements

Face
Brushing. .

Back
Bnishing. .

Tramming
and

Packing. .

.

9 ft. wide
3 ft. long
1 ft. high

12 ft. wide
3 ft. long

2 . 5 ft. high
12 ft. wide
3 ft, long

2.5 ft. high

Cost per
Standard

1.13

4.00

2.00

Cost per
cu. yd.

1.13

1.21

0.60

Average
Thickness
Assumed

Cost per
Thickness

4.52

9.68

4.80

The New Landing and Lower North Levels were driven 550

feet apart. This whole district may be subdivided into three

workings, two of which are joined, and the third worked out. The
Iy)wer North level being part of the original opening developments,

it will be discussed before joining the New Landing face 19/11/09.

The third or comer district was drawn by gates 1 and 2 of L. N.

These gates and their cross gates fed to deeps indirectly through

a heading or road almost parallel to main plane of coal (20° to
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west). This heading extended to New Landing where three

additional gates fed to that level.

The gates were connected by a face gate driven from No. 2

gate in a direction 42° south of west and meeting 5 cross gate to

right of 1. Work was discontinued shortly afterwards.

For comparison, the writer has compiled the following tables

and would give a brief note on the method employed. No official

figures were available for any tables, and all tables have been

deduced from the working map of the mine, a reduction of which,

with total available data, is illustrated by the general plate of the

workings. The object of the following comparisons is to em-

phasize the study of correct angles, and spacing of these gates

per ton of coal extracted. Plate 9 is divided into districts of

progress, and the dates worked out by average proportion from

several survey dates recorded. A previous statement shows

6,400 feet of gates and cross-gates having 7,655 cubic yards of face

bnishing and 17,868 cubic yards of back brushing. One foot of

gateway costs S6.00 (approx.). In the following case $3.00 has

been deduced as standard owing to the number of gates which

were abandoned before back brushing became necessary.

Date of Total ft. No. days Ft. per day Date of

District Survey advance taken in advance Survey
advance deduced

A-€ 9/11/08
7/29/08 150 232 1.54

A-B 22/ 1/08 50 74 1.54 22/1/08
B-C 29/ 7/08 100 158 1.54
C-D 19/ 2/09 1.50 205 1.40
D-E 1/ 4/09 25 41 1.60
E-F 7/ 7/09 50 99 0.50 Note "Lag-

ged"

Diatrict
Planimeter
Keudings

Total Area
in sq. in.

Total No. tons
in District

DufT 5% waste
of Coal

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E^F

2 —1.49
66.77—1.0
13.6 —9.4
1.5 —2.76
2.1 -^.4

.S . 40
7.77

2:i . 00
4.26
6.5

6,980
15,540
46,000
8,520

13,0(WJ

780
1,756
5,198

963
1,469
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1

. District
\
No. of

1 Davs
1

Total Aver.
Coal ex- Coal per
tracted Day

I>ength

of Cate-
ways

I>enf^h
per 100
ton^

Brushing
per ton

A-B
B-€
C-D
D-E
E-F

74
158
205
41
99

6,200
13,784
40,802
7,557
11,531

83.8
87.2
199.0
184.3
114.3

750
1,700
3.600

650
950

12 1

12 3
8.82
8.6
8.2

36
37
26-1/5
26

0.24-4/5

Thus at $3.00 a foot we see that from 9/11/OS to 7/7/09, a
decrease has been brought about per 100 toiLs of $11.20 or 11.2c.

per ton in brushing. At such a sj^eculative .stage in tlie Kmer>''8

hi.story, this reduction is of great value. A further reduction of a

few costs is possible.

After repeating the.se calculations for the \ew landing
.section, the writer intends to reconsider this level and will com-
pare the cost per ton with SO feet .stalls, to the older .system of

driving the gates, giving 40 feet stalls.

District Dates of

Survey
Planimeter
"sq. inches"

Total No. '

of tons DufT
in Diat. 5% waste

1

TotiJOoal
Extrmcted

A 9/11/07
22/ 1/08
29/ 7/08
19/ 2/09..
1/ 4/09
7/ 7/09

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E-F

4 wj. in.. .

.

6 in. .sq.. . .

13.57 sq. in..

4 8q. in. . . .

6.4 sq. in..

8,666
12.000
27.140
8,000
12,800

904"
1.3.56

3. (HIT

1,446

7,096
10,644
24,073
7.096
11.354

I^ength of Lenjftli Bniflhinfi; Lcn^h Length ! Rruj«hinK

District GutewHvs [)or 100 |)cr ton of (iate- per 100 prr ton
".\ ton.s

••A"
"A" wav

•U"

j

H

A-B 675 9.5 31c. 470

I

6.6
1

29c.

B-C 1,150 10.8 0.3Jr. 750 7 1 21c.

C-D 2,000 8.2 0.39c. 1,625 6 9 32c.

D-E 5(K) 3 5 33c. 475 3 5 31c.

E-F 625 5 5 26c. 625 1 5.5 26c.
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Screens and Picking Tables, Dominion No. 10.

A—Gates spaced for 40 ft. stalls on face.

B—Gates spaced for 80 ft. stalls on face.

To derive an average standard for A, and B, the writer takes

total gateways in case A at 4,950 feet, abandoned gates 1,450 feet,

or 3,500 feet of gateways requiring back brushing.

3 ,500 feet at SO . 00 = $2 1 000 . 00

1,450 feet at $1.80 = $ 2,610.00

4,950 feet = $23,010.00

1ft. = 23,010 ^ 4950 = $4.80
Thus 675 feet of gateways at average of $4 . 80 = $0.31 per

ton. An exception to the above rule is made in this case and the

standard lowered to $3.00 owing to the greater percentage of

abandoned gaUiS. The standard used in Lower North is sub-

stituted in this instance.

i
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The New Landing works were driven to the riije from the level

and so continued. The level was driven for 800 feet and a drift

was started away meeting the second left-hand cross-gate off

No. 5 Long North. There are four working gates relieving the
numerous cross-gates from the face. 50 feet up No. 1 gate, Ist

X gate to L. was broken off and driven parallel to the deeps 25
feet from the end machine table or return air course. This gato

is 550 feet long and will continue for 150 feet when the niain

level barrier will be reached. Average advance per day (reck-

oned on time to drive a certain di.stance, not per shift) is

1 .54 feet, or face will reach the boundary in 90 days. The long-

wall machines will then be moved along the extending face of the

Lower North.

On 9/2/09, the New Landing workings were connected to

those of the Long North. Gradually the face was straightened

until at present date one continuous face extends for 2,700 feet.

As before stated, the south level was driven to the south

from a point on main deeps opposite to the Lower North. The
level, as this section of the deeps should rightly Ix? termed, ex-

tended 1,200 feet, wlien work was discontinued ontho fare at this

point owing to the French slope barrier l)eing reached. -\ resum6

of calculations similar to those ju.st deduced in the workings to

the north of the deeps, brings to light a more systematic layout

of the gates. Total reading by planimeter is 26.8 square inches of

coal worked or 53,000 tons of coal worked, giving 47,130 tons of

round coal. There are 2,0S0 feet of gateways, making O.l fool

per ton of coal. A.ssuming the same standard of $.3 a foot (all

told) gives 30 cents a tun for gate maintenance.

The traverse level is a continuance of the south deeps tinder

the Phalen slope barrier. A cross cut connects this section to the

double entry level started away to the east from the shaft station.

Water drains from these workings to lodgement at Lower North.

A discu.ssion on the dams will be found in connection with the

pumping section.

Detaii^.

Longwall mining has the advantage that a large |)orcenta|^

of round coal is drawn at a very low cost. The coal is easily

drawn and is safer to work than the room and pillar system. As
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a rule the loss of the coal through machine ''duff" is very low,

but decreases in percent indicated by the following original

formula? deduced from observations by the writer.*

Percentage loss in any seam is 100 A

N
Where N = M, or formula written 100 A X

X M
A = Max. loss when working 18'' seam = ^ (a constant).

X = Multiple of seam with respect to 18'' seam.

M = Thickness of seam under discussion in inches.

X = Thickness of standard seam or 18".

Applying this formula to the Emery

:

100 X ^ X 18/48=55% of coal wasted as machine cuttings or

''duff." This formula is recommended to estimate the advis-

ability of cutting coal by hand or by cutting machines. A loss of

8% would be a maximum, therefore the smallest seam in which

the longwall cutter should be used can be calculated from same

formula.

Xo. 8 = 100 AX

M
Xo. 8 = 100 X 18

6 M
.-. M = 32.5"

Say 30" or 2 . 5 feet for minimum thickness.

This point is strongly emphasized as the gates are spaced

according to the coal area and not to the round coals drawn.

Every ton lost means that although it receives its portion of the

general dis.section of mining costs, it is of no value to the company.
Illu.strating in case of a 10% loss from "duff" with respect to one

item of mining operations, namely brushing, shows:—Taking
average per ton brushing = 30 cents, total losses as 10% "duff"

5% general waste, and calculating for 100 tons (arbitrary) basis,

•Note.—In reference to English method.s of cutting in 18" .seams the
conditioDB as suggested by Cana^Jian practice are used.
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costs $30.00 in pate maintenance. Under ideal mining conditions

115 tons should have been mined, brinf^ing brushinjr to 3,000 = 2G

115

cents a ton. This clearly shows the percentage reduction in costs

for one item. With reference to the Emer>', 110 tons should

be mined for ideal conditions, pivinp brushing 27 cents a ton.

When considering the total costs, it should bo remem})er that

every percentage of coal wasted increa.ses the aggregate account

per ton of coal; hence we cannot afford to have our "duff" rate

too high

The Diamond coal-cutter, built in two sizes for the company,
consi.sts of a crucible steel double segment wheel carr^'ing ten

blocks which hold three picks apiece. This wheel is supported by
a horizontal steel bucket called a butterfly which is attached to

the main frame of the machine by f(Hir bolts. The.**e bolts may
be loosened and both the wheel and butterfly disengaged to facili-

tate the removal of the machine to other parts of the workings.

The wheel is driven by a pinion geared into slots upon the upper

side of the segments. The pinion derives its power from a forged

steel crank shaft driven directly from two cylinders, one of whirh

is situated at each end of the machine. This last point is of great

importance as the writer noted while working with the I)iamon<l

cutter, inasmuch as it is equally balanced and equally strong at

both ends to withstand severe crushes of rock and coal. In con-

trast, the Gillott & Copley coal-cutter is pointed out, having

both cylinders at one end, with the crank shaft at the other. A
fall of rock upon this unprotected shaft is likely to disable the

nuichine for a considerable tinie.

The machine derives its for^'ard or revers<» motion from a

drum on one end of the frame. This drum is (iriven by niMlucing

gear wheels connected by a rod to a s|x»ed regulator geared to the

crank shaft. A rope of \ inch diameter passes through a block

fixed to a rail by a " D " bolt. This rail is carried out the full

length of the to\h\ and one end of the rope being fixed to a briille.

and the other end to the drum, the machine drags it.^idf fon^'ard

when the ratchet motion is thrown in by means of a clutch. Air

hose can be attached to either end of the machine by means of

"spuds" into the valve gear. A removable throttle or key is
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used to prevent accidents. The machine can move in either

direction by altering the eccentric gear.

The detailed method of driving the face is as follows:—A row

of machine timbers are spaced a pick-handle and a half from the

face and 5 feet apart. These timbers hold the rotary disc cutter

to the face. The rail is carried forward with the propelling rope

and a notch cut in the roof or coal (see Plate 12) . The machine

cuts at a rate of 0.75 to 1 foot a minute. Two shiftmen go ahead

of the machine and take up the bench, at the same time scraping

the pavement and trimming the overhang of the coal face. This

overhang is due to the carelessness of the coal hewers who do not

place their shots correctly. The shiftmen are required to test the

roof and props, putting in booms nitched into the face when re-

quired for safety.

It is suggested that these shiftmen or ''trimmers" should

reach the face at least two hours before the back shift and have

the work checked out for them. They should couple the hose to

the machine and have sufficient clearance for the machine to run

without being blocked. The writer has seen a machine buried

and left from the last back-shift and by the time it was uncovered,

hours of cutting time would be wasted. Under the present

system the machine man and his helper have very often to help

the shiftmen clear.

Each machine cuts from stable to stable and then returns.

Thus on main level No. 1 machine cuts from end of face nearest

shaft to 1 cross-gate to R. of 3; No. 2 from this gate to left-hand

cross-gate off 10; No. 3 machine to straight 10; and No. 4 machine

to the north end of face.

The coal must be drawn from gate to gate as near the turning

point of machine as possible. If small blocks of coal are left, they

are heaved back into the gob and are not recovered. The writer

has been compelled to shovel several boxes in one night. The

hewers are careless about lifting the bench or layer of coal left

between the underside of the cutting segments and pavement.

This coal is hard and is sometimes 5 inches thick. If near a gate, it

is heaf>ed pending loading by the next fore-shift. If past the

pack walls, this coal also goes into the gob. This bench necessi-

tates having two shiftmen whereas in most cases one man can

handle the timbering and clear away the fallen 'Hill.
"
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The coal after being " kirved " or " mined, " which by-the-way

is often almost omitted, should be nicked. The writer has noted

a man firing four shots without detaching as much material as a

good miner would fall in one shot. In the Emery, this is done at

the head of the gates and the coal shot down to the right and left.

Haulage.

The underground transportation is effected by horses and

mechanical devices. Small Xe\\'foundland ponies draw the cars

from the face to the main coupling sidings or directly to the pit

bottom.

A special feature worth noting is the Lower North level

where a tail rope system is employed to pull its trip to a spare road

or "flat" past Xo. 5 gate. Two pull wheels are situated at this

gate and another auxiliary rope may be attached to the head of

the trip and the cars taken to a flat near the working face. Horses

draw to the upper spare roads and exchange full tubs for the in-

coming empties.

Plate 12

Plate I'J illustrates an ingenious device for disconnecting

the head rope on the outbound trip. The tuba gain Hufficient

momentum from the grade to allow them to run past the double

dnim donkey and out to the main coupling station of the deeps.
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The rope acting as a tail rope on the inbound trip is passed under

the roller and when the roller passes over the socket, out bye, the

clutch is thrown as indicated by the dotted sketch.

The main haulage rope is driven by a Corliss Engine, which

also operates the French slope rope. This engine has a 20' x 60'

cylinders and runs at 60 revolutions per minute. The rope passes

down a bore hole lined with piping to head of deeps. Another

counter-balance takes care of the slack underground and is

situated down the deeps. Tubs are coupled to rope by a method

described in the paper of E. P. Cowles to Canadian Mining Institute

(1909 competition), so the method will not be touched on in this

discussion.

The mine cars are 6 feet 4 inches long, 2 feet 8 inches from

rail to top of box, and 3 feet 6 inches wide, weighing 850 lbs.

when empty.
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THE ALEXO MIXE.—A NEW NICKEL OCCLMtKEXCE IV

X. OXTARIO.*

By \V. L. Uglow, School of Mining, Kingston. Ont.

An intorestinp: deposit of a nickel ore was found in Nijrihcm

Ontario three years ago by an old prosi^ector, naraeil Alexander

Kelso. Little atU'ntion has so far been given to this occurrence

by geological and mining periodicals; attributable no doubt in

part to the all-absorbing interest attaching to other recent finds

of valuable ores in Xorth Ontario. The ore-l>ody was first noticed

during the rush of prospectors in the Xight Hawk Lake district in

1908. Several claims were then staked by Kelso in the immediate

vicinity of the deposit, while more sanguine pros|x»ctors were

apparently satisfietl with staking the remaining areas of an other-

wise practically barren township.

The Alexo Mine, as the ore-deposit has \x^i\ named, is situated

in Concession III, Ix)t I, of Dundonald Township, near the boun-

dary of Clerguo. Figure I shows the position of the mine, relative

to the Temiskaming and Xorthem Ontario Railway, and to

Porcupine. The heavy line in the sketch ninning west and ."iouth

of Dundonald, and east of German and Macklem marks part of

the eastern boundary of the Porcupine Mining DiWsion, while

Porcupine townsite is indicated at the south-west comer of the

map. Kelso Mines, commonly known as " Mileage 222," the

"jumping-off place" for Porcupine, is 4^ milfs to the north-east

of the mine; and, as .shown in, Figure II, an old wiiit4r nmd from

Kelso Mines to Porcupine |)asse8 within a few yards of the workingn.

The general apix?arance and ndief of the country does not

suggest the presence of ore-l)odies. It is part of the "clay-lx»lt'*

* StudenU' competition, 1911, awarded PrMident't gold medal.

4.3
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Fig. I.

and shares its well-known characteristics. Frederick House Lake,

some three miles to the west, lies in a very shallow depression and
in midsummer it is fordable from shore to shore. The land for a

di.stance of a mile and a half to two miles from the lake is a rolling

clay loam, thickly timbered with poplar, birch, spruce, balsam,

etc. As shown in Figure II, this is succeeded by a notably flat

sand plain extending from the north. To the south and east of

the sand plain are found the only rock exposures of the township,

with the exception of a fringe bordering the promontory on the

east shore of the lake, and an island immediately to the south of

this. Concessions I, II, III, Lots 1, 2, 3 Dundonald, and the

we.stom part of Clergue, contain the main body of the rock men-
tioned. This small area has slightly more relief than the sur-

rounding districts, and the rock exposures occasionally rise in a

shcitT wall to a height of nearly one hundred feet. Figure II shows
in a general way the surface geology of the district.

Occurrence of the Ore Generally.

The ore-body, so far as ascertainable by surface inspection,

is of small extent. It occurs on the north-west side of an exposure
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of " andesite " * measuring about 700 feet by 900 feet. This

rock rises on its north and west sides rather steeply to a height

of about one hundred feet out of a flat swampy country, but
slopes away somewhat gradually to the south and east becoming
more and more drift-covered. The vertical cross-section (Fig. Ill)

from the north-west to the south-east shows well the position of

the deposit.

I
Diabosc Phijolite Like

2^
Serpentina

Fia. II.

The steep face of "andesite" descends some seventy-five feet

or 80 to a terracf which, at the foot of the cliff, is still about twenty

feet above the level of the swamp. This terrace ia largely drift-

covered, but shows here and there exposurea of "andenite." It

extends about twenty or thirty feet north-we«t from the foot of

SoK»llcd by Dr. A. P. Colcnuui, "The Alcxo Nickel Depodt," Ecoo.

Geol., Vol., No. 4, p. 373.
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the cliff. At this point, the rock presents a regular face sloping

at about 60° into the ground. Against this face or wall, a basic

rock called " sei-pentine " * is found. Only about ten or fifteen

feet of this are apparent, the rest of the mass being hidden beneath

swampy drift. The ore is found, as indicated in the sketch, along

the contact of the "serpentine" and "andesite."

The relationship of ore to rock is evident only in three places

namely, at the pits marked A, B, C, in Figure IV. The contact

for the remainder of the distance is drift-covered.

These pits were excavated by the Canada Copper Company,
which held an option on the property some two years ago. The

main pit, marked A, is at the most northerly point of the deposit,

but it is unfortunately filled with water. A photograph of this

pit is shown in Plate I. Against the "wall" is roughly five feet

of almost solid ore which then grades into " mixed " ore and basic

rock. This "mixture" continues for about four feet, with less

of the ore and more of the basic rock as constituents, to the edge

of the swamp, and no pure serpentine can be seen here. At Pit

B, these conditions are duplicated except that very little sinking

has been done. At Pit C, however, solid ore is very scarce even

against the foot-wall, and the "mixture" of pyrrhotite-serpentine

rock, lies close against the "andesite." Here at a short distance

So-rallfd hy Dr. A. P. Coloman, "The Ak'xo Nickel Deposit," Econ.
Geol., Vol., No. 4, p. 373.
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from the wall the ore practically disappears, and a pure serpentine

rock may be seen, containing small stringers of asbestos.

A considerable quantity of promising ore has been taken from

the pits. On megascopic examination, the ore .seems to be mainly

pyrrhotite with here and there some chalcopyrite, which chiefly

occurs very close to the foot-wall. The whole ore-body as revealed

by the development work is not more than two hundred feet long,

but it is quite possible that further stripping along the contact

will expose additional ore.

T'lgur^ jy
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III. Petrography.

It is a matter of much difficulty to work out the field relation-

ships of the rocks of the district. Figure II shows the exposures,

but unfortunately contacts are rarely to be seen. For some

reason or other, these are usually drift-covered. In most cases,

it is necessajy to rely on megascopic and microscopic character-

istics for the determination of these relationships.

(a) Serpentine.—The oldest rock in the district is probably

the so-called " serpentine." Along its contact with the " andesite
"

as exposed at the time of examination, no phenomena were observed

that would lead to an establishment of the age relationship of the

two rocks; but it is quite likely that in this case, as in other

similar ones in the north country, the acidic series of the Keewatin

cuts the basic. The only exposure of the serpentine found in

the township occupies the low ground close to the pits at the

Alexo Mine.

Under the microscope, sections appear light in colour, and

are readily seen to consist in the main of four minerals. (1) Oli-

vine :—Pseudomorphs of serpentine after olivine, spotted profusely

with black iron oxide particles, the results of the decomposition

of the olivine, are everywhere abundant, and make up most of

the mass of the rock. Rests of olivine are frequently seen in the

centres of the crystals, and the process of alteration has been

taking place chiefly along fractures in the crystals. The particles

of iron oxide are found especially in these fractures. (2) Diallage:

—

Surrounding the pseudomorphs is a greenish gray mineral, show-

ing aggregate structure, which is also almost completely changed

to serpentine. Frequent rests of only partially altered mineral

are found, and these show fibrous structure, interference colours

and extinction angles of diallage. This mineral is allotriomorphic

in its relation to the olivine. (3) Biotite :—Some sections show a

noticeable amount of biotite, of green and brown colour, exhibiting

marked pleochroism. This mineral occurs in shreds and flakes,

and is usually stained with brown oxide of iron. It is closely

associated with the diallage, and occupies part of the space between

the crystals of olivine. (4) Chromite:—Apparently the earliest

crystallization from the magma was a brownish black mineral

occurring entirely in small octahedral crystals. (Plate II, No. I.)
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Upon examination, it proves to be chromite, and in some sections

hundreds of these small crystals may be counted. In some places

the whole of a section seems to be made up of the serpentine

pseudomorphs, with chromite crystals, embedded in a fine-grained

indeterminable matrix, which itself has changed entirely to

serpentine.

Sections taken from the rock closer lu ihe <»n-l». ..[y show
the same mosaic of olivine crystals, but here they an- ~. t in pyr-

rhotite. The ore bears the same relation to the cry.-ud- lus the

altered diallage and fine-grained matrix in the sections of the pure

rock. In these portions of the rock which are now solid ore,

outlines of crystals are still visible, marked by the presence of the

darker-coloured magnetite.

From the foregoing description, the serpentine seems to have

had an original compo.^ition n^scmbling clo.'^'ly wehrlite (foldspar-

free olivine-gabbro, with olivine, diallage, and some brown horn-

blende). The chemical constitution, however, as given below,

seems to indicate a closer connection with the related group of

harzburgites (feldspar-free olivine-norite, with olivine, and

orthorhombic pyroxene)

:

I. IT. III. IV. V
SiOj 35-33 3'). 05 35-67 3S.62 11-13

TiOj.. O-rA)

AljO,.. 1-04 0-73 2-9^ 4-72 0-04

CrjO, 1-05 0-72 0-S7 0-76

FeA 0-00 9-05 6-0^1 6-67 2-52

FeO 3-40 5-08 4-95 6-27 (5.25

MnO. 0-11 O-si

NiO 0-59

MgO .

.

37-31 33 - 09 35 - 03 29 - 00 43 - 74

CaO 0-54 0-18 4-01 0-55

Na.O I

K,() / 0-77 1-20

H,0 / ,., «^ / 8.47 12-01 7-08 4.41
12-30

I

J • • • •

CO, \ "
l

1-5^1 0.10

Total . 1(X).62 100-77 100-01 100.18 99*80
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I. Serpentine from Alexo Mine.

II. Serpentine from Lake Abitibi, H. T. White, Can. Min. Inst., Vol.
XII. 1909. p. 594.

III. Harzburgite serpentinisirt, Radauberg bei Harzburg-Rosenbusch,
Elemente der Gesteinslehre, p. 165.

IV. Webrlite, Frankenstein bei Eberstadt, Odenwald—Ibid., p. 165.

V. Harzburgite, Douglas Co., Oregon, U.S.A.—Ibid., p. 165.

(b) RhyoUte.—In contact with the serpentine, and probably

intruding it, is an exposure of the rock called "andesite." It

occurs throughout the township in irregular hummocks, and
usually attains a respectable height above the ordinary level of

the land. In many places it exhibits several of the characteristics

of an ancient flow rock, and examples of ellipsoidal weathering

are not uncommon. It varies in colour from a very pale gray to

a grayish-green, but thin slices chipped from a hand specimen

are quite translucent and show that the dark colour when present

is not an evidence of basicity. To the naked eye, the rock is

exceedingly fine-grained and of a very homogeneous nature,

strongly resembhng pieces of chert, or fine-grained quartzite.

Under the microscope, the rock appears to have been some-

what of a poi-phyry, both the phenocrysts and the base being

made up almost exclusively of acidic minerals. Under one nicol,

sections appear white, with only here and there small traces of

dark minerals. Outlines of original colourless crystals can be

clearly distinguished against the ground-mass which is not quite

so clear. Some of these crystal outlines are still well-preserved,

and have a hexagonal shape while others are somewhat worn or

broken resembling fragments. With crossed nicols, a few of the

crystals are still nearly perfect, but by far the majority of them
seem to have been very severely fractured. Wavy extinction is

ver\' common. The matrix is exceedingly fine-grained and seems

to be almo.st wholly of quartz-feldspar composition. The pheno-

crysts are sometimes quartz and sometimes orthoclase. The
cru.shing and fracturing noticed in the sections points to the

operation of forces of metamorphism, which have to this degree

chanj^ed the original character of such a hard resistant rock.

Below are given the results of a chemical analysis, which,

taken together with the microscopical evidence, determine the

rock somewhat certainly as a rhyolite. The porphyritic tendency
hardly seems to have gone far enough to admit of the rock being
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called a porphyry, although there are plainly two generations of
mineralogical growth.

I. II.

SiOj . .

.

74-08 72-24

AI2O3 11. 10 13-62

FeA 1-42

FeO 0-61 3-0.")

MnO 0-13

CaO 0-49 0-95

MgO 0-25 0-66

Na^O 4-15 2-95

K^O 7-42 5-24

Loss on igni-

tion 0-25 1-05 (J. .58 1-19 0-74 1-21

III. IV. V VI.

75-20 73-91 74-66 76-06
12-96 15-29 11-49 12-37

0.37 2-02 2-05
0-27 0-S9

O-Os

0-29 0-77 ().t4

0-12 0-10 0-51

2-02 3-62 1-69 1-13

8-38 4.79 8-68 6-99

Total... 99-77 99-91 100-19 100-46 99-90 100-32

I. Rhyolitc, Dundonald Township, Xorthem Ontario,

II. Quarzporphyr niikrograniti.scli. MQhlJxjrR lx;i Schwftrti unfcm lialle,

Ro.senbu."<ch, Kleniente der (icsteinslehre, p. 245.

III. Rhyolitc. Silver Cliff, Colo., Kemp, Handbook of Rorks, p. 28.

IV". Rhyolite, Pinto Peak, Kiireka, Nov., Kemp, Ibid., p. 2.S.

V. Quarzporphyr mikrofelsiti.sch Platte Ihm (irosM-l'mstadt, Roo4^nbu9ch,
Elementc der (lestein.slehre. p. 245.

VI. Quarzporphyr mikrofelsitisch, (JroHscrknollcn l>ei Ijiutorlwrx.
Rosenbasch, Ibid., p. 245.

The analysis of the Dundonald rork comparrs very favourably

with the others givrri in th*- talilc in tin- r;i<t' *>( .-ill th.« ifuportanl

constituents.

(c) Diabase.—Five exposures of this rock occur in the portion

of the township under study here. It occurs in lx)ss-like maKses

not rising more than about twenty-five feet above ground. They

are not by any means dyke-like projectioius. In the hand Bpeci-

men, or on a polished surface, the tv^Mcal diabase stnictun» is

plainly to lx» scvn. The t^^'.xture is very coarHc-grained, and the

constituent minerals are oft-eii as nmch as half an inch in diameter.

Lath-shaix^d crystals of feldspar |)enetrate into the grains of the

dark minerals, giving the rock the well-known ophilic structure.

Hand specimens are easily attracted by a strong electro-magnet.
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Under the microscope, thin sections resemble closely those

of other diabases in the north country. The grain, however, is

much coarser in the former, but this may be due to the compara-

tively large size and consequent slow cooling of the masses. The

chief constituent minerals are four in number: (1) Feldspar.

—

Large lath-shaped crystals of feldspar are abundant. Twinning

lamellae are noticed but they are quite broad and often one band

extends completely across the crystal fragment. On account of

alteration which has rendered the mineral a dull gray, and made

extinction quite imperfect, it was found difficult to accurately

determine extinction angles. Some pieces, however, gave ex-

tinction angles measured on sections nearly at right angles to

the albite twinning lamellae, of 20° to 25°. This is sufficient to

place the mineral very close to Labradorite in the triclinic series.

(2) Augite; occurs abundantly in colourless to very pale brown

grains, sometimes showing crystal outline. The prismatic cleav-

age is marked, and is emphasized by iron oxide stain which

resulted trom the gradual decomposition of the mineral, and

collected along cleavage lines, and fractures. The grains are

usually large, and often occupy nearly the whole field of the micro-

scope. (3) Biotite ; occurs in flakes and shreds, the latter showing

marked pleochroism, green to brown. The flakes are often large,

and of a green colour; they are always mottled with blotches of

brownish iron oxide, the result of decomposition of the mica.

Alteration to chlorite has in most cases progressed, and many of tlie

characteristics of the biotite are often masked. From a quantita-

tive point of view, this mineral is much less important than either

of the first two. (4) Magnetite; occurs in grains, seldom with

regular crystal outline, and is quite an important accessory

mineral in the rock. In nearly all respects the sections closely

resemble those of other diabases from northern Ontario, and the

degree of alteration is about the same in both.

IV. Nature of the Deposit.

In "Economic Geology," Volume V, No. 4, 1910, a short

account of the "^Vlexo Nickel Deposit" was given by Dr. A. P.

CJoleman. He describes in a general way thin sections of the

serpentine, and has the following to say of the pyrrhotite-serpentine

rock: "It proves exceedingly interesting. There is every grada-
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tion from ore with a few well-formed crystals of olivine (now
transformed to ser]>entine) floating in it, to serpentine \%'ith a
small amount of ore replacing the turbid matrix between the

crystals The general appearance of the or« and the

arrangement of the ore-body suggest strongly the marginal

deposits of the Sudbury Nickel range. There is every reason to

suppose that the Alexo deposit has accumulated in the lower

part of a bay-like curve of the country rock while the magma was
still molten, as has been proved to be the case, with the Sudbury
marginal mines." Dr. Coleman, therefore, seems to be quite

convinced that the ore-<:leposit is of the magmatic segregation type.

The chief characteristics of the occurrence are: (1) the ore is

nickeliferous pyrrhotite, marca.site, chalcopyrite; (2) it is collected

along one side of a body of a ba.^ic rock, or at its contact with

another rock; and (3) the rock with which the ore is associated

is an altered member of the peridotite group, and one of the most
basic of known rocks.

Keeping the.se three points clearly in view, it may be profitable

to review rapidly the chief characteristics of a few other nickel

areas.

(a) The Sudbury Nickel Area.—The nickel-bearing eruptive

occupies a synclinal basin in a country of granite gnei.^w. The
thickness of the eruptive sheet Ls somewhere in the neighborhood

of 1.25 miles. (1) A series of Huronian .sediments lies on top of

the sheet. The latter, before crystallization, underwent an ex-

tensive process of differentiation, and all stages of basicity are

observed from a granite at the up|x*r margin to a norite against

the outer edge. The ore, which consists of nickeliferous pyrrho-

tite, chalcopyrite; and pentlandit<» is found along and near the

basic edge and associated with the norite phase of the intrusion.

Norite is jvithout doubt a basic rock, consisting of plagioclane

and rhombic pyroxene, but by no mr-ans &8 basic as a peridotite.

Dr. Coleman* (1), as well a.s Dr. Harlow* (2), Prof. Vogt* (3), Dr.

Adams* (4) and others, ari' convinced thrfl the deposit is one of

the segregation type while Po.sepny* (5), Dickson* (6), and others

(1) Sudbury Nickel Hit'lon l.v A P rolpnmri t. 11.

(2) Suinnmr>' Rep. inn«I», lOOl.

(3) Zoit.sohrift far I'i.ik.. •..•. ..... .ij .. .....

•(4) Cunmlian Mining Honcw. Jan. IKIM, p. 8.

(.•>) TnuiH. A. I. M. K.. Will, p. :i30.

(0) A. I. M. !•:., Vol. XWIV, p. 25.
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advocate the theory of aqueous depositions of the ores The chief

Jonts of this occurrence are: (1) the ore is a sulphide carrying

nickel- C) it is collected along and near the margin of a basic

btrusion; and (3) the associated rock is one of the gabbro series,

norite. , . ,

(b) Gap Mine, Lancaster County* (l)-"From the mine to

Baltimore the region is marked by a great development of basic

fo^eous intrusions In all the exposures the original

pVoxenic rock shows marked alterations, secondary hornblende,

?or even in extreme cases, serpentine) being the result Chromite

deposits have been widely met, doubtless a result of the change

to serpentine. The nickel-mine is associated with one of the

smallest of these exposures of basic rock, which is also the most

remote north-western outlier The ore consisted of

pj-rrhotite and chalcopyrite in largest amount; but pyri e was not

Iftckine The pyrrhotite is irregularly mingled with the

homblende.appearing in large and small masses, Chalcopyrite is

intimately associated with it." Prof. Kemp regards the deposit

as the result of magmatic differentiation, but admits that concen-

tration by aqueous agencies was later active as evidenced by the

presence of crusts of miUerite, and stringers of quartz and vivianite.

(c) New Caledonia* (2) .-Ancient schists and mesozoic sedi-

ments are penetrated by a peridotite, consisting of olmne and.

enstatite, now more or less transformed into serpentine. Deposits

of nickel, cobalt and chromium are associated with the serpentine

The original peridotite is no doubt the source of the ore, and

analyses show that the fresh rock contains small percentages of

nickel and cobalt. The ores are all hydrated silicates in which

nickel has replaced magnesium to a greater or less extent, ihe

ereen minerals (nickel silicates) occur as small veins in the serpen-

tine, as a scaly covering of fragments of the rock, or as concre-

tionary masses. The deposits have resulted from the superficial

weathering of the ro<ii:, accompanied by a concentration of the

nickel a.s silicate by surface waters, the nickel being precipitated

more readily than the magnesium. The chief points here of va ue

for the sake of comparison are: (1) The ore is a sihcatc, not a

sulphide; (2) it is a.ssociated with one of the most basic of igneous

~i> iJo.!^?X^f^o,^'•' »;S^Ni^kf
." eld"-^olcn,^ pp. 147-149.
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rocks, a serpentine, as at the Alexo Mine; (3) it does not occur

merely along contacts, but as stringers, veinlets, coverings, masses
all through the serpentine.

(d) A few other occurrences may be mentioned briefly. E.

S. Bastin publishes a very interesting account of a pyrrhotite-

peridotite rock from Maine, U.S.A.*(1). Although no deposit of

economic value occurs there, the rock itself apjx?ars on first sight

very similar to the pyrrhotite-serpentine rock at the Alexo Mine.

A few quotations will l)e to the i)oint :
—"It is medium-grained,

holocrystalline, and equigranular, and is composed of a yellowish-

gray, metalHc-looking mineral, which proves to be pyrrhotite

scattered in very irregular masses through a ground-mass which

for the most part appears structureless and is dark green to nearly

black in colour Most of the nearly black matrix Ix^twcen

the sulphide masses exhibits no trace of cleavage and is sho^Ti

under the microscope to be olivine, its dark colour lx*ing due to the

abundance of minute magnetite inclusions which it contains

.

Serpentine and chlorite, which have resulted from olivine and horn-

blende decomposition, are confined largely to certain layers which

are thread-like in form as seen in cross-section on a jxilishetl

surface The olivine occurs in rounded grains ranging

from 1 or 2 mm. to 8 mm. in length, the majority biding l)etwecn

3 mm. and 4 mm. Most of the grains are entirely fresh except

for a narrow alteration zone of fibrous serpentine about their

borders. Certain narrow bands traversing the rock in a manner

already described are characterized, however, by much more

extensive alteration, and in thes<» areas the olivine grains may be

partly or wholly ser])entinized, the alteration having, as is usual,

been most extensive alnnu' the irregular cracks and alx)ut the peri-

pheries of the grains. The pyrrhotite is normally com-

pletely all(>triomor])hic with respect to olivine grains

The allotriomor]>hic relation of nearly all the pyrrhotite to unalteaul

grains of the original mineral olivine is <

'
' re<l to be conclusive

evidence that practically all tin* j)yrrh. ;.;. .

•"• ..'I.Mf.J .rystal-

lization from the magma, and is ess«'niially coi .-* with

the other principal constituents of the rock The rock

exhibits an unusual concentration of metallic sulphides common

(1) Pvrrhotito-Prridotito from Knox County. Me.,—A Sulphide Ore oi

Igncoud Ongin— K. S. Bti^tin, Jour, of (h-oI., Vol. XVI, p. 124.
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in many ore-deposits, and from a theoretical standpoint at least

may be regarded as an example of ore formed by original crystalliza-

tion from the molten magma." The following are the chief points

of difference between this occurrence and that in Dundonald

Township: (1) In Iinox County, Me., there is no ore free alto-

gether from admixture with rock; (2) the rock itself is fresh;

(3) oli\ane occurs in irregular grains, not crystals; (4) the rock

contains feldspar and hornblende.

Rossla7id,B.C.—Althought this is a gold camp, the structure

of the deposit is worthy of notice in this connection. The country

rock is an augite porphyrite, which has been fractured and cut

by dykes. The veins occupy shear zone fissures consisting of a

series of parallel platings of the rock produced by shearing under

high compression. The ore consists of country rock more or less

replaced or impregnated by pyrrhotite, accompanied in places by

small proportions of chalcopyrite, pyrite, arseno-pyrite and quartz.

The pyrrhotite carries but little gold. The chalcopyrite is the

principal carrier. The manner in which' this mineral (together

with pyrite and arsenopyrite) occurs within the interstices of the

pyrrhotite, and the fact that continuous masses of pyrrhotite ore

are impregnated in some places and barren in others, proves the

later deposition of these valuable minerals. In various places,

the pyrrhotite seems to be accompanied by a little nickel and

cobalt, specimen analyses ranging from 0-13 to 0*65 per cent

nickel, and from a trace to 0*59 per cent cobalt.* (1). Mr. R. W.
Brock* (2) considers the deposit to be the result of aqueous deposi-

tion, but says that the development of contact minerals observed

suggests a high temperature for the mineralizing solutions. In

many respects the origin of the ore-body presents a parallel case

with that of the Alexo Mine. Polished specimens of the basic

country rock in process of replacement by filaments and net-work

of pyrrhotite offers a striking resemblance to polished specimens

from Dundonald. (Plate V, No. 5.)

(e) The Case at the Alexo Mine.—The weight of evidence so

far deduced respecitng nickeliferous sulphide deposits, whose

origin has been a matter of controversy, has been decidedly in

(1) Account taken from "The Ore-Deposits of Rossland, British Col.,"

by E. B. Kirbv—.Jour. Can. .Min. Inst., Vol. VII.
(2) "Roasland B. C. Mining Dist." By R. W. Brock, Geol. Surv. of

Can., No. 939.
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favour of the theory of map^matic segregation. Segregationists,

however, have generally agreeil that aqueous agencies have been
active in the final concentrations of the ore. Dr. C. W. Diclcson

made a rather exhaustive stu(ly*(l) of certain aspects of the

Sudbury deposits, proving to his own satisfaction an aqueoua
origin for the sulphide ores. His opponents, however, argue that

he only made an examination of certain features of the whole area,

and that in these, secondary' concentration by solutions had
largely obliterated the ear-marks of the original differentiation

process. Conditions at the Alexo Mine hardly seem capable of

a similar interpretation. Many of the noticeable features of this

deposit seem at first to bear a marked resemblance to some of

the aspects of one or other of the deposits above described. The
pyrrhotite in the first place is collected around the margin of the

serjx^ntine; it is succeeded after a short distance by a "mixture"

of pyrrhotite and serpentine, which in many resix»cts resembles

the pyrrhotite-peridotite rock of Knox County, Maine. A some-

what detailed examination of the " mixture " from the Alexo Mine,

in the way of microscopical investigation of several thin sections,

together with a reproduction of some of the intert'sting features

as micro-photographs and photographs of polished surfaces, lends

considerable support to the belief that this on'-dcposit is not a

case of differentiation from an intrusive magma. The results

of the examination are given herewith:

—

(1) There is a gradual transition in the amount of ore present,

from solid ore extending for four or five feet out from the wall,

to pure serpentine at a distance of about ton or twrlvr fwt from

the wall. The contact with the rhyoliu* is e.xcecdingly sharp,

and a contact zone of only a few inches is noted.

(2) Idiomor])hic crystals of olivine, in nearly all caws com-

pletely altered to serjx'ntine, appear to be floating in a matrix of

pyrrhotite (Plate II, Nos. 2-5). The crystal outlines are sharp,

and in many cases |x*rfect, showing no evidences of rounded

angles or edges as might lx» exix^cted if they ha<l lived for a time

in a previously differentiated molten mass of pyrrhotite. If the

pyrrhotite had .s<'parated out while the magma was j*till nioll4'n,

and gravitated towards the periphery, how would the olivine

crystals, which must have crystalliied at lea.'<t a little later, and

(!) Tnuui. A. I. M. E., Vol. XXXIV, pp. 25-M.
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which have a much less specific gravity, than the sulphide, have

come to sink so deeply into the body of the latter?

(3) The ore itself even in specimens taken from near the

periphery shows black spots scattered abundantly through it, and

which were originally crystals of olivine, now transformed com-

pletely to magnetite. This feature is plainly noticeable on

polished surfaces of the ore. Thin sectio"ns of the rock made from

specimens which have become nearly solid ore, also show this

phenomenon admirably. Plate II, No. 6, is an example of a few

olivine crystals which have been changed to magnetite and now

he in a matrix of pyrrhotite. Examples like this seem to indicate

pretty strongly that what is now ore was at one time a peridotite

of the same nature as the rock about twelve feet from the contact.

(4) The pyrrhotite is seen to be eating its way through the

matrix of the serpentine, extending from one place to another in

bunches of dust-like particles, and eventually occupying all the

space in the interstices of the crystals. (Plate III, Nos. 1-4.)

(5) In other cases, veinlike stringers of pyrrhotite appear to

be worming their way through the matrix, replacing it, and form-

ing a network of ore. (Plate III, Nos. 5, 6, and Plate IV, No. 1).

(6) Often, the ore extends from the spaces between the

crystals into fractures and cracks in the latter (Plate IV, No. 2

and Plate III, No. 3). It is difficult to conceive how this could

be explained, if the ore were deposited before the alteration of the

rock.

(7) Frequent examples may be found of the ore replacing

part or all of an olivine crystal, and tending to produce a pseudo-

morph. (Plate II, No. 5, Plate III, Nos. 3 and 5.)

(8) Sometimes, the magnetite pseudomorphs, which have

resulted from the alteration of the olivine, have become partially

or wholly replaced by pyrrhotite.

(9) The serpentine rock is traversed by veinlets of asbestos,

The.se are numerous, as can be seen by examining the dumps at

the mine. Diie original peridotite during its alteration was under

fcrc&t expansional stress, owing to absorption of water to form

the hydrated .siHcat^es. Evidences of this stress are very common
in the way of faults and small fractures with slickcnsided surfaces.

These fractures, which are usually only of a couple of millimetres*

in thickness, are now the asbestos veins, mentioned above.
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Examples of these may l)e neen in Piute IV, Nos. 4-0. which are

from photogra])hs of ])olished surfaces. It is important to note

that in none of the causes examined was an asbestos vein seen to

cut through particles of pyrrhotite. On the other hand, in nearly

every case, small stringoi*s or veinlets of pyrrhotite run along the

sides of the veins and send slender offshoots in lx»tween tUc fibres

of the asbestos (Plate IV, Xos. 4-0). This .seems good proof of

the fact that the ore was an infiltration of later date than the

formation of the veins. It is also noteworthy that the rock is

much richer in ore in the proximity of these asbestos veins whose

walls seem to have afforded channels for the depositing solutions.

(10) Ore is seen to be replacing the secondary pyroxenic

material of the contact zone of the rhyolite, but has apparently

no effect on the aciilic constituents of the latter.

(11) The sharp definition of the wall, in the direction of the

rhyolite, is due to the absence of much basic material in this

rock, to be replaced by the solutions. Abundance of this in the

direction of the ser]x?ntine accounts for the position of the ore

and the presence here of only a "commercial" wall.

(12) If, as is believed, the rhyolite is an extrusion through

the ser]>f'ntine, the formation of the wall against which tho on*

rests is of later dat<* than the .solidification of the basic rock.

The sul})hides could not have been <leposited, therefore, until

after the ap|X'arance of the rhyolite.

The above evidence seems to point without doubt to the

origin of the ore-body by deposition from percolating sulphide

waters. The genesis of the nickel cont<*nt of thi' ore may bo

difficult to establish, but the analysis of the s<*qKMitine .shows

the presence of small amounts of N'iO (0».VJ%). \Vheih»»r lh<»

nickel was leached from this rock, or brought in solution from

other parts is not the purpose of this papor to investigate.

\. llIK OllK.

Thf ore itself, in n'S|x»ct of the ndationships existing U'lwt-en

the different constituent minerals, makes a very int4'resting sub-

ject of study. The percentage of nickel is high, and an average

.sample as.sayed 7'()S%. This immediately suggested the pO'sence

of |x*ntlandite. Iii*sort wjvs made U) metallography, and several

44 •
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s{x^ciniens of the ore polished* (1), and then etched by immersion

for one-half minute in a boiling solution of HCL (1:1). Photo-

graphs of some of the results obtained are given on Plate V (Figs.

1-4). Chalcopyrite and magnetite are distinguished by their

colour on the polished surface, the former being a rich brass-

yellow, and the latter a dull steel-gray. Only a very little chalco-

pyrite was detected, and a chemical analysis of some specimens

gave no copper. Magnetite is present as an original crystalliza-

tion, and shows cubic outlines. Etching brings it out strongly

in relief.

The most important information gathered from the etching

is with regard to the large amount of pentlandite seen in some

specimens. The composition of this mineral as given by Dana* (2)

is: Sulphur, 36-0; iron, 42-0; nickel, 22-0. This no doubt

accounts for the high percentage of nickel found in the Alexo ore.

The almost unetched, delicately pitted surface, and the light

bronze colour of this mineral serve to distinguish it clearly from

the severely attacked, irregularly pitted pyrrhotite from which

the former stands out in marked relief. Under the microscope,

the p}Trhotite is seen as fairly large grains between and around

which occurs the pentlandite. This is seen chiefly in the form

of stringers and vein-like masses (Plate V, No. 3), which often

continue in the same direction for a distance of half an inch to an

inch. More often these veins are shorter and jog irregularly here

and there. They even penetrate the grains of pyrrhotite, evi-

dently along lines of weakness. From the examination of such

facts as these it is necessary to conclude that the pentlandite was

deposited at a later stage than the pyrrhotite.

Magnetite, distinguished by its steel grey colour, both on the

pohshed surface, and on the etched surface (being unattacked it

stands in relief with the pentlandite) seems to have been about

the earliest formed constituent of the ore. It is found usually

as octahedral sections (Plate V, No. 4) or as almost perfect octa-

hedrons, the surrounding pyrrhotite in which they were embedded

l>eing dissolved away. Traces of gridiron structure may be

noticed iinrlf r thf microscope.

(1) \Vm, Camp^x;il: "Th(3 Microscopic Examination of Opaque Min-

erab," Econ. fiool., Vol. I, No. S, 1906, p. 751.

(2) Dana "Text-book of Mineralogy," p. 293.
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Chalcopyrite, as mentioned above, is only present in small

amount. However, on the etclied surfaces under the microscope
small lenticular masses of it can be seen intimately associated

with the i>entlandite, and like the latter, remaining unetched.

Also, it occurs in capillary filaments usually found along the sides

of the small fractures between the grains of the pyrrhotite. It

is ver\' closely associated with the {x^ntlandite, and it is difficult

to say which of the two is the older.

These results are in close accordance with those obtained by
W. Campbell and C. W. Knight* (1) in their examination of speci-

mens from Sudbury, Ont., St. Stephen, N.B., the Gap Mine,

Penn., two Norwegian localities; and Sohland, Germany. The
order of deposition worked out by them is: (1) Magnetite; (2) sili-

cates; (3) ])yrrhotite; (4) jH-ntlandite; (5) chalcopyrite. The
order of deposition at the Alexo mine, as indicated in the for. 'oinir

description is: (1) Magnetite; (2) pyrrhotite; (3) })ent

and chalcopyrite. It is j)ossible that the chalcopyrite is hem also

younger than the ix?ntlandite, but the examination of the surfaces

etched did not justify the writer in drawing that conclusion.

The study of the ore specimens therefore tends to further

substantiate the theory of n'|)lacement for the origin of the

deposit. It is difficult to conceive of the sulphides as difTerintia-

tions from a molten magma, when they were as a matter of fact

deposited one after another, the younger ones occurring a.s vein-

like masses in the older.

\'I. Conclusion.

From the manner in which the ore occun* as a sheca-like nuMB

against the wall of rhyolite, and U'cause of the short distance in

which the change takes place from pure ore to puri' .seqK?ntine,

it is evident that the deposit wa.H formed thn)Ugh the agency of

aqueous, mineral-laden solutions. Any doubt«< on t'"- '.. .i>.t .in»

removed by the r.xamination of thin s«-ctionH, which .•<

of ore eating their way here and then*, ami gradually n»placing

the original rock constituents, particualrly the pyn)Xene and mica.

The source of the mineral-lx*aring solutions and that of their

*(1) C:ainplx>ll uiul Knifht: "On the MknMinMturr of Niekelifrrout

Hyrrhotito.H." FxK>n. (hh>I., Vol. II, No. 4, 1907. p. 3.V).
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mineral content must be largely a matter of speculation, but it is

a fact worthy of consideration that in the immediate vicinit}',

there are five exposures of a diabase rock, probably of post-middle

Huronian age. In Northern Ontario, the diabase almost without

exception carries traces of nickel, as nicolite or cloanthite; and

here at least is a possible origin for some of the nickel content.

It may be mentioned that the serpentine is well seamed with

small asb(stos veins of moderately good fibre; and also that it

contains a high percentage of chromic oxide (1«65%). In both

of the.^ respects, the rock simulates other occurrences of serpentine

in Northern Ontario.*

Special acknowledgments are due, amongst others, to Dr. W.
G. Miller, Toronto, who kindly afforded the writer the time and

means for the field examination in September, 1910, and to Mr.

C. W. Knight, Toronto, for information with regard to etching,

and for the use of thin sections of diabase from Northern Ontario,

for pur])o.ses of examination and comparison.

* Bureau of Mines Report, Lake Abitibi Area, M. B. Baker, 1909, p. 273.

Explanation of Plates.

Plate II (Nos. l-() are tbin .sections).

No. 1
.—Serpentine free of ore, showing crystals of chromite and outlines

of decomposed crystals of olivine. Ordinary light (x 20
diams.).

No. 2.—Pyrrhotite-serpentine, showing ore replacing the matrix between
idiomorphic crystals of olivine (now serpentine. Ordinary
light (x 20 diams.).

No. 3.—Same, .showing olivine crystals (x 20 diams.).

No. 4,—Same (x 20 diams.).

No. 5.—Same, showing pyrrhotite, gradually replacing the altered

olivine (x 20 diams.).

No. 0. —Same, showing olivine crystals, completely transformed to

magnetite: Sfjction represents nearly solid ore (x 20 diams.).

Platp III (No«. 1-0 are thin sf^ctions) (x 20 diams.).
Noe, 1 2.—Same, showing ore in dust-like particles (black) scattered

through the whit<} matrix.

No. 3.—Same, showing crystals of olivine, with ore eating its way through
fractures to centre of crvstal.
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So. 4.—Same, showing dust-like |)article.'< of ore (black).

No. 6.—Same, j^howing vein-like masses of ore; also partial replacement
of olivine crystals by pyrrhotite and F>entlandite.

Plate IV (Xos. 1-2 tire thm sections; No8. S-6 are polislied surfaoeis).

No. 1.—vSame, .-showing ore (black) in dust and veins (x 20 diamj<.).

No. 2.—Same, showing ore occupying a fracture in an olivine cn.-tAl
(x 20 (liams.).

No. 3.—Polishoii surface, showing not-work of ore (gray) eating its way
around crvstals of oiix-iiir (Mack) (x 7 diams.).

No. 4.—Same, showmg vein of a-l)ostos. with ore (gray) collected in

stringers along its side, and in Ix^lween the nbre^s (x 3 dianLs.J.

No. 5.—Same enlarged, showing well the vein-like nature of the ore (x 10
diams.)

No. (}.—Same (x 10 diams.)

Plate V.

No. I.—Etche<i surface of ore. shounng pentlanditc in vein-like mmamm .

No. 2.—ICtchcd surface of ore, dit** in vein-like maawcg .

Pyrrhotite is out of ! • d.

No. 3.—Same; black stringers is a tnicture ui the ore*.

No. 4.—Same shows pyrrhotite (etched), and cn'stals of magnetite
unetched and in relief.

No. 5.—Polished surface of Hossland rock, showing replacement by
pyrrhotite.
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THE CHARACTER AND POSSIBLE ORIGIN OF THE
GREEN DOLOMITES OF NEW ONTARIO.*

By N. B. Davis, School of Mining, Kingston, Ont.

In intimate association with the gold veins of the areas about

Lanlor, Night Hawk, Porcupine, and the Abitibi lakes, in Ontario,

and the north end of Opasatica lake, in Quebec, occur bands of

a bright green, rusty weathering, dolomite rock. It has been

described by various waiters as " serpentinized dolomite,^ "rusty

weathering dolomite,''^ "ferruginous dolomite or ankerite,"^

"silicified dolomite,"* etc., of Keewatin age.

During the summer of 1909 the writer acted as assistant to

Mr. M. E Wilson, of the Geological Survey of Canada, in a survey

of the Larder Lake district. Specimens of the bright green

carbonate, from the various bands in the vicinity, were gathered

with the object of investigating the mineral that gave the bright

green colour to the rock. The results of this examination tended

to di.'^prove the .sedimentary theory as to the origin of the })ands,

and hence the work was carried on to cover the origin.

Source of Material.

Besides the material gathered by the writer in the Larder

Lake area, Prof. M. B. Baker contributed a specimen from Abitibi

lake, and Mr. W. L. Uglow one from Night Hawk lake. From a

recent description of the Porcupine area, it appears that the green

dolomite of that district is similar to that of Larder lake. The

occurrence at the hf-ad of Opasatica lake is the same as that at

• Student rrifmU'rH* competition, 1911, awarded second prize.
' ' Prof. Hro<k, liureau of Mines, 1907, p.
' .Mr. .M. i:. Wii.Hon, Summarv, O.S.C, 1909, p.
* Mr. M. li. liaker. Bureau of Minen. 1909, p.
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Larder. In all probability it is a continuation of the band
exposed at the "Roddick Mine" on the north-<?ast ami of Larder

lake, the Keewatin being covered by Huronian sediments.

Dolomites in which the green mineral is developed, have been

reported from the Keewatin of Bolton and Sutton Townships, in

in Quebec/ from Aird island, at the mouth of the Spanish river/

Lake Huron, and from Matawachan Township, Renfrew county,

Ontario.^ The same green mineral is also found in the gangue

of a nickeliferous pyrrhotit<» from H\nnan township, Algoma
district.*

(lEOGRAPHY AND GENERAL GeoLOGY.

The accompanying map will show the general di.stribution

of the green dolomite in New Ontario and north-western Quebec

Ontario has been prospected more thoroughly than Quel)ec, and
hence four areas in which the green dolomite occurs, are known
in Ontario, and one in Quebec.

Accounts of the general geology of the occurrence of the

green dolomite will be found in the reports of the Geological

Survey and the Ontario Bureau of Mines.

III.—Abitiiii Lakes.

The deposits of gold in the rocks exposed on the shores an<i

islands of the Abitibi lakes, visited by Dr. Miller in 1906, and by

Prof. M. B. Baker in 19()9, are different in some rc8|)ects from

those dcscribv'd by Prof, lirock and Mr. Cole on I*arder an»l Nipht

Hawk lakes resjx'ctively. The chief re.sc*mblance is that the same

green mineral is found in some of the dejxjsits at Abitibi as that

in the deposits of the other two lakes. The green mineral occur'*

in thin bands of a silicified dolomite. The bands are much
sheared, and the gn'cn mineral is best develo|x*d along the

schistosity. See Fig. 2.

A re»port on the Porcupine district, by Mr. A G. liurruWM.

has just been published by the Ontario Bureau of Mines*

• Report G.8.C., Vol. XVI, p. 231 A.

» Am. Jr. So., Vol. 33, p. 2X4.

» Report O^.C, Vol. V.

' Hi.fu>rt r, SC. Vol. VI. p. 13 H.

* I\v.iiti.tli I{ifN>rt Out Miinnii of MinM. P&rt If. 1011.
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In the Feb. 15th. 1911, issue of the Canadian Mining Journal

Mr. John Stansfield, of McGill University, describes sections cut

from t>'pical rock specimens from the Porcupine district. The

sections described are much like those examined by the author

from I.ardor lake, but he makes no mention of chrome mica.

Grzen Dolomite JlR£n5.

PpyrROGRAPHY.

No. 1.—Typical section of the green dolomite from the R^d-

difk Mine, north-ea-st arm, Lardnr lako. The oarbf)nate is a



\

ll.
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mixture of calcite aiul dohjiiiito .sli(»\viii;r no outward crystal form,
but good rhombohcdral cleava»a'. and wide twiimiiij^ baiuLs. The
grains, varying in size, show dissohition along the srhirtosity and
the spaces, thus foiTned, are filled with secondary quartz. The
quartz, in places, is full of little cleavage rhombs of carbonatf'

and long and sliort needles of a greenish to brown mineral, prob-

ably tourmaline. • In general, the mica is in shn-ds devidoi)ed

along the lines of schistosity; the individual shn-tls nn- not

large enough to be examined in detail. In places it is associated

with yellow six^cks of limonite. Pyrite. also is present in small

amount.

No. II.—Section from a sfK^cimen collected in the open cut

on the Harris-Maxwell claim, I^irder lake. Free quartz makes
up about 30*^^ '^f the nuiss. The list of the rock is madf up of

carbonate, probably dolomite, some basic feldspar, much decom-
posed, and plates and shreds of greenish mica full of needle-like

inclusions. Brown flakes of limonit<' uvr present along the

schistosity. Some pyrite is also present. A grain of chromite

was also observed surrounde<l by a collar of gnn^n mica (?). See

Hg. VI.

Xo. III.—Section from a sjx'cimen from the shon* of Night

Hawk lake. The section is much the same as No. 1 in com|x>-

sition. The carbonate d(x»s not show the same amount (»f shearing

nor does it show as abundant twinning, indicating a compositicm

more like dolomite* or magnesitc The mica occurs in very fine

sIuimIs throughout the whole s<(iion. The .quartz is mostly

secondary in character and full of inclusions of the carl>oiuite,

shreds of mica and shoin needles of the tournuiline like mineral.

The Mica

Microscopic.—The mica in the rock from the Harris-.Maxwell

mine is of two colours, white and green. The gn^en variety is so

mixed with white, in places, that it is hard to .'Separate them.

However, the white variety is not well <levelo|)ed. One small

crystal was found when* the green mica was an i."<omorphous

growth on a core of the white. S(»e F'ig. VII. Fig. VIII will

show the distortion the mica ha-s undergone by the shearing of

the rock. Some flaki-s that have escafX'd di^^tortion show a

distinct hexagonal outline.
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Microscopic.—Under the microscope the mineral has a slight

greenish tinge in thin section. It is not noticeably pleochroic,

but is full of minute needle-like inclusions, arranged in radiating

wheel-like structures, like the arms of a percussion figure. The
analysis of the mica indicates that they are probably titan iferous

tourmaline. The mica extinguishes parallel to the cross hairs

and an-^wers the other properties of muscovite mica. Figures

II and III show the inclusions and Fig. V, a mica shred.

Chemical Analyses.

Analyses of the samples from Larder, Night Hawk, and

Abitibi lakes resulted as follows:

—

A B C D
SiOj 30.63 36.90 44.06

TiO, 0.10 0.191

AI263 1.66 7.47
\

20.00

Cr^Os . . . 0.10 0.26
|

0.20

FeA 2.78 6.56
J

Feb . 3 . 12

MgO 12.98 18.47 7.45

CaO 26.02 8.02 7.48

MnO 0.09 Trace 0.07

Na^O 0.03 0.02

K/) 0.20 0.16

CO.,.. 24.31 17.58 15.10

H^r) 0.14 1.20 0.24

S 0.41 0.11 NiO=0.06
Boron Trace Strong

Test

Total 99.45 100.06

A. Analysis of .specimen from lieddick mine, Larder lake.

B. " " " Night Hawk lake.

C " " " Harris-Maxwell mine. Larder
lake.

D, Chromium .sr-.squioxide i>ercentage in the sample from
Abitibi.
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In the chemical work, the procedure given by Hillebrand in

U.S.G.S. Bull. No. 422 was followed. Time did not permit a
complete analysi.s of the last two named samples; onlytho.se
constituents, therefore, with a bearinjr on the origin were det4'r-

mined.

An analysis of the green mineral resulted as follows:

—

SiOj 43 34

TiO, 100
AI2O3 24.41

CrjO, . . 1.33

Feb /
^''^

MnO
CaO 90

MgO 4 96

LijO none

NejO 0.90

K,0 . 4.35

H,0 . 13. 2S

Boron . strong

Total 100 13

This analysis indicates, that the mineral is a chrome mica.
m

high in moisture and lime. Kvidently moi.'^tun- has replaced

some of the alkali and lime some of the ahimina. Iron i.'^ nearly

absent as in normal rnuscoviu*. The inclasions fuinish .<(»me

moi.sture, calcium, magnesium and titanium, and in all probabil-

ity the boron.

For compari.son, analyses of chrome mica similar to the

above, an* given. arrang<'(l in the order of the silica content. In

general it will l)e not<'d, that with the diTreas** in iMTCfnt of

alumina and chromium .se.s<iuit)xid<'. tlu-re is corresjxindinjr in-

crease in the percent, of lime.
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I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX.

SiO,
TiO.

42 21 43.34
1.06

24.42
1.53
0.40

5*90

4.96

43.72 45.49 45.68 46.17 46.50 47.95 55.35
0.18

Al,03
Cr.O,
Fe,0, ....
FeO
MnO

34 55
2.03

1 1.03

0.47
3.13

1

35.51
1.26
2.98

0.26
4.46
1.36

31.08
3.09
Tr.

34.17
0.84
2.35

29.71
3.51
2.03

'0.'90

37.20

34.45
3.95
1.08

25.62
0.18
0.63
0.92

CaO 0.51
3.36

0.27
3.84
Tr.

2.23
4.47
4.64

0.59
0.71

0.07

MeO
LijO
XajO
K,0
H,0
Boron

2.28 0.80 3.25
Tr.

i0.12
9.29
4 52

0.90
4.35
13.28

Stroner

0.39
S.88
3.68

0.90
9.76
5.85

10.40
5.42

1.30
7.90
4.70

. F

0.37
10.75

=0.36

0.12
9.29
4.52

Test

Total 100 13 100 13 102.46 100.04 98.50 99.52 99 . 30 100.93 100.13

Analysis xNo.I
" No. 11

\o. Ill

\o. IV

\o. \

No. VI
>< Xo. VII

—Chrome Mica from Maryland. U.S.G.S. Bull. 64.

—Chrome Mica from Larder lake, Ont. By the writer.

—Chrome Mica from Keewatin of Matawatchan township,
Renfrew County, Ont. G.S.C., Vol. V, p. 21 R.

—Chrome Mica from Aird Island, Lake Huron. Am. Jr.

Sc, Vol. 33, 18S7.

—Chrome Mica from Salm Chateau, Europe. Dana.

—Chrome Mica from Sysersk, Europe. Dana.

—Chrome Mica from Auro Preto, Europe. Dana.

Xo. VIII —Chrome Mica from Tyrol, Europe. Dana.

Xo. L\ —C'hrome Mica from Mariposa Co., California (Mother
Lode). Ann. Report, U.S.G.S., pt. I. p. 678.

Mr. R. G. McCoimoll reports a chromiferous muscovite mica

from .several places in the Yukon.

^

He also mentions its occurrence 300 miles to the north-west

of the above locality, and a^ain in a north-wostcrly direction in

a white dolomite about a mile and a half above Hunker creek, on

the Klondike river.

In nearly every case where the occurrence of chrome mica

has been reported, the holding rock has been described as a dolo-

mite or magnesite. Where it is not with dolomite or magnesite,

it is in the gangue of nickeliferous pyrrhotite, as reported from

Hyman town.ship, Algoma.'

' Hc-fwrt of fJ.S.C. Vol. XI, [,. !.-, R.
-' He[>ort of G.H.C., Vol. VI, p. 27 H.
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The Possible Origins.

Two possible origins for the green dolomiu- suggr-si ihenLselves.

The first is a sedimentary origin suggested by the wriu^rs of the

reports quoted in the first part of this paper. The second i- an

igneous origin suggested by the writer.

(A) Sedimentary Origin.

As no fossil remains am found in these highly metamorphoeed
Pre-Cambrian dolomites, the only eNadence we have to prove

them of sedimentary origin is the apparent conformity of the

bands with other bands thought to be of sedimentary origin. At

times they are conformable with sheared graphitic slates, soft

phyllites and a banded iron ore formation. The dolomitic com-

position might denote an altered limestone, but dolomites arc

knouTi to be, at times, derived by alteration from igneous rocks.

(B) Igneous Origin.

The rocks of the peridotite-pyroxenite group, classed by
H. W. Turner* under the name Perknitc, are known to occur

sometimes as dykes, sheets, laccoliths, and small intrusive stocks,

cutting or interbanded with Palaeozoic and younger rocks, asually

in a more or le.ss altered condition.

Under the proiKT metamori)hic agencies in thr zone of

weathering, {X'ridotites and pyro.xenites, or rocks of the jKTknite

group, are known to break down to serpentine, with the separ-

ation of calcite, magnesite and silica, as shown by the following

equations:

(1) 3CaMg (SiO,), -- 2H,0 + 3C0, = 3CaCO, + calciu* +
pyroxene HiMgjSijO, -H 4Si(),

serpentine -I- silica

(2) 2Mg,SiO« + 2H,0 + CO,- H,Mg,Si,(), -^ MgO),
olivine=«er]><*ntine -f- magnesite

.\ whole list of po.'^siblo changes might Ix' pi I as equa-

tions, but the above two illustrate the common « h i '

'Journal of (k'oI.. Vol.9. I«)l.

*S<-4> U.S.O.S.. Mono XLVII. TrratMc on MeUmorpbum.
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Serpentine, in turn, is broken up or desilicated as follows:

(3) H.Mg.SisO^ + 3CO2 = MgCOg + 2Si02 + H^O
serpentine = magnesite + silica

We have all gradations from fresh unaltered igneous rock to

the completely altered end product, made up of calcite, magnesite,

dolomite and a few secondary silicates such as talc and muscovite

mica. Pyroxenite-peridotite rocks and their first alteration

products have been described by several writers. An example

may be taken from the description of pyroxenite-serpentine areas

in the Dun Mountain district. New Zealand, by A. N. Finlayson

in Vol. 65, Q. Jr. G. S. The intrusive rocks are of Mesozoic age

and appear more or less conformable in highly tilted slates and

limestones.

The next stage is the alteration of the serpentine to the

carbonates, etc. An example of this is found in the serpentine

areas of the California Mother Lode, described ky F. S. Ransome

in U.S.G.S. Atlas, folio No. 63.

"Veins occurring in the serpentine area are character-

ized by conspicuous outcrops of massive white quartz. These

quartz masses, however, constitute but a part of the whole

vein, which may be 300 feet in width and usually consists of

a more or less schistose aggregate of dolomite, mariposite

(a bright green chromium mica), and talc. The quartz occurs

as intersecting stringers or great thick lenticular bunches in

this dolomitic mass, which is, without much doubt, an alter-

ation product of the serpentine adjacent to the original

fissure."

This serpentine is- reported to be of Tertiary age. A signifi-

cant fact is that both the serpentine and dolomite alteration

product i.s present, as well as the chrome mica.

i'ujtuming to the areas in New Ontario, large masses of

peridotite and serpentine have been reported as occurring in the

Keewatin on the east side of Lake Temiskaming,^ on the Montreal

river*, and on the shore of Abitibi lake.^

• M. K. VVil-ion in Ci.S.C, 1900. Map No. 1007.
' Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1909.
'Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1909.
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At the time these masses were intruded into the Keewatin
sediments (?) and volcanics, in all probability dykt*s and sheets

of the same material were formed by the molten magma forcing

its way along lines of weakiio^^s, e.g., bedding j)lanes of tho Keewatin
strata. In no case are the bands, now observed, of very grpat

width. The widest in the larder lake area is about 300 Uh-x

Along the north shore of Larder lake there are a aeries of bands

seldom over 50 feet wide. They are more or less local and pinch

out to the north-east and south-west. To the south of the lake

there is another well-ilefined band striking north-WfSt and .'«outh-

east. It is e.xposed on the Valentine claim in Skead *
'

*•

For the rest of it^ extrnt it i- oovon-d bv a h»avv «..

and cannot be traced.

The chemical composition suggests an altered basic rock.

The presence of nickel in the band at the Harris-Maxwell mine

and the general presrnce of chromium, rt'pl
'

in

the mica, is indicative f)f an igneous origin, i'li— "ii m u;- uxt-

book on "Rocks and Rock Mincml- " Vi.t- thr fMllnwinf' fu v^v

about dolomitic rocks and talc schi

"The talc schists undoubtedly represent material which

was sometines of igneous origin, peridotite, pyroxenite or

dunite, and sometimes of .sedimentary origin, -ic,

ferniginou.^^ marls, etc. It may not be possible I'l •m iuld

work, and an inspection of ^l*'- -'. ••im. n-. nl..nr. ntilts^ 'uded

by chemical analyst's and :

.
in

any given case, which origin th*» material had, and «om< • im. -

not even then. The presence of chromium, either in the

form of chromite or of secondar>' minerals derived from it,

such as Kammcrerite or f ' * (a variety of ^
'*

green from chromium), is i /«• of i«»^i"«»ii, .»r

that of much talc . . . . w .
on ti:

indicative of a sedimentar\' or

Summary of Points in Favour or Ionboub Orioim.

(1) Igneous rocks an* known to funn coiifonnabL" bands with

other rocks, in the form of silN. sheet-* and •!

(2) The h:isic igneous :

" wn to Ni. .iK d^wn \.i. -

silication) in the z^mi* of wrat n.-nu- \n •>iuipli»r silicates anil car-

bonates.
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(3) Chromium is a characteristic constituent of basic rocks,

especially ultra basic rocks.

(4) Nickel is present in finely divided form, only in igneous

rock.

(5) Comparison with other areas gives some idea of the

changes that go on to produce a rock such as the green dolomite.

(a) Peridotite-p3'roxenite rocks of the Dun Mountain areas,

New Zealand, altered to dunite and serpentine. (Meso-

zoic.)

(b) Serpentine of the California Mother Lode altered to

magiiesite, ankerite, dolomite, silica and chrome mica.

(Tertiary.)

(c) Completely altered serpentine to massive magnesite and
chrome mica, reported by R. G. McConnell from the

Yukon. (Age not noted.)

Conclusion.

The changes a rock of the peridotite-pyroxenite group

undergoes to the final stage, where all the original minerals have
been desilicated, have been followed in examples of rocks consid-

erably younger than the Keewatin. It follows, then, that we
could expect the same kind of rock, of Keewatin age, to be en-

tirely changed, especially where it occurs in narrow bands. On
the whole the evidence points more towards an igneous origin

than toward a sedimentary one.

Explanation of Figures.

Figs. II and 111.—Microphotos of the inclusions in the mica.

Figs. IV and IVa.—Microphotos of the section from the

Harri.s-Maxwell band. Shows pseudomorph of calcite and quartz.

Fig. V.—A bit of mica in the same section.

Fig. VI.—Chromite altering to the green mineral. Also

showH needles of tourmaline in quartz.

Fig. VII.—Flake of mica showing i.somorphous growth of

thfc green on white.

Fig. VIII.—Contorted Mica Crystal (polished surface).
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Fig. IX.—A crystal of the mica.

Fig. X.—Polished surface, showing the mica along the

schistosity.

Fig. Xa.—Same surface as X after IxMng etched by cold dilute

hydrochloric acid.

Fig. XI.—Polished surface showing the green mica (dark),

quartz, and specks of gold in the quartz. (I^ddick mine.)

46
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Cirkel, Frit^: Discussion by on the As-

bestos Deposits of the New England States

117-123, 130, 134

Clapp, C. H 389

Clark, J. M.—
Appointed to draft mining law 6-15

Clarke, Dr. F. W.—
Quoted, on composition of serpentine 107

Metamorphism of magnesian mineralslOS

Classifying

—

Paper on. by Cox-Gibbins-Porter 490-557

Clay(s)—
Canadian resources, note by Adams .... 8

Canadian products of 24. 25, 27

Yale Dist., B.C., note by Camsell 608

Clay and Shale Deposits of the Western Pro-

vinces of Canada (RiES) 351-394

Clay-belt'

—

Northern Ontario 657

Clay-iron Ores

—

.Mattagami River. Ont 303, 304

Clay Ironstones

—

Canadian occurrences, notes by Willmott

245, 246

Great Britain 228

Vancouver Island, B.C 245

Claybum, B.C.—
Clay deposits at 389

Claybum Hrick Co.. (/laybum, B.C.

—

Pror)orties of 389. 390

(;iayoquot Sound. Vancouver Island. .332

Ciementsport Dist., N.S.

—

I ron ores 253

Clergue Tp., N. Ontario

—

I'ormation in 658

Cleveland, Great Britain

—

Iron resources 221

Cleveland Tps., Richmond Co., Que.

—

Slate 150

('lititon Iron Ores

—

Notes by Nason 260, 205

Origin of 470
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Iron resource? . 223
Coal—

Alberta, statistics ( 1910) 57. 58
Briquettes. Alberta production (1910) 57
British Columbia production (1910) 58
Canadian production. 1909-1910, 24. 25. 27

Canadian stati.xtics. not<»s by McLeish 'AH

Canadian undeveloped resources of. pajK?r

by Dovkling 32&-346
Knaery pit. Reserve. C.B.. paper by Bur-

land 639-656
First aid in mines, paper by Graham

347-350
Grand Lake, New Brunswick 44

Mine explosions. N. America (19(X)-1910)

89 90
Pyrite in 311

Saskatchewan statistics (1900-10) 57

Yale Dist.. B.C 599. 600. 608-610
foal Creek Coalfieid. N B 342
( "oal-<lust

—

Note by McEvoy iVI

Coal gantry

—

Wabana Iron Mines 297

Coal gas

—

Note by McEvoy 64

Coal Mines Regulation Act (British Colum-
bia) 348

Coal Washing

—

Pyrito 311

Cobalt—
Ontario proiluction of (1910) 51, 5:i

Percentage of. in ore*. Cob.ilt di»«t . 624. 6.34

Price 624

Yale Dist.. EC 607

Cobalt Central Silver .Mini-. < oi.ult. Ont.

—

Concentrator at .631
Cobalt Di.Htrict. Ont —

(WHjIuKy and mine* of. paper by Ilore 612

Govt. ins|)cction of claim* in

Ore dcpositji. origin of

Ores, average value n(

Power, price of

Silver prrMluction (1004-1010)

Silv.T ' T'lit

Cobalt H
Plant of

Cobalt I.«ke. CohaJt. Ont

Formation at

Cobalt Oxide

Price

Cobalt Power ('*>

PUnt of

Cottut Mining Hmtrirt. h'
Orr prn<liir«ii>ti ( 19|0t

|',,..|m ::it' i..:r,. .

( o.til K.kdi;-' ii.-ittiolilli

576

625

623

52

636

52

6.30

018,619

.Vi

59

508

Cochrane. Alta.

—

Shale b«ds at . 385
Cochrane, Bow Rivar, Alta.~

Clays of J52

Co«yman.<4 FormatioD

—

Catskill Mt , N Y. 474

Coke—
.\ll)erta production (1910^ 57

Blai^t furnace practice, in' <j# 267
British Columbia produc .S8

Canadian iron induiitr>' .4

Iron fumac<»!« _'.i5

Statistics .t9. 40
Coking Conl

Nicola Dist . B C 609
Cold Spring Home. Canboo Dtst^ B.C. S34
<'ole. Arthur .\.-

Klection as Councillor JZ

Min ref .,70

(W)leman. Alta

Coal resourre* 340
ShaleM at 387

< ojinuin Coalfield .\lln MS
< oNtiiiii. Dr A P

C^uoteil on "AJexo Nickel Deposit"

666. 667

Min ref 173

Coleman Tp.. Nipt-.nu. ' '"i 627

Col>r<|ui<l HdU. Cuml»rrland Co., SJS —
Iron formation --Vl

CoIrndKc. Alta

Shalon at 'A

Collins. W H .6

CoUinji (iulch. Tulam«<«>n. H C
Coal at 331

Shale* nt -187

Columbia

—

Inin ore re»ourrr- .M

Colonial Cbpper Co. Cape D'Ur. Ua> of

Fundy 316

Colonial >e. Cobalt, Ont.—
Concrti' . . 631

Comman»-KrectM>\-Ul»-llarTiult Prijr

Judgrv' awanl
Company of the Huodrod Aaodat«*

Chart4>r grantMi to

Comprr—or—
J*. M <

Con, II '

(lays at.

Coalft<4d

Caucaaus. R
Inm

C«»neenlrati>»

c. • •

Coft

(. ful

Ta ^.•6

« >n\ , *TUue» uj
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Concentration (see also Magnetic Conceu-

tration and Ore Dressing).

Cobalt Dist.. Ont 52

practice 631

Galena 533, 534

Iron Ores, Notes by Nason 270

Screening and classifying for, paper by
Cox, Gibbins, and Porter 490- 557

Standard Mine, Silverton, B.C 214

Concentration (natural) —
Keewenaw Range. Mich 319

Congo

—

Iron resources 227

Conglomerate(s)

—

Keewenaw formation 319, 323

Dome Mine, Porcupine Dist., Ont. . . .177

Mattagami River, Ont 303

Coniagas Silver Mine, Cobalt, Ont.

—

Development, 1910 628

Concentrator at 631

Ores of 622

Production (1910) 52, 636

Connell Claim, Porcupine Dist., Ont. (see

Rea Mine).

Conner, M. F. 359

Conrad Min. Div., Y.T.

—

TeUuride ores 1S9, 191, 192

Conservation

—

Canada 11

Iron, notes by Adams 231

Contact Metamorphism

—

Asbestos 107

Conveyor

—

Wabana Iron mines 293

Conveyor Belts

—

Asbestos in manufacture of 116

Copper

—

Briti.'-h Columbia production (1910). . .58

Bingham, Utah 438

Canadian production, 1909, 1910. .24, 27

notes by McLei.sh 30
Concentration of 499 et seq.

Deposits of native, paper by Lane. . . .316

Export«. 1910 31

In matte. Sudbury Dist., Ont 55
OnUrio production (1910) 51, 54
Price flOIO) 55
Q^e^M.c production 47
Hlag.x. metal Iommjh in 487-489
W. Fork of the Kettle River, B.C.. 211
Yale Di»t., B.C tiOO, 603, 605

0>X'\y"-T niff. Ont.—
.'il v<T refinery .53

' -'-ek, Kainloope I>ake, B.C.

—

'>re<» on 005
le River. Hxulaftn Bay

—

C'tT.r.fr •,

»

32,5
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Copper Mt. Camp, Similkameen Div., B.C.—
Copper deposits in 603

Copper pyrite

—

Concentration of 530
Copper Queen Mine, Bisbee, Arizona

—

Cave deposit at 465
Earthquake, effect of 79

Ore-bodies at 401
Coquihalla River, Yale Dist., B.C 600
Cordilleran Region

—

Iron resources 223
Cordova (or Belmont) Gold Mine, Hastings

Co., Ont .*. 52

Corea

—

Iron ore resources 226
Corkill, E. T.—

Election as Councillor 23

Min. ref 171. 631

Cornwall, England

—

Tin occurrences in 396, 445

Corocoro, Bolivia 316

Corundum

—

Canadian production 27, 38

Ontario production (1910) 51

Quebec 10

Corundum Hill, North Carolina —
Dunite 127,128

Olivine 129

Coste, Eugene

—

Discussion by, on Earthquakes in Mines 82

Views on Branches of Institute 66

Costigan Coalfield, Alta 336, 340

Costs

—

Asbestos mining and milling 132

Mining, Cobalt, Ont 635

Power, Cobalt Dist 52

System, Wabana iron mine 288

Transportation, W. Fork of Kettle River,

B.C 210

Council of Institute— .

Report, 1910 12-22

Cow Bay, Cape Breton Co., N.S 344

Cowichan Coalfield, Vancouver Lsland

329, 335

Cowles, E. P 656

Cowles Brothers

—

Zinc smelting, experiments of 486

Cowley, Alta.

—

Shales at 378

C'ox, J. R.: A Study of the Comparative

Efficiencies of Certain Methods of Screening

and Classifyinff Fine Material, and a

Comparison of Screened with Classified

Feed on the Wil/ley Table 490-557

Cretaceous

—

Shales, occurrences of. Western Canada
367

Yale Dist.. B.C 598, 608
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Cripple Creek. Col., U.S.A.—

Cruslification at 457

Gold tellurides 16y

Croatia. Hungary

—

Iron resources 219
Crosby. Prof. W. 478
Crustification

—

Definition of term -lot

Cro«i8 fibre .\5*be.Mtos

—

Notes by Dillcr •.»4, 97
\ orrnoMt, r.S.A ll.i

Crowfoot. liow River. Alta 340. 378
Crown-Chartered Mines. Porcupine Dist.,

Ont 205
Crown Rej»erve Silver Mine. Cobalt. Ont.

—

Mining oosts and profito of ftif)

Production (1910) M
Crow's Nest Coalfields. E. Kootcnay. DC

330. 335
Crow's Nest Pass District. Alberta

—

Coal statistics (1910) "^7

Crushing

—

Asbestos-bearing rock. i»aiK*r by I orn-y

138 147

Iron ore. Wahana. Nfld. 296

Cr>'stal8

—

Chemical Alteration of 397

Criterion of rcplaccmonf '>r..-t»<Kliefi

428. 461

Pyrite. Rold in 170

Crystalline limestone

—

AslH'stos in 122. 130

Crystallization—
A.fix's tor* 121

Cuba

—

Iron ore resource* < 223. 230

Cumberland (.^unty, N.8.^
C<»al resource* 344

Cynni<iinK

—

C<»balt. Ont., silver ore* ft.'i<

Cyclone—
Note* by Torrey 139

N<)tes by \V«>oli»ry 147

Cypre<"S Mill" S:i«k -itirl Alia

Coal at 3 1

1

CxMlRfUl <27

Cyprus -

Asbentnii de|x>nit.'-. n<»tr!> by firWil IIH

D

nttkotti Kormiiiion -

Pembinn Itivrr. Man
Dale, T NeliM»n

Clajutifiratinn of Hlalen

Daly. Dr H A
Danville. Que —

8l»t«

3A7

1 .V»

J'«,'»

. 151

•Slate quarr>-. Shi[>ton Tpw . Q .

150. 154. 158
Dark Room

—

Description of for field photography .VM
Darton. N. H.—

Report on geolocy of Ca«per, Wyoming 06
Dar\*'in, Sir (leome

—

Quoted on earth movempnt* "«7

D.^VIM. N. H : Thr rharari

Origin of the (Irtrn Doton. ;-

tario '.rs 680
Dawson. YT.-

Coolfidd 328
Dawson. Dr. G. M.—

Min. ref 590.806
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Trllurium-ronlntning Orea ... . 203
In-JL-M- River. Liarti River. BC and Y.T.—

("<jaIon. .131
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I >«Tkhmd

—

Wabana iron minm ' ."Jrt

I>o<>r C'rv«rk. <ru«prr. Wj-omin. V»6

' Mr 632
I IV. Pn.f K

\ lewd on in»n re«ervr»« oi the worid 234
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Ot 634
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Grand Canyon. Ariz 99

Hydrocarbons in 324

Mattagauii River. Ont oOO

\ermont, U.S.A 110

Diadem Ixxle, Meadow \'alley. Cal 443

Diagranii^s)—
Wilfley Table 527

Dickinson, Dakota. U.S.A.

—

Fire-clay at 377

Dickson. Dr. C. W.—
Quoted, on origin of Sudbury nickel de-

p>osits 667

DidsbuHk'. Alta.

—

Shale beds at 385

Dill Dist., Germany

—

Iron resources 222

DiLLER. J. S.: The Types and Modes of

Occurrence of Asbestos in the United

States 93-106

Diorite

—

Casper. Wyoming 96

Dirt Hills Cypress Hills, Sask.—
Iron ore 247

Shales of 372
" Discovery'"

—

Minerals, law respecting 575

Ontario law respecting 585

Dusseldorf. (iermany

—

International .Mining Congress,. ... 15, 16

Dividend .Mine, near Portland, S. Dakota

—

Banded ore bodies at 435

Dividends

—

Cobalt Dist. mines 52. 53. 635

Dog Lake, Yale Dist., B.C 597

Dolomites

—

New Ontario, character and origin of. .

678-689

Structure of, notes by Irving 444

Dome Gold Mine, Porcupine, Ont 52

Notes by Burrows 204

Notes by Hore 174, 177, 179

I>oininion (.k>al Co., Glace Bay, C.B.

—

No. 10 Colliery of, paper by Burland . .

639-656

Dominion Iron A: Steel Co.

—

Mines at Wabana 275
I>ominion Nickel-Oipper Co.. Suflbury Dist.

Ont 54

Donnelly. John

—

EI<?ction ail Councillor 23

Donellyn. S. Australia —
Iron rcwourroi. 225

f^wjkin, Hiram

—

Iteport. Nova Scotia mineral in<lu.Mtry . 43

l)</r • < o.. Que.

—

"it* 155
»'- r— 632
Dn

I .^<-ini. Nanaimo, B.C.. 329

PAGE
DouGL.\s. Du. J.\MEs: Earthquakes in Mines

75-83

DowLi.VG, D. B.: The Undeveloped Coal

Resources of Canada 326-346

Discussion by, on Photography for Mining
Engineers and Geologists 571

Ref. to, report by, on Belly River form-

ation 362

Dredging for Gold-
Yale Dist., B.C 600

Dresser, John A.: On the Slate Industry

in Southern Quebec 149-161

Discussion on the Asbestos Deposits of the

New England States 125, 129

Views on origin of serpentine. .' 109

Drift Deposits

—

Porcupine Dist., Ont 203

Drilling (see also Boring).

Cobalt Dist., Oat 629

Wabana Iron Mines, Nfld 283

Drummond Silver Mine, Cobalt, Ont.. .636

Drummond Co., Que.

—

Iron ore 252

Slate 154

Drummond Mines, Ltd.

—

Iron Mine.Bathurst, N.B 252

Drusefs)—
Notes on, by Irving 455

Drowning Man's Ford, Alta 365

Dry Creek. W. Fork of Kettle River, B.C.

210

Duck Mt., Man.—
Formation at 357

Dunderland, Norway

—

Iron resources 221

Dulieux, E.

—

Election as Councillor 23

Dulton, Ont.—
Petroleum 40

Dun Mts., New Zealand

—

Serpentines of 686, 688

Duncan, M. C, Wallace Mt., Yale Div.

B.C 210

Duiidonald Tp., Onl.—
Nickel 657

Dunite

—

Analyses 128

Eastern Tps., Que 125, 126

Notes by Kemp 136

Dunmorc, Alta. (see Coleridge).

Dun.sinane, King's Co., N.B.

—

Coal mining near 342

Dutch Colonies

—

Iron ore resources 22i, 226

Dyke(.s)—
A»bcHt^)M in. . .

... 102

CaHpcr, Wyoming 97

Standard .Mine, Silvcrton. B.C 212
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^^allace Mt.. Yale Div . B.C

E
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208. 209

Elagle Creek, Tulameen Rivor. H C —
Asbestos occurrence. . . ftO?

Earth-
Density 87

Earthquakes

—

Recording ,S4

Earthquakes in Mines (Douglas). . .75-81

Discussion (Docglas. Coste) 81-83
Earthquakes, Strains and Stresses in Re-

lation to Mine Explosions (Deni»on)84-92
Earth-waves—
Gas escapement due to .. .02

Speed of HI -87

EasI Broughton, Que.

—

Notes by Diller U8
Extern Canada Smelter Co., Wecilon. Que.

49

East Huell Lovell Tin Mine. Comwull. Knic.

JO.".. Aim

Eastern Tps., Que.

—

Iron ores 232
Slate industry. (Miper by DreMier.l49-16>'i

Eastern Townships* Branch of Institute

Meeting 71

Economic (••ologj

—

Clinton iron ore*. . JM
Cobalt Dist.. Ont •ij.'i

Pai*er by Irving on I{«'i)l;n<Tn«'m i>tr-

bo.lii> ;»95 471

Porcupine dtst.. Ont.. paper by Hurn>M>
20.1 21)6

\\ Kork of Kittle Hiver. BC 2tJ7-211

Wubaiui. Nfld 277

Yale Dist . B.C .')W»

Eldiiton, T. A.

—

Views on uaea of tellurium |h7

Edmonton. Alta. -

Clay occurrencei* at t.»2. viAA

Wluib-^ and rhiy!* ni

* E<luiont«Mi li**<l.n"'
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t^O pt
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Elba. Italy-
Iron rr»K>urr*» 2lfl
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Elect nr Railway

Kinina. Swcflen 233
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Iron, ootr by Na^m 271

Iron. DOtas by De I^unay 2.t4

Zinr, pap*>r bv IngalN 47tf 4Sfl

i-;i- ^ - .1

Elect riral Power

—

Wabana iron minen. Nfld 297
Electrolysis

—

Zinc, note* by Inicalls . . 480
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Klk I^kc. Ont -

Silver pnxluciiim 836
Elk RiN-er Coidfidd. Crow's Nwt. B.C. .

330. 335
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Sliolcs at 387
EU.H. Dr. R. W.--
Min ref SW
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lao

Elsden. Dr. J. V
ViewH on pyrite and mamuule 313. 314

Ely. Neva«U. T S A —
Replacement ore-bodicit at 438

Emerson, B. K.

—
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Emer>- pit. Dominion No. 10 CoUtcry. (ilaee

liay. C B -
Paper on. by Burland 6S9-668

Emmons. Dr. H. K.

—

Quotoil on replacement orr-bodias
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Enderby. B <

'

C.Kilat 808.610
Engineer MioM. Taktt Arm. AUio. B.C.

—

• 190. 192
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BC
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,

l.irt.-d nnt«« by Kemp 477
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"
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Europe

—

Iron resources 216. 217. 2 IS 222

Eustis Mining Co.. Eustis, Que 49

Evans Buddie 491

E\-ans, W 69

Explosions {see also Mine Explosions)—
Coal mines 64

Explosives

—

(lo\-t. testing of. at Pittsburs 63

Wabana iron mines. . 2S0

Fairview, B.C.

—

Gold Mining 601

Fault (s)—
Cobalt. Ont 619, 621

Notes by Irving on 446

Wabana. Nfld 279

Feed Sole

—

Notes on, by Cox 501

Federated Canadian Mining Institute

—

Organization 5

Feldspar

—

Canadian production(1910) 27

Ontario
"

(1910) .51

Ferrier, W. F.: Discussion by, on Asbestos

Deposits of the Xew England States. . . 134

Discussion by, on Canadian Tellurium-

containing Ores 201,202

Discussion by, on Photography for Mining
Engineers and Geologists 567, 573

Discussion by, on The Slate Industry in

Southern Quebec 161, 162

Fernxlolomite (see also Dolomite)—
Porcupine Dist.. Ont. 174. 1H3

Vp rro-manganew?

—

ImprjrtH ;i5

Ferruginous Dolomite (sec Dolomite).

Kield. B.C —
(Tay« at :5SS

Fmrh. J. A. 212

Fmckhy. L.

—

Quoted, on metamorphifm of serpentine

107
Kifi!riy«on, A. N 6H6
FinLind

—

Iron on? rtwourep?. 220
Fir-
West Fork of Kettle Fliver, IW 208
YaJeDi^t.IU .-..,7

Firr-rUv -

Col-
, .iOO

r>«r' n -k :{7.->

Firtt Aid: IIn Helation In fonl Mining
(Ghaham) 347 3.50
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Fissure Veins

—

Asbestos in. notes by Ciikel 119

Cobalt Dist., Ont 616
Copper in 321

Metasomatic processes in 399
Notes on. by Irving 407, 455, 456

Standard Mine, Silverton, B.C 212
Wallace Mt., Yale Div., B.C 208

Fissuring

—

Effect of earthquakes 80

Fi%-e ^lile Creek, Similkameen Kiver, B.C.-

Copper ores at 604

Flagstone

—

Quebec production 47

Flashlight photography 565

Fleming Coal Seam, Stellarton, N.S 343

Flood-plain Clays 352

Edmonton, Alta 355

Flooring

—

Asbestos 117

Fluorite

—

Black Hills, South Dakota 456

Molecular volume 466

Fluorspar

—

Canadian production, 1910 27

Ontario
" 1910 51

Flynn, F. N 623

Foothill!^. Red Deer, Athabasca Dipt., .\lta.

Coal rosources 340

Ford Pit Coal Seam, Stellarton. N.S.. . .343

Fording River Coalfield, E. Kootenay, B.C.

330

Forest Reserve

—

Prospecting in Ontario 583, .584

Fort Arthur, Hudson Bay

—

Iron ores 248

Fort Norman Coalfield, Mackenzie Dist.,

B.C 327, 328

Fort Steele Div., B.C.—
Ore production (1910) 58

Producing mines 59

Tellurides 190, 19S

Fos.sils

—

.Mattagjimi River, Ont 301

.Molecular replacement recognized by. 440

Pseudomorphism of 398

Reserve, C.B 640

Four-mile Creek, Siocaii Luke, B.C 214

Fowler, S. S.

—

M. ref 197

France

—

Iron ore resources 218

notes by Adam.s. . 229

J'ig iron production 237

I'ranklin Dist., Yukon. .

Iron ores 248

Eraser River, B.C fiOO

Toal on '^-''^
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Waimna iron min<— 292

(.)re-brwik.i "

—

Definition of 413

Ore I)e|MN>ition

A.-.l)«>,.t<M« 118. 137

|M|>rr by DtUer 94. 106
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Ore I)ep(Mtit« —
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|{r|iln<*ement. |in|H*r by Irving 395. 471

Purrupine Dut , Ont , Origin 178

Renulting from weathering of dunite 1 20

Ore DmMing

—

Screening and claaaifying fine material.

(laper by Cox, Gibhooa A Porter. .490.

SS7

Ore Shipmrntji

—

Standarxi Mine. Sil\-ert(in. BC. 214

Orforil Tp . Sherlirtioke, Co.. Que —
SUte 153

Ori»kanv Iron On>»

.n 200
<• Phul<tgra|ihy (m« Uocbro-

matir Ph<iltigniphy)

OMjyouM I.akr. Om>-u(M M. U . B C —
Telluridee 190. I»*

Owyooa Mlalm DIrWoo. B.C. AM
TeUuride* . 1117. 190. 195

OtiMwn Co
, Que.—

In»n <»rr» . 148

Ouray. t'iA . U M A -

Ore dr|t>Miit* n»^»r 416. 404
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—

Iron resources 21S

Oxidization

—

Lake Superior C"opp>er deposits 323

Paint (?)—
Asbestos in manufacture of 116

Palaeozoic

Mattagami River. Ont 299

PaUi.-ter coalHeld. .\lta 336, 340

Parapara, New Zealand

—

Iron resources 225

Pape Zinc Process 481, 484

Paper

—

Asbestos in manufacture of 116

Parks. Dr. W. A —
Quoted on geology of Cobalt, Ont.616, 625

Minor ref 171

Parsnip River, Peace River, B.C.

—

Coal on 334

Pasayton River, Tulameen River, B.C.

Coal bearing formation 608

Paskapoo Formation

—

Edmonton, Alta 377

Patent (see also Title)

—

Ontario mineral property 586

Paxton Iron .Mine, Te.xada Island, B.C.. 244
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M. D., B.C.—
Tellurides 190, 198, 202

Peace River, Alta and B.C.

—

Coal 326

Peace River crjalfield, Alta . 332, 335. 338
Peach Bottom. Pa., U.S.A.

—

Roofing Slate, analysis 155

Peat-
Canadian production, 1910 27

Ontario production (1910) 51

Peel River coalfield. Mackenzie 327
Pelmatic Tyr>e of Iron Deposit

—

Notes by Willmott 241 et seq.

PeUy River coalfield. Y. T 328
Pembina (x>al Co.. Ltd., Entwhistle, Alta.

—

339. 340, 3H0

Pembina Shaleti 357
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Shale depositu 389
PcN'UALE. J J. LHacuitnon on The A^etitoH

Depontt of the Srw England Slates
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niajrmin, K.-i.-^tem Tpj-.. Branch 71
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—
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P.\OE
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—

Catskill Mts., N.Y 475
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—

Iron resources 225
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—

Casper, Wyoming 93
Metamorphism 107
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Perknite 685
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—
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—

Asbestos 128
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—
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—
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Petroleum

—
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Eruptions of 83

Exhaustion of gas, in Ontario 56
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Statistics 40

Stoney Creek, N.B 46

Petzite (.see also Tellurides)

—
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—

Notes by Irving 445, 461
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—
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Phosphate (see Apatite).

Phosphorous

—
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Pictou County. N.S

—

C-oal resources of

Pierre Formation —
Manitoba, western portion.

Pierre .Shaleii

—

Analyse?

Pig Iron

—

Bounty on

Canadian prixJuctiou, 1909. 1910

24. 27. 33

Export**. 1910 34

Manufacture, notes by Nason 261

Ontario pnxluction. 1910 51.55

Production. lSOO-1909 230

Statistics (18.S7-1909) 2:J6. 2.37
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—

Shales near iO^l

Pine—
Yale Di.>.t.. B C. 597

Pine River coalHeld. B.C. and Alu 3:)2. 3.35

Pinto. Man.

—

Shales at i71

Pinto Coal & Brick Co . I'into. .Man. .''.71

Pitkavatit.x, I'inland —

In>n resourrra 220

Pitt..*l>urK. Pa.. U.S.A.—
Bureau of Mine- i2

Placer tJoKi—
Briti-Kh Columbia prmluctiun. 1910 28. 58
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Iron Hill Mine. I^ l\-ille. Col . C S A 410

Old Jor.ijin Minf. HifiKhiim. Ctah 4.39

Prnobxot .Mine«, ."vjijth Dakota 104

Tunni-1. B<^>nan£u Mini-, Alaska 411

Welcome Mm.- HI .. U HilN 4(M

Plaater—
Anbestoa 116
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Pro«lurtion. 1 ulauic<«n UiV., B.C. 600

Vale I)ii»t . BC eOO. 606

Pneumatic Drill Tof»l4T 28rJ

Poland—
Iron rej«ourreii 220

Pontiac Co., Que
Iron orw 252

Pontiac-Abitibi Mininn < <• -''*

Poota Ihnt . ltu>Miia

N'olranir activity **3

I'ornipinr I)ii»t , (>nt

l)..l..inite «i7s

(•old mioinx ''-'

N*ot«« by Adama ^

Cairnr* 200
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r. . •'>»ii. on gr<'l«»IL> "•. -W •**

i! . 171 184

I'nrTuinne <ioU yifwo o/ S'orlkrm <>alar»«*
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Porcupine Lake. Alcona, (hit 301

<H»ld diacowrim 171

Porpliyr> —

LeadviUe. Col . Alt«ration of 445. 460
PortaRo la Prairie, Man.—

( I." \- '^x-curraneca at ;iM
IV,

-.- ..I :m
Porter. Dr J. BoMaAU.: .1 Slwdg a/ tkt

Comparaiit* Efieiencif* ' '— --n ii^tk-

od» of Sertmino and '

<j Ftm*
V ,' 4j CoMp<i n«W

; Feeit on ^*J0

4WU 557
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Hon Prt^idcnl Mr<;iU M-.ur 71

\'ot«« of thanlm to 67

Port Hoo,l. Invrmma Co., X« t45

Portlan.l. S IHk.-.i

Orr depiMiiit II

H

Portland Canal 1
'

Note by A<laii •»

I'i' tnent—
produrtion. I^IO 27

' ' I no mdu*lr^ 55

,-u*;i.tin. 41.42

Port MrNril. Vancouvrr 14an«l. B.C S2H

p..

1 2I>»

I'otiiii; li

Inui orr r^ 2IS

I'orMf Kail. Cirrat Lule iUrar. Har^kfi 233
"

y
—

•

-<Mi. on origin Mu<lbury Nirkal <l»-

l-mlXm 657

Cjuote<i. oo rrt4aremrat or«-4iodtr»

306.441.449.451.454.464

PotAJuiium TrIluratr -

I 167

P.,-,:.

51Ontano pru<lurt«ua (IVIO)

Puwrll Mm Claim. IMoru Tf

Ore. Dote* by !lurn»«r« -""**

PuwelU Plateau, (irand (any«»tK Am %f^t

Po%»rr -

< .»t ('4.) 53

i >r|i»nc. -n iif 146

8udbur> I

'•

WalMUia i
-•"•

Frmll. J H -
Rrpurt-bjTt on aabeabw. *«rBu<i 4«i>«<—

Aria 101

I*

i t.Oai 170. 171. an
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Prince Albert, .Sask.

—

Brick makin<; at 354, 355

Princess Silver Mine, Cobalt, Ont 628

Princeton, B.C.—
Coal at 60S, 609

Formation at 599

Princeton coalfieM, B.C 330, 335

Problem of Mixed Sulphide Ores (Ingalls)

479-486

Prospecting

—

Asbestos, notes by Richardson 114

Ontario laws governing 583

Prospects (see Mineral Claims).

Psajansk Mts., Siberia—
.\sbestos 117

Ptieudomorphs

—

Lindren's classification of 397

Publications of Institute

—

Binding 13

Pulp—
Classitication of 491

Pumpelly

—

Quoted, on replacement ore deposits. 398

Pyrenees, France

—

Iron ore resources 218
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Canadian production, 1910 27
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Lake Superior Dist., notes by Willmott

242

Leadville, Col., occurrence of 423

Molecular volume 466

Notes on. by Wilson 310-315

Ontario production (1910) 51
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Quebec industry 49
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Pyroxene
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—
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46 et seq
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—
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Mineral production, 1909-1910 26

Telluride ores 189, 191. 192

Z

Zeiss Protar I^ns 560, 566

Zeolithic Minerals

—

Native copper deposits, association of 318

Zinc

—

British Columbia production (1910). . .58

Canadian production, (1910) 27, 36

Occurrence 429

Notes by Cirkel 119

Ontario production (1910) 51

Smelting of, paper by Ingalls. . .479-486

Standard Mine, Silverton, B.C 213

Yale Dist., B.C 600, 607

Zinkstuhl

—

Production of 482
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